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'he First

64K Arcade Game
For the Color Computer
The first screen objective is to catch enough of Elsie's kisses

(those Red Heart Shaped Things) to fill in the squares on
the Sailorman's house If you can time your punch just so,

you can send the punching bag over to knock the bucket
down and, with a little bit of luck, right onto Bigfatbadguy's
head. This will give you a little (but not much) time to catch
all those RHSTs.

You must avoid contact with Bigfatbadguy who is actively

pursuing you. You must also be careful of Olduglysea-
woman who will appear at higher difficulty levels to chuck
empties at you. Either avoid the flying bottles or punch
them (with the fire button) to keep from being knocked into

the water.

The second screen objective is to collect enough notes to

play Elsie a little love song. You may jump off and onto the
other end of Fatguyeatingahamburger's teetertotter to fly

up a deck and even two decks if you manage to catch
hold of Smartaleckkid's grab handles. Time it right and
away you go.

The Third screen objective is to collect enough letters

(thrown by Elsie's cries for H-E-L-P) to complete a ladder all

the way to the crow's nest where Elsie is calling you. Beware
of the Crow, however, who thinks you are after her eggs!

On all screens, eating a can of collard greens (labeled
"S" for Collard and grasped by punching the can just right)

will give you amazing speed, strength and agility and
allow you to send Bigfatbadguy into the drink with a single

punch.

PLUS. .

.

1. All Machine Code
2. Save Scores Feature
3. Start on any screen
4. Set your own difficulty level

5. Choose the number of men desired

The
SAILOR
MAN

3 Screens-Plus-' INVISO SCR6€N"

R€QUIR€S 64K
DISK $34.95 TfiP€ $29.95

TOM MIX SOFTWARE
4285 BRADFORD N.E.

GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49506

(616)957-0444

»ADD $2.50 POSTAGE & HANDLING'TOP ROYALTIES PAID*
• MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX*

LOOKING FOR NEW SOFTWARE

-H ARCADE ACTION GAMES —



rom Computer Plus to Y

PLUS PLUS

Model 100 8K $495
Model 100 24K $625

Color Computer II

w/16K Ext. Basic $135
W/64K Ext. Basic $195

Model 4 16K $629
Model 4 64K

2 Disk & RS232 $1020

Color Computer Disk Drive

Drive $289 Drive 1 $220

BIG SAVINGS ON A FULL COMPLEMENT OF RADIO SHACK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
COMPUTERS ETC. Juniors Revenge 28.95
Model 4 Portable Disk Drive Controller 139 Pac Attack 24.95
64K w 2 Drives 1020 Extended Basic Kit 39.95 Block Head 26.95

Model 2000 2Dr 2299 PBH Ser/Par Conv. 69 Lunar Rover Patrol 24.95
Model 12 1 Drive 2360 64K Ram Chips 62.95 Lancer 24.95
Model 16B 1Dr 256K 3965 Deluxe Keyboard 35.95 Typing Tutor 23.95

MODEMS HJL Keyboard 79.95 Galagon 24.95
Hayes Smartmodem II 215 CCR-81 Recorder 52 Scott Adams Adventures 19.95

AC-3 125 Deluxe Joystick (each) 35.95 Sea Dragon 34.95

DC Modem I 89 Joysticks (pair) 22 Colorcome 49.95

DC Modem II 160 Video Plus (monitor adapter) 24.95 Telewriter 64 49.95
DC Modem 2212 315 Video Plus IIC 39.95 O-Pak (disk) 34.95

PRINTERS Amdek Color 1 + Monitor 299 Key-264K 39.95

Silver Reed EXP500 D.W. Par. 365 Amdek Video 300 Green 145 Deft Pascal 79.95

Silver Reed EXP550 D.W. Ser. 430
Amdek Video 300 Amber 159 Elite-Calc 59.95

CGP115 159
Taxan Color 210 Monitor 245 VIP Writer 69.95

CGP220 Ink Jet 545
Taxan Green 125 VIP Calc 69.95

DMP110 299
Taxan Amber 129 VIP Terminal 49.95

Gemini 10X 265 SOFTWARE (Tape Version) VIP Database (disk) 59.95

Gemini Powertype 345 The King 26.95 Graphicom 29.95

Panasonic P1091 315 Screen Print (specify printer) 19.95

Smith Corona Fastext 190 Buzzard Bait 27.95 Order any 2 software pieces listed

Prowriter 8510 345 World of Flight 29.95 and take 10% off their listed price.

Okidata and Epson CALL Colorpede 29.95 All Radio Shack software 10%
Send for complete list.

off list.

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-343-8124
• LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

• BEST POSSIBLE WARRANTY
• KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF

• TIMELY DELIVERY

• SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

com
I
CP

I

P.O. Box 1094
480 King Street

Littleton, MA 01460 SINCE 1973
IN MASSACHUSETTS CALL (617) 486-3193

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.
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Lfi=aJ bols beside features and
regular columns indicate that the
program listings with those articles

are on this month's rainbow on tape,

ready to CLOAD and RUN. For full

details, check our rainbow on tape

ad on Page 220.
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RAINBOWfest Report 18
PICTORIAL Spotlighting the Princeton show

S Better To PUT Than To GET/Alexander B. Trevor 23
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create graphics
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GRAPHICS Home is where the CoCo is
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TAPE UTILITY Simplifying your tape commands
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Getting The Most From Your Recorder/Norman Latner 76
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techniques and materials

R Block Out Troublesome Granules/Charles C. Zimmer 89
DISK UTILITY A thorough test programfor checking your disks

for errors

[—] A Simple Text Processor/Ashok Basargekar 103
ML UTILITY An easy, efficient text handler

SThe Diskette Directories Handler System/Marvm E. Swan 120
DISK UTILITY Part III, the final in a series on diskette file

organization

[Ml The Interplanetary Fruit Fly/Martin Kaste 140
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NEXT MONTH: In direct response to our RAINBOWfest-Princeton survey,
February will be our "Utilities Issue" because of the high interest in, and
demand for, these programming helpers.

We'll also kick off rainbow's third annual Adventure contest in addition to

our usual wide spectrum of articles and programs. Look for the rainbow for

more on the Color Computer than is available from any other source!
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PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

Editor:

Whether you ever publish this in your
magazine or not, I've held the pride I feel

in your publication back far too long!

Unfortunately, I'm an old lady and cannot
read the computer language and I deeply

regret that. However, I read all the English

parts I possibly can and love every minute
of it.

I'm sure the staff is excellent and your
Editor is very fortunate to have you. I

couldn't be more prejudiced than I am to

your Editor, because I am Lonnie's Mom.
Mildred C. Folk

Birmingham, AL

RAM . . . ," I am a new CoCo owner and
a mother of four kids. If I want "my turn"
it has to be when the kids are in school
or in bed so I relate to your problem in

terms of my own dilemma; not enough
RAM in my days and not enough K's in my
CoCo. The K problem I am going to deal

with by having a 64K package and a double-

disk drive added to my unit. As for getting

my share of time with the unit, well, the

kids will eventually leave home and I'll get

more time on the CoCo then.

I am enjoying my computer, but for my
money rainbow has really added something
special to our family's computer experiences.

Keep the rainbow bright!

Kathy Fjeldsted

Lundar, Manitoba

WHAT'S A MOTHER TO DO?

Editor:

Regarding your article in the October ^4
issue of RAINBOW, "Everyone Wants More

6 THE RAINBOW January 1985

MAKING A COMPROMISE
Editor:

I think the rainbow is an excellent

magazine and is well laid out. Keep up the

good work.

In your article ["Building October's
Rainbow," Page 16] on what to put in THE
RAINBOW (re: long 64K programs vs. short

programs and more dialogue), 1 have this

suggestion. Yes, we would like to see good,
long version programs, but how about a
compromise? Split the long programs over

a couple of monthly editions. I don't think

we will mind much and it gives a rest in

between listings on the key-in. It would be

to your advantage, too — it gives you more
pages for articles and maybe increased

circulation. Those who buy off-the-shelf

magazines will have to buy next month's
or make requests for last month's if they

only have the second half.

John Felker

St. Catharines, Ontario

BLUEPRINTS FOR THE BUILDER

Editor:

The computer desk plans that Lloyd Wing
(October 1984, Page 7) and other computer
buffs may be interested in are in Mechanix
Illustrated, February 1984.

The plans offer a flexible arrangement
with locked compartment and a slide-out

tray holding the computer keyboard.
Although the desk is made out of red oak

plywood in the article and is estimated to

cost $ 1 80, a less expensive grade of material

could be used with excellent results.

Thomas Remakel
Dubuque, IA

Editor:

I have been buying magazines for 29 years

for the purpose of learning and improving
my abilities, the rainbow is by far the best

I have read. Enough, too much flattery

might cause you to byte your bits.

In the October 1984 issue was a request

for the location of some home built



computer table plans. I recommend the

August 1984 Popular Science. There are

several excellent computer table projects —
winners of the annual plywood panel

construction contest — well worth looking

at and not expensive to build.

As lor the already built, everybody with

furniture is featuring some kind of computer
furniture — at all kinds of prices.

Keep up the outstanding work and on

to the next RAINBOWfest!
Robert A. Clark

Mooretown, NJ

ON THE HUMOROUS SIDE . .

.

Editor:

It appears that in the October issue,

"Information Please" section of the "Letters

To THE RAINBOW" you must have left out

much of Lloyd E. Wing's request, i.e., "I

would like an example of both a purchased

and homemade product: allowing for a

monitor, disk drive and printer."

".
. . another printer (for color), Y cable,

ROM pack, another disk drive, cassette

recorder, diskette filebox, another diskette

filebox, chart and paper storage, six or more
desk drawers, cassette filebox, another

cassette filebox, notepad, pencil holder,

trash basket, 20 gallon trash can — rubber,

it hurts less when you kick it (Note: a 9600

Baud printer requires 33 gallons or better),

desk lamp, aspirin holder, at least a 200-

socket spike protected extension cord (a

dedicated utility company may be substi-

tuted), modem, RS-232 switcher, printer

interface, telephone, holder for the rainbow
magazines, bookcase, coffeepot with cup (an

A. A. meeting list may be substituted), CoCo
programming will require a change of socks

and underwear (for all night sessions),

calendar, radio, intercom (to let the family

know of success— the sound of foot striking

rubber trash can will suffice for failure), in-

basket — nothing ever leaves, clock,

checkbook (filled and solvent) a jillion

stamps, envelopes, helpfully a Bible, picture

of loved ones (for later comparisons),

portable potty (not required if touch typist),

dictionary for Adventures and a place to

store joysticks . .
."

THE rainbow is doing Mr. Wing a great

disservice by failing to correct his letter to

a more realistic request.

DaDa and CoCo Hatton
Cockeysville, MD

HINTS AND TIPS

Editor:

I own a CoCo 2 which I recently upgraded

to 64K. I found out that the IBM PC uses

the same 4164 RAM chips. I was able to

buy nine 150ns chips for $39 plus tax at

an Austin PC store. So, when thinking of

upgrading, check to see if there are any

bargains at your local PC store before you
settle for 200ns chips.

IVe received a tremendous amount of

enjoyment in the three months that I've

owned my CoCo. The very first program
I typed in was a "Sample Program #5" from

the Extended BASIC Manual. If you like

graphics, but don't enjoy typing long

listings, you'll love this one. It is short and

sweet. Be sure to make the following changes

for different effects:

1) 3 POKE 65495.0

5 PMODE4.1
10 PCLS
15 SCREEN 1,1

80 GOTO 20

2) delete lines 30.35,65,70

replace Line 40 with:

40 COLOR RND(4)-1.RND(4)-1

First do the changes in part 1 and RUN,
then do the changes in part 2 and RUN.

Daniel Ortiz

Austin. TX

BACK TALK

Editor:

I have been copying listings from THE
rainbow into my Color Computer, but

found it quite tedious to keep glancing from

the magazine to the keyboard to the CRT
screen. The other night I was wishing I could

persuade my wife to read the listings to me,

when it suddenly occurred to me I could

dictate the listings to a cassette tape, then

play that back while typing in the program.

With a little experimentation in speed,

groupings of characters, etc., I found this

a big improvement. I used a foot switch,

which is available at Radio Shack, to control

the recorder while typing the listings.

I hope this helps others as much as it

has helped me.
Russell R. Yost

Phoenix, AZ

EDITING ERRORS

Editor:

I have discovered that it is easier to correct

errors if you type EDIT and the line number
(e.g., EDIT100) then press 'X' and backspace

to the error. If you run out of paper while

printing something, you can press the SHIFT
@ key which will pause it, change paper

and then press any key to start printing.

Robert Bowlby
Spencer, WV

Editor:

To all you people who wound up with

an Epson MX-80 printer and Radio Shack's

Disk Color Scripsit, and found out all you
could print was garbage: if you use the print

spool feature of Scripsit, not only will the

printer work, but you'll be able to work on
something else while it's printing the spool

file.

Thanks for one terrific magazine, you
make the CoCo worthwhile.

Andrew R. Ilowit

Hollywood. FL

WITH A FLIP OF THE SWITCH

Editor:

I have recently purchased the 64K Disk

version of Coco-Accountant //from Federal

Hill Software and the RGS Micro Dual
DOS Card from Software Support.

Coco-Accountant II is a very good
program; in fact, I am using it to do the

P.T.A. records. It does everything Federal

Hill Software states, and is menu-driven.

The only problem is that the 64K Disk
version is not compatible with JDOS. It

must be used with Disk basic. This
presented a problem in the beginning, as

I did not know why the program did not

function properly; however, with Federal

Hill's help and assistance, we found that it

was due to my use of JDOS. This is why
I purchased the Dual DOS Card and Switch.

The directions that came with the Dual
DOS Card were easy to follow and the

installation was quickly performed. The
hardest part was to drive a hole for the

switch.

With this Card I can change from JDOS
to Disk basic just by the flip of the switch

and I don't have to worry about future

incompatibility with JDOS.
Harold M. Bloom

Princeton, NJ

CASTING' LINES

Editor:

If you would like to play Gone Fishing

(the rainbow, Jan. 1984, Page 158) and
not have your line disappear, make the

following changes in your program:

220GET(125.I28)-(135,136),M,G

600 LINE (149,40)-(149,K),PSET

610 PUT(140,K+0M150,K+6),M,PSET

Ted Mayor
East Greenbush. NY

POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE

Editor:

In the September 1984 issue [Page 6],

Burnie Whiddon from Orlando gave a
method of finding the exclusive OR of two
integers. His method works for integers

from 1 to 32767, but there is a simpler

method to do the same thing and it works
from -32767 to +32767. Of course, you have

to know how the negative numbers are

stored. Try the following lines:

10 INPUP'NUMBERS TO
XOR";A,B

20 PRINT (A OR B) - (A AND B)

These will produce the desired XOR.
Mike Moore

Nepean, Ontario

ALL IN THE FAMILY

Editor:

As the publisher and exclusive marketing
agent for the genealogical database Family,

I would like to thank Mr. Howard Lee Ball

for his praise of the program Family in a

review of another genealogy program
[Ancestors 2.0 November 1984, Page 218].

The review states that Mr. Knight cooperated
with the writer of Ancestors which is a disk-

based system. Family was originally a tape-

based system only.

We would like to inform the readers that

Petrocci Freelance Associates has converted

January 1985 THE RAINBOW



Mr. Knight's Family to disk so it is now
available on both tape and disk. The new
disk version is $19.95. We feel it is only
lair to Mr. Knight to make sure that readers

know that his own program. Family is

available in either format.

Susan Petrocci

Petrocci Freelance Associates

Tucson. AZ

Editor:

I am writing in response to the request

of Mr. Dieter Klose in the November 1984
"Letters To THE rainbow" column. Mr.
Klose inquired about computers and
graphics printers for use in the production
of his large-scale animated cartoon. Your
Editor's Note suggested our program. The
Animator, might help. While we thank you
for the mention, 1 believe Mr. Klose had
something else in mind. To set the record

straight, The Animator does not support
output to a graphics printer. A special

"commercial version" of The Animator is

being used by several graphics and adver-
tising companies (making transfers directly

to videotape). For Mr. Klose 's purposes, we
would recommend either a full-scale main-
frame system or traditional film animation.

Stan Osterbauer, President

Triad Pictures Corp.

Sequim, WA

INFORMATION PLEASE

Editor:

Can someone send me a copy of the Real
Talker "English to Phenome Dictionary?"

They are no longer available from Color-

ware. I would be happy to pay for the copies.

Thanks. Write to me at Rt.l, Box 103,

56444.

Gary Hansen
Deerwood. MN

Editor:

Congratulations on a fine magazine. Each
month, with about five magazines of interest

in the electronics field coming to me, yours
rates tops.

I am interested in a program to help locate

the settings for a TVRO (television receive

only) antenna.

It would allow me to enter my latitude

and longitude, degrees, minutes and seconds.

Then the location of the desired satellite in

the Smith Belt and tell me the elevation and
degrees from true north to set the antenna.

With all the interest in earth stations,

privately owned, if the program is not
available maybe someone would be inter-

ested in writing one. A program writer 1

am not. Write me at Box 471. 44815.

Carl E. Nay
Bettsville. OH

Editor:

It has been suggested to me that your
magazine might be able to assist me in

finding out if there is a magazine subscription

which might pertain to the MC-10 Color
Computer put out by Radio Shack.

I am particularly interested in finding out
what cassettes, if any, are available for this

computer and where a person might obtain

the same.

Ann Lobb
Hay River, Northwest Territories

Editor's Note: Please refer to Radio
Shack's 1985 Catalog, Page 167.

GOLD IN ENGLAND

Editor:

As a refugee following the demise of
Chromasette, I can see 1 have been missing
a great deal in not subscribing to THE
rainbow before now!
Do you have many readers in England?

Maybe we can get some together to try and
get reasonably priced software over here.

Importing software from the United States
results in having to pay six percent of value
in customs charges and then VAT (tax at
15 percent on top of the converted dollar
rate and the customs charge). The choice
of non-Radio Shack software over here is

severely limited.

Fancy finding the 'pot of gold' at the end
of a rainbow over 4000 miles away. Isn't

science wonderful!

Contact me at 14 Upcroft Ave., Edgware,
Middlesex HAS 9RB England.

Norman Allen

Middlesex, England

REALISTIC, FULL-FEATURED

K
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32K Machine Language. No Joysticks Required.
Tape $34.95 Disk $37.95
•No delay for personal checks.
•Money Orders, COD's welcome.
•NO CHARGE lor postage, handling or COD's
•N.Y.S. residents add sales tax.

You've heard about our crowded skys and the concerns for air travel safety.

Have you ever wondered how the system works? Now YOU can learn. No
aviation background is needed. This is a complete educational package which
includes the following:

•Air Traffic Control Simulator software on cassette or diskette.
- 100% machine language.
- Dramatically exploits the CoCo's processing capability.
- Simulates 40 mile x 10,000 ft. surveillance volume.
- Realistic radar pesentation displays airborne and surface traffic.

- Pilot-to-Tower/Tower-to-Pilot communications.
- Develops ATC skills such as traffic separation, approach/departure
vectoring, sequencing and tower procedures.

- Scoring system provides feedback on controller performance.
- Three levels of difficulty for beginners to experts.

•Comprehensive manual includes tutorial on Principles of Air Traffic
Control.

•Communications quick reference card.
Will educate, entertain and impress CoCo users. Carefully engineered for the
novice, yet will challenge the experts.

BETASOFT SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 1174
Smithtown, New York 11787 RAINBOW
(516)666-7240 certification

Dealer Inquiries Invited seal

/^\
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Color Power 1

1

Gives Your Co Co the Power of

TM

Color Power II is the CP/M computer

which plugs into your Color Computer
and marries its powerful Z-80A
microprocessor with the outstanding

6809E microprocessor to allow you
to run thousands of business programs

including WordStar, - dBase II,"

and SuperCalc II.™

Color Power II includes the CP/M 2.2

operating system and generates a high

quality 80 column by 24 line display

on your 80 column monitor with upper

and lower case letters.

Many are developing hardware and
software for use with Color Power II.

Double Density Software provides

ULTRA TERM +, a communications

program, and DOUBLE DOS II, an 80

column generator for Co Co basic.

Morton Bay Software provides

DOUBLE DRIVER, a monitor driver.

PRICES:

COLOR POWER II $329.00

ULTRA TERM + $ 56.00

DOUBLE DOS II $ 40.00

DOUBLE DRIVER or MONO II ..$ 25.00

Call us or one of our dealers or send check. Visa

or MasterCard number with expiration date.

N.J. residents add 6% sales tax.

yjJy) Color Power Unlimited, Inc.
1260 Springfield Ave., P.O. Box 606-F, New Providence, N.J. 07974 (201) 665-9646

Double Density Software

620 Kings Row
Denton. Texas 76201

817-566-2004

DKAI.KKS

Morton Hay Software

:i!6 Castillo Street

Santa Barbara, CA 93101
805-962-3127

DSI. Computer Products, Inc.

P.O. Hox 1176

Dearborn, Michigan 48121
313-582-8930

Micro R.C..S. Inc.

759 Victoria Square
Montreal H2Y 2J
800-361-5155

1 M is u ir.idi'MKirk ill I »n*i:.il Id-scnnlt. Inc. MnnlSiur \h .> initlt'inark ill Mirruprti tnlcrii.tUuiiiil t'nrji

(IHiiT II is li itaili-iiiiirk »l AnHUhi Tall' Nii|mt(',iIi- II tail Inidrnmrk ol Suriiii Corporation.



PIRATE PENDENCY

Editor:

Please accept my compliments on the

most valuable peripheral I buy for my Color
Computer. The high point of my month is

always the arrival of THE rainbow. I would
also like to cast my vote in favor of an article

or series on FORTH.
I would like to commend these suppliers:

Prickly-Pear Software, Spectral Associates,
Spectrum Projects, Tom Mix Software and
Double Density Software.

Lastly, I would like to toss out a few
comments about software piracy. My
question is to the software vendors who deal
exclusively, or almost so, in imitations of
arcade games. What legal right do these
companies have to copy arcade games
without licensing them from the original

manufacturers? I hear a lot of whining and
screaming from these manufacturers about
people stealing their software, but it seems
to me a case of the pot calling the kettle

black. I invite rebuttal from the
manufacturers.

Richard P. Adams
Mesquite, TX

KUDOS

Editor:

This magazine definitely is the best CoCo
magazine around! The programs are always
new, creative and exciting. It makes me feel

good when I read about new hardware or
software because I know you really know
what you're talking about.

Keep up the good work on your great
magazine!

Todd Amodeo
Winthrop, MA

Editor:

Congratulations on the success of your
magazine. I'm a subscriber of your colorful

magazine. 1 live in Canada and IVe been
wondering why nobody thought of doing
a RAINBOWfest here in Canada. Everybody
is 'CoCo' about the rainbow magazine
here.

Serge Larecque
Montreal, Quebec

APPLAUSE, APPLAUSE!

Editor:

As the New Brunswick RAINBOWfest
was excellent, the Princeton RAINBOWfest
exceeded it by far. I must say that both
shows were worthwhile.

I have many, many companies to thank.
To start off, for the New Brunswick show,
I must thank Mark Data Products for their
excellent Super-Pro keyboard and Tom Mix
software for their quick delivery of SR-71.

For the Princeton show there are many
more companies to thank. First on the list

is Computer Plus for their service and the
great price on the Okidata Microline 92
printer. (Not to mention the Okidata
company for the quality of the printer.)
Next, I should mention Micro World IPs
friendliness and good price on Sam Sleuth
by Computerware. (Anybody know where
some more evidence is on level 2? Got them
to the 'lot' but arresting them doesn't work!)
How about MichTron for their Mach II

joysticks, for giving us a free Mudpies game,
and for a good price on Graphicom. Yes,
they do discount at RAINBOWfests!
Thanks to Moreton Bay Laboratory for
their Bjork Blocks (Graphicom and Bjork
Blocks are perfect together).

I'd also like to commend Compukit
Corporation. Their 64K upgrade for $38,
including installation, was a bargain.
Although we had some trouble with it,

bringing the computer back the next day
remedied the problem.

Finally, and most importantly, I'd like to
thank the rainbow for supporting the
shows and especially the CoCo. You guys
have done a great job and we wouldn't be
here without you.

Thanks to all.

Eric W. Lund
Millington, NJ

Editor:

Just a line to let you know how much
my buddies and I like your magazine, THE
rainbow. You seem to have an endless
supply of goodies. I always try to point a
new CoCo owner in the right direction —
right to rainbow, that is.

"Cooking With CoCo" by Colin J.
Stearman is a good example. I have enjoyed
every segment so far. He is a fantastic writer
in my opinion.

You have too many great articles for
anyone to mention them all. As for my
CoCo getting lonesome, not as long as I

can get a rainbow! But my fingers are
getting a little stiff, so I also get rainbow
on TAPE.

Keep all those great articles, and great
people working for us.

Harold Lame
Gallatin, TX

Editor:

On Sunday, September 30, 1984, the
drawing for the soft sculpture doll was held
at RAINBOWfest in Princeton, N.J. Draw-
ing the tickets for the PJCCC was Willo
Falk of the rainbow magazine. Standing
by as verifying official was Dan Downard
of the rainbow. The winner of the doll
was Paul Eckhard, RR I, Box 152, Pal-
merton, PA.

Penn-Jersey Color Computer Club
Easton, PA

The IMiniiPFreeForm Filer *No Other Program Can Match It!

OUR CAPABILITIES:
THE SYSTEM: This fully prompted, menu driven program, with "HELP" available

at any point in the program, gives you real "EASE OF USE."
As you enter or edit your text, you can select any word as a "KEYWORD." You don't

have to type your keywords separately! Each "CARD" can contain as many as 117
keywords, and up to nine pages of text similar to a 3" x 5" card, with no field restric-
tions! Each "FILE DRAWER" can contain up to 32,767 pages per drawer!
THE EDIT: "FULL TEXTEDITING." includes an onscreen editing menu, word wrap

and the ability to move lines around in a file. Entire cards may be duplicated within
a file drawer, making the use of "STANDARD FORMS" or "TEMPLATES" very easy!
THE SEARCH: You can "SEARCH" for the card title, your keyword, or a combina-

tion of both. "WILD CARD SEARCHES" give you even more powerful search capabilities,
such as when you can't remember the spelling of a name!
THE RESULTS: You may list the titles of all cards found in your search, print those

cards, or write them to a disk file for later printing or use with a word processor. Prin-
ting the cards gives you "HANDS ON USE" for maintaining office phone indexes, in-
ventories, and appointment calendars The FreeForm Filer FILLS THE GAP between
traditional data base management and word processing programs! . .

TheraP/FreeForm Filer $124.95 S>
ORDERING INFORMATION:
Mail to:

TMP Software

2431 E. Douglas
Wichita, Kansas 67211

We accept: MasterCard, Visa, American
Express, Money Orders and Checks. To
speed up your order call toll free at
1-800-255-1382 Ext. 47.

TWWTotal Management Planning Software

GIVE YOU MORE ABILITIES
TO EASILY STORE AND RETRIEVE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

HOW THE FREEFORM FILER IS USED
SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS: Inventory, service calls, vendor lists, sales orders,

prospect notes, project status notes ... the possibilities are endless!
RESEARCHERS: Put your research notes on the FreeForm Filer and you'll never

have to worry about where your notes on the "XYZ Phenomenon" were filed!

ATTORNEYS: You can easily find the names of those cases affected by a new court
decision, or cases that need briefs filed next month!
DOCTORS: You can list all of your patients affected by new medications!
IN THE HOME: Again, the possibilities ore endless . . . stamp and coin collections,

home inventory, payment dates, Christmas card lists, and all your favorite recipes RIGHT
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

OUR PPD' RATING IS THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY!
•PERFORMANCE PER DOLLAR: There are cheaper filing programs, but none with
the power and performance of the FreeForm Filer.

•A REVIEW BY RAINBOW MAGAZINE said no other filing program "can match
the abilities and capabilities" of the TMP/FreeForm Filer for "applications that re-
quire a lot of text, very variable search criteria, speed and efficiency."

The TMP FreeForm Filer runs on OS-9 systems and requires 64K RAM, one disk drive,

and an 80-column screen. (Also available for IBM-compatible computers, and Sanyo MBC
550 and MBC 555, Zenith Z-100, Canon AS-100 and CX-1, Victor 9000, and Tandy 2000.)
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WORLDS OF FLIGHT (WOF) is a "view"
oriented flight simulation for the TRS-80
Color Computer, written entirely in

Machine Language. "View" oriented

means that the pilot may determine his or

her position by actually viewing the sur-

rounding landmarks as opposed to using

instruments which sense navigational

references. This is a major departure from
"instrument only" simulations which can

be achieved through BASIC programs.

Most instrument maneuvers and pro-

cedures may be practiced. The craft is a

light-weight, single-engine airplane with

low wings. A nose wheel which is both

steerable and retractable is also modeled.
Some aerobatics are possible including

sustained inverted flight, aileron rolls,

spins and stalls.

JOYSTICKS REQUIRED
32K MACHINE LANGUAGE

TAPE $29.95 DISK $32.95

The Experts Say:

C.L. — "As a pilot I found "Flight" to

he an outstanding simulation.

M.H. — "No one has created a more

realistic flight simulator for the Color

Computer.

"

D. HOOPER, pilot for major airline —
"An outstanding flying experience.

Very realistic."

TOM MIX SOFTWARE
4285 BRADFORD N.E.

GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49506

•ADD $1.50 POSTAGE & HANDLING'TOP ROYALTIES PAID*

• MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX*
LOOKING FOR NEW SOFTWARE

ARCADE ACTION GAMES
TO ORDER CALL 616/957-0444

VISA-
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1 really can't think of a nicer time of the year — and the only thing that
makes this time of the year bad is that it isn't really that time yet.

I guess I should explain. This is the January issue of THE rainbow, but it

comes out in mid-December. However, in order for me to meet the deadlines
that have been imposed, I have to write it in early to mid-November. So, while
I am trying to project myself a month ahead — it is a little hard to do. I'll

try.

Because this is the January issue, I think it is important to look at the year
which has just ended (or is about to end) and the one that is coming up. First,
a few observations about 1984:

George Orwell's society did not take us over during 1984, as neither I nor
you really thought that it would. At the same time, we did see computers and
machines doing more and more things for people than ever before.
The computer business, in particular, was a good and a bad one. It was good

for those of us interested in the CoCo because tens of thousands of users were
added to the ranks. At the same time, more and more people looked at the
Color Computer for the first time and this has made it what may very well
be the most popular low-cost computer going.
For some other people the computer business has not been particularly good.

We keep hearing about "the shakeout" — and a lot of people "got shook out."
Computer companies. Software houses. Magazines. I've written about all this
before, so there is nothing new here. Just an end-of-year observation that Tandy
Corporation/ Radio Shack seems to be as strong or stronger than ever, while
some other people seem to be weaker or non-existent.

Looking ahead, I see the trend continuing. The fact of the matter is that
many of the companies which show "new computers" at big shows like COMDEX
one year, are nowhere to be seen the next year. One case in point is close to
home: Tano Corporation — which had a big display for its U.S. Dragon computer
last year. This time around they are not even in the market.
Why don't a lot of these people succeed? That is one of the concerns I think

needs to be answered in 1985. And, frankly, I think the answer is that they
do not succeed because they don't have anything new that will really grab the
market.

The same goes in software. And magazines. No one is going to make inroads
into an established market unless they can build a better mousetrap. Someone
once wrote a book entitled To Catch A Mouse, Make A Noise Like A Cheese.
It was a good book and it makes a lot of sense. But, you have to have a better
cheese than the guy who has been selling you a perfectly good wheel of cheddar
for a couple of years, or why would anyone switch? Too many people in the
computer market are expecting people to switch simply because they have arrived
on the scene.

What we need in 1985 are new things. New computers. New software. And
not just new software, but new concepts. New ideas. I remember when VisiCalc
first came out — it was the first program that gave the businessperson something
he could really use. Apple Computer Co. sold a lot of computers thanks to
ads which showed VisiCalc running.

I hear that several people are working on new endeavors in a lot of areas.
I hope the trend continues and makes it to the marketplace. New programs
will make your CoCo an even better investment — you'll be able to do more.
And, of even more significance, you'll be able to do things you did not consider
it possible to do. That's truly significant.

I see something new coming from a hardware standpoint, too. Whatever comes
from Radio Shack will, undoubtedly, be upwardly compatible. That is something
I have written about before, and it is a major strong point for the Radio Shack
and Tandy line of computers.

In short, I see 1985 as an exciting year! I think it is a year in which the
CoCo Community will continue to grow and the support for our favorite computer



the Color Computer Word Processor
3 display formats: 51/64/85
columns x 24 lines

True lower case characters

User-friendly full -screen

editor

Right justification

Easy hyphenation

Drives any printer

Embedded format and
control codes

Runs in 16K, 32K, or 64K
Menu-driven disk and
cassette I/O
No hardware modifications

required

THK ORIGINAL
Simply staled, Telewriter is the most powerful

word processor you can buy for the TRS-80
Color Computer. The original Telewriter has

received rave reviews in every major Color

Computer and TRS-80 magazine, as well as

enthusiastic praise from thousands of satisfied

owners. And rightly so.

The standard Color Computer display of 32

characters by 16 lines without lower case is

simply inadequate for serious word processing.

The checkerboard letters and tiny lines give you

no feel for how your writing looks or reads.

Telewriter gives the Color Computer a 51

column by 24 line screen display with true

lower case characters. So a Telewriter screen

looks like a printed page, with a good chunk of

text on screen at one time. In fact, more on

screen text than you'd get with Apple II, Atari,

TI, Vic or TRS-80 Model III.

On top of that, the sophisticated Telewriter

full-screen editor is so simple to use, it makes
writing fun. With single-letter mnemonic
commands, and menu-driven I/O and

formatting, Telewriter surpasses all others for

user friendliness and pure power.

Telewriter's chain printing feature means that

the size of your text is never limited by the

amount of memory you have, and Telewriter's

advanced cassette handler gives you a powerful

word processor without the major additional

cost of a disk.

...one of the best programsfor the Color

Computer I have seen. . .

— Color Computer News, Jan. 1982

TKLEWRITER-64
But now we've added more power to

Telewriter. Not just bells and whistles, but

major features that give you total control over

your writing. We call this new supercharged

version Telewriter-64. For two reasons.

64K COMPATIBLE
Telewriter-64 runs fully in any Color Computer
— 16K, 32K, or 64K, with or without Extended

Basic, with disk or cassette or both. It

automatically configures itself to take optimum
advantage of all available memory. That means
that when you upgrade your memory, the

Telewriter-64 text buffer grows accordingly. In

a 64K cassette based system, for example, you

get about 40K of memory to store text. So you
don't need disk or FLEX to put all your 64K
to work immediately.

64 COLUMNS (AND 85!)

Besides the original 51 column screen,

Telewriter-64 now gives you 2 additional high-

density displays: 64 x 24 and 85 x 24! ! Both

high density modes provide all the standard

Telewriter editing capabilities, and you can

switch instantly to any of the 3 formats with a

single control key command.
The 51 x 24 display is clear and crisp on the

screen. The two high density modes are more
crowded and less easily readable, but they are

perfect for showing you the exact layout of

your printed page, all on the screen al one
time. Compare this with cumbersome
"windows" that show you only fragments at a

time and don't even allow editing.

RIGHT JUSTIFICATION &
HYPHENATION
One outstanding advantage of the full-width

screen display is that you can now set the

screen width to match the width of your

printed page, so that "what you see is what

you get." This makes exact alignment of

columns possible and it makes hyphenation

simple.

Since short lines are the reason for the large

spaces often found in standard right justified

text, and since hyphenation is the most
effective way to eliminate short lines,

Telewriter-64 can now promise you some of the

best looking right justification you can get on

the Color Computer.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS:
Printing and formatting: Drives any printer

(LPVil/VIIl, DMP-100/200, Epson, Okidata,

Centronics, NEC. C Itoh. Smith-Corona,

Terminct, etc).

Embedded control codes give full dynamic access to

intelligent printer features like: underlining,

subscript, superscript, variable font and type size, dot-

graphics, etc.

Dynamic (embedded) formal controls for: top,

bottom, and left margins; line length, lines per page,

line spacing, new page, change page numbering,

conditional new page, enable/disable justification.

Menu-driven control of these parameters, as well as:

pause at page bottom, page numbering, baud rate (so

you can run your printer at top speed), and Epson

font. "Typewriter" feature sends typed lines directly

to your printer, and Direct mode sends control codes

right from the keyboard. Special Epson driver

simplifies use with MX-80.

Supports single and multi-line headers and automatic

centering. Print or save all or any section of the text

buffer. Chain print any number of files from cassette

or disk.

File and I/O Features: ASCII format files —
create and edit BASIC, Assembly, Pascal, and C
programs. Smart Terminal files (for uploading or

downloading), even text files from other word

processors. Compatible with spelling checkers (like

Spell 'n Fix).

Cassette verify command for sure saves. Cassette auto-

retry means you type a load command only once no

matter where you arc in the tape.

Read in, save, partial save, and append files with disk

and/or cassette. For disk: print directory with free

space to screen or printer, kill and rename files, set

default drive. Easily customized to the number of

drives in the system.

Editing features: Fast, full-screen editor with

wordwrap, block copy, block move, block delete, line

delete, global search and replace (or delete), wild card

search, fast auto-repeat cursor, fast scrolling, cursor

up, down, right, left, begin line, end line, top of text,

bottom of text; page forward, page backward, align

text, tabs, choice of buff or green background,

complete error protection, line counter, word counter,

space left, current file name, default drive in effect,

set line length on screen.

Insert or delete text anywhere on the screen without

changing "modes." This fast "free-form" editor

provides maximum ease of use. Everything you do
appears immediately on the screen in front of you.

Commands require only a single key or a single key

plus CLEAR.

...truly a state of the art word processor...

outstanding in every respect.

— The RAINBOW, Jan. 1982

RAINBOW
cmtiFiCA'io*

SE*l

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
You can no longer afford to be without the

power and efficiency word processing brings to

everything you write. The TRS-80 Color

Computer is the lowest priced micro with the

capability for serious word processing. And
only Telewriter-64 fully unleashes that

capability.

Telewriter-64 costs $49.95 on cassette. $59.95

on disk, and comes complete with over 70

pages of well-written documentation. (The step-

by-step tutorial will have your writing with

Telewriter-64 in a matter of minutes.)

To order, send check or money order to:

Cognitec
704 Nob Street

Del Mar, CA 92014

Or check your local software store. If you have

questions, or would like to order by Visa or

Mastercard, call us at (619) 755-1258

(weekdays, 8AM -4PM PST). Dealer inquiries

invited.

(Add S? for shipping. Caltfornians add 6*t stale lav Allow 2

weeks for personal checks. Send self-addressed stamped

envelope for Telewriter reviews from CCN. RAINBOW.
80-Micro. 80-U.S. Telewriter owners: vend SASE or call for

information on upgrading to Telewrlter-M. Telewriter-

compalihlc spelling checker (Spell 'n Fix) and Smart Terminal

program (Colorcom'E) also available. Call or write for more

information.!

Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.; Atari is a

trademark of Atari. Inc.; TRS^SO is a trademark of Tandy

Corp; MX-80 is a trademark of Epson America. Inc.
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WLS NEST
SOFTWARE

' WE GIVE A HOOT

LABEL III - Name and address file-print system.
With LABEL III you can develop and maintain
a mailing list. Print lists or mailing labels in your
choice of 1, 2, or 3 wide. Supports 3 or 4 line

addresses with phone optional, FAST machine
language sort by last name, first name, or zip

code.

Cassette 16K EXT Postpaid $19.95

/^\
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FILEIII - Data Management System
With FILEIII you can create and maintain records on any-

thing you choose. Recipes, coupons, household records,

financial records - you name it. You create records con-

taining up to five fields you define. You can search, sort.

modify, delete, save on tape and display on the screen or
send to a printer. The program is user friendly and user

proof. Prompting is extensive. A comparable program
could cost much more. This one is a bargin!

Cassette 16K EXT - Postpaid $19.95

PROGRAM FILE (Reviewed in Oct. '83 Rainbow)
Organize your cassette programs. With PROGRAM FILE
you create a file of your computer programs. You can
search, sort, modify, add, delete, save on tape, and display

on screen or printer.

Cassete 16K EXT -Postpaid $14.95

INTRODUCING! - CODE CONVERTER Secrurity System
CODE CONVERTER will protect your basic and ML pro-

grams from unauthorized use. A simple code of your
choice encodes your programs. Basic program listings will

be scrambled and inoperative. Machine Language will not
operate. Coded programs can be copied but are useless un-

till properly decoded.
Cassette 16K EXT - Postpaid $19.95

ADVENTURE STARTER (Reviewed in Feb. '84 Rainbow)
Learn to play those adventures the painless way. You
start with a simple adventure and move into an interme-
diate. Two complete seperate adventures plus htnts and
tips on adventuring. Finish this and you are ready for

ATLANTIS!
Cassette 16K Ext -Postpaid $17.95

ATLANTIS ADVENTURE (Reviewed in May'84 Rainbow)
This one is tough! We challenge you to complete this in 30
days! If you can we will send you any program we sell -

Postpaid - at absolutely no charge. You start on a disabled sub
near the lost city of Atlantis. You must get the sub (and your-
self) safely to the surface.
Cassete 16K EXT - Postpaid $21.95

ESPIONAGE ISLAND ADVENTURE (Reviewed June'84)
You have been dropped off on a deserted island by submarine.
You must recover some top secret microfilm and signal the
sub to pick you up. Problems abound in this 32K
adventure.

32K EXT - Postpaid Disk - $20.95 Cassette $17.95

KINGDOM OF BASHAN
Our most involved adventure to date. Bashan has a large
vocabulary and some unique problems to solve. You must
enter BASHAN (not easy), gather the ten treasures of the
kingdom while staying alive (even harder), and return to the
starting point (harder yet). If you can get the maximum 200
points in this you are an expert!
32K EXT - Postpaid Disk - $20.95 Cassette $17.95

FOUR MILE ISLAND (Reviewed May '84)
You are trapped inside a disabled nuclear power plant. The
reactor is running away! You must bring the reactor to a cold
shutdown and prevent the "China Syndrome". Can you save
the plant (and yourself)? It's not easy!
Cassette 16K EXT • Postpaid $17.95

•C.O.D. orders please add SI .50
•No delay for personal checks

IN A HURRY? CALL OUR HOOT LINE: (615) 238-9458

VISA* OWLS NEST SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 579. OOLTEWAH. TN 37363

MasterCard

will continue to expand. I believe newer and better things
are on the horizon. And, with the Color Computer on
sale now, almost everyone has a chance to buy the best
single machine available, dollar-for-dollar, on the market
today. I hope you will do your friends and neighbors a
favor and expose them to your CoCo in the days before
and those following the holiday season.

I should also mention that RAlNBOWfest in Irvine,

Calif., will be in February. These shows are always a great

deal of fun, as well as an opportunity to see the CoCo
Community at its best. \Ve have special rates at the Irvine
Marriott for the show and hope that thousands of you
will join us in sunny. Southern California for the midwinter
meeting.

There are a host of seminars and lots of exhibitors
planning to attend. So, check out the registration form
in this month's issue and let us know that you will be
with us.

Last, but certainly not the least, this is the most
appropriate time of the year to say "thank you" to the
tens of thousands of you who are members of the CoCo
Community, who support THE RAINBOW, and who use and
love your Color Computer. We started this magazine three
and a half years ago with the idea of serving people who
owned a CoCo, even though it didn't yet have that
nickname.

We have been able to serve you, I feel, largely through
your support of us — writing or calling us with suggestions;
telling advertisers that you saw their ads in the magazine;
submitting programs for publication; participating in our
contests; and a whole host of other things. We truly could
not have THE rainbow without each of you.

1 hope this season of the year is a happy, healthy and
prosperous one for you and yours. I look forward to being
with you for an even better year ahead.
Happy Holidays and happy 1985.

— Lonnie Falk

One- Liner Contest Winner . . .

This shows how the notorious"PMODE4 color artifacts"

create a color picture on your set from what is really a black
and white video signal. It's also very nice to look at.

Mike Napolitan
W. Springfield, MA

The listing:

1 D IMA < 1 1 > : W=20 : F0RC=4T05 : PM0DE4
,l:PCLS:SCREENl,l:BET<4,4>-<24,2
4>,A,B:F0RX=C T0228STEP2:Y=X*.75
: Z= 174-Y : PUT < X , Y > - < X+W, Y+W) , A, NO
T: PUT < X , Z > - < X+W, Z+W) , A, NOT: PUT < X

,86>-<X+W, 106) ,A,NOT:NEXT:FORT=l
TO500 : NEXTT , C : FORB« 1 T09999 : NEX

T

(For ihis winning one-liner contcsi entry, the author has been sent copies or both The
Rainhim Bunk OfAdventuremi iis companion Rainhim Adventure Tape.)
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YOU

COULD FALL IN LOVE WITH

AUTOTERM!
IT TURNS YOUR COLOR COMPUTER INTO THE

WORLD'S
SMARTEST
TERMINAL

GOOD
LOOKIN'

AUTOTERM shows true upper/
lower case in screen widths of 32,

40, 42, 51, or 64 characters with no

split words. The width of 32 has

extra large letters. Scrolling is for-

ward, backward, and fast. Block

graphics pictures are displayed auto-

matically and can be scrolled.

The screen's top line shows operat-

ing mode, unused memory size,

memory on/off, and caps-lock on/
off. It also gives helpful prompts.

SWEET
TALKIN'

KEY-BEEP can be on /off. Unac-

ceptable keystrokes cause a lower

pitched BOP! This ERROR-BEEBOP
can be on/off.

Talks to other computers with

Full or Half Duplex; Baud Rate of

110, 150, 300, 600, 1200; Parity as

even, odd, mark, space, none; 7 or 8
bit Word; any Stop Bits; all 128

ASCII characters; true line Break;

XON/XOFF protocol; and optional

line-at-a-time transmission. Able to

send and receive text, block graphics,

BASIC and ML programs. A 64K
machine holds up to 46,600 charac-

ters (34,900 in HI-RES).

DUAL PROCESSING lets you

review 6k edit while more data is

coming in.

Fully supports D.C. Hayes and

other intelligent modems.
Talks to your printer with

any page size, margins, line spacing,

split word avoidance. Embed your

printer's control sequences for bold-

face, underlining, etc. Narrow text

can be automatically spread out.

You'll also use Autoterm
for simple word processing

and record keeping

You can display directories, delete

files, transmit directly from disk,

and work with files larger than

memory. Easily maintain a disk copy

of an entire session.

Compatible with TELEWRITER
(ASCII) 6k other word processors.

SMOOTH
WALKIN'

AUTOTERM moves smoothly

and quickly between word proces-

sing and intelligent terminal action.

Create text, correct your typing

errors; then connect to the other

computer, upload your text, down-

load information, file it, and sign-off;

then edit the received data, print it

in an attractive format, and/or save

it on file.

Editing is super simple with the

cursor. Find strings instantly, too!

Any operating parameter, such as

screen width, can be altered at any

time. Uncompleted commands can

be cancelled.

PUTTY IN
YOUR HANDS

The word processor can be used

to create, print, and/or save on file

your personal KSMs. They let

AUTOTERM act like you. For

example, it can dial through your

modem, sign-on, interact, perform

file operations, 6k sign-off; an entire

session without your help. KSMs
can answer the phone, prompt the

caller, take messages, save them,

hang-up, and wait for the next call.

The KSM potential is unbelievable!

NO OTHER COMPUTER IN THE
WORLD CAN MATCH YOUR
COCO'S AUTOMATIC TERMI-
NAL CAPABILITIES!!!!!

WHAT THE
REVIEWERS SAY

"AUTOTERM is the Best of

Class."

Randolf W. Graham
the RAINBOW, June, 1983

"The Autoterm buffer system is

the most sophisticated — and one of

the easiest to use. .

."

W.C. Banta

HOT CoCo, September, 1984

"Almost a full featured word

processor

Ed Ellers

the RAINBOW, November, 1984

RECOMMEND 32K to 64K
Tape-to-Disk Upgrade $23
You Keep the Cassette

CASSETTE $39.95

DISKETTE $49.95

Add $3 shipping and handling
MC/VISA/C.O.D.

PXE Computing
11 Vicksburg Lane

Richardson, Texas 75080

214/699-7273

Please hire the mentally retarded. They are sincere, hard working and

appreciative. _. , , „. '

.

KK Thanks! Phyllis.



PROFESSIONAL,

EDUCATIONAL,

& BUSINESS
APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE /^^N
for the COLOR COMPUTER rainbow

PROFESSIONAL
3-D PLOTTER
Plots any (unction

or a data set

32K S24.95

KW SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Mach. Language FAST Fourier Transform

32K S24.95

PROPRIETOR'S ACCOUNTANT

#k\ \ Complete Bookkeeping System

Screen or Printer Output

Double-entry General Ledger and Journal

Trial Balance. Profit/Loss, Balance Sheet

Keep YOUR expenses DOWNI

32K DISK ONLY
$29.95

W MATHEMATICS jV
MATRIX MATH

( Inverse. Determinant )

EQUATION EVALUATOR S1 , „.
( Polynomials, Linear Sets )

'*•>»"

* FUNCTION FINDER ...
2 C Interpolation. Regression )

* 1z -95

CALCULUS $ ,
( Differentiation. Inloorallon )

*' z -95

All 4 MATH Programs $44.00

fa EDUCATIONAL SIMULATIONS -A
STRATEGY POLITICS $16.95

STRATEGY INVESTING $16.95

8 IMAGE PROCESSING $16.95

STRATEGY FOOTBALL $16.95

STRATEGY BOXING $12.95
AD 5 SIMULATIONS $69.95

Send CHECK or MONEY ORDER
Specify DISK or TAPE Ext. BASIC Req.

Add $2.00 Shipping / Handling
Florida Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Write for FREE CATALOG

ANKIA
RESEARCH

901-19 INQIANTOWN RD.

SUITE R
JUPITER, FL 33458

BUILDING JANUARYS RAINBOW

Rainbow 'Excellent' Or 'Good' Say 98.8 Percent . .

.

Some 94 Percent Have 32K, Most 64K . .

.

Two-Thirds Frown On Three Column Listings . .

.

When we decided to conduct a poll of those attending the Princeton
RAINBOWfest, we knew that in order to get useful information from
a survey you have to ask the right question— and that asking the right

question is tricky business. Nonetheless, knowing full well we should consult an
expert, such as the University of Cincinnati's Dr. Sam Sherrill. whose advice has
appeared in RAINBOW, we instead gathered an ad hoc committee of those not
busy on something else and developed questions based on a popular, if not
professional, technique: "Hey, I know, let's ask how ..."

Well, the results of the Princeton poll are in, and 1 believe we learned several
things of value in addition to a great deal about taking future polls. In evaluating
the results, we have kept in mind that those attending RAINBOWfest cannot be
presumed to represent the entire RAINBOW readership. That is, as a group, those
who came to the show were probably among the more dedicated users — likely
more sophisticated in terms of hardware and software than readers who did not
attend. After all, those attending traveled, on the average, some 136 miles to
attend the Princeton show.

So, further caveats aside and with apologies to Sam, here (reported in percen-
tages of those responding) are the highlights of what we found:

Present System:
Size: 4K 3

I6K 5.9

32K 12.6

64K 81.2
basic: Color 4.7

Extended 54.9

Disk 40.4
Printer:

Make: Radio Shack 54.2

Other 45.3
Type: Dot Matrix 86.6

Letter Quality 8.1

Color 2.8

Other 2.5

Display:

Kind: B&W TV 16

Color TV 65.2
TV/ Video Monitor 8.8

Computer Monitor 10.

1

DOS Used:
Disk basic 84.0

OS-9 |2.0

FLEX 2.5

Star-DOS 1.5

Software Most Likely To Buy:
Utilities 23.0
Games 19.3

Word Processing 17.5

Home Uses |4.

1

Education |3.0

Art/ Graphics ||.0

Business 1.5

Music 0.6

Items Most Interested In Buying:
Disk Drives 17.8

More Memory 13.4

Printer |2.|

Modem 10.2

Speech/Sound Synthesizer 10.0

Monitor 7.5

Graphics Tablet 6.2
New Operating System 5.6
Expansion Unit 5.1

CP/ M Adapter 4. |

Joysticks 3.4
Remote Device Control 2.8
Videodisc Player 1.9

I Rate the rainbow:
Excellent '.

80.8
Good 18.0

Fair 1.1

Poor o.l

Average Number of Recent
Purchases Through rainbow Ads:

Total 6.8
I would like to see the rainbow offer
more:
Utilities 18.6
Machine Language Info 15.7
Hardware Projects |2.6

Educational Programs 11.0

Business Programs 10.5
Reviews

j 0.2
Tutorials 10.

1

Games 8.6
Other 2.9

I think your Product Reviews are:
Just right 72.5
Too short 4.9

(Continued on Page 176)
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Graduate With DEFT Pascal

—.<

As a result of the programming language requirement of the Advanced Placement (AP) Tests,

Pascal has become the standard language used in High Schools and Colleges today. On the

Color Computer, DEFT Pascal is the standard.

DEFT Bench $49.95

DEFT Edit
Full screen editor

DEFT Debugger
debug Pascal machine
programs symbolically

DEFT Macro/6809
supports entire 6809

instruction set,

lets you define your own
instructions

RS# 90-5001
All DEFT software and programs developed with DEFT software are BASIC

ROM independent and use all of the memory in your Color Computer

without OS-9. All you need is DEFT software and a TRS-80 Color Computer

with Extended Disk BASIC, at least 32K of RAM and One Disk Drive. With

DEFT Pascal ($79.95) you will also need a text editor to write your pro-

grams. Software licensing arrangements are available for schools. Dealer

inquiries welcome.

DEFT Pascal $79.95

DEFT Pascal Compiler DEFT Linker

DEFT Linker
(see DEFT Pascal)

DEFT Lib
create and maintain

program object libraries

combines multiple program

objects into one binary

program

complete Pascal language,

generates machine

language object

RS# 90-5000

DEFT Pascal Workbench $119.95

(DEFT Pascal And DEFT Bench Together)
RS# 90-5002

Aval

By Express Order
At Your Local

Quantity of Each: _ DEFT Pascal _ DEFT Bench

_ DEFT Pascal Workbench

Method ol Payment (check one) Li Check Enclosed

VISA I J Master Card n COD

DEFT Systems, Inc.

Suite 4, Damascus Centre
Damascus, MD 20872

t% kViVJ

Account Number
| || || ||

Card Expiration Date LJLJ /
|

Signature

Name — ,

Orders and Sales Information 1-800-992-DEFT

Technical Assistance 1-301-253-1300

DEFT * • TrrtMiwh of DEF7 Sy*»ms. i«c TRS-W * a Trademart (A TANDY Corporikon

State DD 2P LCity

All orders are shipped UPS within 24 hours ol receipt. Add 3% lor shipping and handling; Maryland

residents add 5% tor State Sales Tax; add S2.00 lor COD



RAINBOWfest
REPORT

Bright lights and a crush of people
crowded the Computize booth throughout
the run of RAlNBOWfest-Princeton, Sept.
28-30, as Ken Klosinski and his crew made
"video snapshots" of show-goers using the

Graphicom Video Digitizer. Meanwhile,
Frank Hogg and his helpers were showing
off "Nomad," a little personal robot that

rode around under CoCo control. Bob
Rosen, of Spectrum Projects, seemed to
have more show special signs than anyone
could be expected to read. But, it was our
rainbow readers who really took the cake
— birthday cake.

We've been sworn not to repeat Lonnie
Falk's age, so, we'll only state it one time that

he'd just turned 42. He wanted to celebrate

the occasion with those attending RAIN-
BOWfest — thus, cake for all.
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We have no statistics on how many dozen

eggs, pounds of sugar or cups of flour went

into the cake that served thousands, but if

it's numbers you want, we have compiled the

results from the survey we made of those

attending "CoCo's very own show." For the

highlights, see Jim Reed's column on Page

16 of this issue. A name was drawn from

those responding to the survey and Michael

J. Clancy, a real estate consultant from Jes-

sup, Md.. won himself a color graphics prin-

ter, just for filling out the survey form.

Was this a show for computer die-hards?

Well, while Julie A. McGee, director of

software development for Tandy Home Ed-

ucation Systems, drew a full house as keyno-

ter at the CoCo Community Breakfast, Sat-

urday morning, one of the most celebrated

students from nearby Princeton University,

Brooke Shields, went almost unnoticed by

the CoCo crowd as she brunched Sunday
morning in the hotel coffee shop.

As with all our RAlNBOWfests, the

Princeton show ran at an accelerated pace in

order for everyone to meet as many people,

exchange as much information, and interact

as much as possible in our brief time to-

gether. And, nobody worked harder than

Jerry Behler and the members of the Penn-

Jersey Color Computer Club, who helped us

publicize and run the show. Our thanks,

Penn-Jersey, for helping, and our thanks to

all the many CoCo clubs and individuals

whose attendance makes these shows possi-

ble.

Next stop, Irvine, Calif. We do hope you'll

join us.

The Pictures: (1) Al Alberta draws a crowd
at the PBJ, Inc. booth. (2) Jack Torres of

Computer Plus shows a new printer to Hot
CoCo publisher Jeff Detray (blue shirt).

(3) A computing family takes note of a

bargain at one of the many vendor display

booths. (4) Claire Manfredonia apparently

caught her fingers in a joyport during a

voltage surge. (5) Programmer Bill Dunlevy
(Caahman, Time Bandit) worked with the

MichTron crew. (6) One of Bill's programs
gets a workout from a young challenger,

one of 8,600 attending the Princeton show.

(7) Tandy's Julie McGee with Rainbow's
Lonnie Falk at the CoCo Community
Breakfast. (8) Also at the head table,

Cheryl Blyn, of Computer Island, (left)

with Sugar Software's Susan Davis. (9)

Nearly 500 attended the breakfast, Satur-

day morning. (10) While the CoCo crowd
was upstairs in the exhibit hall, Brooke
Shields and her mother went almost
unnoticed at brunchtime Sunday in the

Hyatt coffeeshop. (11) Artist Paul Hoffman
helps out at Owl-Ware. (12) Even the

merchandise was friendly at the Penn-
Jersey display. (13) Al Timme of Hard
Drive Specialists (formerly Compukit
Corp.).
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(14) RAINBOWfest is a good place to make
a close examination of hardware products.

(15) The milling crowd of CoCo enthusiasts
filled the Regency Ballroom at the Hyatt.

(16) Frank Hogg discusses Dynacalc with
visitors to the FHL booth. (17) Bob Beckett
responds to a roving CoCo crew. (18) It's

hard to beat this CoCo artistry. (19) Paul
Kush fields a question at Derringer
Software. (20) Pat Endicott had a bargain
corner at Endicott Software.

17

18

15

16
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Pro-Color-Series
TM

THE LOGICAL CHOICES

DYKACALC Telewriter-64
COMPUTER SYSTEMS CENTER
13461 OLIVE BLVD.
CHESTERFIELD, MO 63017
(314) 576-5020

COGNITEC
704 NOB ST.

DEL MAR, CA 92014
(619)755-1258

Pra-Calar-Series
DERRINGER SOFTWARE, INC.

PO BOX 5300
FLORENCE, SC 29502-2300

(803) 665-5676

SEE ADS FOR THESE PROGRAMS IN THIS ISSUE. REFER TO THE ADVERTISER'S INDEX.



DIGISECTOR

DS-69

VIDEO

DIGITIZER

FOR THE

COCO

Give your COCO the gift of sight!

The Micro Works is happy to introduce the newest
member of our Digisector™ family — the DS-69 Video
Digitizer for your COCO. It has all the standard
features of its big brothers but comes with a price tag
that's right for you.

High Resolution 256 by 256 spatial resolution.

Precision 64 levels of grey scale.

SPEED! Vz second for a full screen of video.

Compactness Self contained in a plug in Rompack.
Ease of Use Software on disk will get you up and

running fast!

The DS-69 Digisector

opens up a whole new
world for you and your

COCO. Your computer
can be a security system,
take portraits, analyze

signatures, inspect

assembly work . .

.

the DS-69 is your COCO'S
eyes. Use the DS-69 and a TV camera to get fast,

precise conversion of video signals into digital data.

Powerful C-SEE™ software.
C-See is a menu-driven software package included

with your DS-69. It provides high speed 5 level digitiz-

ing to the screen, high precision 16 level digitizing for

superb hard copy printout, and simple software con-

trol of brightness and contrast. Or call our driver rou-

tines from your own Basic

program for easy 64 level

random access digitizing.

Pictures taken by the

DS-69 may be saved on
disk by C-See and then

edited by our optional

MAGIGRAPH package for

enhancements and
special effects.

The DS-69 comes with a one year warranty. C-See
supports both cassette and disk operation with the
Multi-Pak adaptor and requires 64K. Cameras and
other accessories are available from The Micro
Works. Let your COCO see the World!

DS-69 Digisector & C-See Software $149.95

MAGIGRAPH Graphics Package on disk $ 39.95

Terms: Visa, Mastercard, Check or C.O.D.

Purveyors of Fine Video Digitizers Since 1977.

P.O. Box 1 1 10 Del Mar, CA 92014 (619) 942-2400



It Is Better ToPUT
Than To GET

By Alexander B. Trevor

Alittle experience with Extended Color BASIC
graphics will make it obvious that by far the fastest

way to place graphics elements on the screen is with

the PUT statement. In fact, it is almost the only way to

implement any kind of animation on the Color Computer
in BASIC. Most descriptions of PUT tie its use to the GET
statement, although this does not have to be the case, as

we shall see. (Radio Shack's Going Ahead With Extended

Color BASIC, pages 67-71, and Color Computer Graphics,"

by William Barden, Jr., pages 143-154 are two examples).

This is not too surprising, since the two statements are

intended to be complementary. The idea is the GET will

copy graphics data out of a specified rectangular area on

the graphics screen, and save it in an array. The PUT
statement allows you to place the data back on the screen

at the same or another location.

In a typical game application, a number of "sprites" (such

as rockets, robots, lunar landers, etc.) will be defined at

the beginning of the program and then used with PUT
statements throughout the game. The usual method of

defining the sprites is to use the DRA W command to

(slowly) draw each sprite on the graphics screen; then, each

sprite is stored in a separate array with the G£Tcommand.
There are several problems with this method, though

none of them may be serious in many applications: first,

the DRA W command must be done on a separate graphics

page, or it will deface anything that is already on the page.

This is an important consideration for graphics editors,

which may allow you to work on an image already in

graphics memory, but not important in any program that

clears the graphics page upon start up. Second, if there

are many items to be drawn, the setup process can cause

a noticeably long delay. Third, after GETting graphics into

an array the contents of the array become "invisible," and

(Alexander Trevor, who holds a master's degree in

electrical engineering, is executive vice president of
Computer Resources at CompuServe, and is a

member of the IEEE and the ACM. In his "spare

time" he writes software for CompuServe's DEC-IO
mainframes andfor a variety of microcomputers.)

cannot be printed to the screen, tape or disk. The GET
command purposely trashes part of the array header to

cause this undesirable side effect.

The method described here avoids these problems

through an alternate way to load arrays with graphics data

that can be used in a /'{/7'statement. To use this technique,

it is necessary to understand the format that data is stored

on the screen, and also the nature of arrays. Rather than

attempt to describe all the possibilities, 1 will limit this

discussion to PMODE 4, the high resolution mode
consisting of 256 horizontal elements (pixels) and 192 pixels

vertically. The technique is easily extended to other graphics

modes.

In PMODE 4, each byte in the graphics page contains

eight pixels along the horizontal. Since there are 256 pixels

on each line, it takes 32 bytes to hold the first line. There

are 192 lines in the entire picture, or 6,144 bytes. Data
for GET and PUT is stored in a similar scheme. If you

GET a 5 x 4 area into an array, you are storing 5x4,
or 20 pixels. In this case one pixel requires one bit of

storage. The pixels are stored tightly packed in the array,

with the upper left hand pixel stored as the most significant

bit of the zero byte of the array. Since each byte can contain

eight bits, this graphic will require only three bytes. For

example a lowercase V might appear on the screen like

this:

Graphics Screen Area (5 horiz x 4 vert)

Column
1 2

1

1

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

As stored in the array;

Byte 1 : 10 1 10
(rowl) (row 2, 1-3)
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Byte 2: 1

(row 2, 4-5)

01010
(row 3) (row 4, 1)

Byte 3: 0100 0000
(row 4, 2-5) (fill)

Arrays in Extended Color BASIC consist of elements that

are five bytes each. Five bytes are necessary to hold a

floating point number with the precision used in ECB, but

the five bytes have no bearing on the graphics use of arrays

except to make dimensioning and loading more confusing.

In the above example, the three bytes will fit easily into

the five bytes that will be allocated to a single array element.

How do we get three bytes of data into the first three

bytes of a five byte integer array element? First, we must
find out the address of the array element with the VARPTR
statement — one of the less frequently used BASIC
commands. Then, we POKE the data into the memory
locations reserved for the array. That's all there is to it!

The array can now be used in a PUT.
To see how this works in practice, let's follow through

the example of a lunar lander sprite as shown below. The
sprite is drawn in a rectangular area on the graphics screen

eight columns wide and seven rows high:

Co lumn Hex
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Value

Row
1: 1 1 1 1 . 2C

Row
2: 1 1 1 1 1 1 7E
Row
3: 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 7E
Row
4: 1 1 1 1 1 1 7E
Row
5: 1 1 24
Row
6: 1 1 24
Row
7: 1 1 1 1 66

In this example, it is particularly easy to determine the

value to be poked into the array because the graphics area

is exactly eight pixels wide. Thus, an entire row of pixels

fits exactly into one byte of the array. In cases where the

rectangle width is not a multiple of eight (such as the

example of the lowercased V above), you may wish to

draw the graphic on the screen using any method (DRA W
command, or graphics editor), then use the program given

in Listing I to print out the appropriate values.

Listing 2 is a complete example for the "PUT without

GET" technique. In Line 20, four graphics pages are

reserved. Line 30 sets the horizontal and vertical size of

the array. These values (HSIZE and VSIZE) are then used

to £)/A/ension the array LL. HSIZE*VSIZE is the number
of pixels; this is divided by eight bits per byte and five

bytes per array element (i.e., 40), and rounded to the next

integral byte. A subroutine to load the graphics array LL
is called from Line 50, while lines 60-90 simply PUT the

element on the graphics screen. The symbol setup routine

(lines 100-170) is the key to the technique. In Line NO,
all variables to be used within the subroutine are referenced.

This is absolutely necessary in order to prevent the location

of the array from changing after the VARPTR statement.

If an undefined variable is encountered by BASIC, all

variables are relocated in memory, invalidating the address

returned by the VARPTR statement in Line 120. With
an accurate address for the zero element of LL in variable

P, the data is POKEd into each byte of the array in Line

150. In a variation of this method, the graphics data can

be read in from disk or tape rather than from the DATA
statements.

I have found this technique particularly useful for

programs that use a number of sprites, and in which it

was desirable to reduce the setup time to a minimum. Next
time you want to speed up a graphics program, PUT
something you didn't GET. You'll be rewarded with a faster

program.

Listing 1:

10 ' PRINT DATA FOR A "PUT"
20 ' USE AFTER DRAWING 6RAPHIC
30 X=100: Y=100 'UPPER L CORNER
40 HSIZE=8 'SET HORIZONTAL SIZE
45 VSIZE=7 'SET VERTICAL SIZE
50 DIM LL<HSIZE#VSIZE/40+l>
55 'VARIABLES MUST BE REFERENCED
56 'BEFORE CALLING VARPTR
60 1=0: P=0: J-0
70 GET<X,Y)-<X-1+HSIZE,Y-1+VSIZE
),LL,S
80 P=VARPTR<LL)+12
90 FOR 1=0 TO HSIZE*VSIZE/8-l
100 IF J=0 THEN PR I NT: PR INT"DATA

II a
»

110 PRINT HEX*<PEEK<P+I>>;
120 IF J>6 THEN J=0 ELSE J-J+l.P
RINT",";
130 NEXT
140 PRINT"0"

Listing 2:

10 ' GRAPHICS PUT WITHOUT GET
20 PCLEAR 4: PMODE 4
30 HSIZE=8: VSIZE=7
40 DIM LL(HSIZE*VSIZE/40+l)
50 GOSUB 100
60 PCLS: SCREEN 1,1
70 X=100: Y=100
80 PUT(X,Y)-<X-1+HSIZE,Y-1+VSIZE
),LL,PSET
90 G0T090
100 'SYMBOL SETUP SUBROUTINE
110 1=0: T*=" ": P=0 'MUST
USE VARIABLES BEFORE VARPTR!
120 P=VARPTR <LL (O >

)

130 FOR 1=0 TO HSIZE*VSIZE/8-l
140 READ T*
150 POKE P+I,VAL<"ScH"+T*>
160 NEXT
170 RETURN
180 'LUNAR LANDER SYMBOL
190 DATA 3C,7E,7E,7E,24,24,66 ^
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Direct a Symphonyon Your Color Computer

with VIP Integrated Library
VIP Desktop Magic!

Finally, you can have the power
and integration of Lotus Symphony™
1 2

3'" or Open Access™ for Ihe
larger mi( ros on your Color
Computer! The convenience of
instant changes to a new application
and effortless transfer of files is at
the tip of your finger.

With VIP Desktop, the six

applications of VIP Library are
integrated into one program, on
one disk. You have instant access to
word processing, with a spelling

checker always in attendance, data
management with mail merge,
spreadsheet financial analysis, tele-
communications and disk
maintenance. Just move the hand
to point to the volume, and the
new application is there. And VIP
Integrated Library has been made
to work well with one disk drive, or
all four, so be ready to push your
Color Computer to the limits!

Available

By Express Order
At Your Local

Radio /hack
Store!

Ask to see
the demonstration diskette.

Radio Shack Cataloge No. 90-0213

. (MHl f < lr.nh-m.iri i>l l.m.K ( <xp
Syiii|»li *i) diul > I I aw iijili-nidrks nl Lulus ( i*|j

( tnit | \.
|
|>» is j (u.).ni.ilk ..I Swllrt.ii.- I'M "lints IntvriidUu

".
. .PICTURE getting your

instantaneous investment
report with your modem,
using it in a spreadsheet cal-

culation, making a report,

and writing a memo includ-
ing that report and data
from your database with
your word processor - all

this power without leaving
VIP Desktop! ..."

Elegance!

VIP Integrated Library is a product
with finesse, inside and out. Inside is

one awesome but very elegant
program. On the outside, it comes
handsomely bound in two cloth
covered, gold embossed binders
with slipcases - like those you get
with software for the Tandy 2000".
And remember, to get software of
this quality for the Tandy 2000 you
would have to pay hundreds more!

Buy the
Integrated Library for

$149.95
Or buy the individual volumes
separately, as shown on the

following pages!t

Stand-Alone Power

VIP Integrated Library is not one
of those slip-shod, all-in-one slicer-

dicei machines, good for one day
and then you throw it away. It fully

integrates the six top-of-the-line
stand-alone programs described In

the following pages: VIP Writer, VIP
Speller, VIP Calc, VIP Database, VIP
Terminal & VIP Disk-ZAP. You can
buy the entire Integrated Library at

once, or you can buy one or two
programs that you need now and
upgrade to the integrated Library
latent

Shared Files, Shared Features

All VIP Integrated Library
applications snare common
features, such as ease of use, built-

in help, the same commands, full

printer control, full use of your 64

K

of memory, and step-by-step
tutorials. Most important, all

essential applications feature
professional high resolution
lowercase displays to give you a
choice of 51, 64, or 85 characters
per line, with 21 or 24 lines per
screen. You get a professional
display on your Color Computer
without any hardware modification!

Requires 64K and one or
more disk drives.

VIP i in i ^r.it.-.i Library comes on
one disk Tape versions "i programs
are nol supplied.

llfKW i 'i\i.|. .A'vi.;..m. VII* plUflUll »'!,'.

Speller, may purchase ihe Integrated tibrai) byw
the VIP pro—
7hi* upgrad
i ipdll will ONIA ht< jlven lin

Ire owned Tin- Iipgfjd

( INO through *" " "• Ind i il [hruufth K i
•

nt dealers Include $6 lor shipping & handling



VIP Writer
By Tim Nelson \ „_">o

RATED TOPS IN RAINBOW
COLOR COMPUTER MAGAZINE & COMPUTER USER
The most powerful and easy-to-use word proc essor is available in

the showplei e and workhorse of tin- Library: The VIP Writer".

The result of two years ol research, the VIP Writer" offer every

feature you could desire from a word processor. It is the most

powerful, fastest, most dependable and most versatile. With the hi-

res display, workspace and compatibility features built into the

Library the Writer is also the most usable.

".
. . Nearly every feature and option possible to implement on the

Color Computer. The design of the program is excellent: the
programming is ilawless." October 198 i "Rainbow"

"Among word processors lor the CoCo. VIP Writer stands alone as

the most versatile, most professional program available." May 1 984
"( imiputer User"

The Writer will work with you and your printer to do things you
always wanted to do. Every feature of your printer can be put to use,

every character set, every graphics c apahility at any baud rate, EVFN
PROPORTIONAL SPACING. All this with simplicity and elegance.

You can even automatically print multiple copies

Although all versions feature tape save and load, the disk version

provides the Mini Disk Operating System common to the whole
Library, plus disk file linking for continuous printing.

Professional features of particular note:
Memory-Sense with BANK SWITCHING to fully utilise 64K, giving not

just 24 or 30K, but up to 53K of workspace with the tape version and 50K
with the disk version.

TRUE FORMAT WINDOW allowing you to preview the printed page
ON THE SCREEN BEFOREPRINTING. showing centered lines, headers,
FOOTNOTES, page breaks, page numbers, & margins in line lengths of

up to 240 characters. It makes HYPHENATION a snap.

A TRUE EDITING WINDOW in all 9 display modes for those extra

wide reports and graphs (up to 240 columns!).

FREEDOM to imbed any number of PRINTER CONTROL CODES
anywhere, EVEN WITHIN JUSTIFIED TEXT.

Full 4-way cursor control, sophisticated edit commands, the ability

to edit any BASIC program or ASCII textfile. SEVEN DELETE
FUNCTIONS. LINE INSERT, LOCATE AND CHANGE, wild card locate,

up to TEN SIMULTANEOUS block manipulations, word wrap around,
programmable tabs, display memory used and left, non-breakable
space, and headers, footers and FOOTNOTES.

Automatic justification, automatic pagination, automatic centering,

automatic flush right, underlining, superscripts, subscripts, pause
print, single-sheet pause, and print comments.

Tvpe-ahead. typamatic key repeat and key beep for the pros. ERROR
DLlEt (TON and UNDO MISTAKE features, 1 PROGRAMMABLE
functions, auto column c reatio'n, and instant on-screen HELP.

Radio Shack Catalog No. 90-0141

32K (Comes with tape & disk) $69.95

VIP Writer — VIP Speller Combo comes in VIP Writer Binder.

VIP Speller™
WITH A 50,000 WORD INDEXED DICTIONARY!

B\ Bill \igwos

Gone are the eyestrain, boredom and fatigue from endless proof-
reading VIP Speller'" is the fastest and mosi user-friendly spellei foi

your CoCo It can be used to correct any ASCII file — including VIP
1

"irary" liles and files Irom Scripsit" and Telewriter" it automatically
. ,,,'. ks hies foi words lo be ( orrei ted, marked foi special attention oi

even added lo the dl< lionary You i an even v iew the word in context,
with uppei and lowert ase VIP Speller" . omes with a spc IK edited
50.000 word die lionary whit h. unlike othei spellers foi the ( o( o, is

indexed lot the greatest speed, rhe shortei youi file, the quickei the
checking time And words can be added to oi deleted Irom the
.lie tionary oi you< .u\ create one .>i yaut own VIP Speller'" also i omes
with lhe Library's mini disk operating system

Radio Shack Catalog No. 90-0142

32K DISK ONLY $49.95
Hi Res Lowercase displays nol available on this program.

UIP Urttw - irii-i ki Need fis.il Poinr

linen you Mint the powf of a real word nashine,

when you want up to 8' ohtrtofaPf psr line uith
your Colo* Coxputer. *ren yx nan*. to mice your

pp inter rally *ove. you *«« vip Uriter.

VIP Uriter is a stite-ot-tre-a-t word p-oowior
for the pro*. It is sacked nit 1

* cowuntto, features
and options, yet IV I SWpl« tt learn and use. loo
els* jive; you on-line help, and e.er an UrJo

eotflniw to undo HisUsMsl

p. neat feature u the Preview Umdow. which yew

see in use here, this 'eatfss, allows you U .1*.

uou~ text just as it Mill te printed - centered
title.-, pace'ro^ers. footnotes, ever JJSTiriMTlOX
'or even let*', and rigv.-harl nariins! tte *>re

guess work. VI s u-:*.e- u v.r answer!
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VIP Calc
By Kevin Herrboldl

You can forget the other toy calcs — The real thing is here! No other

spreadsheet for the Color Computer gives you:

• 20 ROWS BY 9 COLUMNS ON THE SCREEN AT ONCE
• LOWERCASE LETTERS WITH DESCENDERS
• UP TO 16 CONCURRENT DISPLAY WINDOWS
• FLOATING-POINT MATH
• CHOICE OF SINGLE AND DOUBLE PRECISION
• WORKS WITH BASE 2, 10, AND 16 NUMBERS
• UP TO 512 COLUMNS BY 1024 ROWS
• USER DEFINABLE WORKSHEET SIZE FOR MORE MEMORY
• LOCATE FUNCTION TO FIND CHECK NUMBERS, NAMES, ETC.
• COLUMN/ROW MULTIPLE SORTS
• PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTIONS
• IMBEDDABLE PRINTER CONTROL CODES
• 21 ALTERABLE PRINT FORMAT PARAMETERS
• ON-LINE HELP TABLES
• DOES NOT REQUIRE FLEX OR BASIC

VIP Calc'" is truly the finest and easily the most powerful electronic

worksheet and financial modeling program available for the Color
Computer. Now every Color Computer owner has access to a

calculating and planning tool better than VisiCalc". containing all its

features and commands and then some, WITH USABLE DISPLAYS. Use
Visicalc templates with VIP Calc'"!

There's nothing left out of VIP Calc". Every feature you've come lo

rely on with VisiCalc" is there, and then some. You get up to 5 TIMES
the screen display area of other spreadsheets for lhe Color Computer
and Memory-Sense with BANK SWITCHING to give not just 24. or 30.

but UP TO 3JK OF WORKSPACE IN 64KM! This display and memory
allow you the FULL SIZE. USABLE WORKSHEETS you require. You also

get: User definable worksheet size, up to 512 columns by 1024 rows! •

Up lo SIXTEEN VIDEO DISPLAY WINDOWS lo compare and contrast

results ol changes • 16 DIGIT PRECISION ' Sine. Cosine and other
trigonometric functions, Averaging. Exponents. Algebraic functions,

and BASE 2, 8, 10 or 16 entry * Column and Row. Ascending and
Descending SORTS for comparison of results • LOCATE FORMULAS
OR TITLES IN CELLS * Easy entry, replication and block moving ol

frames ' Global or Local column width control up to 78 characters

width pei c ell • Create titles ol up to 255 c haracters per cell * Limitless

programmable functions ' Typamatic Key Repeal * Key Beep '

Typeahead ' Print up to 255 column worksheet • Prints at any baud rate

Irom 110 to 9600 ' Print formats savable along with worksheet * Enter

PRINIIRCONIROI ("ODI-Moi c usiomi/ed limiting with letter quality

in dot matrix printei ' t ombine spreadsheet tables with VIP writer"
doc uments to . reate ledgers, projections, statistic al and finani ial reports

and budgets. Both versionsteature rape saveand load, but i he disk version

also has the Mini Disk ( Iperating System ol the entire Library.

Radio Shack Catalog No. 90-0143

32K (Comes with tape & disk) $69.95
i.'k does not have hi-res displays, sort oi edit
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VIP Terminal™
RATED BEST IN JANUARY 1984 "RAINBOW"

By Dan Nelson

From your home or office you can join the communication
revolution. The VIP Terminal'" opens the world to you. You can
monitor your investments with the Dow lones Information Service, or
broaden your horizons with The Source of CompuServe, bulletin
boards, other computers, even the mainframe at work.

For your important communication needs you've got to go
beyond software that only lets you chat. You need a smart termnal so
that you can send and receive programs, messages, even other VIP
Library'" files. VIP Terminal™ has "more features than communications
software for CP/M, IBM and CP/M 86 computers." Herb Friedman,
Radio Electronics. February 1984.

FEATURES: Choice of 8 hi-res lowercase displays • Memory-Sense
with BANK SWITCHING for full use of workspac e ' Selec lively print
data al baud rates from 110 to 9600 ' Full 128 character ASCII
keyboard ' Automatic graphic mode Word mode (word wrap) toe

unbroken words ' Send and rec eive Library files. Machine Language
& BASK programs. Duplex: Half/Full/Echo, Word length: 7 or 8,

Parity: Odd/Even or None, Stop Bits: 1-9 ' Local linefeeds to sc reen •

Save and load ASCII files. Machine ( oil, & BASIC programs '

Lowercase masking ' 10 Keystroke Multiplier (MACRO) buffers to

perform repetitive pre-entry log-on tasks and send short messages
Programmable prompt or delay for send next line ' Selec table
i hara< ler trapping ' Send up to ten short messages (KSMs). eat h up
to 2SS characters long, automatic ally, to save money when calling
long distant e.

All version- allow tape |{ i.icl and save of tiles and KSMs. but the disk
version also has the Mini Disk Operating System

Radio Shack Catalog No. 90-0139
32K (Comes with tape & disk) $49.95
(lape works in i <> s displays)

Available

By Express Order
At Your Local

Radio /hack
Store!

Radio Mi.H k is ,i registered trademark ol fandy < corporation

VIP Database™
"ONE OF THE BEST" JULY 1984 "RAINBOW"

By Tim Nelson

This high speed MACHINE LANGUAGE program fills all your
information management needs, be they for your business or home.
And it does so better than any other database program for the Color
Computer, featuring machine code, lowercase screens and mailmerge
capabilities. Inventory, accounts, mailing lists, family histories, you
name it, the VIP Database'" will keep track of all vour data, and it will
merge VIP Writer'" files.

The VIP Database" features the Library Memory Sense with BANK
SWITCHING and selectable lowercase displays for maximum utility. It

will handle as many records as fit on your disk or disks. It isstructured in
a simple and easy to understand menu system with full prompting for
easy operation. Your data is stored in records of your own design. All
files are fully indexed for speed and efficiency. Full sort of records is

provided for easy listing of names, figures, addresses, etc., in ascending
or descending alphabetic or numeric order. Records can be searched
for specific entries, using multiple search criteria. With database form
merge you may also combine files, sort and print mailing lists, print
"boiler plate" documents, address envelopes - the list is endless. The
math package even performs arithmetic operations and updates other
fields. Create files compatible with the VIP Writer'"and VIP Terminal' .

Unlimited print format and report generation with the ability to imbed
control codes for use with all printers.

As with all other Library programs, the Database features the
powerful Mini Disk Operating System.

Radio Shack Catalog No. 90-0140

32K DISK $59.95
64K Required for math Dackage & mail merge

VIP Disk-ZAP™
RAVED ABOUT IN THE APRIL 1983 "RAINBOW!"

By Tim Nelson

Your database file disk, form letter disk, or BASIC program disk
....... !.,.! 4„l//-\„ . I II 1 |._. 7.1

w
catastrophic disk errors are repairable, quickly and with confidence,
using the VIP Disk-ZAP'". It is the ultimate repair utility for simple andmmmmmmm
BASIC and Machine Code programs.

This high-speed machine code disk utility has a special dual cursor
screen display to look at the data on your disk. You are able to: Verify or
modify disk sectors at will • Type right onto the disk to change
unwanted program names or prompts • Send sector contents to the
printer • Search the entire disk for any grouping of characters • Copy
sectors * Backup tracks or entire disks • Repair directory tracks and
smashed disks * Fuli prompting to help you every step of the way * 50-
plus page Operators Manual which teaches disk structure and repair.

Radio Shack Catalog No. 90-0144

16K DISK $49.95
Hi-Res Lowercase displays nol available with this program.

jg^To Order Direct Call:®©

1-800-328-2737
All Order Status and Software Questions must call (H0SI 968-4364
MAM ORDERS: SJ.OO US Shipping pet

i
in, t (VIP Library is two

products! $6.00 i \\\n\ $20.00 OVERSEAS Personal checks allow 4
weeks Ml prices sul>|ei I lo change without notice

SoftL
132 Aero Camino

Golela,

California 93117
Iks »ii is a trademark >i i.m.u t tup v isil alt i*

Ml |"i. •' hUhjPl ! h'.t h.in/.c WllhOUl ncttn •'

, -I \ (-,-.

I-IH4 In Sotll.m i orporj I



Home Sweet Home

By Marlene Fearing

This program draws a house, a sun

and a garage. It opens and closes

the garage door, the front door

opens and a figure appears and waves.

Afterward, the door closes, the grass

grows, and smoke comes from the chim-

ney.

This is the first computer program I

wrote after getting my computer. 1 hope
it will encourage others to experiment

with graphics and animation; it was a

lot of fun to create. This program will

work with 16K Extended BASIC with

tape, or with a disk drive system. Just

type it in and watch it draw.

(Marlene Fearing is a student at Pima
Community College in Tucson, Ariz.,

where she is studyingfor her A.A.S.asa
small business computer specialist.)

^ 10
11

PMODE 3,

1

PCLS (3)* Y\^ ' 25 ...54 12 SCREEN 1 ,

1

90

END . . .

.

230
.. 241

13 DRAW MAIN HOUSE
14 LINE (32, 180>-(152,88> ,PSET,B
15
16

LINE (28,68)-(156,88),PSET,BF
PAINT <32,72),2,4The listing:

1
* 17 LINE <152,91)-(240,180),PSET,

2 ' ***************************** B

3 '* * 18 LINE (170, 108) -(226, 180), PSET
4 '* EXECUTIVE HOUSE * ,B
5 '* MARLENE FEARING * 19 DRAW THE SUN
6 '* 812 S. PLUMER * 20 CIRCLE (204,22), 10,2
7 '* TUCSON, ARIZ. 85719 * 21 LINE (44,104)-(68,140) ,PSET,B
8 ** * 22 LINE (124, 104) -(148, 140), PSET
9 ****************************** ,B

28 THE RAINBOW January 1985
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BUZZWORM
This one will drive you nuts. Guide the
snake around the screen eating the
snakebail for points; but don't bite

yourself! lots of fun awaits you with this

one

RCQUIRCS 32K fit JOYSTICK

TflPC $15.95
DISK $18.95

BR€WMRST€R
Move along the end of the bars
serving beer to your thirsty customers
Watch for falling glasses and rowdy
customers. Loads of fun.

RCOUIRCS 32K & JOYSTICK
TRPC $14.95

DISK $17.95

BLRCKBC-RRD'S ISLAND
A brand new high res graphic
adventure This one will blow your socks
off! Wander around Blackboard's Island
being ever mindful of the hazards
while your lust builds for Blackboard's
buried treasure Taint easy, matey 1

RCOUIRCS 32K DISK ONLV
DISK S19.95

PRNIC
Climb the ladders and fight the

"meanies". Dig holes and bury them.
Hours of fun await you in this

outstanding graphic arcade game.
Enjoyment for all ages.

RCOUIRCS 32K & JOYSTICK
TRPC $14.95

DISK $17.95

MONCVOPOLV
Now! Play this popular board game on
your computer Probably the most
realistic computer board game
simulation ever. Contains all the
features of the original. Buy, rent or sell

properties and become a wealthy
land baron with this program.

RCOUIRCS 32K Si JOYSTICK
TRPC $19.95

DISK $22.95

AT LAST!
TOP QUALITY SOFTWARE AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES!
WRITTEN BY WELL-KNOWN
AUTHORS IN 6809 MACHINE
LANGUAGE ESPECIALLY
FOR /tOVMSOff™

Bf1TTl€ STATIONS
BRTTl€ STATIONS is a remake of a
popular board game Without a doubt
the most outstanding sound and
graphics you have ever heard or seen.
BATTIC STATIONS is a one player
interactive simulation of skill, strategy

and luck. The player pits his tactical

skills against the cold, cunning logic of
the computer.

ACQUIRES 3£K DISK

TBP€ $21.95

DISK $24.95

V€GRS GAM€ PRK
Have you ever wanted to bring las

Vegas home with you? Now you can!
Six different games in this package:
Blackjack. Kena Poker, plus three slot

machine lookalikes You'll swear you
are at the table or the slots when you
see the outstanding graphics we have
created.

RCOUIRCS 32K -JT
TRPC $24.95 b *

DISK $27.95

COLOR CRR
You asked for it and now here it is!

Fast-moving Grand Prix style racing.
With your computer sit at the wheel of
your racer through the difficult

racecourse. Smash into other cars but
be careful because they'll return the
favor. Jump your car through the air.

over water, and other hazards

RCOUIRCS 64K S JOYSTICK
TRPC $19.95

DISK $22.95

NO D€flL€RS PL€RS€

Phone Orders (616) 957-0444
4285 Bradford N.E.

Grand Rapids, Ml 49506 •Add S2.00 shipping & handling



23 LINE (82,104>-(112,180>,PSET,
B
24 LINE (76, 52) -(100, 68), PSET, BF
25 CIRCLE (84, 140), 2,

2

26 PAINT (44, 160), 1,4
27 PAINT (169,176), 1,4
28 CIRCLE (200, 176), 3,

2

29 PAINT (204, 22), 1,2
30 PAINT (56, 120) ,2, 4: PAINT (133,
120), 2,

4

31 LINE (56, 104)-(56, 140) ,PSET
32 LINE (136, 104) -(136, 140), PSET
33 ' TO OPEN AND CLOSE GAR
AGE DOOR
34 FOR X=l TO 500: NEXT X

35 PAINT (190, 179), 2,

4

36 FOR X=l TO 1500: NEXT X

37 PAINT (176, 110), 4,

4

38 CIRCLE (200, 176), 3,

2

39 LINE (0, 180) -(255, 191), PSET,

B

40 TO OPEN AND CLOSE FRONT
DOOR AND FIGURE TO WAVE AND GO

BACK INSIDE
41 LINE (92, 112) -(92, 190) , PSET
42 LINE (92, 190)-(112, 180), PSET
43 PAINT (185, 190) , 1,4
44 PAINT (10, 185), 2,

4

45 LINE (92, 112)-(112, 104) , PRESE
T
46 PAINT (185, 190) ,2,4
47 LINE (92, 112) -(92, 190) , PRESET
48 LINE (92,190)-(112,180) , PRESE
T
49 LINE (0,255) -(255, 180), PSET,

B

50 FOR X=l TO 120: NEXT X

51 LINE (102, 112)-(112, 104) , PSET
52 LINE (102, 112) -(102, 190), PSET
53 LINE (102, 190)-(112, 180), PSET
54 PAINT (96, 124), 1,4
55 CIRCLE (96, 124), 7,0
56 LINE (96, 130) -(96, 164), PSET
57 LINE (96, 164) -(84, 179) , PSET
58 LINE (96, 140) -(84, 140), PSET
59 LINE (96, 164) -(102, 179) , PSET
60 LINE (96, 140) -(102, 140), PSET
61 LINE (86, 140) -(86, 130), PSET
62 FOR X=l TO 300: NEXT X
63 LINE (86, 140) -(86, 120) , PRESET
64 FOR X=l TO 500: NEXT X

65 LINE (86, 140) -(86, 130), PSET
66 FOR X=l TO 150: NEXT X
67 LINE (86, 140) -(86, 130) , PRESET
68 FOR X=l TO 150: NEXT X

69 LINE (86, 140) -(86, 130) , PSET
70 CIRCLE (96, 124), 7,1
71 LINE (96, 130) -(96, 164) , PRESET
72 LINE (96, 164) -(84, 179), PRESET
73 LINE (96, 140) -(84, 140), PRESET
74 LINE (0, 180) -(255, 180), PSET

75 LINE (96, 164) -(102, 179), PRESE
T
76 LINE (96, 140) -(102, 140), PRESE
T
77 LINE (86, 140) -(86, 130), PRESET
78 LINE (102, 112) -(112, 104), PRES
ET
79 LINE (102, 112) -(102, 190) , PRES
ET
80 LINE (102, 190) -(112, 180), PRES
ET
81 LINE (0,180)-(255, 191), PSET,

B

82 CIRCLE (86, 140), 3,

3

83 COLOR 2,

1

84 PAINT (30, 188), 2,

4

85 PAINT (232, 188), 2,

4

86 '

87 ' TO DRAW GRASS
88
89 POKE 65495,0
90 DRAW "BM0, 180;Rl;U8;R2;D8;R2;
U10;R2;D10;R3;U12;R2;D12;R3;U5SR
2; D5; R3; U5; R2; D5; R2; U3; R2; D2; R2;
U4; R2; D4; R2; U3; R2; D3"
91 DRAW "BM238,180;U10;R2;D10;R3
; ua; R2; D8; R4; U6; R2; D6; R2; U8; R2;

D

8;ri"
92 '

93 'SMOKE STARTS HERE
94 *

95 X=82:Y=52: 'CIRCLE CENTERPOIN
T
96 SP=0:EP=0 'CIRCLE RADIUS
97 FOR R=l TO 35 STEP .05 'CIRC
LE RADIUS
98 EP=EP+.02: IF EP>1 THEN EP=0
99 CIRCLE (X+R,Y-R),R, 1, 1,SP,EP
100 NEXT R
101 '

102 ' TO TURN BACKGROUND TO
NIGHT
103 '

104 PMODE 4,

1

105 SCREEN 1,0
106 CIRCLE (204, 22), 10,

5

107 PAINT (208, 22), 5.

5

108 ' REDRAWN SMOKE STARTS
HERE
109 X=82:Y=52: 'CIRCLE CENTERPO
INT
110 SP=0:EP=0: 'CIRCLE RADUIS
111 FOR R=l TO 35 STEP. 05 'CIRCL
E RADUIS
112 EP=EP+.02:IF EP>1 THEN EP=0
113 CIRCLE (X+R,Y-R),R, 1,1,SP,EP
114 NEXT R
115 POKE 65494,0
116 GOTO 10
117 END ^
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FOUR o UTILITIES FOR THE COLD MONTHS
DISK

ANTI-PIRATE
(A Breakthrough in Disk Protection)

Your Only Weapon Against Software Piracy!

Here is a chance for you to copy-protect your Basic
and ML programs. DISK ANTI-PIRATE does more
than any other program in the market. Compare the
features:

* Auto starts your Basic/ML programs.
* Effectively encrypts your programs.
* Disables BREAK/CLEAR KEY. RESET BUTTON.
* Modifies your code so LIST. LLIST. POKE. PEEK. EXEC.

USR, CSAVE (M). CLOAD (M). EDIT. DEL. TRON. TROFF,
SAVE (M), LOAD (M). MERGE will ONLY work with your
own PASSWORDS.

* Your Basic program loads with LOADM.
* Includes a Title Screen Editor to create title screens, which

can be displayed while your program loads.

* 'ONERR GOTO' feature to trap errors (even for ML
programs).

* Can be used to turn on 64K ALL-RAM MODE in32K/64K
memory systems.

* EASY-TO-USE and FULL DOCUMENTATION.
* NO ROYALTIES/AGREEMENTS/CONTRACTS.

MIN. 1 6K ECB Disk System.
(Works with CoCol and CoColl)

ONLYS59.95

HIDE A BASIC 1.1
(A Breakthrough in Cassette Protection)

AT LAST! A program that combines
autostart with complete protection of

your valuable Basic programs.
IMPORTANT FEATURES:
• Autostarts your programs.
• A ML program that modifies your program and NOT just

Stands Apart'.

• Option to disable Break- key. Clear key fit Reset button.

• Disables LIST, LLIST, EDIT, DEL, TRON, TKOfT. CSAVE <M),

CLOAD (M).

• Disables POKE, PEEK. EXEC 6f USR to prevent Back door
entry" to your program.

• Disables disk functions to avoid access thru Disk System.
• Creates an ONERR GOTO' routine to trap errors.

• Your Basic program is loaded as a ML program - with

CLOADM.
• Full documentation.
WITH II 1 1)1 A ISASK 1 . 1 THERE IS PRACTICALLY NO WAY

ANYONE CAN GET INTO' YOUR PROGRAM.
Buy Now&r Protect your Profits. For 16K ECB Cassette System.

Tape Only $24.95.

Buy BOTH tor ONLY S79.95.

500 PORES, PEEKS
'N EXECS for
the TRS-80
COLOR COMPUTER
NEVER BEFORE has this information of vital sig-

nificance to a programmer been so readily available

to everyone. This book will help you 'GET UNDER-
NEATH THE COVER' of the Color Computer and
develop your own HI-QUALITY programs, SO WHY
WAIT?

This 80-page book includes POKEs, PEEKs
and EXECsto:
* Autostart your Basic programs.
* Disable most Color Basic/ECB/Disk Basic commands.
* Disable BREAK KEY, CLEAR KEY and RESET BUTTON.
* Generate a Repeat-Key
* Merge two Basic programs.
* Transfer Rompaks to tape (for 64K only).

* Speed up your programs.
* RESET. MOTOR ON/OFF from keyboard.
* Restart your Basic program thru the RESET BUTTON.
* Produce Key-Clicks and Error-Beeps.
* Recover Basic programs lost by NEW, ?I0 ERRORS and

faulty RESET.
* Set 23 different GRAPHIC/SEMIGRAPHIC modes.
* Set 15 of the most commonly used Baud Rates.
* Allow you more plays in 23 of your favorite arcade games.
* AND MUCH MUCH MORE!!!

COMMANDSCOMPATIBLEWITH16K/32K/64K COLOR
BASIC/ECB/DISK BASIC CASSETTE and DISK SYSTEMS
and CoCol and CoColl.

ONLYS16.95

ALPHA-DIR
This program will help you arrange your DISK direc-
tories in an alphabetical order. Keeps disks in order
and allows easy access to programs. Displays Granules
and Bytes used on disk.

disk s14.95

DISRETTES o.

5%" SS/DD Diskettes with tearless sleeves, hub rings,

write-protect tabs, and Jackets.
QUANTITY PRICE SHIPPING
1 $1.95 $2.00
10 $16.95 $2.00
100 $162.95 $7.00
NO SHIPPING charges on disks il ordered with any other software.

MICROCOM SOFTWARE

GIFT CERTIFICATE

s*»».
v*>'

*«-

iflJP MICROCOM
SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 214, FAIRPORT, N.Y. 14450 VISA

To Order: VISA. MC CHECK. MO. COD(S2.50 extra) Please addS2.00shippingand handling
(Foreign $5.00). NYS Residents, please add Sales Tax • Immediate shipment • Order by
phone and get a S2.00 refund lor your phone call • Call for discounts on bulk quantities
• Dealer inquiries invited

t 1 1 1 1 I I I IT 24-HOUR ORDER HOT LINE :(716) 223-1477HIMIIII "



EZ-Graphics
'85 Style

By Fred B. Scerbo
Rainbow Contributing Editor

Editor's Note: Ifyou have an idea for

the Wishing Well, submit it to Fredc/o

THE RAINBOW. Remember, keep your
ideas specific, but don't forget that this

is BASIC. All programs resulting from
your wishes arefor your use but remain

the property of the author.

Each of us often spends a great

deal of time making New Year's

resolutions which are quite often

forgotten within several days of the

pledge. Although I have some resolu-

tions which I will try to work into my
daily routine, one resolution which I

really wanted to make was a pledge to

those of you who still have only 16K
Extended Color BASIC and have been

left along the roadside during our last

few "Wishing Well" articles. (The last

three have all been for 32K.) While this

does not mean that you won't be seeing

the most requested sequels, such as

"Rockfest IT'and "Baseball Fever II.**

I

figured that this would be a good time to

offer all of you some shorter listings that

will equally satisfy everyone from 16K.

to 64K. This will be a great relief to all of

you who will want to key these listings

(Fred Scerbo is a special needs instruc-

tor for the North Adams Public

Schools. He holds a master 's in educa-

tion and published some of the first

software available for the Color Com-
puter through his software firm, Illus-

trated Memory Banks.)

in but may be too pressed to hammer in

the really long ones during the hectic

rush of the holiday season. Also, some
of you may have just gotten a CoCo for

the first time during the holiday season

and odds are that more of you got I6K
than 64K.

So, as a little New Year's gift for all of

you CoCo enthusiasts, here are two
short listings which I dare any friends

you may have to equal in as few lines on
an Apple II or Commodore 64. These
are strictly for the fun of creating sharp
graphics. Next month we will get back
to some more serious wishes.

Who You Gonna Call?

Probably one of the most successful

motion pictures of the past summer
movie season was the comedy, Ghost-
busters. Besides being a funny movie,
this cinematic effort has as ohe of its

offsprings a symbol which is quickly
becoming as common as "Rubik's
Cube," Michael Jackson and "Cabbage
Patch" dolls. Recently, 1 have seen this

particularly catchy no-ghosts logo

showing up on everything from T-shirts

to bumper stickers. Well, here's one
more place you can look to see this

omnipresent poltergeist: on the screen
of your CoCo.
Why even do this? Well, as I have said

before, young CoCo programmers
often take great pride in being able, with
just a few program lines, to create

graphics which are easily recognized.

This eventually will serve to stimulate

even the most inexperienced pro-

grammer to learn more, arid eventually

create a program which others can
benefit from as well.

Therefore, Listing 1 is an extremely

short program which will recreate the

Ghostbusters logo in rather dramatic
detail before your eyes. The actual body
of the listing which draws the ghost and
the slashed circle is only about 13 lines

long. As I just mentioned, I doubt any
Apple or Commodore programmers
will be able to match this graphic on
their machine in as few lines. This just

gives you one more weapon to use in

convincing others that you made the

best choice when you chose a Color

Computer.
The actual graphic uses PMODE 4

with an overlay of PMODE 3 (without

using the SCREEN command). The
ghost and slash are formed by a combi-
nation of semi-circle and DRA W com-
mands, accounting for how efficiently

this BASIC Code can be written. You
would need a little trigonometry to get

similar results on the other computers.

Ohe difference you will notice this

time around is that I have used the Reset
button to control the occurrence of red.

When you RUN the program, if the

screen is not red, press Reset and
reRUNlhe program until it is red. Once
it is red, press the enter key to draw
the graphics. Most ofmy other programs
usually offset a pixel to control the
colors without using Reset, but since

this was such a short listing, I figured
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that the Reset was the quickest route to

follow.

A final word should be mentioned
here before we move on to our second
listing. The actual Ghosibusters symbol
is the property of Paramount Pictures
which holds all rights for its commercial
use. Therefore, this listing is for your
own personal home use for the fun of it,

and may not be used for any promo-
tional purposes. (For example, ifany of
you were thinking of writing your own
Ghosibusters game, you could not use
this graphics or the logo as part of your
effort.) However, no harm should come
from using this listing for the fun of
learning more about how your CoCo's
graphics commands work. Consider it

an educational experience.

Therefore, enjoy this little graphics
gem, and let me know if you have any
ideas for other similar efforts I might be
able to share in the "Well."

Sharing The Wealth (Of Graphics
Skills)

In the last two installments of "The
Wishing Well,'* I shared with you a
technique of using checkerboard pixel
patterns to create extra colors in

PMODE 4 (and PMODE3 as well). We
saved these patterns in GET-PUT
arrays, and painted them on the screen
using the OR command found with
PUT. Using this technique, any area
which has previously been painted
black will be filled in with the color
lound in our array. For a more detailed
explanation of how these colors are
generated, refer to last month's article.

There was one small drawback with
the method used in last month's issue.
While the technique was completely
effective for what we wanted to accom-
plish with those football helmet graph-
ics, the routines were not designed for
you to easily use ifyou wanted to use the
extra colors in your own drawings. As 1

promised, I have come up with a way
that you could use them easily without

having to do a great deal of graphics
gymnastics. The method 1 have listed

here will be a piece of cake to anyone
who knows how to use the LINE com-
mand found in your Color Extended
language.

Another limitation found in last

month's version was the fact that the
array covered nearly the full width of
the screen. This would mean that your
graphics would have to be drawn and
colored in a fashion that would not
allow you to have a yellow object next
to a purple object, since the arrays
would overlap each other on the same
level. Therefore, these new routines

have set up arrays which are only 16

pixels wide and two pixels deep. This
allows greater flexibility in this type of
painting when more than one color is

desired on the same left to right level. It

also takes up less than 10 percent of the

memory required to do it the original

way. The routines used for "Football 1

and 2" are much faster than this tech-

nique. Since speed was more important
than flexibility, those were written with
speed in mind. As always, you have the

classic trade-off. Speed and flexibility

are inversely proportional. This month
we will emphasize flexibility instead,

while sacrificing speed.

Therefore, the BASIC code required to

efficiently and easily use these colors
has been written to be part of the first 25
lines of your program. If you wish to

draw graphics using them, you would
simply start your own program lines at

Line 100. There is a special syntax
which I have developed to handle the
colors which 1 will explain in just a few
lines. Simply put, it is a new way of
coloring, but at the same time will be
very familiar to you.

Actually, the most difficult part of
writing this program was thinking of

what to draw as a graphics to demon-
strate the routines. I didn't want to do a

rock logo because those will be showing
up in a couple of months, and there was

no reason to let the wind out of my sails

for that one yet. Secondly, the colors
would be of no use for the Ghosibusters
graphics listed here. Besides, that would
make it longer, defeating the whole
purpose of doing the logo in the first

place.

When the idea for what to draw
finally came to me, I wanted to kick
myself for not having thought of it in the
first place. What is one of the first paint-

ings or drawings that an aspiring young
artist starts with? Why, of course, the
answer was a bowl of fruit! Sure, it may
not be as dramatic as the car from the
ZZ Top logo of a few months ago, but it

would give me the possibility ofdrawing
and using more than one of these colors
side by side.

With this in mind, I developed a set of
seven additional color patterns to be
included in the arrays. These patterns
are set in lines 11-14 and put into the
arrays in Line 15. The colors and their
corresponding Syntax letters are listed

below. Remember, the actual color may
depend on how accurately your TV set

tint is adjusted to red and blue.

Y = Yellow
B = Light blue

G = Gold or orange
S = Silver or gray
P = Purple (dark)

L = Lime or dark blue

V = Violet

The lime color is not really so much of
a green, but depending on your tint, it is

about as close as we can get. You will

notice that I mentioned that the letters

are part of the syntax. You will actually

use these letters to call the colors as you
need them.
Remember how I mentioned that the

syntax would be familiar to anyone who
knew how to use the LINE command ?

As you may recall, the syntax for LINE
is:

LINE (xl.yl)—(x2,y2),PSET

The variables xl,x2,yl and y2 are
used to define the starting and end
points of a line (or box) using x and y
coordinates on a field of 256x 192 pixels.

Therefore, if you wanted to draw a box
with opposite coordinates of 10,10 by
20,20 you would write:

LINE( 10,10)—(20,20),PRESET,BF

which would give you a box 10 pixels

square painted in black (because of BF
which means box filled). To paint this

box with our new colors, you would use
the same coordinates. These coordi-
nates are placed in a STRING I call

PAINT STRING which is identified as
PT$ in these routines. The syntax for
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Memory Prices . . . REDUCED

VC-1 VIDEO INTERFACE 64-E1

ZENITH MONITORS
Our Zenith monitors offer you great qual-

ity and high resolution, and our 1 23 Zenith
Green Screen is an outstanding value at

only $98. (Note: All monitors require video
controller.)

122 Zenith 12" Amber Screen, 640 dots x
200 dots, 15 MHz resolution. $134 ($6
shpg)
123 Zenith 12" Green Screen, 640 dots x
200 dots, 15 MHz resolution. Our reg.
price $114. ($6 shpg)
1 31 Zenith 1 3" Color Monitor with speaker,
composite, RGB jack. 240 x 200 dots, 2.5
MHz resolution. $334 ($9 shpg)

CONTROLLERS
DC-1 Disk Controller reads and writes to 35 and
40 track single and double sided drives with all

models of the color computer. (J&M) $134
($2shpg)

VC-1 Video Interlace mounts inside color com-
puter by piggybacking IC on top of interface-no

soldering, no trace cuts. All models give compo-
site video and sound $24.45 ($2)

VC-2 for Color Computer 2-monochrome only.

$26.45 ($2)

VC-3 for Color Computer 2-color and mono-
chrome. $39.45 ($2)

Payrol/Bas ®

$79.95

See our ad on page 205

MEMORY 64K Upgrades
1 yr. guarantee - solderless

64-E1 for E Boards. Remove old chips and
replace with this preassembled package-
no soldering, no trace cuts. $48.45 ($2
shpg)
64-F1 for F Board. Preassembled with no
soldering. Capacitor leads must be cut.

$44.45 ($2 shpg)
64-2 for Color Computer 2. Kit requires
two solder joints, no trace cuts. $49.45 ($2
shpg)

Drive O Packages
More storage,

Less cost!
Our double-sided disk package
gives you twice the storage for

only $44 more...

359,424 Bytes:
DD-2 DSDD Drive

DC-1 40 Track

Controller

CA-1 Cable
Our double-sided, double-density disk and 40 track

controller give you more available storage at a lower

unit cost .359.424 byles tor S394. compared with

our maior competitor's 156.672 bytes tor $350—we
give you twice as much storage tor only S45 more.
Our system will read your old 35 track diskettes, too.

and all our Howard Drive O Packages have gold

plated contacts that reduce the common disk errors

due to oxidation

. . . Our single-sided disk
package gives 23,040 bytes
more for a dollar less!

179,712 Bytes:
DD-1 SSDD Drive

DC-1 40 Track

Controller

CA-1 Cable

Our Unmatched Guarantee
We offer a 30-day full-refund guarantee on
hardware. In addition, all products are covered
by manufacturer warranty.

GEMINI 10-X PRINTERS
Gemini 10X Printer. Fast, accurate 120
characters per second,
10" wide carriage, friction

and pin-feed printer. In-

cludes internal Gemini
serial interface and color
computerto Gemini cable.

$318
complete

($6 shpg)

I

New Printer Stands
Sound absorbing foam,

layered to smoked gray

plexiglas stand with cork feet.

TS-IX $24.95 ea ($2 shpg)

SURGE SUPPRESSORS
SS-1 Surge Sup-
pressor protects J
your data & equip-

ment against pow-
er surges and
transients. Reg.
$48 value.

$16.25 ($2 shpg)

| n n 1 Howard Medical Computers
RB1084 !

Telephone (312) 944-2444
Computer Bulletin Board (312) 278-9513 !

Unit cost Cost

$ $ !

J UJ^J Box 2, Chicago IL 60690

i Cat. No. Number Desc. (inc. color)

| Q My check or money order is enclosed D Bill (circle one)

1 Credit Card* _

j
C Send COD Expiration date_

, Name

mc visa af Total Cost |

III. res. add 8%

j
AdrlrRRR

ouu(aoo i.ooj i

[
City State 7ip

otai order $ i



The Biggest

The Best
J

The Indispensable

It's called the premier Color Computer magazine for good
reason. The Rainbow is the biggest, best, brightest and most
comprehensive publication a happy CoCo ever had! Is there any
wonder we get letters daily which praise the Rainbow, the maga-
zine one reader calls 'A Pot Of Gold" for his Color Computer?

The Rainbow features more programs, more information and
more in-depth treatment of the TRS-80 Color, TDP System-100.
MC-10 and Dragon-32 and 64 computers than anyone else.

Each monthly issue has as many as 340 pages and contains as
many as two dozen programs some 15 regular columns and 30 or

more product reviews. And advertisments: the Rainbow is

known as the medium for advertisers — which means every

month it has a wealth of information unavailable anywhere else

about new products! More than 200 companies advertise in its

pages every month

But what makes the Rainbow is its people. People like Bob
Albrecht. the master teacher of computer programming. People
like Don Inman, one of the world's best computer graphics
authors. Experts like Dick White, one of the most knowledgeable
writers about basic. Or, Dan Downard, Rainbow technical editor,

who answers our readers' toughest questions. Educators like

award-winning Rainbow columnist Steve Blyn. Advanced pro-

grammers like Dale Puckett. who guides you through Radio
Shack's OS-9 operating system. Electronics specialists like

Tony DiStefano, who explains the "insides" of the CoCo. These
people, and many others, visit you monthly through columns
available only in the Rainbow.

Innovative ideas, like our Scratch and Sniff Adventure or our
Anniversary special "soundsheets" with recorded programs, are
ready to feed right into your computer! Complete Adventure
games and Simulations. The Rainbow's unique Scoreboard of

arcade games. And games — lots of them — super graphics and
utilities, the world's first four-color computer mag°azine center-

fold! And much, much more.

Join the tens of thousands who have found the Rainbow to be
the absolute necessity for their CoCo. With all this going for it, is

it surprising that more than 95 percent of the Rainbow subscrib-
ers renew their subscriptions?

We're willing to bet that, a year from now, you'll be doing the
same. For more information call (502) 228-4492.
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What goes well with

the Rainbow?

X

on tape

0** ex

IRainbow On Tapel
We call it the other side of the rainbow and we may have to

raise the price just to call your attention to it. With as many as

two dozen programs every month, Rainbow On Tape is a lux-

ury service at a bargain basement price.

What is it? Rainbow On Tape is a monthly, cassette tape

adjunct to the rainbow and it's brimming with all the pro-

grams (those over 20 lines long) that fill the pages of the

magazine. All you do is pop the cassette in your tape

recorder and they're ready to run. No more lost weekends
—or weeknights — typing, typing, typing. With Rainbow On
Tape, you can read the article in the magazine then, in

seconds, you load it up and run it.

Yes, Rainbow On Tape is brimming with the programs that

fill the rainbow's pages each month. And, yes, you could

type them in yourself, as many people do. But all of them?
Every month? There simply isn't enough time.

Isn't it time your C0C0 became a fulltime computer instead

of a typewriter. Think how your software library will grow.

With your first year's subscription, you'll get almost 300 new
programs: games, utilities, business programs, home appli-

cations— the full spectrum of the rainbow's offerings with-

out the specter of keying in page after page and then

debugging.
Rainbow On Tape — the "meat" of the rainbow at a price

that's "small potatoes." Food for thought. To get your first

heaping helping, just fill out and return the attached reply

card. No postage necessary.

Discover the other side of the rainbow. It's not only a

time-saver, it's the key to a whole new outlook!
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SPEED RACER is a super

car race game written in

the POLE POSITION™ type

of arcade game. It has un-

believable scrolling 3D
graphics! Unconditionally

guaranteed to be the finest

car race game ever written

for the COCO. $34.95
Disk or Tape 32K.

MIIE5 OjOO
CARSPAbSEO
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scwtf o

576 S. Telegraph Road
Pontiac, Michigan 48053

Orders & Info: (313) 334-6576



these coordinates would thus be:

PT$="Y0 1 0,0 10—020,020"

The Y stands for the color yellow.

The next three digits are the coordinate

for our xl coordinate followed by a

comma, with the next three digits being

the yl coordinate. We then use a dash

and use three digits for x2, a comma,
and three digits for y2. The coordinates

for a box such as:

L1NE( 10,20)—(30,40),PSET,BF

would be:

PT$="Y0 1 0,020—030,040"

In each case, we use this PAINT
STRING by following it with the fol-

lowing command:

GOSUB 17

which takes care of the painting. You
will notice that even though the

numbers we are using are only two digit

numbers, we must use three digits such

as 010 for 10, or 006 for the number 6.

This is necessary because the PAINT
STRING is analyzed in lines 17 and
18 to determine the coordinates and

colors. This was much easier than to

have you type in the values for five

separate variables. If you accidentally

use two digits rather than three, the
painting will not take place. There will

not be an error message. There will just

be no painting. Thus, our syntax for

PAINT STRING is:

PT$="Color,Left Corner,Top
Corner

—

Right Corner, Bottom
Corner"

followed by GOSUB 17. All corner
coordinates must be three digits. As you
can see, if you know how to use LINE,
you will have no trouble using PAINT
STRING.

If you RUN the second listing called

Seven More PMODE4 Colors, you will

have a very nice, framed painting of a

bowl of fruit with drapes in the back-
ground. You will be pleased to see that

this does make a very nice graphics to

use for showing the colors available on
your CoCo.

I did not use all seven colors here.

Rather, I used just a few so you would
get the idea. To get a nice curtain or
draped effect, I used POKE 178,x to
give a little added realism. Remember,
the technique used for this is to use a
value between zero and 255 with the

POKE and the PA INT using:

PAINT(x,y)„l

to get your striped colors. This was de-

scribed many months ago in THE
RAINBOW.

Lines 310 to 380 are designed to let

you change PMODEs and SCREENS
to see how these patterns look under
different combinations. Hitting the

ENTER key will flip through the various

combinations. I have also used Reset to

control red in this program. If the screen

is not red when you RUN it, press Reset
until it is and then hit ENTER to con-
tinue. Again, I felt that this would be
preferable to my other method since the

Reset route is very popular, and you
might find it easier since you may want
to use these routines yourself.

Let's say you have RUN this program
and now want to use these colors for

your own graphics. Load in the pro-
gram and type:

DEL 110—

and hit ENTER. This will delete all fol-

lowing lines keeping the routines intact.

It will also set your screen for PMODE
4 with PMODE3 colors. You may wish
to alter Line 100 to suit you needs. Since

1 have already used a number of varia-

bles in the routines, you will want to

take care not to use these same varia-

bles! Here is a list of the variables which
you should avoid:

R,B,X,Y,G,S,P,L,V,LC,RC,TC,
BC,YY,ZZ

and the string variables:

XXS and PTS

The variables R and B stand for red

and blue, and you may substitute them
in the program to suit your needs. I have
chosen instead to use the values of 3 and
2 in the program so as to not bury you in

variables.

If you wish to use these routines, you
may renumber them, but you must leave

the REM statements intact since this

program is under copyright. Feel free to

create using these techniques, but

remember to give credit where credit is

due! That's what makes it possible to

share these techniques with you.

Let's try a little experimenting so you
can see how this really works. Delete the

first lines as I mentioned and type in the

following new lines:

1I0C1RCLE(128,96),60,I,.9
120 PA1NT( 128,46), 1,1

130 PTS="Y068,042— 190,150":

GOSUBI7
140LINE(68,42)-(I90,150)
.PRESET.B
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Oil Rights Retri

SCI-FI FANS, here it is! A new hi-res

adventure even more challenging

than any of our others.

This exciting hi-res adventure begins aboard the starship

TREKBOER in the 21st century. Life on Earth is threatened by
a deadly virus and your mission is to search the frontiers of

space and return with a cure to save mankind from disaster.

But how? Where? The name of your starship provides the
first clue...

Press Release "Trekboer is the latest in the collection of fine adventure

games from Mark Data Products. Sure to be a hit!"

SEA SEARCH
Gel your shark repellant and scuba
tanks ready! The graphics in this

adventure are truly outstanding and
the underwater scenes are
unforgettable. You'll run into a pirate,

a mermaid and some hungry sharks in

this colorful and unique treasure

hunt. 32K required.

Hot CoCo—April '84 "The lint g/>phtr\
accent you' tmtgtnalion."

CALIXTO ISLAND
A valuable museum treasure has

been stolen, can you recover it???

This is a challenging puzzle with an
occasional twist of humor. You'll visit

a secret laboratory, a Mayan pyramid
and you'll meet crazy Trader Jack—all

in living color and exciting detail. You
will really love this hi-res graphic
version of the classic Calixto Island

Adventure. 32K required.

Rainbow—April '84 "It was enough to keep
my wile and 8 year old ton glued ro (he
computer lor an entire weekend and two
week nighty"

o SHENANIGANS
Countless legends tell of a

magnificent Pot of Cold hidden at the

end of the rainbow. Many have
attempted to find the marvelous
treasure but success has eluded them
and it remains hidden to this day.
You, as a dedicated adventurer, have
determined to search for the fabled

riches and succeed where others
have failed. This one is great fun! 32K
required.

BLACK SANCTUM
Encounter the forces of black magic
as you roam around an old 18th

century monastery. You'll see all the
evil locations in this spooky
adventure; you'll love searching out
and destroying the evil in this classic

tale. A MUST for every adventure
game fan! 32K required.

Rainbow-May 84 "Hi the graph* screens
that are the thinmg u*rt Some ol the ben

FREE — Send for our NEW 24 page Catalog!

Mark Data Products
24001 ALICIA PKWY., NO. 207 • MISSION VIE)0, CA 92691 • (714) 768-1551

SHIPPING: AM orders under S 100 please add S2 regular. $S air All orders over $100 please add 2% regular. 5% air California residents please add 6% sales tax Orders outstde
the continental US . check with us for shipping amount; please remit U S funds Software aulhors—conlacius for eicitmg program marketing details We accept MasterCard
nd VISA Distributed m Canada by Kelly Software



1000 GOTO 1 000

This will draw a circle, paint it black,

PAINT STRING it yellow, and sur-

round it with a box that shows the area

actually covered by the array. Thus, if

you have an irregular shaped object and
paint it black, you can fill it in with these

colors just as you would with PAINT
because we are using OR which checks
to see if a pixel is set, and if it is not, it

sets it to the pattern. You may also need
to redraw around the object since the

color will fill in any area it overlaps,

which is black.

Although these new smaller arrays do
mean you can have adjacent colors, be
careful not to make the items too close

together, as I tried to be sure of with the

fruit. With a little experimentation, you
will be painting with ease in no time at

all. (In fact, you will most likely be see-

ing the routines and variations on them
in upcoming graphics wishes. I mean,
why shouldn't I take advantage of this

easier method as well?)

In playing with the sample I havejust

given you, change the letter for the color

in Line 130. This will give you a better

idea of how to control the colors. Prob-
ably the hardest thing to color this way
would be concentric circles. If you can
handle that one, you can handle most
any graphics. Yes, it can be done, but I

won't show you how now. Let's see you
try it yourself.

Conclusion
When I think of the types of graphics

people originally got excited about
when Color Extended came to the

CoCo, and I see how far we have come
with the very same machine, I can only
imagine that things will continue to get

more exciting. I started with Color
BASIC with a S499 16K machine and
thought that block graphics were great

back in 1981. Who would ever think we
would be milking such detail out of this

machine without really changing the
original language? I'll keep searching
for ways to make these things better.

You just keep feeding me ideas.

Happy New Year and Happy
Programming!

Listing 1:

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

' ****************************
'* GHOSTBUSTERS LOGO *
'* BY FRED B. SCERBO *
'* 149 BARBOUR ST. N. ADAMS. MA*
'* COPYRIGHT <C> 1984 *
'* LOGO IS THE PROPERTY OF *
'* OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES & *
'* IS FOR YOUR HOME USE ONLY*
* ****************************

10 PM0DE4, lrPCLSl : SCREEN 1, l:PMOD
E3:R=3:PCLS3
20 IFINKEY*OCHR*(13)THEN20
30 PCLS4
40 CIRCLE (100, 40) ,20, 1, .9, .46,-0
5 : DRAW "C4BM 100 , 24NU2R6DR2C 1R4ER2
M+6, -1R2L3H6L6G2L2G2LG2DR3"
50 CIRCLE (100, 62), 30,1, .66,. 41,.
63: CIRCLE (100, 62), 30, 1, .66, .9,-1
: DRAW'BM-22, +24M+2, -4BR36M+2, +4F
2BM-16, -20F4M-6, -3R2BL12BUG4BD4B
RD4F2U8F2D5BR9BUNU4F2U8F2D5BD8BL
4G2L4H2BD 1 2BL2D6F2U 10R2D 1 0R2U 1 0F
2D6BD6BR2G2L8H2BL 16BU2F4H2L6

"

60 DRAW'M-12, +10M-16, +10M-24, -6L
4G2D2R4M+ 1 , +6NF2H2L6G2L2G4D2R4E
2R4F2R4F2H2L4G2L4D4R4ER4M+ 1 , +2R
4NH4M+6, +8R4E2U2M-6, -8D2R4M+20,

-

10F2R4F2D"
70 CIRCLE (138, 80) ,30,1,. 6, .69, .9
: CIRCLE (136, 112) ,42, 1,-5, .25, .4
80 DRAW"BM114, 130M-18, +10"
90 DRAW"BM 166, 100F4R2F2NE4G4D2F2
R4M+9, -3F2R9E2M+24, +10R2U4M-12,

-

8M+3, +2R4NDR2NDR8E2U2H2M-14, -2ND
U4M+8, -4ND8M+8, -4U4H2L4G4L2NU4L4

G2L4G2L 1 2H2L2H2

"

100 CIRCLE (128, 98) ,92, 1,. 85, .52,
.675: CIRCLE (128, 98) ,92,1, .85, .74
, .98: CIRCLE (128, 98) ,92, 1,.85,.05
,.48
110 CIRCLE (128, 98) ,62, 1, .85, .74,
.9: CIRCLE (128, 98), 62, 1,.85, .05,.
39
120 DRAW " BM68 , 1 1 0NU8M+ 1 04 , -46BF2
0BD4BL4M-104, +46R2"
130 PAINT(78,36),R, 1 : PAINT ( 134, 2
4),R, l: PAINT (218, 100), R,

1

140 PAINT(2,2),l,l:PAINT(134,50)
, 1,1: PAINT (72, 106) , 1, l: PAINT (92,
136) ,1,1
150 GOTO 150

1̂5... .. 221
25 ...

.

...18
210... .. 157
END 89

iListing 2:

1 '**************#*************
2 '* SEVEN MORE PM0DE4 COLORS *

* BY FRED B. SCERBO *
* 149 BARBOUR ST. N. ADAMS. MA*
* COPYRIGHT (C) 1984 *

* ****************************
CLEAR 1 000 : R=3 : B=2
PM0DE4, 1 : PCLS1 : SCREEN 1 , 1 : PMODE

3:PCLS3
9 I F INKEYt=CHR* (13) THEN I 1ELSE9
10 'START COLOR SET
1

1

CLS0 : PMODE4 , 1 : PCLS0 : SCREEN0 ,

:DIM Y(3),B(3),6(3),S(3),P(3),L(
3) ,V (3) '.LINE (32,0) -(48, 5) ,PSET,B
F
12 FORX=31TO47STEP4:PSET(X,0,0>:
PSET (X+2, 1,0): PSET ( X+l , 4, 0) : PSET
(X+3,5,0) :NEXT
13 F0RX=32T047STEP8:PSET(X,8):PS
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TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 3% DISCOUNT WITH CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR COD.

******* SELECTED SOFTWARE •*•*•**
FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER

UPGRADE YOUR
COLOR COMPUTER!

COMPLETE SOLDERLESS KITS

WITH EASY TO FOLLOW
INSTRUCTIONS

4K-16K FOR ALL BOARDS $19.95
4K-32K FOR ALL BOARDS $54.95
16K32K FOR ALL BOARDS $39.95
64K For E & F BOARDS
&COC02 $59.95

•IF POSSIBLE, PLEASE SPECIFt
BOARD REVISION WITH ORDER.

NOTE: All ICs used In our kits are first

quality 200NS Prime Chips and carry

one lull year warranty.

SPECIALS
OF THE MONTH

TRAP FALL OR T
TOUCHSTONE (32K) $2195

D
$23.95

THE HJL-57 KEYBOARD
with free software

for four function keys.

reg $79.95 sale $74.95

"Please speedy model

(original, F version or COCO 2)

DISKETTE CAROUSEL
with 72 color-coded

envelopes

reg $29.95 sale $24.95

VOLKSMODEM
300 BAUD. DIRECT CONNECT.
ORIG ANSWER
AUTOMATICALLY
SELECTEO $59.95

COCO CABLE

PHONE CABLE

$ 9.95

$ 4.95

BOOKS
COLOR BASIC

UNRAVELLED $19.95

EXTENDED
BASIC UNRAVELLED $19.95

DISK BASIC UNRAVELLED $19.95

ALL 3 BOOKS ONLY $49.95

MONITORS

Zenith ZVM- 123 Green $129.95

Zenith ZVM- 122 Amber $149.95

BMC 9191 U + medium
res. with sound SiOj.yb

MONITOR INTERFACE
20% OFF WITH MONITOR PURCHASED

VIDEO PLUS Color or

monochrome tor COCO $24.95
VIDEO PLUS II C
Color lor COCO 2 $39.95
VIDEO PLUS MM
Monochrome tor COCO 2 $26.95

REAL TALKER'

WITH ENHANCED SOFTWARE
ON TAPE AND USER'S MANUAL

Cartridge $59.95

REAL TALKER II*

SAME AS ABOVE FOH COCO 2

$69.95

Y-BRANCHING CABLE
FOR DISK SYSTEMS $29.95

STAR PRINTERS

1 20 cps
S279
5399

Delta 10 160cps& 5415
Dell. i Hi "- .' - S5-19

Radix 10 200 cps & S615
Radix 1 5 >.r ;...'i-i : 7 1 b

PowerType DaisyWheel S399

PBH Serial to Parallel switch selectable

printer and modem interlace $59.95

$54.95Purchased with Printer

TAKE 20% OFF
ANY SOFTWARE ORDER!

All games are in 16K

machine language unless noted.

TOM MIX SOFTWARE
T D

• DRACONIAN I32KI 527.95 530.95
• SKRAMBLE S24.95 527.95
• CRASH I32K) 524.95 527.95
' WORLDS OF FLIGHT I32KI 529.95 532.95
• SR-71 I32K Ext. Basic) 528.95 531.95
• TOUCHSTONE I32KI 527.95 530.95
• KINGTUT 527.95 530.95
•BUZZARD BAIT I32K) 527.95 530.95
• TRAPFALL 527.95 530 95
•DONKEY KING (32KI 526 95 529 95
SAILOR MAN (64K) $29 95 $34.95

SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES
T D

GALAGON I32KI 524.95 528.95
• COLOR PANIC I32KI 524.95 528.95
• CUBIXI32KI 524.95 528.95
FROGGIE I32KI 524 95 528.95

• LUNAR ROVER PATROL (32KI. . . 524.95 528.95
• LANCER I32KI 524.95 528.95
• ANDROID ATTACK II 6K&32KI 524.95
• MS. GOBBLER (32KI 524.95 528.95
• WHIRLYBIRO RUN 524 95 528.95
• STORM ARROW 524.95
• DEFENSE 524.95 -
• GALAX ATTAX 524.95
• PLANET INVASION 524.95
• SPACE WAR 524.95
• GHOST G08BLER 521 .95
GEOGRAPHIC PAC lExt. Basic) 529.95

INTRACOLOR
T D

• COLORPEDE 529.95 534.95
• ROBOTTACK 524.95 527.95
• CANDY CO. I32K) 534.95 534.95
• WILLYS WAREHOUSE (32KI 534.95 534.93
• INTRACOLOR GRAND PRIX

I32KI 534.95 534 95

UTILITIES AND APPLICATIONS
T D

RAINBOW SCREEN MACHINE 529.95 532.95
SUPER SCREEN MACHINE 544.95 547.96
TELEWRITER64 549.95 559.95
MASTER DESIGN 534.95
HOME BASE - 549.95
WORK BASE I - 564.95
DISK UTILITY BEST - 524.95
COCO SCREEN DUMP tor

EPSON 8. GEMINI 519.95 519.95
COCOCALLIGRAPHER 524.95 529.95
SCHEMATIC DRAFTING
PROCESSOR - 549.95
SPECTRUM DOS - 549.95
EZBAZE - 524.95
PROCOLOR-FILE -ENHANCED* . 579.95
COLORCOM/E Rompack or Disk . . 549.96
64K DISK UTILITY - 521.95
TAPE UTILITY 524.95 524.95
MULTIPAK CRACK - 524.95

SPECIALS
UP TO 60% OFF
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY.

QUANTITY LIMITED.

TAPE
•FROGGER 512 95
•SPACE RAIDERS 512.95
•ASTRO BLAST 512.95
•COLOR HAYWIRE 5 9 95
•CAVEHUNTER 512 95
• KATERPILLAR 511.95
•COLORZAP 5 7.95
• COLOR OUT 5 7.95
COLOR GRAPHIC ANIMATOR 5 7.95
COLOR GRAPHIC EDITOR 5 9.95
TIMS 514.95
WAR KINGS 5 9.95
SILLY SYNTAX 5 9.95
MASTER CONTROL II 514.95

MORE FROM SUGAR

THE GREAT USA
BIBLE STORIES
GALACTIC HANGMAN

T D
S19.95 524.95
519.95 524.95
517.95 -

DATA SOFT
T D

' ZAXXON I32K) 539 95 539 95
MOON SHUTTLE ITope & Disk

Included! 529.95 529.95
• POOYAN I32K - Tape & Disk

Included) 529 95 529.95

COMPUTERWARE
T D

' JUNIORS REVENGE I32KI 528.95 531.95
' GRAN PRIX I32K) 521.95 524.95
' DOODLE BUG 524.95

ANTECO SOFTWARE
ROMPAK ONLY

' 8 BALL 529.95
' WHIRLYBIRO RUN

by Spectral Associates 526.95
' GHOST GOBBLER

by Spectral Associates 526.95

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
T D

SAIGON. THE FINAL DAYS 524.95
ADVENTURELAND 519-95
EARTHQUAKE 524.95

• SEA DRAGON I32KI 534.95

"Requires Joystick "Joystick Optional

WE PAY POSTAGE on all orders in the United States & Canada.
Overseas please add $3.00. (MN Residents add 6% sales tax.)

We accept Visa. Mastercard, check or money order. U.S. tunds

only for foreign orders. C.O.D. please add $2.00.

Send to: SELECTED SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 32228 • Fridley, MN 55432

OR CALL OUR 24 HOUR ORDER LINE 612-757-2439



ET(X+4,9> :LINE<X, 12>-(X+1, 12), PS
ET:LINE(X+4, 12>-<X+5, 12) ,PSET:LI
NE(X+2,13)-(X+3, 13) , PSET: LINE (X+
6, 13)-(X+7, 13) ,PSET
14 PSET(X, 16) :PSET(X+1, 17) :PSET(
X+4, 16) :PSET(X+5, 17) :PSET(X+1,20
) :PSET(X+5,21> :NEXTX:PM0DE3:C0L0
R2, 3: LINE (32, 24) -(48, 24) , PSET: LI
NE (32, 25) -(48, 25) , PRESET
15 PMODE4:GET(32,0)-(47, 1) ,Y,G:G
ET(32,4)-<47,3>,B,G:GET<32,8)-<4
7, 9), G,G: GET (32, 12)- (47, 13),S,G:
GET(32, 16)-(47, 17) , P, G: GET (32, 20
)-(47,21) ,L,G:GET(32,24)-(47,25)
,V,G
16 GOTO100: 'PAINTING ROUTINES
17 LC=VAL(MID*(PT*,2,3)):TC=VAL(
MID* (PT*, 6, 3) ) : RC=VAL (MID* (PT*,

1

0,3) ) :BC=VAL(MID*(PT*, 14,3)

)

18 XX*=LEFT*(PT*, 1) : IFXX*="Y"THE
N19ELSEIFXX*="B"THEN20ELSEIFXX*=
"
G

"THEN2 1ELSE I F X X*= "
S
"THEN22ELSE

IFXX*="P"THEN23ELSEIFXX*="L"THEN
24ELSE I F X X*= "V " THEN25ELSERETURN
19 FORYY=TC TO BC STEP2:F0RZZ=LC
TO RC STEP16:PUT(ZZ,YY)-(ZZ+15,

YY+1) , Y,OR:NEXTZZ, yy:return
20 FORYY=TC TO BC STEP2: FORZZ=LC
TO RC STEP16:PUT(ZZ, YY)-(ZZ+15,

YY+1) , B, OR: NEXTZZ, YY: RETURN
21 FORYY=TC TO BC STEP2: FORZZ=LC
TO RC STEP16:PUT(ZZ,YY)-<ZZ+15,

YY+1) , G, OR: NEXTZZ, YY: RETURN
22 FGRYY=TC TO BC STEP2: FORZZ=LC
TO RC STEP16:PUT(ZZ,YY)-(ZZ+15,

YY+1
) , S, OR: NEXTZZ , YY: RETURN

23 FORYY=TC TO BC STEP2: FORZZ=LC
TO RC STEP16:PUT(ZZ,YY)-(ZZ+15,

YY+1) ,P, OR: NEXTZZ, YY: RETURN
24 FORYY=TC TO BC STEP2: FORZZ=LC
TO RC STEP16:PUT(ZZ,YY)-(ZZ+15,

YY+1) , L, OR: NEXTZZ. YY: RETURN
25 FORYY=TC TO BC STEP2: FORZZ=LC
TO RC STEP16:PUT(ZZ,YY)-(ZZ+15,

YY+1 > , V, OR: NEXTZZ , YY: RETURN
90 'START YOUR PROGRAM HERE
100 PM0DE4 :PCLSl: SCREEN 1, 1 : PMODE
3
110 PMODE4:COLOR0,0:LINE(0,0)-<2
54, 192) , PSET, B:LINE(12,8>-(243,

1

83) , PSET, B: PAINT (2, 2) ,0,0:PMODE3
1 20 PT*= "P000 , 000-255 , 008 " : GOSUB
1 7 : PT*= "P000 , 182-255 , 192 " : GOSUB

1

7 : PT*= "P000 , 000-008,192": GOSUB 1

7

: PT*= "P240 , 000-252 , 192 " : GOSUB 1

7

130 GOSUB 140: GOTO150
1 40 DRAW "BM40 , 1 20C 1ND4R 170D4L4G4
D2G2D2G4L2G4L2G4L2G4D6F2R2F2D4L1
16U4E2R2E2U6H4L2H4L2H4L2H2L2H2U2

H2U2H4L4U4" : RETURN
150 PAINT (50, 122) , 1, l:PT*="S036,
120-210, 146":GOSUB17:PT*="G062,

1

48-214, 156":GOSUB17:PT*="S048, 15
8-210, 170":GOSUB17:GOSUB140
160 GOSUB 170: GOTO180
170 CIRCLE(60, 100) ,30, 1, 1. 1, .4,

.

7:CIRCLE(130,72) , 80, 1 , . 5, . 2, . 5: D
RAW "BM 1 60 , 108C 1 D4G2D2G4 " : RETURN
180 PAINT (158, 112), 1 , 1 :PT*="Y030
,076-160, 118":GOSUB17:GOSUB170
190 CIRCLE (120, 80) ,70, 1, .5, .2, .5
: CIRCLE (114, 72), 80, 1 , . 6, . 3, . 4: CI
RCLE(66, 100) ,26,1, 1. 1, .4, .6
200 CIRCLE (100, 76), 30, 1,. 9: PAINT
( 100, 58) ,1,1: PT*="G069, 048-120,
98":GOSUB17:CIRCLE(100,76) ,30, 1,

210 CIRCLE(82,94) ,30, 3,. 9, .58,.

1

: CIRCLE ( 130, 72) , 80, 3, . 5, . 3, . 47:

P

AINT(82,86) , 3, 3:CIRCLE (82, 94) ,30
, 1, .9, .58, . l: CIRCLE (130, 72) ,80,

1

220 CIRCLE (194, 104) ,22, 1, .9, .33,
.18:PAINT(194,98),1, 1:PT*="V168,
084-210, 1 18" :GOSUB17: CIRCLE (194,
104) ,22, 1, .9, .33, . 18: CIRCLE (160,
120) ,48, 1, 1, .6, .88: PAINT (160, 100
),2,1
230 CIRCLE (160, 120) , 10, 1,1, .75,1
: CIRCLE ( 160, 100) , 10, 1 , . 9: CIRCLE

(

150,90) , 10, 1, .9:CIRCLE(170,86) ,

1

0, 1, .9: CIRCLE (140, 110), 10, 1, 1, .5
, l: CIRCLE (120, 110) , 10, 1, .9,-5, 1:
CIRCLE (130, 102), 10,1,. 9,. 5, l:CIR
CLE ( 140, 86) , 10, 1 , . 9, . 28, . 92
240 CIRCLE (154, 82), 10, 1,. 9, .53,.
96: CIRCLE (172, 1 10) , 8, 1 , 1 , . 15, . 75
: DRAW "BM 1 26 , 90C 1 R6F4D2BF8BR4R4BE
20BR6E4BL 12BU2U2

"

250 COLOR1, l: LINE (16, 12) -(239, 17
9) ,PSET,B:LINE(16, 146)-(66, 146),
PSET: LINE (239, 146) - ( 184, 146) , PSE
T:PAINT(20, 148), 3,1
260 CIRCLE (36, 10), 80, 1,. 6, .02, .2
5 : DRAW "BM36 , 56C 1 D 1 0F6

"

270 CIRCLE (222, 10), 80, 1, .6,-25,

.

49: DRAWBM222, 56C1R6D10G6D74"
280 P0KE178, 14:PAINT(18,20), ,

1

290 POKE178,26:PAINT(200,20) ,,

1

300 POKE178,34:PAINT(130,20>,,

1

310 IFINKEY*OCHR*(13)THEN310
320 PM0DE3 : SCREEN 1,

1

330 I F INKEY*< >CHR* (13) THEN330
340 PM0DE3: SCREEN 1,0
350 I F INKEY*< >CHR* (13) THEN350
360 PM0DE4: SCREEN1,0
370 IFINKEY*OCHR*(13)THEN370
380 PM0DE4 : SCREEN 1,1: G0T03 1 ,
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basic necessities;;
Software and Hardware Products

for BASIC Programmers

EDITTRON m
s8 00 M/L UTILITIES'

ll-Screen Text Editor For BASIC Programs
EDITTRON is a posiiion-indepcndcnt, machine-language program thai enables you

to perform full-screen lexi editing of your BASIC programs. EDITTRON has ten (10)
Cursor-Comrol functions that allow you to move freely within your BASIC program
lexi and ten (10) time-saving Screen-Editing functions. This BASIC programming aid
also features Auto-Repeating keys, Key-Tone on command, user-friendly Prompts and
Error Messages, All ROM Compatibility, no ASCII Conversion, 24 pages of
comprehensive Documentation, and a Quick Reference Chart.
EDITTRON requires a minimum system of I6K RAM and Extended Color BASIC.

CASSETTE $ 30 DISKETTE $ 32

LIST

LISTER is a powerful
programming aid that

allows you to see and read

your BASIC program in a

New and Enhanced format
we call a Logical-Listing.

LISTER provides for

Line-Number Margin.

Statement-Splitting,

Indented FOR-NEXT
Loops and IF-THEN-
ELSE statements. Uses the

Mtinc LIST and LLIST
commands as BASIC.

OSS
The CROSS-REF program
generates listings of line-

numbers and variables that

arc referenced within your
BASIC program. Each
ewrj will be followed by
all of the line-numbers that

reference that entry.

Reference all or only one
at a lime. Alphabetic list-

ing. Auto-Tab and Line-

Number Wrap feature-.

enhance the readability of

the CROSS-REF output.

AR-DUMP
The VAR-DUMP program
generates listings of Run-
time variables and their

values. The variables will

appear on the list in the
same order that the) occur
in the running BASIC
program. VAR-DUMP lets

you list unique or array

variables. You can use
VAR-DUMP to debug
programs, dump arrays

and to determine BASIC'S
variable-stack order.

All 3 programs are Machine-Language (PIC), and require I6K Extended Color BASIC.
They all feature BASIC-like Command Syntax, 3 Scroll Speeds, Pause/Stop Output,
Optional Header/Pagination to the Printer and Definable CPL, LPP. ALL. & BAUD.
One Program. S 15 on Cassette /$ 17 on Disk. All Three for S 30 and $ 34.

ROMs
BASIC ROM I.I ...

BASIC ROM 1.2...

E.C.B. ROM I.I ...

I) I C.B.ROM I.I.

'45"'

w
'55'"

•30"

RAMs
1IM-64K RAM '6'"

Set of Bight '50"'

4||6— I6K RAM 'I"

Set ol Eight '8'"

I.C.s

6S09E-I MH/MPU...*25"
68B09F.-2MH/MPU .'30™

6821— 1 MH/PIA '8'"'

68B21-2MH?PIA ..'10"

6883—SAM '25'"

6847— VDC '20™

1 MHz Set of Four.... *65"

2 MHz Set ol lour. ..
.'70""

6X22-M.I). PIA 'IS*

1372-Video Driver. . . .
'5"

741 S02—NOR Gate. ..M"
74LSI38— Decoder.... '2"

SOLDERLESS KITS

VT-8302 * 12V Piloi Light Kit '7"

VT-8303 Remote Resei Switch Kit .
.

'7™

V F-8304 Rem. Power Switch Kit . . ,

'7"

Not Available for. Color Computer 2.

SERIAL SWITCHERS
VT-8305 2-Pon Serial Switcher . . .

'25'"

VT-8305PI 2-Port Serial Swiichet

with Mounted Pilot Light '30*'

VT-8306 3-Port Serial Switcher . . .

'30"

VT-8306PL 3-Pon Serial Switcher

wnli Mourned Pilot I iglu '35"

MISCELLANEOUS
VT-8401 Cooling Fan Kit '25'"

6
' TV. Cable with R.F.I. Filter. . .

'15"'

Clip-on Heatsink lor 40-Pin I.C.s . . M"
RAM Buiion. I6K. 32K or 64K .... '3"

IC Extractor for 16-24 Pin I.C.s '3"

DIN. Cable. M or F. 4. 5 or 6-Pin . .
'!"

DIN. Chassis, Fern.. 4. 5 or 6-Pin . .

'2'"

TIC-TAC-TOE

Challenge your
computer lo a game
of 3-D lic-Tac-Toc.
You can control your
Computer's intelligence

b> selecting one of 5

different skill levels.

51) III lias Hi-Res.

3-D Graphics. M/L
Sound, and a 4x4x4

Matrix, with 64
Squares, and 76

Winning Combos.
3D-TTT is an M/l
Enhanced BASIC
Program for I or

2 Players. Keyboard
or Joystick

Operation, and
Requires 32K. E.C.B.

CASS. $10' DISK $12

AUTOKEYS — Auto-Repeating keys to help you
cut down on keystrokes. AUTOKEYS gives you
16 repeat speeds to suit your typing style.

AUTO-NUM — Automatically generates
sequential line numbers to make BASIC program
entry easier. Defineable start and increment.

COMPRESS — Removes unnecessary spaces
and unwanted remarks from your BASIC
programs. Displays output and bytes saved.

FUNCTION — Define ten keys on your
keyboard as Functions of up to 100 characters

each. Functions may include multiple statements
and ENTER keys for auto-executing commands.

GARBAGE — Docs your computer seem to

'Lock-Up' for seconds or minutes at a lime.

GARBAGE solves this problem by improving
BASIC'S string collection time by 98W + . (64K)

HI-BASIC — RUN your BASIC program from
the upper 32K block. This opens up the lower

32K for large amounts of data, such as mailing
lists, data bases, graphic arrays, etc. (64K)

KEYKLICK — Provides audio-feedback in the

form of clicking keys. This feedback will save
you lime by helping lo reduce your typing errors.

NEWERROR — Provides expanded BASIC
error messages. Replaces normal 2-letler error

messages with lull, readable error statements.

NEWLLIST — Generates BASIC program
listings io the printer with line number margin.
Optional Header and Pagination, user definable
LPP. CPL. ALL and BAUD rates. (ECB)

PM4PRINT — Output* PMODF.4 graphic
screens io DM P- 100 compatible printers. POS,
Nl G. and TAB output features included. (ECB)

QUICKEYS — Simplifies BASIC program input

by enabling 2-kcystrokc entry of most BASIC
words. Key index output lo screen or printer.

REACTION— Provides for automatic last-

command entry recall. Two keys reprint last

command onto screen. A real limesavcr!

ROM-BOOT — Allows access lo full 64K Map.
You can POKE and PEEK data. LOAD M/L
code into high RAM. and alter the ROMs. (64K)

SOFT-VID — Provides you with four different

text screen formats. Green/Black or Orange/Red
text in Normal or Reversed video. (64K)

'All VIDTRON M/L Utilities are written in

position-independent code and require a

minimum of I6K Color BASIC unless specified.

CASS.—One for SI 2. Two or More for $8 Each

DISK—One for S 14. Two or More for S 10 Each

TERMS: Cashier's checks and monev orders for immediaie delivery • Personal checks allow 2 weeks • Orders
$100 to $199", take 10% discount • Orders $200 and over' take 15% discount • California residents add

6% Sales Tax • Orders under $25 add $2 shipping • U.S. C.O.D. orders add $4

CATALOG 4418 East Chapman Ave., Suite 284
Orange, California 92669

VIDTRON Call Anytime-(714) 639-4070

TMI



TAPE UTILITY

The Keyboard
Cassette Editing

By Gary L. Behr

tewiyj
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If
you've discovered AUDIOON:
MOTORON I AUDIOOFF:
MOTOROFF to audibly search

through your cassette tape for a pro-

gram, you've probably discovered it can

be an absolute pain retyping the same
commands over and over again. This

simple program gives you one keystroke

control for ON/ OFF tape commands,
and lets you completely exit the pro-

gram in a two stroke sequence to begin a

new program. It also sounds an audible

confirmation for each keystroke. Writ-

ten with two versions, it functions on
either BASIC or Extended BASIC.

The Keyboard Cassette Editor pro-

gram (KCE), used in conjunction with

the suggested editing method will allow

you to easily update or locate any pro-

gram on any tape in a matter of seconds.

This program is also quite useful for

editing out unwanted programs from

the middle of tapes and reducing search

time to a minimum.
The advantage of listening to a re-

corded program is it allows a person to

identify exactly where and how much
space a particular program occupies on

the tape. Once this is determined, its

position can be noted in an index log

using the tape counter for quick retriev-

al or editing rather than going through

the entire tape in the "play-search"

mode.
Saving programs from computer to

tape isn't hard, neither is loading them

back into the computer. What the in-

struction book doesn't tell you is how to

manage and edit your tape once you've

begun CSA VEing all your programs!

Before discovering AUDIOON:
MOTORON I AUDIOOFF.MOTOR
OFF, I was unplugging the cassette

recorder jacks every time 1 wanted to

listen to where a particular program

started and finished. When 1 read the

same results could be accomplished

using computer keyboard commands

(Gary and his wife Linda own Expres-

sive Image Photography Studio in

Madison, Wis. Although Gary has no

prior computer background; business

needs necessitated the purchase this

year of a computer system. The simple

programs Gary has written are directed

toward efficient computer usage and
applicationsfor his business.)

and listening to the tape through the

television, life with a computer became
a little easier. This also minimized the

need to readjust the recorder volume
control every time 1 listened and pre-

cluded the possibility of damaging one

of the jacks.

Regrettably, not being a speed-typist,

constantly re-entering AUDIOON:
MOTORON I AUDIOOFF.MOTOR
OFF became practically as challenging

as plugging and unplugging the jacks.

There had to be a better way.

"Savingprogramsfrom
computer to tape isn't

hard, neither is loading
them back into the com-
puter. What the instruc-

tion book doesn't tell you
is how to manage and edit

your tape once you've
begun CSAVEing all your
programs!"

1 should first explain how I've set up

my tape file. Each primary category of

interest, such as: business, inventory,

data, special programs, home, hobbies,

games, etc., has a separate cassette

representing "final" CSA VEs of each

program. 1 also have a "pending" tape

which represents the various programs
I'm currently working on but do not yet

have in final form.

With other CSA ^Fsystems you have

a choice of either adding on after the

older version of the same program/ data

or recording over the older version. If

you add the "updated" version after the

previous version it won't be long before

an entire tape has the same program in

various stages of updates. If you at-

tempt to record over the older existing

version, several problems can arise. You
can lose everything with an I/O Error

by having a segment of the old version

attempt to load with the new version

(often caused by less than total erasure

of the previous program). Another
problem is since the updated version has

more information in it, it's also longer

and hence uses more tape length when
CSA VEd, which could record over the

beginning of the next CSA VE in the

tape sequence.

My solution to these potential prob-

lems has been very effective for

hundreds of error-free CSA VEs. First,

make sure your recorder is set up prop-

erly, including periodically cleaned

heads. Second, take full advantage of

the recorder's digital counter by zeroing

it to the beginning of each tape and

setting up a simple log sheet indexing

each program to a specific counter

value. When you CSA VE a program,

anticipate the maximum length after all

the updates are completed. An effective

way to estimate is first to note the length

of the original CSA VE on the counter.

If you think you may end up with twice

as much program/ data before you're

finished, then double the counter length

value. After you've determined the max-
imum length of your program/ data

then add another five counter units as a

buffer between CSA VEs.

If I CSA VEd a current inventory list-

ing of merchandise and the CSA VE
began at counter number(CN) 17 and

ended at CN 27, 1 used 10 counter units

for the CSA VE. Realizing I'm only half

done with the current listing I'd have to

add another 10 counter units. I may also

want to consider if the current inventory

will ever be expanded, so to be safe I'd

add a 20 percent expansion factor or

another four counter units. Now that I

have determined the total space needed

for a complete inventory, including an

expansion factor, my total counter units

are 24. Now add five counter units as a

buffer between the next CSA VE for a

grand total of 29. Since my program

began on CN 17, I add 29 and when a

new (different) program/ data is saved

on the same tape it will begin at CN 46.

At first this may seem like a lot of

blank tape between programs, but com-

pared to sequentially saving updates,

it's much more condensed. With an

accurate index log you'll be able to fast

forward or rewind to the beginning of

any program/ data in a matter of sec-

onds. And since the program/ data al-

ways begins at the same place there is no

need to revise the index log entries each

time a change is made.

Once you have the KCE running,

your screen display will give you
three options: EDIT, STOP or QUIT.
Pressing the 'E\ 'S' or 'Q' computer key
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will initiate each respective function (it's

not necessary to use the uppercase
shift key). The 'E'dit key serves the

same basic function as AUDIOON:
MOTORON, the 'S'top serves as the

AUDIOOFF.MOTOROFF and the
'Q'uit allows you to entirely exit the

KCE program.

It is important to understand the

'Q'uit also erases the KCE program,
allowing immediate entry of new pro-

gram information. (This should also be
taken into account when initially writ-

ing the KCE program.) Because of the
total exit from the program, when the

'Q'uit key is pressed you are then
prompted with "DO YOU REALLY
WANT TO QUIT? - YES, NO,
BREAK". If you do want to quit just

press'Y', if not, pressing 'N'will re-enter

you into the ATC£program. If you wish
to make a temporary "break" from
KCE without erasing the program itself,

just press the keyboard BREAK key and
you can review your CSA VEs 'names by
using the basic SKIPF command.
When you're ready to return to the KCE
editor just enter RUN.
You may have noticed the 'E' and 'S'

keys are directly adjacent to each other

and the 'Q' key is also nearby, which is

not sheer coincidence. This position

allows easy use for left hand access

while the right hand remains free for

cassette manipulation, writing notes or

whatever. There isn't any need to watch
which keys your depressing, as each
function key has a beep response with a
different tone to audibly confirm every

input.

We'll use our previous inventory ex-

ample to demonstrate the KCE pro-

gram. Let's assume we've already loaded
the inventory into the computer from
the "final" cassette and updated the file.

CSAVEto"PEND":

CSA VElhe updated version on a dif-

ferent, "Pend" cassette which we'll keep
just for "pending" actions. Be sure to

include at least one backup CSA F£(for
convenience the CSA VEs can be done
sequentially).

CLOAD "KCE":

Once satisfied the updated version is

safely CSAVEd, CLOAD the KCE
program and RUN it.

Ready the "Final":

Rewind the "final" cassette to the

beginning and "zero" the tape counter.

Now fast forward until you're posi-

tioned just before the "inventory" pro-
gram, CN 12-15. Press Play on the

cassette recorder and then press 'E'dit

on the keyboard. The tape will begin to

run and you should hear a faint hum
from the blank "buffer" of the-previous

program as the tape advances. When
the tape comes to CN 16 press 'S'top on
the keyboard.

"CLEANING" the tape:

Place the recorder in the Record
mode and press 'E'dit again. You are
now replacing the old inventory pro-
gram with a clean, blank tape space. Let
the recorder "clean" the tape to the end
of the full length of the anticipated pro-
gram (which in this case was CN 46).

When you 'S'top, you will not only stop
the tape but also place a short audible
"beep" on the tape for future editing

orientation. (If you 'Q'uit the program
while in the 'E'dit mode, the program
will automatically turn off the audio
and recorder without an orientation

TRS-80 COMPUTER DISCOUNTS
COLOR COMPUTERS

•26-3134 16k color II

26-3136 16k exl color II

'26-3127 64k color comp
26-3029 1st disk drive
26-1161 2nd disk drive

PRINTERS
26-1271 DMP-110
26-1254 DMP-200
26-1255 DMP-1 20
26-1257 DWP-210

MODEL4andl00's

"Prices good through 11-25-84

26-1067 mod 4 16k
26-1068 mod 4 64k 1 dr.

26-1069 mod 4 64k 2dr.
26-1080 mod 4 p
26-3801 mod 100 8k
26-3802 mod 100 24k

IVe Carry the Complete Une of TRS-80
Computer Products at Discount Prices

CALL FOR A FREE PRICE LIST 800-257-5556
IN N.J. CALL 609-769-0551

WOODSTOWN ELECTRONICS
Rt. 40 E. WOODSTOWN, N.J. 08098

89.95
125.00

175.00

289.95

229.95

299.95
510.00

395.00
500.00

699 95
900.00
1020.00
1020.00

499.95

619.95
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beep recorded on the tape.) Once you've

established the tape parameters, subse-

quent updates will only require cleaning

the tape a digit past the end of the pre-

vious version.

Position "FINAL" for CSAVE:

Rewind the cassette recorder back to

about CN 15, and place the recorder in

the Play mode. Press the 'E'dit once

more until you are exactly at CN 17 and

'S'top the tape edit.

Reload your program:

Press 'Q'uit and answer the prompt
with a 'Y' to totally exit the KCE pro-

gram. Remove the "final" cassette from

the recorder and reload your updated

inventory into the computer from the

"pend" cassette.

Naming your program:

Since you're permitted up to eight

characters in your CSAVE "name", a

thoughtful suggestion would be to re-

serve the last three characters for a two-

character revision index and separate it

with a period or slash such as

"NAME/03". This not only allows easy

review, especially during a tape search,

but also offers a simple transition to

future disk SA VEs.

CSAVE to "FINAL":

Once loaded, return to the "final"

cassette and CSA VE in the normal

manner.

Rewind the "final" cassette to the

beginning, "zero" the counter, advance

to about CN 16 and CLOAD the same
program you just CSA VEd. This reload-

ing will confirm an effective CSA VE. (If

the "final" CSA VE would have failed,

you still have several CSA VEs on the

"pend"cassette to try again.) By zeroing

the counter before CLOADing the

present program, you can determine

how much additional tape the update

consumed (if the tape now stopped at

CN 32, the update portion consumed
five additional counter units).

I realize this may sound a bit com-
plex, but most of it is just a logical

sequence and won't require much mem-
ory. The most obvious advantages are

the exceptionally precise control a per-

son has in advancing the tape, either in

the Play or Record mode, the audible

"beep" to determine the program/ data

save boundaries and the ability to main-

tain concise, accurate and consistent

records of program/ data CSA VEs. In

the long run it can be a very simple

solution to what otherwise might be-

come a complex maze of confusion.

Here's the KCE program. It's listed

the Extended basic version, however

by replacing the program subroutine

with the alternate subroutine, the pro-

gram will effectively run on Color BASIC.

For an effective screen display, please

adhere to all spacing.

Line 170 lists NEW; however while

you are initially writing the program

replace NEW with END. This allows

you to test RUN the program, including

'Q'uit without erasing the entire pro-

gram. Once you have satisfactorily

completed the program, CSA VE it for

your backup file with the END com-
mand on Line 170. Then change Line

170 to NEW and CSA VE'xi a few times

for normal editing use.

You may wish to begin your "pend"

cassette with several KCE program
CSA VES for fast access when editing. If

you'd like a pre-CSA VEd KCE pro-

gram on a 20-minute cassette with a

copy of these usage instructions, please

send your name and address along with

$8 to 6818 Odana Road, Madison, WI
53719. *%

Listing 1:

10 CLSO:REM"KCE-BY GARY L. BEHR"
20 A*=INKEY*
30 PRINT@100," KEYBOARD CASSETT
E EDITOR"
40 PRINT© 164, "PRESS"
50 PRINTQ196, "<E> TO EDIT TAPE"
60 PRINTS228, "<S> TO STOP TAPE"
70 PRINT@260, "<Q> TO QUIT PROGR
AM"
80 I FA*= "

E
" THENSOUND50 , 1 : AUD I OON

: MOTORON
90 I FAt= "

S
"THENSOUND 1 50 , 1 : MOTORO

FF
1 00 I FA*= "

Q
" THEN 1 10ELSE20

110 AUDIOOFFtMOTOROFF
1 20 SOUND200 , 2 : SOUND 180 , 1 : S0UND2
00, 1-.BOSUB180
1 30 CLSO : PR INTQ228 ,

" EDITING
COMPLETED" : GOSUB260
140 FORT=1TO1000
150 NEXTT

160 CLS
170 NEW
180 CLSO
190 A*=INKEY*
200 PRINT® 100, "DO YOU REALLY WAN
T TO QUIT?"
210 PRINT@215," <Y> YES"
220 PRINT0247," <N> NO"
230 PRINTS279, " < BREAK >"

240 IFA*="N"THEN20
250 IFA*="Y"THEN130ELSE190
260 PLAY"Pi2;T4;V25;L4;G;vi8;L8;
C;L8;c;L4;D;L4;C;P4;V22;L4;E;V25
;L3;F
270 RETURN

Listing 2:

260 FORS=70TO230STEP5
270 SOUNDS,

1

280 NEXTS
290 RETURN
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$%r COMPUTERWARE ®

DON'T FORGET!

Personal Time Management System and Event Recorder with Memos

You won't target Don't Forget! You'll actually enioy getting organized

with this personal time management systems. The Macintosh-like

icons make entering your personal schedule simple and tun. 8ul it

you need instructions, there are help screens to assist you

You'll never miss a Birthday or important appointment again! With

Don't Forget! you can record the entire year's occasions and daily

appoiniments ahead Each day has spaces tor 4 Special Occasions.

2 Memos, and hourly notes lor 6 am through 9 pm. The built-in 51 x

24 upper and lower case hi-res display makes it very easy to read.

You can display or print any daily schedule - or a whole week at a

time - so you'll remember every important event You can even print

a blank monthly calendar page with big boxes lo scribble notes in 1

So use your CoCo's memory and Don't Forget! as your personal

secretary Designed lor mouse, joystick, or keyboard entry. Don't

Forget! requires 32K and one disk drive. p,^ $27,95

PUT A MONITOR ON YOUR COCO WITH VIDEO PLUS!

ICE HOCKEY
Begin with our national

anthem, then race into action in

hi-res graphics with realistic

player 8 puck movement. One

or two players compete against

the real-time clock. Many skill

levels. (Requires 32K|

cass $24.95 disk $27.95

DISK SYSTEMS
The biggest investment you'll make in your computer system will be a disk system. It will widen your

computing horizons considerably and should be chosen carefully Computerware configures systems lo

include the most reliable componenls at the best prices available. We do not try to be the cheapest by

compromising quality'

We otler complete systems assembled and tested by expert technicians We've been selling disk

systems since 1977 so we know what you need and we make sure you gel il
1 We use the highest quality

componenls including TEAC and Hitachi drives J 8 M Systems controller, all GOLD connectors, heavy

duty cabinet, power supply, and cable. Our power supplies are totally adequate lo insure reliability, we
know dual drives need heavier power supplies' All ol our TEAC and Hitachi drives come with a 6ms slep

rate, lull 40 tracks, slim line size, and a one year warranty. In addition lo the DOS manual, you receive a

20-page technical manual documenting every detail ol disk drive performance and specification.

Also available from Computerware is the new Amdisk. Compatible with Radio Shack Drive 0, il is

perfect lor adding extra storage. Our software is available on Amdisk formal for only $4 exlra (Remember
every Amdisk cartridge is equivalent to two floppy diskettes!

DISK SYSTEMS
Include J 8 M Controller. DOS Manual, cabinet, power supply, hall-size double density drive. 8 all

cables. (Prices quoted lor JDOS Add 510 for RSDOSI

Single drive, Single sided S349.00

Single drive, Double sided S399.00

Dual drives. Single sided $509.00

Dual drives. Double sided S599.00

ADD ON DRIVES
Each drive add-on includes hall-sized dnve(s| in cabinel with extender

Single drive, Single sided $229.00 J S M Controller

Single drive, Double sided $269.00 with JDOS
Dual drives, Single sided $399.00 with RSDOS
Dual drives. Double sided $469.00 JDOS rom and manual

S130.00

SI 40.00

S 39.95

AMDISK III

Complete Dual Drive System including controller, cable 8 manual. $499.00
(Price quoted lor JDOS Add SI0 lor RSDOS.)

Dual Drive and cable only.
S375.00

DISKETTES
Computerware double density diskettes with hub rings are of Ihe highest quality. We love them and

so will you!

5-pack $10.95 10-pack $19.95 amdisk cartridges 55.50 each

NAP Green Screen $109.95 NAP amber screen $114.95 Color with audio $275.00

NEW! IMPROVED! HIGHER RESOLUTION
We proudly introduce a new model of our popular NAP monochrome monitors with higher resolution and

a more compact stylized case. Ol course they will have Ihe built-in audio - no need to add expensive

amplifier or go without sound.

Yes! You can enpy the cn$p display ol a composite video monitor using Compulerware's Video Plus

interface. Each is fully assembled and tested. Installation is quick, easy, and requires no soldering Your

TV output is not disabled Audio output available. Choose the model right for your computer and
monitor

VIDEO PLUS $24.95

Interlaces the original model ol Color Computer lo arty composite video monitor (color or monochrome).

VIDEO PLUS II M $26,95
nlerfaces Ihe CoCo II with a monochrome composite video monitor

Video Plus II

C

$34 95
Interfaces the CoCo II with any composite video monitor (color or monochrome)

VIDEO PLUS II U
Interlaces the new CoCo II (model with power switch next to the TV output and chips soldered,

not socketed) with any composite video monitor (color or monochrome)

S34.95

CoCo Cookbook

• Can be used lor ANY free-lormat filing system (not just recipes). Try it tor periodicals and article

synopsis, product reviews, real estate descriptions .
.

!

• Store 8 retrieve a large number of recipes.

• Up to 270 recipes on a single disk using a special compression technique.

• Up to 3040 characters per recipe including iille, ingredients. 8 instructions - all in easy to use 'free

lorm" formal

• Access each recipe by Iille. number, or with special keyword search (like all Ihe recipes using

"chicken 1 ") List on Ihe screen or printer.

•50 recipes included FREE 1

• Requires 32K and a disk drive.

32K disk S27.95

SAM SLEUTH

As Ihe detective lor Sam Sleuth Investigations, you

are given 3 cases (of increasing difficulty):

Case of the Missing Cat

Mystery at the Museum

Baffling Bank Robbery

Using your sleuth skills (8 joystick or mouse), you search the town (displayed in hi-res graphics),

interviewing townspeople, collecting evidence, examining the grounds, 8 gathering data to solve Ihe

mysteries 8 apprehend the culprits Remember, you are working against Ihe clock!

Investigate the bank, museum, school, offices 8 homes, markel. gas station, Talk lo Mike, Willy, Roy,

Sue, Chrissy,
. And keep Irack of those addresses 8 clues!

The unique graphics presentation 8 mouse/joystick control are as intriguing as Ihe mysteries! (Requires

64K8mouseor|Oystick) cass $24.95 disk $27.95

MAJOR ISTAR
Under Ihe Doomed Sea

SCENARIO- You travel lo TRIDENT RESEARCH DOME because an

urgent call for help is received from one of the service drods stationed

there. He said help was urgently needed, but before he could say

why, his transmission was cut oft 1

OBJECT: Solve the mystery al TRIDENT in as few moves as possible.

SETTING: In Ihe beginning of Ihe 21st century, undersea cilies, interstellar spaceships, colonies in other

planels 8 solar systems, worker droids. super computers, are all realities. One hero of the time is MAJOR
ISTAR. In Ihe late 1990s when space exploration 8 colonies began, it was necessary lo form a lask force

lo offer help to all that needed it in Ihese hostile environments. You, Camenon J Istar. are a highly rated

member of that learn and you have never failed lo solve a mystery! cass $24.95 disk S27.95

Computerware Is a federally registered trademark of Computerware



...is for you!
COLORBOWL FOOTBALL
Big league graphics start the football season' Two players play

against each other or one can sharpen his ottense against the

computer Use 6 defensive plays, 9 offensive plays, S many

formations to *m the Colorbowt' (Requires 32K)

Cass S24.95 Disk S27.95

Signalman Mark X Modem

• Auto Answer

• Auto-Oial

• Oitect Connect

• Bell 103 compatible

• Hayes Smartmodem compatible

• Full or half duplex

• 110 to 300 baud

S159.00 including CdCo cable

Volks Modem

• Direct connect

• Voice/Data switch

• Full or half duplex

• Bell 103 compatible

• Full or half duplex

• Requires 9 volt battery

• S84.95 including CoCo cable

COLOR BASIC COMPILER! ft

If you have ever written a BASIC program only to find that it runs

too slow to provide any action and haven't had the courage to learn

assembler, then the Color Compiler'" is the answer. It lets you write

your program in easy BASIC and then converts it into fast machine

language. After you run your compiled program, you may find it

necessary lo add some delays because Ihe Color Compiler'" will

make your program run an average ol 40 times faster.

The Color Compiler" features a total of 55 commands and

tactions. Most of these are a subset of Extended Color BASIC. The

Color Compiler" is limited to integer variables. All floating point can

be done in a BASIC program which calls the compiled program.

Passing information from BASIC to compiled programs is very easy

Strings are fully supported. The Color Compiler" generates

position independent code so that you may put the compiled

program anywhere m memory, including into a ROM-pack! It

requires 32K and a disk drive, leaving 16K of user work space.

(Room for a program with up to 200 lines and 100 line references
I

Only S39.95 Complete list of commands available

MR. DIG

Cherry pickin' tunnel diggin',

bad guy chasm', apple droppin'.

last moving fun - DO it all with

Mr Dig When all the DIGGIN's

been DUG, go to a new screen

ol challenges' (Requires 32K)

Cass $27.95 Disk $30.95

STAR TRADER

As a merchant ship captain in the far future, you travel in real-time between solar systems, trading cargo, i

encountering pirate ships, stopping at starports for fuel or repairs, & making money! Your goal is to earn I

1.000 credits to retire in luxury!

Your graphic cockpit shows readouts of your location, damage status, credit balance, cargo destination & i

due date, the location of nearby starships. luel S laser power levels, & the current date. With your joystick. I

you choose your next move or transaction. As you travel, transport, trade, S battle, you develop a reputation i

which affects your future activities I rewards .

With different skill levels 1 many variable lactors, this simulation offers excitement & the challenge of a

new game every lime you play
1 (Requires 32K on cassette or 64K on disk, with one joystick or mouse. 8

Ext Basic) cass $24.95 disk $27.95 I

Kraft Joystick S29.95

L

DYNACALC
Dynacalc is the most powerful ol the spreadsheet programs for the CoCo The worksheet can hold

up to 256 columns or 256 rows (2750 cells tofall and uses a 24 x 51 hi-res display with upper and lower

case characters The cursor can be moved via arrow keys, mouse or joystick. Numbers (with 16 digits of

precision) can be displayed as integers, floating point, money, or automatically plotted as a bar graph

Strings (each up to 127 characters) may be left or right justified. The screen can be split vertically

or horizontally to allow viewing of separate areas of your shreadsheet

Functions supported include

SIN. COS. TAN. ASIN, ACOS, ATAN. LOG. IN. EXP, PI. INT. ROUND. MAX, MIN, SORT, ABS. RND
SUM AVERAGE, STDDEV, NPV, CHOOSE. LOOKUP. INDEX. IF, AND, OR EOR. NOT. TRUE, FALSE.

IFERROR, IFNA

Of course, every cell can be edited and a change m one causes automatic recalculation of the entire

worksheet. Line graphics, vertical bar graphs, and pie charts can be generated from your data with

automatically scaled X and Y axes and caption

The entire worksheet can be saved to disk and Dynacalc permits easy communication both ways

between Dynacalc and other system programs It has its own disk operating system built in so it does

not require any other operating system software. Any part of your worksheet can be printed. All printer

parameters and user-adjustable and graphics can be sent to a printer if it has dot-addressable graphics

On top ol all of this power, Dynacalc is easy to learn and use On-screen HELP messages guide you

and Visicalc-hke structures minimize training

64K Disk

(reg. S99) SALE $85.00

DISK FIX & OS-9 UTILITIES

Use your drives to the fullest and unleash the real power of OS-9 with these (including a new Double-

Sided Boot!)

DISK FIX supports true double-sided/doubloOensity, 40 tracks, S step rates of up to 6 ms. (That means

over 368,000 bytes per drive!) Each drive is separately configurable, allowing any drive combination

DMODE allows super easy modification of drive descriptors

DIRCOPY is the most powerful of OS-9 copy utilities! Copy complete disks with one command, copy any

subdirectory, automatically over-write existing files, son directories in alphanumeric order while copying,

replace outdated filed with current ones, etc. , etc.

PATCH is a very user-friendly program for inspecting and modifying any disk file Automatic update of the

file's CRC S neader, powerful Find/String search capabilities, Relative Address calculation, automatic

module identification t location, and memory examine and change are just a few of the capabilities!

FILELOOK displays file modules without loading them into memory.

COMPARE compares a disk file to memory

Disk $29.95

COMPUTERWARE WILL BE CLOSED DEC. 24

THROUGH JAN. 1 FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

Call or Write to:

OMPUTERWARE '

^
(619) 436-3512

Box 668 • Encinitas, CA • 92024

1

Name

Address

.

City

Yes! Send me your FREE catalog! U
VISA MasterCard Check

Card *

.State Zip.

COD
Exp._

Signature

Item Format Price

Shipping: 6% Calif. Sales Tax

Surface — $2 minimum. COD Add S5

2% for orders over S100 Shipping"

Air or Canada — $5 minimum. TOTAL

5% for orders over S100

Checks are delayed lor bank clearance



SCHOOL IS IN [I Hi;ART OF A CHILD 4K

Spread your wings, child, and fly. Glide

over the Plains of Content. Use your eagle

eyes to find the Mountains of Intuition.

Soar on their uplifting currents. Trust your
psychic tail-wind.

— Laran Stardrake

Binary Birthday Cakes,
Letters And
More Wordsworths

By Bob Albrecht and Ramon Zamora
Rainbow Contributing Editors

Basic Skills

m m asic Skills is a book by Herbert

m^E Kohl. Ii is a wonderful and
-M^J thoughtful book — a book by a

philosopher and doer who has spent his

life learning from children about child-

ren. We wish that every person con-
cerned about the growth and well-being

of children would read this book.

From the introduction:

1 believe in public education but
do not believe that the public

schools are providing an adequate
basic education for our children.

It is important to emphasize this

distinction between public educa-
tion and the current state of the
public schools, between what

"School is in the Heart of a Child" is for

parents of quite young children. We want to
help you work and play with your three- to
eight-year-old child and learn to use compu-
ters as a joyful family experience. We want
to suggest ways to incorporate the home
computer as another means to encourage
your child's independence, growth, and con-
trol over his own life. See the pride on her
face as she directs the computer to do what
she with deliberation selects. See her head
gears switch to "on" as she progresses step-

by-step with your presence and caring di-

rection.

We will explore (we hope, with your help)
the following:

• Specific "teaching" techniques so that

the discovery can be the child's own.
• Critical evaluation of soft ware based on

extensive playtesting in family and re-

lated enviroments.

• Additional resources to consult: books,
magazines, software publishers, net-
works, etc.

• Suggestions for interludes and fun times
away from the computer (a must): call

the librarian for specific information;
watch a TV program together and dis-

cuss it; work together as volunteers in a
community project; take a spring (or
fall or winter or summer) awareness
walk . . .

• Whatever we learn from families we
work with in Menlo Park or from you.
our readers. Let's pool our knowledge.
Let's share our experiences as we all

learn from our children.

We also provide small programs you can
type in and use right now.

Copyright® 1984 by DragonQuest. P.O.
Box 310, Menlo Park, CA 94026.

could be and what is. We can
make a decent system of public

education and help our children

learn to take control of their lives

rather than be managed, con-
trolled, bossed, and bewildered.

This book presents a concrete
program for the revitalization of

public education. It is based on
the idea that the fundamental goals
of public education should be to

develop informed, thoughtful, and
sensitive citizens who are able to

fulfill their personal needs at the

same time that they contribute to

making the whole society harmon-
ious and compassionate. We need
this wholeness now more than at

any time I can remember. It is

(Well-known author Bob Albrecht also

writes the "Game Master's Apprentice"
feature for The Rainbow each month.
Ramon Zamora is author and co-
author of several books, co-founder of
Computer Town USA!, and currently

designing computer games for kids at

Child Ware Corp. in Menlo Park,
Calif.)
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common to hear people talking

about the United States suffering

from "too much democracy," "an

excess of freedom" and "un-

bridled liberty." It is time to take a

serious look at ourselves and see

how much democracy we really

have and how far we have to go to

achieve the dreams expressed by

the Declaration of Independence,

which dared to call life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness rights

and not privileges.

The focus of this book is on public

education and the struggle to

create decent schools for all of our

children. 1 hope it will move peo-

ple to stay engaged in that effort

and to develop concrete programs

for action in their own communities.

We suggest you get this book. If your

local bookstore doesn't have it, order it

directly from the publisher: Basic Skills

by Herbert Kohl, from Bantam Books,

Inc., 414 East Golf Road, Des Plaines,

IL 60016, $3.95 plus $1.25 postage and

handling.

Binary Birthday Cake

Remember your first birthday?

Maybe the cake looked like this:

Well, on your second bithday there

were two candles, on your third birth-

day three candles, and so on. As we
grow older, the number of candles gets

embarrassingly large and harder to blow

out.

Sooo . . . why not try a binary birth-

day cake?

TWO YEARS OLD

With four candles, we can go up to 15

years old, with five candles, up to 31

years old and with six candles, up to 63.

But if you are 57, get people to look at

the cake from the back instead of the

front ... in fact, if you don't put some-
thing on the cake to indicate the front,

your age will be ambiguous (unless, of

course, it is a binary palindrome!). And,
for all you computer people out there—

THREE YEARS OLD

FRONT: 57

FOUR YEARS OLD

BACK: 39

FIVE

A PALINDROME

How many candles would Methuselah need?
How many candles would Gandolf need?

How many candles would a dragon need?

SIX

ONE YEAR OLD SEVEN Here is a cake with an extra BYTE
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Show Schedule:
Friday evening — Exhibit hall open from 7

p.m. to 10 p.m.

Saturday — Breakfast at 8 a.m. Exhibit Hall

opens at 10 a.m. and closes at 6 p.m.
Sunday — Exhibit Hall open from 1 1 a.m. to 4

p.m.

Joining in the fun and excitement of

RAINBOWfest is a great way to get to

know the CoCo Community. Many of

those who write for the rainbow —and those
who are written about — attend CoCo's very
own show. It's a people-to-people event as
well as a valuable learning experience.

For the 1984-85 season, we've scheduled
three RAINBOWfests in three parts of the

country. If you missed the RAINBOWfest in

Princeton, N.J., why don't you make plans
now to be with us in Irvine, Calif., or Chi-
cago, III.? Each show will offer fun, excite-
ment, new products, seminars and informa-
tion for your CoCo! And for those who
(perish the thought) don't like CoCo as

much as you, we've scheduled each RAIN-
BOWfest in an area that will provide fun and
enjoyment for the whole family.

Our Irvine, California, show is being held
at the Irvine Marriott Hotel, which offers

special rates for RAINBOWfest. The show
opens Friday evening with a 7 p.m. to 10

p.m. session. It's a daytime-only show Sat-
urday — the CoCo Community Breakfast is

at 8 a.m., then the exhibit hall opens
promptly at 10 a.m. and runs continuously
until 6 p.m. There will be no exhibition

hours or seminars Saturday evening. On
Sunday, the exhibit hall opens at 1 1 a.m.
and closes at 4 p.m.

Our highly popular CoCo Community
Breakfast will again feature a well-known
figure from the Color Computer Commun-
ity. And the exhibition will be interspaced

RAINBOWfest-lrvine, California (LA. area)
Date: February 15-17, 1985
Hotel: Irvine Marriott Hotel
Rooms: $65 per night, single or double
Advance Ticket Deadline: February 8, 1985

RAINBOWfest-Chicago, Illinois

Date: May 17-19, 1985
Hotel: Hyatt Regency Woodfield
Rooms: $49 per night, single or double
Advance Ticket Deadline: May 10, 1985

with a number of seminar sessions on all

aspects of CoCo — from writing in machine
language to making your basic work better.

But most of all, there will be exhibitors.
Lots of them. All ready to demonstrate pro-
ducts of every kind. Some with special pro-
grams and hardware items to introduce.
Others with show specials.

Tickets can be secured directly from the
rainbow. We'll also send you a special

reservation form so you can get your spe-
cial room rate.

Come to RAINBOWfest . . . help us all

celebrate CoCo Community at its finest.

United Airlines and the rainbow have
joined together to offer a special discounted
fare to those attending RAINBOWfest-
lrvine. Simply by calling United at the toll

free number listed below and identifying our
meeting, with account number 522-I, you
will be eligible for a 20 percent discount on
the Easy Saver Fare. The only requirement
is a Saturday night stay.

(800)521-4041
Account Number 522-I



RAINBOWfest Irvine
Seminar Program And Speakers

Linda Nielsen The CoCo Artist

High Res Graphics

Linda, of Moreton Bay Laboratory, and several

others active in the CoCo area, will demonstrate
some graphics and help you to learn about some
techniques you can use.

• Dal* Puckett Beginner* Tour Of OS-9
Beginner's Tour Of BASIC09

A free-lance writer and programmer, Dale has
worked with microprocessors since 1976, and is

the author of The Official basico9 Tour Guide.

Dale will be available to sign copies of his new
book, The Complete rainbow Guide to OS-9.

• Bob Albrecht School Is In Tha Heart Of The Child

Bob Albrecht, rainbow columnist who writes

"School Is In The Heart Of The Child," is one of

the most prolific authors in the microcomputer
world today. A specialist in writing for beginners,

he is the author of numerous books, including

TRS-80 Color basic.

• Dan Downard Inside Your Color Computer
Software And Hardware Interfacing

Dan Downard is the technical editor for the rain-

bow and an electrical engineer. He has been
involved in electronics for 24 years through ham
radio (K4KWT). His interest in computers began
about five years ago and he has built several

68XX systems.

Don Inman
Tim Finger

Bob Albrecht

Along with several other panelists

A Realizable Fantasy:

The Home Dream Machine

• Jim Reed Writing For rainbow

Jim, managing editor of the rainbow, will talk

about how you can submit programs and articles

to magazines for fun and profit. He is also senior

editor of pcm — and editorial director of soft

sector (for the Sanyo).

Don Inman is a co-author of a series of booklets

for Radio Shack titled Color logo Guide for

Teachers. He is a former teacher and is presently

a full-time author with the DYMAX group.

Tim Finger is a member of the DYMAX group,

along with Don and Bob.

Wayne Day Exploring CompuServe
and the Color SIG

The CoCo User and the

Local Bulletin Board

Wayne Day, a traffic engineering signal techni-

cian, is the SYSOP of The Color SIG of

CompuServe, the world's largest consumer
information service. He is also a certified

paramedic and works part-time for an Emergency
Medical Service provider. His amateur radio

operator call sign is WA5WDB.

• Bill Nolan
• Bob Albrecht

GameMaster's Apprentice And
Dragon's Byte

Bill Nolan, who teaches "Programming In basic"

at the college level, owns Prickly-Pear Software

Co. and has written several commercially suc-

cessful software packages.

'K6n Ksplan, president of Microware Systems Corp., will be our keynote speaker at the CoCo
Community Breakfast, Saturday morning at 8 a.m.

FREE T-Shirt to first five people
from each state who buy tickets.

FREE Rainbow poster

for first 500 tickets ordered.

Make checks payable to:

THE RAINBOW

MAIL TO:

RAINBOWfest
P.O. BOX 385
Prospect, KY 40059

(502) 228-4492

1.00

YES, I'm coming to RAINBOWfest*. I want to save by buying tickets now at the special

advance sale price. Send me tickets for (check one):

[J Irvine. California LJ Chicago, Illinois

Please send me:

three day tickets at $9 each total

one day tickets at $7 each total

Circle one: Friday / Saturday / Sunday
Saturday breakfast tickets at $1 2 each total

.

Handling Charge $1

TOTAL ENCLOSED (U.S. FUNDS ONLY. PLEASE) $

LJ Also send me a hotel reservation card tor ( ) Irvine, or
(

NAME (please print)

STREET & NUMBER
CITY & STATE

TELEPHONE
COMPANY

\
Chicago.

ZIP CODE.

Orders received less than two weeks prior to show opening will be held for you at the door.

VISA, MasterCharge, American Express accepted.

My Account # Ex. Date:

Signature ___—_



Adventure Games For The Rest Of Us
We are looking, mostly in vain, for

easy-to-play Adventure games rated G.
We are tired of games that depend on
killing as the way to success. Last time
we recommended Adventure Starter
from Owls Nest Software, P.O. Box
579, Ooltewah, TN 37363. For 16K
Extended Color BASIC. On cassette for

$17.95 postpaid.

We encourage all of you who want to

try an easy Adventure game with your
kids to get this Adventure and do it.

Please share your experiences with us.

We will continue playing MYHOUSE
with kids and share our experiences

with you. Why do we choose MY-
HOUSE? Because it is the only non-
violent, easy-to-play Adventure game
we know of for a 16K CoCo with
Extended Color BASIC. As you play
MYHOUSE, encourage your kids to

make a map. Please send us maps of
MYHOUSE and tell us about the pro-

cess of learning how to make the map.
Next time, we will share with you some
of our map making methods.
WANTED: Non-violent, easy-to-play

Adventure games. We especially want
games suitable for parent and young

child to play together. Why do all you
Adventure game designers spend your
time making increasingly more difficult

games for the "elite"and "sophisticated"

player? The world is full of beginners.

Why not make beautiful games for

them? Instead of selling 1,000 incredibly

complex games to the Adventure game
cult, why not sell 100,000 beautiful,

non-violent games to beginners, games
for "the rest of us."

We are also looking for non-violent

Adventure games with several levels of
play. A beginner starts with an easy
game and is guaranteed moderate suc-

cess, then moves up to a more difficult

level, and so on. Focus on exploration
and problem-solving instead of "kill

monster, get treasure." Make your
games realizeable realistic fantasies. As
Laran Stardrake once said, "Reality
expands to fill the available fantasies."

We Love The Letters!

Our greatest pleasure in writing this

column is hearing from you, our es-

teemed rainbow readers. Your lettters

guide us as we evolve "School is in the
Heart of a Child."

Thanks, Carl H. Bloss, for two let-

ters. We have combined them as follows:

As a new subscriber and avid

reader ofthe rainbow, I feel you
should also readdress your col-

umn "School is in the Heart of a
Child" to teachers, librarians and
computer aides in the school. Lit-

tle is done to help these people at

the early critical years of children

with computers. I know, I am a
teacher, librarian and erstwhile

programmer at a 5K level.

As an educator, I am fully aware
that written curriculums often do
not allow enough freedom for

both the teacher and the student

to explore — to work and play

while learning. Schools approach
learning from such a "stuffy" posi-

tion that everything must bejustifi-

able, accountable through
criterion-referenced testing, or
everything must have a planned
outcome.

There are two schools of thought
with LOGO, one following an ex-
perimential approach, the other

using a planned teaching course of

study. Most schools seem to be
using the more restrictive planned
teaching approach, even at the

V*
j^\ For Your TRS-80 Color Computer

320 Full-time Audio Talk/Tutor Programs!

You *.»y be able to
reduce your taxes by

IncoMe
aueraq tnq

incoae
ipl i tt ins

tax shelter

We're Your Educational
Software Source
Course

Language Arts

(Spelling)

Reading

Comprehension
Phonics
English as a Second

Language
Mathematics
Basic Algebra

Physics

Effective Writing

History

No. of Programs

16 Programs
64 Programs
32 Programs
32 Programs

32 Programs
64 Programs
16 Programs

16 Programs
16 Programs
32 Programs

One-syllable adjectives that

end in y usually just add IM.

Uhich has one syllable'."

O icy

9 sly

In Color, with Pictures and Text!
All ol our TRS-80 Color programs have easy lo understand profes-
sional announcer narration, not synthesized, robotic voices. All text
is displayed in easy to read upper- and lower-case characters Video
clearly illustrates key concepts in each Irame ol the program.

Only J4.40 per program ($8.80 lor 2, one on each side ol a hall-hour
cassette). $59.90 lor 16 programs (8 cassettes) in an album. Send lor
catalog ol over 100C programs lor Atari. TRS-80, Apple, etc.

Dealer inquiries welcome
For more information, or to order call:

TOLL FREE 1-800-654-3871
IN OKLAHOMA CALL (405) 288-2301

[2)DORSETT
%m^^ Educational Systems, Inc.

Box 1226, Norman, OK 73070
VISA-
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earliest levels. This is contrary to

all of Papert's concepts as well as

most learning theories.

Our school will have a lab of

Color Computers, but not located

in the library media center where I

work. Since librarians work close-

ly with the teaching staff, we are

often asked for sources with ideas

and materials on a variety of com-

puter subjects. Your column, re-

addressed to encompass the teach-

er and librarian, is a tremendous

source of ideas.

Thank you very much, Carl. If 1 ran

your school, 1 would give you a bunch

of CoCos that kids could check out and

take home overnight. People like you

can blend the worlds of learning — in

school and out of school — so children

can have the best of both worlds. We'll

send you a stuffed dragon. Put him or

her in your library media center to

remind you to keep plugging away and

write to us now and then.

We are getting lots of letters! Thanks.

Our next letter is from June Lemons.

1 applaud your column and your

concept about the education of

children. (I strongly suspect many
parents are also losing their hesi-

tancy to try using their computers

by trying your programs.)

My husband and I entered the

fascinating, educational, fun world

of computing a short year ago.

The thrill of learning all the mar-

velous things our CoCo can do

continues on. I contrive to spend

as much time as possible reading

— and keying in — articles and

programs from THE rainbow,
cheerfully rising early and retiring

late in my pursuit of knowledge,

participating via others' creativity.

About three months after get-

ting our CoCo, 1 wrote an ex-

tremely simple program for my
two-year-old grandson, a program

he can use to learn: I) letter keys;

2) how to spell his name (of course,

the program is easily adaptable

for any child), rewarding him with

his (then) favorite music, "Happy
Birthday."

I have two regrets: getting

acquainted with computers so late

in life, and that my grandson's

parents don't share my enthusi-

asm. But when Bennie visits, he

asks to go into what he calls my
computing room where he displays

a marvelous grasp of letters,

colors, shapes — after all, he

knows what unicorns and pedom-
eters are!

My husband has had one disap-

pointment — 1 haven't been able

to "draw" a cake with icing and a

flickering candle to complete "Ben-

nie's program."

Thanks, June. We think you might

like "Binary Birthday Cake" in this epi-

sode of "School is in the Heart of a

Child." We'll ask Don Inman how to

draw the cake with flickering candles.

Of course, we will send you a stuffed

dragon to play with Bennie, you and the

CoCo.
Letters are close to the heart of this

series. We are getting lots of letters,

thank you, and want more! Our next

letter is from John A. McGoldrick.

John has a larger sample size than most

of us — he has five children, ranging in

ages from three to nine.

I have just finished reading your

^s&
„« ft* *M*fl»^ ml***''

mmm:
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100 REM»*WORDSWORTH 1*2 BCH 10-1
110 CLS
199 r

200 REM**ASK FOR A WORD
210 PRINT
220 INPUT "YOUR WORD"! WRD*
299 r

300 REM**WL IS LENGTH OF WORD
310 WL = LEN<WRD«)
399 »

400 REM**INITIALIZE Wl & W2
410 Wl -
420 W2 m 1

499 »•

500 REM**COMPUTE Wl 8t W2
510 FOR L-l TO WL
520 : L* - MID*(WRD*,L,1>
530 : IF L*<"A" THEN 580
540 : IF L$>"Z" THEN 580
550 : LS ASC<L*> - 64
560 : Wl = Wl + LS
570 : W2 - W2*LS
580 NEXT L •

599 '

600 REM#*PRINT BOTH WORDSWORTHS
610 PRINT "WORDSWORTH #1 IS" Wl
620 PRINT "WORDSWORTH #2 IS" W2
699 '

700 REM**80 FOR ANOTHER WORD
710 SOTO 210

article in THE RAINBOW and was
quite impressed with it. Educa-
tional software was the over-

whelming reason for the purchase
of my Radio Shack 64K ECB this

past January. I think your depart-

ment "School is in the Heart of a

Child" will help to fill the void that

now exists.

I am the father of five children,

ages nine, eight, six, five, and
three. I cannot afford to buy soft-

ware either based on advertise-

ments or solely on the manufac-
turer's name— I have been burned
both ways . . .

Parents want good educational

software. They want software that

will help their children become
computer literate, but will not

cause parents to become financial

paupers in this quest.

Special thanks, John. I hope the

CoCo "cottage industry" hears you.

We, too, are tired of software that

simply exploits the desire of parents to

use the CoCo to help kids learn.

Yes, software is too expensive. You
people out there who have kids, what do
you want? What will you pay $9.95 for?

$14.95? 1 9.95? and so on. What do you
want?

If you have young children, compare
the "holding power" of software with

Sesame Street. Marido (age six). Bob,
and Ramon will gladly watch Sesame
Street repeats, several times — and
that's free! Software should also have
"holding power" and grow with the

child. Home software should have ver-

tical growth; school software is different

— it is designed to be horizontal —more
about this next time.

Wordsworth
Hooray! Several of you sent answers

to our Wordsworth challenge in the
August issue. Here again are the
questions you answered.

1) What magic word has a Words-
worth #1 equal to the number of weeks
in a year?

2) What five-letter word has the small-

est Wordsworth #2?

3) What five-letter word has the larg-

est Wordsworth #2?

4) What is the longest word (most
letters) that has a Wordsworth #2 less

than 20,000?

We have received answers from Amos
and Josh Goldie, Lara Hansen, the

Jones children, Stephen Lathom, Eric

Lauterbach, and Andrea and Jenny
McGinnuess. Next time we'll share their

answers with you. In the meantime,
send in your answers. Here is a Words-
worth program to compute both Words-
worth #1 and Wordsworth #2.

To answer a Wordsworth question,

browse a dictionary for words to try

with the above Wordsworth program.
Let's all use The American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language,
paperback edition, published by Dell
Publishing Company. 1 Dag Ham-
marskjold Plaza, New York, NY 10017.

You can buy it for $3.95 at almost any
bookstore or order it from the publisher.

Here are more questions for you
Wordsworth fans. Remember, all these

questions refer to the American Herit-

age Dictionary mentioned above.

5) I n the entire dictionary, what word
has the largest Wordsworth #1?

6) In theentiredictionary, what word
has the largest Wordsworth #2?

7) What is the first word (alphabeti-

cally) to have a Wordsworth #1 of
exactly 100?

8) In the entire dictionary, what word
has a Wordsworth #2 closest to
1 .000,000?

Send usyouranswers. We will put all

answers received by December 31, 1984
in a box, shake 'em up, and draw a
winner. The winner will receive, of
course, a stuffed dragon.

DragonSmoke
Koala Pad is alive and well at Radio

Shack! Look for it on Page 164 of the
1985 Radio Shack Catalog No. 380 or
Page 52 of the 1985 TRS-80 Catalog
No. RSC-12. They call it the TRS-80
Touch Pad, Catalog No. 26-1 185, price

$59.95. OK, cottage industry— let's get

busy and write software for this marvel-
ous addition to the CoCo family.

We have decided to publish a little

newsletter called DragonSmoke about
four times a year. If you want a free

copy, send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to DragonSmoke, P.O. Box
310. Menlo Park. CA 94026.
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Helping Youngsters

Form Categories

By Steve Blyn

Rainbow Contributing Editor

The young child deals with new
items and experiences as unique

events. He has a small fund of

knowledge to draw from. He has yet

to learn to classify things into groups

of similar things. Children often seem

fascinated by what appears to us to be

something quite commonplace; they

cannot place the item into a familiar

category.

As we grow in experience, we begin

to define items into narrower categories.

The Color Computer can be an example
— a beginner might at first think of

the CoCo as merely a type of computer.

The more experienced user knows it is

in the 6800 family of computers rather

than the 6500 or Z80 families. These

distinctions become more important as

your knowledge and needs increase.

Software is another example. Upon
purchasing a computer, most people

usually want to accumulate almost any

kind of software. There is a need to

see what the new machine can actually

do. After a while, we break the software

down into categories or specific areas

such as business, education, leisure, etc.

(Sieve Blyn leaches both exceptional

anil gifted children, holds two master's

degrees and has won awards for the

design ofprograms to aid the handi-

capped. He and his wife, Cheryl, own
Computer Island.)

We begin to specialize. Many of us then

further specialize within an area to

several favorite specific companies.

Some of us even go further into specific

requirements within the programs of

specific companies such as OS-9 pro-

grams only or networkable programs

only.

This type of refinement of categories

is part of the human experience. We
constantly redefine as our knowledge

"Too often, school cur-

ricula require some of the
children to deal with ab-

stract concepts before they

have secured sufficient

experience on earlier lev-

els of experiences in that

subject. This can lead to

inadequate and insecure

learning. "

grows in any field. This helps us to deal

with our world. There are too many
items and events to deal with individ-

ually. As we grow, we learn to place

them in various categories to help us

effectively deal with the world around
us.

Learning proceeds from concrete to

abstract concepts. First we can deal

only with single objects and later with

categories. This process proceeds

according to age and experiences at

individual levels. Too often, school

curricula require some of the children

to deal with abstract concepts before

they have secured sufficient experience

on earlier levels of experiences in that

subject. This can lead to inadequate and

insecure learning.

The famous child psychologist,Jean

Piaget, once performed an experiment

to help study the levels of categorization

in children. Three girls, aged seven, nine

and 1 1 were asked to pack clothing in

two suitcases. The way they would
decide to arrange their clothing into the

suitcases could reveal much about their

thought processes.

The seven-year-old first filled one

suitcase randomly with clothes until it

was full and then packed the other with

the remaining clothing. No real thought

was given to any categories of clothing.

The nine-year-old thought for a
while, and then packed all clothing

worn above the waist in one suitcase

and clothing worn below the waist in

the other. The top part of her pajamas
and a two-piece bathing suit were

placed in one suitcase and the bottoms
in the other.

The 11-year-old was more adult-like

in her thinking and packed clothes worn
during the day in one suitcase and night

clothes in the other. It can easily be
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seen from this experiment different

levels of organization of the same items.

This month's program naturally deals

with grouping and categorization. The
key element in this program is the

DA TA. We had to select one area and
chose sports terminology. This was
purely subjective on our part: one
subject had to be chosen. Please do not

restrict your program to our chosen
topic.

The DA TA that you choose to enter

should be age appropriate for your
child. Younger children might, for

example, group food items by fruit,

vegetable or dairy. Older students might
group chemical compounds by acid,

base or salt. The DA TA that you enter

could also be the child's choice. This

would further involve the student in the

computer.

The goal for the user of this program

is to arrange the 12 words properly

underneath the three category words.
The words are moved one at a time by
the arrow keys. After the twelfth word
is moved, a list of the 12 words in their

correct categories appears. The child

can compare this list to the one that

he has just completed.

Lines 40-50 set the dimensions and
read the DA TA. Line 70 prints the data

words. These are the AS words: The
B$ letters will never be printed on the

screen. Line 80 prints the category

headings. (Your headings may vary
from ours). Line 140 prints one of the

words and lines 120-130 set the limits

of the word so that it does not mess
up the screen.

Lines 180-250 let you move the word
around the screen. The arrow keys are

represented by the character string

(CHR$) numbers 8, 9, 10 and 94. When

one of the arrows is pressed, the key
word to be classified is moved.
CHR$(13) represents the ENTER key.

When it is pressed, the next word
appears. Lines 300-360 read and print

out the correct list for comparison
purposes.

The DATA on Line 410 consists of
12 pairs of information. A word to be

classified and an abbreviation for the

classification make up one pair. They
are the AS and B$ portions.The abbre-
viations do not get used until needed
on lines 320-340. Here, the computer
interprets the B$ part and places the

word in the correct category.

The DATA supplied is merely one
of literally thousands of possible
choices. Use your imagination to help
your children better classify things or
events in their schoolwork and daily

lives.

The listing:

10 REM"CATEGORIES
20 REM "STEVE BLYN, COMPUTER ISLAN
D,1984
30 CLS0
40 DIMA*(12),B*<12>
50 F0RT=*1T012:READA*(T) ,B*(T> : :N
EXT
60 PRINT" here is the word 1

ist"
70 F0RT=1T012:PRINTA*(T), :NEXTT
80 PRINT" baseball tennis h
ockey"
90 B$=STRING*(8, 128)
100 N=451:Y=1
110 REM"SET LIMITS OF WORD PLACE
MENT"
120 IF N<259 THEN N=259
130 IF N>476 THEN N=476
140 PRINT@N,A*(Y)

;

150 J=258:FORT=lT04:PRINT@J,CHR*
(249) ; : J=J+32:NEXTT
160 K=268:F0RT=1T04:PRINT@K,CHR*
(249) ;:K=K+32: NEXT T
170 L=277:FORT=l TO 4:PRINT@L,CH
R* (249) ;:L=L+32: NEXT T
180 REM"USE THE ARROW KEYS TO MO
VE THE WORDS"
190 A*=INKEY*
200 IF A*=CHR*(8> THEN PRINT@N,B
*; :N*N-1: GOTO 120
210 IF A»=CHR«(9) THEN PRINT@N,B

*;:n=n+i:gotoi20
220 if a*=chr*(94)then print@n,b
*; :N=N-32: GOTO 120
230 IF A*=CHR*(10) THEN PRINT@N,
B* ; : N=N+32 : GOTO 1 20
240 IF A*=CHR*(13> THEN Y=Y+1:N=
451:SOUND150,2:IF Y>12 THEN 270
ELSE 120
250 GOTO 190
260 REM"GET & PRINT THE CORRECT
LISTS"
270 PRINTQ384, STRING* (32, 239) ;:F
0RT=1T09:PRINTSTRING*(32, 128) ; :N
EXTT
280 PRINTQ194, "here are the corr
ect answers";
290 D=227:E=237:F=246
300 RESTORE ".FOR G=1T012: READA* (G
),B*(G>
310 F0RG=1T012
320 IF B*(G)="B" THEN
(G) ; :D=D+64
330 IF B*(G)="T" THEN
(G);:E=E+64
340 IF B*(G)="H" THEN
(G);:F=F+64
350 SOUND230,

1

360 NEXT G
370 PRINTS486, "PRESS ENTER TO GO
ON";

380 EN*=INKEY*
390 IF EN*=CHR*(13) THEN RUN
400 GOTO 380
410 DATA LOVE, T, ICING, H,FACEOFF,
H, TRIPLE, B,DUECE,T, GOALIE, H,MOUN
D, B, RACKET, T, PUCK, H, PLATE, B, BALK
,B, FAULT,

T

PRINT@D,A*

PRINT@E,A*

PRINT@F,A*

^
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Federal Hill Software
FINE PRODUCTS FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER, DRAGON AND MC-10

If You Pay Taxes

You Need Coco-Accountant II

Were your taxes a mess last year? Do you look

at your bank balance and wonder where all the

money went? Then you need Coco-Accountant II.

This 32/64K home and small business accounting
program is all you need to answer the Three Big

Questions about your money: Where did it come
from? Where did it go? And what can I deduct from
my taxes?

Spend a few minutes with your canceled checks,

credit card receipts and payroll stubs. Here's what
Coco-Accountant II will do:

it List and total expenses or income by ac-
count.* List and total expenses and income by
month, with net cash flow report. * List and total

expenses or income by payee/income source. +
Year-to-date summary by account. * List and total

tax deductible expenses. * List and total expenses
subject to sales tax-even compute the sales tax

you paid! * Print a spreadsheet showing activity by

account and month for a whole year (Seeing is

The Handicapper

If you like racing, you'll love The Handicapper!
These 16K programs for Thoroughbred and Harness
horses combine the power of your computer with the

savvy of a veteran horseplayer. Spend a few easy
minutes entering data and get rankings for the horses
in each race!

All information is readily available from the thor-

oughbred Racing Form or Harness track program. We
even provide a diagram showing you where to get the

data you need! Factors include speed, past perfor-

mance, post position, class, weight (for thorough-
breds), jockey or driver's record, beaten favorite,

stretch gain, breaking tendencies and parked out signs

(for trotters).

The Handicapper programs come with complete
instructions and betting guide. We tell you which races

to bet and which to avoid-one of the secrets of good
handicapping. For all Color Computers and Model
100's. Thoroughbred or Harness, $34.95 each on tape
or CoCo disk. Both programs only $49.95.

% DEDUCTIBLE$
believing!). + Balance your checkbook. * All re-

ports (except spreadsheet) to screen or printer.

it Store data on tape or disk.

The 32K tape version stores 450 entries in a
single file; 32K disk stores 500. The 64K versions
store 900 entries on tape or disk. Our happy cus-
tomers say this is the most useful program they
own, and you'll agree! Only $34.95, tape or disk.
Please state memory requirements.

Greyhound Handicapper

^ NEW GREYHOUND HANDICAPPER! Now^^F use your Color Computer for greyhounds,
wf^k too. This fine program, written by a veteran

/7^ trainer, uses speed, breaking tendencies,
l
v

»• favorite box, kennel performance, maneu-
vering ability and other factors to rank the dogs in

each race. Recommends quinnella, trifecta and exac-
ta bets, too. For CoCo only, $27.95 tape or disk.

SPECIAL-AII three HandicaDDers onlv $64.95!

This lightning-fast, full casino Blackjack
simulation will boggle your mind! Up to

5 players and 9 decks. The computer deals and plays

vacant hands— by card-counting rules! Blackjaq
keeps track of winnings and losings, displays two
card-counting algorithms and card distribution. It can
even print out the results of every hand! Great for

beginners or advanced players. Requires 16K Ext.

Bas. Only $27.95, tape or disk.

Federal Hill Software
FINE PRODUCTS FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER DRAGON AND MC 10

825 William St. Baltimore, Md. 21230 301-685-6254

We accept checks, money orders. Visa

and Master Card. Add S1 .50 for shipping.

Make foreign orders payable in U.S.

funds. Credit card orders should include

card number, exp. date and signature.
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Here's a program that concatenates RAM
records and writes them on tape. It's your miss-

ing . . .

By H. Allen Curtis

c an you do the following with a

single cassette load command?

1) Load the text screen to display an
introductory message or low resolution

picture;

2) Load a BASIC program;

3) Load the graphics screen with a

high resolution picture for subsequent
display;

4) Load automatically memory pro-

tected high RAM with assembly lan-

guage routines to be called by USR
functions;

5) Automatically start the BASIC pro-

gram; and

6) Provide some piracy protection

for your program.

If you cannot, then you are missing

Link. No, 1 did not mean that you are

the missing link, but that you are miss-

ing out by not using the Link program
to be presented in this article.

(H. Allen Curtis resides in Williamsburg,

Va. He is interested in 17th and 18th

century history and enjoys hiking
through the colonial capital. He balances

past and present with his computer
work.)
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Link is not a pre-loader. That is. Link
does not have to be loaded into RAM
before you issue the command to load

your program, screens and subroutines.

Link concatenates (links) as many as 10

non-contiguous RAM records and
writes them on tape. A record is defined

here as any program (BASIC or assembly
language), any contiguous assembly
language routines, or any set of stored

data. The linked records written on tape

are simply loaded by means of BASIC'S

CLOADM command.
If you want to employ Link to record

and auto-start an assembly language
program instead of a BASIC program,
you can readily do so. In fact. Link is an
assembly language program which will

be used to record itself.

Link has the ability to write a record

Irom one RAM location and load it into

another specified RAM location with-

out recourse to the offset feature of the

CLOADM command. Thus, for in-

stance, you may design several text

screens, transfer them to new locations

in RAM and then use Link to write

them on tape for future sequential load-

ing and display on the text screen. The
fact that you relocate one or more
records such as screens does not require

you to relocate the other records to be
linked and written.

The order in which records are con-

catenated is left to your discretion. If

you, for example, have more than one
text screen to be loaded and displayed,

you would probably load one or two
records between screen records to allow

the screen to be displayed for a suffi-

ciently long time.

Link can be employed as part of a

protection process for your programs.
How Link can be used in this way will be

discussed in detail at the close of the

article.

The program of Listing l generates

Link and stores it in RAM. The strings

in lines 20 through 120 of Listing l are

messages used by Link to prompt you in

the process of concatenating records

and writing them on tape. The values in

the DATA statements of lines 2I0
through 520 comprise Link routines

that actually do the linking and writing

of the records on tape. The values in the

remaining DATA statements form the

major portion of the first record to be

written on every Link produced tape.

You do not specify this record. The
record is Link's means of altering the

usual CLOADM sequence of instruc-

tions to permit the proper loading of

concatenated records.

Incorporated into Listing l is a check
on the accuracy of your typing of the



DA TA statements. Thus, with the use occurrence of any error messages, save ENTER. This action will produce the first

of Rainbow Check Plus you are doubly it on tape: Type CSA VE'GENLINK" prompt of Link. Link requires you to
aided in the correct typing of Listing 1. and press ENTER. provide a filename for the concatenated
When you have correctly typed Listing After saving the program of Listing 1, records to be put on tape. Usually the
1 and run the program without the run it again. Then type EXEC and press filename will be that of the main pro-

^
Listing 1:

200 232
370 72
END .... 105

10 'ENTRY ADDRESS IS &HU00I FIR
ST ADDRESS IS &H1000I LAST ADDRE
SS IS &H132B
20 A*-"TYPE & ENTER
30 B*-"FILENAME:
40 C*-"TYPE (IN HEX)
50 D»="ENTRY ADDRESS:
60 E*»"POSITION TAPE
70 F«="FIRST SOURCE
80 6»="LAST
90 H*»"FIRST DESTINATION
100 I*-"ALL RECORDS SPECIFIED?
<Y/N)

110 J»="READY CASSETTE TO RECORD
120 K*-"THEN PRESS ENTER
130 X=256*PEEK < VARPTR (A* ) +2 ) +PEE
K<VARPTR(A»>+3)
140 FORI-0TO 174
150 POKEI+*H1000,PEEK<I+X>
160 IFPEEK<I+X>-0 THENX-X+B
170 NEXT: IFPEEK(39S)-57THENP0KE3
99, 174:POKE400,64:POKE398, 126
1 80 FOR I =0TO596 : READL* : L-VAL < " SeH

"+L*> : E=E+L: POKEI+&H10AF, L: NEXT
190 FOR I -0TO76 : READL* : L-VAL (

"&H

"

+L*> :e»e+l:pokei+&hie2,l:next
200 IFEO7B082 THENCLS:PRINT"DAT
A ERROR "ELSEP0KE&H9D ,17: P0KE&H9E
,0
210 DATA 5F,30, 1,A6,84,26,FA,8D,
1F,84,F,97,7D,8D,12,9A,7D,97,7D
220 DATA 8D, 13, 84, F, 97, 7C, 8D, 6, 9
A, 7C, 97, 7C, 5D, 39, 8D, 5, 48, 48, 48
230 DATA 48,39,8C,2,DD,27, 15, A6,
82, 81 , 30, 25, 1 1 , 81 , 3A, 25, C, 81 , 46
240 DATA 22, 9, 81, 41, 25, 5, 8B, 9, 81
, 4F, 39, C6, 8, D7, 8C, 7E, A9, 51 , 7E, A9
250 DATA 28,7E,B9,9C,8D,F8,8D,26
, 31 , 8D, FF, 21 , 30, A8, D6, 8D, F0, 8D
260 DATA 1E,8D,12,C6,8,30,1,CE,1
, DA, A6, 80, 27, 36, A7, C0, 5A, 26, F7
270 DATA 20,36,8D,D8,C,89,7E,A3,
90, 86, A3, 8C, 86, C3, 97, 89, 39, 8D, C6
280 DATA 30,A8,ED,8D,F1,8D,C2,30
, 88, DF, 8D, BD, 20, EB, 8D, B9, IF, 21
290 DATA 20,DB,8D,E8,96,44,BD,A2
, 85, C, 89, 39, 86, 20, A7, C0, 5A, 26, FB

300 DATA 8D,D7,30,B8,18,BD,C3,A6
, 1,81, 58, 26, 5, BE, 2, 20, 20, 7, 17, FF
310 DATA 41,26,E9,9E,7C,BF,1,E5,
BF, 2, IE, CE t 2, 2F, DF, 45, C6, 31 , D7
320 DATA 44,33,8D,1,7F,DF,42,BD,
BF, 30, A8, 18, 8D, B4, A6, 1,81, 58, 26
330 DATA 39,DE,42,CC,0, 19,ED,C4,
9E, 45, ED, 84, C6, 20, ED, 42, DC, 19, ED
340 DATA 44, ED, 2, DC, IB, ED, 46, BD,
A,BD,8,C,44,8D,11,25,72,20,5E,DE
350 DATA 42, 33, 44, DF, 42, DE, 45, 33
, 42, DF, 45, 39, C, 44, 86, 39, 91 , 44, 39
360 DATA 17,FE,DF,26,B5,DE,42,DC
,7C,ED,C4, 17,FF,6O,30,A8,25,8D
370 DATA 79,30, 13, 17, FF, 5D, 17,FE
, C7, 26, EE, DE, 42, DC, 7C, ED, 42, 17
380 DATA FF,55,30,A8,2A,8D,61,1F
, 21 , 8D, 5D, 86, E3, 97, 89, BD, A3, 90
390 DATA 17,FE,A9,26,E8,DE,45,DC
,7C,ED,C4,8D,B6,25, 13, 8D, A5,BD
400 DATA A9,28,30,A8,3C,8D,3D,BD
, Al , Bl , 81 , 59, 10, 26, FF, 62, 9E, 45
410 DATA 6F,84,6F,1,FE,1,8F,FF,

1

,FF,CE, 1,E9,FF, 1 ,BF, DC, 74, 7F,

2

420 DATA 45,DE,42,83,0,E8,DD,7C,
30, IE, 8C, 2, 2D, 27, 2E, 33, 5C, EC, 42
430 DATA A3,C4,E3,84,10,93,7C,22
, 17, 20, EA, 7E, B9, 9C, 8D, FB, 17, FE
440 DATA CC,30,A8,74,8D,F3,BD,A1
, Bl , 81 , D, 26, F9, 39, AE, 84, 30, IF, BF
450 DATA 2,46,7A,2,45,A,44,BD,A9
, 28, 17, FE, AA, BD, A7, CA, 30, 2A, BD
460 DATA D5,BD,A7,E9,BD,A9,28, 17
, FE, 9A, 30, AS, 5B, BD, C7, 30, 8C, 6C
470 DATA 9F,42,8E,0,F,9F,7C,8E,1
, DA, 9F, 7E, BD, A7, E5, BD, A7, D8, BE, 1

480 DATA 8E,9F,7E,8E, 1,BA,9F,7C,
8D, 2F, D6, 44, C0, 30, D7, 44, 8E, 0, 1

490 DATA 9F,7C,8D,22,9E,42,AE,84
,9F,7E,CE, 1,FF,DF,7C,DE,42,EC,42
500 DATA C3,0, 1,93, 7E, 27, F, 10,83
, 0, FF, 24, 2, D7, 7D, 8D, 2, 20, E2, 7E
510 DATA A7,F4,0,7C,F,7D,8D,F7,9
E, 42, 30, 4, 9F, 42, A, 44, 26, CD, BD, A7
520 DATA E9,BE,1,FF,BF,1,8F,16,F
D,FC
530 DATA 2,0,0,0,0, 1,8E, 35,10, B6
, 2, 45, 27, E, FC, 2, 46, DD, 27, DD, 23
540 DATA 83,0,C8,DD,21,1F,4,8E,0
,0,BF,1,8F,CE,2,2F,AE,C4,9F,7E
550 DATA BD,A7,F,26, 1C,D,7C,2A,F
5, 33, 42, AE, C4, 26, EF, BD, A7, E9, 7E
560 DATA 0,0,BD,AD,21,9E,A6,30,4
,9F,A6,7E,AD,C0,7E,A6, 19
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gram whether in basic or assembly lan-

guage. Rather than having a BASIC pro-

gram that generates Link, it is more
convenient to have Link recorded on
tape directly as an assembly language

program. Therefore, type the filename

Link and ENTER it. This will initiate the

process of using Link to record itself on
tape.

The second prompt requests the entry

address of the main program, which in

this case is Link. All the required Link
addresses have been provided in the

REM statement of Line 10 of Listing 1.

In accordance with that REM, type

1 100 and press ENTER. You do not need

to type &H in answering the prompt.
The hexadecimal address 1 100 is the

address at which Link starts executing.

If any of the characters of the ENTERed
address are not a valid hexadecimal

digit, a beep alarm will be sounded and
the prompt will be repeated.

The next prompt asks for the first

source address of the first record that

you want on tape. Associated with each

record are two sets of addresses —
source addresses and destination ad-
dresses. The source addresses are the

lowest (first) address and the highest

(last) address of the record as it is pres-

ently located in RAM. The destination

addresses are the corresponding RAM
addresses into which you want the

record to be loaded.

In the case of Link, only one record is

involved; hence, you should type the

first source address of Link. That is,

type 1000 and press ENTER.
The third prompt is similarly an-

swered by typing and entering the last

source address 132B of Link.

You will probably want at least two
versions of Link, one to be loaded in its

present RAM location and one destined

for high RAM. Therefore, for the for-

mer version answer the fourth prompt
by typing 1000 and pressing ENTER.

Since you only need to specify one
record for Link, answer the next prompt
by pressing the 'Y' key to indicate yes.

Instead of recording Link immedi-

ately following GENLINK on your cas-

sette tape, it would be more convenient

to record Link at the beginning of the

reverse side of the tape. Therefore, flip

the cassette over, rewind the tape and
position it. Then answer the positioning

prompt by pressing enter.
In accordance with the next prompt,

depress the Play and Record buttons of

your recorder and then press ENTER.
When the recording is finished, the

recorder will stop and the initial prompt
of Link will return.

Now, you can repeat the process to

produce a high RAM version of Link.

Therefore, type the filename H1LINK
and press ENTER. The requested entry

address of HILINK is the destination

entry address which is 3DD4 or 7DD4
depending on whether you have a 16K
or 32K RAM, respectively. The first

and last source addresses that you must
type are the same as previously, 1000

and 132B. The first destination address

is 3CD4 or 7CD4 for a 16K or 32K
system, respectively. When you later

load HILINK, you will not have to use

the CLEAR command to memory pro-

tect it. HILINK will be automatically

memory protected.

A detailed example will be presented

to illustrate how to use Link. However,
before that presentation, it would be

well to determine whether or not you
have good recordings of Link and HIL
INK. Do not use SKIPF to make that

determination. Use of SKIPF on any
Link produced recording will always

yield an I/O Error message. Link pur-

posely forces an 1/ O Error to occur as a

means of altering the CLOADM com-
mand routine. Link changes the "hook"
that links the ROM and RAM when
errors occur. The new hook causes entry

to be made to the first loaded record

which controls the loading of all suc-

ceeding records. The original hook is

restored before loading the subsequent
records. Hence, those records are check-

ed for I/O Errors as they are loaded.

To test the recordings of Link and
HILINKdo the following: turn offyour

computer and then turn it on again.

Type CLOADM and press ENTER.
Rewind the tape and position it. Finally,

depress the Play button. While Link is

loading, note that the letter 'F'at the top

leftmost position of the screen stops

blinking. The blinking of 'F' on all Link
produced recordings will be suspended.

The purpose of suspending the blinking

of 'F' is to guarantee the unmarred load-

ing of the text screen when you desire to

precede the running of the main pro-

gram with one or more screen messages

or pictures. If the recording is good, no
I/O Error message will occur. Further-

more, upon the completion of loading.

Link or HILINK will automatically

start and the initial prompt will appear
on the screen. To exit from Link for the

CLOADMing of HILINK press the

Reset button. Before you load HI
LINK, note the recorder counter setting

for later reference.

If you should happen to have a bad
recording of either Link or HILINK,
CLOAD the program GENLINK and
run it. Then type EXEC, press ENTER
and repeat the process of recording

Link and HILINK on a new tape.

The programs of listings 2 and 3 are

integral parts of the example to illus-

trate how to use Link. Lines 10 through
70 of Listing 2 construct a text screen

and transfer its contents to another area

of RAM. Lines 80 through 100 produce
a simple, high resolution graphics dis-

play. The remaining lines of Listing 2

generate a machine language routine

and store it in RAM. Link will be

employed in concatenating and record-

ing the text screen, graphics screen,

machine language routine and the BASIC
program of Listing 3.

When you have typed the program of

Listing 2 correctly, run it. You may wish
to save it as a precautionary measure.

After running the program of Listing 2.

erase it via the NEW command. Then
type Listing 3.

Line 10 of Listing 3 turns on the pre-

viously loaded graphics display. The
remaining lines "paint" the display in a

Listing 2:

10 CLS:K-233
FOR I -0TO3 1 : POKE I +J+&H400 , K : NE20

XT
30
40

K-K-16: J-J+32: IFKM42THEN20
PRINTS238, "LINK"? :PRINT«268,

"

EXAMPLE" ;:K«K+32
50 FORI-0TO31:POKEI+J+«cH420,K:NE
XT
60 K«K+16:J-J+32:IFK<256THEN50
70 FOR I =0TOS 1 1 : POKE I +&H2A00 , PEEK

<I+&H400):NEXT
80 PM0DE4 : PCLS : SCREEN 1 ,

1

90 CIRCLE (128, 96), 85
100 PAINT (128, 96) ,

1

1 1 FOR I=0TO23 : READA* : A=VAL < "&H

"

+A*> : POKEI+&H2D00, A: B=B+A: NEXT
1 20 I FB< >3 1 16THENCLS : PR INTQ267 ,

"

DATA ERROR": STOP
130 DATA BD,B3,ED,DD,44,9E,BA,33
, 89, 18,0, DF, 42, A6, 84, 98, 45, A7, 80
,9C,42,26,F6,39
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Listing 3:

1 PMODE4 : 8CREEN 1 ,

1

20 A-256*PEEK (116) +&HE8 : DEFUSR-A
30 FORJ-0TO1
40 A=*USR<85):GOSUB80

50 A=USR (170): 6OSUB80 : NEXT
60 PMODE3 : SCREEN 1 , L : IFL=0THENL*

1

ELSEL«=0
70 8OTO30
80 FORI-0TO300: NEXT: RETURN

variety of colors. The color changes are

achieved primarily through the machine
language routine called by the USR
functions of lines 40 and 50. This rou-

tine is assumed by the program to have

been loaded into the high RAM and

automatically memory protected there.

The example would be more realistic if

the graphics screen had contained an

intricate drawing requiring considera-

ble program memory to produce it. In

such a case the loading of the completed

drawing would result in a significant

savings in program memory. Frequent-

ly, the saved memory could be put to

profitable use in program expansion

and improvement.

Do not run the program of Listing 3

when you have finished typing it cor-

rectly. Instead refer to the previously

noted recorder counter setting in posi-

tioning the tape for CLOADMing HI-

LINK. HIL1NK rather than Link is

used here because Link loads into the

graphics screen memory area and would
therefore ruin the display generated by

the program of Listing 2.

The completion of the loading of

HILINK is signalled by the appearance

on the screen of the first prompt. An-
swer it by typing and entering the file-

name EXAMPLE. Usually the next

prompt requires the typing of a hexadec-

imal address. There is one exception.

That occurs when the main program is

in BASIC, which is the present situation.

In such a case, just press the 'X' key and
then ENTER.

The text screen was stored by the

program of Listing 2 in the RAM area

from 2A00 through 2BFF. Hence,
answer the next prompt by typing and
entering 2A00. Similarly, type and
ENTER 2BFF in response to the last

source address prompt. Because you
will want the text screen to reside in the

usual location, answer the destination

address prompt by typing400and press-

ing ENTER.

In order to specify the second record,

press the 'N" key in response to the next

prompt. The second record is the gra-

phics screen. If you have a cassette-

based system, the screen resides at ad-

dresses 600 through I DFF. However, if

you have the Disk basic ROM con-
nected, the graphics screen is located at

addresses E00 through 25FF. Thus,

your response to the first source address

prompt should be the typing and enter-

ing of 600 or E00 depending on your
system. Likewise, for the last source

address prompt, type either IDFF or

25FF and ENTER. In response to the

destination address prompt type and

ENTER 600 or E00 for cassette or disk-

based systems, respectively.

".
. . Link can be used as

part of a scheme to protect

yourprograms against piracy.

There is a simple, yet fairly

effective scheme for piracy
protecting assembly or ma-
chine language programs. "

Press 'N' to permit the specification

of the third record. This record is the

BASIC program of Listing 3. Typing and
entering X will automatically take care

of all address specification for you.

Actually, an additional record will also

be automatically specified. The addi-

tional record is only eight bytes long

and consists of the vital basic program
pointers at hexadecimal addresses 19

through 20 (corresponding to decimal

addresses 25 through 32).

There is one more record to specify,

so once again press *N' in response to the

record's specified prompt. Even though

the previous record was numbered three,

the present record has been given the

number five. The number four record

was the eight-byte record automatically

specified along with the BASIC program.

Record five is the machine language

routine generated by the program of

Listing 2. It was stored at RAM ad-

dresses 2D00 through 2D 1 7. However,

it is to be loaded into high RAM at

addresses 3FE8 through 3FFF or at

7FF.8 through 7FFF depending on
whether you have a 16K or32K RAM.
respectively. Therefore, each of the next

three prompts should be answered by

typing and entering, in order, one of the

addresses: 2D00. 2DI7 and 3FE8 or

7FE8.

Complete the process by pressing 'Y'

and appropriately carrying out the in-

structions of the final two prompts. In

positioning the tape make a note of the

counter setting of the recorder for later

loading of EXA MPLE. The signal that

recording is finished is the return of the

initial prompt to the screen. You will

have a rather long wait for the prompt
because of the 6K length of the graphics

screen record.

In general, you may specify a maxi-

mum of nine records. If one of the speci-

fied records is a BASIC program, the

most that you may specify is eight

records unless the basic record is the

ninth one specified.

Back to the example, load EXAM
PLE by means of the CLOADM com-
mand. You should be quickly greeted

with the text screen generated by the

program of Listing 2. This screen will

remain on display for the time needed to

load the other records including the

rather lengthy graphics screen. When
loading is complete, the BASIC program
will automatically start and the graphics

screen will replace the text screen. The
USR called machine language routine

will keep changing the colors in the dis-

play. To end the program press the

BREAK key.

For those with disk systems it is

worthwhile interjecting a short note of

caution. If you record a tape using Link
with the disk ROM connected, always

load the tape with a connected disk

ROM. Likewise, if the tape is recorded

with the disk ROM disconnected,
always load it with the disk ROM dis-

connected; otherwise, problems would
be likely to occur in the execution of the

associated programs.

As was previously mentioned. Link

can be used as part of a scheme to pro-

tect your programs against piracy.

There is a simple, yet fairly effective

scheme for piracy protecting assembly

or machine language programs. The
scheme will be illustrated by adding

protection to Link itself.

With the present unprotected version

of Link, the Reset button can be pressed

to return to the CoCo's command mode
in which an EXEC command can be

employed to gain entry to a preloaded
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tware

The
Presidents

of the
United
States

who was the only Eagle Scout
10 become President? Which
President had the shortest term
of office? Which President later

became ChiefJustice ( >f the U.S.
Supreme Court?

Find out with the great new
educational game The Presi-
dents of the United States.

Grades 5 and up
Study mode
2 separate games
User-modifiable data
100% Machine Language
Menu-oriented
Up to 8 players

Both 16K ECB and
32K ECB versions

included on the tape
$19.95

The
Great
USA

For grade 4 and up
Sharpen your knowledge ol
the 50 stales

• Abbreviations
- Capitals
- Nicknames
- Birds
- Trees
• Flowers
- Random combinations
of the above

Play alone or compete
against each other
Ideal lor home or classroom
Colorful, detailed maps
User modifiable input
Easily moved 10 disk

Tape contains both
16K and 32K versions

S24.95

Disk requires 32K
$29.95

GALACTIC
HANGMAN
iilHM « *aw siiipj y » ii

(ii'nHiiiBBiiiinnsiflHi;

For grade 2 and up
Exciting version of the pop-
ular word guessing game

Play against the computer
or a friend

Outstanding high-resolution

graphics and animation
Great sound effects

and music
700 word vocabulary
included

Create your own word files

- your child's spelling list

- foreign language
vocabulary

- specialized word list,

- i.e., geographic,
chemistry, physics

Broaden your vocabulary
Easily moved to disk

Both 16K ECB and
32K ECB versions
included on tape

$17.95

Dealer and author inquiries are al-
ways welcome. Canadian dealers

Su£*ar S
21o3 Le

Software
ah Lane Add XI.00 per tape for postage and nun-

Fdm n't ; U ' 1 T- r

B«1 ' fall
(614) 8bl -05°° to 70405, 1 374. No refunds or ex-

aoToaJm?
1
'
A1,)crta rSJ-3Ll, (40,3) A complete catalog of Other sweet changes.

481-8003.
complete catalog

Sugar Software products is avail-
able. Disk software compatible with
Radio Shack DOS only.



ar.

Enhance your information
management capabilities with

TIMS
A powerful, personal database manager

you won't want to be without! Use TIMS
to keep files of names, addresses, an-

niversaries, birthdays. Keep your class,

club or group roster up to date. All of

your recipes, books, Color Computer
programs, stocks and bonds, bank
accounts are at your fingertips with

TIMS.

• 8 user-definable fields

• fast machine language routines

- sort (up to 3 fields at a time)

- search (item or range)

- delete

• variable field and record length

• easy to use
• phrase substitution editor

• user selected report formats

- select records to print

- select fields to print

- select field-print order

- full margin control

- report headings
- send formatted files to

tape, disk or printer

$24.95 - Tape
16K ECB required;

(32K ECB recommended)
Disk compatible

TIMSMAIL
Have you ever done a large mailing for a

small business? For a club or organiza-

tion? At Christmas? Then you need our

mailing list manager, TIMSMAIL!

the ultimate mailing list manager
for the CoCo
designed for the 80-column
printer

user selected label formats

continuous or single sheet

1 , 2 or 3 labels across

2.5, 2.75, 3, 3.5, and 4 inch labels

fast sort, search, and delete

routines

send your formatted mailing list

to printer, tape or disk

upper and lower case
up to to 230 characters per

record

no blank lines

$19.95 - Tape
32K ECB recommended

Disk compatible

And now . . . Enhance the
capabilities ofTIMS and TIMSMAIL

with TIMSUTILITY!
TIMS UTILITY features:

Multi-Term Search - Search your data-

base using a search criterion based on

up to 5 keywords. You can use either

"AND LOGIC" or "OR LOGIC".
Global Change - This is the "automatic"

version of the modify mode. It can be
used when there is a unique set of fea-

tures in a specified field. For example,
we could change all references to Rain-

bow to RB.

Global Delete - Automatically deletes

every record in the database which
meets the search criteria.

Record Change - Add or delete fields to

your records. The maximum number of

fields per record is still 8.

Split File Mode - Use "AND" logic (all

articles published in Rainbow and writ-

ten by Davis) "OR" logic (all customers
in Ohio or Maryland), or Range Search
to split your large file into 2 or more
smaller files. You can save your new file

to tape or disk.

TIMS UTILITY comes on tape and is

disk compatible. It requires 32K, and a
file created with either TIMS or TIMS-
MAIL.

$14.95 - Tape
Disk compatible



program to analyze Link. In the pro-

posed protected version of Link every

basic command will be disabled and
will result in an immediate error mes-
sage when issued.

To add this protection to Link, turn

your computer off and on again and

load Link. Then give this version of

Link the filename PROLINK. As you
did previously, type and ENTER 1 100 for

the Link entry address. However, before

specifying the Link program record,

you must specify the protection record.

It consists of six consecutive zero bytes.

Locations 250 through 255 contain such

bytes. Therefore, the first and last source

addresses are 250 and 255, respectively,

in the first record specification. For the

first destination address, type 120 and
ENTER it. Addresses 120 and 125 are

usually stored the number of statements

and functions, respectively, in the Color

BASIC repertoire ofcommands. Making
those quantities zero tricks the BASIC

interpreter into "thinking"that it has an

empty vocabulary.

Type 'N' to allow the specification of

the Link program record. Carry out the

remainder of the procedure exactly as

you did in the production of the unpro-

tected Link.

Some of you who are well versed in

assembly language programming and
are familiar with the CoCo's memory
map may already see a way around this

protection scheme. One of the hooks

that link the ROM and RAM could be

when you are further protecting a pro-

gram. I5E. I8D and 15E should be the

first source, last source and destination

addresses of the second specified record.

basic programs cannot be protected

in the same manner as assembly or

machine language programs. A basic

program clearly could not run if its

commands were disabled. The scheme
basic programs cannot be protected

in the same manner as assembly or

machine language programs. A BASIC

program clearly could not run if its

commands were disabled. The scheme
for protecting any BASIC program does

not disable the BASIC commands during

program execution but does so when
the program has been stopped by any

means.

As in the more effective scheme for

piracy protecting assembly language

programs, the hooks at addresses I5E

through 1 8D must comprise one protec-

tion record. However, one hook address

in the record must be changed to point

to a short machine language subroutine

w hich forms a second protection record.

The subroutine is what controls whether

or not BASIC commands are disabled.

The objective of the program of List-

ing 4 is to generate the two protection

records and store them in a convenient

place in RAM. For purposes of illus-

trating the scheme, the area chosen to

store the two records ws located at

addresses 3000 through 303C. The first

address 3000 was assigned in Line 10.

appropriately alters the hook record to

provide entry to the short subroutine.

When you have correctly typed the
program of Listing 4, save it for future
use in protecting basic programs.
The protection scheme will be illus-

trated by applying it to the short exam-
ple program of Listing 5. Therefore,
after running the program of Listing 4,

erase it by means of the NEW com-
mand. Then type Listing 5.

After typing the latter program.
CLOADM Link. The responses to the
Link prompts should be consecutively

as follows:

PROBASIC
X
3000

302F
I5E

N
3030

303C
3030

N
X
Y

Then appropriately follow the tape

positioning and recording prompts. In

the positioning process note the re-

corder counter setting for PROBASIC.
To test the protection scheme turn

your computer off and then on again.

Then load PROBASIC using
CLOADM. When PROBASIC is load-

ed, it should request the typing of your

Listing 4:

10 CLS:A=&H3000
20 FORI-0TO47:POKEI+A,PEEK<H-*H1
3E):NEXT
30 FOR I-0TO 1 : READD* : D-VAL ( " «cH " +
D*> : B-B+D: POKEI+A+48, D: NEXT
40 IFB<>977THENPRINT"DATA ERROR"
ISTOP
50 FORI-0TOl:POKEI+A+59,PEEK<I+&
H16B>:NEXT
60 O INT <A/236) :POKEA+10 f C:POKEA

+ 11, *cH30+A-256*C
100 DATA 34,2,96,A6,81,6,23,FE,3
5,2,7E

Listing 5:

10 CLS:PRINTQ226, "TYPE YOUR NAME
& PRESS ENTER":PRINTe260,"";

20 LINEINPUTA*
30 PRINT835B, "PRESS ENTER TO STO
p..

40 K»- 1NKEY* : IFK*< >CHR« (13) THEN4
0ELSESTOP

the means of gaining entry to a pre-

loaded program for analyzing Link.

The occurrence of an error could be

made to cause such an entry. Therefore,

to make protection more effective you

should specify a second protection

record before the Link program record.

This second record consists of the hooks
located at RAM addresses 15E through

18D. There are other hooks but they

have already been accounted for in the

loader record which is always written on
tape without your specifying it. Hence,
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When you protect your own BASIC pro-

grams, you should (by appropriately

editing Line 10) make the assignment

consistent with the memory available to

accommodate 61 consecutive RAM lo-

cations. Line 20 stores at addresses 3000

through 302F an image of the hooks at

I5E through I8D. Lines 30 through 50

along with Line 100 are concerned with

generating and storing the short sub-

routine. The subroutine is stored at

addresses 3030 through 303C immedi-

ately following the hook record. Line 60

name. The program will then go into a

loop. You can stop it by pressing ENTER,

BREAK or Reset. Regardless of how you
stop PROBASIC, typing and entering

any BASIC command of your choice will

cause the computer to hang up.

Link and the protection schemes were

developed for your personal use. If you
should wish to employ them commer-
cially, please get in touch with me via

THE rainbow to discuss mutually agree-

able royalty terms.



SR-71
SR-71 is a fast action game In which you are the pilot on a mission to take
photographs ot missile sites in Russia and deliver them to our processing
laboratory in Japan. So real you will teel as if you are in the cockpit on a real spy
mission. Elude Russian missiles as well as their detection devices. Another
Tom Mix exclusive. A must for the adventurous. Fantastic graphics, color and
sound. 32K Ext. Basic TAPE $28.95 DISK $31 .95

KING TUT
Journey through the caverns of

King Tut's tomb. You are on a
quest to find treasurers hidden in

the caverns below. You light your
way with only a small candle that

grows dimmer as time passes.
Watch out for the snakes and the

ghost of King Tut himself. Five

screens challenge your abilities

every step of the way. Joysticks

required.

16K MACHINE LANGUAGE
TAPE S27.95 DISK $30.95

THE KING
This game contains all 4 full graphic screens like the popular arcade game. Exciting
sound and realistic graphics. Never belore has the color computer seen a game like

this. Early reviews say simply outstanding JOYSTICKS REQUIRED
32K MACHINE LANGUAGE

TAPE S26.95 DISK $29.95

CU *BER
Approaches the excitement and
challenges of any Video Arcade.
The hazards of CU*BER are

many. Help CU *BER change the

colors on the pyramid while
avoiding many of the dangers
always present. Vipers, the Nurd,

the Dork, bonus points all add up
to another exciting release from
Tom Mix Software.

32K MACHINE LANGUAGE TAPE
$27.95 DISK $30.95

BUZZARD BAIT
We've done it again. You thought The
King was great? Wait till you see this!

Outstanding high resolution graphics,

tremendous sound make this "Joust" type

game a must lor your software collection.

As you fly Irom cloud to cloud you will

enjoy sky high excitement dealing with

the challenges presented to you by this

newest release By Tom Mix Software

Joysticks required.

32K MACHINE LANGUAGE
TAPE S27.95 DISK S30.95

FANGMAN
hangman is a high-resolution graphics
arcade-type game based on the Dracula
legend. Plot ol Game: You're Dracula in

your castle, stalking through a labrynth
ot passages in search ol invading
villagers seeking to destroy you by block-
ing your every path with deadly crosses.
Their ally the Sun also wanders your
halls, trying to touch you and turn you to

bones and dust. Fortunately, you have
allies ol your own, your vampire bats who
chase down the villagers, holding them
till you arrive. Joysticks required

16K MACHINE LANGUAGE
TAPE S24.95 DISK S27.95
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HERE IS A GREAT UTILITY PROGRAM
SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE Prints contents of your graphic screen to

an Epson, Microline or Radio Shack DMP Printers. Prints positive or

reverse format. Horizontal or vertical, small and large printout. Print

left, right, or center of page. Specify printer when ordering.

TAPE 519.95 DISK S21.95

TAPE TO DISK New version works both 1.0 and 1.1 DOS. Load the

contents of most tapes to disk automatically.

16K MACHINE LANGUAGE TAPE 517.95 DISK $21.95

VIP Writer™

RATED TOPS IN RAINBOW, HOT COCO,
COLOR COMPUTER MAGAZINE & COLOR
COMPUTER WEEKLY.
32K (Comes with tape & disk) S69.95
(Includes VIP Speller)

VIP Speller™

WITH A 60,000 WORD INDEXED
DICTIONARY! It can be used to correct any

ASCII file — including VIP Library™ files

and files from Scripsit™ and Telewriter™.

32K DISK ONLY S49.95

Tom Mix Software Now Offers The Complete VIP

VIP Calc™
You can forget the other toy calcs — The real

thing is here! No other spreadsheet for the

Color Computer gives you so many features.

32K (Comes with tape & disk) S69.95

32K does have hi-res displays, sort or edit.

VIP Terminal™
RATED BEST IN JANUARY 1984

"RAINBOW" Choce of 8 hi-res lowercase

displays " Memory-Sense with BANK
SWITCHING for full use of workspace.

32 K (Comes with tape & disk) $49.95

TOM MIX SOFTWARE
4285 BRADFORD N.E.

GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49506

Library System

(Tape comes in 16K but without hi-res

displays)

VIP Database™
INCLUDES MAIL MERGE CAPABILITIES
TOO! 32K DISK S59.95 64K Required for

math package & mail merge.

VIP Disk-Zap™

Repairs crashed disks.

16K DISK $49.95 Lowercase displays not

available with this program.

ADD $2.50 POSTAGE & HANDLING • (CANADA ADD $3.00)

• MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX •

LOOKING FOR NEW SOFTWARE
TOP ROYALTIES PAID

(616) 957-0444



DRACONIAN
You brace yourself as your ship materializes in the enemy

sector. Your engine roars to life, and you consult the long-
range scanner for the position of the nearest enemy base. As
you head for the base, blasting asteroids and space-mines in

your path, you suddenly notice a monstrous space-dragon
looming before you. Reacting quickly, you dodge his deadly
fire-breath and blast him out of existence.

Finally, the enemy base comes into view. Avoiding the
enemy fire, you destroy the gun turrets one by one with your
rapid-fire torpedoes. Then, with the explosions still echoing
around you, you rescue the astronaut who was being held
prisoner by the enemy. Your mission Is far from over, however,
as there are more bases to destroy and more astronauts to

rescue before the sector will be secured. And all must be done
quickly; If you are too slow, the invincible DRACONIAN will

surely seek you out as Its next victim.
This is it — the single most impressive, awe-inspiring arcade

game you can buy for your Color Computer. High-resolution
graphics, awesome sound effects, four-voice music, and quali-

ty you have to see to believe! Experience the realism of
DRACONIAN today!

JOYSTICKS REQUIRED
32K MACHINE LANGUAGE

TAPE $27.95 DISK $30.95

CRASH
This game is a high resolution Machine
Language program with outstanding Arcade
type graphics. The game consists of 4
screens. Fly the airplane over and through

obstacles. Piloted by "Mario" who also ap-

peard In "The King". The object is to conquer

one screen after another but don't "Crash".

Great (un (or the whole tamily. For 1 or 2
players. Uses joysticks.

32K MACHINE LANGUAGE
TAPE $24.95 DISK S27.95

Hm '- **>f * 'I

WAREHOUSE
MUTANTS

Journey through the warehouse seek-
ing out the Mutants who are out to

destroy you. WATCH OUT! They will

push crates trying to crush you!
Outstanding realism—high resolu-

tion graphics—multiple screens.

JOYSTICKS REQUIRED

16K MACH. LANGUAGE
TAPE $24.95
DISK $27.95

CHAMBERS
Exciting high resolution graphics game. Multi-

ple screens. Outstanding sound, Chambers
Is loosely based on Cosmic Chasm. The ob-

ject in each level is to destroy all of the evil

creatures in each room and then go into the

mam reactor room and blow up the base
JOYSTICKS REQUIRED

32K MACHINE LANGUAGE
TAPE $24.95 DISK $27.95

QUIX
This one is after a popular ar-

cade game with a similar name.
Simply frustrating—you'll love

it. Done In high resolution

graphics with Super Sound.

JOYSTICKS REQUIRED
32K MACH. LANGUAGE

TAPE $24.95

DISK $27.95

MS. MAZE
MS. MAZE is remarkable in that it combines
brilliant color, high resolution, detailed

graphics, and music with a very playable

game. Anything that could be done to make
the Color Computer look and play like the ar-

cade version has been done. MS. MAZE is

without question the closest thing to the ar-

cade Pac games that I have seen for the Coco.
JOYSTICKS REQUIRED

32K MACHINE LANGUAGE
TAPE $24.95 DISK $27.95

PAK-PANIC
Pakman is steered thru a maze eating dots

and powerpills. Pakman is pursued by four

monsters who try to catch and kill him. If

Pakman eats a powerpill he becomes power-
ful and can eat monsters. Monsters try to

avoid a powerful Pakman As monsters are

eaten their ghosts appear on the top of the

screen. When seven ghosts have appeared
one will fly across the screen or they will link

together forming a centipede that will travel

thru the maze Pakman has no power against

ghosts and centipedes and must avoid them
or be killed. JOYSTICKS REQUIRED

32K MACHINE LANGUAGE
TAPE $24.95 DISK $27.95

PAK TWINS BOTH MS. MAZE & PAK PANIC FOR ONLY 44.90 TAPE
50.90 DISK

TOM MIX SOFTWARE
42B5 BRADFORD N.E.

GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49506

ADD $2.50 POSTAGE & HANDLING • (CANADA ADD $3.00) •

• MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX •

LOOKING FOR NEW SOFTWARE
!

TOP ROYALTIES PAID bjgj
(616) 957-0444

I



'QUALITY EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE i

VOCABULARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
16K Extended basic/32K for printer output
The Vocabulary Management System (VMS) is a series of programs designed to aid a parent or teacher in helping children to learn and practice

using vocabulary and spelling words. The 1 1 programs that comprise the VMS include a full feature data entry/edit program, three printer output

programs and 5 vocabulary/spelling game programs. The system's many outstanding features include:

—As many as 300 vocabulary words and
definitions may be in the computer's
memory at one time.

—Words and definitions may be saved
on disk or tape.

—Remarks and/or comments can be saved
with word files.

—A disk loading menu allows students to

load disk files without typing file names.
—Word lists may be quickly alphabetized.

—The three printer segments allow you to

create and print individualized tests,

puzzles, word-searches and worksheets.

TAPE $39.95 DISK $42.95
FRACTIONS - A Three Program Package - 32 K EXT. BASIC TAPE $30.95 DISK $35.95

—The printer segments allow lull use of your

printer's special features.

—The 5 game programs are based on
sound educational principles and provide

practice in identifying words and matching

them with their definitions in a fast-paced

set of activities.

MIXED & IMPROPER
1. Review convening mixed numerals ana improper fractions

2. Practice convening mixed numerals lo improper iraciions,

3 Practice convening improper fractions to mixed numerals

4 Practice of both types (Mixed to improper & improper to mixed)

5 Review converting mixed numerals to mixed numerals.

(Used in regrouping in subtraction)

6 Practice converting mixed numerals to mixed numerals

EQUIVALENCE
1. Definitions of terms and review ot finding equivalent fractions.

2 Practice finding equivalent fractions

3. Practice finding sets of equivalent fractions.

4. Review of finding if one fraction Is equal lo. not equal lo, less than

or greater than another.

5 Practice linomg if one fraction is equal to. not equal lo. leu than

or greater man another

LOWEST TERMS
Review of placing fractions into lowest terms by tmaing tie

greatest common factor (GCF> of trie numerator and denominator
Practice finding the GCF of pairs of number*
Practice placing tractions into lowest terms by finding the GCF of

the numerator and denominator

TEACHER'S DATABASE
TEACHER'S DATABASE is a program designed to allow a teacher to
keep a computerized file of Information about his/her students. There
are many features that make this program particularly attractive:
•

I nformatlon on as many as 1 00 students (or more) may be In the com-
puter at one time.

• Each student may have as many as 20 (or more) individual items of
data in his/her record.

• The program will run from cassette or disk.
• Cassette and disk files are completely compatible.
• The program Is menu driven.
• Records may be easily changed, deleted, combined or added.
• Information about students may be numerical or text.
• Records may be quickly alphabetized.
• Records may be sorted by various criteria.
• Records may be reordered (ranked) based on test scores or other

data.
• Data displayed during a sort may be printed on a printer or saved on

disk or cassette as a new file.

• A full statistical analysis of data may be done and sent to the printer.

• Student test scores may be weighted.
REQURES 32K EXT. BASIC
TAPE $39.95 DISK $42.95

MATH DUEL
MATH DUEL is a challenging mathematics game that pits you againsl the
computer it a game of wits. You must use all of your knowledge of factors,

multiples and prime numbers to develop a strategy that allows you to gather
more numbers and thus more points that than the computer.

The game is deceptively simple. You select the size of the playing field

that is composed of from 8 to 100 numbers. You must then choose numbers
that will give you the maximum number of points and the computer the least

number of points. There are only 6 rules.

1. Any number that you chose must have at least one factor still on the
playing field.

2. You receive points equal to the face value of the number that you chose.

3. The computer receives points equal to the face value of all of the remaining
factors of the number that you chose.

4. All of the numbers that were awarded to you or to Ihe computer are
removed from the field.

5. The game continues until there are no numbers with factors remaining.

6. At the end the computer receives points equal to the value of all ol the
remaining numbers.

32K EXT. BASIC TAPE S24.95 DISK $29.95

ESTIMATE
ESTIMATE is a program designed to help children

to praclice estimating the answers to addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and division problems on the

Color Computer, it has many features that make
ils use particularly attractive.

• Up to 5 students may use the program at the

same time.

• There are 5, user modifiable, skill levels.

• The acceptable percent error may be
changed as a student's skill improves.

• A timer measures the number of seconds
used to answer each problem and the total

time used for a series of problems.

• If a problem has been answered incorrectly,

the student is told the percent error and
asked to try again.

• If a problem is answered incorrectly a second
time, the student is told the correct answer and
the range of acceptable answers is displayed.

• A report is given at the end of each set of

problems that includes the number of

problems done, the number of problems
answered correctly on the first try and the

average percent error.

• The (BREAK) key has been disabled so that

child will not inadvertently stop the program
from running. REQUIRES 16K EXT. BASIC

TAPE $19.95 DISK S22.95

PRE-ALGEBRA I INTEGERS
INTEGERS is a series of four programs designed

lo give students practice in working with addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division and the

comparison of integers. It has many features that

make a very valuable tool for introducing and/or
maintaining skills.

• Up to 4 students may use the program at the

same time.

• There are 9, user modifiable, skill levels.

• Students are given two opportunities to answer
a problem.

• A detailed report of student performance,

including number correct on first try, number
wrong, total time used and percentage score,

is presented at the end of a series of problems.

• The programs will run on a 16K TRS-80 Color

Computer with or without disk drive.

Four distinct problem formats are presented. The
first presents problems in this format: -12 + -9

? The second program presents a problem with

missing numerals in this format: -7 -? = 18. The
third program presents a problem with a missing

sign: 8 - ?6 - 14. The last program asks the

student to determine the relationship ( = ,
« or )

between two statements 3-9 (??) -4-5.
32K EXT. BASIC

TAPE $28.95 DISK $33.95

PRE-ALGEBRA II

The second PRE-ALGEBRA PACK is composed
of two programs, EQUATION SOLVER AND
EQUATION DUEL, that are designed to give

students practice in using and solving equations.

It has many features that make a very valuable tool

for introducing and/or maintaining skills:

• In both programs students may choose the

range of numerical values that will be included

in the equations so that the difficulty may
change as their skill increases.

• In EQUATION SOLVER the computer
secretely generates a random equation, shows
the numbers that it used in the equation and
the answer and challenges the student lo

create his/her own equation that uses the

same numbers and results in the same
answer.

• In EQUATION DUEL Ihe student and the

computer race to see who will be the first

to create an equation from Ihe same set of

random numbers.

• Both programs give detailed reports of the

student's and the computer's performance in

creating and solving equations including time

used, score and percentage correct.

32K EXT. BASIC
TAPE 528.95 DISKS33.95

TOM MIX SOFTWARE
4285 BRADFORD N.E.

GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49506

ADD $2.50 POSTAGE & HANDLING • (CANADA ADD $3.00)

• MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX <

LOOKING FOR NEW SOFTWARE
TOP ROYALTIES PAID

(616) 957-0444



TURN OF THE SCREW

An Introduction

To The Inside

Of The CoCo 2

Editor's Note: A correction to the wiring instructions and the

BASIC listing for last month's column appear on Page 226 of this

issue.

By Tony DiStefano

Rainbow Contributing Editor

My,
doesn't time go fast? I can't

believe I've been writing for

RAINBOW for two years now.
January being THE rainbow's Be-

ginners issue, I decided to introduce the

novice to the inside world of the Color

Computer. The latest CoCo 2 is the

newest Color Computer to be introduced

by Tandy. It is different inside from the

old CoCo 2. You can tell the difference

by the shield covering the power
transformer. Though it functions the

same, the insides of this CoCo are very

different (again!). More on that later.

Before we get on our way, let me
mention that 1 just came back from my
second RAINBOWfest. I must say that

these shows are great. I found THE
rainbow staff to be very friendly and

helpful. It is amazing to see that much
enthusiasm generated about the Color

Computer. Chances are 111 see some of

you at the next RAINBOWfest, too,

in California. Stop in and say hello.

Look for me at the R.G.S. Micro booth.

(Tony DiStefano is well known as an
early .specialist in Color Computer
hardware projects. He is one of the

acknowledged experts on the "insides"

of CoCo.)

Now, let's look into this little thing,

but remember, opening your computer

might void your warranty. Radio Shack
only warranties the computer for three

months, so after that you are on your

own, anyway. First of all, never open

the computer with the power on. Now
that that's said, let us continue.

To open your CoCo, use the following

procedure. Place the computer upside

down on a towel (or other soft surface)

on a clean work table. Remove the four

screws (one in each corner) with a

medium-sized Phillips screwdriver.

There is one more screw to remove; it

is behind the little sticker that says

"Opening case will void warranty. See

owner's manual for warranty informa-
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HARD DISK for the CO CO
5meg$329£ I0meg$tss5i

COMPLETE SYSTEM JUST PLUG IN

HARD DISK - OPERATING SYSTEM features

•FULLY INTEGRATED INTO COLOR DISK BASIC
•TAPE TO HARD DISK

•DISK TO HARD DISK
• HARD DISK TO TAPE
•HARD DISK TO DISK

•DUPLICATE
•COLD START
•M-RUN
•ALL EXTENDED DISK BASIC COMMANDS j

without hard drive .rT

INTERFACE CARD & H-DOS
operating system only

PERIPHERAL H-DOS UTILITY PACK $129.00
BOOT STRAPS OS-9 OR FLEX, MDIR (master directory)

O'^'^COCO
TANDON DISK DRIVES

SO track 6 ms trk-trk

TEAC DISK DRIVES

FD-55series
* smooeisot 5-i'd nocov art* anves
* 10 tn* Wflnc o' coivent>oiji 0'tv«
* core of cjoscitv from 1» "Bytes to i 6 MtVtff
New ifAc isis reaute cower co"somp[ion merest

rtUHlty
' B'uWiew DC airect Ofivt motor
' Hign-socca tura access

FULLY COMPATIBLE

Super Sale on New Disk Drives
Distributor for - SOFTWARE SUPPORT, INC. Framlngham, MA.

128 K - RAM CARD
INCREASE YOUR 64 K Co-Co OR Co-Co II TO 128 K RAM

FITS COMPLETELY INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER.

SWITCHES TWO NEW 32 K BANKS OF RAM IN AND OUT
OF MEMORY.

BANKS CAN BE MAPPED IN THE UPPER HALF OR
LOWER HALF, OR CAN ALSO BE A SECOND COMPLETE
64 K BANK.

SWITCH TABLES INCLUDED.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION AND DOCUMENTATION.

A MUST FOR OS-9 USERS.

H COMPLETE WITH 8 (4164) RAM CHIPS.

PAL CHIP HANDLES ALL BANKING
COMMANDS.

$149.95

MODEL III & 4
DISK CONTROLLER KIT
D AVAILABLE FOR FULL HIGHT

OR SLIM LINE DRIVES

EASY INSTALLATION

C FULLY TESTED AND ASSEMBLED
C COMPLETE WITH EASY INSTRUCTIONS

J & M SYSTEMS CONTROLLER

«

USA
RCS MICRO INC.

MAIN STREET
DERBY LINE, VERMONT

ZIP 05830
TEL: 802-873-3386

ORDER LINE 800-361-4970

CANADA
RCS MICRO INC.

759, VICTORIA SQUARE 405
MONTREAL H2Y 2J3
TEL:(514) 287-1563

ORDER LINE ONLY * * *
QUEBEC - ONTARIO - MARITIMES

800-361-5338
WESTERN CANADA 800-361-5155

TERMS: VISA - MASTER CARD - AMERICAN EXPRESS HOURS: MONDAY - SATURDAY 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM



tion." You must break this seal to

remove the last screw. That is how
Radio Shack can tell ifyou have opened

it. Just push the screwdriver through

the center of the sticker; it will give way
to a hole. Some of the CoCo 2s may
have a sixth screw on the other side.

Remove the last screw. Turn the-

JL

Figure 1

Ah.

TOO LITTLE JUST ENOUGH TOO MUCH

TABLE 1

IC# Name Description

1 SC77527 SALT Power supply

and RS-232 CHIP
2 MC6821P P1A Peripheral

interface adapter

3 SC77526 DAC Digital to

analog converter

4 NE5S5D Timer for color

burst in PMODE4
5 74LS273 Octal D-Type

Flip-flop

6 74LS244 Octal Buffer

Driver

7 SC6733IP HA Industrial

interface adapter

8 MC6847P VDG Video Display

Generator

9 MC6809EP CPU Central

Processing Unit.

10 74LS02 Quad 2-input Nor
Gate

11 74LS138 3 to 8 Decoder

Chip

12 8040364

B

ROM BASIC 1.2

13 8042364A ROM EX BASIC 1.1

14-21 8040517 16K DRAM
Dynamic
Random Access

Memory
22 MC6883P SAM Synchronous

Address

Multiplexer

Beginners Project Parts List

Quantity Description Radio Shack fl

1 LED 276-068 or

276-069 or

276-073

1 RESISTOR Ik ohms 271-8023

computer back right side up, and gather

up the screws that drop out. Grab the

top cover of the computer and pull it

off. Wow! Look at all those things. The
components marked with the letter *U'

(or 'IC in the case of the newest CoCo)
are known as ICs (Integrated Circuits).

Table 1 labels all the ICs used in the

computer and gives a short description

of each.

Some of the components that make
up the CoCo are very sensitive to static

electricity. You must be careful not to

zap (permanent damage caused by

static discharge) a chip by touching the

pins with your fingers. If you must
touch a chip, always touch a ground

point with your fingers first. This will

discharge any static your body might

be carrying to ground. A good ground

point to touch is the RF adapter. That
is the big metal can sitting to the left,

where you plug in the TV wire. Another

point is one of the metal clips that hold

the bottom shield to the main PCB
(Printed Circuit Board). You will find

these clips all around the edge of the

PCB.
Now that we have seen the insides

of the CoCo and are a bit more familar

with its parts, let's do something to it.

About the simplest thing we can do is

add a pilot light. It is not hard, and
if you take it one step at a time, anyone
will be able to do it, and the good thing

about it is that it costs less than $1.

By the way, this pilot light will work
on any version, not just the CoCo 2.

Before you plunge into this though, if

you do not have any soldering expe-

rience, practice on something else first.

To do this, you will need a soldering

iron. A low power, medium or fine tip

soldering iron will do. The solder to

use must be a rosin core and not too

thick. Radio Shack sells both at a

reasonable price. If you have never

handled a soldering iron before, get

Radio Shack's proto-board and practice

on it first.

Here are the step-by-step instructions

on how to solder:

1) Make sure that your soldering tip

is clean and hot. A wet sponge

is great to clean the tip.

2) Secure the component to the PCB.
3) Heat the component and the PCB

with the iron.

4) Touch the end of the solder to the

component. My personal habit is

to position the solder so that it

will touch the iron, component
and PCB at the same time.

5) When enough solder flows, remove
the solder.

6) Remove the iron from the joint.

7) Wait until it cools before moving
the component or the PCB.

To make a good joint takes practice.

To put the right amount of solder also

takes practice. Too much or too little

could result in a bad connection.
Examine Figure 1, and notice the

difference between too little and too

much solder. Sometimes a bad connec-

tion carl be turned into a good con-

nection just by heating up the joint

again. After it cools, the joint should

be shiny and smooth. Practice several

times until you get the hang of it. There

Joysticks plus
Quality Gomt and Graphics Control! for the Color Computer

Deluxe Graphicom Controller $24.95

Standard Gam i Control 1 1. $18 95 each /34 95 pair

Stat. i of the Union Educational Hi-RnM'L $49.95

Stat* lottery Utility T $10 95 D $14.95

add $3.00 Shipping

COO, Money Ordtr or

Certified Check ONIY
WV Residents Add 1% tax

JoySlicks/plul

130 Eait Point Or.

Charleston, WV 25311

304-755-96J3

CANADIAN PAYROLL* 1

»l... !*•»

£§ OPTION 4
"**

e~S2f~f2 M jT/i ' '°* *tKJ •"> BtlfWCI of drkno-imbl*

WOVINCCB . TERRI TORIfiB.«UIO. B.I.N VALIDATIONTTED BCREENOaruiL FORMA! TRARPINOtANV F*W I NTEP*«ANV F-AV RBRIODIBAICH6D CHEQUES -DETAILED P-AV BTTIBB
•ALL MEDIA TRANBFER HIMCK—U"»"»ABLE•PAMWORD --PROTECTED

???yifj^f » 32>< ICB CULOUFI COrlRUtER/IDPIOO'HI NBLE DISKCONDENSED F"F* I NTBFI MODE ............. ONI V •»<••*. R»S CDN
(ONTARIO m.IWHTB ADD 7* R.B.TI

c:/>i i :i ii in « ii

• » X OP* HULTIPLI "-AV* RATKC.R.RIHBALTHIU. I .ClrilLEABE

YGS BUSINESS F-O BOX JOB
.
—

. -.ii-i —.-.-.-, BRECMIN. Of*
r ONI_V PI. tTABC LOK 1 BO
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16 K DOS CARD
PLUGS INTO YOUR J-M DISK CONTROLLER AND
ALLOWS YOU TO MAP ON AN EXTRA 8 K E-PROM
ABOVE DOS.

D USE YOUR OWN 24 PIN, 8 K DOS AND ONE 2764
E-PROM OR TWO 2764 E-PROMS.

GREAT FOR UTILITIES OR A MACHINE LANGUAGE
MONITOR.

ON BOARD DE-CODING, ONLY ONE WIRE TO
SOLDER. COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTIONS.

$19.95

RCS DUAL DOS CARD
WITH SWITCH SELECTOR

DESIGNED TO ACCOMODATE TWO DIFFERENT DOS
CHIPS INSIDE YOUR J-M DISK CONTROLLER.

PIN TO PIN COMPATIBLE WITH RS-DOS AND J-DOS CHIPS.

D THE SWITCH ALLOWS YOU TO HARD SELECT ANY
ONE OF THE TWO DOS SYSTEMS OF YOUR CHOICE.

IN CENTER POSITION, THE SWITCH DISCONNECTS
FROM THE DOS AND BRINGS YOU BACK TO BASIC.

G DESIGNED FOR ONE 24 PIN ROM AND A 28 PIN

E-PROM OR TWO 28 PIN E-PROM CONFIGURATION.

C EASILY MODIFIED BY CUTTING TWO TRACES ON
THE BACK OF THE BOARD.

$19.95
(Board with switch only)

VIDEO PAL
AUDIO-VIDEO INTERFACE
MONOCHROME COMPOSITE OUTPUT
EASY TO INSTALL, FITS UNDER YOUR KEYBOARD

D NO SOLDERING!
BUILT-IN SPEAKER
DOES NOT DISABLE YOUR REGULAR T.V. OUTPUT

D FULLY TESTED AND ASSEMBLED
COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTIONS.

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR COLOR MONITORS

PROJECT BOARD
A MUST FOR EXPERIMENTS

UNLIMITED CHIP POSITIONS

GOLD PLATED EDGE-CARD CONNECTOR

D FITS INTO ANY RS DISK PACK

D HOLES PLATED THROUGH BOTH SIDES

EASY TO WIRE - WRAP

GREAT TO BUILD YOUR "TURN OF THE SCREW'
PROJECTS.

$29.95 $19.95
(TWO FOR S34.95)

USA
RCS MICRO INC.

MAIN STREET
DERBY LINE, VERMONT

ZIP 05830
TEL: 802-873-3386

ORDER LINE 800-361-4970

CANADA
RCS MICRO INC.

759, VICTORIA SQUARE 405
MONTREAL H2Y 2J3

TEL.:(514) 287-1563

ORDER LINE ONLY * * *
QUEBEC - ONTARIO - MARITIMES

800-361-5338
WESTERN CANADA 800-361-5155

TERMS: VISA - MASTER CARD - AMERICAN EXPRESS HOURS: MONDAY - SATURDAY 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM



is one more thing to remember; after

all the soldering is done, clean the PCB
with Radio Shack rosin cleaner-

remover.

Now that you feel more at ease with

soldering, it is time to put your newly

acquired talent to work. Yes, the pilot

light. There are only four parts to this

project. The LED, a IK (K= 1000) ohm
Vi watt resistor, and two short lengths

of colored wire (preferably red and

black). That is it. Examine the schematic

in Figure 2. This is a diagram on how
the components connect together and

to the computer. The first thing to do
is mount the LED. You must decide

where to put it. After that, you must
check that when mounted, it does not

interfere with the normal operation of

the computer, i.e., short out or lean on
other components and does not prevent

the cover from fitting properly.

Mount the LED by drilling a '/i-inch

hole where the LED is to be mounted.

Cut both sides of the resistor leads to

about Vi inch. Solder one side of the

resistor to the long end of the LED.
Solder one end of the red wire to the

other end of the resistor. Solder one

end of the black wire to the other (short)

end of the LED. Twist the two wires

together lightly and cut them about 18

inches long. This should be long enough

to have the cover out of your way if

ever you want to open the computer
again.

Figure 2

VOLTS (Pin #9)

RED
WIRE

IK RESISTOR

LED

BLACK
WIRE

v-

'GROUND (Pin #33)

Now, solder the other end of the red

wire to inside of pin 9 of the edge

connector. That is the five volts side.

How do you get to pin 9? Simple, just

start counting from the end closest to

the back of the computer. All the top

pins are odd numbered, so count 1, 3,

5, 7, 9. Make sure that you don't short

out two pins with the solder. Finally,

solder the black wire to pin 33, count

that one the same way. Pin 33 is the

ground return pin.

Place the cover on top of the computer
(without the screws for now) and turn

the computer on. The LED should turn

on. If not, chances are that you got the

wires to the LED reversed. In that case,

unsolder the resistor and the black wire

to the LED and resolder them the other

way. Otherwise, you should not have

any problems. Tuck the wire in the

cover and place the cover back on.

Make sure that the wire does not stick

out and that the keyboard is sitting on
the pegs properly. Turn the computer
over and replace the screws. There you
are, your first modification to your
computer. Now doesn't that make your

day?

Mouse Technological Software
For The Color Computer!

Many Companies call their

Home and Business Software

User Friendly . .

.

ONLY ONE CALLS IT

Child's may
TM

,*«'.
,>;."-.'

Send for

FREE Catalog

TCE BUSINESS DIVISION
P.O. BOX 2477
GAITHERSBURG. MD 20879

1- (30 1)963-3848
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£-lite Software

Elite-Word

Elite-Spel

EliteCalc

Elite-File

NOW AT:

Radio /hack

Radio Shack is a trademark of Tandy Corporation

Available Via Express Order

What to look for when buying application software . .

.

EASE OF USE— At Elite Software we know you want programs that are easy to use. You
want software that has a simple command structure with commands that are easy to re-
member. We've had NINE magazine reviews that acknowledge the ease-of-use of our pro-
grams. • FEATURES— Elite Software has powerful features. Why buy an island (one pro-
gram that does only one job)? Remember, when you buy one program from our system, you
also get EXPANDABILITY. • PERFORMANCE SPEED-Some application programs run
disappointingly slow. At Elite Software we pay careful attention to things like Sorting,
Screen Re-write, Calculation, and Output processing times. Not all software "plays" the
same. Elite Software DOES make a difference.

All of our Software Features:

• Superior Ease of Use
• Cross-file Compatability • Nationwide User-group Support

• Printer Compatability • Handsome Vinyl Binder

• Comprehensive Manual • Revision Upgrade Program

£-iite Sofitu/ate & v
inc.

EliteCalc

Elite-Word"

£-lite Sonturate

Now Available For: WORD-PAK
SAME POWERFUL FEATURES + 80 COLUMN DISPLAY
Specify Disk or Tape $79.95 + Shipping/Handling.

Now Available For: WORD-PAK
SAME POWERFUL FEATURES + 80 COLUMN DISPLAY
Specify Disk or Tape $79.95 + Shipping/Handling.

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR ORDER INFO . . .

201 Penn Center Blvd., Suite 301, 'Pittsburgh, PA 15235 • (41 2)795-8492
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> FREE '

COLOR COMPUTER WORD PROCESSOR

with

FREE
Mail Merge ^1*

liteWord
Also Available On OS-9

THE SECOND GENERATION WORD PROCESSOR IS HERE!
ELITE*WORD is a high performance, all machine language,
Full Screen Editor which offers an ease-of-use that is simply
incredible. ELITE*WORD has many powerful features not
found in other word processors for the Color Computer.
ELITE *WORD also offers a printed output flexibility that can
handle your sophisticated home and business applications.

LOOK at these features:

Very easy to use • Top screen line reserved for HELP dis-
play/Command prompts • Excellent for BOTH program
editing and word processing • TWO text entry modes;
Insert or Exchange • Auto Key-Repeat • Smooth display
scroll for easier proof reading • True Upper/Lower case
display with lower case descenders • Hi-Res text "View"
mode displays text exactly as it will be printed; Including
text Justification, Auto Line Centering, dynamic Margin
changes, Top and Bottom Margins, Page Numbering, and
Page Breaks • Include feature (disk only) permits in-

cluding several file names within one output document;
total document will have sequential page numbering if

desired • Fast Disk I/O; no loading of overlay files to
slow down operation • Variable Text (Mail Merge)
capability for Form Letter generation included FREE!

32K Extended Basic Required for ROM routine calls • Variable TAB
stops • User definable Headers and Footers • Smooth cursor move-
ment over text; in any direction (including vertical) • Page Forward
or Backward through text • Jump to beginning or end of text • Auto-
matic text centering • Automatic text Word-Wrap if desired • True
Block text Move, Delete, or Copy • Delete entire screen line • Back-
space and Delete Character • Delete character above cursor • Find
a string of characters • Global Replace character string • Two Hi-

Res screen displays; 32 x 1 9 for text entry/editing, 64 x 1 9 for for-

matted text viewing • Continuous Memory display • Over 22K file

size in 64K machines • Easy generation of ASCII files • Save/Load
text files (in ASCII if desired) • Program remembers last File Name
loaded or saved, and will write to it by default if desired • All I/O

errors trapped and recoverable • Disk commands for Change Drive,

Directory and Free Space • Print Format features allow user to
specify Left Margin, Line Length, Line Spacing, Top and Bottom
Margin, Duplicate Copies, Right-Side text Justification, Page Pause,
Page Numbering, and more • Dynamically change any print Format
features within text • Imbed Hex codes and printer Font changes
within text.

Additional OS-9 version features:

Edit two files simultaneously • Save or Print only a portion of the text

buffer • Edit files larger than memory (uses disk as buffer) • Block
Copy from one file to another • Execute any OS-9 command from
Editor

If you want powerful features AND a program that's

EASY TO USE, Elite'Word is for you...

THE BEST FOR ONLY
Specify Tape $ 69 95

Elite-Word TAPE
Elite-Word DISK

Elite-Word/OS-9

RS#90-0183
RS#90-0184
RS#90-0186

RS Disk $ 69.95

OS-9 Disk S 79.95

0S-9& RSOisk $115.95

"Elite'Word is a terrific word processor with an impressive list

of features, yet it's easy to learn and use."
—Stuart Hawkinson. HOT COCO

"I was more than satisfied with Elite'Word. . . After the review.
I would not hesitate to compare it with the two best selling
word processors. And my comparison places it at the top of
the list."

-A. Buddy Hogan, RAINBOW

* COLOR COMPUTER DICTIONARY *

Elite Spel™
Elite»Spel is an excellent spelling checker for your Color
Computer, and its VERY FAST . . . that's the key. Why wait
while a spelling checker does its job? Elite* Spel identifies

all potentially misspelled words with a single pass through
its perfectly adequate 24,000 word dictionary. Elite»Spel
lets you Add or Delete Dictionary words EASILY. Elite'Spel
is fully compatible with Elite'Word and will work with ASCII
files from other programs.

MAJOR features include:

Easy to use, menu commands • Can learn 4,000 of your
own words • List suspect words on screen or printer •

Alphabetical listing of all words used with number of
occurrences • Learn entire files of words • Can also
"edit spelling in context" if desired • Works in single or
multiple drive systems • 32K Disk required.

Radio Shack® Catalog #90-0185

Speed is the key. . .

Elite-Spel has it!
Disk onfy $29.95

When purchased with ELITE* WORD . . . ONLYS15.00

* COLOR COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS *

Elite • Comm"
Elite»Comm turns your Color Computer into a powerful 300
Baud terminal. With Elite»Comm you can access large
main-frame computers, local computer bulletin boards, and
national computer database services. Elite»Comm is fully

compatible with Elite»Word and will work with ASCII files

from other programs. If you want a terminal communica-
tions package that is smooth and easy to use, Elite»Comm
is for you.

CHECK these program features:
Fully interrupt driven; you can talk to the host while it's

talking to you and NOT drop a character • True Upper/
Lower case screen display • Selectable text Word-Wrap
• Review buffered text at ANY TIME • Selectable
Smooth-Scroll in Review mode • Screen page Forward
or Backward through buffered text • Save/Load buffer
files • Transmit files to host computer • Print buffered
text or saved files • 32K Required.

Specify Tape or DiskElite»Comm is SMOOTH
operation that's

EASY TO USE! $54. 95

Productive Programs for Serious Users

Add $3.00 shipping and handling

PA Residents add 6% Sales Tax
OS-9 is a trademark of Microware and Motorola.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Box 1 1 224 • Pittsburgh, PA 1 5238 • (41 2) 795-8492



COLOR COMPUTER DATA BASE MANAGER *

EliteFile

Available

with

Calc-Lisl

COLOR COMPUTER WORKSHEET •

iliteCalc

THIS IS IT! ELITE'FILE is the Data Base Manager that Color
Computer users have been waiting for. ELITE'FILE is for

everyone who needs to store and retrieve information.
ELITE»FILE is a full-featured relational Data Base Manager
with all the editing and report formatting features that are
typically found on much larger computer systems. COM-
PARE the others for record structure flexibility, total record
capacity, information processing ability, speed of program
response, printed output flexibility, and you'll agree that
ELITE'FILE may very well be the most powerful /useful pro-
gram ever written for the Color Computer.

No other File Manager gives you these features:
All machine language for speed • Flexible, user defined,
data record structures • Up to 255 characters per record
field • Up to 255 fields per record • Up to 2000 charac-
ters per record • Up to 4000 records per file • Up to 16
files can be open at the same time for information pro-
cessing • Edit, Scan, Sort, Select Record information; all

done FAST • Output reports to Screen, Printer, or ASCII
Disk file • Place output data by Field Name, with Custom
Text anywhere on the printed page • Perform math oper-
ations (+, -, *, /) between Field contents • Produce tabu-
lated reports from multiple record contents • Generate
column totals across record field contents.

Compatible with Elite»Calc and Ellte'Word files • User friendly

combination of Menu driven input, and single key commands • Sup-
ports up to 4 drives • Minimum 32K RAM, Disk required • Nested
sub-field definitions • Up to 8 fields in Primary Key • Copy record

definition from file to file • View/Print record definition • Input/Add
records with easy to use field name format display • Edit records
with full screen "type over" editor • Copy records to repeat identical

data • Load Elite'Calc worksheets into random access data files •

Scan mode for quick data retrieval • Locate any record by field con-
tents • Select specific groups of records by field content with full

logic combination capabilities • Sort records in ascending or des-
cending order by any field, or group of fields • Calculate values from

combinations of field contents • Output any subset of fields in any
order for printed reports • User setable print formats; Page Title,

Top and Bottom Margin, Line Spacing, Page Length, Page Pause,

Form Feeds and more • Output format also supports TAB, VTAB, CR,
PAGE, text, HEX printer controls, and more • Join up to four sub-files

to extend data record for printing • Produce detailed repetitive re-

ports, for output on preprinted forms, using output formats written on
Elite'Word • Variable Text Insert feature of Elite'Word is fully sup-
ported • Refile old record data into NEW record structures • Data,

Field Definitions, Indices all stored on a single file • Memory resi-

dent, no program overlays from disk • Single program performs all

features • List disk Directories and "Kill" files without leaving the

program • Data files also accessible from BASIC programs.

ELITE'CALC was the first Color Computer spreadsheet pro-
gram offering "major league" features. All the magazine re-

viewers loved it! Today, when you consider program per-
formance speed, ease of use, price, and total features . .

.

ELITE'CALC is still your best choice.

MAJOR features include:
Very EASY to use • FAST Sorting • Printed Output,
Screen Re-write, and Calculations all done FAST • Full

cell-edit capability • Powerful cell-format options •

Individual cell formulas • FREE sample worksheets •

CALC-LIST availability.

Single character commands • Help displays • 255 maximum rows •

255 maximum columns • Available memory always displayed •

Rapid Entry modes for text and data • Selectable, automatic, cursor

movement • Insert. Delete, Move entire rows or columns • Replicate

one cell to fill a row or column with selectable formula adjustment •

All machine language for speed • Extended BASIC required for ROM
routine calls • Automatic memory size detection for 16K, 32K, or

64K • >20K bytes storage available in-32K systems • Math opera-

tors: + ,
-, x, /, |, (, ) • Relation operators: —,>,<,<—,>—,<>•

Logic Operations: AND, OR, NOT • Conditional Formula: IF, THEN,
ELSE • Trig Functions: SIN, COS, TAN, ATN • Log Functions: LOG,
EXP, SQR • Misc. Functions: INT, FX, ABS, SGN, RND • Range Func-
tions: SUM, AVERAGE, COUNT, MIN, MAX, LOOKUP • Definable

constant table • User definable printer set-up commands •

Individual column width settings • Adjustable row height to insert

blank lines without wasting memory • Hide columns or rows • Alter-

nate print font selectable on a cell by cell basis • Display/Print for-

mats set by cell, row, or column • Dollar format, comma grouping,

prefix or postfix sign • Scientific notation, fixed point and interger

formats • Left and Right cell contents justification • Full page for-

matting • All formats stored with worksheet on disk (tape) • Save/
Load Disk (tape) files in compact memory form • Scan disk di-

rectories • Output ASCII file for word processor input capability •

Memory resident code ... no repeated disk calls.

CALC-LIST is a separate, machine language, utility that works
independently of Elite»Calc. It can read either tape or disk work-
sheet files, and will give you additional information that was pre-

viously "hidden" within your worksheet. With CALC-LIST, you can
list on the screen (or print) the actual contents of your worksheet
cells, including FORMULAS. You get all the valuable worksheet for-

mat data including assigned Column Widths, all cell Format specifi-

cations ($. C, I, F«, G, etc.), Constant table assignments, and Printer

Format information (Set-up, Page Length, Line Width, etc.). Use your
CALC-LIST printout as a hardcopy backup of your worksheet for

review or archival purposes. You can even let your friends use the

listing so they can type your worksheets.
MiteCalc TAPE Specify Tape or Disk

Elite»Calc $69.95

Radio Shack* catalog # 90-01 89

COMPARE features and per-

formance speed . . . you'll agree

that Elite»Flle la the one to buy.

FOR ONLY

$74.50
Disk Only

now at Radio Shack stores

Available via Express Order

Radio Shack la a trademark of Tandy Corporation

RS catalog #90-0187

EliteCalc DISK
RS catalog #90-0188

Calc-List $24.95
Elite'Calc and Calc-List .... $79.95

"Elite'Calc is a great spreadsheet program! This prolessional
quality program has the performance required for serious
home applications as well as small businesses."

-Stuart Hawkinson, RAINBOW

"Truly one ol the best programs I have seen."
-John Steiner, MICRO

"Elite'Calc is an extremely powerlul worksheet. .

."

-Jack Lane. COLOR MICRO JOURNAL

"Bruce Cook's Elite'Calc is a very fine program indeed;
potentially one of the great Color Computer Programs. " "... a
very impressive product.

"

-Scott L. Norman. HOT COCO



PERIPHERALS

Getting The Most
From Your
Cassette

Recorder
By Norman Latner

Choosing a cassette recorder is, all too often, a hasty

afterthought following the exciting and carefully

thought out purchase of the Color Computer. How-
ever, after encountering endless I/O Errors and spending
what seems like ages searching for programs located some-
where on your tape, you'll know you should have thought

about it more.

Fortunately, the situation is not hopeless. You can make
reliable, consistently high quality recordings by improving

your present tape recorder and using good recording tech-

niques and materials. And, if you're in the market for a new
and better cassette recorder, I'll discuss how you can choose
the most suitable unit.

Cassette recording with the Color Computer has a lot

going for it. At 1 500 Baud, it's five times faster than many of

its competitors, allowing it to record an 8K program in less

than 45 seconds. It's reliable and inexpensive. A brand name
60-minute tape can be bought for about a dollar in large

metropolitan areas. It can store an amazing 675K bytes, or

about 4 'ji times more than a $5 Radio Shack disk. And
while the cassette recorder can't immediately access a pro-

gram located anywhere on the tape, or read as fast as the

disk unit does, you will be able to locate programs fairly

quickly using cue/ review, speaker mute override and remote
override features, which I'll discuss later. As we further

(Norm Latner. an electrical engineer, works in a

government laboratory. He is involved in research and
development ofnuclear instruments, and is afrequent

contributor to scientific journals.)

compare cassette to disk, we find that disks are far more
prone to catastrophic failures. Don't ever turn the power
switch off on a disk drive with a disk in place. Don't operate

a drive in the presence of a strong RF field or any place

where sparks from equipment turn-on might be close

enough to disturb the unit. These disks may never again
divulge their information to you. Disk drives can suddenly
change from reading (playback) to writing (record) with no
intervention on your part. The cassette unit, on the other
hand, won't record unless you simultaneously press the Play

and Record keys. And finally, a cassette recorder costs many
times less than a disk system.

The Ideal

Cassette Recorder

Ifyou could get the ideal cassette recorder for use with the

Color Computer, it wouild have the following features:

cue/ review keys, a remote override switch, a speaker mute
override switch, a record monitor switch and a tape counter.

The value of the tape counter is fairly obvious. You can

tabulate your programs by tape counter number and access

them more quickly and accurately. By setting the counter to

zero prior to a loading or saving operation, you can get back

to the start of the program very easily if need be.

A record monitor switch, a feature available on a number
of tape recorders, allows you to listen in while the recording

is being made. Hearing the process can alert you to such
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GUARANTEED QUALITY
SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES HAS PRODUCED THE HIGHEST QUALITY COLOR COMPUTER ARCADE
GAMES FOR MORE THAN THREE YEARS. RADIO SHACK HAS LICENSED MANY OF OUR GAMES —
HOW MANY OTHER ALLEGED "ARCADE GAME MANUFACTURERS" CAN SAY THAT? SPECTRAL IS

THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE AND WE STAND BEHIND OUR PRODUCT. IF YOU ARE NOT 100%
SATISFIED BY OUR ARCADE GAMES, RETURN THE GAME WITHIN 10 DAYS FOR A FULL REFUND.

DISK DRIVES
320K — $775
Amazing, but true. Now you can get 320K bytes of

double-sided disk storage for $175*. Latest tech-

nology half-high disk drive which may be con-

figured as two single-sided drives by software or

used as a double-sided drive under FLEX. 100%
compatible with TRS-DOS and all hardware ver-

sions of the Color Computer.

"case and power supply extra

32K/64K UPGRADES
Upgrade your Color Computer from 4K/16K to 32K/64K and

realize the full potential of your computer. Only the CoCo II

upgrade requires soldering. Complete, easy-to-read instruc-

tions for all CoCo Versions after the D board.

$49 95

MACHINE LANGUAGE
So you want to learn the guts of the CoCo, but it costs too much
— NOW IT DOESN'T! Look what you get for $99.95.

1. Ultra 80cc Disk Editor-Assembler $ 49.95

2. Bugout Debugging Monitor 19.95

3. 6809 Assembly Language (book) 19.95

4. The Facts (book) 14.95

5. BASIC UNRAVELLED (3 books) 59.95

A $164.75 value for $99.95 si64.75

BASIC PROGRAMMING TRICKS REVEALED

Basic programming Iricks revealed contains everything you need to know to vast-

ly improve your Basic programming skills. It includes several, never belore pub-

lished, practical examples and explanations ol how to use PEEK, POKE, AND, OB,

NOT. VARPTR and several other obscure commands. Also included are many use-

ful ways to tool Basic into doing some very powerful things that -it normally

wouldn't do. Several tricks lor Basic. Extended Basic and Disk Basic are all con-

tained In this informative and useful book.

$14.95

EXPRESS ORDER!

ARCADE TOP 10
Listed below are the 10 most popular Color Computer games as of SEPT 10:

1. LANCER 6. CUBIX
2. CRYSTAL CASTLES 7. MS. GOBBLER
3. PENGON 8. BUZZARD BAIT

4. GALAGON 9. DEVIOUS
5. QIKS 10. BLOKHEAD

ARCADE QUALITY GAMES Cassette Price

Disk srtrt S3.00

LANCER (JOUST) 32K ML 24.9S

LUNAR ROVER (MOON PATROL) 32K ML 24.95

QALAGON (G ALAGAi 32K ML 24.95

MS. GOBBLER (MS. PAC MAN) 32K ML 24.95

PLANET INVASION (DEFENDER) ML 24.95

WHIRLYBIRD RUN (SCRAMBLE) ML 24.95

CUBIX(O'BERT) 32K ML 24.95

GALAX ATTAX (GALAXIANS) ML 24.95

COLOR PANIC (SPACE PANIC) 32K ML 21.95

COSMIC INVADERS (SPACE INVADERS) ML 21.95

PENGON (PENGO) ML 24.95

DEVIOUS (XEVIOUS) 32K ML 21.95

FROGGIE (FROGGER) 32K ML 24.95

OIKS(OIX) 32K ML 24.95

STORM ARROWS (TARG) ML 21.95

ANDROID ATTACK (BERZERK) ML 24.95

DEFENSE (MISSILE COMMAND) ML 24.95

GHOST GOBBLER (PAC MAN) ML 21.95

SPACE RACE (OMEGA RACE) ML 24.95

CRYSTAL CASTLES (ICE CASTLES) 32K ML 24.95

COLOR ZAP (SPACE ZAP) ML 14.95

SPACE SENTRY (STAR TREK) ML 21.95

STAR SPORES (FIGHT ALIEN INVADERS) 32K ML 21.95

BEAM RIDER (ORIGINAL STRATEGY GAME) ML 24.95

SPACE WAR (INTERPLANETARY COMBAT) ML 21.95

SPECIAL — Buy 2 get 10% off.

COLOR BASIC UNRAVELED

Color BASIC 1.2 /Ext. BASIC 1.1 /

Disk BASIC 1.1"
• FULLY COMMENTED • NO HOLES

all fcbs, fdbs and fccs defined.
• COMPLETE memory MAP - no missing spaces, every-

thing Is defined.
PROGRAMMING TRICKS EXPLAINED

' EASY TO UNDERSTAND
' MOST RECENT ROM VERSIONS

COLOR BASIC UNRAVELED $19.95
EXTENDED BASIC UNRAVELED $19.95
DISK BASIC UNRAVELED $19.95

All 5 for $49.95

ORDER BY VISA OR MASTERCARD AND
YOUR ORDER WILL BE SHIPPED WITHIN
ONE BUSINESS DAY — GUARANTEED OR
YOU GET THE GAME FREE!! HARDWARE
ITEMS SUBJECT TO MANUFACTURERS
AVAILABILITY. WA residents add 7.8% tax

FLEX + SPECIALSPECIAL
The premier DOS at an unbelievable price — only $39.95. Shop

around, it you want a version of FLEX which doesn't crash and

is fast, get flex + . WITH Editor Assembler

SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

3418 SOUTH 90th STREET TACOMA, WA 98409

ORDERS ONLY 800 426 1830

ORDER PROCESSING AND INFORMATION 206 581 6938

NO COD ORDERS
SHIPPING AND HANDLING
ADD 3% , $2.00 minimum

CANADA ADD 6%, $3.00 minimum
FOREIGN ADD 15%, $5.00 minimum

$59.95



problems as recording with the computer in the high speed

mode, (the "start tones" will sound much higher pitched

than usual) or trying to record after erroneously typing

CLOAD (there won't be any sound). It's reassuring hearing

the two characteristic start tones followed by the crisp,

static-like sound of the program code.

A speaker mute override, which could do you a great deal

of good, is just another way of saying the cassette recorder's

speaker is able to operate even though the plug in the ear-

phone jack has turned it off. (That plug, of course, normally

goes to the computer and allows loading.) The ability to hear

the tapes loading is one of the most important aids available

to you. It allows you to identify problem tapes by their

muffled, mushy or wavering sound quality. It alerts you to

programs accidentally recorded in the high speed mode. It

lets you easily find the gap between programs. By locating

and starting at this gap, you eliminate all those I/O Errors

which occur when you attempt to load in the middle of a

record. In addition, when used with the cue/ review feature

mentioned below, you can even hear the programs in fast

forward or reverse. This allows you to move quickly through
the tape while keeping count of the programs you've passed
through. You can, for example, locate a program five ahead
of your tape's current position by counting the noisy, fol-

lowed by quiet, sequences. While it's theoretically possible

to use AUDIOON to hear the cassette output through the

TV speaker, there are some practical problems. First, an I/O
Error resets this command, thus requiring constant re-entry.

Second, the computer can't be doing anything else at the

time — you can't set up to read another program while the

first is still running. However, the speaker mute override is

completely independent of the computer. The only reasona-

STOCK & FUND INVESTING
with the

TRS-80* COLOR COMPUTER
USE FUNDGRAF AND FUNDFILE

FUNDGRAF ia a stock market analysis program that not only graphs and
analyzes funds or stocks, but also makes decisions on when to BUY and SELL.
Improve market timing using your COCO.

GRAPHS fund's progress (up to 200
weeks). SUPERIMPOSES for comparison:
a line of constant percent growth or a
graph of any other fund <or stock).

CALCULATES over any lime span: the

percent price change and the moving
average (any span) INDICATES BUY
andSELLsignals. FUNDGRAFrequirea
16KECBmin.
16/32 K Tape *49.95
16 32 K 5 in. Disk $69.95
ADD $2 handling on all orders

I '
I

' I ' I
'

FUNDGRAF-A STOCK
MARKET ANALYSIS
PROGRAM FOR 16K EX

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER -»

*RS SO COlOB COMPUTER

I I I I I I I I J_
FUNDFILE is a portfolio and account management program for securities.

Manage single or multiple portfolios of stocks, mutual funds, bonds, money
market funds, etc. FUNDFILE allows easy maintenanceof all your records for

accurate portfolio evaluation NEW 32 K VERSION ofFUNDFILE summarizes
all transactions (dividends, interest, purchases and sales) between any two
dates ofyour choice weekly, yearly, etc. Categorizes interest and dividends paid
as to tax liability (tax free, etc I and capital gains as long or short term. Great for

tax reports.

FUNDFILE REQUIRES 16 K ECR mm and 80-COL PRINTER.
5-in. Diskette only for 16 K ECB (27.9S
5-in Diskette only for 32 K ECB 837.96
—i^. ADD $2 handling tin all orders.

RAixacw Wrile for free brochure for details Dealer inquiries invited.

PARSONS SOFTWARE, DEPT. G
118 WOODSHIRE DRIVE

PARKERSBURG, WV 26101

bly priced recorder with this feature so far is Radio Shack's

new CCR-82. If you're electrically knowledgeable, or can
get help from a friend who is, it's easy to add this feature to

your present recorder. It takes one resistor added to your
recorder, or if you'd rather, you can build a separate box
which gives you this feature plus a remote override switch.

Details to follow.

A remote override switch will save you untold wear on
your connecting cable, remote plug and jack as well as your
patience. The remote jack, which permits the cassette unit to

be turned on and off by the computer, also prevents you
from operating the cassette recorder manually. By tempor-
arily defeating this lockout, you regain manual control and
can locate the tape anywhere you wish using Fast Forward,
Reverse or Play. I've installed a switch to do this in my
recorder or you can build it into the box mentioned above.

The final feature that you ought to have is cue/ review.

Cue/ review keys, which are available on a number of
cassette recorders, ordinarily operate like the standard fast

"You can make reliable, consist-

ently high quality recordings by
improving your present tape
recorder and using good recording

techniques and materials . . .

Cassette recording with the Color
Computer has a lot goingfor it."

forward/ rewind. However, unlike these keys, cue/review
also operates wrjen the Play button is depressed, allowing

you to hear the tape while fast forwarding or rewinding. This

makes it possible to listen while the tape moves quickly, and
then stop in the gap between programs, thus eliminating the

bulk of I/O Errors.

And while we're talking about features of the ideal

cassette recorder, we might add such niceties as a VU meter,

or at the least, an LED, to indicate recording level. This
helps you to arrive at the proper volume setting with a

minimum pf effort. A useful, but not essential feature is a

linear slide volume control rather than the conventional

rotary type. The setting of the linear control is obvious at a

glance. End of tape-auto shut off is desirable, and by now,

not too hard to get. However, be careful when using this,

since the feature doesn't normally work in fast forward or

rewind.

What You Can Buy ... Or,
The Realities Of The Marketplace

Now that we've talked about the ideal tape recorder, let's

examine what's commercially available. The basic require-
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ments for a CoCo compatible recorder are remote and ear-

phone jacks, aux or line or micjack and six-volt operation.

(A recorder that takes four cells is a six-volt type.) These
features are available and you should have little trouble
finding a unit which also has a tape counter and a recording
indicator. Cue/ review keys are available on the somewhat
higher priced machines, some of which also offer linear slide

pots. The next step up offers units which usually include an
AM/FM radio (which you don't need), along with monitor
and ALC switches (which you do need). It might take a little

looking, but you can find the close to ideal recorder in

several name brands, at larger stores.

Radio Shack had not made any great effort to tailor their

recorders, both the CCR-81 and the now discontinued

CTR-80, to the needs of the computer user. For the most
part, they resembled standard audio cassette units. A few of

the features we'd like are there while others, which could
have been easily implemented, are missing. Both recorders

allow remote override during fast forward and rewind, but

not during play, and both have a recording LED and a

counter. The CCR-8 1 has the cue/ review feature missing in

the earlier model. The newest addition to Radio Shack's
cassette recorder line, the CCR-82. has this as well as remote
override and monitor switches. Although the Radio Shack
recorder represents one of the easiest choices, you can do
much better if you're willing to spend the time and effort.

Aim for the unit which offers as many of the desirable

features as possible and fits within your budget. As a final

note, avoid like the plague, a cassette recorder which has

single button recording rather than the standard type which
must have both Play and Record keys depressed together.

It's all too easy to slip up and destroy your favorite

programs.

Improve Your
Present Recorder

For those of you who want to improve your present
recorder, the speaker mute and remote override functions

can be added, and I'll describe how you can do it. While it's

possible to add a recording monitor switch to most record-

ers, it's a lot more complicated and generally requires a

schematic diagram, which puts it beyond the scope of this

article.

There are two approaches to implementing the speaker
mute and remote overrides, depending on your ambition

and technical skill. In either case, you have to be able to

solder, drill holes and otherwise work at a simple project

level. If that's beyond you, or you can't get a technically

inclined friend to help, then just skip to the next section.

The easier construction method consists of building a

separate box which houses a small loud speaker, a switch, a

resistor, two jacks and two plugs on short cables. A wiring

diagram and suggested parts list are shown in Figure 1.

There's nothing critical here, including parts layout. The
switch can be any momentary type or, even better, a toggle

switch with a center off, one side on, and the other side

momentary. This arrangement frees you from keeping the

switch held down during such chores as rewinding a tape. If

you use this type of switch, connect the two outside lugs

together and use this as one lead, with the center lug as the

other. Another option you could consider is installing a foot

operated switch, such as Radio Shack #44-6 10, at the end of

a six-foot cable. This frees your hands entirely.

The particular value of the resistor (47- 1 20 ohms) can be

chosen to give a sound level that suits you. If yours is a quiet

environment, you may want to use a value even higher than

120 ohms. To get the greatest flexibility, you could install a

500 ohm potentiometer in series with a 47 ohm resistor,

allowing you to vary the volume as the need arises. While

you can raise the resistance without problems, don't lower it

much below 47 ohms, since this will decrease the signal

available to the computer. Resistor tolerance, indicated by a

gold or silver band, is unimportant in this application— use

whatever you can get.

An important point to note is that you can't mount both
jacks on a metal surface. The bushing of each jack is tied to

one of its contacts, and this would short one jack to the other

PARTS LIST

PROJECT CASE

2" SPEAKER
1/8" MIN PHONE PLUG
3/32" SUBMIN PHONE PLUG
1/8" MIN PHONE JACK
3/32" SUBMIN PHONE JACK
RESISTOR

WIRT

RADIO SHACK
#270-221 or

222 or 233

RS 40-245

RS 274-286

RS 274-290

RS 274-251

RS 274-292

1/4 or 1/2 WATT
47 to 120 OHM
(SEE TEXT)

Figure 1

SWITCH RESISTOR

SUB-
MINIATURE

JACK +
PLUG

ac

MINIATURE
PLUG
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Figure 2 SWIT< HKI)
TIP

SLEEVE

— a definite no-no. Pay particular attention to the connec-
tions on the jack. Although there are generally three solder

lugs, you only use two — the "sleeve" and "tip" lugs. The
"sleeve" is the one that's electrically connected to the mount-
ing bushing, and the "tip" contact can be identified by
inspection. The third contact, not used here, allows for

switching. See Figure 2.

A very convenient solution for building this box is to use
an old transistor radio. Almost everyone has an old, non-
functioning radio in his basement or the top of the closet.

Remove the innards, leaving the loudspeaker and the ear-

phone jack, which might be either a miniature or sub-

miniature type. Install a second jack, of the other type, in a
hole you either drill or melt into the case. Make two holes for

the cables and another for the switch. Solder all the connec-
tions as per Figure 1 . Your original computer cable, except
for the microphone (or aux or line) input which stays put.

now plugs into the box you've made. The cables and plugs

from the box. in turn, go to the tape recorder, and you're
finished. You now can hear the tape as it loads into the

computer and move or play the tape without pulling out the

remote plug.

If you have the skill, a neater and more compact way of
adding these features is to modify the recorder itself. First,

carefully take the back cover off the recorder and put the
screws in a small container. (Be sure to get the ones that are
invariably hidden in the battery compartment.) At this

point, the earphone and remote jacks should be visible.

Sometimes they are on a subassembly, which might require

loosening a few more screws. Now examine the earphone
jack and locate the "tip" and "switched" contact. See Figure
2. Solder the resistor to these points without removing any
of the leads already attached. If the jacks are attached to the
printed circuit board, trace the leads and solder the resistor

to the appropriate pads on the board. Now locate the tip

and sleeve contacts on the subminiature, remote jack. In

this case, you connect two leads rather than the resistor.

These leads go to the switch, which will be installed some-
where on the case, or you can use the foot switch mentioned
earlier, instead. Almost any kind of small switch can be used
and you can locate it anywhere you can find the room in

your tape recorder. Around the battery compartment is

usually a good spot, since battery operation with the com-
puter is unnecessary and undesirable. Drill the mounting
hole, install the switch, solder the leads and reassemble the

case. Now you're all set to hear your programs playing
through the recorder's speaker and to override the compu-
ter's control by operating your switch.

ro

SLEEVE

Making The Best
Possible Recordings

To make a good tape recording, you need a good tape.

Not only does the magnetic tape have to be uniform and of

good quality, but just as important is the tape transport

mechanism within the cassette. Poor corner guide rollers or

none at all, ineffective anti-friction sheets, non-rigid cases,

and poorly made center hubs that do not turn freely can

cause tape jams, uneven spooling and tape binding. Mag-
netic tape problems usually result from non-uniform oxide

coating and can cause dropouts and varying volume. All of

this translates into I/O Errors and headaches. Fortunately,

these problems can be avoided by buying name brand audio

tapes or shorter computer tapes available from reputable

dealers. The 60-minute audio tape is relatively inexpensive

and a good size to use. The 90-minute tape can also be used,

but avoid the 120-minute or longer sizes, since these tapes

are thinner and more susceptible to stretching and breaking.

The cassette tape you end up with should have a case

which doesn't deflect with moderate finger pressure; the

window area near its hubs should be of rigid clear plastic,

not thin film; the hubs should move freely when turned with

a pen. If the case is transparent, you should see corner guide

rollers, preferably set on metal pins. The pressure pad.

which holds the tape against the head, should be made of felt

rather than sponge rubber, which deteriorates with age. And
finally, the case should be held together with screws rather

than glue to facilitate repairs if needed.

If you're reusing a tape, it's best to bulk erase it before

recording. Bulk erasing reduces the noise level below the

recorder's own erase head level. If that's not possible, at least

erase it as a separate step prior to use. Put it into your
recorder or tape deck, lower the volume to minimum, the

ALC to 'Off if possible, and set the unit to "Record." This

method assures a clean tape.

Don't neglect periodic maintenance of your cassette

recorder. Clean the record and erase heads, as well as the

pinch roller and capstan, using readily available head

cleaner fluid and swabs. Solvent grade alcohol, which con-

tains little or no water, can also be used, but avoid rubbing
alcohol which is 30 percent water. If you can see any oxide
deposits on your tape heads, your unit is overdue for a

cleaning.
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Demagnetizing the tape head is also a good idea and is

recommended after every 1 to 1 5 hours of machine use. A
magnetic bias on the head will cause an increase in noise

level and a loss of high frequency response which can cause
I/O Errors. Relatively inexpensive demagnitizers are avail-

able, including a very easy to use unit built into a cassette

case. You simply insert it as you would any cassette, and
then set the recorder on play for a few seconds.

Automatic level control (ALC) is a mixed blessing. It

relieves you of the burden of setting the recording volume,
but it has some disadvantages. It takes about one-half
second to operate, causing a sudden change in the volume of
the starting tones at the beginning of each record. In addi-
tion, the setting it chooses may not be the optimum one. It's

a compromise, but one that you can live with. However, if

it's possible to switch the ALC off, do so for the best

recordings.

At this point, if your recorder doesn't have ALC, you'll

need to determine the optimum volume control setting for

recording. In general, the best results can be obtained by
setting the level to record as high as possible with only
occasional excursions into the overload region. This can be
seen on the VU meter or recording LED if you have one.
Without any indicator, you'll have to use a trial and error
method. Start by setting the volume control to an arbitrary

point, say three-quarters of the way up, and CSA VE a
program. Next, remove the cassette and play the program
back on a stereo tape deck (yours or a friend's). Watch the

VI) meters, or better yet, the dual series of LEDs, standard
on newer decks. See if the recorded level is generally high,

just below or occasionally going into the overload (red

LED's) region. If so, you've been recording at the right level.

otherwise, make corrections and repeat the procedure until

it's right. It doesn't take long. Once you've got the correct

setting, mark the position with a dab of nail polish or paint,

and always record at this setting.

While you're at it, you can also check your tape tracking.

The cassette recorder used with your computer is mono-
phonic and lays down a wide track which spans both the left

and right channel tracks recorded by a stereo tape deck.
Thus, when you play a monophonic tape on a stereo deck,
the left and right VU or LED indicators should show an
equal response if all is well. (Editor's Note: Many mono
recorders normally record their single track off-center com-
pared to the usual stereo track positions, so there can be as
much as 3 dB of difference between the left and right chan-
nels when playing the tape on a stereo machine. In a few
cases, you may be able to adjust head height to cure this

problem, though it shouldn't have any ill effect when using
the recorder with a computer.) If one side is noticeably

different from the other, you have a problem. The cause
could simply be due to oxide deposits on the recording head
and easily cured by cleaning, or it could be due to misalign-
ment of the recording head. This latter problem is some-
times spotted when a friend tries to read one of your tapes.

Your tape, though it works well for you. gives him I/O
Errors, and when heard on a good audio system has a

mushy, wavering quality. You won't notice it because the

error is present in both your recording and playback and
thus tends to cancel out. However, this makes it difficult to

share programs with friends. If you're technically inclined,

you can readjust the alignment, otherwise get help (and skip
the next paragraph).

The cassette head assembly generally has an azimuth
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AND IF YOU REALLY
WANT TO EXPAND

YOUR COLOR COMPUTER...
If you've been plotting with

your friends, trying to slip your
dad a few hints about your Color

Computer wish list, here's a
suggestion:

Just ask for one program.

That's it. Just one. Just men-
tion Zaxxon, Sega's exciting

iat ni itQ vni i

inside a daring space fighter. Or

an exciting educational game
from Children's Computer
Workshop—a division of the

Sesame Street'" people.

Dad Will Take It

From There
And don't worry, that's all it

will take.

Once Dad tries to out-fly Zax-
xon or out-smart Flip Side, he'll

be hooked. And now's the per-

fect time for Dad to get inter-

ested, because your nearby
Radio Shack is filled with soft-

your whole family.

We have a complete selection

of software from Spinnaker, a

leader in thrilling educational

software for children. And if you
ever give her the chance, sis will

love Facemaker (26-3166,

$29.95), a fun way to learn

about the computer while creat-

ing colorful graphics, Fraction

Fever (26-3169, $29.95) and more.

From Walt Disney, we have
exciting learning games with

eluding Mickey s Alpine Adven-
ture (26-2534, $34.95), a fun

way to learn about vowels,

consonants and the rules of

u
r< ;^v-



...ASK DAD FOR
JUST ONE PROGRAM.

HELL GET CARRIED AWAY!
spelling, and Telling Time with

Donald (26-2530, $34.95).

Of course, there are always
the best in arcade-style games
to choose from, including An-
HwwiTafaSKWBISWilBKBmCT
you against Data Bugs inside

your computer, and Color

»«S-»OToo<hP°<J

Backgammon (26-3059, $17.95),

the classic game of skill adapted
for your Color Computer.

Software for Dad, Too!
Dad can choose Color

IM«ciIiK»*E»;Ml
powerful home word processing
program with advanced fea-

tures, and Personal Finance II

(26-3106, $34.95), perfect for

home budgeting and finan-

cial graphing. And it's not

all work and no play. Our
new Trivia Fever (26-3295,

$29.95) is fun for the whole
family.

Add Accessories
for Powerful
Performance

Dad's sure to be
tempted by our selection

of convenient accesso-

Iries, too, including the

new TRS-80 Graphics

Touch Pad (26-1185,

software to make color graphics

at a touch, or use it with games
as a fast-action game paddle.

We have printers, disk drives,

joysticks, cassette recorders-
even our Color Mouse—to

Drop a Hint Today
Don't wait! Let Dad know how

easy it is to expand your Color

Computer into a powerful home
system and an educational

learning tool. And tell Dad that

Radio Shack honors six major
credit cards, too!

Radio /hack
The Technology Store

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Prices apply at Radio Shack Computet Centers
and al participating Radio Shack stores and deal-

ers Sesame Street is a registered trademark ol

Children's Television Workshop Walt Disney and
Wall Disney characters are registered trademarks
ol Walt Disney Productions Spinnaker is a regis-

tered trademark ol Spinnaker. Inc ZAXXON is a
registered trademark ol Sega, Inc. Trivia Fever is a

uver
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adjusting screw at one end, while the other end acts prima-
rily as a pivot. The screw is usually accessible from the

outside of the case, so you don't have to dismantle the unit.

There is an access hole located between the operating keys

and the cassette space, at the left side of the head mecha-
nism. It is often covered by a plastic plug or label of some
sort. The adjustment is made with the cassette unit playing a
tape ot known good quality, such as a selection recorded on

a good tape deck known to be in alignment. Using a small

Phillips screwdriver inserted through the access hole, adjust

to get the cleanest, least distorted sound. When you think

you've got it, make a recording and recheck it on the stereo

tape deck for final verification.

Some cassette recorders have tone controls. If yours has
one, set it to the highest (brightest) position when used with

the computer.

Although your own preferences should guide you. I find it

best to leave a tape gap of four to five seconds between
programs. With this length gap, you can usually rerecord a

program in the same location after correcting the inevitable

bugs. If the blank region is too short, it makes it difficult to

locate the gap when searching through the tape. On the
other hand, too long a gap makes it hard to tell whether it's

really a gap or the end of the recorded area on your tape.

This can lead to recording over, and thus destroying, one or

more of your programs. To further safeguard your valuable
programs, always punch out and remove the erasure preven-
tion lug on the top left edge of the cassette after you've
finished recording a side. You can always rerecord, if neces-
sary, by putting tape over the opening.

Though not as critical as the recording level, the playback
volume setting can also be optimized for more reliable load-

ing. Generally, there is a range over which you can get sat-

isfactory results. Below this range, programs won't read in.

while above, the computer will trip on noise and you may
even hear sound breaking through the TV without A UDIOON.
To define the range and then locate the best operating point,

start at a low volume setting and try to read in a program. If

this is too low, the steady "S' at the top of the screen won't

change. Raise the volume until you see the blinking'F' when
loading. This point, which you should temporarily mark
with a spot of tape, is the minimum playback level. Now
keep raising the volume until the computer responds to

noise, either in the gap between programs or on a blank tape.

At this level, the screen shows a reversed 'S.' Temporarily
mark this maximum position. While the best place to oper-

ate within the range is the center, it's very convenient to use
the recording setting if it's not too far off. Just leave the

control at that point for both recording and playback. If

you're not that lucky, paint another mark for the playback
point and readjust between playback and recording when
necessary.

Finally, a few hints on handling and storing tape are in

order. Always avoid touching the tape with your fingers,

since doing so might cause dropouts which can generate I/O
Errors. When not in use, keep the cassette in its plastic case
to protect it from dust and damage. Avoid prolonged expo-
sure to temperatures above 1 10 degrees Fahrenheit, direct

sunlight, high humidity and strong magnetic fields. Don't
store them near heating appliances. TV sets or similar

equipment.

Armed, as I hope you now are, go forth into the world of
perfect recording.
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The PUZZLER will create cross-

world puzzles, wordsearch puzzles

and wordscramble puzzles. It will

printout the puzzle to any dot ad-

dressable printer (or Okidata series

80 printer). 100% machine langu-

age. Great for school or church

classrooms.

32K cassette or disk $23.95

DIET-ADE will help you track

your calorie intake, tell you how
many calories you need to maintain
a given weight and suggest how
much exercise you need to burn up
any extra calories you may have
consumed.

32K cassette or disk

(Ext. Basic Req.) $19.95

Add $2.00 for shipping
ORDERING INFORMATION

• Add $2 lot hipping and handling
• Utah raaidanta add 5 75^ aajaa la*
• Wa accapl chacka aaonav oidata VISA and MASTER CHARGE
a Oida. by phona -801 571 S023 Icall 6 30lo lOpos MSTloi laconical inlola Add $2 loi COD ordar.
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XIDEX Diskettes Package of 10 . .$15 00"

I0KEY turns a ponion of your keyboard into a numeric kevpad Turn on
10KEY or return io normal operation with a single keystroke Makes
numeric data entry easier Reviewed in Oct 84 Rainbow I009r machine
language

16K cassette or disk $17.95

COLOR DESIGNER and your CoCo can create amazing hi-res color

pictures Create over 1000 color 'texture combinations in PMODE4
Written in Extended Basic with machine language subroutines April 84
RAINBOW "] would not hesitate to recommend Color Designer io

someone in the market for a graphics editor

16K or 32K cassette or 32K disk (Ext Basic Req ) $23 95

OKIDL'MP is a hires screen dump for Okidata 80 senes printers 100%
machine language Includes hints on printing pictures of hi-res game
screens

1 6K cassette or disk . $10 95———— EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE -

MATHWAR is a 1st and 2nd grade math drill game I6K cassette or 32K
disk (Ext Basic Req

> $19 95

PRESCHOOL PAK teatures alphabet recognition and counting drills

Machine language subroutines for speed Hires graphics and sound
16K cassette or 32K disk (Ext Basic Req

) . $15 95

QUIZALLa versatile qui? program Has study and test formats and
allows printing of quiz June 84 RAINBOW . "I found quizall to be
an excellent program
I6K cassette or disk (Ext. Basic Req ) . $19 95

MATCH & SPELL turns spelling drudgerv into spelling fun

I6K cassette or 32K disk (Ext Basic Req ) $12.95

FLASHCARDS assists in studying anything from Mythology to Medicine
16K cassette or 32K disk (Ext Basic Req ) $12.95

TIC TAC TOE MATH. Plenty of color and sound Different age players

can compete against each other with their own skill level

16K cassette or 32K disk (Ext Basic Req ) .... $1295

1060 Buddlea Drive-Sandy Utah 84070-801-571-5023
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An Open-Ended

Exploration

By Joseph Kolar

Rainbow Contributing Editor

The more you learn, the more you
realize how little you know. That
is true as far as the CoCo is

concerned, and that is why every session

at the keyboard is an adventure in

learning.

The new CoCo owner bought his

versatile machine for its graphics

capabilities, among other things. We
will explore the POKE and PEEK
BASIC Statements as they apply to the

text screen page.

I can't be sure what we'll do, but fire

up CoCo and let us proceed line by line

and investigate whatever comes to

mind. It is a good, open-end way to

learn and still have fun.

The text screen is what you see when
you turn on the CoCo. It is your
working area. PRINT® locations to

511 cover all 512 locations on the text

screen. Key in:

1 CLS
10PR1NT@ 10, CHR$(128)
100 GOTO 100

(Joseph Kolar is afree-lance writer and
programmer dedicated to proselytizing

for computers in general, and the CoCo
specifically.)

Line 10 tells CoCo to print at the

eleventh space of the top row, a black

square. This is due to the first upper

left-hand location being designated as

0. To verify that this is so, add and

RUN:

11 PRINT@0,"I2334567890";

Don't forget to add the semicolon.

Now, delete the semicolon and see what
happens. To help yourself learn, say to

yourself, "Having deleted or omitted

the semicolon, the black block,

CHR$(128), vanished. When the semi-

colon was restored, the black box was
visible. So, what have 1 discovered?"

Insert an apostrophe or REM marker
in front of 'P'in Line 1 1 and insert Line

9, copying the information in Line 1

1

ending with a semicolon. RUN and
observe. Press BREAK, then delete the

semicolon in Line 9 and RUN.
BREAK places the apostrophe (')

marker in front of 'P' in Line 9. Delete

the apostrophe in Line 1 1 and recheck

both with and without the apostrophe.

You should have noticed that when
Line 9 precedes Line 10, it is not

necessary to add the semicolon. How-
ever, if you placed the information in

Line 9 following Line 10, it is a different

story! It is left to you to mull it over

in your mind and figure out why this

is so. There is no better way for a

beginner to learn something than to

work it out for himself.

When you are finished, you may
DEL9, or if you prefer, keep it as a

REM line in your program. It is

harmless.

Please note that using PRINT®
allows you to print a string of characters,

such as 'RAINBOW' when enclosed in

quote marks and separated from the

location value by a comma. You can
print the ASCII character codes using

CHR$(x). The characters from 128

through 255 will create block graphics.

If you are unfamiliar with these

graphics blocks, key in the following

routine:

5 GOTO 200.

This line gets us around our routine,

which we will refer to later.

200FORX=128TO255
210 PRINT@240, CHR$(X)
220 FOR Z =1 TO 200: NEXT
250 NEXT X
299 GOTO 299
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Each CHRS character from 128
through 255 will be printed, in rotation,

in the middle of the display screen. Add:

211 PRINT@270,X

This will give the numerical value of

each shape displayed. It will also help

you visualize each shape which will be

directly above the second digit.

Ifyou want to see the other characters,

change Line 200:

200 FOR X= 33 to 127

CHR$(32) is a blank space, creating

a space just as the space bar does. The
low numbers are control codes and do
not generate a visible display.

To keep this routine for later refer-

ence, put an apostrophe marker in Line

5. You will hold the routine harmless,

but available.

Get in the habit of using the REM
marker to hide or uncover program
lines and routines. You will get lots of

mileage out of this handy tool when
you are experimenting or creating your
own original work.

This PRINT® Text Screen can be
accessed using POKEs. The memory
locations of the Text graphics page
begin at 1024. This memory location

is equivalent to PRINT® 0. The
memory locations continue just as the

PRINT@ location and ends as memory
location 1535, which is in the lower
right-hand corner. It can also be called

with PRINT@ 511.

Note that PRINT@ 511-0 and mem-
ory location 1535-1024 both equal 511.

Allow 1 for the location you are

subtracting and you get 512, the total

number of all possible locations.

Each one of these text screen locations

may be accessed by means of POKEx.y,
where 'x' is a specific location from 1024
to 1535 and 'y' is a value from to

255.

So, what is POKE anyway? It is a

statement that allows CoCo to place

into a designated location whatever text

screen character you desire. It has other

uses not within the scope of this article.

Press BREAK and add:

20 POKE 1066, 255 RUN.

This placed an orange block directly

underneath the PRINT@ 10, black

block.

PEEK allows you to look at a

specified memory location to see what
information, if any, resides there.

Press BREAK, PRINT PEEK(129),
and ENTER. This memory location is

checked on I/O Error message when
CLOADing a program from cassette.

A zero means that memory is no good
and if a one is returned, it signifies that

the tape is no good. Try this:

PRINT PEEK(1066) ENTER.

The value of 96 is returned. This 96

represents 'blank' (empty). The reason

for this is that we are not in the

program, having broken out and
location 1066 reverts to its original

state, 'blank'.

The observant newcomer will notice

that CHR$(96) is a reversed '@\ Verify

this by unmasking Line 5. (Remove the

apostrophe.) Mask Line 200 with '.

Then add:

201 FOR X=96 TO 96 RUN.

This is a lazy person's way to

substitute a single value in a FOR TO
statement. If you used 201 X=96 you
would still get the correct answer, but

you'd also get an NF Error in 250. If

this was an integral part of a real

program, it would bomb out unless Line

250 was deleted.

This 'one value' hint is valuable when
you may be experimenting with different

values. OK! Press BREAK, mask lines

5 and 201 and unmask Line 200.

A disturbing fact remains. CHR$(96)
and the 96 that was revealed by
PEEKing at memory location 1066 are

different. There are some differences

between the ASCII characters using

CHRS and the characters that CoCo
recognizes from to 255.

To compare the POKEd characters

with the CHRS characters, change Line

200 and add Line 21 1:

200 FORX=0TO 127

211 POKE1269.X RUN

Let's make it neater. Press BREAK and
change lines 210 and 211:

210 PRINT@234, CHR$(X)
211 PRINT@238, X

The graphics blocks from 128 to 255
are the same. If you want to check this

out change Line 200 to include whatever
values you care to compare.

Remember, the character displayed

at the left, if any, is the ASCII code,

and the character on the right is what
CoCo will read for the same value when

it is POKEd into a memory location.

You are urged to make a reference

table of the two sets of characters, side

by side, insofar as they differ.

Now press BREAK, and mask Line 5

again.

To demonstrate that one set can be

substituted over the other, Line 23 will

POKE an orange box over the black

box at PRINT@ 10 and Line 24 will

superimpose a black box over the

POKEd orange box, using PRINT@.
Add and RUN.

23 POKE 1034,255
24PRINT@42, CHR$(128)

POKEing graphics characters is one

quick way to cover large areas. Press

break and add:

6 GOTO 300

300 FOR L= 1024 TO 1055

310 POKE L,255

320 NEXT L
500 GOTO 500

This creates an orange line that

covers all the text screen locations on
the top row. Add:

330 FOR M=32 to 63

340PRINTM, CHR$(175)
350 NEXT M

Using blue, CHRS(175), we can use

PR1NT@ M, all locations in the second
row to fill them in. RUN BREAK and
to make a left border add:

360 FOR L=1024 to 1504 STEP 32

370 POKEL.255
380 NEXT L

Since we want only one vertical

column, in Line 360, we start at 1024
and skip 31 columns to put a dab of
color in each 32nd, or left-hand, row.
Purists will note that we should begin

with location 1056, but it is easier to

go over the corner block in the top row.

Using PRINT@, we will create an
orange border on the right-hand side.

Press BREAK and add:

385 FOR M=479 TO 31 STEP-32
390 PRINT@M, CHR$(255);
395 NEXT M

We went from bottom to top for a

change of pace. Note that we were

unable to use FOR M=5I 1 etc. because

filling in this corner box would cause

the screen to scroll up one row. Omit
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the semicolon at the end of Line 390

and watch a disaster area. We could

fill that corner location safely with a
POKE to avoid that pesky scroll. We
do so when we create the bottom
border. Press BREAK, add and RUN:

400 FOR L= 1505 TO 1535

410 POKEL, 255

420 NEXT L

We can PEEK(x) a value while we
are in the program. We will ask CoCo
to check if memory location 1503 is

orange, (255); PRINT® 237,
"ORANGE" and go ahead and create

the bottom border. If 1503 is not

orange, forget about the bottom border

and skip to the end of the program.

Press BREAK, add and RUN:

399 IF PEEK(1503)=255 THEN
PRINT237,"ORANGE"; ELSE 500.

To verify that- this works, substitute

255 in Line 399 with another value and
try it. As an alternate, pick an arbitrary

POKE location, from 1024 to 1535 to

see if it is orange.

You can POKE characters, other

than the graphics values but, except for

an asterisk or plus sign, which create

neat borders or accents, it is silly to

create a border of reversed @. Listing

1 will show an example of POKEing
alphabetic characters.

At this time your mind is racing

ahead with projects to try out. Before

you do, put in the three missing blue

sides of the inner border.

And, let's have some fun! Create a

half-screen full of reversed @. Adjust

the POKEd locations so the display is

centered horizontally on the screen with

a green band on the top and bottom.

Open a partial row in the middle of

the screen, leaving one blank space at

each end and POKE your first name
into the cleared space. Create a pause
so your name may be read and then

blank out the name slot with some
graphics block.

Doing this exercise will give you ideas

to either modify and improve what you
have created, or go off into a frenzy

of creativity in another direction.

Listing 1 is an example of using all

POKEs to create a demonstration
program which is somewhat similar to

the exercise above.

One advantage of using the graphics

characters, 128-255, is that you get to

use all the colors available on your

palette. You need not be an artist to

have fun creating whatever your mind's

eye conceives. You may wind up with

some pretty impressive concoctions.

Some notes on Listing 1. Line 140

puts the top row of graphics characters

on the screen the hard way — one at

a time with an appropriate pause.

Compare Line 140 with lines 180-210,

which create the bottom segment.

There is no RETURN after Line 310,

a GOSUB routine. This was a boo-boo.

Since a similar routine follows, this

effectively makes the pause 230 instead

of 200. Can you see why? No harm was
done and I failed to notice it.

Line 160 has no GOSUB pause

between the two POKEs because they

go onto the display as one unit. Line

230, the left border has a small pause

between units so it blends nicely with

lines 250-280, which override the text.

Line 1 00 does not have the 'short' pause.

It seemed to look better to have 0! come
on as a single unit. The 'long' pause

is used only before and after HELLO!
Read the listing and figure out what

each program line does. Except for the

two pause routines at the end, it is a

tt's time we put our chips on the table
. . . and showed you our best deals on computer hardware.

HARDWARE SPECIALS
Extended Basic w/bk
64k (OEIJ Memory Upg
Amflek Disk Drives

26-3029 CoCo Drive

26-3023 CoCo Drive 1

HJL Keyboard (D,E.F.2)

Super Pro Kevbd (D El
26-3127 54K Extended CoCo2
26-3134 16K Standard CoCo2
26-3136 16K Extended CoCo2
26-3801 Model 100 8K
26-381 6P8K Upgrade Model 100
26-1 192 CGP-1 15 Printer/Plotter

26-1276 DMP-105 Printer 80 cps
C. Itoh 851OAP Printer 120 cps
Gorib/NAP Video Monitor (Grn)
Video Monitor Adapters
26-3024 RS Mulli-Pac Interlace

Botek Ser/Par Interlace

ACCESSORIES
RS OX. Modem IB $ 89.95
Novation J-Cal Modem $129.95
RS DC. Modem II $179.95
USR Password 300 S1 79.95
Hayes SM 300 Modem S239.95
USR Password 1200 $429.00

CoCo Switcher $ 39.95
Elephant Disks ssdd $ 22.95

26-3030 0S-9 (64k) $ 64 95 (disk)

Basic-09 (reg. 0S-9) S 87.95 (disk)

'C" Compiler (OS-9) $ 87 95 (disk)

FHL 0-Pak (reg. 0S-9) $ 34.95 (disk)

Elite Word $ 59.95 (d&c)

Elite Calc $ 59.95 (d&c)

Color Term Plus S 29.95 (cass)

Deft Pascal $ 79.95

26-3012 Deluxe Joystick $34.95

NEW! Dual Double Sided Drives including case,

power supply & cable $475.00

NEW! 26-3128 64K Direct Video CoCo2 S219.95

MSI SOFTWARE
NEWMSI DISKUTIL

COLOR FINANCE 1

COLOR FINANCE 11

MSI NAMEFILE

MSI CALENDAR

NEW

RAJHBOW

NEW

$19.95

$49.95

$69 95

$24 95

$19.95

Call lor prices and availability ol your favorite sotlware and hardware. All advertised Hems subiect to availability Prices do not include shipping and handling. All ot the above units
are covered by our 120 day carry-in warranty

TRS-80 Trademark Tandy Corporation. Prices sub|ecl to change without notice.

TOLL FREE TENNESSEE 1 -800-545-2502 TOLL FREE 1 -800-25 1 -5008

DELKER

B
DELKER ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.O. Box 897

Dept. R

408C Nissan Blvd.

Smyrna, TN 37167

800-251-5008
800-251-2502 (TENNESSEE)
615-459-2636 (TENNESSEE)
615-254-0088 (NASHVILLE)

Write for our FREE Newsletter!
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linear program and each routine follows

exactly as it appears on the screen.

Hopefully, you will have some ideas

to modify, expand or enhance this

listing, so what are you waiting for?

Note Listing 2 should not be keyed TURN was added to Line 310 and in

in. Just compare it with Listing I. It Line 10, 20 was changed to 10 due to

is the same as Listing 1 except it is deletion of Line 20 from Listing 1 and
tightened up using multiple program subsequent UL Error message. Which
lines. Two changes, the missing RE listing would you rather key in?

Listing 1:

'<LISTING1>
10 CLS
20 C=RND<255>
30 IF C<144 THEN 20
40 GOSUB310
50 POKE 1260,96
60 POKE 1261,72:GOSUB320
70 POKE 1262,69:GOSUB320
80 POKE 1263,76:6OSUB320
90 POKE 1264,76:GOSUB320
100 POKE 1265,79
110 P0KE1266.97
120 POKE 1267, 96
130 GOSUB310
140 POKE1226,C:GOSUB320: POKE 1227
, C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1228 , C : GOSUB320

:

POKE 1 229 , C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1 230 , C :

G

OSUB320 : POKE 1 23 1 , C : GOSUB320 : POKE
1 232 , C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1 233 , C : GOSUB

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

^KWC^IS
<v Software ur»

KEEP- TRAK "DOUBLE-ENTRY" General Ledger
Accounting System Reg. $69=95— ONLY $1 9.95
"Double-Entry" General Ledger Accounting System lor home or business. 16k.

32k. 64k User-lriendly. menu driven Program features balance sheel, income &
expense slatemenl (current & YTD'). journal, ledger. 899 accounls & 2350 entries on
32k & 64k (710 accounts & entries on 16k) disk only. Version 1.2 with screen pnntouts.

For upgrade return original disk & $5.00. 1 t Rainbow Review 9/84

"OMEGA F I L E" Reg. $68*3-— ONLY $14.95
Filing dala base File any information with Omega File Records can have up lo 16
fields with 255 characters per field (4080 characters/record). Sort, match & pnnl any
field. User Ifiendly menu driven Manual included

1
32k 54k disk only).

"A M T" Reg. $3ft9S-— ONLY $14.95 Rainbow Review 10/84
AMT starts where everyone else ends AMT calculates almost any sales or purchase
outcome Total interest total principle, total payment are alt figured AMT is not just an
amortization scheduling program, but a cost forecasting and prediction program. Useful
to anyone who plans to sell or buy something with interest (Disk Only)

• ii.in.Mi. BOB'S MAGIC GRAPHIC MACHINES"'»'" •

Turns 2 weeks ot graphic programming into 2 hours with rubber band" type graphics.
Generate BASIC code to use in your programs Easy drawing and manipulation of

aretes, efipses. boxes, tines and ARCS. Single Joystick operation with on line HELPS
at all times. Allows text on the graphics screen and movement of objects on the screen.
Can be used as a stand-alone graphics editor. Great for programmers and LOTS OF
FUN for the novice. Rsg. £39*7 — ONLY $14.95 for cassette and $14.95 tor disk.
64k with ECB required (includes instruction manual) GRAPHICS EDITOR
PERSONAL INFORMATION FILE—$14.95 disk HOME INVENTORY—$14.95 disk

CASH-IN (billing)—$14.95 disk MEMO WRITER—$14.95 disk

GRADE EASY (teacher data base)—$14.95 32«4k disk

64 K UPGRADE $42.00 VOLKS MODEM $59.95
FLIP A FILE 50 $19.95 RITEMAN PLUS PRINTERS $275.00
FUJI-MAXELL SSOD S17.95 RITEMAN 15" $549.00
DATA DEFENDER 70 w/lock $21.95 GENERIC DISKS SSDD $14.95

COMPARE FEATURES AND PRICE, then buy
"THE OTHER GUY'S SOFTware!"

(add $2.50 lor postage and handling)

Send check, money order or C.O.D., U.S. funds to:

THE OTHER GUY'S SOFTware • 875 S. Main • Logan. UT 84321
PHONE (801) 753-7620 or WRITE for a FREE CATALOG

320 : POKE 1234 , C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1 235
, C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1 236 , C : GOSUB320

:

POKE 1 237,

C

150 GOSUB320
160 POKE 1268, C: POKE 1269,

C

170 GOSUB320
180 FOR X=1301 TO 1290 STEP-1
190 POKEX,C
200 GOSUB320
210 NEXT X
220 GOSUB320
230 POKE 1258, C:GOSUB320: POKE 125
9,C
240 GOSUB320
250 FOR X=1260 TO 1267
260 POKEX,C
270 GOSUB320
280 NEXTX
290 GOSUB320
300 GOTO 10
310 FOR Z=l TO 200: NEXT
320 FOR Z=lTO 30: NEXT
330 RETURN
Listing 2:

'<LISTING2>
10 CLS:C=RND(255) : IFC<144 THEN 1

0:GOSUB310
50 POKE 1260,96:POKE1261,72:GOSU
B320 : POKE 1 262 , 69 : GOSUB320 : POKE 1

2

63 , 76 : GOSUB320 : POKE 1 264 , 76 : GOSUB
320 : POKE 1 265 , 79 : POKE 1 266 , 97 : POKE
1267,96:GOSUB310
1 40 POKE 1 226 , C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1 227
, C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1 228 , C : GOSUB320

:

POKE 1229 , C : GOSUB320 : POKE

1

230, C:

G

OSUB320 : POKE 1 23 1 , C : GOSUB320 : POKE
1232 , C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1233 , C : GOSUB
320 : POKE 1 234 , C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1 235
, C : GOSUB320 : POKE 1 236 , C : GOSUB320

:

POKE 1 237 , C : GOSUB320
160 POKE 1268, C: POKE 1269,C:G0SU
B320
180 FOR X=1301 TO 1290 STEP-1 : PO
KEX , C: GOSUB320: NEXT : GOSUB320
230 POKE 1 258, C:GOSUB320: POKE 125
9,C:GOSUB320
250 FOR X=1260 TO 1267: POKEX, C:

G

OSUB320: NEXT: GOSUB320: GOTO10
310 FOR Z=l TO 200: NEXT: RETURN
320 FOR Z=lTO 30: NEXT: RETURN

<^
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Block Out Those
Troublesome Granules
With DISKTEST.UTL

By Charles C. Zimmer

Did you ever pay the price of a

good game program to buy a

box of diskettes and carefully

ration them out, only to find six months
later one has a bad spot on it? You
know if you take it back after six

(Chuck Zimmer is employed by Honey-
well Information Systems. Inc. in

Billerica. Mass. For the past 15 years

he has worked in engineering, procure-

ment and planning of all types of disk

storage products.)

months you are going to get some raised

eyebrows for claiming it had a bad spot

on it when it was new. Or do you have
some that have been used a lot on
certain files to the point of producing

errors, but the rest of the disk is

practically new? You don't want to

throw it away, but there's not a positive

way to be sure you can avoid those bad
spots.

DISKTEST. UTL can help you over-

come these problems and feel better

about those good disks you have. The

program gives your disks a thorough
test by writing and reading all tracks

with a variety of data patterns to check
for errors. The test is contrived to

produce the worst-case situations for

data patterns and head positioning

sequences so that it is not only a test

of the diskette media, but is also a good
test of the positioning accuracy of the

drive.

If bad granules are found, the
program writes a file on the disk called

"DEFLOG.###" (### is the diskette
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number) and all of the granules that

contained an error are assigned to this

file. This way they cannot be assigned

to any of your files and therefore, are

out of your way.

If you have a printer you are also-

given a one-line report of the test

results. Your printout sheet can be

reinserted in your printer so you can

maintain a continuous diary of the test

history of your disk library. This can

help you in the future if it is necessary

to reinitialize a disk. If you do not have

a printer, you are given the chance to

write down the list of bad granules for

future use.

Some Notes Of Caution

1) The program does a complete
overwrite of the disk, including the

directory track, so be sure you no longer

need or have otherwise backed up all

the files on the disk.

2) If you elect to use disks with errors

"flagged-out" (meaning bad spots have
been "marked" and made unavailable),

please remember that the Radio Shack
Disk Operating System command
BACKUP will be aborted if a read error

is encountered. This means you will

need to back up individual files by
loading them into the computer and
saving them to another disk. You
cannot count on being able to back up
the entire disk at once with the BACK
UP command. (See "Compatibility
Note" for a way to overcome this

limitation.)

How You Use Diskettes

Each individual needs to make his

Figure 1-a

PH06WW am owrr

Screen Messages and Prompts Progra* Stops

I PLEASE TURN UP VOLUME ON TV I VOLUME ADJ. - Adjust volute for desired level
I (ANY) TO CONTUNUE I hi7TJ^

v
on (ANY)

v
I ? (nmber entered appears Here) I DRIVE SELECT
I ENTER DRIVE NUMBER (8-3) I hi "

or, (ENTER!

v

I (no •essage) { TEST SELECT
I (S)HORT TEST (OTHER) FULL TEST I hi v

„,, !RE
-
p)

v

v
(no message I I PRINT QUE5 T IQN - Decide if printout is wanted

I (P)FOR PRINTOUT !0THER)CONTIN ! hi v-)-i-> on (OTHER) -)-!-)-)-)-)->-)-)->

v v
on (P) v

V V
1 (date entered appears here) I DATE ENTRY - To appear on printout v no p-intout

I ENTER DATE (YYHMDD) I hi v v

on (ENTER) v
v (-<-<-<-<-<-(-<-<-<-<-<-<-<-(- <-(-<-<-

I INSERT OR CHAN6E DISKETTES I DISK
V

CHAN6£ - Ue start and era here with disk change. (-<-

I (OOHMENCE TEST (O)UIT I hi v ."

y.).)., on (Q) .,., to E» and OK prompt.
v *

on <C>

v '

I ? (number entered appears here)
I NUMBER ENTRY

I ENTER DISKETTE NUMBER (HI) I hi v
on (ENTER)

v *

I OPERATION: FILE CHECK l v (Not a stop, Information only)
v

v

I DIR. TRACK ERROR-CflN'T CONTIN. I v-)-) if read error -)-) DIR. ERROR -) (ANY) -)-)-)"
I (ANY) TO RESTART OR QUIT I lo v

v (bad direcory track or unformatted disk)
*

v *

no error „

./FILES PRESENT LOG PRESENT \. v
' \N0 FILES NO DEFECT LOG /' FILE CHECK POINT - A chance to be sure you Hant
I (OONTINUE (OTHER)ABORT TEST I hi v to overwrite the entire disk.

v->->-> on (OTHER) -J-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-
on '0

v

I ERROR IN LOG - HILL TEST ALL I v (Not a stop - momentary error message if system
I (no prompt) I lo v cannot correctly decode an old defect log.)

v

TO FIRST DEFECT ENTRY POINT - see Fig. 1-b
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own decision about using disks with

errors; this can be influenced by your
overall procedures for handling files. In

my case, I have a printer which produces
the ultimate backup, but I also use

cassettes for important files and do
double program saves on my disks, plus

periodical transferring of files to other

disks.

I use flagged disks for program
development where there is a lot of

traffic, which tends to wear out the

remaining good places. When a program
is finished and put in service, it is

transferred to a good working disk for

regular use. If you have other utilities

for recovering from disk crashes, this

can make you even more comfortable

about using flagged disks.

The balance of this article is written

assuming you plan to save and use

flagged disks so all of the procedures

are discussed. If you choose to discard

disks with errors, the program is

somewhat simpler to run and you will

be notified of all you need to know.

How The Program Runs
The program is self-prompting, and

as it runs a series of messages will

appear on Line 15, with prompts on
Line 16 for the required responses.

These appear whenever the program
stops to accept an input from you.

An operating flow chart is shown in

figures 1-a and 1-b. On the left are the

messages and prompts which appear

during the program. The information

on the right side of the figures provides

more explanation, and shows the

program flow from stop to stop. The
hi/lo legend beside the screen informa-

tion tells which audio signal is given

at the various stops. A high signal is

to notify you that a normal stop has

been reached. The low signal indicates

an error condition. The program
contains checks on inputs, so out-of-

range inputs will not interrupt the

program at critical places. Please note

the disks must have been previously

initialized with a DSKINI command.
The program begins by asking you

to adjust the volume on the TV. Then
you are asked to enter the drive number
for the test, and to select between a short

and a full test. If you want a printout

of the results, you are next given the

chance to input the day's date (six digit

string). Printout or none, you then

reach the main starting and stopping

point called the DISK CHANGE point

in Figure 1-a. Here, you insert the disk

to be tested and when the test is

completed, you will return to this point.

You may then remove the disk and



insert the next for another test (repeating

the test sequence) or quit, in which case

the program ends in an orderly manner.

When you continue from this point, the

program makes a stop for you to enter

the number of the diskette (up to 999).

After this, the program checks to see

if files exist on the disk and also if there

is a defect log file from a previous test.

You are told of these findings at a stop

called the FILE CHECK POINT. If

you had previously tested the disk and
it had defective granules, the program
recovers this information by reading the

old log and saving the numbers of the

bad granules previously found. During
the test sequence, the program will not

take the time to retest the old bad
granules because we want to be con-

servative and not think something that

was once bad has become good again.

Perhaps the most important feature

of the FILE CHECK POINT is when
the program stops. The upper half of

the screen is showing you the first sector

of the directory entries (Sector 3 on
track 17), and you will see your
filenames to help you recognize that you
have loaded a disk containing files; they

will be completely overwritten if you
proceed with the test. If you made a

mistake, this is the time to abort the

test (the prompt tells you how).

If everything is OK you press 'C to

continue. I have used 'C where possible

as the go-ahead response. This makes
it easier to work your way through the

prompts.

You then come to the FIRST DE-
FECT ENTRY POINT shown at the

top of Figure 1-b. Here you are shown
a defective granule map. You can

manually enter defective granule
numbers that you want to avoid and

they will be incorporated in the defect

log. Time will not be spent testing them.

You will enter the granules from an old

printout or manual log if the disk has

been so totally crashed that the old log

can't be read, or if you have used a
bulk eraser on the disk. Upon continuing

from this point the actual testing finally

begins.

During the test sequence the upper

half on the screen is the actual disk 1/

O buffer, so you see the graphics

representation of the patterns being

written to and read from the disk. The
lower half of the screen contains a table

giving the progress of the test, and the

area of the disk being tested at the

moment.
You should know two things about

the test cycle. First, the program uses

the Radio Shack DSKCON ROM
routine to actually perform the test.

This is a powerful routine which not

only performs seeks and reads or writes,

but also performs retries in the event

of an error. Many times you can tell

when a read error occurs because the

drive "recalibrates" (positions to track

and then back to the commanded
track) four times in an attempt to

perform the operation successfully. If

after four attempts it is unsuccessful,

an error code is created indicating the

granule is bad. "Transient" errors,

where the operation is succussfully

performed within the four tries, are not
counted as "hard errors" and therefore

are not logged.

If you notice the granule number
during transient errors, you may wish

to manually flag this granule bad at a

later point in the program.

The second thing about the test cycles

is that watching the screen and listening

to the rhythmic operation of the drive

can be hypnotic, so if you fall asleep

please don't send me a bill for lost

computer time.

The testing takes from four to 10

minutes, depending upon an option
discussed later.

After the test is finished, you come
to the FINAL DEFECT ENTRY point
and are shown the defective granule
map again (new bad granules are in

reverse video). You may then manually
flag additional granules as bad. This is

another important step in the program
for the following reason: if there is a
bad spot on the surface of the disk, how
do you know how big it is and how
do you know that it lies only in the
center of the track where the error
occurred? The answer is you don't know
how big it is, nor do you know that

the edge of it doesn't extend a little over
onto a neighboring track. The adjoining
track works at this time, but may cause
an error later.

To handle this little trauma and get

Figure 1-b

P80BMH FLOW CHART - Continued

I MP OF DEFECTIVE GRANULES:

FIRST DEFECT ENTRY POINT (-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-I

TK/BR:SR
88/

81/
82/

83/

84/
85/

86/

87/

88/

89/

18/

11/

GR TK/6R:GR
24/ :

R)

TK/GR

12/

13/

14/

15/

16/

17/ (D

18/

19/

nu
21/

22.1

23/

FIRST DEFECT ENTRY POINT
(OONTINUE (E)NTER DEFECTS

25/

26/

27/

26/

29/

38/

31/

32/

33/

3*/

Progra« stops to allow bad granules to be
added (inserted) into the defective sector aap.

Bad granule nuibers nill appear at their

appropriate places in the up:

e.g. Granule 3 appears as '81/ :83"

the second granule on track 81.

Note: This display and the following

entry loop are also used at the

Final Defect Entry Point.

v-)-) on (0 —
>
—

>
—

> — >
—

)
—

>
—

>
—

>
—

>
—

>
—

>
—

>
—

>
—

>
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I ? (entry appears here) I

I U8> INSERT (W)DELETE (C)ONTIN I hi

I INVALID ENTRY

I (flNY) TO CONTINUE I lo

I CANNOT OVERRIDE TESTED RESULTS I

I (ANY) TO CONTINUE I lo

CYCLE: (1-6) I

TRACK: (8-34) i

6RPNULE: (8-67-DIR) I

OPERATION: (WRITE-READ) I

(BAD GRANULE) I lo

v
v
V

V

V

V
V

V

V

V
V

V
V

V

V

V

V
(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-<-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(

TEST SEQUENCE MESSAGES
Messages only. Shows addresses
being tested and test cycle nuiber.

BAD GRANULE aessage shown briefly

on errors.

on (E)

¥
ENTRY LOOP - Insert or Delete granules (-(-(

v (no spaces) or continue program. "

v-) on (C> (ENTER) ->->->-)-)->->->-/ A

v-) on bad entry -)

v v

v INVALID ENTRY -) (ANY) -)-)-)"

v

v
v-) on invalid delete

v INVALID DELETE -) (ANY) -)-)-)*

v
>-,' on valid input -I-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-"

/-)-A

I (defect up)
I FINAL DEFECT ENTRY POINT

I (OONTINUE (E)NTER DEFECTS

I (defect up)
I TEST CPLT - FINAL DEFECT LIST

I (ANY) TO RESTART OR QUIT

at end of test

I FINAL DEFECT ENTRY POINT - Final point for

I v declaring additinal granules to be bad and

I hi v inserted into up - as above,

on (0
v-)-)-)-) if I/O error on directory track

v prograa goes to "Dir. Error", fig 1-a.

v

! COUPLETS POINT - Printout occurs then pro.pt

I v

I hi v

any key
v

TO DISK CHAN6E POINT See Fig. 1-a
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some sleep at night, I arbitrarily decide

the two granules physically adjacent to

the one having the error are also bad,

and I manually flag them as such at

this point. The granules you will flag

are numerically two granules above and

below the bad one so that, for example,

if granule 50 is bad you will enter

148RETURN and I52RETURN when in the

ENTRY LOOP of Figure 1-b. If you
are not having a printout, this is the

time to manually write down the

defective granule numbers in a media

log of some sort.

Upon continuing from the final

defect entry point, you will see the file

allocation table being created (if there

are bad granules). You will then see a

directory entry created for the DE-
FLOG.###" file; it will be "killed" (first

character set to zero) if there are no
bad granules. There will be a pause and
printout (if this is elected), and the

program returns to the DISK CHANGE
POINT from where you end or begin

another test.

Initialization Notes

Page 58 of the Radio Shack disk

manual describes bytes 0-55 of the

sector as "system controls" information.

Technically, this is a "header" field

which is written only when the disk is

initialized, and it identifies the upcoming
sector number to the controller. The
controller always reads this header
before reading or updating the data
field. In running DISKTEST. UTL, you
may detect errors not caused by defects

in the media, but because a system glitch

Figure 2
DEFECT LOG PRINTOUT SUBROUTINES (OKIDATA 92 Codes)

line 225 PRINT ID SUBROUTINE - BEGINS WITH A PRINTING DRIVER

POKE 149,0:
POKE 150,18:
POKE 155,96:
PRINTt-2, CHR* (28);

CHR*(27);CHR*<48>; Code to set draft printing mode

line 230 PRINT IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

300Set computer baud to 2400 baud or for these rates:
Set MSB of baud rate in computer I POKE 149,)
Set LSB of baud rate in computer I POKE 150,) 202
Sets line width = 96 in CoCo
Sets printer for 12 cpi

\

600 1200
0" 0"

180 87
POKE 155,80 for 80 col-only

I Delete for 80 col-only
I Delete for single mode printers

PRINT«-2, USING"* %dt%% %
I I I I I I I

RETURN

line 235

* -;RIGHT$<LN*,3),D1.T*,D$::
I"—Print space for legibility

I I I r I I
"-'-^^—

p

r i nt date (6 digits)
Mill" Print space for legibility
I I l

AA Print Sh or Lg for test type
l

AA Print d followed by drive #
y*.*.'. Print diskette number

Note: If 80 col-only there will not be enough room on the line for all of
these items. Substitute PRINTt-2, USING** % % % *;RI6HT»<LN*,3),D«; i

Return from PRINT ID subroutine

X2=0:
FOR X=« TO 67:

PRINT LOG SUBROUTINE - BEGINS BY
PRINTING A CHARACTER INDICATING THE CONDITION OF THE GRANULE

Clear gran counter to zero
Start of loop to scan granule array

IF 6<X)=*HB9 THEN PRINTt-2,"-": (-) for a granule found bad in a previous test
ELSE IF G(X)=*H99 THEN PRINTt-2, CH* (34)

;

("> for grans you declare bad in in this test
ELSE IF 6(X)=*HE9 THEN PRINT#-2, ". "; (. ) where an error occurred in this test
ELSE PRINTt-2, USING"t*;X2; (least sig. digit of gran #) for good granules

line 240 PRINT MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT OF GRANULE # After each 10 granules

Note: If 80 col-only there is not enough room on the line for these extra
tens digits. Delete all PRINTt-2 statements this line.

X2=X2+I: IF X2=10 THEN X2=0:

PRINTt-2,
CHR«(27>;CHR»(74>;
CHR*(28);CHR»<31):
CHR$<27) :CHR*(84):

PRINTt-2, USIN6"t":X/Te:
PRINTt-2,

CHR*(27);CHR»(73);
CHR*<28);
CHR*(27>jCHR*<75>;:

NEXT ELSE NEXT

Increment gran counter. If 10 done reset the counter and
print a superscripted, bold, double width "Tens" digit.

Set superscript printing
Set double width print mode
Set emphasized (bold) print
Print the "Tens" digit for the next ten granule numbers
Start of control codes to restore normal printing
Stop emphasized printing
Set 12 cpi printing again
Stop superscript printing
Go to next granule in FOR loop

line 245 COMPLETE PRINTING OF DEFECT LOG

PRINT#-2, '": RETURN Since all print commands used (;) for no carriage return &
line feed you provide a CR/LF here, then end subroutine

Sample of log printout with 12 cpi matrix printer:

101d0Lg 831 124 0123456789* 0123-5678920123"5. 7"930i23456789^012345678950123456789&01234567

Sample of log printout with 10 cpi 80 col-only printer:

101 831124 01234567890123-567890123"5. 7 "901234567890 1234567890 12345678901234567
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— or yes, operator error — causes

header areas to be garbled (written

over). If you suspect this may have

happened, you can reinitialize the disk

(DSKINI) to rewrite these areas anew.
This is one case where you may find

that disks once bad do become good
again. Bulk erasing before DSKINIv/'M
really give a clean start.

Compatibility Note

DISKTEST. UTL is compatible with

the Disk Backup Utility by Roger
Schrag in the December 1 983 rainbow,
in that his program will back up disks

which have been tested with DISKTEST.
UTL. The good sectors in the granules

flagged by DISKTESTUTL will be
copied to the backup disk, and the

sectors having errors will be bypassed

by the backup program. After running

the backup, you may want to KILL the

DEFLOG.### file which was transferred

to the backup disk and is irrelevent on
the backup copy. As mentioned in the

"Backup Utility" article, you cannot
back up to a flawed disk, so you should

use only disks found error-free by
DISKTEST. UTL.

Program Preparation And Options

There are a few things to go over

before you begin typing in the program
(Listing 1). Some of the points are

technical, relating to your system
configuration, and some are "cosmetic"

options allowing you to adapt the

program to your preferences.

First the functional subjects:

Memory Requirements

If you have a 32K machine the

complete program will fit easily, includ-

ing comments so you can go on to the

next point. If you have a 16K machine
all of the functional program will fit,

but it will be necessary to delete some
non-essential information. You should

delete all lines beginning with ' starting

at Line 30, delete all but the program
name in Line 10, and delete the PRINT
statement in Line 320. There is another
option for 16K users to gain additional

memory, and that is to insert a PCLEAR
I statement at the end of Line 15. This

will free up an additional 4608 bytes

(three graphics pages), which is more
than adequate for the complete program,

including comments.

A PCLEAR I can make it necessary

to cycle the power switch off and on
in older machines in order to regain all

four graphics pages for running your
next program. Do not clear all graphics

pages because special machine language

routines are stored in graphics Page I.

Systems With No Printer

If you wish, you can enter all of the

code, including the printer sections, in

anticipation of the future addition of
a printer. You can avoid unnecessary

menu steps dealing with the non-
existent printer by changing the end of

Line 315 from .... GOSUB265.GO
SUB200.GOTO350 to the following: .

. . . GOSUB265:P=0:GOTO350. Tech-
nically, all that is necessary is to delete

the GOSUB200 since all BASIC variables

are initialized to zero at RUN, but this

just seems a little more positive to me.
If you do not wish to bother with the

printer code at all, it may be omitted

as follows:

Omit lines 195-205

Omit lines 220-245

Omit the GOSUB 200 in Line 315
Omit the IFP=1. . . .ELSE code in

330

Omit Line 620

Adapting To Your Printer

The program as listed contains
printer driver codes and control se-

quences required by my printer, an
Okidata Microline 92, and uses 12 cpi

(96 column) printing. To assist you in

adapting to other printers, Figure 2

gives a statement-by-statement descrip-

tion of the defect log printout subrou-

tine. This explains what each step does
so you can follow the same logical

sequence using control codes for your
printer, and come up with the same
results. Special instructions are included

to cover printers that are 80-column
only. A sample of the output is shown
at the bottom of the figure.

Creating Your Own Report
If you want to have an output that

is less cryptic than my one-liner, you
can write your own report subroutine

to replace lines 225-245. Subroutine 225
is called at the end of the program in

Line 620 and works with the following
variables.

ARRAY G(69) in which the first 68

elements 0-67 contain one of four values

representing the condition of the

granules of the disk: Hex FF(OK), Hex
B9 (bad from a previous test). Hex 99
(tested OK but declared bad by you in

this test), and Hex E9 (bad due to an
error detected during this test).

DN variable containing diskette

number.

D$ string variable containing the

date.

Dl contains the device number for

the test.

T$ contains the test type,"Sh" or "Lg"
for short or long test.

The_'mmm
H&@fc tec©

Back copies of many
issues of the rainbow are
still available.

All back issues sell for the
single issue cover price. In

addition, there is a $3.50
charge for the first issue,

plus 50 cents for each addi-
tional issue, for postage and
handling if sent by United
Parcel Service. A $4 charge
plus $1 each additional
copy for orders sent U.S.
Mail. UPS will not deliver to
a post office box or to

another country.
Issues July 1981 through

June 1982 are available on
white paper in a reprint

form. All others are in regu-
lar magazine form. VISA,
MasterCard and American
Express accepted. Ken-
tucky residents please add 5
percent state sales tax. We
do not bill and no C.O.D.
orders accepted.
Due to heavy demand, we

suggest you order back
issues you want now while
supplies last.

To order, just fill out the
form on the next page and
mail it with your payment to:

THE RAINBOW
9529 U.S. Highway 42
P.O. Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059
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• BACK ISSUE ORDER FORM

• Please send me the following back •

• issues:

(Payment must accompany back issue
orders. We do not bill.)

VOLUME 1

: MONTH
I NO. YEAR PRICE
; 1 JULY '81 PREMIER ISSUE $2 00 a :

2 AUG. '81 [2.00 o :

I 3 SEPT. 81 EDUCATION $2.00 D •

I 4 OCT 81 PRINTER 2.00 n :

; 5 NOV. '81 $2.00 :

6 DEC. '81 HOLIDAY $2.00 n :

7 JAN. 82 $2.00 D •

; 8 FEB. 82 $2.00 d :

; 9 MAR '82 $2.50 o ;

10 APR. '82 $2.50 n :

J
12 JUNE '82 $2.50 D ;

VOLUME 2

J
8 FEB. '83 BUSINESS $2.95 :

9 MAR. '83 NUCLEAR $2.95 a :

I 10 APR. '83 SIMULATIONS $2.95 D •

; 11 JUNE '83 PRINTERS $2.95 d :

;
12 JULY '83 ANNIVERSARY $2.95 a :

VOLUME 3

I 1 AUG. '83 GAMES a :

; 2 SEPT. 83 EDUCATION $2.95 a :

;
3 OCT. '83 GRAPHICS $3.95 a :

4 NOV. '83 DATACOMM $3.95 a :

I 5 DEC. '83 HOLIDAY $3.95 •

; 6 JAN. '84 BEGINNERS $3.95 o :

; 7 FEB. '84 ADVENTURE $3.95 a :

8 MAR. '84 BUSINESS $3.95 :

I 9 APR '84 GAMING $3.95 D •

; 10 MAY. 84 PRINTER $3.95 D •

; 11 JUNE' 54 MUSIC $3.95 a :

;
12 JULY '84 ANNIVERSARY $3.95 d :

VOLUME 4

I 1 AUG. 84 GAMES $3.95 d :

; 2 SEPT,

'

84 EDUCATION $3.95 a :

3 OCT. '84 GRAPHICS $3.95 :
'. 4 NOV '84 DATA COMM $3.95 d :
I 5 DEC. '84 HOLIDAY $3.95 a •

I
6 JAN. '85 BEGINNERS $3.95 D '.

RAINBOW INDEX $2 50 a :

TflTAI

|
SHIPPING & HANDLING

UPS. CHARGE
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Length And Comprehensiveness

The DATA statements in lines 460

and 465 control the data patterns and
the sequence in which the tracks are

tested. A longer test gives more con-

fidence in the results than a short test,

and the program provides you the

option of making a choice between time

and comprehensiveness. Line 460 does

a rotating, worst-case pattern test

(about six minutes), and Line 465 does

a 1,0 test (about four minutes). Either

alone is a complete test and both

together are quite comprehensive.
There is more information on these tests

in the technical details section for those

so inclined. If you think 10 minutes per

diskette is a good investment, then both

460 and 465 should be used.

Drive Number
This provides for entering the number

of the drive to be used for the test. If

you have a single-drive system and wish

to avoid this unnecessary menu step,

you can delete the GOSUB 255 in Line

315. You can also delete lines 250 and

255 entirely, but this is not necessary.

Now a couple of fun options:

Background Color

The screens are formatted with

information fields blocked out in green

according to the way CoCo prints to

the screen. You can change the sur-

rounding background to any of the

eight-plus black colors by substituting

your color code in the Line 20 statement

BC=3. For a black background color,

we need to fool CoCo and use a value

for BC = 1/16. Color code 3 (blue) is

in the program because it produces a

nice gray-scale contrast on a black and

white TV. Happy viewing.

Audible Signals

Two strings are played at appropriate

times, E$ for error conditions and AS
for attention points (usually stops).

These reside in Line 285 and sound like

crickets. If you would prefer something

different, please feel free to wax musical

and redefine these strings to suit your

tastes. Just keep in mind that we're close

to the memory limit in 16K, and also

that a long string may make it necessary

to adjust the amount of string space

CLEA Red in 15.

Debug Aids

Here are some suggestions to help

you debug the program.

Scratch Disks

The first and most important thing

to remember is that after you have typed

the program, save it to disk and then

take the disk out and insert a scratch

disk to use for debug. Do not make
your test runs with the disk containing

the program in the drive because the

execution of the program overwrites the

disk! Another reason to use a scratch

disk for debug is that the program

contains machine language routines

which are poked into memory. Errors

in the ML code, or errors in the poking

code, can cause CoCo to crash. The
voice of experience speaks.

Shortened Test

The second tip is to shorten the test

cycle so you can get all of the menu
and program control code working

without long waits for the test process.

Listing 1 contains a "commented" Line

475 which does a short read of tracks

0-3. This is only for use during debug,

but will not hurt anything if executed

during actual running of the program.

Line 490 causes the program to skip

over the test codes contained in Line

460, so for debug. Line 490 can be

changed to make it skip even more
codes. For a short debug run remove
the ' in Line 475, change the TO70 in

Line 490 to TO120, and use the short

test option. This should reduce the "test

cycle" to less than 10 seconds. When
finished debugging, don't forget to re-

comment Line 475 (insert ' before

DA TA), and change the Line 490 TO
value back to 70.

Forced Conditions

There are a number of branches in

the program that may never be used

unless you encounter the right condi-

tions. Many of these deal with error

processing. You can force these branches

by temporarily editing the program to

insert the right conditions at the branch

points. You should observe the rule to

do only one at a time and be sure to

delete the temporary code before going

on to the next branch. Here are the

places to modify:

Insert

EC=1:
Insert

EC=I:

after GOSUB35:

after GOSUB35:

in Line

365
in Line

Insert 390

EC=I: after

Insert

EC=2:

EC=USR2(X3):

after

in Line

535

Insert

EC=USR2(X3): in Line

535

EC=1: after NEXTX4: in Line

Insert 590

EC=I: after NEXTX4: in Line

Insert 605

X2=I00: after

G(Xl)=&HB9: in Line

430
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QUALITY HARDWOOD CABINET
FOR YOUR COLOR COMPUTER

INSIDE THIS SOLID HARDWOOD CABINET YOU
CAN INSTALL:

* YOUR COLOR COMPUTER CIRCUIT BOARD
* DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER
* TWO HALF HEIGHT DISK DRIVES
* ANY OTHER 5" X 7" CIRCUIT BOARD
(SUCH AS AN 80 COLUMN VIDEO BOARD)

INCLUDED WITH THIS FINE CABINET
IS AN EFFICIENT SWITCHING POWER
SUPPLY THAT CAN POWER YOUR
COMPUTER, DISK DRIVES, DISK
CONTROLLER, AND ACCESSORIES
WITH POWER TO SPARE

ALSO INCLUDED IS A SEPARATE
HARDWOOD KEYBOARD ENCLOSURE
WITH CONNECTING RIBBON CABLE
( SPECIFY YOUR KEYBOARD )

AVAILABLE IN YOUR CHOICE
OF HARDWOODS :

OAK, MAPLE, CHERRY.. $ 183
WALNUT $ 209
TEAK $ 229

WE CAN INSTALL YOUR COMPUTER
AND ACCESSORIES. WE ALSO
CARRY TEAC DISK DRIVES AND
JSM DISK CONTROLLERS AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES. - CALL

PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE

r\u »
MODEL CCP-2 §4
(with modem switch S. connector)

MODEL CCP -1 $
69

UPGRADE YOUR CCP-1 TO A CCP-2
$17 including shipping

* RUNS ANY PARALLEL PRINTER FROM
THE SERIAL I/O PORT

* NO HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS OR SOFTWARE
PATCHES NEEDED. WORKS WITH ALL
STANDARD COLOR COMPUTER COMMANDS

* SWITCH SELECTABLE BAUD RATES
FROM 300 TO 9600

* ALL CABLES AND CONNECTORS INCLUDED

* 1 YEAR WARRANTY

Either Model without power module
DEDUCT $3.00.
Shipping costs included in price
Mich, residents add 4% sales tax.

BOTEK INSTRUMENTS
313-739-2910 4949 HAMPSHIRE UTICA, MICHIGAN 48087 DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED



Metric Industries

For Your Color Computer I or II and TOP 100

Model 103 Interface-
Switcher Combo
Don't wear out the connectors on your comput- The serial ports may be used for modems, serial

er, stop switching cables around — use the printers or even another computer. The parallel

Model 1 03 and with just a turn of the knob port can be used with any "Centronics" type

switch your computer's RS232C serial port to printer,

any one of three outputs — two serial and one
parallel.

MODEL 103

SWITCHER- INTERFACE COMBO

Features of the Model 103

• Works with any level Coco
Basic.

• Works with any color

computer, 16Kto64K.

• Unleashes your printer

allowing it to print it's

maximum speed (up to

9600 BAUD).

• Indicator lights to show
switch position.

• High quality electronic

parts enlosed in a rugged

anodized, heavy gage
aluminum cabinet.

^oo ©o>«©

OUTPUT SELECTOR BAUD RATE

METRIC INDUSTRIES

P.O. BOX 42396 CINCINNATI, OH 45242
513-677-0796

• Fully factory tested

• 750 day warranty.

• Comes complete with

"UL" listed power supply.

• 3' cable connects to your

printer.

• 2-V2 ' cable connects to

your computer.

• Has non-slip rubber feet to

protect your furniture.

$85.95

Free shipping — Ohio customers add 5.5%
sales tax.

24 hour phone order line for

VISA vIISb MASTERCARD
or COD orders. (COD orders add $2.00)

Send check or money orders to:

Metric Industries

P.O. Box 42396
Cincinnati, OH 45242



Technical Information
The information that follows is

provided for persons wanting to know
more about the program and the testing

of magnetic recording media. This
information need not be read to enter

and use the program.

Recording Codes
When the drive records data on the

disk, what it does is magnetize the iron

oxide material moving under the head
in a direction along the track. As the

stream of bits is fed to the drive, the

direction of the magnetization is

switched back and forth along the track

according to an encoding algorithm.

The effect is equivalent to producing
a series of small bar magnets laid end
to end along the track, except they vary
in length and each successive one is

turned around (of opposite magnetic
polarity) with respect to its neighbors.

Later on, when reading the track,

these small magnets are moved under
the head and each time the junction
between two adjoining magnets passes

under the head the magnetic flux

through the head reverses, causing a

small voltage to be induced in the head.
This signal is amplified and processed
to become the data sent back to the

computer. What is important is the time

sequence of these "flux reversals,"

because this is what determines if they

are translated into ones or zeros.

The point of this discussion is if we
want to test the media, what we want
to do is find data patterns that let us

put flux reversals at all of the places

they can be, and then read the disk to

see if they are properly recorded. Some
patterns of flux reversals are harder to

recover than others, so our test can
include data that will produce these

worst-case patterns as well.

The main reason some patterns are

hard to recover is because if the magnets
are not all the same length, the short

ones, being crowded and under more
pressure, tend to get longer making
their long neighbors shorter and shifting

the point at which the flux reversal

occurs. This produces what is called

"peak shift" in the read signal which
causes timing and data errors.

The standard data pattern used to

create a worst-case peak shift is a
repetitive Hex DB6. Since this is a 12-

bit value it is sent to the drive in a 3-

byte sequence, DB 6D B6, etc. Figure

3 shows five data patterns used in this

test, the first of which is the DB6
pattern. For each pattern there is a line

of asterisks representing where the flux

reversals would occur along the track

when the pattern is recorded. The
symbols '(' and ')' show the direction

of peak shift due to the magnetic
crowding described above.

If you look over the set of patterns,

you will see places where flux reversals

can occur that DB6 does not test. It

is for this reason that multiple patterns

are used. Patterns 6DB and B6D
together with DB6 produce what is

known as a rotating worst-case pattern

test, wherein all data 1 bits are subjected

to peak shift in both directions.

In contrast, the Radio Shack disk
initialization routine writes a repetitive

FF pattern which tests all data 1 bit

positions in one pass, but does not
introduce peak shift. For a one-pass test

this is a good choice, but more passes
provide better comprehensiveness.
The 00 pattern also has uniform

spacing (no peak shift), but you will

notice that it is not in phase with the
locations produced by an FF pattern.

The 00 pattern essentially tests another
whole set of flux reversal locations.

By using all five patterns, DISKTEST
.UTL provides a quite comprehensive
test of the media.

Other Causes of Errors

Data error problems can result from
things other than imperfect media: hen-
are a few other causes. The first is

"adjacent track interference," meaning
that the head is picking up some signal

from the next track which is hindering
its attempt to read the track it is on.
This can be caused by wear, friction

or looseness in the head positioning

mechanism which prevents the head
from stopping exactly in the center of
the track.

An inadequate overwrite capability

can also be a problem. When data is

written, the head actually records the

new data onto the track by forceably

remagnetizing the oxide surface. II the

write current is not correct, the head
may not be strong enough to completely

remagnetize the track, meaning that

remnants of the old data could be

Figure 3
TEST PATTERN CODING AND RECORDING

Pattern B is 3 repetitive Hex DB6 sent to disk as a repeating 3 byte sequence =
r* >H T7 T! ^^ r r J £ tlO II (111 1 1 n « nPattern
Pattern £
Pattern 5
Pattern 8

(0) DB6 DATA TO DISK I

Data Bit Sequence i 1

Recorded Flux-Rev *

(1) 6DB DATA TO DISK I

Data Bit Sequence i

Recorded Flux- Rev

(£) BSD DATA TO DISK I

Data Bit Sequence I 1

Recorded Flux-Rev *

(5) 00 DATA TO DISK I

Data Bit Sequence I

Recorded Flux-Rev *

(8) FF DATA TO DISK I

Data Bit Sequence I 1

Recorded Flux-Rev #

6DB
B6D

" 00
" FF

D
1

#>

6
1 1

<« *>

B
1

<*

*

F
1 1

* *

DB 6D
6D B6
B6 DB
00 00
FF FF

1 I 1

<* *>

1

<*

1 I

*>

I

*

i 1

*

B
1

<»

D
1

*>

6
1 1

(* *>

! *

F
1 1

« *

1 !

*>

1

(*
1

*>

I 1

<*

I

*

1 I 1

* #

6
1 1

<* *>

B
1

<
D

1

*)

I »

F
1 1

* #

1

<*

i

»>

1 I 1

<* *>

I

1 I 1

* *

1

»>

1

<*

I

1

(*

1

*>

1 1 I

<# *)

B6 etc.
DB etc.
6D etc.
00 etc.
FF etc.

etc.
1

*>

etc.
1

<*

etc.

*

F
1 I

*

etc.

etc.
1

»

The pattern number (#) is the argument sent to the "Pagefill" ML routine.
* indicates flux reversal points where direction of magnetization changes.
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interfering with the new data when you
try to read it.

Believe it or not, you could have

media which is "too hot" for your drive.

Your drive may be able to write these

diskettes but not fully overwrite them.

The purpose of this discussion is to

show that to test the media (and drive),

you need to give it a sequence of writes,

reads and seeks that will attempt to

induce errors from the causes mentioned
above; your actual operating modes will

respect no orderly sequence of reads

and writes.

Test Sequences

Figure 4 shows the sequence of writes

and reads used in DISKTEST. It shows
that each write is done in two passes,

first by writing even tracks (or odd)
while stepping in one direction and then

by writing the odd (or even) tracks while

stepping in the opposite direction. This

is done to induce problems that would
result from positioning errors. Not only

that, but the pattern being written on

alternate tracks is different to induce

problems from adjacent track
interference.

Reads are also done in two passes

following the odd/even scenario, except

we always approach a track when
reading from the opposite direction that

we approached it when it was written.

If this isn't fiendish enough, the rotating

worst-case pattern test overwrites each
track three times, each time with a

different pattern and with the head
approaching the track from the opposite

direction than on the prior write.

If your drive and diskette media
passes this test (and thankfully most
do), then you have a high confidence

that both are OK. If you run into

problems which are widespread (occur-

ring at many places on the disk), then
it is more than likely that something
is wrong with your drive or you have
the wrong type of media for your drive.

Media errors are random and generally

not widespread.

Needless to say, the sources for errors

Figure 4 READ. WRITE ft POSITIONING SEQUENCES

CYCLE* OPERATION
PATTERN & SEEK DIRECTION
EVEN TRACKS ODD TRACKS

INTERLEAVED ROTATING WORST-CASE PATTERN TEST

1 (*) WRITE DB6 INWRITE
WRITE 6DB OUT
Read track 8 only: to set up for next
READ IN
READ OUT

£ (*) WRITE BED IN
WRITE 6DB OUT
READ IN
READ OUT

3 <#) WRITE B6D IN
WRITE DB6 OUT
Read track only: to set up for next
READ IN
READ OUT

INTERLEAVED 1,0 TEST

A (1)

(£)

WRITE FF IN
WRITE m OUT
Read track only; to set up for next
READ IN
READ OUT

WRITE
WRITE
READ
READ

00 OUT
IN

FF IN

OUT

C (3) WRITE Directory track only, FF
(a housekeeping cleanup pass)

Patterns DB6, 6DB, BED, FF ft 00 are described
ill Figure £.
<#) are cycle numbers shown in the short test,
steps (*) are not done in the short test.

mentioned above are beyond the ability

of most of us to fix, so a visit to your
local repair center is called for if you
cannot isolate the problem to the media.

Programming Techniques

Three machine language subroutines

are used in the program to perform

functions which were significant bottle-

necks when implemented in BASIC.

They are embedded in the BASIC
program (lines 290, 295 and 300) in Hex
program strings (PS). These contain the

literal object code the assembler
produced.

The string is defined and then a start

address (XI) is sent to a subroutine

(190) which pokes the string into

memory. The same string name is

reused on subsequent loads because this

is done only once, and there is no reason

to have a lot of string space tied up
forever with these routines. At the end

of the loads the program string is

shortened by defining it to be of no
length (""). Please check and recheck

the entry of these strings.

The first routine (Line 290) is too
short to list, it is simply JSR [SC000]
(Call DSKCON), followed by RTS.
The second, Pagefill is described in

Listing 2 and is in program Line 295.

It puts the write patterns in the disk

I/O buffer. The third is Grantest
(Listing 3), which does an operation on
all nine sectors of a granule and is in

Line 300. These subroutines bring the

run time down from over 30 minutes
to a more reasonable level.

Editor's Note: At the last minute, we
discovered that the Pagefill and Grantest

source code listings were inadvertently

left out. They will appear in next

month's rainbow. They do not affect

running the mainprogram.
If you decide to study the program

flow, here are a few tips. The array

G(69) that stores the granule quality

indicators does not always correlate

with addressable logical granules. It

does at the beginning, but before the

test sequence the array is opened up
in the middle to provide space for two
pseuso-granules that the directory track

occupies. At this point the array is

considered to represent physical gran-

ules. Later, the array is closed up again
(eliminating the directory granules), so

the first 68 elements again correlate with

the logical granules of the disk.

DISKTEST. UTL is offered for the

personal use of readers of RAINBOW
Magazine. I hope the program is useful

and enhances your enjoyment of your
CoCo system.
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The listing:

10 'DISKTEST.UTL 1.1 (C) 1983 BY
CHARLES C. ZIMMER 101 AUSTIN RD

SUDBURY, MA 01776
15 CLEAR90
20 BC=3:CLSBC
25 BOSUB 180: GOTO 280
30 ' i /o sub
35 POKEPP,01:POKEPP+l,Dl:POKEPP+
2, Tl : POKEPP+3, SI : POKEPP+4, 4: POKE
PP+5 , : X=USR0 ( ) : EC=PEEK ( PP+6 ) :

R

ETURN
40 'gran to disp sub
45 IFX>33THENG=X+2ELSEG=X
50 IFG(X)=&HFF THENM*=" "ELSEM*
=RIGHT*(STR*<X),2>
55 PL=69+32*INT< <G-24«INT<G/24>)
/2)+10*INT(G/24)+<G-2*INT<G/2) >*
3
60 IFG<XX>S<HE7 THENPRINTQPL, US I

N6»%%" ; M*; : RETURNELSEFORX2=0TO1

:

POKE?<H0400-«-PL+X2,ASC<MID*<M*,X2+
1,1) ):NEXTX2: RETURN
65 'inkey sub
70 K*= INKEY* : I FK*= " "THEN70ELSERE
TURN
75 'pause sub
80 PRINT@I1,M1«; :GOSUB70:GOSUB17
0: RETURN
85 'defect list form sub

90 CLSBC:PRINT@3, "MAP OF DEFECT

I

VE GRANULES: "; : X3=0: F0RX1=34T054
STEP10:PRINT@X1, "TK/GR:GR"; : FORX
2= 1 TO 1 2 : PR I NT@X 1 +32*X 2 , US I NG " ##

"

;X3; :print m
/ : "; :X3=X3+i:next

X2, XI: PR INT@438, STRING* <8,F*> ; :P
RINT@239, " (DIR) "; : RETURN
95 'list defects sub
100 GOSUB90:FORX=0TO67: IFG<X)=&H
B9 0RG<X)=&H99 0RG<X)=&HE9 THENG
0SUB45 : NEXT: RETURNELSENE X T : RETUR
N
105 'declare defects sub
110 PRINT@I3,M3*; "DEFECT ENTRY P
OINT "; :PRINT@I1, "<OONTINU
E <E>NTER DEFECTS " ; : PLAYA*
1 15 GOSUB70: IFK*="C"THENRETURNEL
SE I FK*= "

E
" THENGOSUB 1 70 : GOTO 1 20EL

SEPLAYE*:G0T0115
120 PRINT@I3, STRING* (30, 32) ; :PRI
NT@I1, "<I#>INSERT <D#>DELETE <C>
ONTIN"; : PLAYA*: PRINT© 13, ""; : INPU
T" ";I*:PRINT@I3+30,F*;:L*=LEFT*
< I*, 1 ) : IFL*="C"THEN1 10ELSEIFL*="
D "ORL*= "

I
" THEN 1 25ELSEG0SUB 1 55 : GO

TO 120
125 Xl=LEN(I*)-l:F0RX2=lT0Xl: IFM
ID* ( I*, X2+1 , 1

X "0"ORMID* ( I*, X2+1
, 1) >"9"THENX2=Xl:G0SUB155:NEXT:G
OTO120ELSENEXT:I=VAL<RIGHT*(I*,X
1 ) ) : IFK0OR I >67THENG0SUB 1 55 : GOTO
120
130 IFG(I)=8<HB9 ORG < I ) =&HE9 THEN
PRINT® I 3, "CANNOT OVERRIDE TESTED
RESULTS " : : PR INT© 1 1 , M 1 * ; : PLAYE*E

LSE140
135 GOSUB70: GOTO 120
140 IFL*="I"THENG(I)=&H99 ELSEG<
I ) =S<HFF
145 X=I:G0SUB45: GOTO 120
150 'invalid resp sub
155 PRINT6I3, "INVALID ENTRY

Tape

ZapP^

C0MPABE
/f^\?\ Sadart Salwarc

rainbow program are
:•-.«»>.» RaHWwcerMM

T.UTIL
Appends • indexes • Copies • Verifies

. . ./ haven't seen any tape utility that can compare to

T UTIL. Rainbow. June 1984 Only $12.95

DAPPER
Allows complete control of disk system.

. . ./ highly recommend DAPPER . perlormed Haw- ,.

lessly . Its a winner' Rainbow. October 1984 $14.95 I
Please sendtie Mowing. Check!money orderenclosed

Sadare
Software

P.O. Box 3891
Gaithersburg. MD 20878

ROM Runner-Allows any ROM pack-based program

to run from tape or disk Requires 64K and a cassette

drive. Easy-to-use. $7.95

Library 1-The ultimate productivity tool for all Color

EDTASM users. Requires 32K. a disk drive and disk

EDTASM. Priced at only $24.95

MDCOPY/NODISK-ease the transition from tape to

disk. Both lor only $9.95

DISCOUNTS on brand-name disks-send tor price list!

I
T.UTIL

| DAPPER
! ROM
| Runner

I Library 1

IMDCOPY/
NOOISK

I Postages
- Handling

TOTAL !

Name

SI. 50

Address

City State Zip

Please send

tree catalog
|

disk pnce list

Man to: Sadare Software
P.O. Box 3891 . G« ithersburg

.
MO 20878

Maryland residents add 6- sales tan
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" ; : PRINT8I l , Ml *;

:

pla
YE*
160 GOSUB70: RETURN
165 'msg clear sub
170 PRINT«I3,C*»F*|F*;C*;: RETURN
175 'logo sub
180 PRINTS134, "* D I S K T E S
T *";: PR INT8224,"COPYRIGHT <C> 1

983 BY C C ZIMMER";: RETURN
185 'ml load sub
190 FORX=0TOLEN(P*)/2-l:POKEXl+X
, VAL ( "8cH"+MID* (P*, 1+2*X, 2) ) : NEXT
X : RETURN
195 'print question sub
200 PR INTS 1 1

,
" <P>FOR PR INTOUT <

OTHER>CONT IN"; : PLAYA*
205 GOSUB70 : IFK*< > "

P
" THENP=0 : RET

URNELSEP= 1 : PR INT@II,"ENTER DATE
<YYMMDD> " ; : PRINTSI3,

S

TRIN8* (30, 32) %

l

PRINT8I3, "
" | : PLAY

A* : INPUTD* : PR INT@ I3+30 , F* ; : RETUR
N
210 'diskette # sub
215 PRINT© II, "ENTER DISKETTE NUM
BER <###> "; :PRINT@I3, STRING*

(

30, 32) ; : PRINTSI3, "
" ; : PLAYA*: INPU

TDN : LN*=LEFT* ( LN* , 8 ) +R IGHT* < " 000
"+RIGHT* <STR* (DN) , LEN (STR* (DN) )

-

TEAC
SANYO
MPI

fe

-*w» -iiG«"

SLIMLINE

DISK
DRIVES

DIRECT DRIVE, V, HT. 40 track. 5ms t/t, DSDD
DRIVE 0, SINGLE DOUBLE SIDED DRIVE SYSTEM . $399.

DRIVE & 1 DUAL DOUBLE SIDED DRIVE SYSTEM . $519.
Above prices for Panasonic or Sanyo. Call for brand availably
if you have a preference.

MPI FULL HEIGHT. 40 track, 5 ms t/t, DSDD.
DRIVE 0. SINGLE DOUBLE SIDED DRIVE SYSTEM . $299.
DRIVE & 1 DUAL DOUBLE SIDED DRIVE SYSTEM . $469.

All drives include case and power supply, J&M controller, all

cables and Disk BASIC Manual All connections are gold plated
Dual drives come assembled in dual case with dual supply and
rear gold plated date connector

J&M controller with JDOS and manual $129.

J&M controller with RSDOS subject to avail $129.
J&M controller without DOS ROM chip $109.
JDOS ROM with manual $ 30.

LIBRARY CASE
Holds 70 diskettes key lock 7 dividers smoked acrylic case $19.
DISK BANK
By Media Male Holds 50 diskettes b dividers smoked cover lan oase $ 13.

How to order

All items have a 90 day or belter replacement poli-

cy by us Include a complete product descnplion ol
items desired Add S3 per order lor S&H Add
SI 75 for COD For MasterCard or Visa orders add
3°o ol total including shipping Indiana residents
add 5°o sales tax

OZONE ENGINEERING
4769 Soulh 200 Easl
Kokomo. IN 46902
Ph 317-453-0989

5- 10pm

1 ) , 3 ) : GOSUB 170: RETURN
220 'print id sub
225 POKE149,0:POKE150,18:POKE155
, 96: PRINT#-2, CHR* (28) ; CHR* <27) 5 C
HR*(48);
230 PRINT#-2,USING"y. Y.d#7.7. 7.

% " ; RIGHT* (LN*, 3) , Dl , T«, D*; : RETU
RN
234 'print log sub
235 X2=0:FORX=0TO67:IFG(X)=&HB9
THENPR INT#-2 , " -

" J ELSE IFG ( X ) -&H99
THENPR INT#-2 , CHR* (34 ) ; ELSE IFG (

X

> =S<HE9 THENPR INT#-2 , " . " ; ELSEPR I

N

T#-2,USING"#";X2;
240 X2=X2+1:IFX2=10THENX2=0:PRIN
T#-2, CHR* (27) ; CHR* (74) ; CHR* (28)

;

CHR* (31 ) ; CHR* (27) ; "T" ; : PRINT#-2,
USING"#" ; X/ 10; : PRINT#-2, CHR* (27)
; "

I
" ; CHR* (28) ; CHR* (27) ; CHR* (75) ;

:NEXTELSENEXT
245 PR INT#-2 , "

" : RETURN
250 'drive # sub
255 PRINTS II, "ENTER DRIVE NUMBER
(0-3) " ; : PRINT@I3, STRING*

(

30,32) ; :PRINT@I3, ""; -.PLAYA*: INPU
TD 1 : GOSUB 1 70 : RETURN
260 'test type sub
265 PR INTS 1 1

,
" < S>HORT TEST <OTH

ER>FULL TEST";: PLAYA*
270 GOSUB70 : IFK*= "

S
"THENT*= "Sh " :

RETURNELSET*= "Lg " : RETURN
275 'initialization........

•

280 I 1=48 1 : I3=449 : FC= 127+ 16*BC :

B

*=CHR* ( 128 ) : C*=STR ING* (30 , FC ) : F*
=CHR* (FC) : PP=256*PEEK (&HC006) +PE
EK (&HC007 ) : D IMG (69 ) : DEFUSR0=&H0E
00: DEFUSR1=&H0E0A: DEFUSR2=«<H0E86
: B=&H0400
285 LN*="DEFLOG " : A*="V31 ; 05; L3
5; T50; EP3EP3E" : E*="V31 ; 03; L35; T5
0;EP3EP3E"
290 P*= "AD9FC00439 " : X 1 =&H0E00 : GO
SUB 190
295 P*= " 347FBDB3ED338D002D33CB 1

AE8D00236F8D002 1 1F3 1A68D00 1 B8 155
270EEC8 1EDA 1A684A7A06C8D000B20E8
A684A7A4357F39040000DB6DB6DB6D00
0000FFFFFF " : X 1=&H0E0A : GOSUB 190
300 P*= " 343FBDB3EDBEC006A7028609
3D4C5CE703 1 F02AD9FC004E60627 10E6
02C 1112605CC0002200ECC000 1 2009 1

F

20810926DCCC0000BDB4F4353F39" : XI
=&H0E86 : GOSUB 1 90 : P*= "

"

305 M1*="<ANY> TO CONTINUE
":M2*="<ANY> TO RESTART O

R QUIT
310 PRINT@I1,M1«;
315 PRINT@I3, "PLEASE TURN UP VOL
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UME ON TV "; :FORX=1TO150:NEXT:
PLAYE* : K*= INKEY* : IFK*= "

"THEN320E
LSEGOSUB 1 70 : G0SUB255 : G0SUB265 : GO
SUB200: GOT0350
320 PRINTQI3, "please" ; B*; "turn";
B*; "up" ;B*; "volume" ;B«; "on";B»;

"

tv";B*;B*;B*; :FORX=1TO150:NEXT:P
LAYA*:G0T0315
325 *dir error abort point
330 PRINT@I3, "DIR. TRACK ERROR-C
AN ' T CONT IN .

" 5 : IFP= 1 THENG0SUB225
: PR INT#-2 , " D I R . TRACK ERROR-CANN
OT CONTINUE-DISK NOT USABLE OR U
NFORMATTED" : PLAYE*ELSEPLAYE*
335 'restart point
340 PRINT@I1,M2«; : GOSUB70: CLSBC
345 ' start poi nt
350 GOSUB 1 80 : PR INTS 1 1 , " < C >0MMENC
E TEST <Q>UIT ";:PRINT@I3
, "INSERT OR CHANGE DISKETTES
" ; : PLAYA*
355 GOSUB70: IFK*="C"THENGQSUB170
: G0SUB215: G0T0365ELSEIFK*="Q"THE
NGOSUB 170: PRINT© I 3-33, ""; : ENDELS
EPLAYE* : G0T0355
360 'file check
365 GOSUB 1 70 : PR INTQ357 ,

" OPERAT I

N: FILE CHECK " ; : Tl=17: Sl=2: 01=2

: G0SUB35: IFEC< >0THEN330ELSE370
370 Xl=l:FORX2=0TO67:G<X2)=PEEK(
B+X2) : IFG(X2)OS<HFF THENX1=0
375 NEXT: IFX1=1THENPRINT@I3, "NO
FILES ";:GOTO390
380 PRINT8I3, "files present ";

385 'directory check
390 T1=17:S1=3:01=2:G0SUB35: IFEC
< >0THEN330
395 'log check
400 LF=l:FORX2=0TO7: IFASC(MID*(L
N*,X2+1, 1> )<>PEEK(B+X2)THENLF=0
405 NEXTX2: IFLF=1THENPRINT@I3+15
, "LOG PRESENT " ; ELSEPR INT@ I3+
15, "NO DEFECT LOG ";

410 PRINT@I1,"<OONTINUE <OTHER
>ABORT TEST " ; : PLAYA*
4 1 5 GOSUB70 : IFK*= "

C
" THENGOSUB 170

: G0T0425ELSECLSBC: GOTO350
420 ' log array prep.
425 IFLF=0THEN435ELSEX1=PEEK(B+1
3)
430 X2=G ( X 1 ) : G < X 1 ) =&HB9 : I FX2 >=&H
C0 AND X2<=&HC9 THEN435ELSEIFX2<
=67THENX1=X2:GOTO430ELSEPRINT@I3
, "ERROR IN LOG - WILL TEST ALL
"

5 : PLAYE»: LF=0: GOSUBS0
435 FORX2=0TO67:IFLF=0THENX1=8<HF

nnnnn

COLOR COMPUTERS CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-248-3823
COLOR COMPUTER, DISK DRIVE AND PRINTERS COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE

26-3136 16K Extended Color Computer 2 S
26-312764KExtendedColorCompuler2 S
26 • 3029 Disk Drive lor Color Computer S
26-1161 DiskDnve!.2.3torColorComputer $
26 • 1 276 DMP • 10580cps Dot Matrix S
26-1271 DMP-1 10 50/25 cps Triple Mode Printer S
26 1 255 DMP 120 1 20 cps Dual Mode Malnx S
26-1257 DWP-21014cp5DaisyWheelPnnter S

LIST

PRICE
139 95
199 95
319 95
279 95
199 95
399 95
499.95

459 00

OUR
PRICE

120 00
169 00
295 00
230 00
169 00
299 00
385 00
485 00

OTHER PRINTERS AND ACCESSORIES

OUR
PRICE

EPSON Printer S CALL
OKIDATA Printer $ CALL
STARGEMINI10X Printer S 27500
COMREXCR-II Daisy Wheel Printer S 415 00
C ITOH 8510 Prownter Printer $ 335.00

BOTEK Serial to Parallel Interlace $ 59 00

OUR
PRICE

Telewriter 64 Tape S 49.95

Telewriter 64 Disk $ 59.95

VIP Writer - S 59.95

VIP Speller S 49.95

VIP Database $ 59.95

VIP Terminal Disk S 49.95

TOM MIX Software S CALL
RADIO SHACK Software 1 5% Off

MONITORS

OUR
PRICE

COMREX 12" Green Monitor $ 95.00

COMREX 12" Amber Monitor S 1 10.00

COMREX 13- Color Monitor $ 285 00

AMDEK 300A Monitor S 155.00

VIDEO PLUS Monitor Adaptor $ CALL
GORILLA Monitor S 85.00

COLOR ACCESSORIES

26-2226 RS-232 Program Pak
26-3012 Deluxe Joystick (EACH)
26-3017 64K RAM Kit

26-3008 Joysticks

26-3016 Keyboard Kit

LIST

PRICE
79 95
39 00
6995
24.95

39 95

OUR
PRICE

I 68.00

i 34.00

i 5S.00

; 21.00

i 34.00

26-3018 Extended Base Kit S
26- 1 1 75 Direct - Connect Modem I S
26-1173 Direct-Conned Modem II S
Signalman Modem 300/1 200 Baud $
Hayes Modems

LIST
PRICE
39 95
99 95
199 95
399 00

OUR
PRICE

34.00

85 00
169 00
275.00

21500

>ahpricai t ... , h.., „..•;, ,.-o . ... Mppmg EKarea •] 00| C O D accaptad <
»* 0O thaiga pa-

.

-COD CalHo. lurtKa- COO

PERRY COMPUTERS • 137 NORTH MAIN STREET • PERRY, Ml 48872--—
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F:GOTO440ELSEIF6(X2)-S<HB9 THENX1
=&HB9: GOTO440ELSEX 1-&HFF
440 G(X2)=Xl:NEXT
445 'first declare point..
450 GOSUB100:M3*="first ":G0SUB1
10
455 ' test sequence
460 DATA0, 34, 2, 0,3, 33, 1,-2, 1,3,0
,0,1,0,0,1,33,2,1,2,34,0,-2,0,2,
1,33,2,2,3,34,0,-2,1,3,0,34,2,1,
2,33,1,-2,2,2,0,34,2,2,3,33,1,-2
,0,3,0,0, 1,0,0,1,33,2,0,2,34,0,-
2,2,2
465 DATA0, 34, 2, 8, 3, 33, 1,-2,5,3,0
,0,1,0,0,1,33,2,5,2,34,0,-2,8,2,
1,33,2,8,3,34,0,-2,5,3,0,34,2,5,
2,33, 1,-2,8,2
470 DATA17, 17, 1,8,3
475 'DATA0,3,1,0,2
480 DATA99,0,0,0,0
485 CLSBC:X1=. 75: RESTORE: F0RX=67
T034STEP-1 : G ( X+2) =G < X > : NEXT: DE=0
: G (34) =&HFF: G (35) =&HFF
490 I FT*= "Sh "THENFORX= 1TO70 : READ
OP:NEXTX
495 READ TI , TE, ST, PA, OP: IFDE=1TH
EN565ELSE IFT I=99THENF0RX=36T069

:

G(X-2)=G(X):NEXT:G0T0555ELSEIF0P

Co Co - Cooler
Brings operating

temperature
to ambient,
regardless
of
accessory
load
• Reduces
tempera-
ture of
ENTIRE computer

.

just the SAM chip
• Easy 1-minute installation

• $39.95

Companion Keyboard Cover $7.95
Co Co Software
NOW SHIPPING

Co Co - Cooler Too
(Same Price. Same Fit. For Color Computer II)

• For Fastest Service Send Money Order Or Certified Check
• Add $2.00 Shipping For Continental U.S.
• Add $4.00 Shipping For Alaska. Hawaii. Canada. ScAPO's
• Add $15.00 Shipping For Overseas

• Add $3.00 For 220-250 Volt Model
• Calif. Residents Add 6 '-, % Sales Tax
• Will Ship C.O.D. On U.S.A. Shipments Only

^ • All Merchandise Shipped From Stock

REM Industries, Inc.
9420 "B'LurtineAve., Chatsworth, CA 9131

1

(818) 341-3719

=3THENX=USR1 (PA) :GOTO500ELSEIFOP
=0THENO1*2:T1*TI:S1=1:GOSUB35:GO
T0495
500 01=0P:X1=X1+.25:PRINT@295,"

CYCLE : " ; : PR INTS327 ,

"

TRACK : " ; : PR INTQ359 ,

"

granul e: " ; : PRINTQ391 ,

"

OPERAT ION : " ; : PR INTS423 , ST
RING* (18, 32)

i

505 POKEPP,01
510 FORTl=TI TO TE STEP ST: PRINT
@307, USING"##" ; INT (XI);: PRINTS33
9 , US I NG "##

"

i T 1 5 : IF0P=2THENPR I NTS
403 ,

"READ " ; ELSEPR INT@403 ,
"WR I TE

ii

.

»

515 FORX2«0TO1:PG=2*T1+X2
520 G1=2*T1+X2:IFT1>17THENG1=G1-
2
525 IFT1=17THENPRINT@371,"DIR";E
LSEPR INT8370 , US ING "### " ; G 1

;

530 IFG(PG)=&HB9 ORG (PG ) =&H99 OR
G(PG)=ScHE9 THEN545
535 PRINTS423, STRING* (16, 32) »:X3
=256*T1+X2:EC=USR2(X3) : IFEC=0THE
N545ELSEIFEC=2THENX2=1 : T1=TE: DE=
1 : GOTO540ELSEPR INTS423 ,

" BAD
GRANULE " ; : PLAYE*
540 G(PG)=8cHE9
545 NEXTX2:NEXTTl:G0T0495
550 'final declare point
555 GOSUB 100:M3*="final ":GOSUBl
10:CLSBC
560 'format allow table
565 IFDE= 1THEN330ELSEX=USR 1 ( 8 ) :

X

3=0:X2=0:X1=0
570 FORLG=0TO67:IFG(LG)=&H99 ORG
(LG)=&HB9 ORG(LG)=8cHE9 THEN575EL
SE585
575 IFX3O0THEN POKEB+Xl,LG ELSE
X2=LG
580 X1=LG:X3=X3+1
585 NEXTLG: IFX3=0THEN590ELSEPOKE
B+X 1 , &HC9
590 T1-17:S1=2:01=3:G0SUB35:F0RX
4=1TO200:NEXTX4: IFECO0THEN330
595 'format dir entry
600 X-USR1(8):FORX=0TO10:POKEB+X
, ASC (MID* (LN*, X+l , 1 ) ) : NEXT: POKEB
+11,1: POKEB+12, 0: POKEB+13, X2: POK
EB+14, l:POKEB+15,0: IFX3=0THENPOK
EB,0
605 T1=17:S1=3:01=3:G0SUB35:F0RX
4=1TO200:NEXTX4: IFECO0THEN330
610 GOSUB90:PRINTei3,"test cplt
- FINAL DEFECT LIST ";:FORX=0TO6
7 : IFG ( XX >&HFF THENG0SUB45
615 NEXTX
620 I FP= 1 THENG0SUB225 : G0SUB235
625 PLAYA*:GOTO340

^\
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ML TUTORIAL 64K
RAINBOW

A Simple
Text Processor

By Ashok Basargekar

One of my favorite hobbies is to

improve the Color Computer
software written by others in my

favorite rainbow magazine, give it a

personal touch and enjoy the results. I

remember Mr. Lewandowski's series of

articles on the simple text handling pro-

gram. 1 used to read the articles, enhance

them to my satisfaction and wait for his

next installment. After waiting for sev-

eral months for him to give me some
hints on the EDIT feature of his text

handling program, I decided to take on

this task myself.

Before going into the £Z)/rfeature, I

would like to present a complete face lift

that I have given to the other subrou-

tines of the text handler.

The first six lines of my assembly lan-

(Ashok Basargekar, a civil engineer in

California, has developed an interest in

computer science as a hobby. He has

developed some programs in civil engi-

neering subjects on CP/ M. He received

his Bachelor's degree in civil engineer-

ingfrom Baroda University in India and

further courses in civil engineering and
computer languages at California State

University in Long Beach. Calif, Poly-

technic University, Pomona and Santa

Ana College in Santa Ana, Calif.)

guage source code define the ROM rou-

tines I will be using. The next 14 lines

are the direct page addresses that 1 will

be using to store my constants and vari-

ables. I may use a portion of the direct

"The Compose mode
allows you to compose a
new text, or to append a
typed or loaded text from
a tape or disk. Words will

not wrap around to the

next line while typing, but

they will be properly
moved to the next line at

the time of printing on a
paper. "

page; that's what the Getting Started

with Color BASIC manual says! The
START of my program uses the auto

key repeat feature, published by Roger
Schrag in his article on "Super Patched

EDTASM". At START1 I release the

alpha lock so 1 start my text processor

with lowercase letters. In WIPE, 1 clear

all the text buffer and then branch to

FIN 1 for my new menu. I beg your par-

don, Mr. Lewandowski, I have used my
name instead of yours, in the MES1.
Instead of using LINPUT routine for

text handling, I have made it character-

oriented in CONT for continue. I

thought that the original PAPER rou-

tine was very primitive, so I changed it

to give me the top of the form, left mar-
gin, line width and line spacing selec-

tions. First I take the characters up to

the line width and go back to the nearest

place where I can break a word before

going to the next line. The CLOAD.
CSAVE, LOAD and SAVE routines

are the gifts of Roger Schrag from his

disk and tape I/O routines. Before I go
to the LINPUT for filename, I lock the

alpha lock, so that the filename is

always in capital letters. The EXIT rou-

tine also does the same thing. Finally I

come to my EDIT routine for some
comments.

Here I have used the same memory
locations that I used to store the con-

stants of PAPER routine in the direct

page. SCL is used to store the text

buffer address that will equate to the top

left corner of the video screen. MAR-
GIN stores the text buffer address that

equates to the bottom right corner of

the video screen. These addresses are

revised as soon as the Y register (cursor

pointer) goes beyond S400-S5FF range.

Before bringing the next portion of the

text for editing, all the previous buffer

area is revised to match the screen
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buffer. The COPY routine brings a copy
of a portion of text in video screen for

editing and the REVISE routine sends

the edited text from screen to the text

buffer. The NXTPGE and PRVPGE
routines change the SCL and MARGIN
addresses of next page or previous page

depending upon the cursor movement.
The DELETE routine moves all the text

one to the left when the CLEAR key is

pressed. The INSERT routine moves all

the text one to the right for making
room for a character in the middle.

I have used Spectral Associates'

ULTRA 80C for editing and assembling
this program. Of course, you may use

any other assembler you wish. Since I

have installed the Lower-Kit, by Green
Mountain Micro, in my CoCo, the

entire text is very beautiful on the screen.

The entire machine language code
resides from $E00 through SI6D4 and
for a 32K computer, you will have
plenty of text buffer area from SI6D5
through S7FFF. The program is com-
pletely position independent except the

address table for the menu subroutines.

The control keys and procedure in using

my Text Processor are as follows:

Initialization

LOADM"TEXT PRO" and EXEC
will access this program. You will get a

complete menu of selection as follows:

1) COMPOSE
The Compose mode allows you to

compose a new text, or to append a

typed or loaded text from a tape or disk.

Words will not wrap around to the next
line while typing, but they will be prop-
erly moved to the next line at the time of

printing on a paper. Any immediate
mistakes can be corrected by moving
the cursor backward, with the left arrow
key. Once you exit this Composing
mode, and return back for continuing

the text, you will not be able to correct

the previously typed text with the left

arrow key. You will need to go to the

Edit mode for this purpose. While com-
posing the text, do not press the ENTER
key unless you want to go to the next
line for a new paragraph. Pressing ENTER
will provide a hard carriage return when
printing the text on a printer. To exit the

Composing mode, simply hit the BREAK
key. You will return back to the main
menu of selections.

2) EDIT
The text in the Edit mode appears

slightly different from that in the Com-
posing mode. You will see a red block at

the places you have pressed the ENTER
key, for providing a hard carriage return

for a new paragraph. The up, down,
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right and left arrow keys will move the

cursor anywhere in the text, while in the

Edit mode. The CLEAR key will delete

one character at a time. The SHIFT-

CLEAR keys will allow you to insert any
text in the middle. The flashing cursor

will disappear when you are in the Insert

mode. You will return back to the Edit

mode by pressing the BREAK key. You
will exit the Edit mode by pressing the

break key again. The text can also be

appended at the end while you are in the

Insert mode. To revise the text in the

Edit mode, simply write new text over

the existing text.

".
. .Simply enter the

desired printing specifi-

cations for total line-

width, left margin and
line spacing. Your text

will he printed on the

paper according to your
specifications. "

3) CLOAD
This selection will allow you to load a

text from a cassette tape. The text can

be loaded at the end of any typed or

other-loaded text, allowing you to merge
two or more texts.

4) DLOAD
This selection will allow you to load

any text from a disk. You will be asked
to enter a filename. The filename must
be the entire name including the exten-

sion. If the filename is not found, or if

the file is on a bad disk, you will receive

an error message number. If so, simply

press any key to go back to the main
menu. Refer to Table 1 for the type of

error.

5) PRINT
The underlining codes are presently

set for the Brother Correctronic 50

typewriter. The Baud rate is set at 1200.

Simply enter the desired printing speci-

fications for total line width, left margin

and line spacing. Your text will be

printed on the paper according to your
specifications. The paper will advance
to the new page after printing 60 lines.

Therefore, adjust the paper so that three

blank lines are left at the top. This will

provide three blank lines at the bottom.
To change the printer Baud rate and
printable lines per page or to change the

underlining codes, you will need the fol-

lowing corrections to the software before

executing the program.

POKE &HF74,msb: POKE &HF75,
lsb of Baud rate constants.

POKE &HI00D, n where n = prin-

table lines per page.

POKE &H 1016, m where m = blank
lines at top and bottom of page.

POKE&H102C,27:POKE&H1031,
45 for start of underlining codes
for Brother.

POKE &H 1037, 27 : POKE &H 103C,

82 for end of underlining codes
for Brother.

POKE&HI02C,32:POKE&HI031,
15 for start of underlining codes
of LP VIII

POKE&H1037, 14: POKE&HI03C,
32 for end of underlining codes
of LP VIII

6) CSAVE
This routine will allow you to save the

text on a cassette tape.

7) DSAVE
This subroutine will allow you to save

the text on a disk.You will be asked for a

filename. It must be up to eight charac-

ters in length with an extension up to

three characters. If an extension is not

specified, none will be assumed. There-

fore, give a filename like: TEXT/DAT
or TEXT.TXT, etc.

The codes for the error messages

while reading or writing text from or to

the disk are as follows:

TABLE 1

CODE TYPE OF ERROR

19 File already open
20 Bad device or drive number
21 I/O error

22 FM error

23 File not open
24 Input past end of line

27 File not found

29 Disk full

30 Out of buffer space

31 Disk write protected

32 Bad filename

33 Bad file structure

37 Verification error

8) EXIT
This will exit to BASIC. You will lose

all the text with this selection. There-

fore, make sure that the text is saved on
the tape or disk prior to selecting EXIT.
Happy text processing! If you have

any questions or suggestions regarding

my text processor please drop a line

with a SASE to Ashok Basargekar,

1423 North Cleveland Street, Orange.
CA 92667, (714)639-3996.
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Educational Programs

BASKETBALL
STATISTICS
Coaches, let CoCo do the paper-
work! Keeps each individual game,
plus league, non-league and all

game totals for a maximum of 16
players in up to 29 games. Stats
can be kept in as many as 1 7 dif-

ferent categories — assists,
steals, field goals, and free throw
stats (made-attempted-
percentages], offensive and de-
fensive rebounds, turnovers, per-
sonal fouls, charges, playing time,

quarters played and points. Totals
for the opposition team and for

your individual players are print-

able. Your season record and
scores to date are available at any-
time. Also, prints a year end sum-
mary of each individual player on a
game by game basis. Team stats

for your team and the opponents'
totals for the year are included
Menu driven - Easy to Run - Ex-
cellent for most any basketball
team.

32K Disk
$29.95 W

CONGRESS
An award winning political simula-

tion by Jeff Stevens. Have you
ever wondered what it feels like to

be the President of the United
States? Congress lets you be the

President. You select a program to

get through Congress. You decide
which states to influence through

pork-barrel legislation. You assign
lobbyists to the House or Senate,
and you determine how to use log

rolling favors. Finally, you decide
whether to sign a bill into law or
veto it. Your overall performance is

rated in comparison to the popular-
ity of other presidents. "Ce:_;iress"

also serves as a fine tutoi ji on
how a bill becomes a law. It will add
a spark to any government class.

All would-be politicians will enjoy it.

Grades 7-12 and Adult
32K Cass. - $29.95
32K Disk -$31.95

RECESS GAMES
A superb Christmas gift! Four brain, players must consider the
Games in one program provide an many possible ways to arrange
enjoyable format for using higher specific digits to build numbers. Tic
level thinking skills. Players must Tap Toe encourages children to
reason logically while playing
Treasure Hunt, Masterbrain, Tic
Tac Toe, and Number Guess. Chil-
dren use co-ordinates and a hot/

cold thermometer to find a treasure
hidden behind a grid. Number
Guess includes an optional use of

a number line to help children ap-
proximate answers. In Master-

predict and plan sequential moves.
All games are multi-leveled so chil-

dren of different ages can play the
same game. One and two player
options— Large graphic numerals
— Attractive Screen Displays.

Grades 2-8

16KCass.(2)- $19.95
32K Disk -$21.95

Write for a free brochure
or ask lor a dealer demonstration. Priced from

S9.95 to S31 95. Requires Extended Basic Avail-

able lor Doth tape and disk

B-5 Software Co.
1024 Bainb ridge Place
Columbus, Ohio 43228
Phone (614) 276-2752

SPELLING
Add zest to the basics! Spelling
allows you to input your own words
and save them on data files (tape

or disk). You may also purchase
ready made data files (below).

During the lesson a word flashes

on the screen, and the student
then types the word. If the word is

misspelled, the correct spelling

appears and aligns itself under-

neath the misspelling. The student
can quickly determine the error

and correct it. The score is given
continuously, and all misspelled
words are given at the end. A
graphic display of superlative
words and song provide a reward.
Printer use is optional. Spelling
will accept words with apos-
trophes, hyphens, and spaces.
Word lists may be easily edited

Grades 2-8.

16K Cass. -$19.95
32K Disk -$21 .95

Data Files

Dolch Words
Most Misspelled

Space Words
Grades 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6
$8.95 each - Cass.
$10.95 each -Disk

niiimm] ITllTlUlllIllHUlllMlIHIlIiaH- xxmmmi
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Holiday Greetings ^
New From Saguaro Software!

EAGLE

miliumwimiuwi]

SKETCHPAD
Sketchpad is a graphics drawing program designed to provide

the computer hobbyist with easy manipulation ot the powerful

graphics capabilities of the Coco. Advanced programmers can
design graphics screens and characters for Basic and ML programs
and games. Sketchpad was used to create the graphics for "Eagle."

Two joysticks control cursors that provide endpoints and
boundaries for lines, boxes, circles, ellipses and painting. Point-

to-point drawstrings may be plotted on the screen and then rotated,

enlarged or shrunk, moved or inverted. Patterns may be
programmed in easily to create dazzling illusions using lines, boxes,
circles, ellipses and drawstrings. Sketchpad supports all PMODESand
color sets and gives false colors in Pmodes 1 and4. Text and graphics

can be combined on high-resolution screens. Animation is possible

with up to 12 pages allowed in low-resolution and 3 full screens in

high resolution. All pictures and drawstrings can be saved to disk for

future use. 32K, 2 joysticks required. Disk only.

Disk or Amdek - $29.95

A graphic-enhanced lunar lander simulator. The pilot breaks out of lunar

orbit and attempts a soft landing on the lunar surface. Joysticks control thrust

and craft altitude and information is continually displayed on horizontal and
vertical velocities, acceleration values, vertical and horizontal distances from
target, fuel consumption and much more. On advanced levels, problems such
as fuel leaks and computer screen failures can provide hair-raising final

approaches. Disk version allows choice of landing site between Mars and
Earth's moon. Takeoffs from the surface can be made and the upper stage
placed back in orbit. The simulation is as educational as it is fun and exciting. A
great tool for that future astronaut or physicist. 32K, 2 joysticks required.

Available in tape or an enhanced disk version.

Tape - $24.95 Disk or Amdek - $29.95

The
Digestive System

An educational quiz game for 2 players covering

different areas of the human digestive system. Each
question is assigned a point value relative to its

difficulty. A fun way to learn about a serious subject.

16K.

The
Circulatory System

Using the same format as "The Digestive System," this

program covers the heart, lungs, veins, arteries, blood, etc.

16K BOTH ONLY:
Tape - $19.95 Disk or Amdek - $24.95

GAMES
OTHXO

Othello" machine language game for the 16K
Co-Co 2 modes of play - you against a triend or

you cgainst the computer When playing the
computer, it will play hard or easy. In either, you
had better think hard 1 Object of the game is to
change the opponents spots to yours by placing
your marker at the end of a row started by your
marker. Not as easy as it sounds 1 Tape. $24.95. Disk

or Amdek. $2995

Co-Co Keno
Bring Las Vegas' keno game home with Co-Co
keno Bet $1, S3 or $5& mark off 1 to 15spots..can
you beat the odds & win $50,000? 16K. high
resolution screen keno chart print included Tape
- S24.95. Disk or Amdek • $29.95.

Ultimate Bingo
The ultimate In Bingo! Use your LP 7 or 8 to print the
number ot co; -"s you desire. Choose from 3 speeds
ot play & even pause the game to check winner's
card.

Jackpot
Pull the one-arm bandit's arm - see ifyou can beat
the odds!

Both Only
Tape - $1 9.95 Disk or Amdek - $24.95

Confusion
3 modes o( play: 3-4, 5-6 or 7 letter words. Vou
select time (30 or 60 seconds) to govern how long
you get to unscramble the words First person with
ten correct wins! Tape - $19.95. Disk or Amdek -

$24.95

EDUCATION
Kidstuff

Picture, Letter, or Number Association. Play an
old-time tune with correct answer (7 songs),
buzzes when wrong & waits for correct choice, 8
screens Tape - S19 95. Disk - $24.95.

ADVENTURES
Treasure Hunt

A graphics text adventure. Vou walk with our
graphics character through desert, mountains
and city to seek the illusive treasure of gold. Super
graphics with a person who walks with you at
each turn. Disk 8i Amdek only - $29.95

Stars Of America
Education should be fun - this program is just that!
This tutorial uses 25 of the superstars of American
history, from George Washington to Ronald
Reagan.

The Civil War
A challenging two-person game. Questions cover
Carpetbaggers to the Battle of Vicksburg. Points
are assigned according to the difficulty of the
question, scores are displayed throughout the
game

Both Only:
Tape $19 95 Disk $24.95

Do Or Die
This year is 4001 AD. You are a cargo trucker

deliverying a load in the Dorfian star system. Your
mission is To get back to your home planet of Irat.

alive Can you survive the journey? Tape - $24.95.

Disk or Amdek - S29.95.

Loveless Manor
Trapped in a bedroom by your evil aunt, you've
admired Queen Cinderella's castle in the dis-

tance, and you've just discovered she's a distant
cousin Can you escape to her protection? 32K.
Great word adventure. Tape - $19.95. Disk or

Amdek - $24.95.

History From 1863 To 1976
On two 16K non-extended tapes. For 1-4 people.
Informative & fun way to learn important dates in

world history. Written for students by a teacher.
Tape - $19.95. Disk or Amdek - S24.95.

Raid On Boordanovka
Your mission, should you decide to accept it. Is to
steal Russia's newest weapon and save the world
Text adventure with 50 rooms Tape - $24.95. Disk or
Amdek - $29.95.

MISCELLANEOUS
Co-Co Receivables 32k a*
Move-It! Co-Co 1 Only

29.95

15.95

Search For The Llangth
After years of study & searching, younave at last

traced the alien race of Llangth to this valley. Now
your quest for the power of Llangth begins! Tape -

$24 95. Disk or Amdek - $29.95.



Saguaro Software
Discount Software

GAMES
PRICKLY-PEAR
Color Disk Trivia 22.75

Question Disk - Choose From: 14.75

History • Science & The World

Movies & TV • Sports

The Written Word

Question Disk 7.50

When Purchased Wilh Game
Travelin' Toad 32K 18.75

Ockywoky 32k 18.75

Light Runner 18.75

Jumbo Jet 18.75

Adventure In Wonderland 32K 18.75

Decipher 18.75

Erland 32k 18.75

Flight 14.75

Football 14.75

Gangbusters 14.75

Monsters & Magic 32k 14.75

Naked Gamer 16.75

TeeeOfft 18.75

viking 14.75

TOM MIX
Worlds Of Flight 32k 23.75

Chambers 32k 19.75

Warehouse Mutants 19.75

Draconian 32k 21.75

Quix 32K 19.75

eiec'TRON 19.75

Junior's Revenge 32k 22.75

Space Shuttle 32k 22.75

SR-71 32K 22.75

PETROCCI
Guillotine 7.75

Flasher 14.75

Dunk-A-Duck rope 14.75

Inspector Clueseau 14.75

Potti Pak 16.75

Stagecoach 14.75

Tycoon iape-32k 14.75

SUGAR
Flying Tigers 16K 19.75

Syntax Stories 8.75

Silly Syntax 16.75

EDUCATION
PRICKLY-PEAR
Music Reader 26.75

Phonics 1 or 2 (tope o«v) Eoch 18.75

Prereader 1.2&3 18.75

Spelling 37.75

From 20% - 25% Off
EDUCATION

PETROCCI
Alphabet
Chalkboard Math
1 23 s. ABC's. Big-Bigger-Biggest. Shapes
Medical Terminology

SUGAR
Bible Stories

Great U.S.A

Prereader

Presidents of the U.S. 16K

APPLICATIONS
PRICKLY-PEAR
Liz Pack

Statistical Anaiysis-8 Disks

Family Income Organizer (Disk)

Colored
Satellite Tracker

Super Astrology 32k

PETROCCI
Astro Cast 32K

Family

Super Bowling Secretary 32*

Stress Evaluator

SUGAR
Radio System Design

Co-Co Calligrapher 32k

COMPUTER HOUSE
FILMASTR

UTILITY

PRICKLY-PEAR
Oracle II rope

Disk Zapper
Clone Master iope-32k

Color Kit

Tape Omni Clone Tope

Super Scroll mk
Rom Free mk
Modem Master i6K

PETROCCI
Telepatch mk
Demon* mk

(Eatasm. Graph Ed .
Music Ed )

Adventure Game Decoder
Super Disk Utility (Disk)

SUGAR
Tim's Utility

Rainbow Screen Machine
Super Screen Machine
Auto Run
Semigraf 32k

Tim's

Tim's Mail

ADD $3.00 FOR DISK, $6.00 FOR AMDEK

8.75

15.75

18.75

14.75

21.75

15.75

15.75

19.75

145.00

22.75

18.75

29.75

18.75

22.75

11.75

19.75

18.75

22.75

19.75

23.75

26.75

26.75

29.75

26.75

22.75

18.75

18.75

18.75

11.75

26.75

11.75

35.75

11.75

22.75

33.75

15.75

15.75

20.75

15.75

Not Sure What To Give?

We Have Gift Certificates!
Available In Any Amount

Hardware, Tool

Amdek Dual 3" Disk Drive

$350
Includes Box Of Diskettes

And Drive Cables

If You Can Find A Better

Advertised Price, Show Us.

We'll Beat It!

New!

COLOR
MONITOR

FOR
YOUR
CO-CO

Amdek Color Monitors

Color 300 • Color 500

Call For

Lowest Prices

Anywhere!

ESK 5 1/4" Disk - SSDD Box or 10 $20
100% Tesred Disk • 10 Year Guarantee

Amdek 3" Diskettes 10 Ry $55

Saguaro
Software

MasterCard

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE

1-800-223-5369, Ext. 260
Monday - Friday, 9 AM - 5 PM Mountain Time

602-623-3321
Saturday » Sunday, 9 AM - 3 PM Mountain Time

7331 E. Beverly Drive • Tucson, AZ 85710
Arizona Residents Add 7% Tax • Add $1.50 Shipping Per Program ($6 Max.)

Dealer inquiries Welcome • Ask About Royalties » Quantities Limited



•E6F 36 ••81 1 REPOUT RTI 0EF5 26 FB • 16M BNE J'
00820 •

0EF7 3« •1611 je »TS
M83« • Ent rv to the aain prograe »ith alpha lock released and •1621 •

K7I 7F IMA

••841 • ill ten buffer cleared.

••est •

M8M START1 CIR IIIA 0EF8 BD A928

•1631 • Ha

01640 t

01630 FIN1

n aenu selection routine.

JSR CLS
K7J 31 8D 1857 M87I IEAV BUFF.PCR 0EFB !( BD 067E 01660 LEAI NESl.PCP
#£77 IWF 12 mm SIT '.BUFST (EFF BD 87 01670 BSR PRINT
»E7A IMF 11 00690 STY (BUFEN (F(l BD MCI 01680 NA1T JSR INK'S
0E7D 96 M 00900 LDA M 0F04 27 'B 01690 BE8 UAH
#E7F A7 M M9!) MIPE STA ,Y. 0F06 S» 31 11711 5UBA 1131
0E8I II C 23 ••921 CHPY («2J Top of RAH reached'' (F(8 25 F7 (1711 blo wit
0E84 :: F9 00930 BNE DIRE (F(A Bl 08 01720 CNPA MB
•E86 21 71 ••941 BRA Flm 0F0C 21 F3 01730 BHS UAH

1(931 • (F(E IE 0|74( ASIA
••96* » Print on screen routine. (F(F 8E 0FI9 01730 LDI MENU
00970 e Pri ting continues until a :ero byte is reached. (FI2 AE 86 01760 LDI A,

I

M96I i (!"'( • i no« points to the absolute address of iuao
•E88 A6 81 M99« PRINT LDA ,! 0FI4 BF 0F2A HIM STI BRANCH
:-.- 27 •5 •KM BED DONE •F17 21 10 II7M 8RA JUMP
•E8C BD «3IA • Kll JSR SCREEN •18(0 •

IESF 21 F7 11(21 BRA PRINT (I8I» • Tab e of address of different routines.
•E91 3« • !»30 DONE RTS 01620 •

•l«4( •
•FI9 IF2C 01331 "ENU FDB REST

*:(•(• t Rou ine to continue nth the teit one character at a tiee •FIB I30D 01640 FOB EOIT
0)0t0 e it he end of previous teit. •FID II4F •I8S0 FDB ClOAD
(1171 i

(Flf USD 0IB60 FOB LOAD
•E92 I09E 04 f i*3* com LDY OWEN 0F2I •FJB (1871 FDB PAPER
0E95 34 21 MM PSKS t •F23 1171 riser FDI SAVE

•MM •
0F25 1173 (1690 FDB SAVE

01110 > Itiki sure that the flashing cursor floes not qo belox 0F27 lite 01900 FDB till
(1111 » I4(( the top left corner of video screen.

0F29 7£ 0i9ii ;,-p FCI 17E
•112* MM 0101 H920 bran; FDI

(£97 9£ 8B (I14( FLASH LDI 'IBS
11931 •

•1*41 i Thlt

01931 i for

•E99 8C

0E9C 2*

•411

14

HIM
HIM

CNPI IM4M
BHS Jl

routine prints ill the tot until ml ind god

CMtlMltlMi
0E9E K 89 11171 INC (189

01960 •

01970 REST
KM 20 F5 HIM BRA FLASH •F2C BD A928 JSR CIS

(1181 •

(1182 • Alternate!' plice a Mack 118(1 and green H8FI cursor

0F2F 9E

0F31 17

02

FF34

01980

01990

LDI (8UFST

LBSR PRINT
(1183 • unti 1 a key is pressed. 0F34 30 IF 02IM LEAI -1,1
(1184 i IF36 9f 04 •MM STI (BUFEN

LBRA COHT
0EA2 5: Bl (II9( Jl LDA 1131 6et a black cursor. 0F38 16 FFJ7 •MM
:;•< BD 43 (12(( BSD KBSCAN

(2(3( •

•2040 • This

02050 » on p

02061 I The

02070 • user

(2(60 i

0EA6 26 It • 1211 INE J2 6o to J2 if key pressed.

0EA6 86 8F nia LDA ItBF mpe cursor mth green.
routine gets the user specifications for printing

•EAA BD 3F (I23( 8SR KBSCAN
rinter and stores in the direct page.

KAC 27 E9 (124(

(1241 i

BED FLASH Zero eeans no key pressed.
ocation SCL is used for temporary storage of each
input.

(1242 t Place a character on screen until BREAK is presed.

(1243 •

(123( J2 CUP* tl»3 BREAK?

•126( BNE 33

• 1271 LDA Ml
•I2W PUIS (

•129» STA ,V

•ISM ST* (BUFEN

•I3K BRA F1NI 6o to aain aenu routine.

•1311 • If Back Space key is pressed, Jl lakes it sure that

•F3B BD A926 02090 PAPER JSR CLS

IEAE 8!

0EB0 26

•EB2 86

#E14 33

IEB6 A7

0EB8 119

•EBB 21

•3

IB

••

21

A4

•4

3B

(F3E If

IF4« 30

0F44 17

0F47 80

0F49 96

•F4B 97

•F4D 17

IF50 eo

0F52 96

0F54 97

0F56 96

0C

6D 070E

FF41

31

06

09

FF38

28

06

•21M

12111

•212*

•2131

•2141

•2151

HIM
•2170

12181

CLR (LCP

LEAI NES4.PCP

LBSR PRINT

BSR SPECS

LDA (SCL

STA (L»

L6SR PRINT

6SR SPECS

•1312 • Y rtt . is >>BUFEN of previous!'* typed or loaded tent.
LDA (SCL

•1313 • J3 revises the tut buffer address pointer and echoes
08

09

02190 STA (NAR6IN

•1314 • back space to screen. J6 ignores CLEAR key.
02200 LDA ILK

HBD 81 •B •IS2« 33 CUPA M8
0F3B 9( 06 02210 SUBA (HAR6IN

IEBF 26 IB 01730 BNE J6
•F5A 97 •9 02720 STA (L»

IEC1 86 8F • I34« LDA II8F
•F5C 17 FF29 12231 L8SR PRINT

IEC3 A' 9F MSB • I33» S1A (SB81
0FSF 8D 19 12241 BSR SPECS

0EC7 35 2« II3M PUIS Y
0F6I 96 06 I225( LDA '.SCL

0EC9 31 3F • 1370 LEA< -1,1
0F63 97 (B •2261 STA (SPACE

IECB 1I9C II • I3B» Jl CIKY (BUFEN
0F6S 17 FF2( 12271 LBSR PRINT

•ECE 24 • 4 •139( BHS J5
0F68 BD A1CI 12281 LI JSR 1NKYS

•EM 31 21 (IKI LEAY |,Y
•F6B 81 03 •229» CNPA 1103

IED2 21 F7 11411 BRA J 4
•F6D 27 89 •23M BEG FIN!

IED4 86 M 01420 J5 LDA 11,'
•F6F 8! 6D (23K CNPA M0D

•ED6 A7 A4 • 1131 sta ,y
0F7I 26 FS 0231* BNE 11

KD8 34 21 • 1440 PSHS V
•F73 BE 0029 02330 LDl M0629 Baud Rate 1200

IEDA 86 •B (145( LDA 11:
•F76 9F 95 02340 STI '195

0EDC BD A3IA (146( J6 JSR SCREEN
»F7fl 20 33 02350 BRA 60

•EDF Bl •C • 1I7» CHPA MIX 02360 i

•EEI 23 B4 (148( BLS FLASH
02370 i This subroutine gets the user input of specifications.

IEE3 35 2( 01490 MILS '
•2360 i converts froe flecieal to Hei nutber and returns in 5CL

IEE5 A7 Al (13M STA ,'t 02390 i

KE7 34 21 11911 PSHS <
(F7A (F (6 02400 SPECS CLR (SCL

0EE9 21 AC (1S2( BRA FLASH
(F7C 86 M 02410 L* IDA 1160

01330 • (F7E 17 FF6A •2121 LBSR KBSCAN

(154( i This routine scans kev board for a press. Returns :ero
0F8I 26 (7 02430 BNE L2

(155( * :f none pressed.
0FB3 B6 BF 02441 LDA II8F

•1531 • 0F83 17 FF63 02430 LBSR KBSCAN

IEE6 A7 9F MSB •1561 KBSCAN STA [1881
•Fee 27 F2 02460 6E6 L6

IEEF BD AIC1 01370 r JSR INKYS •F8A Bl (D 02471 L2 CHPA (100

KF2 26 •3 0i set BNE J 8
•F8C 26 • 1 02480 BNE L3

•EF4 5A (1590 DECB
0F8E !« (249( RTS
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£1Vf>IC0?T
COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES

PRINTERS
SPIRITp (SAME AS MX-80) $279 00
OKIDATA 82 (SER ) W/COCO CABLE $329 00
OKIDATA 92 (PARI $394 00

( 1 60 CPS Draft - 40 CPS Correspondence Quality)

OKIDATA 93 (PAR - 15 CARRIAGE I $595 00
(160 CPS Draft - 40CPS Correspondence Quality!

ABATI LQ-20 (PARALLEL) $389 00
(18 CPS- DAISY WHEEL)

TRACTOR FEED FOR ABATI $ 79 00
PANASONIC KX 1091 (PAR) $306 00
(120 CPS DRAFT S NEAR LETTER QUALITY)

PRINTER INTERFACE
(Serial to Parallel)

pbh (PRINTER « MODEM CONNECTIONS!
PURCHASED WITH PRINTER

$59 95
$54 95

MODEMS
VOLKSMODEM WITH CABLE $69 95
(300 BAUD - MANUAL ANSWER/DIAL!

HAYES
SMART MODEM 300 W/COCO CABLE $240 00
(300 BAUD -AUTOANSWER/DIAL!

SMART MODEM 1 200 W/COCO CABLE $530 00
(300/1200 BAUD - AUTOANSWER/DIAL!

MONITORS
AMDEK (2 YEAR WARRANTY)
COLOR 300 (COLOR COMPOSITE AND BSW MODE!

$262 00
VIDEO 300 (GREEN. NOGLARE) $14900
VIDEO 300 (AMBER. NO GLAREI $155 00

GORILLA (GREEN) $ 8800
GORILLA (AMBER) $ 94.00

TAXAN 100 (GREEN) $125 00
TAXAN 105 (AMBER) $129 00

MONITOR INTERFACES
VIDEO PLUS $24 95
(COLOR OR MONOCHROME)

PURCHASED WITH MONITOR $20 95

VIDEO PLUS MM $26 95
(MONOCHROME FOR COLOR III

PURCHASED WITH MONITOR $21 95

VIDEO PLUS IIC $39 95
(COLOR FOR COLOR II)

PURCHASED WITH MONITOR $3195

KEYBOARD
SUPER PRO BY MARK DATA
(NOT FOR COCO II)

ADAPTER (FOR POST - 10/82 COCO)

$56 95

VOLKSMODEM AND CABLE
Plus VIP TERMINAL

"SALE!" $105.50 "SALE!"

DISKS
ELEPHANT SSSD $19 00
ELEPHANT SSDD $2100
ELEPHANT DSDD $26 00

BASF OUALIMETRIC SSDD $20 00
BASF OUALIMETRIC DSDD $23 00

TAPES
C-10 (ONE DOZENI $7 50
TWO OR MORE DOZEN $7 00/DOZ

DISK STORAGE
FLIPNFILE10 $5.45
FLIPN FILE 25 $23 95
FLIP N FILE 50 $29 95
DISK BANK 5 (HOLDS 50) $12 95

JOYSTICKS/ADAPTERS
WICO JOYSTICK ADAPTER $17 95
WICO ANALOG JOYSTICK $38 95
(NO ADAPTER REOUIRED)
(BIG BAT HANDLE - RUGGED 1

!

Look at These Discounts and Compare...Remember WE PAY SHIPPING!
SOFTWARE PRICES SHOWN ARE 20 /o OFF LIST PRICE!

SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES
T

> CRYSTAL CASTLES $19 95 $22 35

> GALAGON $19 95 $22 35

> PENGON $19 95 $22 35

> COLOR PANIC $19 95 $22 35

> CUBIX $19 95 $22 35
> LANCER $19 95 $22 35
> MS GOBBLER $19 95 $22 35

WHIRLYBIRD RUN $19 95 $22 35
LUNAR ROVER PATROL $19 95 $22 35

COMPUTERWARE
• T D

* SAM SLEUTH (64K) $1995 $22 35
> MR DIG $22 35 $24 75

> JUNIOR S REVENGE $23 15 $25 55
RANDOM BASIC (OS-9) $60 00

> COLOR BASIC COMPILER $31 95
64K SCREEN EXPANDER (64K) $19 95 $22 35

* THESOURCERER(ROOS) $27 95 $3195
THE SOURCERER (OS-9! $31 95

> MACRO ASSEMBLER & XREF (R DOS! $39 95
MACRO ASSEMBLER S XREF (OS-9) $39 95

> COLOR EDITOR $19 95 $23 95
> COLOR MONITOR $19 95 $22 35

> MOON HOPPER $19.95 $22 35

BLOC HEAD (O-BERT) $21 55 $23 95
DOODLE BUG (LADY BUG) $1995 $22 35
GRAN PRIX $1 7 55 $21 55

SOFT LAW
T • INCLUDED

D VIP WRITER (INC SPELLER 1
! $55 95

D VIP SPELLER $39 95

D VIPCALC $55 95

Q VIP TERMINAL $3995

D VIP DATA BASE $47 95 (DISK!

VIPDISK-ZAP $3995 (DISK)

D VIP INTEGRATED LIBRARY $11900 (DISK!

ELITE SOFTWARE
T D

D ELITE-WORD $47 95 $47 95

D ELITE-WORD/SPEL $59 95

D ELITE-SPEL $23 95

D ELITE-CALC $47 95 $47 95

D ELITE-FILE $59 60
Q ENTIRE LIBRARY (DISKl $157 00

DEFT SYSTEMS
T D

DEFT PASCAL $63 95
DEFT BENCH $39 95
DEFT PASCAL WORKBENCH $95 95

COGNITEC
a TELEWRITER 64

T D

$39 95 $47 95

SPECIAL SALE!
30% OFF

PRICKLY-PEAR SOFTWARE
t I

* MODEM MASTER
* SUPER SCROLL (64K) $17 45

* COLOR DISK TRIVIA
BIBLE
ENTERTAINMENT
SPORTS
CHILDREN

t> JUMBO JET $ 1 7 45

> MUSIC READER $24 45

* ERLAND $17 45

> TRAVELIN TOAD $1 7 45

> OCKYWOKY $17 45

> ADVENTURE IN WONDERLAND $17 45
THE DISK MANAGER
THE DISK MASTER
COLORKIT (Programming Utility) $24.45

FLIGHT $1395

$1745
$17 45
$20 95
$13 95
$1395
$1395
$1395
$20 95
$27 95
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$1745
$27 95
$1745

TOM MIX

$27 95
$22 35
$22 35
$26 35
$22 35
$25 55
$24 75
$24 75
$2555
$25 55
$23 95

$17 55

THE SAILORMANI64K) $23 95
> PAC PANIC $19 95

OUIX $1995
> WORLDS OF FLIGHT $23 95

SKRAMBLE $19 95
> SR-71 $23 15

> CU-BER $22 35

> BUZZARD BAIT $22 35

> AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER $23 15

> SPACE SHUTTLE $23 15

> THE KING $21 55

> COLOR GOLF $14 35

TAPE TO DISK $14 35
SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE $15 95

(Specify Printer)

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
T D

* FIRE COPTER $19.95

# SAIGON THE FINAL DAYS $1995
# EARTHQUAKE $19 95

AIRLINE $19 95

> SEA DRAGON $27.95

> TRIAD $27.95

> DISKEY (Utility To Examine And Repair Disks.

Plus Computer Diagnostics ) $39.95

B5 SOFTWARE
T D

MONEY ' $15 95

BORROW $15 95

CARRY $15 95

MATH FACT $13 55

ABC S $7 95

ALL $64 00

PROGRAMMERS INSTITUTE
T O

> COMPLETE PERSONAL
ACCOUNTANT - (1.2.&3) $59 95 $63 95

NOTE ALL SALES FINAL NO RETURNS UNLESS DEFECTIVE. ADDITIONAL LISTINGS IN OUR FREE CATALOG - CALL OR WRITE.

Requires 16K Ext Basic Minimum >Requires 32K Ext Basic Minimum QWe Recommend 32K or 64K Others 16K Ext Std Basic Minimum

WE PAY SHIPPING TO U S A .
CANADA. AND MEXICO

COD ADD $2 00 (U SA ONLY). ALLOW 2 WEEKS
FOR CHECKS TO CLEAR NO PO BOXES' MUST
HAVE STREET ADDRESS. SHIPPING - OTHER
COUNTRIES ADD $2 00 EACH SOFTWARE ITEM AND
EACH JOYSTICK ADO $5 00 EACH ALL OTHER ITEMS
(NO MONITORS OR PRINTERS SHIPPED OUTSIDE
USA. ITEMS ARE SHIPPED AIR MAIL PRICES
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

vmizoii
Computer Software And Accessories

2806-A S MEMORIAL PARKWAY
HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 35801

VISIT OUR STORE
PRICES IN AD ARE MAIL ORDER ONLY

PHONE ORDERS
205/536-4400

(PHONE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

WE PAY SHIPPING!
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IF9I 23

IF9J 81

•F93 22

IF97 BD
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•F9E 24
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•FA2 21

•FA4 C6
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ASM

31
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H
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FB
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(or printing teit on printer.
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IFAf 9P

•FBI 5F

•FB2 At
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•FB6 Bl

•FBB 27

IFBA 5C

•F5F Dl

•FBD 24

•FBF 3»

»FC1 81
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•FC5 81

•FC7 27

0FC9 81

IFCB 27

•FCD 81

•fCF 27

I25M L! CNPA ISSC

•2311 BIO L»

•2321 CNPA H3'
#253* BHI If

•2541 JSR SCREEN

•233* SUBA 113*

I2SU rsi (set

•2571 BNE 14

•2381 L6 STA (SCt

»259« BRA LI

•2411 II LDB lift

•2411 L3 ADDA <SCl

•242« DECB

•243» BNE L5

•24l« BRA L6

12451 •

•2441 • [Ml l! till tun tntr,

•2471

•27M 60 LDI I BURST

•2711 •

•2712 • Start iddreis of current lint to bl printed it stored

•27*3 i it 5CL, no. ol chincters thlt tin Be printM >ithm
B7W • selected lint Mdth md lirqln n determined ind is

•2715 • stored it CLI.

12716 •

•27 1 • LR99

•272*

•2731 LR1

•2711

•2'5I

•2761

•2771

•2781

•2791

•2SM

•2811 LP2

•2821

•2831

KM
I28M

•2861

•2871

•2881

SII :SCL

CLRB

LDA ,!•

BEB SIOOE

CMPA ll«D

BEB STORE

INC8

CURB <L«

BNE LP1

LEAI -1,|

CltPA IS.

J

BED STORE

CTIPA II.

BEB STORE

CUPS 1121

BEB STORE

CNPA II3B

BEB STORE

SPACE1

PERIOD
1

RADIO SHACK„ COLOR COMPUTER
ADVANCED MATH PROGRAMS

for

ENGINEERS • PHYSICISTS • STUDENTS

FUNCTION GRAPHING MODULE 16K EXT-S19.95

' HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHS
' GRAPH ANY FUNCTION — 4 AT ONCE
' PARAMETERS EASY TO CHANGE
' AUTO-SCALING OPTIMIZES GRAPH SIZE
*
COMPUTE FUNCTION VALUES & ZEROS

•
INTERSECTION OF FUNCTIONS

*
COMPLETE MANUAL — PROGRAM ON TAPE

CALCULUS MATH MODULE 32K EXT-S37.95
•
INCLUDES THE GRAPHING MODULE ABOVE

*
LOAD UP 9 FUNCTIONS AT ONCE

•

FIND AND COMPUTE MAXIMA & MINIMA
•

NUMERIC INTEGRATION & DIFFERENTIATION
" COMPOSITE AREAS
•

HANDLES PIECEWISE CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
* HARD COPIES OF DATA AND/OR GRAPH
*

COMPLETE MANUAL — ON TAPE OR DISK

RAINBOW

110

( / CALCSOFT
"a/ P.O. BOX 401

«
VST. ANN, MO 63074 «

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
Add $2.00 for shipping
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•FD5 81

•FD7 27
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•FDE D7

•FE« C6

IFE2 07

•FE4 9E

•FE6 04

•fEB 27

•FEA 86

•FEC BD

•FEF 5A

IFF* 26

•FF2 D6

«FF4 A6

•FF6 81

IFF8 27

•FFA 81

•FFC 26

KFE D6

1MI 26

1112 3C

IN3 86

IMS BD

1MB «C

IMA 94

IMC 81

1ME 27

111! 5A

Id I 24

1(13 21

1(15 C4

1117 84

1119 BD

IIIC 3A

IBID 26

II1F (F

1121 21

1123 81

l«25 27

1127 81

1*29 26

1I2B 86

IKD BD

1131 86

1132 81

1134 24

1136 86

1138 BD

MB B6

1I3D BD

IMl 5A

1MI 26

1M3 2«

1(15 B6

1M7 BD

IMA IF

IMC 16

IMF BD

1152 3«

1156 17

1159 BD

1I5C 27

21

A2BF

FA

IA

6»

M
IB

•D

25

•B

• 1

•D

A2BF

•C

•c

3C

•5

Fl

It

ID

A2BF

FB

•C

8C

21

16

3C

17

IB

A2BF

43

3E

•7

IB

A2BF

32

A2BF

Bl

ID

A2IF

6F

FEA9

A92B

BD 1667

FE2F

A1C1

FB

•2891 CKRA is:

;

•29M BED STORE

•»ll CNPA M3F
•2921 BEB STORE

»2»3I LDA ,-I

•2941 DECB

•2951 BRA LP2

•2941 STORE STB <Cl»

•297* e

12981 t Kim routine (or printing, i line on printer.
12991 e

•3111 LDB MFE Device 1-2

•3111 STB (MF
•3M» LDI <SH
•3(21 • Print specified lelt atrojo'il my,

LDB (HARBIN

BED LP4

LDA 1121

JSR PRKTR

DECB

BNE LP3

LDB (CU
LDA ,n
CNPA MM
BEB LPS

CNPA MID
BNE LP4

ntu
•3141

I3«3«

13141 LP3

•3171

•3181

•3191 IP4

•3IM LP13

13111

•3121

13131

•3141

•3131 •

•3161 i Thi i routine lends line leeds equil to spicinq selected,

•3171 » ifter :-.--..io eicn line.

13181 i

»3I9« LPI4 LDB (SPACE

•32M BNE LP7

13211 INCB

•322» LP7 LDA HID

»323» JSR PRNTR

•3241 IK (LCP

13231 LDA <LCP

»324» CNPA II3C 4( LINES 1

13271 BEB LPS

•3281 DECB

•3291 BNE LP7

•3311 BRA LP99

•331* •

•332* t Thu routine ikips su lines liter printing sittv lines

•3330 • on eich piqe ind qoes to ne* piqe.

•3341 i

6 BLANC LINES.•335« LP8

•3341 LF1I

•3371

•3381

•339»

• 3411

•34 1 •

LDB 14

LDA Mil

JSR PRNTP

DECB

BNE LPII

CLR (LCP

BRA LP99

•342* • This routine prints one cmricter it i tue on printer.

#3430 i Cnec! is eide (or specul printer coniinds (or underlining.

•3441 •

13431 LP4 CNPA M2f
•3441 BEB LPII

13471 CNPA M3C ('

•3481 BNE IP12

•3491 LDA MIB

•33M JSR PRNTR

•3311 LM M43
13321 LP12 CNPA II3E >?

•353« SHE LPII

13541 LDA MIB

•35S« JSR PRNTR

•356« LDA M32

•357» LPII JSR PRNTR

•358* DECB

•359« BNE LPI3

13611 BRA LP14

•3611 i

•3621 • This routine sends final cirrnqe return, chinqes device

•363* • code to icreen ind returns to enn eenu.

•344» i

LDA III!

JSR PRNTR

CLR («4F

L8RA FIN1

•365« LPS

•3661

13671

UMI
•369* •

I37M i Loid Iroe cissette tipe routine.

•3711 • BREAI. lev mil ihort routine ind

•J72« •

•373» CLOAD JSR CIS

13741 LEAI NES5.PCR

»5'3I L!SR PRINT

•3761 NAIT2 JSR INKS

•377« BEB IAIT2

nil return to liln tenu.



IKE SI 03 83780 CNPA 6163

1161 1827 FEW 03790 LBE8 Fill

03800 •

03810 • Ijpe load routine u smlir to that in Oct. 83 Rainbon

03820 • pipe 94

03836 •

1114 C6 FF 03640 LDB IIFF Select eoto' on.

1166 17 60BB 03830 LBSR HOTOR

Hi? 1126 1266 03860 L6HE ESROR

I860 AE 8D 049E 038'0 LDI NONANE.PCR

1171 86 49 03880 IDA 1149 Select input Iroe tape.

1073 C6 FF 03890 LOB BIFF Select on screen.

1175 17 01C9 03900 LBSR COPEH

1078 1126 1277 03910 LBNE ERROR

II7C 9E 04 03920 LDl <WFEN

l«7E 17 0210 0J930 10084 LBSR CINPUI

i«8i i«26 >:.-: 03940 LBNE ERROR

IMS H 88 03950 SIA ,!•

1187 4D 03960 TSTA

1888 26 F4 03970 8NE LO0R4

IMS 38 IF 03980 LEA1 -1,1

II8C »F 14 03990 3T1 (BUFEN

188E 17 0IE0 84600 LBSR CClOSE

1091 1826 023E 64010 LBNE ERROR

1695 C6 00 04020 LDB 6<6 Select eotor of.

1097 17 806A 04036 LBSR NOTOR

1091 1026 0233 04040 LBNE ERROR

IME 16 FE37 64030

04066 •

04070 • Rout

04080 •

L8RA fini

ne 'or uier input ol tape'duk 'ilenaie.

lit! BD A928 04096 mac JSR CLS

IIM 9E I20D 04160 LCI 81208

10*7 CC 2033 04118 LDD 112855

10M »' 88 04120 L00P2 SIA ,!•

1HC 3' 04136 DECB

HAD 26 FB 04140 bne loop:

IMF 66 01 IA 04150 .DA 11 1

A

1062 '.« 02 04166 PSKS A

106* 86 FF Mill LDA IIFF Set the alpha loci (or

1086 6' 011' 14180 SIA SUA Capital letter flleniM.

1069 :» 6D 846E Hll ''.it LEAI NES.PC8

10BC 1' Foce 64208 LBSR PRINT

I0C0 K A?9; 04210 JSR IA39! Set MM.
10C! tl 08 04220 CURB \LEN6TH Valid length''

10C1 PE F2 04236 8GT REDO Do it again if mvilid.

10C7 3! 04 04246 PULS 8 Rent the

I0C9 FJ 0I1A 04230 S16 IIIA alpha lock.

I0CC 39 04266

64270 •

"5

04286 * Routine tp lave te»t on Cilllttfl ttpt.

04290 • Sh Oct 83 Rambo« page 84

04300 •

I0CD C6 09 04310 CSAVE LDB 69

I0CF D7 0D 04320 SI6 (LEN8TH

10D1 86 CE 04330 BSD NAME

IID3 30 BD 03E6 04340 LEAI l*S5,PCR

1087 17 FDAE 04330 L8SR PRINT

108* 68 tin 04360 NAIT3 JSR IAICI

108D 27 F6 04370 BED HAITI

IMF 81 03 04386 CUP* 1163

I8E1 1027 FE13 04390 LIES F1N1

04400 • Klin CSAVE routine.

I0E3 C6 FF 04410 LD6 IIFF Select aotor on.

10E7 BD 38 04420 BSR NOTOR

10EV 1026 0206 04430 LBNE ERROR

I0ED 6E 020D 04440 LBI BI7DD Point at nan.

I0F0 86 4F 64456 ID* II4F Select output to tape.

I0F2 C6 FF 64466 LDB IIFF Select on icreen.

10F4 17 0I4A 64476 LBSR COPEN

10F7 1026 0IF8 64480 LBNE ERROR

10F8 9£ 02 04490 LDI (BURST

I0F6 86 80 04300 C100F LM ,1' Read a character.

I0FF <: 04310 TSTA

1100 27 89 04320 BED SOUT

1102 17 0I7C 04530 LBSR CSIPRT

1105 1026 01EA 04540 LBNE ERROR

1109 20 F2 04550 BRA CLOOP

1118 17 0173 04566 SOU! LBSR CSTPRT

UK 1026 0IEI 64576 LBNE ERROR

1112 17 II5C 64380 LBSR CCLOSE

1113 1026 01DA 64390 LBNE ERROR

1119 C6 00 64600 LDB 110 Select eotor oil,

1118 8D 07 04610 BSR NOTOR

HID 1826 0ID2 04620 LBNE ERROR

1121 16 FDD4 04630

04640 >

LBR* F1N1

04650 • Ml routine turm CMMttl aotor on or oil IB-I : old

04660 •

1124 17 0IA7 04670 WTOR LBSR BE6IN

1127 30 04666 T5TB

1128 26 06 64696 BNE HOTORN

II2A BD A7EB 64700 JSR IA7E8 notor oil.

II2D 16 0IC7

1130 80 *7C*

1133 16 0ICI

1136 87

1138 CE

1138 6F

II3D C6

II3F E7

1141 1183 0IDA

1)43 25 F8

1147 CE

II4A E6

II4C CI

114E 23

IIJ0 E7

1132 7C

1153 1183 01DA

1159 25 EF

II5B 39

01D1

CI

26

CI

0ID2

01

26

M
C6

61D1

61716 LBR* L2I

64720 IWIORN JSR l«7CA Notor on.

01731 LBRA L2I

04740 •

04750 i Routine to proceat canette file naie.

04760 l

•4771 CNANE STB I6B

04760 LOU 01101

11796 CLR ,llt

04860 LDB 1121

04610 CLE** ST0 .

•

64826 CNPU 6110*

6*830 BLO CLEAR

•4840 LDU IIID2

II8SI PNANE LDB ,•

6IB60 :>=!• 6121

BLO RETURN

STB ,IH

INC IIDI

CNPU HID*

BLO PNANE

8T8

64871

64886

11691

•49H
•49 1 •

•492» RETURN

•493« •

•494f i Abort lave on tape/disk routinei 11 teit buller n eeptr.

14931 •

I ISC 80 A928 64966 NOTIT JSR CLS

I15F 36 80 646C »497» LEAI ERNES, PCR

1163 17 FD22 14986 LBSR PRINT

1166 60 AIC1 14991 IA1T4 JSR IAICI

1169 27 F6 6SM) 8E0 HAITI

II6B 16 FDBA 63010 LBRA FINI

63626 •

03030 « Eilt to banc mth a cold Itart reitorinq interrupts and

03040 • alpha lock.

03030

1I6E 0F 71 63066 EI1T CLR '.071

1176 7E A027 05070 JNP SUIT

03080 •

03096 * Save on tape/disk routines.

63IM •

1173 34 02 03110 SAVE PSHS A

1175 DC 04 0SI20 LDD (BUFEN

1177 93 62 03130 SU6D (BUF3T

1179 27 El 63 H' BE8 NOTIT

1171 33 »2 »5I5» PULS «

1170 81 6* 65161 CUP* III

"Good Memory Database"

(FRCM 9/8H RAINBCW REVIEW). CALL FCR FREE REPRINT!

DISK S, PRINTER ARE OPTIONAL IN THE SUPER-FRIENDLY

DO-FILE SYSTEM : NEEDS ONLY TAPE. 32K C EXT. BASIC.

ALL WORK DOME IN MEMORY. NO PROGRAMMING REQUIRED

TO BUILD HOUSEHOLD INVENTORY. WINE LIST. ANY LIST.

YOU DESIGN YOUR OWN RECORDS. AND - YOU DON'T HAVE

TO GET TT RIGHT THF FIRST TIME . EXPAND ANY FIELD.

ADD NEW FIELDS - WITHOUT LOSING ANY EXISTING DATA.

CREATE . REMOVE AND CHANGE RECORDS - SEARCH . SORT .

LIST AND TOTAL THEM - LOAD AND SAVE. FILES USING

CASSETTE OR DISK (OR BOTH). DISPLAY YOUR RECORDS

ON THE SCREEN AND /OR PRINTER IN ORIGINAL OR SORTED

SEQUENCE (OR BOTH). SELECT AND SORT (ASCENDING GR

DESCENDING) RECORDS ON LIP TO 5 FIELDS . YOUR FILES

CAN BE AS BIG AS IS. 5CO CHARACTERS. DO-FILE HAS

EASY. ONE-KEY COMMANDS AND A HELP MENU. TOO. IT IS

EVEN DESIGNED TO PROTECT YOU FROM MAKING MISTAKES!

DO-FILE IS EDUCATIONAL - YOU LEARN FILE MANAGEMENT

USING A 35-PAGE TUTORIAL GUIDE f. SAMPLE DATA FIL E!

CALL FREE! 1-800-334-0854. EXT. 856, TO ORDER. OR.

SEND $29.95 (CHECK OR MONEY ORDER) PLUS $2.00 FOR

POSTAGE/HANDLING (PA RESIDENTS ADD $1.92 TAX). TO:

rfRj,

P.O. Box 712'Levittown, PA 19058
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II7F 1127 FF4A

us; sd

tin i?

1198 BE

I IBB IKE

I18F B4

1191 C6

1193 17

1194 16

1198 31

II9C A6

U9E C6

IIM 17

11A3 24

11*9 81

11*7 24

1IA9C4

IIAI 17

UK 26

I1BI 16

2E

HBD
»:::

•IFF

IF

•I

IIC9

Si

BD 1312

81

II

ME3
49

M
F3

•1

•K«

3E

FDI5

8SI7I 1BE8 CSAVE

•SIM i

•3191 i tut iivi routinei. Reter to July 83 Rilnoo» pige 71

•32M •

Hill
•3221

•323»

•324«

•3251

15241

•5271

•5291

•329*

•53H MI!E

mil

1183 C: il

1185 30 69

1187 C6 II

1189 17 MEB

IIIC 39

USD 80 Fl

IIBF 80 51

IICI 8E 1200

1IC4 1I8E llff

IICB 84 49

I1C» C4

I ICC 17

1ICF 24

1101 9E

1103 C4

1103 17

1108 24

110* 17

HOC BI

HOE 24

IIE( :*

I IEJ 9F

IIE4 C4

1IE4 17

IIE9 26

I1EI 16

1IEE 34

IIFI 80

I1F3 35

I1F3 3«

1IF9 17

MFC 86

IIFE 4C

1IFF [I

•I

•191

ID

•4

•I

>t:>

14

81

••

F3

IF

14

• I

•»8F

•3

-it-

14

•928

M
BD 1318

FC8C

2F

1211 24

12*3 CI

I2H 80

I2«8 IF

121* BD

.:r. BO

1211 27

1212 14

M
F8

3«

AHA

98

AHA

•ICI

FB

FCE3

1213 34 34

1217 C4 «0

1219 07 (0

I2IB 17 FEB3

I21E 33 BI

122* 17

1223 34

1223 BD

1228 33

122* F7

1220 CE

1231 BE

1233 4F

1233 If

1237 3«

1231 3A

I23C 22

I23E 14

••AB

•4

CA38

•4

•93B

•928

•989

84

CI

89 «II9

F3

••B4

BSR SETUP

LBSR (.ABEL

LDI ii:::

LDI MIFF

IDA 1141

LOB 111

LBSR OPEN

BNE GOOFED

LEAI BUFF, PCB

IDA ,!•

LDB III

LBSR DSHPRT

BNE 60OFED

CHPA III

BHE IRI7E

LDI III

LBSR CLOSE

BHE SOOFED

LBRA FINI

•5321

•3331

SHI
•535»

•3341

•5371

tan
•3391

•34H •

•341f i Routine to letup one Butter ind verily on.

13421 ,

•3431 SETUP

•5441

15451

•MM
13471

•54M •

•5491 • Routine to load i

•55W •

LDI 111

BSB FILES

LOB III

LBSR VERIFI

BIS

•331* LOAD

•332«

•553«

•5341

•5351

•5361

•357*

•3381

•3591

•36M READ

•3611

•3621

•561*

•3441

•3631

•3441

•547*

•548«

•349*

IS7H

•3711

•372* 60OFE0

•3731

•3741

•373»

•374»

•3771

•57BI ERR

•5791

BSR SETUP

BSR LABEL

LDI ".::

LDI IIIFF

LOA 1119

LDB 111

LBSR OPEN

ME SOOFED

LDI '.IUFEN

LDI III

LBSR INPUT

HE SOOFEO

SIA ,I»

MP* III

BHE READ

LEAI -1,1

STI (BUFEN

LDI 111

LBSR CLOSE

BNE SOOFED

LIRA FINI

PSKS B

JSR CLS

PIUS 8

LEAI ERRNSG.PCR

1898 HINT

LDA II2F

INCA

SUBS IIIA

BCC ERR

ADDB IIIA

JSR IA3IA

TFR I,

A

JSR IA3IA

J9R IWIS

BES LLI

LBRA FINI

1241 17 M8A
1244 17 FEEF

1247 BI 49

I38H

•SB 1

1

•3B2I

•383*

•3841

•3931 LLI

15911

•3871

15861 i

•3891 t Routine to proem dill lilemee.

•59M •

PSHS l,I,V

LOO IHD
SII (LEN8IH

LBSR NADE

PULS PC.B.l.Y

•594C • Routim to lltup dill tyitei eeeory.

•3971 FILES LBSR 8E6IN

PSHS I

JSR ICA3B

PUIS I

STB 1938

LDU 11928

LOI 11989

as ,i

511 ,U«

LEAI 1119,1

DEM

IHI DOBUF

LBRA L2I

•4IH i Routine to open cmete tile.

141 II COPEN LBSR BEGIN

•4121 LBSR CNAHE

•4131 CNPA 1149

•3911 LABEL

•392*

•3931

•394«

I393(

•398«

15991

•IH«

Mil
•4121

MSI
1:1 II DOBUF

i-.r.t

6*61

Mil
am
•4191

112

1249 27 •7 •6111 8E0OPMI
1241 81 IF 16 IS* CNPA II4F

1240 27 •9 HIM BEO OPENO

I24F 7E A616 16 171 JltP 1*416

1232 BD A629 1618* OPEN JSR 1*429

1233 11 ••9F HIM LBR* L2I

1238 4F •42M OPEKC CLR*

1239 8D A63B •6211 JSR IA4SB

12SC 14 •198 •1221 LBR* L2I

16211 i Routine to open dut file.

I2SF BD 6D 1: :<> OPEN BSR BEGIN

1241 IIBF 1937 •625* 9IY 1937

1245 34 16 •6261 PSHS D

1247 9D 13 I627» BSR FN«HE

1249 33 •6 •4281 PUIS D

126B BD CI68 •1291 JSR IC448

126E 16 H86 •13H LIRA L2I

•111* i Routine to ctoie cmete tape lile.

1271 80 5B 14321 CCLOSE BSD BEGIN

1273 BD AI37 11331 JSR IA437

1276 tt 7F •4311 BRA L21

•433f • Routine to cloie diet file.

1278 BD 34 14341 CLOSE BSR BEGIN

I27A 07 6F 16371 STB I4F

I27C BD CA33 11361 JSR ICA33

I27F 21 76 •I39f BRA L2I

I44H • Routine to erite on tipe.

I2BI 8D 41 •4411 CSTPRT BSR BEGIN

1283 BD A29« •4421 JSR IA29I

1284 21 4F •4431 BRAL2I

•4441 » Routine to unte on disk.

1288 BD 44 I44SI OSKRRT BSR BEGIN

I28A 07 4F •4141 SIB I4F

I29C BD A2B2 •4471 JSR IA2B2

I2BF 21 46 14481

•4491 • Rou

B8A 121

ine to reid tipe tile,

1291 80 IB •45H C1HPUT BSR BEGIN

1293 IF 71 16511 CL« 171

1293 BD •I7F •4321 JSR IAI7F

129B A7 61 11511 STA 1,1

I29A 2« SB •4341

•433» • Rout

IRA L2I

ine to reid dial file.

I29C 80 31 •6561 INPUT BSR BEGIN

I29E D7 6F •6371 STB IIF

::( BO •176 16381 J5R IAI74

I2A3 A7 El •639» STA ,S

I2A3 2» M I66M

mil • Rout

BRA L21

ne to set verify on.

12*7 80 25 •662» VERIFY BSD BEGIN

12*9 F7 •987 •6631 STB 1987

I2AC 21 19 •6441 IRA L2I

•6651 • Routine to proceii ditk tilenue.
I2AE CI FF •6661 FNAHE LDB IIFF

I2M 3C •6671 6ETLEN INCB

1211 A4 es 16181 LDA B,I

1213 81 21 •4491 CNPA 1121

1213 21 F9 •17M BCC GEILEN

I2B7 IF E2 11711 CLR ,-S

1219 B4 •95A 11721 LDA I93A

I28C 97 El •4731 S1A IEB

I2IE CE •9IC •1711 LDU II9IC

120 B6 21 HTM LDA 1121

I2C3 17 CI •4761 L22 STA ,U*

I2C3 1181 1957 •4771 CHPU 11937

I2C9 26 F8 •4791 BNE L22

12CI 7E CB»4 •6791 JNP ICBA4

I6MI • Rout ne to prepire l.erythlno. IReqilteri, Error ripi etc!

I2CE 34 7A •6911 BEGIN PSHS I,y,U,0P,A

I2D« 4F 16821 CLRA

I2DI IF 81 16811 TFR A,0P

1203 16 • IBE •4811 LDA IIBE

1206 FE •18F 16851 LOU II8F

1209 97 IE 16811 STA (DSAVE

I20B DF II 16871 STU <lll

I2DD 96 7E •6981 LDA II7E

I20F 33 8D ••!• 16891 LEAU ERROR, PCR

I2E3 87 • I8E •MM 5IA USE
I2E6 FF •IBF •6911 STU II8F

I2E9 A4 E4 •692« LDA ,S

12EB 1IDF 11 HIM 9TS <STACK
I2EE EE 14 MM LDU 4,S
I2F« 6E FB «8 Km

•6961 • Pin

JNP 18,SI

tliroutjh thli routine 11 error.
12F3 34 •697* ERROR LSRI

I2F4 5C 16961 INCB

12F3 21 •3 •699«

1711* • Pill

BRA L23

through thli 11 no error.

12F7 SF •7«ll L2I CLRB

12F8 21 II •7121 BRA L23

•7«3» i Reitore reoiiteri ind return to Ciller.
12F* 96 IE •7«4« L25 LDA <DSAVE

I2FC OE II 1715* LDU (111

I2FE B7 • IBE •7161 STA II8E

ISI1 FF • IBF •7*71 STU IIBF

!!•• IHE 11 •7181 LDS (SIACI1

1317 35 7* •7191 PUIS A,DP,U,»,I
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GRAPHIC mflSTER
is « program in a class by itself.

This extremely powerful, compact
program adds 30 NEW COMMANDS
to any version of RS COCO BASIC.
The commands are more versatile
and operate up to 60 TIMES FASTER
than Extended Basic 32 software
sprights, dual page flipping, vert,
scroll, polygon and dge are just a

fev of the features gou can use
in gour ovn programs.
$42.95 (T)OS ^
$46.95 <D)US
$49 95 (T)CN i

$53 95 (D)CN
^

. Includes 60
page manual

.

TEXT mflSTER
is the most comprehensive and

powerful text utilitg available

for the COCO. 24 printing sizes,

printer echo, keg click & repeat,

underlining, full English error
messages, even proportional and

mirror printing. If gou vish gou

mag design gour ovn character set

and keyboard lagout. TEXTMASTER
. includes an extensive manual

^in a 3 ring binder.

$25.95 <T)OS
$29.95 <D)US
$29.95 (T)CN
$33.95 <D)CN

KM.

* SPECIAL i

Buy the DISK versions of TEXT MASTER
and GRAPHIC MASTER together at a special

price and get a FREE 30 MINUTE DEMO. >
$69 95 US
$79.95 CN

INCLUDE

$2 50

SHIPPING

••a <•!

wmwm.
125 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
LEWISTON, N.Y. 14092

420 FERGUSON AVE. N.

HAMILTON,ONT.,L8L 4Y9



OTALLYI NTEGRATED ACKAGE

After two years on the market, we've orchestrated our software to
perform for you in ways other programs can't even play second
fiddle to.

The all new Pro-Color-Series offers total integration between
its advanced database functions, word processing, spread sheet,
graphics and communications.

PROCOLOR-DIR

E

T
DISK DIRECTORIES

[
SPREAD SHEET

PRO-COLOR-FILE will listen to your spread program and create

;
data files that can be reported and sorted even further.
PRO-COLOR-FORMS will take data from PRO-COLOR-
FILE and merge it with a letter for bulk mailings . It will

even merge hi-res graphics from MASTER DESIGN for

j placement within a letter or form. It will send reports
to a printer, screen or an ASCII text file that can then
be transmitted by your communications program or
read by your word processor.



Pro-Color-Series™
© 1984 by Derringer Software, Inc.

Now there's a series of programs that offers integration between the five major uses of a computer

Database, Word Processing, Spread Sheet, Communications and Graphics!

PRO-COLOR FILE "Enhanced* 2.0 $59.95
An all new version ol PRO-COLOR-FILE will once again leave its mark as

the most flexible database in its price range tor the Color Computer

• 60 Data Fields • 1020 BYTE RECORDS • TRUE MUL Tl DRIVE SUPPORT

• 4000+ RECORD CAPACITY • 4 USER DEFINED DATA ENTRY

SCREENS • 28 MATH EQUATIONS • IF-THEN-ELSE FUNCTIONS IN

EQUATIONS • FILE-WIDE RECALCULATION • 8 USER DEFINED REPORT

FORMATS • 6 USER DEFINED LABEL FORMATS • TOTAL FIELDS ON
REPORTS • SUMMARIZE FIELDS • SEND REPORTS TO PRINTER.

SCREEN OR TEXT FILE • FAST ML SORT (750 RECORDS IN LESS THAN

5 MINUTES) • CREATE UP TO 16 INDEXES FOR SORTING OR REPORTING

RECORDS • AUTO KEY REPEAT • KEYBOARD CLICK • STORES FOR-

MATS FOR REPEATED USE • CUSTOM SELECTION MENUS •

PASSWORD PROTECTION • CREATES FILES COMPATIBLE WITH

DYNACALC* •

Because ot PRO-COLOR-FILES ability to send reports to a text file, this

means you can use your favorite communications program to transmit

reports to other computers or read them in with your favorite word pro-

cessor for creating customized reports. You can also convert ASCII files

trom your favorite spread sheet program into data tiles that can be ac-

cessed tor further reporting and analyzing. PRO-COLOR-FILE is also sup-

ported by the PRO-COLOR-FILE National Users Group with quarterly

newsletters. Join the rest of the world and discover tor yourself what

you've been missing.

PR0-C0L0R-DIR $21.95

Need to organize all your diskettes so you know where each program is?

PRO-COLOR-DIR will read your directories and create a master data file

that can be accessed by PRO-COLOR-FILE for sorting and reporting

1000+ records can be stored on one diskette with valuable intormation

about each program.

• DISK ID NAME • FILENAME/EXT • TYPE OF FILE • DATE CREATED •

DATE UPDATED • NUMBER OF GRANS ALLOCATED • NUMBER OF SEC-

TORS ALLOCATED AND USED • MACHINE LANGUAGE ADDRESSES •

A diskettes directory can be re-stored in the data tile with old entries

deleted and new ones appended automatically. You can obtain hard

copies of the intormation and create labels ot the filenames lor placing on

the diskette itself.

MASTER DESIGN $29.95
This graphics program does more tor you than just hi-res graphic editing,

it will generate lettering in hi-res graphics that can be different sizes,

skinny, bold, textured, drop shadowed, raise shadowed or tall. It will

also interlace with the Telewriter-64 word processor lor printing hi-res

displays with your letters.

As a graphics editor, it takes lull advantage ol all the extended BASIC hi-

res graphic commands. Create boxes, circles, lines, copy displays and

utilize GET and PUT features Some added commands include mirror

reflection, turn displays backwards or upside down, Squish displays,

create dot patterns for shading or diagonal lines lor creative

backgrounds.

Special text files created with the Letter Head Utility allow you to access

hi-res graphics from Telewriter-64, your own BASIC programs or PRO-

COLOR-FORMS.

MASTER DESIGN comes with its own screen dump routine which inter-

laces with all popular dot matrix printers that have dot addressable

graphic ability.

See reviews in:

July '84 flamOoiv.Oct '84 HolCoCo Telewriter-64 © 1983 by Cognitec

PRO-COLOR-FORMS 2.0 $29.95
PRO-COLOR-FORMS will access data files you create with PRO-COLOR-

FILE and merge Ihem with a letter or place them on pre-prlnted forms

such as statements. Any field of information from your data file can be

placed anywhere and repeated as many times in the letter or on the lorm.

You can use the built in ML text editor for creating the form or use your

favorite word processor,

• DESIGN UP TO 6 FORMA TSAT ONE TIME • USER DEFINED PAGE SIZE

• SUPPORTS SPECIAL PRINTER CONTROL CODES • RIGHT JUSTIFICA-

TION • PASSWORD PROTECTION • MERGES WITH GRAPHICS FROM
MASTER DESIGN •

If you use our graphics program MASTER DESIGN, you can merge

graphics with your forms for added enhancements. Have your graphic

letter head printed at the top of each letter or incorporate designs, bar

graphs or any display created within the torm itself.

Buy any 3 and deduct 10% — Buy all 4 and deduct 15%

Shipping: Include S3. 00 for UPS shipping, $6.00 postal, S12.00 overseas

Send orders to: Derringer Software, Inc. P.O. Box 5300, Florence, SC 29502-2300

VISA/MasterCard customers call: (803) 665-5676 10:00 am to 5:00 pm EDT

DYNACALC is a rsgislsred trademark ol Computer Systems Center DYNAGRAPH ii copyrighted by Dorcinger Software. Inc., 1984. ,
."., -

TELEWBI1ER-64 is copyrighted By Cognitec. 1983 '
.

'.:"''



151? 3?

IMS 30

13K 3?

1MD BE UN 17211 EDIT

1311 if M •7221

1312 K 12 1723* EDIT!

1314 DD 16 17241 HEMP8E

1316 C3 IIFF •72M
1319 1193 14 •7261

I31C 23 #5 17271

1SIE DC (4 17281

1321 83 IH1 •7291

1323 DD M •73M SHIP

1323 17 MBS 17311

1328 i»9E in •7321

1321 E; A4 •737«

1320 34 •4 •73St

I32F 8E I4H •73M

1332 ID A703 •74M
1333 ID AIC1 •7411

1338 C6 81 17421

IJ3A E7 M •7431

133C 8E I4H •7441

133F BD A7D3 •743»

1342 33 •4 •746»

1344 E7 A4 •747t

1344 81 •• •7481

1348 27 El •7491

\m si •3 •73M

134C 26 H •7311

•7321

•7531

134E 17 IIA8 •7341

1331 IS FBAI •7S3«

•7IM LEAS 2,S

•71 II ISII

•7121 UTS

•713* • Edit routine ulei ,ideo screen display *ret <IIM-I5FF|

•714f • to display portion* of tent buffer (or editing.

•715* • Editor ulei direct gage addreiiei ai followi:

•716* • CLII : Curior iddreil gpon entry to new screen page.

•7171 ( SCL : Start of current tent buffer address corresponding

•7188 • to top left corner of video screen.

•719J • HAA61H : End of current teit buffer address corresponding

•72M • to bottoe right corner of video screen.

LDI M4M First, the cursor pointer at top left corner.

STI (ClI

LDD <BUFS!

SID (SCI

ADDD OIFF

CHPD <BlfFEN

BID SKIP

LDO (IUFEH

SUBS II

STD (HAR6IH

LBSR copy

LDI (an
•733* • This routine waits for user to press a key. Y reg. points

•734f i to the screen address of cursor location. The character

•7331 • and a black cursor (1811 ire flashed alternately until

•736* • a key is pressed.

wit LOB ,r

PSHS B Save character on stack.

IDI MIM
JSR OELAY

js« inns

IDB »I8» 6et a black curior.

STB ,T Place it at cursor pointer,

IDI MIM
JSP. DELAY

PULS B Set the character Iroe stick.

STB ,Y Piece it again at cursor pointer,

cnfA ••

BE. EMAIT

CHPA 13 BREAK'

8M£ SKIP*

Alwavi revile the tut buffer to Hick icreen before

•753* * *! ting routine.

LBS» REVISE

LBItA FIH1

•7561 • Check if any of the irrow keys is prened.

•7378 • Revile curior pointer if irrow key preilld.

•73B8 • If curior pointer goci beyond icreen duplay area,

1739I i go to neit page or previoui page.

1351 81 •A l'6ll SKIP* CHPA ll«A

1336 26 •D mil SUE SKIP1

1338 31 •8 21 •7621 LEAY 32, Y

133B IMC I3FF •763* EDCHK CHPY II3FF

133F 1122 MM •764» L8HI NIIPGE

1363 21 H •763« BRA EDUAIT

1363 81 •9 17661 SKIP1 CHPA III'

1367 26 t< •767* IDE SKIP2

1369 31 21 •7681 LEAt 1,1

I36B :f EE •7691 BRA EDCHK

I36D 81 3E •77M SKIP2 CHPA If:

I36F 26 •D •7711 B»E SKIP3

1371 31 A8 E« 12721 LEAT -J2.Y

1374 1HC I'll «•".'( EDCK CHPY MIM
1378 1(23 MA6 •7741 L8L0 PRVP6E

I37C 2« AD •775« BRA EDUAIT

137E 81 •8 imi skips CHPA 1118

1381 26 •4 •7771 BUE SKIP4

1382 31 3F •77BI LEAT -1,1

1384 21 EE •7791 BRA EDCK

•78M a CLEAR key will branch to DELETE routine and SHIFT CLEAR

•7811 I key •III trinch to IffSERT routine.

1386 Bl •C •7821 SKIP4 CHPA IMC
1388 1*27 MAE •7831 LBEO DELETE

138C 81 sc •7841 CltPA If.

138E 1127 MF8 I7M) LBEO IHSERI

•7B3I • Plica the edited character at curior pointer.

1392 8D M MM BSR CHAHSE

1394 A7 A» •7871 8IA ,Y»

1396 UK I5FF •786. CHPY ItJFF

I39A 2! 6E l7tW BHI RITPBE

139C 21 8D •79M BRA EDtlAll

•791* • This routine changei the ASCII of charicter for

•792J I icreen printing.

I39E 81 •• •7931 CHAISE CHPA IM
I3M 26 •2 •794« BNE SK3

13A2 86 FF •795« IDA MFF
13*41 81 •D «"6« SK5 OTA MM
I3A6 26 •2 •797» ME SKIPS

13*8 86 BF •79B« LDA IMF
I3AA 81 61 •799» SKIPS CHPA 1161

I3AC23 •8 •MM BIO SKIP6

I3AE 81 81 HtH CHPA KM
I3B« 24 •4 •8121 IKS SKIPs

I3B2 8« M HIM SUM 1161

1314 21 •6 NM IRA CHWOK
1316 81 H •MM SKIP6 CHPA MM
1388 24 •2 •MM BHS CHH80I

13BD 81

I38F 26

I3CI 4F

I3C2 21

I3C4 81

13C6 26

13C8 86

I3CA 21

I3CCBI

I3CE 24

I3M BB

13D2 II

I3D4 81

13D6 23

I3D8 81

I3DA 39

13DB BD A928

I3DE IME I'll

I3E2 9E 16

I3E4 A6

I3E6 8D

I3EI A7

I3EA 9C

I3EC 23

I3EE IMC 1611

I3F2 27 •!

I3F4 86

I3F6 21

13FB 39

M
16

M
N
Ft

FF

Fl

•8121

Mill

MI4I

•8151 MOaULL

•8161

•8171

•8I8«

MI9» SKIP?

•82M

•8211

H22«

•8231 SKIP8

18241

•823«

•B26« UHOI

•B3M
•83 1 •

•8321 COPI

•833*

I83<* C0P2

•833*

•B36«

Hill

•8381

•8391

M4M
•8411

I
COP0UT

I3IA 88 41 (8CI ADDA III!

I3BC 39 18181 CHH80K RTS

•8891 » Thli routine converti back the icreen byte into ASCII

MIM i character for placing it in the teit buffer.

Mill UHCHH6 CHPA IIFF

BUE MULL
CLRA

BRA IMOK

CHPA IIBF

BUE SKIP7

LDA HID

BRA UMK
CHPA III!

BHS SKIP8

ADDA 1161

IRA IMOK

CHPA 1161

BLO IMOK

SUM III!

RTS

•827* i Thli routine bringi a copy of portion of the teit

•8281 • buffer area to the video icreen.

•8291 COPY JSR CLS

lt> II4M

LDI (SCL

LDA ,!«

8SR CHAHK

lit ,t«

CUP! (HAR8IH

BIS COPI

CHPY II6M

SEC C0P0UT

IDA IIFF

BRA C0P2

MS
•842t • Thli lubroutioe takes the edited teit Iroe the screen

•8431 • area and places it back at the proper location in the

•B44I teit buffer area.

LOT MIM
LDI (SCL

LDA ,Y»

BSR UHCHH6

STA ,!•

CHPI (HAR6IH

BLS REV1

RTS

M338 • If Y > I5FF curior goei to top of neit pige In thli

•B3M • routine. The teit buffer li ilaayi reviled to latch

»853« i icreen buffer before going to neit pige.

LEAY -5I2,Y

STY (Cl«

BSR REVISE

LDD (HARBIN

ADDD II

CHPD (8UFEH

L8E0 EDIT I

LBRA NEDP6E

M4M i If Y ( IIM the curior goei to bottoe of previoui pige,
•865« • The ten buffer ii always reviled to eaten icreen buffer
•8668 • before going to previous page.

1422 31 A9 «2M (8671 PRVP6E LEAY I2M.Y
1426 1I9F M M68« STY (CI.

1429 8D CE IB69I BSR REVISE

1428 DC (6 H7M LDD (SCL

I42D 83 «2M 18711 54JBO M2H
I43» 1193 »2 H72« CHPD (8UFST

1433 1125 FEDB I873« LBLO ED1TI

1437 16 FEDA H7M LBRA R£«P6E

•8'M i Delete a character routine.

M7II • One character at a tiae is deleted and the teit on

•6778 i screen is eoved one to the left upto the bottoa right

•B7B8 i corner of screen. The neit character froe the teit buffer

•879* * area is brought to screen. All the characters in the

•88M • teit buffer are also eoved one address down.

13F9 IME I'll •B43I REVI

I3FD 9E •6 •8461

I3FF A6 M •8471 REVI

I4»l 8D BA HI8I

MM A7 1 16491

1413 ?C •8 •85M
1417 23 F6 •85 If

I4»9 39 •8321

IIM 31 A9 FEM •B36I

I4*E IMF II •B37»

1411 8D E6 •8388

1413 DC M M39«
1413 C3 M«l •86H
1411 1193 14 M6II
lilt 112? FEF3 •86 2«

I41F 16 FEF2 •B63I

116

I43A IF 21 •881* JELETE TFR Y,I Set curior pointer in I reo.

I43C 31 II 18821 LEAI 1,1 I.|.|

I43E 8C •6M •B83( CHPI II6H ll it beyond icreen buffer'
1441 2? 26 •8841 BED DEL2 Bo to DEL' if yei,

1443 A6 84 •86M LDA ,1 Set the character.

1443 A7 82 18861 STA ,-I Place it to the left.
1447 81 FF •8871 CHPA IIFF End of the tent?
1449 26 II 18861 BUE DELI Soto DELI if not.

•8881 End of teit eeui tiee to revile teit buffer.
1448 9E •B •8891 LDI (HAR8IH

I44D 9F •4 IB9M STI (BUFEN

I44F 31 IF •89 It LEAI -1,1

1431 9F •8 •8921 STI (HARGIH

1433 34 21 M93» PSHS Y Save Video screen cursor pointer.

1453 8D A2 •B94» BSR REVISE

1437 33 2» M93» PULS Y Set bick the curior pointer.

1439 16 FECF •896« LBRA EDUAIT

•8961 i Keep on shifting chiracteri to the left until end of

•8962 video icreen buffer.

143C 31 •2 •8971 DELI LEAI 2,1

I45E BC 1611 •89S« CHPI II6M
1461 27 M M99I BE« DEL2

1463 A6 84 MM* LDA ,1
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1445 A7 82 •Mil STA ,-I

1447 21 FI 19121 BRA DCLI

•?»2I Tim to piece f irit ehineter ":t nfxt teit buffer

I»I22 * irei into bottoi right corner of video icreen buffer.

Mil K IB •Ml ML2 LSI <HMBIM

146B II 11 •9141 LEAI 1,1

1410 At 84 I9IJI ISA ,1

I44F 27 12 •MM BED DEI.4 Coto KL4 il log o< tilt.

1471 17 FF2A 19171 LBSR CKAI6E

1474 J7 I5FF 19181 SIA I5FF

1477 31 IF 19191 LEAI -1,1

19191 "ove ill the text bufftr cnirictiri ooi iddrm dono.

147? II •2 I9IM DEL! IEAI 2,1

1471 At 84 19111 LOA ,1

1470 27 14 •9121 BED ML4
I47F A7 82 •9 III SIA ,-I

1481 21 F4 •9141 BRA OEU
19141 Ml lilt chiricter ont iddrtu dom.

1481 «7 82 •915« (L4 SIA ,-I

1485 IF 14 •9141 STI (BUFEK

1487 14 FF.A1 •9171 INA EDKAIT

19181 lme ting chirictm, ont it i tiM in the liddlt.

I9I9» All hi tut iltlr curior locitloo il eoved oot to thi

• -:>> righ to llkf root (or nit uier input. The ttit In tht

•92l« > tfil buffer irn liter tht chirictir it bottoi right of

19221 icreen it ilio loved up one iddrell it the MM tIM.

I48A IF 21 19231 MEM TFR Y,I 6it curior pointer in I reg.

•9211 lit lor imtrt.

148C BO AICI 19241 WAIT JSB IMiS

148F 27 FB

1491 Bl 13

1491 1127 FE94

1497 17 FFI4

I49A 34 12

I49C A4 81

I49E BC I6H

I4AI 27 2A

MAS E4 84

I4A3 A7 81

14A7 8C 1411

14AA 27 IF

I4AC IE 89

I4A£ 81 FF

1481 24 FI

1482 BC ISFF

1485 27 EC

•9251 BED IMM II

•924» CWA 113 BREA^

19271 LBEO EDMIT Eut miert Mde.

19281 LBSR CHAN6E

19291 PSHS A Sive chiricter to be imerted.

I93H IM ,1* Sit cliiricter it curior pomtir : I*I»1

•9311 CKPI II4H Out ol icreen iiifltr'

•932* 8EB INS2 So to INS2 II yll.

19331 IKS! LDI ,1 6et nut chiricter in 8 rig.

19341 STA ,!• Rlice previoui cbincter to the right.

•9351 CUPI II4II

19341 KB IKSI

•9171 EI9 A, 8 Snitch chiricter Iroa I to A

•9!8« C»A HFF End ol tut'

•9391 SHE IKSI leej on loving chiricteri to the right.

I94M CUPI II5FF End ol icrMO buffer?

•9411 BED INS!

•9411 • Mien teit builtr il iiilltr thin icreen buller follo.lng

•9412

I4B7 34 II •9421

1489 9E •4 •9431

1481 9F •8 •9I4«

I4BD 31 •1 IMH
14BF 9F •4 19441

14C1 35 II •947«

I4C3 A7 84 •948>

14C5 35 •2 •919*

I4C7 A7 M I95M
I4C9 21 IF •9511

•9511

IIC8 IE 89 •9521

•9521

I4CD 17 FEED •MM
I4DI 9E •8 •9541

1402 31 •1 •MM
•95SI

1404 E4 84 •9541

1404 A7 81 •9571

1408 IE 8? •938(

I4DA 81 •I •?59»

HOC 24 F4 •9IH
MDE A7 81 •9411

ME« 9F •4 •9421

ME2 33 •2 •9431

I4E4 A7 H •9441

MEI II8C ISFF 19431

MEA 23 9E •944«

•9441

19442

I4EC 17 FFM •947«

•9471

MEF DC •8 •948«

I4FI C3 •HI •949«

I4F4 DO •1 •97M

I4F4 C3 •IFF •97l«

I4F9 1193 14 •972J

MFC 25 IS •9731

MFE DC •1 W74I

ISM 83 •••1 •975»

•9751

•9732

IM3 DO 18 •974«

ISIS 17 FE03 •977»

15*8 IIBE I'll •978i

15K 14 FF7B •9791

i routine il required.

PSHS t Sive curior pointer.

LDI <BDfE» Mill buffer tod pointer,

SII <IMR81N Store it to correipond bottoa ol icreen buller.

LEAI 1,1 I'M
SII <HJFE« Incroili BUFEK

PULS I 6et curior pointer ignn.

STA ,1 Store chiricter it curior pointer,

PULS A Sit chiricter to bl innrled.

Sit ,»• Plict It it curior pointer, : T»t»l

BRA INSERT Brmch to miert.

i Here ahen tut buller needi to be eoved up one iddren.

IHS1 EIS A,8 8»ltch chiricteri Iroi I to «.

• Chiricter froe Bottoi right corner ol video icreen

MS2 LIS* LKCHH8

LSI (HMBK
IEAI 1,1

Thii lection Mvei the reeitning teit buller one ildren up.

IN33 LDI ,1

SIA ,11

EI6 A,B

CUM II

BW IH83

STA ,J

SII <BUFE«

PUIS A 6et the chinter to be imertM,

STA ,<• Plici It it curior pointer. : !•>•)

CltPt H3FF Kitriln icreen buller'

BLS IHSERT 8o miert Mre chiricteri,

i "ike lure to revile tut buller correiponding to the

• icreen buller

LBSB REVISE

• Iniert to continue it top ol video icreen n nea pige.

LOO (MRSIN

ADDD II

STD (SCL

ADDD MIFF

CUPO <IUFE«

M.0 IUSI

IDD (BUFEN

SUID II

• Iniert continuei here .hen neit teit buller il lllller

• thin video icreen buller.

IKSI STD (MR6IH

LBSR CW>
LDI HIM
LIRA INSERT

For COCO. . . in the Midwest
PROGRAMS • PERIPHERALS • SUPPLIES • SERVICE
Since 1982 Now in our 3rd year

Free gilt with any order placed on our exclusive "Electronic Shopping Service.

• Call •

513-396-SOFT

• Write •

2235 Losantiville
Cincinnati, OH. 45237

SHIPPING will be charged at our ACTUAL COST

Ohio residents add 5.5% Sales Tax COD add 2.00

• Shop by Modem
513-396-SHOP

[2£fcl£fe
COD

PROGRAMS
Buy Save
1 10%
2 15%
3 20%
Thru Jan 15. 1984

VIP Writer 69.95
VIP Terminal 49.95
VIP Database 59.95
Elite Calc 59.95

Elite File 74.50
Dynacalc 99.95
Muslca II 39.95
Deft Pascal

Workbench 119.95

Tom Mix, Mark Data. Many
.Others Call

MODEMS
Volksmodem with cable

79.95

Hayes Smartmodem 300
239.00

Hayes Smart modem 1200
549.00

Promodem 1200 399.00

Cable for Hayes or
Promodem 14.95

DISKETTES
51/4-SS/DD

Ultra Magnetic 19.00

BASF 21.00
3M 23.00
Maxell 25.00

S1i4" DS/DD
BASF 25.00
3M 27.50

PRINTERS
Gemini 10X 279.00

with Metric Industrie*
Interlace 329.00
with pbh Interlace 359.00

Delte 10 399.00
Power Type, dalsywheel

379.00
Serial Cable lor Power Type

or Delta 10 14.95

SIe©..^

AUTHORIZED STAR-MICRONICS
SERVICE CENTER*

We will gladly perform any
warranty or out-of*

warranty service on your
Star printer.

MONITORS
Gorilla green 99.00
NAP green (with sound!)

109.00
Sakata green 109.00
Sakata color 269.00
Videoplus 24,95
Videoplui MM 26.95
Videoplus IIC 39.95
Mark Data Video Driver

.Aft**"
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Introducing NllBASE:
the uncomplicated data base

It lets you throw away all the books!

NuBASE is a data base manager so versatile that

you can use it to do what you want with your

data. It's not complicated or overbearing: in fact,

it's so easy to use that you'll be up and

running in minutes.

Simple user-specified masks insure data

accuracy. Data integrity is assured through

the use of highly crash-resistant software.

See what you're doing through the

interactive generation of files, screens

and reports.

NuBASE is as affordable as it is

complete. There's nothing else to buy. .

.

$150 brings you the comprehensive package,

including a ready-to-use mailing list

application to get your NuBASE
working for you on day one.

The computing power of NuBASE
is limited only by the capacity

of your hardware.

DO WEHA VE YOUR NAME & ADDRESS
For new products news & announcements?

sin
Currently- available for OS-9 Level II

For more information or to place an order, contact:

Dept. RB 16

The JBM Group, Inc.

Continental Business Center
Front & Ford Streets

Bridgeport, PA USA 19405
TWX: 510-660-3999

215-275-1777

group

PA res add 6% sales tax.

US orders, add $5.00 poslBge and handling.

-'••••' / 1- .1 /...; ,.._

* OS9 is a registered trademark of Microwatt Corp.
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One-Liner Contest Winner . . .

Did you ever hear the old question about whether a penny

doubled each day for a month is more than a million dollars?

This program gives you the true scoop on your printer.

The listing:

10 POKE150,42:PRINT#-2,"KIN6 OF
THE ONE-LINERS, PENNY DBLR"JCHR»
(13); "SEND PRIZE TO Lee Veal, 88
09 Linda Vista, Rowlett, TX 7508
8" : A=. 01 : PRINT#-2: PRINT#-2, TAB <

1

0) "AMOUNT";" DAY": FOR X=1T031:PR
INT#-2 , US ING "**### , ### , ### . ## " ;

A

j:print#-2," ";x:a=a+a:next

Lee Veal

Rowlett, TX

(For this winning one-liner contest entry, the author has been sent copies of both The

Rainbow Book OfAdventure and its companion Rainbow Adventure Tape.)

"The Best Typing
Teacher For The
Color Computer"

E.T.T.
Electronic

Typing
Teacher
by

CHERRYSoft

Learning to type the right way can save you hours of

tedious work when entering programs into your CoCo, and
this is just what ETT was designed to do. Devote a little time

every day practicing with ETT and before you know it you will

be typing with confidence. Entering those programs will no
longer be the chore it used to be.

ETT's video keyboard lets you practice with all the keys
labeled, all the keys blank or only the "home" keys labeled.

The visual cues guide you while you learn to type without
watching your fingers. ETT shows your accuracy, response
time, and words per minute. You will quickly see that you are

Improving with practice.

With the sentences provided by ETT learning to type can
be fun. Over 1000 variations chosen because they include

every letter in the alphabet. You can also create your own
practice sets. This outstanding program was written by a cer-

tified teacher and professional programmer and comes with

a ten page student manual-study guide. Requires 16K Ex-

tended Basic.

$2"| 95
Cassette

"It's fairly obvious to someone
with a couple of decades of typing

experience thai a professional in-

structor was Instrumental in setting

up this sophisticated program. It is

a serious program for the person
who wants to learn to type. It Is not

a game by any means, but It does
make learning fun.

. . .an incredible value."

RAINBOW REVIEW
JULY 1984

plus >2 >0 shipping

"We bought the program ET,

from you and It is an excellent tape

for drilling and learning."

ST. ISIDORE SCHOOL
NEWTON, WISCONSIN

"J us; received Electronic Typing Jk
Teacher it is the best typing tutor^^
for Color Computer — Thanks."

TOMLINSON JR. HIGH SCHOOL
FARIFIELD. CONNECTICUT

ETT is now being used by schools and
colleges throughout the U.S.

See E.T.T. at your favorite dealer or order direct.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

SOFTWARE AUTHORS. . .Let us market your program.

cWaiehouse
Where Shopping By Mail is "USER FRIENDLY"

500 N. DOBSON - WESTLAND. Ml 48185

Phone (313) 722-7957
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This is thefinal part in a series on diskette file organization

The Diskette

Directories

Handler System

By Marvin E. Swan

The complete "Diskette Directo-

ries Handler" system is being

presented in three parts. You
must RUN program DIRI before RUN-
ning this month's program DIR3.
You can refer to rainbow two months

ago for Part 1 and a full overview of all

seven comprehensive reports generated

by the Handler system and an explana-

tion of program DIR1. You can refer to

last month's rainbow for an explana-

tion of program DIR2. To refresh your
memory, here is the cross reference of

all programs and reports and their RUN
sequence:

Program Optional

Name Report

no

Report Title Sequenced By:

DIRO DOCUMENTATION
DIRI yes #l EXTR. & LOAD DIR your own diskette filing

D1RI yes #2 DISKETTE NAMES diskette name
DIRI yes #3 DISKETTE USAGE number of bytes used
DIRI yes #4 DISK JACKET LABELS your own diskette filing

DIR2 yes #5 DISK LABELS (gum) your own diskette filing

DIR3 no #6 CONSOLIDATION prog size diskette name
D1R3 no #7 SUMMARY (stats)

120 THE RAINBOW January 1985

Consolidated Directories, Report #6

This month, report #6 is generated

by program D/R3. The purpose of

report #6 is to show all programs and

data files cataloged to your PC system,

sequenced by name, extension, format,

type, granule size, byte size and diskette

name. You can look up a particular

program/ data filename and see where it

resides and how many multiple versions

you may have saved to more than one
diskette. An asterisk appears under the

"FLAG" column when you have differ-

ent byte-sized BASIC or machine lan-

guage programs of the same name,
allowing you to determine the correct

version to RUN or EXECUTE. This
report is the nucleus of the Handler sys-

tem, which you will reference more
often than others. You can cross refer-

ence all programs/ data files in your PC
system giving you the ability to purge
and manage your entire diskette library.



PRETTY PRINTER
WORKED FLRWLESSLV-DOES ITS WORK
E F F I C I E NTL V - THE BB/MBOW JO/V 84

US 13.95(T)- 17.95(D) CDN 15.95(T)-1 9.95(D)

P. U. F. F.

TURN ANY ASCII WORD PROCESSOR INTO

R SUPER PRINTER FORMRTTER.
US 13 95(T)-1 7.95(D) CDN 1 5.95(T)-1 9.95(D)

DATAMAIL
DRTRMRIL IS FRST - FLEKIBLE

Tit£ bb/nbow jul V'83
US 16.95(T)-20.95(D) CDN 19.95(T)-23 95(D)

COCOCOPY

BACKUP YOUR BRSIC OR M/L PROGRAMS.
COOAECT TAPES WITH I/O EHAOAS.

US 13.95(T) CDN 15.95(T)

FIRST SAMPLER-6 PROGRAMS

FUN TO PLAY AND EDUCATIONAL AS WELL-
OUTSTAND I NG- THE BB/NB8W OCT 83
US 13 95(T)-17 95(D) CDN 1 5 95(T)-19 95(D)

CONVERT

SHOWS AELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UHAIOUS
SYSTEMS OF MERSUREMENTEDUCRTIONHL
US 13 95(T)-1 7.95(D) CDN 1 5.95(T)-1 9.95(D)

AMORTISE
PAINT VOUA OWN AMOATISATION CHAATS.
SELL TO LAWYEAS, AEAL ESTATE AGENTS.
US 13 95(T)-1 7.95(D) CDN 1 5 95(T)- 1 9.95(D)

NEWERROR

CAEATED AND PACKAGED WITH CHAE- I

WAS IMPAESSED - BB/HBOW BPB/L 84
US 16.95(T)-20.95(D) CDN 1 9.95(T)-23.95(D)

EXECCART

EHTREMELY ERSY TO USE - WORKED
FLAWLESSLY - THE BB/NBOW MBV 84
US 16.95(T)- 20.95(D) CDN 1 9.95(T)-23 95(D)

'iflEi^j THE SPOOLER
SPOOLS PAINTEA OUTPUT FOA ANY COCO.
EHTENDED BASIC NOT AEQUIAED.
US 13.95(f)- 17 95(D) CDN 15.95(T)- 19.95(D)

BONES 16K

AN OAIGINAL DICE GAME FOA THE WHOLE
FAMILY-SIMPLE VET ADDICTILIE.

[US 13 95(T)- 17 .95(D) CDN 1 5 95(T)-1 9 95(D)

MUSIC EDITOR

PAINT PLAY BY NUMBEB MUSIC FOA C OA
G OAGANS-ALSO AUAILABLE FOA MC10.
US 13.95(T)- 17.95(D) CDN 1 5 95(T)-1 9.95(D)

HOME INVENTORY

SMALL DATABASE TO FILE, STOAE & SOAT

LISTS OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS.
US 1 3.95(T)- 17.95(D) CDN 1 5.95(T)-1 9.95(D)

IN ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

A BOOK TO TEACH ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE,
INCLUDES SOUACE CODE OF ALL EHAMPLES
US 25.95(T)-29.95(D) CDN 29 95(T)-33 95(D)

SCREEN*
MULTIPLE FUNCTION UTILITV-SCAEEN
DUMP, KEY AEPEAT, AUTO LINE NUM. ETC.

US 16 95(T)-20.95(D) CDN 19 95(T)-23 95(D)

SUPER EDIT

I GIUE IT FULL MAAKS -

THE Bff/NBOUf JUL V 84
US 16 95(T)-20 95(D) CDN 1 9 95(T)-23 95(D)

CLUB CONTROL

SMALL DATABASE TO TAACK COMPUTED
CLUB LIBBAAY ACTIUITIES.

US 16.95(T)-20.95(D) CDN 1 9.95(T)-23 95(D)

MINER

HI-RES ALL M/L GAME OF STAATEGY FOA
THE VOUNGEA CAOWD - ENTERTAINING.
US 13 95(T)-17 95(D) CDN 1 5.95(T)-1 9.95(D)

PAYCHECK

FINANCIAL DATABASE KEEPS TRACK OF

YOUR INCOME RND DEDUCTIONS.
US 20 95(D) CDN 23.95(D)

ADVENTURE IN BIPLAND

R GREAT ONE-YOU'LL BE DELIGHTED WITH
TH I S PBOG AAM- HOT COCO SEPT '84

US 13.95(T) CDN 15.95(T) 16K MC10 ONLY

RAM DOS

USE UPPEA MEMORY LIKE R SUPER FRST

DISK DRIUE. WORKS WITH 16, 32 OR 64K
US 25 95(T)-29 95(D) CDN 29 95(T)-33 95(D)

••••••• •••• •*««•*• •««• •«••« .
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Disks Directory Summary, Report #7
This report is generated by program

DIR3. The purpose of report #7 is to

show statistical and percentage totals of

all your diskettes, granules, bytes, pro-
grams and data files in your system. The
following statistics and percentages will

print:

* Total diskettes

* Bytes/ granules used, not used, final

total

(Note that percentage between

granules and bytes do not match
because granules are in incre-

ments of 2,304 bytes each and
bytes are absolute.)

* Total BASIC, assembly and machine
language programs

* Total data files

* Total multiple program versions

with different byte size

* Total diskettes with disk read errors

encountered
* Total reports you requested from

Handler system.

The purpose of DIR3 is to print the

Consolidated Directories report #6 and
the statistical Disks Directory Summary
report #7. DIR3 is automatically RUN
by program DIR2 if you previously

selected optional report #5, otherwise it

is automatically RUN by program DIRL
The entire catalog file is sorted in RAM

for the consolidation report. The sort is

unique because it passes the catalog file

six times, allowing for faster sorting on
smaller amounts of data giving the

advantage of being able to sort up to

2,100 records from disk. I strongly urge
you to replace the basic bubble sort

with a machine language sort. I pur-

chased one advertised through RAIN-
BOW that literally sorts in seconds. When
DIR2 is complete, be sure to back up
the catalog file to an archival diskette.

The following BASIC line numbers con-
tain Epson brand printer codes that you
may change to satisfy your printer brand
requirements and a high speed poke for

the bubble sort: 0490, 0740 and 0820.

Program DIR0
The purpose of D/R0 is to give you a

quick blurb on how programs DIR1,
DIR2 and DIR3 integrate. It gives you a
record layout of the catalog file, BASIC
line numbers within all programs for
high speed pokes and Epson print codes
and a host of other useful information.

You do not have to RUN this program
to process the Handler system. DIR0
simply prints a quick and dirty explana-
tion of the Handler system when you
can't find your rainbow for reference.

Handler system. My friends and I have
been using it successfully for about 18

months. I am putting together a sub-
system to the Handler system which
allows you to add and delete directory

information to the catalog file without
having to reprocess all your diskettes

again when you want to regenerate the

seven reports. 1 am hoping RAINBOW
will share it with you in the near future.

3-D Filing Cabinet With 'Windows'
If you have not been keying in th

four programs, you may CLOADM
them off the rainbow on tape or mail
a formatted diskette with S8.50 to Marv's
Computer Room, 17323 40th Avenue
South, Seattle, WA 98188, and I will

mail them to you. In addition to the

"complete" Handler system, I will in-

clude a program that displays up to 15

graphic PMODE4 windows, showing a

filing cabinet with drawers that open
and shut, and printer paper images with
text coming out of the drawers and
hanging in front of the cabinet. The
Diskette Directories Handler system
can be RUN from one of the four draw-
ers. The other three drawers will sur-

prise you. Windows are commonly used
on the more expensive business micros.

saSa All programs and documentation arc copyright 1984 by
I sincerely hope you enjoy using the Man Swan.

140 ...

.

9
260 ...

.

.... 28
440 ...

.

... 208
610 .... . . . 179
750 ...

.

...120
END 204

Listing 1:

10 'CDIR33
20 'PROGRAM 3 OF" 3
30 'COPYRIGHT 1984 BY MARV SWAN
40 *

50 CLS:PRINT
60 VERIFYON:GOTO930
70 CLEAR 19500
80 DD*="disks di rectory" :L=66:T*
="FILE "

90 FT*<0)="Program Basic" : FT* ( 1

)

="Data File":FT*<2)="Program Mac
h L":FT*<3>="Program Assy L":DIM
D*(450) :G*<1)="' ' TO 'B'":G*<2>
*"'C TO 'E' ":G*<3)="'F' TO 'L'"
:G*<4)="'M' TO 'Q'":G$(5)="'R' T
O 'S' ":G*(6)="'T' TO 'Z'":G=1
1 00 GOSUB690 : SOUND 1 , 3 : PR INT "mak

e sure THAT THE DISK WORK FIL
E CREATED BY PROGRAM DIR1 IS
IN DRIVE 0":PRINTe224,"type FILE
NAME OF 1-8 CHARACTERSWITHOUT E
XTENSION": PRINT" "

110 PRINT8288, "";: INPUTDI*
120 IFLEN(DI*)<1 OR LEN<DI»)>8 G
OTD100
130 I =INSTR<DI«, "/") : IFIO0 GOTO

I=INSTR<DI*,"."):lFI<>0 GOTO

F0RX=3T011
DSKI*0,17,X,A*,B»:F=INSTR(B*

100
140
100
150
160
,DI*> : IFF>0THENFT=FT+1
170 F= INSTR (A* , D I * ) : IFF>0THENFT=
FT + 1

180 NEXT
190 IFFT=0THENSOUND10,3:GOSUB690
:PRINT@128, ;DI*;"' NOT FOUND
ON DISKETTE": PR I NT "press ENTER T
O retype FILE NAME" :GOSUB700: GOT
0100 ELSEDI4=DI*+".DIR"
200 OPEN"I",#l,DI*: INPUT#1,DA*
210 GOSUB680: PRINT" reading inpu
t directory file " ; : PRINTG129, T*
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"NAME:"; :print@140,di«;
220 PRINT@161,T*"DATE: "; :print@i
72, DA*; : PRINTQ193, T*"PASS: " ; : I*=
STR* <G> : I*=RIGHT* < I*, 1 > : PRINT@20
4, If" OF 6";:PRINT@225,"REC # IN
: " ;

:

print@236, "0" ;

:

print@257, "da
ta in: ";:print@268,"n0ne";:print
@289, "searching: "; :print@300, "pr
EFIX "G*<G);
230 PRINT@352," records selected
for sort ";:PRINT@385, "REC # OU

T: "; :PRINT@396, "0"; :PRINT@417, "D
ATA OUT :

" ; : PR INTS428 ,
"NONE " ;

240 P=P+1
250 INPUT# 1 , R* : TT=TT+ 1 : I*=STR* (

T

T-l ) : I*=RIGHT* < I*, LEN < I*) -1 > : PRI
NTQ236, I*S*;
260 IFR*="T0TALS"THENSOUND10, 3:

D

*<P)=R*:S*=STR*<TT-1>:S*=" OF "+
RIGHT* <S*, LEN <S*> -1 ) : IFP< >1G0T04
30ELSE720
270 PR INTQ268 , LEFT* ( R* , 8 ) " "MID*
(R*,9,3);
280 A*=LEFT*<R*,1)
290 IFG= 1 ANDA*< "

C
"G0T04 1

300 IFG=1GOTO250
310 IFG=2ANDA* > "

B
" ANDA*< "

F
"G0T04

10

320 IFG=2GOTO250
330 I FG=3ANDA* > "

E
"ANDA*< "

M
"G0T04

10
340 IFG=3GOTO250
350 IFG=4ANDA* > "

L
"ANDA*< "

R
"GOT04

10
360 IFG=4GOTO250
370 I FG=5ANDA* > "Q "ANDA*< "

T
"G0T04

10
380 IFG=5GOTO250
390 IFA*>"S"GOTO410
400 GOTO250
410 D*<P)=LEFT*(R*,41>
420 I*=STR*<P):I*=RIGHT*(I*,LEN<
I*) -1 ) : PRINTS396, I*; : PRINTS428,

L

EFT*<R*,8>" "MID* (R*, 9, 3) ; : G0T02
40
430 SOUND10,3:GOSUB820:GOSUB680:
I*=STR* ( G > : PR INT " PR INT ING REPOR
T #6, PASS "RIGHT* < I*, 1> "

"

440 IFG=1 THEN PT=INT < (TT/57) +.9
99999999) : PK=0
450 JK=0
460 IFL>60GOSUB650 ELSEGOTO530
470 PK=PK+1 : IFPK< 10THENTB»46ELSE
TB=45
480 IFPT>9THENTB=TB-1
490 PRINT#-2,TAB(5)DA*;TAB<16)CH

RESET-POWER-SWITCHES
A REAL IMPROVEMENT

Move the power switch and reset switch where they
belong. An LED power on light too! High quality parts.

D, E boards and CoCo 2 totally solderless kit. F board
requires soldering.

Reset 1 CoCo 1 $24.95
Reset 2 CoCo 2 S27.95

Either kit add $2.00 shipping and handling

• i

SAM DIAMOND, P.I.

The first of our new Sam Diamond graphic adventures.
More than 30 detailed high resolution graphic scenes.
A killer is loose in the city. Can you bring him to justice

before he gets you? Excellent graphics and a tough
mystery to solve.

32K EXB Disk Only $29.95
plus $2.00 shipping and handling

THE COCO-SWITCHER
A QUALITY PIECE OF HARDWARE

The CoCo Switcher allows you to hook up three
peripherals to your RS-232 jack. Connect your modem,
printer and any other RS-232 compatible peripheral to

the CoCo Switcher. An LED on the CoCo Switcher shows
if your computer is on or off at a glance. The LED flickers

when transmitting or receiving data.

Dimensions: 2V2" (64 mm) x 4" (102 mm) x 5 7/8" (150 mm)
$39.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling

MORETON BAY SOFTWARE
A Division of Moreton Bay Laboratory

316 CASTILLO STREET
SANTA BARBARA,
CALIFORNIA 93101

(805) 962-3127
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R*(14> | "consolidated directories
" ; CHR* (20) J TAB <TB) "page" ; PK| "of"
;pt
500 PR I NT#-2 : PR INT#-2 , TAB ( 5 >

" nam
e ext format type"; TAB (40)
"grans bytes diskette name";T
AB(75) "flag"
510 PR I NT#-2 , TAB ( 5 ) " ===== ===

====== ====»; JAB ( 40 ) "=====

520 L=L+4
530 JK=JK+1:R*=D*(JK)
540 IFMID* (R*, 12, 1 ) = " + "THENPR I NT
#-2, TAB (5) "++++++++ +++ Fatal D
isk Read Error 00 ";M
ID* (R*, 22, 20) : GOTO610
550 IF MID*(R«, 12, 1>="B" THEN FR
MT*="Binary" ELSE FRMT*="Asci i

"

560 TYPE=VAL(MID*(R*,13,1>>
570 BYTES=VAL (MID* (R*, 16,6)

>

580 IF HR*=LEFT*(R«, 13) AND HBYT
E*OMID*(R*, 16,6) THEN ERR*="#":
ERR=ERR+1:GOTO600 ELSE ERR*=""
590 HR*=LEFT* ( R* , 1 3 ) : HBYTE*=M I D*
(R*, 16,6)
600 PRINT#-2,TAB(5)LEFT*(R*,8)?T
AB(14)MID*(R*,9,3);TAB(19)FRMT*;
TAB (27) FT* (TYPE); TAB (43) MID* (R*,
14,2); :PRINT#-2,TAB<46); :PRINT#-
2 , US ING "### , ### " ; BYTES ; : PR INT#-2
, TAB (55) RIGHT* (R*, 20); : IF ERR*="
" THEN PRINT#-2 ELSE PRINT#-2,TA
B<78)ERR*
610 L=L+1
620 IFJK=P-1GOTO720
630 IFL>60GOTO460
640 GOTO530
650 IFL=66GOTO670
660 PRINT#-2:L=L+l: IFLO66G0T066

670 L=0: RETURN
680 SOUND 10,

3

690 CLS2:PRINT@1,"PRINT CONSOLID
ATED D IRECTOR IES " ; : PR INT@4 1

,
"PRO

GRAM 3 OF 3";:PRINT@96,"";:RETUR
N
700 I *= INKEY* : I F I *<= " "GOTO700ELSE
RETURN
710 FORS=1TO500:NEXTS: RETURN
720 IFGO6THENCLOSE#l:G-G+l:P=0:
TT=0:GOTO200
730 GOSUB690: PRINT" PRINTING REP
ORT #7. .

.

"

740 GOSUB650 : PR INT#-2 , DA* t TAB < 1

5

); CHR* ( 14) ; "disks directory summ
ary";CHR*<20);TAB(47)"page 1 of
1"

750 INPUT#1,T*,T

760 IFT*=" 1 "THENPR I NT#-2: GOTO750
770 I FT*= "END" THENCLOSE# 1 : PR I NTS
416, "";:END
780 IFRIGHT*(T*,7)="flagged"THEN
T=ERR
790 J=40-LEN < T* ) : PR INT#-2 , TAB ( 9

)

: PRINT#-2, USING"*, ###, ###,###" ;

T

; : PRINT#-2, STRING* < J ,"."); : PRINT
#-2,T*
800 IF (RIGHT* (T*, 7)=" flagged "AND
ERR>0) THENI= (ERR/TT) *100: I=I+. 25
: I=INT ( I ) : PRINT#-2, TAB (9) : PRINT#
-2, USING"#, ###, ###, ###" ; I ; : PRINT
#-2, " percentage ver
sions flagged"
810 GOTO750
820 POKE65495,0 '<===== note
830 GOSUB690
840 F0RX=1T0P-1:P1=INT( (X/P)#100
):PRINT@96,Pl;"7. SORTED"
850 fory=x top-l:ifd*(yxd*(x)th
ensi*=d*(X):d*(X)=d*(Y):d*(Y)=si
*
860 nexty:next X

870 PRINTS96, " 100 7. SORTED"
880 PRINT@160,P-1 "RECORDS SORTED
II

890 IFP-1>50THENPRINT@224, " WHEW

900 FORX=1TO800:NEXT
910 POKE65494,0
920 RETURN
930 PMODE0 : PCLEAR 1 : GOTO70

Listing 2:

10
20
30

40

CDIR03

'DOCUMENTATION FOR PROGRAMS
DIR1, DIR2 AND DIR3
'RUN THIS PROGRAM AND A HARD
COPY WILL PRINT EXPLAINING
THE 3 PROGRAMS

50
60
70
80
90
n"
100
110
120
130

VER I FYON : CLEAR500
DATA" D o c u m e n t a t i o

DATA" "

DATA" for"
DATA" "

DATA"Diskette Directories Ha
ndler"
140 DATA"Programs DIR1, DIR2 and
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mmv From the programmer that brought ZAXXON
to the Color Computer,*'

Moreton Bay Software proudly presents

BJORK BLOCKS.
An incredible graphic utility! Now you can design grapics just like the masters. You can even animate! User friend-

ly. Precision drawing. Precision color selection. Fully menu driven. Only one joystick needed for menu selection

and graphic creation. Compressed data storage or load and save 6K binary files. Almost impossible to crash.

Create your own graphic adventure screens. Limitless applications in communication, education and program
development. Read the October review by Rainbow's Technical Editor.

Pictures created

with Bjork Blocks

Requires 32K Extended Basic

(64K for animation)

$34.95 Tape or Disk

SPECIAL: Bjork Blocks and Graphicom $55.00

DOUBLE DRIVER
The BEST monitor driver

available. Color composite,

monochrome and audio

output. For original CoCo
D, E and F boards. $24.95

Mono II for Color Computer
2. An excellent mono-
chrome monitor driver that

has audio output also. $24.95. Specify model needed.

64K UPGRADES
Instantly access 64K via

M/L totally solderless kit to

upgrade E Boards. Kit in-

cludes eight 4164 prime
chips and chips U29 and
U11 already soldered. E
Board Kit $69.95
Color Computer 2 kit re-

quires soldering. $64.95

Pretested.

Guaranteed.

MINI MOUTH
Add sound to your mute
monitor. Hear the bells and

whistles of your software

again. No batteries.

Solderless installation. For

CoCo I D, E and F boards

and CoCo 2. $24.95

A

Ordering information

Add S2.00 shipping and handling per order. We ship wilhin 24 hours
on receipt of order. Blue Label Service available California residents

add 6% sales tax.

GRAPHICOM
Buy Graphicom from us and get one of our unique picture

disks free! Get our improved picture disk one also.

Graphicom is an excellent graphic utility. See the Rainbow
review. Requires 64K EXB, Disk Drive and Joy Sticks.

THREE Disks and the manual for only $29.95.

100% New Graphicom Picture Disks $15.95

flBCDEFGH]
Caligraphy Stamp Set Disk J I '. L 1 1 NO P Q R

STUVWXYZ
1 23456789

J& /&s abcdefgfujftl f&

g :: J- i

''.

IP
%M.J\

.. rvOAi
I

:

• *
l

• I !-:>

*,(»» » * II '

Adventure Disk I (indoor

scenes and objects)

Adventure Disk II

(outdoor scenes)

MORETON BAY SOFTWARE
A Division of Moreton Bay Laboratory

316 CASTILLO STREET
SANTA BARBARA,
CALIFORNIA 93101

(805) 962-3127

Caen on* Mill
on hot iZ'.-i'' il ,-

]»-.!
.
r.t coioi MpeMino

* n*n £"-
. id14 . rui« t ii h

tr.*r, .ii kW IM o'i' llM
IOUN1MIH

MORE BUSINESS -Ver 3.12 The preferred business
package. Completely interactive. General Ledger.
Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable. Customer
Statements. Mailing Labels. Profit/Loss. Balance Sheet
Statements. Our most powerful business package. Buy
the best!

32K Disk R/S DOS $99.95

'Zaxxon Reg TM Sega Corp.

**Color Computer Reg TM Tandy Corp.



DIR3" TION ABOUT ALL YOUR PROGRAMS & F
150 DATA"Copyright 1984 by Marv ILES"
Swan" 330 DATA" * GENERATE TAPE WORK
160 DATA" " FILE OF DIRECTORIES CONTAINED ON
170 DATA" " ALL DISKETTES"
180 DATA"The Diskette DIrectorie 340 DATA" * PRINT (OPTIONAL) 'E
s Handler system consists of 3 p XTRACT & LOAD DIRECTORIES' REPOR
rograms" T #1"
190 DATA"that generate all your 350 DATA" » STORE DISKETTE NAME
diskette directories information S & USAGE IN TABLE"
onto" 360 DATA" * SORT DISKETTE NAMES

200 DATA" 7 comprehensive reports TABLE"
370 DATA" * PRINT (OPTIONAL) 'D

210 DATA" " ISKETTE NAMES' REPORT #2"
220 DATA" " 380 DATA" * SORT DISKETTE USAGE
230 DATA"liinimum computer system TABLE"
requirements: " 390 DATA" # PRINT (OPTIONAL) 'D
240 DATA" # 32K OF RAM" ISKETTE USAGE' REPORT #3"
250 DATA" # EXTENDED DISK BASIC 400 DATA" * TRANSFER TAPE WORK
260 DATA" 1 DISK DRIVE" FILE TO DISK WORK FILE ON DRIVE
270 DATA" * 1 TAPE DRIVE" 0"
280 DATA" # 1 PRINTER" 410 DATA" * READ DISK WORK FILE
290 DATA" " AND PRINT (OPTIONAL) DISKETTE J
300 DATA"Program DIR1 explanatio ACKET"
n:" 420 DATA" LABEL' DIRECTORY RE
310 DATA" * READ ALL DISKETTE D PORT #4"
IRECTORIES IN YOUR SYSTEM" 430 DATA" * THIS PROGRAM PASSES
320 DATA" AND EXTRACT INFORM

A

THE DISK WORK FILE ON DRIVE T

Mouse Technological Software
For The Color Computer!

Many Companies call their

Home and Business Software

User Friendly . .

.

ONLY ONE CALLS IT
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O PROG DIR2 AND/OR DIR3"
440 DATA" * THIS PROGRAM LINKS
AND CALLS UP PROGRAM DIR2 OR DIR
3 ON DRIVE 0"
450 DATA" "

460 DATA"Program DIR2 explanatio
n: "

470 DATA" * THIS PROGRAM IS RUN
AFTER PROGRAM DIR1"

480 DATA" * READ DISK WORK FILE
GENERATED BY PROGRAM DIR1 FROM
DRIVE 0"

490 DATA" PRINT 'DISKETTE GUM
LABELS' REPORT #5"

500 DATA" # THIS PROGRAM LINKS
AND CALLS UP PROGRAM DIR3 ON DRI
VE 0"

510 DATA" "

520 DATA"Program DIR3 explanatio
n: "

530 DATA" * THIS PROGRAM IS RUN
AFTER DIR1 OR DIR2"

540 DATA" * READ DISK WORK FILE
GENERATED BY PROGRAM DIR1"

550 DATA" * SORT DISK WORK FILE
, IN RAM, TO PROGRAMS & FILES SE
QUENCE"
560 DATA" » PRINT 'CONSOLIDATED
DIRECTORIES' REPORT #6"

570 DATA" * PRINT 'DISKS DIRECT
ORY SUMMARY' REPORT #7"
580 DATA" "

590 DATA"record layout of tape w
ark file & disk work file:"
600 DATA" # RECORD SIZE = 42 BY
TES"
610 DATA" » 01-08 = 08 BYTE N
AME OF PROGRAM OR DATA FILE"
620 DATA" * 09-11 - 03 BYTE * E
XTENS ION"
630 DATA" * 12-12 - 01 BYTE = F
ILE FORMAT CODE"
640 DATA" #
A = ASCII"

650 DATA" #
B = BINARY"

660 DATA" * 13-13 = 01 BYTE = F
ILE TYPE CODE"
670 DATA"

= BASIC PROGRAM"
680 DATA" #

1 = DATA FILE"
690 DATA" #
2 = MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM"

700 DATA" *
3 = ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAM"

710 DATA" * 14-15 = 02 BYTE = N
UMBER OF GRANULES"
720 DATA" * 16-21 = 06 BYTE = N

UMBER OF BYTES"
730 DATA" * 22-41 = 20 BYTE = N
AME OF DISKETTE"
740 DATA" * 42-42 =01 BYTE = S
PECIAL CODE USED BY PROGRAM DIR1
II

750 DATA" *
'X' IDENTIFIES EVERY OTHER DISK

ETTE DURING DIR1 AND DIR2"
760 DATA" "

770 DATA"Printer brands:"
780 DATA" * ALL PROGRAMS PRINT
ON ANY PRINTER, HOWEVER, REPORT"
790 DATA" TITLES ARE DESIGNED
& CODED TO PRINT ENLARGED LETTE

RS USING"
800 DATA" EPSON CODES. TO MO
DIFY FOR OTHER PRINTERS, LOOK AT
LINES:"
810 DATA" * DIRl: 0820 0830
2680 3790"

820 DATA" * DIR2: 0510 0960
1020 1030 1040 1330"

830 DATA" # DIR3: 0490 0740
840 DATA" "

850 DATA"High speed poke:"
860 DATA" * THE FOLLOWING PROGR
AMS USE THE HIGH SPEED POKE FOR"
870 DATA" FAST SORTING. TO T
AKE OUT THE POKE, LOOK AT LINES:
II

880 DATA" # DIR3: 0820"
890 DATA"END"
900 VER I FYON : CLS2 : PR INT@ 1

, " D ISK
ETTE DIRECTORIES HANDLER ";:PRIN
T@40," DOCUMENTATION "»

910 PRINT8129," ready THE PRINTE
R "i:PRINTai93," press ENTER WHE
N READY "|

920 I *= INKEY* : I F I *»= " "GOTO920
930 PRINT@289," PRINTING

ii

.

• »

940 PRINT@384,"";
950 READA* : IFA*< > " END "THENPR INT#
-2,A*:GOTO950
960 END 0%

A MONTHLY CLASSIFIED NEWSPAPER

FOR THE COCO OWNER - SELL YOUR USED ITEMS.

CIRCULATION OF OVER 15,000 - YOUR SURE TO

SELL. SUBSCRIPTION IS ONLY $5.00 A YEAR

CLASSIFIED ADS ARE ONLY .25 PER WORD.DISPLAY

ADS AVAILABLE. PLEASE HAVE CHECKS PAYABLE TO

P D SOFTWARE P0 BOX 13124 HOUSTON TX 77219
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GAMEMASTERS APPRENTICE 16K RAINBOW

Designing Your Own
Adventure

By George Firedrake and Art Canfil

Rainbow Contributing Editors

If
you have never played a role playing game and want to

begin playing, try a play-by-mail (PBM) game. Flying

Buffalo Inc. created the play-by-mail industry. Anyone
can learn to play these games. No previous gaming expe-
rience is required.

Begin by getting the rules for the game you play from
Flying Buffalo Inc., Dept. GMA, P.O. Box 1467, Scotts-

dale, AZ 85252-1467. Below are names of PBM games and
the prices for the rules.

— STARWEB $2.00
— HEROIC FANTASY 1.00

— BATTLE PLAN 0.50
— NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION 0.25

— GALACTIC CONFLICT 1 .00

— STARLORD 1.00

— BOARD OF DIRECTORS 0.25
— FEUDAL LORDS 1.00

Last time we suggested you sign up for HEROIC
FANTASY and make a move every two weeks or once
a month. First get the rules, then design a party of
Adventurers and send them in as described in the rules,

of course.

Your characters can be human or otherwise. Each
character is a fighter or magic-user, but not both. The
strength (STR) of a character is used to attack other

characters or monsters, to defend oneself and others, cast

(George Firedrake, a.k.a. Bob Albrecht, is one of the
most prolific authors in the microcomputer world
today. A specialist in writing for beginners, he is

author of numerous books including TRS-80 Color
BASIC. Art Canfil enjoys designing games and writ-

ing. He is co-author o/Taipan: A Game In Context.)

magic spells, and numerous other things. The constitution

(CON) of a character determines the amount of damage
a character can withstand and continue living. Each
character type has a price (COST). Here are all possible

character types.

CODE KINDRED CLASS STR CON COST

F' Fairy Fighter 1 1 1

F Fairy Magic-user 1 1 2

G Gremlin Fighter 3 4 3

L Leprechaun Magic-user 3 4 4

H Hobbit Fighter 5 15 5

H Hobbit Magic-user 4 15 7

K Goblin Fighter 7 20 6

P Human Fighter 15 30 9

P Human Magic-user 10 30 11

E Elf Fighter 25 25 15

E Elf Magic-user 20 25 18

D Dwarf Fighter 30 40 23

D Dwarf Magic-user 30 40 36

O Ogre Fighter 35 40 29

O Ogre Magic-user 35 40 46

T Troll Fighter 50 50 57

X Giant Fighter 60 60 72

For any character, you may choose the name and whether
the character is male or female.

You assemble a party of Adventurers by "buying" up to 1

5

characters. You have 100 points to spend in acquiring

characters.

You have 100 points to spend.
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Let's try it. For our first group, how about a big guy and
14 tiny helpers? Our group consists of a giant and 14 fairy

magic-users.

QTY KINDRED CLASS STR CON POINTS
1 Giant Fighter 60 60 72
14 Fairy Magic-user 14 14 28

TOTALS 74 74 100

Or, instead of 14 fairies, let's try seven leprechauns.

QTY KINDRED CLASS STR CON POINTS
1 Giant Fighter 60 60 72
7 Leprechaun Magic-user 21 28 28

TOTALS 81 88 100

The second bunch is higher in both STR and CON than
the first group.

When Frodo, et al. set forth to return the ring to Oro-
druin, his group included hobbits, humans, elves, and
dwarves (plus Gollum, of course). Let's put together our
own Fellowship of the Ring.

QTY KINDRED CLASS STR CON POINTS
2 Hobbit Fighter 10 30 10

2 Hobbit Magic-user 8 30 14

1 Human Fighter 15 30 9

1 Human Magic-user 10 30 11

1 Dwarf Fighter 30 40 23
1 Elf Fighter 25 25 15

1 Elf Magic-user 20 25 18

210 100

This Adventuring party has much more total CON and
STR than either previous group. Of course, we really don't
know what is important until we send one of our groups into
the labyrinth and find out what happens.
YOUR TURN. Design your own bunch of Adventurers.

Remember, you have 100 points to spend and you can select,

at the most, 1 5 Adventurers. Choose a name for each char-
acter and decide who is male and who is female.

CoCo Can Help Design A Group
The ratios of STR to COST and CON to COST might be

useful indexes to help design a group of Adventurers. Here
are some examples.

Fairy fighter: STR/POINTS=l CON/P01NTS=l
Fairy magic-user: STR/POINTS=5 CON/POINTS=l
Goblin fighter: STR/POINTS=1.17 CON/POINTS=3.67

Goblins are durable, compared to their cost, while fairies

are fragile, relative to their cost. You can buy a lot ofCON
for your money by stocking up on goblins!
We have in mind several programs to help design Adven-

turing teams and play HEROIC FANTASY. First, we need
a database of information about character types. Here it is:

32000 REM**HEROIC FANTASY QMA 21
32002 REM**CHARACTER TYPES
32004 REM**CODE* , K IN* , CLASS* , STR

,CON,PTS
32010 DATA
32020 DATA
32030 DATA
32040 DATA
32050 DATA
32060 DATA
32070 DATA
32080 DATA
32090 DATA
32100 DATA
32110 DATA
32120 DATA
32130 DATA
32140 DATA
32150 DATA
32160 DATA
32170 DATA
32180 DATA

:, ELF, M, 20, 25, 16

D, DWARF, F, 30, 40, 23
D, DWARF, M, 30, 40, 36
O, OGRE, F, 35, 40, 29
O, OGRE, M, 35, 40, 46
T, TROLL, F, 50, 50, 57
X, GIANT, F, 60, 60, 72
Z,ENDFILE,Z, 0,0,0

file consisting of 18 records. EThis is a small data file consisting of 18 records. Each
record contains information about one character type. For
instance:

32010 DATA F, FAIRY, F, 1, LI

/ t \
CODE KINDRED CLASS STR CON POINTS

Line 32004 tells you the names of the variables that we will

use to store information from a DA TA statment.

32004 REM**CODE$, KINS, CLASS$,_STRwCON, PTS

32060 DATA H, HOBBIT, M, 4^1 S^f-

The last record, called ENDFILE, with CODES = "Z", is

not a character type. It is the End-of-File (EOF) record.

32180 DATA Z.ENDFILE, Z, 0, 0.
v

V
/

End-of-Kile record

(No more records in the file.)

We have written two programs that use the data file of
HEROIC FANTASY character types.

The SCAN CHARACTER TYPES program begins at

Line 1000. It lets you scan the entire file. To run it, type RUN
or RUN WOO. It begins like this.

F FAIRY Fill
VJTO DO AGAIN, PRESS SPACE BAR

t
SPACE BAR is in

reverse color.

Press the space bar and you get the next record.

I F FAIRY Fill
F FAIRY Mill

V TO DO AGAIN, PRESS SPACE BAR
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Keep pressing the space bar until you see 1 5 records on the

screen. Press the space bar again to get the 16th record — the

top record is "pushed off the top of the screen" and
disappears.

Keep pressing the space bar until ENDF1LE appears at

the bottom of the screen. Press the space bar again and the

CoCo starts over with the first record.

The COMPUTE COSTRA TIOS program begins at Line
2000. Type RUN 2000 to run this program. First you see:

CODES STR
I CLASSS

I

CON PTS CON/PTS
STR/PTS

F F 1 1

TO DO AGAIN, PRESS SPACE BAR

reverse color

This program works the same way as the SCAN CHAR-
ACTER TYPES program. Each time you press the space
bar, you see another line of information near the bottom
of the screen. If you see ENDFILE and press the space
bar, the CoCo starts over at the top of the data file.

Here are both programs and the subroutines they use.

The listing:
I
T

10000 ....195
END 147 I

1 REM##HEROIC FANTASY GMA 21-1
1000 REM«*SCAN CHARACTER TYPES
1010 CLS
1020 RESTORE 'START AT TOP
1030 QOSUB 11010 'READ RECORD
1040 GOSUB 12010 'SHOW RECORD
1050 QOSUB 10010 'TELL HOW AGAIN
1099 '

1100 REM**START OVER IF ENDFILE
1110 IF KIN*-"ENDFILE" THEN 1020
ELSE 1030

9

REM»*COMPUTE COST RATIOS
CLS
RESTORE ' START AT
GOSUB 11010 'READ RECORD
GOSUB 13010 'COST RATIOS
GOSUB 14010 'SHOW RATIOS
GOSUB 10010 'TELL HOW AGAIN

1199
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2099 '

2100 REM**START OVER IF ENDFILE
2110 IF K I N*="ENDFILE" THEN 2020
ELSE 2030

2199 '

10000 REM**DO AGAIN SUBROUTINE
10010 PRINT ©480, "TO DO AGAIN,
PRESS space bar";
10020 IF INKEY*="" THEN 10020
ELSE RETURN
10099 *

11000 REM*#READ RECORD SUBR.
11010 READ CODE*, KIN*, CLASS*, STR
, CON, PTS
11020 RETURN
11099 '

12000 REM**SHOW RECORD SUBR.
12010 PRINT 8480, CODE* TAB (2)
KIN* TAB (16) CLASS* TAB (19) STR
TAB < 23) CON TAB < 27) PTS
12020 RETURN
12099 *

13000
13010
SC=0:
13020
13030
13040
13050
13060
13099

REM**COST RATIOS SUBR.
IF KIN*- "ENDFILE" THEN
CC=0: RETURN
SC = STR/PTS
SC = INT<100*SC+.5)/100
CC - CON/PTS
CC - INT(100»CC+.5)/100
RETURN

* *

JA4/ FOUR STAR SOFTWARE
GALACTIC FIGHTER

A last-paced arcade game with great graphics
and sound. CoCo at its best!

Save earth by lighting your way to Dracoz,
the home world ol the invaders. Fly earth's
secret weapon. The Galactic Fighter'.

Overcome alien ships, missiles and meteor
showers. Try and survive the deadly laser
trench.

32K, one joystick required.

CASS. $19.95 (U.S.)
DISK $24.95 (U.S.)

$24.95 (CON.)
$29.95 (CDN.)

Write for free catalogue
Dealer enquiries welcome
Overseas orders add 10%

COCO PAINT
A very advanced, easy-to-use graphics
development system lor a 64K. single-drive
CoCo!!
• Supports: keyboard, single joystick,

mouse or X-pad
• Mix graphics and text, using built-in or

user-definable characters and textures
• Create stamps: rotate, mirror, shrink,

expand or invert
• Screen dump to most common printers
• 300 — 1200 baud modem communications

capabilites
• Plus many more excellent features

DISK $39.95 (U.S.) $49.95 (CDN.l

P.O. BOX 730
STREETSVILLE, ONTARIO

CANADA
L5M 2C2

BUGS II

An adventure game with all the excitement of
arcade action.

Earth is infested with intelligent killer

bugs Find your way through the maze
and destroy their reactor. However, you
must fight the bugs all the way!

New and improved version of the game that
won the Color Computer Magazine*
programming contest. 64K required

CASS. $19.95 (U.S.)

DISK $26.95 (U.S.)
$24.95 (CDN.)
$32.95 (CDN.)

Cheque or Money Order

rainbow Add $2.50 shipping—"•— Ont. Residents add 7% tax
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WHERE'S-IT
byC.E. Laldlaw

What programs are on this disk? Which

-ucnc
S
o,x

rny W 'DGET P r°9'am?ucnc o rr „„, „„Swertnese questions
Tor you and maintain disk directory index

IIS^ UO \o 915 programs in each.

Completely user-friendly, just run
WHERE'S-IT and follow the prompts to:

Create index files holding up to 972
programs

Load or save existing index files

Add. delete or update index files for a
specific disk

Sort index files alphabetically with a
machine language sort

List index files to screen

Print index out with 1 62 programs to the

page

Disk only $19 95
(32K Extended Color BASIC)

We are also a dealer for
the following companies:

Moreton Bay Software
Computerware

Spectrum Pro)ects

Mark Data. Amdek. Epson
Pal Creations. Tom Mix
PBH Computer, Inc.

Spectral Associates.
Cognitec. Elite Software

Prickly Pear. Botek
Cobra Software

and many more fine companies

THE
ADVENTURE
GENERATOR

JARB
SOFTWARE-
HARDWARE

1636 O Avenue, Suite C
National City. CA 92050

After hours:
BBS 619-474-8981

Orderllne:
619-474-8982

ARaicfTWARt

Cassette $34.95
Disk/Amdisk $39.95

FEATURES
Creates stand-alone programs

Up to 100 rooms. 60 objects. 30 command words, and 9 conditional flags

Supports tape and disk output

Optional printer output of important sections during creation of ADVENTURE
Complete documentation

Includes sample ADVENTURE
Works with all models of the CoCo except MC-10

Requires 32K Extended Color BASIC

^ GRAY LADY
by Terry A Steen

Control your submarine in its efforts to destroy the enemy fleet. You
must launch your sub to surface missiles while avoiding the depth
charges. Five different types, hi-res graphics and spectacular
sounds. Also a talking version included at no extra charge for those
who have an SC01 based voice pack. Four screens and progressive
difficulty make this all machine language program a real bargain.

Cassette: $19.95 Disk/Amdisk: $24.95

U.S. COD orders accepted, no charge cards please.

Shipping and handling S3 00
California residents please add 6% sales tax



L Battle the
st of Disk Drives

Sale - Sale - Sale

Un-DISK Drives $4&95?
$34.95

You Bet! There are empty spaces in your 32K
and 64K CoCo. The Preble VDOS Un-DISK
helps you fill them up with PROGRAMS!

• Un-DISK uses your computer's extra
memory like a last disk drive.

• Un-DISK can store BASIC and MACHINE
LANGUAGE programs.

• Un-DISK is INVISIBLE. Yup! Un-DISK
does not interfere with normal Color Com-
puter Operation.

• Un-DISK appears only when you type the

magic word VDOS.

• Un-DISK comes with comprehensive in-

structions which you may not need be-
cause:

• Un-DISK is self-prompting and easy to

use!

• Un-DISK is provided on cassette.

• Un-DISK is faster than a slow clumsy
DISK DRIVE and best of all . . .

• Un-DISK is CHEAPER than a DISK DRIVE!

• Un-DISK will work even if you already own
a disk but WHY BUY A DISK AT ALL?

• Un-DISK should be in the library of every
serious CoCo user even if you own a disk

says Frank J. Esser, independent reviewer

for rainbow Magazine!

OK sure, disk drives ARE NICE. I own one.
But if your finances are limited, the Un-DISK
can give you much of the power of the

mechanical drive. Even if you already own a

disk the Un-DISK can work like a super fast

extra disk.

EXTRA . . . EXTRA . . . EXTRA . .

.

EXTRA . .

.

Additional Power For $14.95

Only with VDUMP for the Un-DISK!

• VDUMP lets you make a cassette backup
copy of everything stored in the Un-DISK.

• VDUMP lets you save 5, 10. 15 or more
programs on a single cassette tape file.

• VDUMP lets you switch Un-DISKs. With a
single load operation replace a group of

financial programs with a set of children's
programs. (The new VDUMP tape over-
writes the old.)

• VDUMP can allow you to save a whole lot

of rainbow on tape in a SINGLE file.

• VDUMP is the perfect companion to the

Preble VDOS Un-DISK.

Available from Doctor Preble's Programs,
naturally! Bringing you fine Color Computer
Products Since 1983!

The Preble VDOS Un-DISK $34.95
The Preble VDUMP $14.95

Shipping & handling

U.S. and Canada $1.50

or $5.00 to other foreign points

VISA and MasterCard acceptedM
I
SINCE

<

Order From:

Dr. Preble's Programs
6540 Outer Loop

Louisville, KY 40228

(502) 966-8281

Canadians may order from Kelly Software



14000 REM*#SHOW COST RATIOS SUBR
14010 PRINT 9480, CODE* TAB (2)

CLASS* TAB<5) STR TAB<9> CON
TAB (13) PTS TAB < 17) SC TAB<24)CC
14020 RETURN
14099 »

Of course, remember to add the data file (lines 32000

through 32180) to the programs.

— To run SCAN CHARACTER TYPES, type RUN or

RUN WOO and press ENTER.
— To run COMPUTE COST RA T/OS, type RUN 2000

and press ENTER.

These are "bare bones" programs. Try your hand at

improving them. Also think about other programs to help

you design an Adventuring team and guide them as they

explore the labyrinth.

Who Is A Character?

A character is any imaginary person or other creature

created according to the rules of a game system. The charac-

ters in HEROIC FANTASY are quite simple. The charac-

ters in Dungeons & Dragons or RuneQuesi are much more
detailed and complex. Characters in Adventurer's Hand-
book are simplified versions of characters found in the very

elegant RuneQuesi system.

We need a way of recording a character's characteristics,

abilities, knowledge, possessions, and anything else we want
to remember. Below is a blank character record. You may
copy it for your own use.

Character Name

.

Background

Age. Sex. Race.

STR

CON

SIZ

INT

POW
DEX

CHA

HIT PTS. 01 23456789 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Idea

Luck

Dodge

Persuade

Armour .

POW PTS. 1 23456789 10

SKILLS

CLIMB

FIRST AID

HIDE

JUMP

LISTEN

MOVE QUIETLY

SPOT HIDDEN

SWIM

THROW

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

WEAPONS DAMAGE ATTACK PARRY BRK PTS.

SPELL SPELL %

EQUIPMENT MONEY
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Last time we showed you the character record for Aloys-
ious Anonymous, a very average character. Now meet
Rokana.

Charjcttr Name &*""» -Ajt, _R»ce HumM

STR a_
CON 3_
SIZ !_
INT '1 ION

POW '* LUCK

DO 2- OMge
CHA

SKILLS

CLIMB

FIRST AlC

HIDE

JUMP

LISTEN

MOVE SlilLTLV

SPOT HIDOtS

SWIU

THROW

KIT PTS. 0IJ345678@I0
II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 K 23 24 25

M Armour _

S_ POW PTS. I 234S67B9I0
PersuMt *° II 12 13 14 15 16 '7 (Ts) 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

WEAPONS DAMAGE ATTACK PARRY BRK PTS
_fi5£ _ifcj_ _i»

SB iM
_5S_

?» 'M

J2-
_i£_ SPELL

has a 35 percent chance of successfully casting a HEALING
spell and a 25 percent chance with PROTECTION or
LIGHT.

Next time we will take Aloysious. Rokana. and perhaps
some other characters to a county fair where they can have a
wonderful time exercising their skills. In the meantime, we
suggest you do some homework. Dig out the following back
issues ofTHE rainbow and read "GameMaster's Apprentice."

August 1983 — pages 74-78

October 1983 — pages 170-174

November 1983 — pages 140, 144, 146, 148

Do any of you want us to run a small play-by-mail game?
In this game, you would run one character like Aloysious or
Rokana. You take your character to a county fair. Today
they are called "Renaissance Faires," but in the world of
Aloysious and Rokana they were contemporary fairs.

No previous experience is needed to play our play-by-mail
game. Your only costs will be a copy of Adventurer's Hand-
book and some self-addressed, stamped envelopes. If you
want to play, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to

DragonFun, P.O. Box 310, Menlo Park. CA 94026.

ROLE PLAYING GAMES

Rokana is a beginning magic-user. She has learned three

magic spells called HEALING, PROTECTION, and
LIGHT. However, she has not yet mastered these spells. She

SuperSpoDier
Free your fast computer from your slow printer!

SupcrSpoolcr allows youi computer lo work on one task while your
primer works on anoiher.

• works with any si/e memory (64K recommended)
• compatible with Telewriter. Ultra 80CC etc.. and all BASIC

programs
• small 64K version uses only SO bytes of user RAM
• written in relocatable machine language
• 32K buffer with a 64K system
• selectable buffer size and location

• reprint buffer as many times as you want, when you want
• clear buffer at any time

• check status of buffer

• adjust speed of output to suit your printer and interface

• most features enabled with one keystroke at any time, even during
application program execution

$19.95 U.S. or $24.95 Canadian

Also Available:

SBASIC 1.0— a structured BASIC pre-compiler.

$19.95 U.S. or $24.95 Canadian

Ordering Information:

Please specify cassette or disk. To order send check or money order,
or use VISA or MasterCard. If using VISA or MasterCard, include
card number and expiration date.

For UPS delivery add $1 in Ontario and Montreal.
$3 in the U.S.

Ontario residents add 1% sales tax. ^-^
To order or for more information please write. lir^M

RAINBOW

Tandar Software
"""-"'"

12 Araman Drive Agincourt. Ontario Canada MIT 2P6 (416) 29.1-2014

DEALER INQUIRIES WANTED

Millions ofpeopleplayfantasy role playing games. A role playinggame isa game in
which one or more players create and play characters (adventurers) who live their

imaginary lives in a specially madegame world. Thegame world is created, managed,
and operated by a GameMaster IGM). referee, or dungeon master (DM).
Mostpeople who play roleplayinggames useaformal rule system. Some ofthe best

known are shown below.

Champions. Hero Games. 92A 21si Avenue. San Mateo. CA 94402.

Dungeons A Dragons (DAD). TSR. P.O. Box 756. Lake Geneva. Wl 53147.

RuneQuesI (RQJ. Chaosium, P.O. Box 6302. Albany. CA 94706.

Traveller. Game Designers Workshop, P.O. Box 1646. Bloomington. IL
61701.

Tunnels A Trolls (TAT). Blade. P.O. Box 1210. Scollsdale. AZ 85252.

Beginners beware! The rule books areformidable. Ifyou are a beginner, we suggest
you start with one of thefollowing hooks, both from Reston Publishing Companv.
11480 Sunset Hills Road. Reston. VA 22090.

Adventurer'sHandbook:.4 Guide lo RolePlaying Games by BobAlbrecht A
Greg Stafford.

Through Dungeons Deep by Robert Plamondon.

In "GameMaster s Apprentice, "we include how-to-play informationfar all beginners.

Copyright" 1984 by DragonQuest. P.O. Box 310. Menlo Park. CA 94026.

<^\

One-Liner Contest Winner . . .

This shows the moon with many stars in the background.
Let it run for a while (a half hour or so); it gets better with

age!

Mark Perry

Rutherfordton, NC

The listing:

PM0DE4 : PCLS : SCREEN 1 , 1 : C IRCLE <

1

60, 50) , 45, , . 8: PAINT ( 160, 50) , 1 , 1

:

FORX= 1 T099999999 : PSET <RND <255 > ,

R

ND < 192) > : PRESET <RND (255) , RND ( 192
)):NEXT*LET RUN FOR HALF A HOUR
OR SO.

( For this winning one-liner contest entry, the author has been sent copies of both The
Rainbow Book OfAdventure and its companion Rainbow Adventure Tape.)
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FEELING

HELPLESS?
YOU NEED TO
LEARN A
LESSON

!

MICRO LANGUAGE LAB
LEARNING THE 6809

^Leeling at the mercy of a program
^^B mer somewhere ? Mystified by a

1 machine? My Micro Language Lab

1 will give you the power to end

those helpless feelings.

Here's why. The heart of any com-

puter program anywhere is machine

language. Every piece of software uses it

— your favorite game, spreadsheet,

word processor, data base manager, or

recipe file. Every time you hit "Enter",

it's working. All the languages and

operating systems are created from it.

Basic, Fortran, Pascal, Flex, OS-9,

TRSDOS...they're 6809 machine

language, the whole lot!

And you can learn the language of

the 6809, the programming heart of

your Color Computer, with my Micro

Language Lab.

Not everyone can program. Writing a

few lines in Basic now and then doesn't

make you a programmer. But if you can

program, then my Micro Language Lab

will teach you — the right stuff, the

right way.

I'll teach you in 24 half-hour lessons

on 12 audio cassettes, with a 220-page

textbook, with data booklets, with 35

sample programs, and with a program-

ming reference card. You'll spend 50

hours or more with my course, listen-

ing, watching, and working. And when

you're done, you'll be programming

your Color Computer in the 6809 's

language

Stop ignoring those gnawing feelings

of helplessness. The 6809 is where the

power lies in your computer. Turn on
that power with the Micro Language

Lab.

• Micro Language Lab, $99.00

(plus $3.50 shipping and handling)

Requires I6K Extended Basic EDTASM +

Not sure? Write or call for a Table of

Contents and sample pages — and your

"I'll Teach You

A Lesson" y" F>fi^
S\

button! / 1* * MM \

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM GREEN MOUNTAIN MICRO l^C^^fel
(Add $2.50 shipping and handling to your

order)

CoCoPort parallel interface (now in-

cludes plastic case). $54.95 / $44.95 kit

ColorPack ROM/RAM pack, $29-95

(specify configuration) / $19.95 kit / case

$3-00 extra

User Group, Educational, Club and
Dealer Discounts are available.

TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Cor-

poration. Flex is a trademark of TSC, Inc. OS-9 is

a trademark of Microware Corporation.

Green Mountain Micro
Bathory Road, Box R
Roxbury, Vermont 05669
802 485-6112

Hours: 9am - 5pm EST, Monday - Friday

COD/VISA/MASTERCARD

Lowerkit III

• Full-time upper and lowercase installs

in 15 minutes.

• Normal and reverse video standard

• Fully compatible with all Alpha and

Graphic modes

$79.95 assembled and tested

$49.95 complete kit of parts

Important! Specify Color Computer or

Color Computer II

64K memory upgrade kit with full in-

structions, $49.95 / with memory test on

tape. $54.95

Color Quaver Software Music Syn-

thesizer on tape (requires 32/64K), $19.95

Color Burner EPROM Programmer

(2716/32/32A/64/64A/128, 68764/66) with

software, $69.95 / $56.95 kit

TV Buff II, clear image for video

monitors, $19.95 (specify CoCo or CoCo2)



SOME INTERESTING THINGS are

being done in advanced information

storage technology in Japan by Nippon
Columbia, parent of Denon America,

Inc. Nippon Columbia, credited with

developing digital audio recording in

1972, has applied the technology of the

Compact Disc to a very high capacity

read-only memory storage system for

personal computers. Dubbed the CD-
ROM, the new disc has the same
compact dimensions (4% inches) and

uses the same type of laser pickup

"player" mechanism as the audio

Compact Disc.

The primary advantage of the CD-
ROM is its 550-megabyte storage

capacity on one side — the equivalent

memory potential of 500 to 1,000

conventional 5%-inch floppy disks.

Additionally, the optical CD-ROM and

its drive mechanism is free from
magnetic mishaps and head/drive

problems that plague the more conven-

tional magnetic media and it has a built-

in error detection and correction

system.

For more information about the CD-
ROM system, contact Robert Heiblim,

Denon America, Inc., 27 Law Drive,

Fairfield, NJ 07006; (201) 575-7810.

THE PRINTED WORD. Several re-

cently released books are now available

that Color Computer users might find

interesting. First in the lineup are The

Computer Blue Book and the Orion

Buyer's Guide to Computers, published

by Orion Research, 1315 Main Avenue,

Suite 230, Durango, CO 81301. Both

books are industry reference guides for

both the buyer and seller in the

marketplace and are available for

$49.50 apiece.

Next we come to Digital Deli,

authored by "the Lunch Group and

Guests" and edited by Steve Ditlea.

Billed as "the computer book with the

human touch," this book combines

contributions from 140 authors and

artists into a 400-page potpourri of

computer lore and culture and techno-

logical trivia. Digital Deli is available

for $12.95 from Workman, 1 West 39

Street, New York, NY 10018.

If you're interested in success stories,

there is The Computer Entrepreneurs,

a look at the biggest names in the

computer industry and how they made
it to the top. Written by Robert
Levering, Michael Katz and Milton

Moskowitz, The Computer Entrepre-

neurs is an intimate portrait of these

new cultural heroes. It is currently

available for $19.95 from NAL Books,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.

Finally, we come to a two-volume
reference set entitled Abbreviations:

The Comprehensive Dictionary of
Abbreviations and Letter Symbols for
the Computer Era (it probably took two
volumes just to get the name across the

cover). The title pretty well says it all

except that the volumes are arranged

separately: one contains words to

abbreviations and the other contains

abbreviations to words. Abbreviations

was compiled by C. Edward Wall and
is currently available for $98 through

Pierian Press, P.O. Box 1808, Ann
Arbor, MI 48106.

* * *

BACK ON THE LINE. Glancing at a

couple of the information networks this

month, CompuServe Incorporated has

announced that they have entered into

a joint agreement with VideoFinancial

Services of Dallas, Texas, to expand
their home and small business market
for video banking by personal computer.

Under the agreement, all CompuServe
subscribers will be able to conduct

transactions electronically with any
bank in the country linked through

VideoFinancial's computer gateway
facilities. CompuServe will be the first

nationwide computer network to offer

this service, which is expected to be

active on the system by March of 1985.

For more information, contact Carl

Byoir & Associates, Inc., 401 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611;

(312)527-5100.

The Business Computer Network has

recently announced that they have

added Knight-Ridder's VU/TEXT to

their system. This means that their

subscribers can now get the full text

of the Washington Post, the Philadel-

phia Enquirer and the Miami Herald,

with plans to have the Boston Globe
online by the end of the year and the

Chicago Tribune, Detroit Free Press

and the Associated Press's Datastream
soon after that. For more information,

contact Business Computer Network,
Inc., 1000 College View Drive, Riverton,

WY 82501; or call Fred Rackmil at

Howard J. Rubenstein Associates,

(212)489-6900.

CoCo Cat

AH-MA! WHAT'S THIS I
SEE m THE COWER,

of my eye?
A M0U5E?

WHY IX) I ALWAYS GET
IN TROUBLE FOR TRYING TO

DO SOME PtOPLEAFMOR7
.
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Spectrum Adventure

Generator The Spectrum Adventure Generator
(SAG) allows you to create silent and
talking adventure games that are
lOOio machine language and very fast

in execution. Up to 99 rooms, 255
objects, 70 command words and 255
conditional flags can be used. Get a

head start in next month's Rainbow
Adventure Contest NOW! 32K/64K
DISK $39.95
Note - Talking version requires
Spectrum Projects' Voice Pak, a Disk

"Y" Cable or Mulitpak and 64K.

Quotes from Jorge Mir (#1 CoCo Adventure
Expert) from Dec'84 Rainbow Review -

"Overall, I think this is a great system for those
interested in writing adventures. It sure eliminates a
lot of time involved in developing them and allows
the non- programmer to develop some very interesting
Adventures since no programming knowledge is
required. Try SAG, you'll like it!"

THE RAINBOW BOOKSHELF
The Complete Rainbow Guide To OS-9 **

by #1 CoCo OS-9 Expert - Dale Puckett ^\S

Order NOW, as we expect huge backorders to possibly develop !!!

The Rainbow Book of Simulations
Be an air traffic controller, Presidential candidate... 20 Super Simulations

Book $9.95 Tape $9.95
Please NOTE - Book & Tape are sold separately. There is NO documentation with Tape.

ALL ORDERS PLUS S3.QO S/H - NY RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX

WEST DIVISION EAST DIVISION
PO BOX 9866 PO BOX 21272
SAN JOSE, CA 95157-0866 WOODHAVEN, NY 11421

ORDER HOT LINES - 408-243-4558 S. 718-441-2807



SPECTRUM PROJECTS
SOFT AND HARD WARES FOR

COLORFUL COMPUTING

SPREADSHEET

gpwiwiiiiiwi
I

Competition
I

|DYNACflLC|

Screen 32X16 51X24
Precision 9 digits 16 digits
Hi-Res Graphics NO YES
Visicalc cmd format NO YES
DYNACALC now runs on CoCo DOS!
New 2ouj price! 64K Disk $79.95
(see Sept '84 Rainbow Review)

DISK DRIVES

DRIUE £ System» - Single Sided,
40 Trks, Double Density $299.95
Disk Drive 1 , 2 or 3 - $169.95
Single Drive PS & Case - $59.95
Bare Disk Drive - $129.95
Disk Controller w/o ROW $99.95
Controller w/1 .1 RON - $139.95
* PLUS: controller-manual-cable

UTILITIES (DISK)

DATA BASE MANAGER
SAVES50! jlllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

PRO-COLOR FILE "Enhanced" - 60
Data Fields, 8 Report Formats,
1020 bytes/record, Sorts 3
Fields, 4 Screen Formats,
Duplicate Records and Fields,
Global Search - Disk $79.95
(see June '84 Rainbow Review)

m

m

GAME CONTROLLERS

1. CoCo Calligrapher ...$29.95
2. FHL 0-PAK $34.95
3. Bjork Blocks $34.95
4. flusica 2 $39.95
5. Super Screen machine. $49. 95
6. FULL Basic Compiler! .$69.95
7. DEFT Pascal $79.95
8. PlicroWorks MACR0-80C.$99.95

1

pi ±
Graphicom Joystick - Has 2 Fire
buttons (menu/pen), smooth and
easy joystick control - $24.95
roach II Joystick - 360 Deqree
control with center return or
analoq positioning. "A first-
class performer... best feel of
any CoCo joystick..." - $39.95

I iiiiiiiiii will ilium n-

NEW PRODUCTS

m
POKES , PEEKS and EXECS ...$7.95
500 POKES & PEEKS $16.95
CoCo 40Pin Project Board. $19.95
GEMINI 15X w/PBH Int ...$429.95

128 K CORNER
64K to 128K Upgrade - Specify
D, E, F or CoCo model II. $99. 95
'watch for 128K CoCo programs !'

UirQT SPECTRUM PROJECTS TACTfltOI PO BOX 9866 PO BOX 21272 LAo I

SAN JOSE, CA 95157-0866 WOODHAVEN, NY 11421

ALL ORDERS PLUS $3.00 SHIPPING - NY RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX



SPECTRUM PROJECTS
SOFT AND HARD WARES FOR

COLORFUL COMPUTING

COMMUNICATION

i

si

COLORCOM/E - A complete smart
terminal package! Upload,
Download, Hi-Res (51X24)
screen, 300/1200 Baud, Offline
Printing and much more. Rompak
or Disk - $49.95
(see Feb '84 Rainbow Review)

E

WORD PROCESSING

TELEURITER-64 - Top CoCo Word
Processor for 2 years! Three
Hi-Res screens, true lowercase
characters, right justifica-
tion, full screen editor.
Tape $49.95 Disk $59.95
(see June '83 Rainbow Review)

IS

MODEMS PRINTERS

^iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

MINI -MODEM - 300 Baud,
Originate/Answer, Full Duplex,
Direct Connect - $79.95
J - C A T Modem - Lowest priced
auto/answer modem - $129.95
HAYES Auto Dial/Answer $239.95
ANCHOR - 300/ 1 200 Baud $299.95
Prices include Modem cable.

KEYBOARDS

SUPER-PRO (Mark Data) $59.95*
HJL57 PROFESSIONAL - $79.95*"
KEYTRONICS Keyboard - $89.95**
Specify Model/Revision Board.
* Add $5 for "F" board adapter
** Free function key software
CoCo II HJL version available!!
15 key Numeric Keypad - $69.95

m m lllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllll

GEMINI 10X - 120 cps, 9x9 dot,
tractor/friction feed $299.95
GEMINI Daisywheel - Ltr quality
18 cps, bi-dir, PS! - $349.95
(Parallel interfaces required.)
PBH Parallel Interface - Save
$4 if or dered with above
printers ! - $49.95 (Reg. $89. 95)

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii E

MONITORS

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

|, MONOCHROME Monitors - 80x24
^screens plus Hi-Res w/AUDIO!

Green - $99.95 Amber - $119.95
BMC Color Monitor - $269.95
UIDEO PLUS - Uideo Interface
for above monitors - $24.95
CoCo II (Monochrome) - $29.95
CoCo Il(Color) Uersion - $39.95

SI lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll W.

SAVE $10
OFF COLORCOM/E WITH ANY MODEM

OFF TELEWRITER-64 WITH ANY PRINTER,
KEYBOARD OR MONITOR

SAVE $10

ORDER PHONE LINES : 718-441-2807 & 408-243-4558



* Hi Res
lowercase

punctuation
I1IIMH1II1M

I'm
sure most of you ambitious

amateur programmers are familiar

with the profound message of KISS,
"Keep It Simple, Stupid!" Yet some
people never seem to learn and continue

slaving over thousand-line programs
for months, only to watch them die

slowly before their eyes on the screen,

wondering where they went wrong. To
me, the beauty of programming is that

the most successful programs are

usually the shortest, supported by a
good idea, written in a few hours time

and gradually perfected over a period

of weeks.

This is true in the case of The
Interplanetary Fruit Fly. It's short,

simple and demonstrates a nifty little

technique for displaying pseudo high-

resolution graphics on the text screen:

"lowercase punctuation."

You're probably asking, "A which?!"

(Martin Kaste is an American high
school student living in Brazil. He
develops programs for local home
computer owners on his Color
Computer.)
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Let me explain. "Lowercase punctua-
tion" is what I call all the periods,

commas, question marks, brackets, etc.,

which your trusty old CoCo uses, with

a special twist. Using POKEs, we can
display these punctuation marks and
other characters the same way the

computer displays lowercase letters: the

white symbol on a black rectangular

background. With these characters,

using a little ingenuity, we can create

just about any figure we please.

These symbols can't be PRINTed,
but, as I said before, the POKEs come
to our rescue. I know some of you
beginning programmers may shy away
a little from POKEs. But don't worry,
these POKEs are all addressed to the

video RAM part of the computer, and
can't interfere with its normal function-

ing, so bear with me.

The POKE addresses we are going
to use range from 1024 to 1535, one
location for every one of the 512
characters on the text screen. Except
for the symbols we're interested in, most
of the 256 characters available with
POKE can be PRINTed, some only
with the use of CHRS codes. To save

time, I have compiled a convenient list

of the symbols we want and the value

of each:

= @ 38 = &
1-26 = alphabet 39 = '

27 =
[ 40 =

(

28 = \ 41 =
)

29 = ] 42 = *

30 = 1 43 = +
31=- 44 =

,

32 = black rectangle 45 = -

33=! 46 =
.

34 = "
47 =

/

35 = U 48 =

36 = $ 49 =
i

37 = % 50 = 2

51 =3
52 = 4

53 = 5

54 = 6

55 = 7

56 = 8

57 = 9
58 =

:

59 =
;

60 = <
61 = =

62 =>
63 = ?

Now, let's get to the point. Type in

the program listing, but be careful!

There is one of those useful but
occasionally dastardly speed up POKEs
in Line 5. Before you run the program,
save it on tape. If you want to run it

before that, delete Line 5 and add it

again when you're ready to save.

After the opening title, a green stripe

appears at the top of the otherwise black

screen displaying the current score, high

score and number of shots remaining.



Special price good with purchase of any Talking Software below!

Offer expires Feb 15, 1985. All PAKs work w/$29.95 Disk *Y" cable!

TMKM
Talking CoCo BINGO - Same as the popular game of BINGO but this one talks!

Contains 20 Bingo player cards, 200 markers with complete documentation.
Additional features: Color Graphics, 3 timing levels, ball count and pause control

plus Disk compatible. 32K EXT $24.95

Talking Final Countdown - You must stop the mad general from launching a missle
at the Russians and causing WW III ! Has multiple voices for added realism.

32K EXT $24.95

Educational Software - Computer Island's educational programs turn your CoCo
into a true teaching machine. Reinforce basic lessions with the aid of voice.

Three/pak special includes Math Drill, Spelling Tester and Foreign Languages.
16K EXT $24.95

Talking Adventure Generator - Create talking adventure games that are 100%
Machine Language and very fast in execution. Up to 99 rooms, 255 objects, 70
command words and 255 conditional flags. Get a head start in the Rainbow
Adventure contest NOW! 64K Disk $39.95 (see Dec'84 Rainbow Review)

Term Talk - A speaking smart terminal program for your CoCo. It contains all the
features of an intelligent communications package, plus it talks! (Shades of War
Games) 16K EXT Tape $39.95 Disk $49.95 (see Mar'84 Rainbow Review)

All orders plus $3.00 S/H - NY Residents add sales tax

SPECTRUM PROJECTS
WEST DIVISION : EA$T DIVISION : .. .

PO BOX 9866 PO BOX 21272
SAN JOSE, CA 95157-0866 WOODHAVEN, NY 11421

ORDER HOT LINES : 408-243-4558 & 718-441-2807



OLORFUL UTILITIES

coco u it c:ki k

Something possibly wrong with your CoCo??? CoCo CHECKER is the answer !! Will test your ROMs,
RAMs, Disk Drives & Controller, Printer, Keyboard, Cassette, Joysticks, Sound, PIAs, VDG, Internal
Clock Speed, and more!! 16K TAPE/DISK $19.95

Mill II I'AK CRAK

Save ROMPAKs to your 64K Disk system using the RS Multi-Pak Interface. Eliminate constant
plugging in of ROMPAKs now by keeping all your PAK software on disk. Includes POKEs for
"PROBLEM" ROMPAKs. DISK $24.95

IAI'1 OMNI CI ONI

Easily handles programs with auto loaders, no headers, no EOF markers, unusual size blocks and
more! Now is the time to get your tape software collection protected ... against loss!!! TAPE $24.95

DISK omn i:i ON

Back everything up! This amazing program handles "non standard" disks with ease. We haven't found
any disk yet that it can't handle. Don't ever be caught without a backup again! Lowest price too!
32K DISK $29.95

SCKI IN IXIMI'

The best screen dump program for the Epson & Gemini printers ever! Have the option of standard
ui reverse images w/regular or double sized pictures. 600-9600 Baud too! A must for Graphicom and
Bjork Block users. 16K TAPE/DISK $19.95

DISK Ul

A multi-featured tool for USER FRIENDLY disk handling. Utilize a directory window to selectively
sort, move, rename and kill file entries. Lightning fast Disk I/O for format, copy and backup.
Examine contents of files, the Granule Table, plus the size, load addresses and entry points of all

programs. Single command execution of both Basic and ML programs. 32K/64K Disk $24.95 (see Oct
'84 Rainbow Review)

MAST K Dl SION

A text designer/editor to generate graphics mode lettering with multiple font sizes, textures,
shadowing and thicknesses, plus special patterns for creative backgrounds. Comes with a screen
print routine and Letter Head Utility that interfaces with Telewriter-64 and BASIC. DISK $29.95
(see July '84 Rainbow Review)

IIASIC COMI'll I K

Convert BASIC pgms into machine language. Produce faster and more compact code than BASIC.
Integer compiler w/16K-64K versions included. TAPE $39.95

H»ii'ffi'aniHwaiir<iiBviiMH8wiM
Save time and design pro looking diagrams using a 480X540 pixel worksheet w/6 viewing windows.
Over 30 electronic symbols w/10 definable symbols. Print hard copy and save to disk. 64K DISK
$49.95 (see Jan '84 Rainbow Review)

Mamrcma
A first-class Bulletin Board package... especially geared towards CoCo users... has an ordering
section for those who want to run a mail-order business... supports Color Graphics... one nice piece
of work. 64K DISK $99.95 July '84 Rainbow

^e> (£•>:•] II CKIKXtt,

Use your CoCo to keep track of your checking and savings accounts! Printout individual personal
checks! 32K/64K TAPE $29.95

99

CANADA
800-361-5155

MID-WEST
-736-

SOUTH
502-499



COLORFUL UTILITIES

A X '

The fastest Disk copier ever! Will format and backup a diskette in only one pass and can make up

to 4 Disk copies at once in 2 minutes ! The must utility for every Disk owner. 32K/64K DISK $19.95

(see May '84 Rainbow Review)1^———— I
i i il IIIIBIBIIIllll^^W^WMMMMMMBMWMM——-e&

Start your VCR tapes with dazzling title frames followed by professional countdown to black fade-

outs! 16K TAPE $19.95

Autostart your Basic/ML programs with impressive title screens using a mixture of text and

graphics ! 16K TAPE $19.95

«immimmii iiiiimlihw:»atwi

Take advantage of an expanded 64K machine. Make an additional 8K of RAM available. Copy ROM
cartridges to disk and create a 32K SPOOL buffer for printing. DISK $21.95 (see July '83 Rainbow

Review)

I AIM /DISK UIIIIIY

A powerful package that transfers tape to disk and disk to tape automatically. Does an automatic

copy of an entire disk of programs to tape. Ideal for Rainbow On Tape to disk. TAPE/DISK $24.95

(see Sept '83 Rainbow Review)

wj.i«rja;

Save and load cassette files at twice the speed! Now you can run tape and printer I/O operations

in the high speed mode without a locked up system or I/O ERRORS! "If you are tired of waiting for

those long tapes to load, I strongly recommend that you buy this fine utility." TAPE $21.95 July '83

Rainbow

pWlfflWlPHEi

The ultimate CoCo graphics development tool with sophisticated editing, preview animation,

telecommunications and printer support. Hi-Res graphics for only $24.95. W/Spectrum's Menu Foot

Switch $34.95. 64K DISK (see April '84 Rainbow Review)

ptrarewa

A truly user friendly data base program at an affordable price. Maintain inventories, hobby

collections, recipes, greeting card lists and much, much more! Hi-Res screen, up to 500 records with

\5 fields, record or field search, and a Mailing Labels option. 32K DISK $24.95 (see July '84 Rainbow

Review)

pnrj»::«Ew«KtrfeiMM

A Hi-Res graphics casino blackjack simulation and card counting tutor. Fully realistic play includes:

double down, splits, surrender, insurance bets, 1-8 decks, burnt cards, shuffle frequency and more!

"This fine program is a must for the CoCo Blackjack player." (Aug '83 Rainbow Review) 32K
TAPE/DISK $24.95

WEST DIVISION EAST DIVISION
PO BOX S866 PO BOX 21272
SAN JOSE, CA 95157-OS66 WOODHAVEIVI, NY 11421
408-243-4558 718-441-2807

DEALER/CLUB INQUIRIES INVITED
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respectively. The game starts imme-
diately, but can be stopped using the

pause feature on the CoCo.
The Interplanetary Fruit Fly has

already started to make irritating

kamikaze dives at you, and all you have
to defend yourself with are fifty shots

of space age fruit fly repellent! You are

controlling a cannon loaded with the

stuff at the bottom of the screen, which
you move with the left and right arrow
keys. With the help of two PEEKs. your
cannon has continuous smooth move-
ment, meaning that it keeps traveling

until you release the key. The fire

button, which is the up-arrow key, also

has this feature.

The action in the game is not difficult

to explain. The movements of the

cannon and the projectiles it fires are
simple: POKE the figure into the new
location, cover up its trail with black

POKE 32s. The cannon travels at

intervals of two spaces at a time, the
projectile zips upward on a FOR/
NEXTloop,jumping 32 spaces at a time
for vertical movement. The Fly is a little

more complicated, but not much. It flies

down much the same way the projectile

goes up, only the 32 spaces added each
time are varied by a SIN(X) function,

(Line 17). The result is a fly that weaves
around and appears to dodge shots. As
you probably guessed the flapping of
its wings is an illusion caused simply
by switching the parentheses back and
forth, open and closed, in each step.

The player is awarded 500 points
when he or she "wings" the Fly, 1,000

when the player manages to kill it,

blasting the center of its body with the

deadly repellent, and a new one takes
its place almost instantly. The game
ends if and when the Fly touches your
cannon or when you run out of shots,

whichever comes first. I suggest you

ration your shots, because they go
quickly, so try to shoot only when the
Fly is in range. Another tip: try not
to let yourself be fenced into the
corners; they're perfect for the Fly to
nail you.

One last note for those of you with
Extended Color basic. You may want
to liven up the game a bit by substituting

the SOUND commands with faster,

more exotic PLAYs. I use PLAY'T
4505D04E03Att02DD01AADA" in

Line 10, PLAT'T50D" in Line 19,

PLA Y"T50;01ADDE#D#AACA " in

Line 24, and PLA Y"T250;01A
A05D03CCCCC" in Line 28. You can
think up something much better, I'm
sure. Also, feel free to change any
characters that I used in the game. The
program layout is simple enough to
allow you to make all kinds of
modifications.

Enjoy and happy spritzing!

The listing:

'*##THE*****INTERPLANETARY***
1 '******FRUIT****FLY**********
2 ' BY***MART IN*OLAF*KASTE*******
3 * **********MAY*1984***********
4 ' ********»**»***********##***»
5 POKE65495,0
6 CLS0
7 F0RA-1186T01213
8 FORC-C TO C+5:P0KEA,RND(26):NE
XTC
9 PRINTS162, MID* < "the"+CHR* (128)
+"interplanetary"+CHR*(128)+"fru
it"+CHR*<128)+"f ly", 1,A-1186) ; :S
OUNDC, l:NEXTA
10 PRINT9189, "y"5 : FORA- 1 T04 : SOUN
D50 , 1 : S0UND75 , 3 : SOUND 1 50 , 3 : SOUND
2, 1 : S0UND3, 1 : PRINTS200, "by "+CHR*
( 128) +"martin"+CHR* ( 128) +"kaste"
; : POKE1480, 40: P0KE1481 , 3: P0KE148
2,41: POKE 1483 , 32 : PR INT6462 ,

" smar
tsoft";: NEXT
1

1

FORN= 1056TO 1535 : POKEN , 32 : NE X T
N
12 PRINTS0, "

"

13 PRINTQ1 , "0000" ; : PRINTS22, "SHO
TS: "; :PRINT@29, "50"; : IFHS=0THEN1
4ELSEPR INT@ 1 2 , HS

;

14 SH=50:XY=40:YX=41
15 A=1516

16 Z= 1056+RND <32 ) : IFSH=< 0THEN24
17 POKEZ, 32: POKEZ+1, 32: POKEZ+2,

3

2:IFZ>1503THEN16ELSEZ=Z+SIN<M)*R
ND <3) : Z=Z+32: M=M+1 : POKEZ , XY: POKE
Z+l, 43: POKEZ+2, YX:CC=XY:XY=YX:YX
=CC
18 IFZ<A+3ANDZ>A-2THEN24
1

9

IFPEEK (341) =247THENF0RC=A-3 1

T

O1056STEP-32: POKEC, 42: POKEC+32,

3

2: NEXTC: POKEC+32, 32: SH=SH-1 : PRIN
T@28,SH; : IFPEEK<Z+1)«32THENS=S+1
000:GOSUB28:PRINT@1,S; : POKEZ, 32:
POKEZ+1 , 32: POKEZ+2, 32: G0T016: ELS
E IFPEEK < Z ) =320RPEEK < Z+2 ) =32THENS
OUND50 , 1 : S=S+500 : PR INT@ 1 , S

;

20 IFSH=0THEN24
21 IF PEEK(343)=247THENB=-2:IFA=
1504THENB=0
22 IF PEEK <344 ) =247THENB=2 : I FA=

1

532THENB=0
23 P0KEA,32:P0KEA+l,32:P0KEA+2,3
2 : A=A+B : B=0 : POKEA , 47 : POKEA+ 1,42:
POKEA+2 , 28 : GOTO 1

7

24 S0UND1,2:S0UND13, l:S0UNDl,3:S
0UND2 , 4 : SOUND 1,2: FORA= 1 TO300 : NE X

T
25 PRINT@33,"T0 PLAY AGAIN, PRES
S THE A KEY ,, ;:A*=INKEY*:IFA*<>"A
"THEN25
26 IF HS<=S THEN HS=S
27 S=0:GOTO11
28 POKEZ , 62" POKEZ+2, 60: POKEZ-31

,

22 : POKE Z+33 , 1 : SOUND50 , 1 : SOUND 1 50
, 2: S0UND123, 1 : SOUND140, 3: POKEZ,

3

2: POKEZ+1 , 32: POKEZ+2, 32: POKEZ-31
, 32 : POKE Z+33 , 32 : RETURN
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A CHIP OFF THE OLD...
6821 Standard PIA $9.95
6822 Industrial Grade PIA $14.95
MC1372 CoCo Video Driver Chip ....$14.95
6847 Video Display Generator Chip. $17. 95
68764 (Fits Disk Basic Skt) Eprom.$24.95
27128 16K DOS Eprom $24.95
6883 SAM Chip w/heat sink $29.95
6809E CPU Chip $29.95
Basic ROM 1.2 Chip (30Z FASTER) ..$39.95
Disk ROM 1.1 (New DOS Command) ..$39.95
Ext Basic 1.1 ROM - NEW LOW PRICE $49.95
CoCo First Ajd Kit - includes 2 PIAs,

6809E & 6883 (Be Prepared ! ! ! ) .... $69. 95
Lower Ki t 1 1

1

from Green Mountain Micro
by D. Kitsz . Specify CoCo I/I I ...$79.95
Intronics Eprom Programmer $139.95

COCO LIBRARY...
CoCo I Technical Manual $7.95
The World Connection - All about
Bulletin Boards, Modems & Sysops ..$9.95
CoCo Memory Map $12.00
Basic Programming Tricks Revealed. $14. 95
The FACTS - Inside "guts" of CoCo. $14. 95
Basic 09 Tour Guide $18.95
Disk Basic (1.0/1.1) Unraveled ...$19.95
Color Basic 1.2 Unraveled $19.95
New! CoCo U Service Manual $19.95

MORE GOOD STUFF...
CoCo Light Pen with 6 programs ...$24.95
16K DOS Card - Plugs into J&M controller
and allows you to map an extra 8K Eprom
above DOS. Great for utilities. ..$24.95
CoCo Voice Chip - Votrax SC01A ...$34.95
PBH Para! lei Interface - Beats Botek !

300-9600 baud w7ptr-modem switch .$69.95
The Spectrum Switcher - Have your Disk &
Cartridge too! Dual Slot System ..$69.95
PBJ WORD-PAK - Give your CoCo a Hi-Res
80x24 crisp video display $139.95
CoCo 10 Meg Hard Disk System ...$1495.00

V

ALL ORDERS PLUS $3.00 S/H

NY RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX

COCO CABLES AND...
Four Pin Wale to Four Pin Female
Extension - 15 feet. Move your printer or
modem to another location $14.95
Tired of plugging and unplugging devices
from the RS232 port? Make your life
easier. Try our RS232 "Y" cable ..$19.95
Jo ystick / Touch P ad 20"_ E xtender - For
more convenience & flexibility $19.95
Di sk Interface/R om Pak Extender - Move
your disks and ROM Paks where you want
them. Gold connectors.* (3 feet) .$29.95
T riple R S 232 Switcher - Now select one
of any three RS232 peripherals ...$29.95
40 Pin Dual

"
Y" C able - Hook up a Disk

w/Voice or Word Pak, X-Pad, etc ..$29.95
* NOT for use with Multipak

OTHER GOOD STUFF...
C-10 tapes in any quantity 49 cents

5 1/4 Diskettes in any quantity ...$1.99
Joystick, Cassette or Serial plug .$3.99
32K, 64K or 128K RAM Button $4.99
GTMINI 10X/0KIDATA Ribbon $4.99

Amdek 3" diskettes in any quantity. $5.99

Epson MX/RX 80 Cartridge $6.99

Rompak w/Blank PC Brd 27xx series .$9.95
RS Disk Controller Case $9.95
The Disk Dqubler - Doubleside your 5 1/4

diskettes for 160K more storage ..$14.95

Video Clear- Cleanup TVI for good!$19.95
The Magic Box - load Mod I / 1 1 1 Basic
program tapes into the CoCo $24.95

DOS Switcher - Select any DOS (Disk 1.0

1.1, JD0S) inside J&M controller .$24.95

CoCo Cooler- State D,E or CoCo 1 1. $49. 95

Stere o H ardw are Musi c Sy nthes izer w/3

hours of (100) four voice songs! .$79.95

SPECTRUM PROJECTS
EAST DIVISION :

PO BOX 21272
WOODHAVEN, NY 11421

WEST DIVISION :

PO BOX 9866
SAN JOSE, CA 95157-0866

71B-441-2B07 / 4QB-S43-4558
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The Line Box
By Kevin Oberberger

10 PMODE3, 1:PCLS1 : SCREEN 1,

1

20 CIRCLE (128, 95), 85, 4: CIRCLE (12
8, 95), 60, 4: PAINT (128, 30), 4,

4

30 LINE(165,50)-(70,U5),PSET:LI
NE(185,70)-(85, 137) , PSETrPAINT (

1

00, 95), 4,

4

40 CIRCLE (128, 95), 36, 2,1,. 26,. 35
: DRAW " BM 1 1 6 , 1 29C2M-2 , +8M- 1 , +7BM
86, 105M-6,-5"
50 CIRCLE (53, 82), 32, 2, l,.l,. 24:

D

RAWBM51 , 1 1 1F4G2H4L7F2L764H2E6L7
G2H2E4R2BL2M-4 , - 1H2L2U 1E2M+ 1 , +3
M+20, +1BL2M+14, -25M+6, -8M+2, -2M+
4,-2"
60 CIRCLE (88, 57), 18, 2,1,. 3,. 7: CI
RCLE ( 108, 54) , 18, 2, 1 , . 85, . 2: CIRCL
E ( J 02, 30) , 20, 2, 1 , . 5, . 8: DRAWBM82
, 40E2U7 " : CIRCLE ( 102, 30) , 20, 2, 1 ,

.

87 , . 1

70 CIRCLE(U3,25),20,2,1,.65,.85
: DRAW "BM 1 1 8 , 1 2E7R4D6M-8 , +S " : C I RC
LE( 140, 88), 38, 2,1,. 7,. 83: LINE (15
9,54)-(86, 105) ,PSET:PAINT(90,B0)
, 1,2: PAINT (90, 60), 1,2
80 DRAW " BM 1 73 , 8 1 E7F2M+22 , -8R2D2M
-10, +-4G3BE2M+6, -1M+6, +1F2D1L962M
+10, +4G2M- 1 , -4L9G5L2H2U3L4H2" :

P

AINT(180, 78) , 1,2
90 CIRCLE (94, 29) , 2, 2, 2: CIRCLE ( 10
4 , 29 ) , 2 , 2 , 2 : DRAW "BM96 , 56F2E2U2H2
G2D2":PAINT(98,55),2,2:DRAW"BM96
, 66F2E 5BU24G3H2BU22BL2G4BR 18BU 1

H

100 Goro 100



10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
T

100
110
120
130
XT
140
150
160
170
180
XT

190
200
210
220
XT
230
240
250
260

Nova
By Michael Rosenberg

and
Tobin Wonn

**»» NOVA »**
' BY MICHAEL ROSENBERG

AND
TOBIN WONN

MAY 10, 1984
PCLEAR8
PMODE 4, l:PCLS: SCREEN 1,

1

F ORJ=0TO255STEP2
LINE (J, 191)-(128,96),PSET:NEX

FORJ=0TO255STEP2
LINE < J, 0> -(128,96) ,PSET:NEXT
FORJ=0TO191STEP2
LINE < 128, 96) -(255, J) ,PSET:NE

FORJ=0TO 1 9 1 STEP2
LINE(128,96)-(0, J) ,PSET:NEXT
PM0DE4 , 5 : PCLS : SCREEN 1 ,

1

FORJ=0T 0255STEP4
LINE (J, 191 >-( 128, 96) ,PSET:NE

FURJ=01O255S1EP4
LINE(J,0)-(128,96),PSET:NEXT
FORJ=0TO191STEP4
LINE (128, 96) -(255, J) ,PSE1:NE

0>

FORJ=0TO191STEP4
LINE (128, 96) -(0, J) ,PSET:NEXT
FURX=1105SrEP4
pm0de3,x*. screen 1, 1:fory=1t01

00:nexty,x
270 BOTO250

No Ghosts
By Balinda Fortman

1 POKE65495,0
2 PMODE 1,

1

3 PCLS3
4 SCREEN 1,0:POKE653 14, 248
5 F0RX=3T07
6 F0RY=2T06
7 FORZ=0TO3
8 COLORZ
9 A=0:B=255:C=0:D=19i
10 line(a,c)-(b,d) ,pset,b
11 a=a+y:b=b-y:c=c+x:D=d-x
12 ifa<255andc<191then10
13 NEXTZ
14 NEXTY,X
15 RUN

An Optical Illusion

By Bryan Kerr

1 ' AN OPTICAL ILLUSION
2 ' BRYAN KERR
3 ' 1195 BRIARWOOD DR
4 ' JACKSON, MS 39211
5 ' 8/17/83
1 PM0DE3 , 1 : PCLS : SCREEN 1 ,

20 A*="C4D30M-30, -15U30NM+30, +15
M+30 , - 1 5M+30 , + 1 5NM- 30 , + 1 5D30M-30
,+15U30"
30 DRAWS3XA*; BM-80, -40XA*; BM+80
,
- 40XA*; BM+80, +40XA*; BD80XA*," BM-

80, +40XA*; BM-80, -40XA*;

"

40 B*= " C 1 BM-30 , +15C 1 NU8D2NM+8 , +4



U2BM+30,-15":C*="ClBM+30,+15NU8D
2NM-8,+4U2BM-30,-15":D*="ClBU29N
M-8, +4NM+8, +4BD29"
50 E*= "C4BM-30 , - 1 5M-40 , -20D 10M+420D10M+4

'-10.+5M+

The Hole
By Gregg A. Ford

1 'CIRCLE2
2 'GREGG FORD
3 *95 ELDRED BEDFORD, OHIO 44146
10 PMODE 4, l:PCLS: SCREEN 1,1: FOR
X=10 TO 170 STEP 2

20 CIRCLE (128, 96), X,

7

30 NEXT
40 CLSIFOR X-10 TO 170 STEP 3
50 CIRCLE (128, 96), X,

7

60 NEXT
70 FOR X-10 TO 170 STEP 10
80 CIRCLE ( 128, 96), X,

2

90 NEXT
100 FOR X-0 TO 170 STEP 4
110 CIRCLE (128, 96), X,

3

120 NEXT
130 FOR X=0 TO 170 STEP 15
140 CIRCLE (128, 96), X,0
150 NEXT

160 FOR X=10 TO 170 STEP 9
170 CIRCLE (128, 96), X,

4

180 NEXT
190 FOR X=10 TO 170 STEP 3
200 CIRCLE(128,96),X,5
210 NEXT
220 FOR X=10 TO 170 STEP 1

230 CIRCLE < 128,96) , X,

6

240 NEXT
250 FOR X=10 TO 170 STEP 2
260 CIRCLE (128, 96), X, 7,

2

270 NEXT
280 FOR X=10 TO 170 STEP 3
290 CIRCLE(128,96),X,8,2
300 NEXT
310 FOR X=0 TO 170 STEP 5
320 CIRCLE(128,96),X,0,2
330 NEXT
340 FOR X= 10 TO 170 STEP 7
350 CIRCLE (128, 96), X, 1,2
360 NEXT
370 FOR X=0 TO 170 STEP 1

380 CIRCLE (128,96) ,X,6
390 NEXT X

420 CLS:PRINT@232,"THAT'S ALL FO
LKS !

"

430 GOTO 430

The Impossible Cube
By Stephen Lai

5 ' IMPOSSIBLE CUBE
1 PM0DE4 , 1 : PCLS : SCREEN 1 ,

20 DRAW "S44BM34 , 3NFR 12NM- 1 , 2F5NM
-2, 1D12NH2L12NEH5NU12URNM+2, 1ER3
D2L2F2NU8M+1 , 2ENRBU3NR3U2NR3U3NR
3HNELH3ND7M-1 , -2M+3, 1NF3R7F4D9UH
3U4NR3U2NR2U2HLD3NL3D5FNRGF3

"

30 F0RF=1T08:READA,B:PAINT(A,B):
NEXT: DATA0, 0, 100, 30, 60, 70, 140, 90
, 190, 90, 170, 50, 140, 160, 76, 140
40 GOTO40

Pascal's Triangle

By Stephen Lai

5 PASCAL'S TRIANGLE
10 DIM P<256)
20 PMODE 4, 1: PCLS: SCREEN 1,1
30 P(128)=l
40 FOR S=l TO 127
50 FOR F=128-S TO 128+S STEP 2
60 P(F)=P(F-1)+P(F+1)-SGN(P<F-1)
+P<F+1) )*2
70 PSET(F,S,P(F>+5)
80 NEXI F,S
90 GOTO 90
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BUY, SWAP AND SELL
MOM'S CLASSIFIED BULLETIN BOARDOFCOMPUTER ITEMS
IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO LIST FOR SALE OR SWAP-
ITEMS THAT YOU NO LONGER NEED. ALSO. ITS THE PER-
FECT PLACE TO SHOP FOR BARGAINS OFFERED BY OTHER
MEMBERS OF MOM'S FAMILV

NEW PRODUCTS
MOM CAN SAVE YOU MONEYON NEW HARDWARE. SOFTWARE
PRINTERS. MODEMS. MONITORS, DISC DRIVES AND MUCH
MORE - MANY OF THE SAME ITEMS ADVERTISED HERE IN

RAINBOW MAGAZINE.

I'M MIOWUQ HfiRD

10 me vou honsv.

DISCOUNTS
SAVE 5% TO 35% ON ALL NEW ITEMS YOU BUY THROUGH
MOM - BEFORE YOU BUY, CHECK WITH MOM FOR LOWEST
PRICES.

SPECIAL OFFER
FREE WITH MEMBERSHIP - YOUR PERSONAL COPY OF "18

WAYSTO EARN EXTRA MONEY WITH YOUR HOME COMPUTER"
JOIN TODAY AND YOU CAN START EARNING EXTRA MONEY
USING MOM'S GUIDE.

MOM PROMISES
PERSONALIZED SERVICE - TO MOM YOUR NOT JUST AN-
OTHER NAME ...YOUR PART OF HER FAMILY SHE'S INTER-

ESTED IN YOU AND HOW YOU USE YOUR COMPUTER WRITE
TO HER ABOUT PROGRAMMING, EOUIPMENT. SOFTWARE.
PROGRAMMING AND YOUR OWN IDEAS. HAVE COMPUTER
PROBLEMS'' WRITE MOM - SHE CARES II

Software Programmers

Mom can help you Market YOUR programs.

Others have benefited - why not You ?

BECOME A MEMBER OF MOM'S FAMILY
Yes, I want to become a member of MOM'S COMPUTER CLUB FAMILY and enclose my personal check for

$1 4,95 for which Mom will rush my MEMBERSHIP CARD and my CERTIFICATE along with complete details

and benefits of membership. Also included will be my FREE issue of "18 WAYSTO EARN EXTRA MONEY
WITH YOUR HOME COMPUTER." I understand that my membership will be entered promptly and that there

will be no delay due to payment with personal check, or money order.

Name Date

Address Apt*

City/State/Zip

Phone( Mycomputerisa
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Ever become exasperated with

the acrobatics required by the

SHIFT@ method ofstopping a

fast-scrolling LIST? Or have

you sometimes wanted to

format the margins and line

length ofyour LLISTINGS?
Now you can easily accomplish

either of these things by

employing one of the useful

processes described here.

By H. Allen Curtis

This article concerns two programs
which produce new varieties of

CoCo's LIST and LLIST com-
mands. The programs apply regardless

of the size of RAM or the type of BASIC
in your CoCo.
Have you ever become exasperated

trying to use shift @ to stop the listing

process at an appropriate place? The
program of Listing 1 was written to

avert such exasperation. This program
offers you the option of two different

varieties of LIST commands. Hence-
forth, the program of Listing 1 will be

referred to as Lister.

Under the first option, Lister will

produce a slow LIST command. With
that LIST command, the scrolling of
the BASIC lines will take place slowly.

The slowed scrolling gives you the needed
shift @ control in the strategic stop-

ping of the listing process. This LIST
variety can operate at any one of five

different speeds. You may choose the

speed you find to be most convenient.

The second LIST variety operates at

the normal speed, but without scrolling.

(H. Allen Curtis resides in Williams-

burg, Va. He is interested in 1 7th and
18th century history and enjoys hiking
through the colonial capital. He balan-

ces past and present with his computer
work.)

With this variety, when the screen is

filled to a point where scrolling would
ordinarily occur, listing is automatically

stopped. You then must press ENTER for

the screen to clear and the listing to

resume at the top of the screen. Rather
than stopping the listing process with
SHIFT @, you must press ENTER to start

it.

".
. . you may modify

LIST and LLIST to meet
your particular needs.

Disassemblies of the
machine language
subroutines associated

with Lister and LLister

shouldprove helpful in

making modifications."

The key to producing the two LIST
varieties is the employment of the "hook"
at RAM addresses 422 through 424.

This hook connects the ROM routine

for the LIST command with RAM.
This hook is not used by Color BASIC,

Extended Color basic or Disk basic.
Therefore, it is available to use in the

alteration and improvement of the LIST
command.

In the slow LIST variety, the hook is

made to connect the ROM's LIST rou-

tine with a machine language subrou-
tine residing at the 61 highest RAM
locations of your CoCo. In the no-scroll

variety of LIST the hook connects the

LIST routine and a 43-byte machine
language subroutine stored in high
RAM.
The values in the DA TA statements

of lines 180 and 190 of Lister are the 16

bytes comprising the subroutine asso-

ciated with the slow LIST. Likewise, the

values of the remaining DA TA state-

ments, lines 200 through 260, are the

bytes that comprise the subroutine as-

sociated with the no-scroll LIST com-
mand.

Lines 10 through 40 are employed to

store the subroutine of slow LIST in

high RAM as well as setting the appro-
priate hook address. Lines 90 through
1 10 along with Line 130 serve a similar

purpose for the no-scroll LIST. Line
170 completes the connection between

the ROM's LIST and the selected var-

iety. Line 120 checks the accuracy of
your typing of the DA TA statements.

Except for Line 5, the other lines of

Lister are concerned with prompts to

aid you in taking your LIST variety

options. The REM of Line 5 informs
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^
Listing 1:

120 122
END 87

5 REM TO RETURN TO NORMAL LIST
P0KE422,57

10 X=256*PEEK< 116) +240: CLEAR 100,
X-l
20 X=256»PEEK(116)+240
30 FORI=0TO15:READA:POKEX+1,A:NE
XT
40 P0KE423 , PEEK (116): P0KE424 , 240
50 CLS: PRINT© 134, "CHOOSE LIST VA
RIETY":PRINT@166,"BY PRESSING 1

OR 2
60 PRINT: PRINT" 1. SLOW": PRINT:
PRINT" 2. NO SCROLL
70 K*=INKEY*:ON VAL(K*> GOTO 140,
90
80 GOTO70
90 X=256*PEEK(116)+213:CLEAR100,
X-l
100 X=256*PEEK(116)+213:FORI=0TO
15: READA: B=B+A: NEXT
110 FORI=0TO42: READA: B=B+A:POKEX

+I,A:NEXT
120 IFB<>6844THENCLS:PRINT"DATA
ERROR": STOP
1 30 P0KE424 ,213: P0KE422 , 1 26 : END
140 CLS: PRINT© 164, "FOR A FASTER
SLOW LIST": PRINT" PRESS A NUM
BER KEY FROM": PRINT" 1 TH
ROUGH A."l PR INT" OTHERWISE, P
RESS ENTER.
150 K*=INKEY*:K=VAL(K*) : IFK<5 AN
D K>0 THEN160ELSEIFK*=CHR*U3)TH
EN170ELSE150
160 K=256/2~K: P0KE256*PEEK (116)+
249, INT<K+.5)
170 P0KE422,126:END

52, 16, 134,254, 145, 111,3

142,0,0,189,167,211,53,

220, 136, 159,66,227, 132
147,66, 16, 131,5,224,44
1,57, 182,2,220, 129, 155
39, 248, 129, 182, 39, 244
52, 16, 189, 163, 144, 189
169,40,48,95, 189, 185
156, 12, 137,53, 144

180 DATA
9,6
190 DATA
144
200 DATA
210 DATA
220 DATA
230 DATA
240 DATA
250 DATA
260 DATA

you how to return to the normal LIST
from either variety of LIST.
The subroutines of both LIST varie-

ties will occupy the same RAM area as

RAINBOW Check Plus. Therefore, ifyou
make use of RAINBOW Check Plus as an
aid in the correct typing of Lister, do not

run Lister until it has been completely

and accurately typed.

After correctly typing Lister, save it

on tape or disk, then RUN it. You will

quickly receive the first prompt. To test

Lister initially, press the '1
' key to select

the slow LIST variety. Doing this im-

mediately produces another prompt.
The slow LIST will operate at one of

five speeds. Pressing enter will make it

operate at its slowest speed. Pressing 1,

2, 3 or 4 will, respectively, make it oper-

ate at two, four, eight or 16 times the

speed of the slowest LIST.

Press ENTER to get the slowest LIST.
Then type LIST, press ENTER, and test

the use of SHIFT @ to stop the listing

process. Run Lister four more times.

Each time select the slow LIST variety,

but at a different speed. Determine what

speed is most convenient for you by

LISTing Lister and stopping it by means
of SHIFT @.

In another run of Lister, select the

no-scroll LIS T variety, then LIST the

program. Note that the listing stopped

after completing only BASIC Line 5.

Listing Line 10 would have caused

scrolling, so the process was stopped.

Listing 2:

10 CLS:X-256#PEEK< 116) +194: CLEAR
100, X

20 X-236#PEEK<116>+193
30 FORZ-X TOX+60
40 READA: B-B+A: POKEZ , A: NEXT
30 IFB<>399BTHENPRINT"DATA ERROR
":STOP
60 PRINT9231," "I : INPUT"MARQIN"|
M
70 POKEX+60,M
80 INPUT" LINE LENGTH" ;L
90 L«L+M:P0KEX+43,L
100 IFPEEK (32768) O69THENP0KEX+1

1,37
110 IFPEEK(186)-6THENP0KEX+12,13
0:POKEX+13, 115ELSEP0KEX+1 2,203: P
OKEX+13,74
1 20 POKE360 , PEEK (116): P0KE361,19
3
130 DATA 52,124,246,2,220,193
140 DATA 155,39,5,53,124,37,0,0
150 DATA 48,140,42,129,13,39,34
160 DATA 230,132,38,16,230,1,32
170 DATA 6,231,132,134,32,189
180 DATA 162,133,90,38,248,33,6
190 DATA 92,193,80,39,4,231,132
200 DATA 32,215,189,162,133,134
210 DATA 13,111,132,32,206,0,0
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Pressing ENTER permits the nearly full

screen display of lines 10 through 80. By
pressing ENTER again, you will be shown
lines 90 through 140. Two more similar

presses of ENTER will complete the pro-

gram listing. As you have seen, the no-
scroll LIST\els you examine BASIC lines

at your own pace.

Setting Margins With /.Lister

Would you like to start a notebook of

program listings? Or, would you like to

have the ability to select the left margin
size and the number of characters per

line of any hard copy listing? If so, the

program of Listing 2 should be of inter-

est to you. The product of this program,
called LLisier, is a new variety of LLIST
command that allows you to format
your hard copy listings insofar as left

and right margins are concerned.

Another hook, at addresses 359
through 361, is the key to the develop-

ment of a new variety of LLIST com-
mand. The DA TA statements (lines 1 30
through 210) of LLisier comprise a 61-

byte machine language subroutine that

will be connected via the hook to the

ROM's LZ./S7"command routine. Lines

10 through 40 of LLisier are concerned
with storing the aforementioned sub-
routine at the highest 61 RAM loca-

tions. Line 50 provides a check on the

accuracy of your DA TA values typing.

Both Extended Color BASIC and Disk
BASIC make use of the hook at addresses
359-361, but Color BASIC does not.

LLisier sets a hook address entry to the

61-byte machine language subroutine.

For systems with Extended Color basic
or Disk BASIC, LLisier also sets the sub-

routine exit address, which is the replaced

hook address entry to the appropriate

BASIC ROM. Lines 100 through 1 20 are

used to set up the hook address and the

exit address, if needed.

The remaining lines of LLisier pro-
vide prompts to enable you to specify

the desired left margin size and the

number of characters per line.

A high RAM conflict exists between
LLisierand rainbow Check Plus. When
using the latter, do not run LLisier until

it has been typed correctly. If you are

using a new LIST, type and ENTER
POKE412.57 to disable it before run-

ning LLisier.

When you have finished the required
typing, save LLisier on tape or disk.

Turn your computer off and turn on
your printer and CoCo in the recom-
mended sequence. LOAD LLisier and
RUNh.
A MARGIN prompt will soon appear

ADDRESS HEX CODE MNEMONIC OPERAND

3FF0

3FF2

3FF4

3FF6

3FF8

34 10

86 FE

91 6F

27 06

8E 00 00

3FFB BD A7 D3

3FFE 35 90

PSHS

LDA

CMPA

BEQ

LDX

JSR

PULS

X

IFE

6F

3FFE

A7D3

PC,X

COMMENT

{Save X

{A is printer device

nuiber

III LLIST current

conand?

{If so, go to exit

{X is delay constant

(POKEd fro« BASIC

for speeds 1 thru 4)

{Delay

{Restore X and exit

Table 1

ADDRESS HEX CODE MNEMONIC OPERAND COMMENT

3FD5

3FD7

DC 88

9F 42

LDD

STX

88

42

iD is cursor position

{Save line address

3FD9

3FDB

E3 84

93 42

ADDD

BUBO 42

pointer

{Add next pointer

{D is cursor position

if current line Mere

3FDD 10 83 05 E0 CMPD 05E0

listed

{Mould cursor be on

3FE1

3FE3

2C 01

39

BGE

RTS

3FE4

bottoe screen line?

{If so, branch

{Exit
3FE4 B6 02 DC LDA 02DC {A is current coieand

3FE7

3FE9

3FEB

3FED

3FEF

3FF1

81 9B

27 F8

81 B6

27 F4

34 10

BD A3 90

CMPA

BES

CMPA

BEQ

PSHS

JSR

I9B

3FE3

IB6

3FE3

X

A390

token

{Is coieand LLIST?

{If so, go to exit

{Is coieand EDIT?

{If so, go to exit

{Save X

{Wait for ENTER to be

3FF4

3FF7

BD A9 28

30 5F

JSR

LEAX

A928

-Ml

pressed

{Clear screen

{X points to ASCII

representation of

3FF9

3FFC

3FFE

BD B9 9C

0C 89

35 90

JSR

INC

PULS

B99C

89

PC,X

current line nuiber

{Print line nuiber

iBuep cursor position

{Restore X and exit

Table 2
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on the screen. The prompt requires you
to type the margin size. A frequently

used margin size is 10 characters long.

Thus, type 10 and press ENTER.

The next prompt asks you to specify

the line length. For an 80-column prin-

ter, 60 characters per line will yield left

and right margins of 10 characters each.

Therefore, type 60 and press ENTER.
Test the new LLIST command by

using it to LLISTLLister. RUN LLister

several times and try LLISTing with dif-

ferent margin and line length selections.

If the selected margin size and line

length total more than 80 characters,

LLister will reduce the line length to 80

minus the margin size.

LLister as presented does not have

any effect on the PRINTff-2 command,
but it can easily be made to do so. Ifyou
would like to employ LLister to select

and use margins and line lengths on
other matter as well as BASIC programs,

make the following changes in LLister:

in Line 1 30 replace values 246, 2 and 220

with 214, HI and 18. In Line 140

replace the value 155 with 254. Finally,

in Line 50 replace the checksum 5998

with 5972.

As Lister and LLister were written,

the new varieties of LIST and LLIST
cannot concurrently be a part of BASIC'S

vocabulary. The new LIST and LLIST
commands can be made to belong to

BASIC'S repertoire by making the follow-

ing changes in Lister: in lines 10, 20and
40 replace the number 240 with 179.

Similarly, in lines 90, 100 and 130

replace 213 with 152. Then save the

changed Lister on tape or disk.

When adding both the new I/STand
LLIST commands to Basic's vocabu-

lary, you must LOAD and RUN LLis-

ter before doing the same with the

changed Lister.

Some of you may be interested in

further modifying LIST and LLIST to

meet your own particular needs. Disas-

semblies of the machine language sub-

routines associated with Listerand LList-

er should prove helpful to you in making
such modifications. Disassemblies of

the slow LIST, no-scroll LIST and
LLIST subroutines are presented in

Tables 1,2 and 3.

In the tables all numbers and ad-

dresses have been expressed in hexade-

cimal, so there is no need to use the

symbol '$' to indicate that a given number
or address is in hexadecimal. The table

addresses correspond to those used with

aCoCohavinga 16K byte RAM. For a
32K RAM mentally add 4000 hexade-
cimal to each of those addresses.

ADDRESS HEX CODE MNEMONIC OPERAND COMMENT

3FC3 34 7C PSHS UXYB.DP iSave registers

3FC5 F6 02 DC LDB 02DC {8 is coeeand token

3FC8 CI 9B CNPB •?B ; Is it LLIST token?

3FCA 27 05 BEG 3FD1 I If so, branch

3FCC 35 7C PUIS UXYB.DP (Restore registers

3FCE 7E 00 00 JHP 0000 {Exit set by POKEs

3FD1 30 8C 2A LEAK 2A.PC »X points to current

character count

3FD4 81 0D CHPA I0D ;!s character

carriage return?

3FD6 27 22 BEG 3FFA ilf so, branch

3FD8 E6 84 LDB ,x !B is current

character count

3FDA 26 10 BNE 3FEC ! Branch if not start

of ne* line

3FDC E6 01 LDB 1,X iB is eargin size

3FDE 34 06 PSHS B,A {Save targin size and

current character

3FE0 E7 84 STB .x iSet character count

to nargin size

3FE2 86 20 LDA 120 ; A is space

3FE4 BD A2 85 JSR A285 {Line print space

3FE7 5A DECB {Have all largin

spaces been printed?

3FE8 26 F8 BNE 3FE2 ilf not, loop

3FEA 35 06 PULS B,A •Restore nargin size

and current

character

3FEC 5C INCB {Buip B

3FED CI 50 CNPB 150 ;Have all characters

of current line

been printed?

3FEF 27 04 BEG 3FF5 ; If so, branch

3FF1 E7 84 STB ,x iSave current

character count

3FF3 20 D7 BRA 3FCC (Prepare to exit

3FF5 BD A2 85 JSR A285 iLine print final

character of line

3FF8 86 0D LDA I0D ;A is carriage return

3FFA 6F 84 CLR .* ;Zero character count

3FFC 20 CE BRA 3FCC {Prepare to exit

3FFE 00 (Current character

count

3FFF 00 {Margin size

Table 3

^
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ALINDE
The automated computer calendar

If you use a calendar you need Calindex!

Use Calindex every day and . . .

•always know what's coming due.

•never miss an important deadline,

•feel secure everyone is up to date,

•have a permanent record of activities.

r
TITLE

CODE

MESSAGE

DUE DATE

So easy to use

O ncc you enter a due

dale and other infor-

mation on a file card

Calindex starts reminding

you a month in advance of upcoming items. And Calin-

dex keeps reminding you until you tell it the item is taken

care of. The power of Calindex.

So automatic

chain of command
feature allows each

member of your
group to have a personal

calendar. Up to sixteen individual calendars can be man-
aged by the master calendar. Calindex automatically
reports seriously overdue items from the interested
calendars up the "chain ofcommand" until they are taken
care of down the line.

The power of Calindex

Indespensible for every . . .

* Family * Student
* Business * Committee
* Group * Organization
* Parent * Club
* Teacher

$v h1^y00

Packed full of helpfull features

• Easy to write file cards

• Chain of command supervisor

• Automatic tickler file

• Multiple calendar management
• Perpetual calendar entries

• List creation feature

• Archive for satisified entries

• Automatic scan selection

• Uses standard printer

Grantham Software Division

702 W. Washington Street

Marina del Rey, CA 90292

(213) 827-8087

alinde:
Grantham Software Division

702 W. Washington Street

Marina del Rey. CA 90292

YES! RUSH me my copy of Calindex for Cot'o.

Name

Address

,

Slate

.

ZIP.City

My check for $35.00 is enclosed (California residents add

6.5% sales tax).

32K + Disk Drive required/Copyright 1984



PROGRAMMING UTILITY
16K
ECB RAINBOW

'/ .."'I

Like Sands
Through
The
Hourglass

.

By Mary Crooks

fn '- 'lyofrr

~W Wburglass is a short graphics rou-

M—M tine for visual entertainment. It

JL -A fills a time delay or visual gap in

the on-screen proceedings. You can use

it as a subroutine in programs you
create that need such a time filler. If you
add it to the "20 Odd-Ball Screen Rou-

(Mary Crooks, a housewife and mother

oftwo, has beenprogrammingfor about
a year. She is currently helping to organ-

ize and run the computer center at her

son's elementary school. She holds a

degree in art and enjoys all things

creative.)

tines" by Gregory Clark in THE RAIN-

BOW, Jan. 1984, then you will have quite

a collection from which to choose.

A Color Computer 16K Extended

BASIC is required. Type RUN and the

program writes the words "Please Wait"

on the screen, then draws an hourglass.

The sand in the hourglass falls for an
interval of time that you can change to

fit your needs. Lines 10-20 reserve

memory for variables and determine the

graphics mode. Lines 30-1 10 draw the

cursive letters and assign them a varia-

ble name. The actual drawing of the

words happens in Line 1 20 using DRA W

and concatenation (adding together) of

the variables. The rest of the program
constructs and colors the hourglass and
creates the falling sand particles. The
time delay is for ten seconds. You can
change the timing interval in Line 230

by increasing or decreasing the 50 in the

FOR NEXT \oop.

If you use Hourglass as a subroutine,

include CLEAR 350 at the start of your
main program and delete it from the

subroutine. Call the subroutine with a

GOSUB from the place in your pro-
gram that it is needed, then change Line

260 to read RETURN.

The listing: 140 CIRCLE (126, 152) , 30, , . 25
10 CLEAR 350 150 LINE (96, 60) -(156, 152),PSET
20 PM0DE4, l:PCLS: SCREEN 1,0 160 LINE (156, 60) -(96, 152),PSET
30 AP*= " EU2UNHNUER2FD6L2HBD3BR4

"

170 LINE(116,90)-(136,90) , PSET
40 BL*="BRRE2U3HGD4FR" 180 PAINT(118,91) , 1,

1

50 BE*="RE2HGF2R" 190 PAINT (126, 152) ,1,1
60 BA*="RU2ERFDNF6LHBDBR4" 200 FOR Q=lTO 3
70 BS*="REU2F2GNHR2" 210 FOR T=l TO 40
80 AW*="BU5FD3FENU4FEU3EBD5" 220 P=124+RND(4) :Q=110+RND(26>
90 BI*="REU2BUNEBD3DRBR" 230 PSET(P,Q,1) :FOR L«=lTO 50:NEX
100 BT*="REU3NL2NR2NUBD3FR" T
110 5S»="BR5"' SPACE 240 NEXT T: CIRCLE (126, 152) , 15, ,

.

120 DRAWS8BM20, 20"+AP*+BL$+BE*+ 75,. 50, l: PAINT (126, 143) ,1,1
BA*+BS*+BE*+SS*+AW*+BA*+BI*+BT*+ 250 NEXT Q:CIRCLE(126, 152) , 19, ,.

SS* 75, 50, l:PAINT(126, 140) ,1,1
130 CIRCLE < 126, 60) ,30, , .25 260 FORX=1TO2000:NEXT **
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tware Sugar Software

RAINBOW
SCREEN MACHINE

SUPER
SCREEN MACHINE

,
The Rolls Royce of graphics/text screen enhancers
— more screen features than all others combined!

. Add these features to your computer/program: ML ex-
tension of Basic loads on top of 1 6, 32, or 64K machines
to enable easy mixture of hi-res graphics and text in

your programs. Dense text or large lettering for children,
visually impaired or VCR title screens with no pro-
gramming!

(
User definable 224 character set featuring lower case
descenders, Greek, cars, tank, planes, etc., completely
interfaced with all keys, commands, and PMODES. 1

2

sizes (most colored) from 1 6 x 8 to 64 x 24. PRINT (a
,

TAB and comma fields are fully supported.

(

2 distinct character sets automatically switch for

sharpest lettering featuring underline, subscript, su-
perscript, reverse video, top and bottom scroll pro-
tect, double width, colored characters in PMODE 4,

and help screen.

,
Simple 2-letter abbreviated commands inside your pro-
gram or control key entry from keyboard, even during
program execution!

Includes demo program, character generator program
and manual. 16K Ext. Basic required — 32K recom-
mended $29.95 Tape; $32.95 Disk.

Screen Machine can be used in games, word processors,
utilities, etc. In addition, the custom graphics characters can
be used to develop easy, effective hi-res character-graphics
programs. The potential is truly unlimited.

Screen Machine can be used to directly create video recorder
title screens or large lettering for children or the visually im-
paired simply by typing.

Revolutionary — heralded as the most useful,
powerful and versatile state-of-the-art utility ever
developed for the Color Computer!

• All of the features of Screen Machine and more:

• Variable SMOOTH Scroll for professional displays, list-

ings, business use.

• Variable volume KEY Click (tactile feedback).

-EDTASM+ command for instant compatibility with• cartridge EDTASM

• Superpatch + command for instant compatibility with
the Superpatch + Editor-assembler

• True Break key disable and recognition.

^ 10 User Definable commands used to activate your
special drivers or subroutine.

• Dynamic Screen Dump command for use with Custom
Software Engineering's Graphic Screen Print program
for simple printer "Snapshots" of your screen even
during program execution!

m The new standard — Upgradeable at any time from
previous Rainbow-Writer or Screen Machine purchase.
Return old program, manual, plus cost difference and
$7.00 shipping and handling.

• Super Screen Machine $44.95 Tape; $47.95 Disk.

Screen Machine is fully interfaced with all keys and com-
mands. Although some Basic programming knowledge is rec-
ommended just a few minutes spent studying and referencing
your computer's Basic manuals will turn you on to the power of
computing with Screen Machine.

Sugar Software

Gift Certificate

bJV«
to\£

is

:£>^

A complete catalog of other sweet Sugar Software products is available.

SUGAR SOFTWARE
2153 Leah Lane

Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068
(614)861-0565

No refunds or exchanges.

Add Si 00 per tape for postage
and harxftng Otiwans add 5 5%
sates tai COO orders are wel-

come CIS orders EMAIL (o

70405.1374 Dealer inqumes >rv

vrted
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C.P.I.

Color Micro Journal
'68' Micro Journal

Data-Comp
S.E. Media

For Ordering Call TOLL FREE

1-800-338-6800
FROM - DATA-COMP, C.P.I

A Family of 100% 68XX Support Facilities

The Folks who FIRST Put FLEX'" on
The CoCo

Now Offering: *FLEX'" (2 Versions)

AND 'STAR-DOS PLUS+ "'

STAR-DOS PLUS +
• Functions Same as FLEX
• Reads - writes FLEX Disks

• Run FLEX Programs

• Just type: Run ""STAR-DOS"
• Over 300 utilities & programs

to choose from.

TSC Editor
Hrit $5(1 (HI

NOW $35.00

PLUS
ALL VERSIONS OF FLEX & STAR-DOS* INCLUDE
Read-Write-Dir RS Disk

Run RS Basic from Both

More Free Utlities

Super 800 Support
Free Color Micro Journal 1 yr sub.

+ External Terminal Program
+ Test Disk Program
+ Disk Examine & Repair Program
+ Memory Examine Program
+ Many Many More!!!

TSC Assembler
Keg $50.00

NOW $35.00

DISK SYSTEMS FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER

THESE PACKAGES INCLUDE DRIVE, "CONTROLLER,
POWER SUPPLY 4 CABINET, CABLE, AND MANUAL.

• SPFCIFY WHAT CONTROLLER YOU WANT J&H, OR RADIO SHAO.

PAK #1 - 1 SINGLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY SYS.
PAK $7 - 7 SINGLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY SYS.
PAK §1 - I DOUBLE SI0ED, DOUBLE DENSITY SYS.
PAK #4 - 7 DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY SYS.
PAK « - 7 DOUBLE SI0ED, DOUBLE DENSITY SYS.

THINLINE DRIVES, HALF SIZE

COLOR COMPUTER II 64K W/EXT. BASIC

CONTROLLERS

J4M DISK CONTROLLER W/ JDOS OR RADIO SHACK
DISK BASIC, SPECIFY WHAT DISK BASIC.

RADIO SHACK DISK CONTROLLER 1.1

DISK DRIVE CABLES

CABLE FOR ONE DRIVE
CARLE FOR TWO DRIVES

$ 389. 95
5639.95
$439.95
$699.95

S659.95

JI89.95

SI39.95

$134.95

$ 19.95
$ 24.95

$ 69.95
$ 74.95
$ 29.95
$ 29.95
$ 39.95
$ 39.95
$ 24.00

64K UPGRADE W/MOD. INSTRUCTIONS,
C.D.E.F, AND COCO 2 $ 49.95

HJL KEYBOARDS
MICRO TECH LOWER CASE ROM ADAPTER
RADIO SHACK BASIC I .2
RADIO SHACK DISK BASIC 1.1
RADIO SHACK EXT. BASIC
SCREEN CLEAN CLEARS UP VIDEO DISTORTION
MEMOREX DISKS 5" SS.DD
SHIPPING INCLUDED ON DISK PRICES
DISK DRIVE CABINET 4 POWER SUPPLY $ 49.95
SINGLE SIOED, DOUBLE DENSITY 5" DISK DRIVE $199.95
DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY 5" OISK DRIVE $249.95

PRINTERS

EPSON RX-80 $325.00
EPSON RX-80FT $375.00
EPSON MX-100 $650.00
EPSON FX-100 $799.00
EPSON FX-80 $549.00
EPSON MX-70 $200.00

USA ADD 2% SHIPPING
FOREIGN ADD 5% SHIPPING

"FLEX is a Trademark ol Technical System Consultants

•STAR DOS + is a Trademark ol STAR Kits & Data-Comp

SERIAL BOARDS FOR PRINTERS

MX-SERIES $119.95
FX-SERIES $ 99.95

5900 Cassandra Smith Rd. Hixson, TN 37343
TEL. (615) 842-4600 • TELEX 558 414 PVT BTH



EDUCATION OVERVIEW

A Practical Alternative

For Creating

A Pupil Database

By Michael Plog Ph.D.
Rainbow Contributing Editor

Recently, I had a chance to talk

with some school people about

using a pupil database. These

people were directors of a program
operating in schools, and needed to

supply information to funding agencies

(state education agencies. Federal grant

agencies, or even foundations and
industries). The funding agencies request

information about each student being

served with the money provided. Thus,
the pupil database is a set of information

wherein each student represents one
record. Specific data elements may
include such things as birth date, grade

level, sex, scores on tests, date of

entering the program, length of service

by program personnel, and so on.

A pupil database is ideally suited for

a microcomputer. There is the need to

store information, have access to that

information for updating, and prepare

a report to be delivered to the funding

agency. In this article, we will consider

(Michael Plog received his Ph.D. degree

from the University of Illinois. He has

taught social studies in high school,

worked in a central office of a school
district, and currently is employed at the

Illinois Stale Board of Education.)

some of the features of a pupil database,

and some of the uses.

With many commercial databases on
the market, there is no need for local

programmers to try to write their own
database. Local efforts will probably

not be as flexible as commercial
programs, and will have to go through

a long period of debugging. The time

required to prepare a complete database

program is probably not worth the

amount of money required to buy one

of several excellent products. I have no
idea how many database packages are

available for the Color Computer, but

I have seen some in operation. With
the power available for the low price,

it is silly for local people to try to write

their own. Thus, it is suggested that

school personnel buy a commercial
product; one that fits their needs and

is easily understood.

When designing the database, and
determining what information to store,

include more than the minimum re-

quired by the funding agency. Consider

what will be needed for local school use,

in addition to what the outside agency

will need. Such things as parents'

names, address, telephone number,
grades in classes, etc., are of local

concern, but generally not of concern

to funding agencies. Design the database

carefully. Remember, it will be impos-

sible to get anything out of the pupil

database that has not been put in.

Getting information out of a database

may prove more complex than most
people think. To get local reports from
a database, the commercial reporting

formats may work fine. However, the

report to the funding agency may be

a different matter, and after all, what
is the sense of storing information on
a microcomputer ifyou cannot have the

machine prepare the reports for you?

Most funding agencies now use

computer printer paper for student

reports. After all, they have to enter

the information they receive (typically

on a mainframe), and simply use what
is convenient. The trouble is that most
of these forms will not be appropriate

for commercial database report formats.

Such things as the name of the school

district may have to be printed on each

page. Line spacing may prove to be a

difficulty. Summary calculations may
be required. Judging from the student

reports I have seen, commercial database
report formats are inadequate for the

job.

The best solution to having the

microcomputer print the necessary
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REAL
TIME
CLOCK

RTC-10
Full featured, yet very easy to use.
RTC-10 is a quartz-based. Time/Date
clock contained in a compact ROM case
RTC-10 makes it simple to access the
time and date with just a tew Basic
PEEKS. A 2-year + replaceable battery

(includedl keeps time accurate when the
computer is oft and even when the
cartridge is unplugged.

ONLY $69.00
Compatible with any 16K or greater.

Extended or non-extended Color
Computer. RTC-10 may be used with or
without a Radio Shack or any other Multi-

Slot unit. To use it with a disk, without a
Multi-Slot, order the Y-cable below.

Completely assembled, tested and ready
to plug-in and use. with programs
included for clock setting and for

continuosly displaying the Time/Date in

the upper right corner of the video
screen ONLY $69.00

COCO CABLES
Top quality cable and connectors with
all gold plated contacts

Y-CABLE- 40 conductor. 1 ft. long. 1

Male. 2 Females. Allows you to connect
your disk controller pack and the RTC-10
Clock or most voice synthesizers, etc.

ONLY S29.95

DISK PACK EXTENDER CABLE- 40
Conducter. 2 ft. long. 1 Male. 1 Female
Lets you place your disk controller pack
where you want it. out of your way.
ONLY $22.95

CUSTOM FLAT CABLES- Call-in or send
us your requirement. We will quote a
reasonable price for the cable you need.

Custom Computer Products
6 Dogwood Court
Goshen. NY 10924

(914) 469-2043 ccp
ADD S3 00 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING
FORCOD INCLUDE AN ADDITIONAL S3 00
NY RESIDENTS MUST INCLUDE SALES TAX

reports is to write a program to take

the data from storage, format it in the

required manner, and print it directly

to the forms provided by the funding

agency. If the records are stored in

ASCII format, a BASIC program will

solve this problem easily.

But there is the rub. Most program
directors would find that hard to do.

Few would have the time necessary to

write such a program in BASIC. Even
if program directors had the time, few

have the background in programming.

Generally, their training has not included

a study of computer languages. Natu-

rally, there will not be a major incli-

nation to learn BASIC just for this

purpose.

Hiring professional programmers is

expensive. And while I have nothing

against people selling their programming
skills (I have done so myself), it must

be recognized that many schools simply

cannot afford the luxury of contracting

with a programmer for what may well

be a small program affecting only a few

students. What is needed is inexpensive

"It seems an entirely work-

able idea to have students put

classroom experiences to use

on a real life problem.

"

programmers. (I refuse to say cheap

programmers, because that implies low

quality.)

There is a solution which makes this

difficulty minor. Why not use students

in school taking computer classes? The
majority of schools in the country are

teaching classes in BASIC. Students in

these courses are learning a great deal

about programming, and even writing

programs that get published in maga-
zines such as THE rainbow. The
instructors of these courses are right in

the buildings with the projects needing

assistance from microcomputers. And
of course, the price is right.

It seems an entirely workable idea to

approach the instructor of a computer
course with the idea of having the

students put their classroom experiences

to use on a real life problem. This would

not only help the local district (getting

reports in on time), but would give the

students a chance to show their crea-

tivity, and progress beyond the typical

exercises and activities of the classroom.

The task would provide an excellent

opportunity for the more advanced

students in the computer course, but

would also be appropriate as a project

for the entire class.

I realize that most readers of this

article are not going to be program
directors in need of microcomputer

assistance. A more likely audience will

be instructors of the computer classes.

Well, go ahead — take the initiative.

Ifyou think yourclass could accomplish

this type of activity, seek out those

directors and coordinators of programs
that might benefit from such a program.

They will not be hard to find. Such folks

are involved in things like special

education, bilingual, chapter I, voca-

tional programs, or in Federal programs

funded directly to schools. Sometimes
foundations and large industrial firms

will fund special programs in schools.

The point of this suggestion is to

advance and expand the use of micro-

computers in schools. This is perhaps

a non-traditional use of the microcom-

puter, and certainly a non-traditional

use of microcomputer courses. But the

cooperation that results cannot be

anything but helpful — to students,

teachers, program directors, and the

school system itself.

Another thought about the database

concept needs to be mentioned. The
initial data load can be a problem, much
more so than simply updating informa-

tion already stored. Most school

systems do not have enough secretarial

help to keep up with the daily tasks

that have to be done, much less take

the time to load a host of student

information into a microcomputer.
What is needed is an inexpensive source

of typing labor. Since we are using

inexpensive programmers, why not

continue the same idea here. Approach

the typing teacher. I would imagine

most teachers would appreciate the

opportunity to have their students gain

experience with a different keyboard,

learn something about data entry, and

get some practice on an activity that

has immediate value.

So, it should be possible to use the

microcomputer to further the cause of

cooperation in schools, provide services

that would not be available otherwise,

and broaden the potential uses of mod-
ern technology in education. Not a bad
deal. If anyone is currently engaged in

such an activity, please let me know.
If anyone starts something like this, I

would appreciate knowing about it. My
address is 829 Evergreen, Chatham, IL

62629. Until next month, take care and

keep learning. ^
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Ifsno job to give the perfect
gift for this Christmas.

Get the ball rolling and fill out
the form above to give some-
one a RAINBOW certificate in

time for the holidays.

Subscriptions to THE RAINBOW are S31 a year in the
United States Canadian rate is $38 U.S. Surface rate to
other countries $68 U.S.; air rate to other countries $ 1 03
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I Super Sale on New Hard Drives
Introducing

MEGADISKTM

Warranty - One Full Year

Winchester Hard Drive ready to

run on the TRS 80 Model I/III/IV/4P,

Color Computer, I.B.M.-PC, Apple,

Franklin, Max/80.

Software Drivers: LDOS, NewDos/80,
Dosplus, TRSDOS 6.0, CP/M

CALL FOR NEW LOW PRICE

DRIVE A HARD BARGAIN™ Complete Systems Starting at %$&*&T
Call Toll Free Ordering 1-800-343-8841

High Quality Lowest Price

Drive 0, 1, 2, 3
for the

Color Computer
Starting at $19**7 "g&RMg"

Disk Drive Upgrade
for Model III/IV easy to install system

Starting at $30*95 ca
l
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SOFTWARE SUPPORT, INC.
1 Edgell Road. Framingham. MA 01701 (617) 872-9090 Telex-383425
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DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

s

TERMS:
M,C/Visa/Ame.x and personal

checks accepted ai no extra charge.

C.O.D., please add $3.00.

Shipping: Please call for amount.
Not responsible for typographical errors

Prices subject to change.

TRS/80 Registered Trademark Tandy Corp

CANADA
MICRO R.G.S. INC.

51. CARRE VICTORIA. SUITE -M»
MONTREAL. QUEBEC. CANADA. H2Y 2J3

Reaular Tel. (514) 287-1563

Canadian Toll Free 800-361-5155

Service! Service!

All in slock products are shipped
within 14 hours of order.

Repair/ Warranty service is performed
within 24 hours of receipt unless

otherwise noted. We accept C. O. D.

,

foreign and APO orders. School
and D&B corporate P.O.s accepted.

IBM-PC Registered IBM Corp.

i LDOS Reg. Logical System Inc.

S3AIUQ MSIQ S3AIHQ XSICJ

Apple Registered Trademark Apple Computer Corp

m
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O
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Franklin Registered Trademark Franklin Corp.

Dosplus - Micro Systems Software

S3AIHQ MSId S3AIUQ MSIQ S3AIUQ XSId

Ma.x/80 Registered Trademark Lobo Int. *
Newdos/80 - Apparat Inc. tfi

S3AIUQ MSIO S3AIMQ MSIQ
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Super Sale on New Disk Drives
CALL FOR NEW
NEW LOW PRICEStarting at $16SKWf

Tandon — Siemens — Remex — MPI — Teac — Shugart
40 or 80 Tracks — Single or Dual Head

IBM/PC - TRS/80 - Sanyo Computers $Call
Drive a Hard Bargain"!! For your TRS/80, Color Computer, IBM, Apple, Franklin,

Max/80, Complete Systems from^PMS^oV?™/*

PLEASE CALL FOR OUR MOST CURRENT PRICE REDUCTIONS.

TOLL FREE ORDERING general and technical
1 -800-343-884 1 1-61 7-872-9090

Disk Drives (0123) TRS/80-IBM-Apple-TI-Franklin-Max/80-LNW M CALL
Model I/III/IV Upgrade (Disk Drives - Memory) ^
Printers— Daisywheel/Dot Matrix ^ TOLL
Double Density Controller ( Model I) ^
Color Computer Printer Interfaces ^ FREE
Disk Drive Operating Systems ^
Repair Services Now Offered—FAST Turn-a-Round .....** FOR
Apple/Franklin Compatible Add-On Drives with Case & Cable ^
Diskettes — Lifetime Guarantee — Low-Low Prices M NEW
DISK DRIVE CASES AND POWER SUPPLIES (5 year warranty) '.

.'.'.'. ,'.',
'. ^ PRICES

Printer Buffers 8K to 512K starting at $143.95
Model I/III/IV Speed-up Mod starting at $75.00
Cables—Printer/Disk Drive starting at $16.00

Warranty on Disk Drives — 1 Full Year Parts and Labor

SOFTWARE SUPPORT, INC.
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CANADA
MICRO R.G.S. INC.

751. CARRE VICTORIA. SUITE J03
MONTREAL. QUEBEC. CANADA. H2Y 2J3

Regular Tel. (514) 287-1563
Canadian Toil Free 800-361-5155

TERMS:
M.C./Visa/Amejt and personal

checks accepted ai no extra charge.

C.O.D.. please add S3. 00.

Shipping: Please call for amount.
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Q Prices subject to change.
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Q LDOS Reg. Logical System Inc. Dosplus - Micro Systems Software
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EXPANDING RASir 16K
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Part VII

By Colin J. Stearman

Teaching CoCo how to

clean up after its errors

and own up to mistakes

(Colin J. Stearman is an electronics

engineer educated in the U.K. He has
worked with all kinds ofcomputers and
has been a CoCo enthusiastfor over two
years.)
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Probably the most frustrating

limitation of the Microsoft BASIC
in CoCo is its lack of ability to

trap errors. Even the best written
programs generate errors and when
they do, it's infuriating to have CoCo
tell you how you messed up and then
tell you with a condescending smirk that

it's OK! It isn't OK, so we must do
something about it.

Error Trapping

Most flavors of BASIC have a state-

ment similar to ON ERROR GOTO
nnn which tells the interpreter that if

an error occurs jump to line 'nnn' and
continue running. Then at line 'nnn' we
can write some lines which handle the
error and continue the running of the
program.

Because ON is already a BASIC
keyword I decided to simplify the
syntax. So here is a description of the

error trapping command and some
associated variables.

ERRORS
The syntax for the error directing line

is ERRORS GOTO nnn, where 'nnn'

is an existing line number or zero. When
such a line is encountered in your
program it simply tells the interpreter

that, should an error occur, go to line

'nnn'. This command will stay in effect

until another such line is encountered
saying go to a different line on an error.

Except if 'nnn' is a zero, error trapping
is canceled and errors cause BASIC to

stop the program and report just as

before (or nearly as before, as you will

see).

If line 'nnn' does not exist, then a

'No such line number' error will occur
if the statement is entered in the direct

mode. However, if it is in a program,
it will create an error itself, but the error
will have nowhere to go, and the
program will lock up. Pressing Reset
is the only option left.

Because the line number follows a
normal GOTO statement, the RENUM



command will handle it correctly.

When any error occurs all FOR . . .

NEXT loops and subroutine return

addresses are canceled, allowing the

error handling routine to jump to

anywhere in the program without a
problem.

ECODE
This numeric variable returns the

current error code number. If no error

has yet been encountered, it will have
the value -1, so if a NO SUCH FILE
error was the most recent error, then
doing a PRINT ECODE would print

26, the code number for that error.

ECODE may be used just as any other
numeric variable, but it may not be
assigned a value by putting it on the
left of an equal sign.

ELINE
This is also a numeric variable and

all comments about ECODE apply
equally to it. This returns the BASIC line

number on which the most recent error

occurred. If no error has yet occurred
this variable will have the value of -1.

ENAMES
This is a string variable which

contains the name of the most recent
error. If no errors have yet occurred,
ENAMES is a zero length string. All
normal string manipulation functions
may use it, but it too must not appear
on the left of an equal sign.

The error code numbers returned by
ECODE and the associated error
strings are:

ECODE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

ENAMES
NEXT without FOR
Syntax

Return without GOSUB
Out of Data
Function Call

Overflow

Out of Memory
No such line #

Subscript

Redimensioned Array
Divide by

Illegal Direct Command
Type Mismatch
Out of String Space
String too long

String too complex
Can't Continue
File Data
Already Open
Device Number
Read /Write
File Mode
File Not Open
Read past End uf File

24 Direct Command in File

25 Undefined Function
26 No such File

27 Record #

28 Disk Full

29 Out of Buffer Space
30 Write Protect

31 File Name
32 Directory

33 File Exists

34 Field Overflow
35 Set to Non-Fielded String
36 Verify

37 Access past End of File

If no error trapping is set, BASIC will

return these fully spelled out error
messages followed by the word ERR-
OR, instead of the cryptic question
mark and two letter code.

Due to memory space limitations,

ENAMES and fully spelled out error
messages are not included in the patch
to DECBl.l.

SWAP
The final BASIC command to be

added is SWAP. This has no connection
with error trapping but is useful to have
around. The syntax is: SWAPvarl,var2

"When any error occurs all

FOR . . . NEXT loops andsub-
routine return addresses are

canceled, allowing the error

handling routine to jump to

anywhere in the program
without a problem . . . If no
error trapping is set, BASIC
will return these fully spelled

out error messagesfollowedby
the word ERROR, instead of
the cryptic question mark and
two letter code.

"

where 'varl ' and 'var2' are like variables.
This means that SWAP AS,B$ will

cause the string associated with AS to
be assigned to BS and vice versa.
Similarly, SWAP DL,WP will cause the
value assigned to DL to be assigned to
WP and that of WP to be assigned to
DL. If the two variables are not of the
same type, (string or numeric) then a
'Type Mismatch' will occur.

The SWAP command saves the need
for an intermediate holding variable
when exchanging variable values and
is considerably faster than this approach
The obvtous application 15 U\ 'h,^

sorts' where elements must be swapped.

A Final Flourish

If you look at Listing 1 around the

label RESET you will notice some
additional start-up codes. This executes
when CoCo does a cold start. The first

thing this code does is restore all the
drives to track 0. This eliminates that

annoying search up and down the disk

during the first disk access.. The slight

increase in start-up time is worth the

subsequent savings in access time and
reduction in wear and tear on the drive
itself, not to mention your nerves!

This code restores all possible drives

to track 0. If you do not have four drives

you can improve the start-up time a

little by only restoring the drives you
do have. This is done by changing the
'3' in the line immediately after the line

defining RESET (which reads 'LDB #3
NUMBER OF DRIVES') to one less

than the number of drives you do have.

Adding This Month's Code
Just as in previous months, pull the

assembly file built up so far into your
editor, then remove the commenting
asterisks from the start of line with
[REF #] of 2, 9-1, 9-2 and 9-3. Com-
pletely delete reference lines 18, 19, 25,

26 and 27. Also delete all lines at the
end starting with 'ZZLAST EQU *-l\
Now type in the new code found in

Listing 1 and reassemble the result. As
this month's addition is the last, rename
the composite assembly language source
as DISKPTCH.ASM and the binary
file as DISKPTCH.BIN. Test the
binary patch file just as you have for
the past few months.

Wrapping It Up Next Month
The next issue of THE rainbow will

see the last installment of this series.

In it we will tie up a few loose ends;
put the entire revised version of Disk
basic in an EPROM and mount it in
the disk controller, and make some
suggestions for commands you could
add yourself. I hope you'll plan on
joining me then.

If you would like the entire DOS-
PATCH program source, along with
binary files with and without the
parallel port driver for DECB 1.0 and
DECB 1.1, just send me a disk (no
cassettes please) along with $6 and a
stamped, addressed disk mailer. I will
load the disk and return it to you
promptly.

Address this request or any questions
to: Colin Stearman, 143 Ash Street

ttopk\i\\oi\,Mr\Q\M.
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The listing:

IH7 OPT LIS

1088 niHimiitmiiiH mmmtiriimtH
1889 » PATCH 14 to RSDOS (01984 Colin Steinan •

1891 if

1191 i

1892 i 'BAUD' COnnAXD CODE

1893 i SVNTAI IS BAUD(K) (HERE N

1894 • 388,688,1288.2488.4888,9488

1895 •

DC62 BE

DC48 BDB262

DC4B 8DBI4I

DUE 4FE2

DC7I 1FII

OC72 11832381

DC76 1I22FBBF

DC7A 6CE4

DC7C B3812C

DC7F 1I2BF8B6

0C83 26F5

DC83 3382

DCB7 5F

DC88 BEDC42

DC8B 44

DC8C 2383

DC8E 3C

DC8F 2IFA

DC91 A6B3

DC93 9794

DC95 8F93

DC97 39

1896 8DCNST FCB

1897 •

1898 i

1899 I

1188 BAUD

1181

1112

1183

11(4

1183

1184 CNTBD I

11(7

11(8

11(9

»BE,I57,I29,»I2,«6,«I 3((,6((, 1288,2488

48(6,9688 BAUD CONSTANTS

JSP.

m
CLR

TFR

•B262

»B74(

.-s

1.0

CHPD 194(8

IBHI FCERR

,S

SUBD (388

IBHI FCERR

6NE CNTBD

EVAL 8RKT ARSUNENT

6ET 1HTESER IN I

FOR COUNTER

6ET BAUD VALUE

HI6HEST LEBAL VALUE

ERROR IF HIGHER

COUNT SUBTRACTION

DIVIDE BAUD BY 3((

NOT A VALID VALUE

CONTINUE SUBTRACTION

UK • 60T A VALID MULTIPLE OF 388

1111 PULS A

1112 CLRB

1113 LD) (BDCNST

1114 SFTA6M LSRA

1113 BCS 6ETC0N

1116 INCB

1117 BRA

1118 6ETC0N LDA

1119

1121

1121 I

1122 •

1123

STA

CLR

RTS

SFTASN

B.I

BAUDRT

BDFLAO

SET RESULT

POKER COUNTER

POINT I TO BAUD CONSTANTS

BIT INTO CARRY

GOT BIT BET CONSTANT

COUNT SHIFT

60 SHIFT A8AIN

8ET BAUD RATE

SET BAUD RATE

CLEAR TO ENABLE SERIAL PORT

AND SET LSB OF BAUD RATE

ALL DONE

1124 tnu.ni l hum H iinmiMi iiimmiim t

DATE BOOK & CALENDAR
«»T a p e o r Disk files

....I ndex records by date.
month, year, or day

<>.P r i n t s d a t e - t o-d a t e

•.Encryption by Password,

Password is not stored

32k E CB $25 95

RELATIONAL DATABASE
'•Blistering fast sort, 1000
records in 10 sec OR LESS!

c..M ultikey sort

"Tape or D i s k f. i I e s

Math ability

SASE for more info

3 2 k EC B $39.95

Butterfly Software
Rt 7 Box 56 5-A

{Q Q $)Lubbock, Tx 79401 76 2-1941
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1125 • "IMP COHHAND, PRINT DIRECTORY

1124 •

DC98 C4FE 1127 LDIR LOB (-2 POINT DEVNUN TO PRINTER
DC9A D74F 1126 STB DEVNUH

DC9C 7ECBCF 1129 JHP A((I4 DO DIR COHHAND

1138 ••iiiiiiiiiitititttiiitiimtmmttimiM

1131 IFDF PARPRT ASSEHBLE FOR PARALLEL PORT

1132 •

1133 • 'PARALLEL' COHHAND CODE AND OUTPUT ROUTINE
DC9F CCdCA 1134 PARA LDD MICA I2( BAUD DELAY

1135 * SET MSB TO 1 FOR PARALLEL PORT
DCA2 DD95 1134 STD BDFLA6 TO HAKE PARALLEL ACTIVE
DCA4 39 1137 RTS

1136 1111111111

1139 i Parallel port output routine

1148 • This is called ty the >odified juip at 1168
DCA3 (D93

DCA7 I(2'EE9F

DCAB 34(2

DCAD 944F

DCAF B1FE

DCB1 35(2

DCB3 K24EE93

DCB7 8! ID

DCB9 27(3

DCBB (C9C

DCBD 8C

DCBE (F9C

DCC( 3411

DCC2 8EFF24

DCC5 4D1E

DCC7 2BFC

DCC9 A784

DCCB 3311

DCCD 3242

DCCF 39

1141 PAROUT 1ST

DCD( BDB337

DCD3 94(4

DCD5 3412

DCD7 BDB24D

DCDA BDB337

DCDD 33(2

DCDF 91(4

DCEI K24D44C

DCE3 3340

DCE7 C4(5

DCE9 A484

DCEB 34(2

DCED A6C4

DCEF A78(

DCF1 33(2

DCF3 A7C(

DCF5 3A

DCF6 26F1

DCF8 39

DCF9 C6BI

DCFB BDB26F

DCFE C6A3

DD(( BDB26F

DD83 BDAF67

DD86 DC2B

1142

1143

1144

1145

1146

1147

1148

1149

1158

1151

1152

1133

1134 NASCfl

1155

1156

LBEO

PSHS

LDA

CHPA

PULS

LBHE

BDFLAG

AMIS

A

DEVNUH

1-2

A

AMIS

IF NOT 2ER0 THEN PARALLEL

DO SERIAL OUTPUT

SAVE VALUE

60IN6 TO DEVICE -2?

RECOVER CHAR, FLA6S DON! CHANGE

NOT D0IN6 DEVICE 8-2

USB

1159

U6(

1161

1162

PARALLEL OUTPUT NANTED

CHPA (I8D

NASCR

(I9C

I8C

<«9C

CC.I

(DATA

-2,1

CHKRDY

.1

CC,1

2,S

BED

INC

FCB

CLR

PSHS

LDI

1157 CHKRDY 1ST

BHI

STA

PULS

LEAS

RTS

HAS IT A CR?

INCREHENT LINE PRINT POSITION

SKIP NEIT 2 BYTES

LINE COUNTER

PRESERVE BASIC VALUES

POINT 1 TO PIA

BUSY IF LINE 7 HI

NA1T UNTIL LON

DATA REGISTER

RECOVER VALUES

OLD RETURN OFF STACK

TO ORIGINAL CALLER

1143 iimini

1164 ENDC

1165 OPT LIS

1 166 iiiimiitiittiitimitiitmittitiitmitiii
1167 * PATCH (5 to RSDOS ICI1984 Colin Steanan t

1 168 IIIHHUHWIlHHlmillltlllHmmHIH
1169 «

1178 HflHIIlilHH IIUU
1171 « -SNAP"

1172 t

1173 i CODE FOR SNAP COHHAND SYNTAI IS SNAP VI, V2

1174 » NHERE VI AND V2 ARE LIKE VARIABLE TYPES

1175 •

1176 SNAP JSR IB357 GET FIRST SIRING POINTER

LDA <6 TYPE (>NUHBER -l'STRING

PSHS K,« SAVE OH STACK

JSR IB26D PARSE REOUIREO COHHA

JSR 18357 SET 2ND STRIN6 POINTER IN 1

1177

1178

1179

1188

1161

1162

1183

1184

1185

1166

1187

1188

1189 SNAP5

119(

• NON TEST THAT BOTH VARIABLES ARE SANE TYPE

PULS A RECOVER FIRST TYPE

CHPA <6 CHECK FOR SAHE AS SECOHD

• NOT SAHE TYPE SO ISSUE 'TH ERROR

LBNE MI51 TYPE HISHATCH

t SAHE TYPE SO SNAP POINTER INFO

ONE IN I, OTHER IN U

COUNTER

GET VALUE AT I

PRESERVE IT

GET VALUE AT U

PUT AT I

6ET ORIGINAL AT I

PUT AT U

REDUCE COUNTER

CONTINUE SNAPPIN6

PULS U

LDB (5

LDA ,(

PSHS A

1191 LDA ,U

1192 STA ,1*

1193 PULS A

1194 STA ,U»

1195 DECB

1196 8NE SNAP5

1197 RTS

1198 mitttitiitiiuittitiut

1199 t 'ERRORS' Cotiand

12M « E«ecuted «hen the ERRORS coiiand is encountered

12(1 •

12(2 ERRCHD LDB 8(81 CHECK '60'

12(3 JSR 8B26F NOT THEN SYNTAI ERROR

12(4 LDB MAS CHECK 'TO'

12(5 JSR IB26F NOT THEN SYNTAI ERROR

12(4 JSR IAF47 PROCESS LINE ( INTO »2B

12(7 LDD («2B BET THE LINE (

/C



DDI6 DDDC 12#B STD JUNE SAVE IT

1219 H IF ZERO THEN CLEAR TRAPPIN6

PDIA 277] 1210 BEO ERRSET

1211 ft CHECK FOR VALID LIKE NUMBER

DMC DCA6 1212 LDD IA6 6ET PARSER POINTER

DDIE 3416 1213 PSHS D SAVE ON STACK

DDK 6DAEA9 1214 JSR IAEA? CHECK VALID NUMBER

1215 UF HE 60T BACK HERE IT'S OK

DD13 33ft 1216 PULS D RESET PARSER POINTER

DD15 DDA6 1217 STD IA6

DD17 3? 1218 RTS

1219 [IIIHIHHIIimill llll

1221 » ERROR TRAPPIN6 AND HANDLING ROUTINE

1221 •

1222 i this code is executed "hen an error is

1223 • encountered by BASIC froe. juip it II8F

1224 i

DD18 BDD8IB 1225 ERRTRP JSR DIRECT CURRENT LINE

DDIB 2724 1226 BEO NOTRAP SO DONT TRAP IT

DD1D 9EDC 1227 LDI JUNE 6ET ERRLINE JUMP

DD1F 2721 122B

1229

BEO

mini
NOTRAP SO DONT TRAP IT

1231 HE NANT TO TRAP ERROR NO* B HAS ERROR CODE «2

1231 I IF AN OD ERROR THEN THEN ADDRESS AT 12= NEEDS

1232 PUTTIN8 AT IA6 BECAUSE READ liOVED IT TO SCAN

1233 I THE DATA STATEHENTS

1234

DD21 C1I6 1235 CNPB ••6 OD ERROR NUMBER

DD23 2614 1236 BNE NOREAD NOT A OD ERROR

DD25 9E2B 1237 LDI I2B 6ET POINTER

DD27 9FA6 1238 ST I •A6 PUT IT IN PARSER

DD29 54 1239 NOREAD LSRB DIVIDE BY 2

DD2A D73A 1241 STB ECODE CODE ADDRESS

DD2C 9E68 1241 LDI <I6B CURRENT LINE

DD2E 9F76 1242 STI EL1NE ERRLINE ADDRESS

DD3» 9EDC 1243 LDI JLINE 6ET ERROR GOTO LINE 1

DD32 9F2B 1244 STI (»28 PREPARE TO 60 TO IT

DD34 1IDE21 1245 LDS ((21 CLEAN STACK

DD37 CCADC4 1246 LDD HADC4 RETURN TO INTERPRET LOOP

DD3A 3416 1247 PSHS D PUT ONTO STACK

DD3C «F6F 1248 CLR DEVNUN RESET DEVICE CODE

DD3E 7EAEA9 1249

1251

JltP

III!

IAEA9 60 TO NEN LINE

1251 •PROCESS NO TRAP

DD41 8D3C 1252 NOTRAP BSR ERRSET RESET ERROR CODE

1253 t

1254 IF8T REV (

1255 MP IAC49 1 DOS 1.1 onlv

1256 ENOC <

1257 i

1001 1258 IFEO REV (

1259 * Process new error dis play 1

DD43 BODIES 1261 JSR AII26 CLEAR DISK SYSTEfl i

DD46 3414 1261 PSHS B PRESERVE ERROR CODE :

DD48 BDCA3B 1262 JSR A00I4 NORE DISK SHUTDOWN !

DD4B 3514 1263 PULS B BET ERROR CODE BACK !

DD4D BDA7E9 1264 JSR IA7E9 N010R Orf 1

DD5I BDAD33 1265 JSR IAD33 RESET STACK ETC. !

DD53 0F6F 1266 CLR DEVNUH REST TO SCREEN !

DD3S BDB95C 1267 J9R IB95C OUT RETURN IF NEEDEO !

DD58 54 1268 LSRB DIVIDE ERROR CODE BY 2 !

DD59 8DI6 1269 BSR ERF1ND FIND ERROR NESSA6E

1271 i OUTPUT NEN ERROR NESSASE

DD5I BD69A2 1271 JSR STROUT OUTPUT IT :

DD3E 7EAC65 1272 JNP 1AC65 PRINT ' ERROR' ETC. 1 DOS 1.0 on V

1273 HtHH !

1274 * error lessiqe finder !

1275 • B tin error count/2 coilng in

1276 I HAS CHARACTER COUNT CONING OUT

1277 « I HAS POINTER TO FIRST CHAR !

DD61 1F9B 1278 ERFIND TFR 8,A HOVE ERROR CODE TO A !

DD63 8EDDC5 1279 LDI IERRB POINT I TO HSS <( "
!

DD66 5F 1261 CLRB DONT AFFECT I FIRST TINE

DD67 3A 1281 (PLOOK ABI ADD COUNT TO ERROR ADDRESS

DD68 E680 1262 LDB ,1* 6ET CHARS IN NESSA6E !

DD6A 4A 1283 DECA DECREASE ERROR COUNT !

DD6B 2AFA 1284 IPL KPLOOK KEEP L00KIN6 !

DD6D 39 1285 RTS !

1286 ENDC (

1287

1288 • CLEAR ERROR TRAPPING ON RUN

DD6E BDIF 1289 ERCNCL BSR ERRSET

DD7I 7EC99I 1291 JNP ABI 13

1291 nnH imiitiiiimniinnHH
1292 • THIS CODE RUNS ON A COLD START AND RESETS ALL

1293 i DRIVES TO TRACK ZERO AND RESETS ERROR TRAPPING

1294 «

1295 • Reset drive 1-1 to trick :ero

DD73 0FEA 1296 RESET CLR IEA RESTORE OPCODE '0

DD75 C6I1 1297 LDB 11 NUMBER OF DRIVES-!

DD77 D7EB 1298 STB IEB DRIVE NUNBER

DD79 8D14 1299 NITDRV BSR HONE DO RESTORE TO TRACK NITH 1 RETRY

DD7B 0AEB 13M DEC •EB NEIT DRIVE

DD7D 2AFA 1311

1302 »

1313 •

BPL NITDRV

1314 • Clears ERROR trapping

1305 •

DD7F 3416 1306 ERRSET PSHS D,I SAVE RE6S

DD81 9E8A 1307 LDI ZERO

DD83 9FDC 1308 STI JLINE

DD83 CCFFFF 1309 LDD IIFFFF

D088 DD76 1310 STD ELINE

DD8A 975A 1311 STA ECODE

DD8C 3516 1312 PULS 0,1 RECOVER REGS

DD6E 39 1313 RTS

1314 HttHH
1315 • restore drive head »i h no retries

DD6F 3476 1316 HONE PSHS A,B,»,Y,U

DD9I 86(1 1317 LDA 41 RETRY COUNT I* NO RETRIES

DD93 7ED670 1318 JNP A0I32 RESTORE CODE ENDS NITH AN RTS

DD96 DC76

DD98 1083FFFF

DD9C 1026FEBD

DDAI 7EB4F4

1320 •

1J2I • "ELINE 1

1322 •

1321 ERRLIN LDD ELINE

1324 CNPD IIFFFF

1525 LBNE UNS16N

1J26 SIGNED JNP IB4F4

1327 HimiiimiHMMiii'
1328 •

IF IFFFF NOT SET'

YES IT IS

RETURN AS SI6NED VALUE l-ll

6809 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

••••••••••
••••
••••

::::

• •

::**•

• •••
"!!

EXPANSION HARDWARE FOR
THE TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER

XPNDR1
We've added grounding tabs to

the XPNDR1 and, on the out-

board end, an array ot plated-

through solder pads. Shown is

the bottom side of the card with

the CoCo signals identified and
the +5V and ground buses. The
edge connector and tabs are gold

plated: the 4.3*6.3 inch glass/

epoxy card is drilled lor standard

.3 and .6 inch DIP sockets. In-

cludes 8 page Application Notes
to help you get started.

$19.95 each or 2 for $36 box30807 Seattle, wa 98103

SuperGuide™

Precision molded plastic insert

designed specifically to align

and support printed circuit

cards in the CoCo cartridge slot;

an unbreakable removable card
guide. Patent Pending.

$3.95 each

Available now from

ROBOTICTICJ^HiMICROSYSTEMS
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DDA3 4F

::•! DiSA

DDA6 II2AFEB3

DMA ID

DDAB 2IF3

Mil

DDAD D65A

DDAF 2AI2

DDBI 5F

DDB2 Al

DDB3 BDDD61

DDB6 IF13

ODBB BDB5IF

DDBB 271!

DDBD IE13

DDBF BDASfA

::c; 7EB69B

132? . ECODE 1

1331 i

1331 ERRCOD CLRA

1332 LDB ECODE

1333 HF NINUS THEN IT IS -1 AND THEREFORE UNSET

1334 16FL UNS16N OUTPUT UNS16NED I TO VARIABLE

1335 SEI HAKE D HAVE VALUE IN 8

1336 BRA SI6NED OUTPUT TO VARIABLE!-!)

1337 HMMMIHHIIII IIIII IIII

1338 IFEfi REV

133? i ENAHE»

1341 ERNANE LDB ECODE

1341

1342

1343

1344 t !

1345 6ETNN

1346 t

1347

1348

BPL

CLR8

FCB

6ETNN

IA1

JSR ERFIND

GET ERROR CODE I

GET ERROR NANE STRING I

FOR NULL STRING LENGTH !

SKIP NEXT INSTRUCTION I

RETURNS I AT ERROR NANE

KITH COUNT !

SAVE ERROR STRING POINTER !

CHECK FOR AVAILABLE SPACE I

DDC3 It 136* ERR! FCB

DDC6 4E 1361 FCC

DDD6 ft 1362 ERR1 FCB

D0D7 53 1363 FCC

8DDD 14 1364 ERR2 FCB

DDDE 52 1365 FCC

DDF2 (B 1366 ERR3 FCB

0DF3 4F 1367 FCC

TFR «,U

JSR IB3IF

134? II NON HAS STRING START" ADDRESS I

1331 BED STREIT NULL LENGTH STRING I

1331 EIG I,U SNAP THE POINTERS

1332 JSR IA59A HOVE STRING I

1333 STREIT JHP IB6?B RETURN VIA STRIN8I CODE

1354 "tMMIHIMMMiMIMmMKMMHtt'Mtl [

1335 • :

1356 • ERROR NESSA6ES I

1357 t !

1358 i FORHAT IS CHARACTER COUNT /CHARACTERS !

1359 • !

ERRI-(t.l) I

/HEIT NITHOUT FOR/ I

ERR2-(»»I> I

/SYNTAl/ !

ERR3-HM1 I

/RETURN NITHOUT 60SUB/ !

ERR4-I»»1) !

/OUT OF DATA/ I

RAINBOW SCREEN MACHINE
The' Rolls Royce of graphics text screen enhance 5-more
features than all others combined.
Tape $29.95: Disk $32.95

SUPER SCREEN MACHINE
Revolutionary — Heralded as the most useful, powerful and
versatile state-of-the-art utility ever developed for the Color
Computer.
Tape $44.95: Disk $47.95

GRAPHICOM II

Rotate graphic image about on any Z axis • slide position
graphic with wrap around • copy/enlarge with user-defined
shapes • pan and zoom — "blow-up" or "zoom in" on image •

font editor — create font styles or char sets • special effects
—tunnel vision, fish eye etc* pixel blaster —widen lines color
separation.

Disk $24.95: Disk only

GRAPHCOM/Video Digitizer

only $199.95

1. G/L
2. A/P
3. A/R
4. Payroll

$59.95

$59.95

$59.95

$79.95

5.

6.

7.

8

Mail Labels
Invoice Writer

Budget
Master 1-7

$ 49.95

$ 49.95

$ 49.95

$299.95

We carry DFS forms to run with our software. These forms are
compatible with over 385 software companies.

Bluegrass Software
P.O. Box 573

Franklin, KY 42134
Send 3.00 for shipping and handling for free catalog and
product information.

Postage paid on all orders. To receive Free catalogue & pro-
duct information send $3.00 to cover shipping & handling.

DDFE ID 1368 ERR4 FCB ERR5-(itl) 1

DDFF 46 1369 FCC /FUNCTION CALL/ !

DEIC IB 1371 err: FCB ERR6-I«»I) 1

DEID 4F 1371 FCC /OVERFLOW !

DE15 ID 1372 ERR6 FCB ERR7-I»»I) 1

DE16 4F 1373 FCC /OUT OF NENORV/ :

DE23 IE 1374 ERR7 FCB ERR8-(«*11 1

DE24 4E 1373 FCC /NO SUCH LINE 1/

DE32I9 1376 ERRS FCB ERR9-HM) 1

DE33 53 1377 FCC /SUBSCRIPT/ 1

DE3C 13 1378 ERR9 FCB ERRll-dHI 1

DE3D 52 137? FCC /REDINENSIONED ARRAY/ I

DE5I IB 1381 ERR1I FCB EAR11-HM) 1

DES1 44 1381 FCC /DIVIDE BY 1/ !

DE5C 16 1382 ERR 11 FCB ERRI2-UHI 1

DE3D 4? 1383 FCC /ILLE6AL DIRECT CONNAND/ 1

DE73 ID 1384 ERR12 FCB ERRI3-HH) 1

DE74 34 1385 FCC /TYPE MISMATCH/ 1

DE81 13 1386 ERR13 FCB ERR14-(»»|) 1

DE82 4F 1387 FCC /OUT OF STRING SPACE/ 1

DE93 IF 1388 ERR 14 FCB ERRI5-HH) 1

DE?6 53 1389 FCC /STRING TOO L0N8/ 1

0EA5 12 1391 ERR 15 FCB ERRI6-UM) 1

DEA6 53 I3?l FCC /STRIN8 TOO CONPLEI/ I

DEBS IE 1392 ERRI6 FCB ERR17-HH) !

DEB? 43 1393 FCC /CAN'T CONTINUE/ 1

DEC7 1? 1394 ERR17 FCB ERR18-HMI 1 DOS I.I only

DECS 46 1395 FCC /FILE DATA/ !

DEDI IC 1396 ERR 18 FCB ERR19-IIH) 1

DED2 41 1397 FCC /ALREADY OPEN/ 1

DEDE ID 1398 ERR 19 FCB ERR2I-IM1) 1

DEDF 44 1399 FCC /DEVICE NUMBER/ 1

DEEC IA 1411 ERR2I FCB ERR21-I»MI 1

DEED 52 1411 FCC ZREAD/NRITEI 1

DEF7 1? 1412 ERR2I. FCB ERR22-I»M) 1

DEF6 46 1413 FCC /FILE NODE/ 1

DFI1 ID 1414 ERR22 FCB ERR25-(»H) 1

DFI2 46 1415 FCC /FILE NOT OPEN/ 1

DFIF 15 1416 ERR23 FCB ERR24-(t»ll 1

DFII 52 1417 FCC /READ PAST END OF FILE/ !

DF23 16 1418 ERR24 FCB ERR25-(tt|) !

DF26 44 1419 FCC /DIRECT CONNAND IN FILE/ 1

DF3C 12 1411 ERR23 FCB ERR24- It'll 1

DF3D 55 1411 FCC /UNDEFINED FUNCTION/ 1

DF4F IC 1412 ERR26 FCB ERR27-UM) 1

DF5I 4E 1413 FCC /NO SUCH FILE/ 1

DF5C 18 14H ERR27 FCB ERR28-I»»I) 1

DF3D 52 1415 FCC /RECORD 1/ 1

DF65 1? 1416 ERR28 FCB ERR29-(»*1) 1

DF66 44 1417 FCC /DISK FULL/ !

DF6F 13 1418 ERR29 FCB ERR3I-UMJ !

DF7I 4F 141? FCC /OUT OF BUFFER SPACE/ 1

DF83 ID 1421 ERR3I FCB ERR31-UM) 1

DFB4 57 1421 FCC /NRITE PROTECT/ I

DF?1 1? 1422 ERR31 FCB ERR32-MM) 1

DF?2 46 1423 FCC /FILE NANE/ 1

DF9B 19 1424 ERR32 FCB ERR33-UMI 1

DF9C 44 1425 FCC /DIRECTOR*/ 1

DFA5 IB 1426 ERR33 FCB ERR34-I»H) ;

DFA6 46 1427 FCC /FILE EXISTS/ 1

DFB1 IE 1428 ERR34 FCB ERR35-UU) 1

DFB2 46 142? FCC /FIELD OVERFLOW I

DFCI 1? 1431 ERR35 FCB ERR36-UH) !

DFC1 53 1431 FCC /SET TO NON-FIELDED STRIN6/ 1

DFDA 16 1432 ERR36 FCB ERR37-t»H) 1

DFDB 56 1433 FCC /VERIFY/ 1

DFE1 17 1434 ERR37 FCB ENDERR-(t.l) I

DFE2 41 1435 FCC /ACCESS PAST END OF FILE/ 1

DFF? 1436 ENDERR E8U » !

1437 ENDC <

1438

143?

DFFB 1441 ZZLAST EQU •-1 last used address value

1441 »

1442 • ZZLAST lust not be greater than IDFFF (or

1443 i DOS 1,1 and SDEFF for DOS 1.1. The latter

1444 t has the OS-9 Boot prograe and SNI set routines

1445 i froi SDFII to IDF4C

1446 •

1447 «

1456 OPT LIS

0994 1457 END ADDCON
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**
->^- 'HOME COMMANDER' $49.95

CONTROL YOUR WORLD
Give yourself piece of mind while on vacation by pro-

gramming the HOME COMMANDER to control lamps,
radios, TVs and more. Or make life easy on yourself by
turning on the coffee pot before you wake up. You can
do this and more with the HOME COMMANDER.

NO WIRES NECESSARY
The HOME COMMANDER uses your home's existing

electrical wiring to control virtually anything. Appliances

are controlled via small control modules (sold separately).

The LAMP DIMMER MODULE allows you to turn a lamp
on or off and control 1 6 brightness levels. The APPLIANCE ^^^^^^^^^^IM
MODULE is used to control appliances up to 400 watts

such as a TV, radio, stereo system, fan or motor.

ON FRIDAY 7:42 PM, OFF SUNDAY 7:26 AM
Included FREE is a program to allow you to control up to 256 devices and specify the time and date they are

to be activated. Thaf s right, the software has its own built in accurate clock.

LAMP DIMMER MODULE $16.95 APPLIANCE MODULE $16.95

new! PRECISION TIME MODULE
Now your computer will always know the

correct time and date. This amazing precision

time module is calibrated to the National

Bureau of Standards (WWV) atomic clock
and you should never have to change it.

Use the PRECISION TIME MODULE to add
the time element to your game. Or use on
your BBS so that the time will always be
perfectly accurate.

BATTERY BACKUP
Even when your computer is off, the clock

keeps correct time by operating using the

internal battery backup system.

oci**

•as*

W,eecw tV» p*

MONTHS, LEAP YEARS & DST
The PRECISON TIME MODULE automatically
adjusts for the different number of days in

each month as well as leap years. And believe

it or not, it adjusts for DST so you don't have to

remember if it's SPRING FORWARD or FALL
FORWARD.

^ LOWEST
3 PRICE
"^ANYWHERE-:

Y-CABLE $28.95
Why pay S100 to $200 for a multi-pak. With
the Y-CABLE, you can connect your disk

system to your computer along with either

our STEREO PAK music synthesizer, our
v/OICE, SUPER VOICE speech synthesizers,
or our PRECISION TIME MODULE. All con-
nectors gold plated.

,. Need an

^ATTENTION EXPERIMENTERS! «w *».«.

Interested in building your own project? Disks (any quantity) SI.49

Our oversized board gives plenty of room TapeC-10, C-20 S0.69
forconstructionwhilethesturdyaluminum

speech Hard Tape Box S0.29
case with black satin finish assures protec- Cnlp btin S2.95
tion and a professional appearance. SSI-263 74LS138 $0.79

Prototype Board only $19.95 '$34 95
?4°7 $ °'79

Prototype Enclosure only $19.95 IC sockets 14, 1 6, 22 pin SO.29

Buy both for $29.95 IC sockets 24, 28, 40 $0.39

BLANK DISK
OR TAPE

WITH EVERY
ORDER

mst
r t ^
[MasterCard]

V i 4
Dealer Inquiries

Invited

We accept CASH. CHECK, COD, VISA and MASTER CARD orders.

Shipping and handling US and Canada $3.00

Shipping and handling outside the US and Canada $5.00

COD charge $2.00
Illinois residents add *> vr sales tax

Speech *3wi/t emA
38W255 DEERPATH ROAD
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
(312) 879-6880 (VOICE)

(312) 879-6811 (24 HR. BBS)
CALL ANY DAY, ANYTIME TO ORDER. ALSO ORDER BY MAIL OR BBS.
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**MUSICA2

Offer ends
Jan. 15 $29.95

Tape or Disk

High resolution graphic

display, looks just like

sheet music.

Loudness of each voice

may be individually
specified.

When in stereo mode, music is played
through our STEREO PAK (purchased
separately).

Memory available

constantly displayed.

is

Voice waveshapes may be

exchanged between
voices at any point.

Tempo may be specified

and may even be altered

as the music plays.

Flats and sharps sup-

ported.

Billions of timbre com-
binations.

• Repeat bars allow repeating of music
without re-inserting music a second or

third time.

Voice timbre (waveshape)
may be altered by
specifying harmonic
content just like stops on
an organ.

During editing, voice

being inserted is

displayed.

Each measure is

numbered for easy
reading of music.

Measure bars aid in

reading and developing

music.

Each voice may be
visually highlighted for

easy identification.

"Musica 2 is GREAT!"
Stephen Wilson

"It's the best four part harmony
composer on the market and the
most used program in mayflies."

R.C. Wrights

"Of all the music programs, and
I've had them all, there is no
comparison in flexibility, simplic-

ity of operation and in the warm
vibrant tones that it produces. I

went out and spent S700.00 on
stereo equipment just so I could
more thoroughly enjoy Musica 2
and the Stereo Pak!"

Howard Lentz
TCI Industries

sim

Output your music to any dot matrix
printer (Gemini 1 0X, Epson, R.S. printers,

Okidata, etc)

THERE'S MORE
• 4 Voices produced simultaneously
• Input notes from keyboard orjoystick
• Play music from your own BASIC

program
• Block copy music for easy music
development

• 1 00% machine language so it is light-

ning fast

• Vibrato effect easily produced
• With STEREO PAK, voices may be
switched between left and right

speakers as music plays
• MUSICA 2 is 100% software, no
need for hardware unless you want
music produced in STEREO. In that
case, the STEREO PAK may be pur-
chased separately. It's a must for the
audiophile!

• Durations include: whole, half, quar-
ter, eighth, sixteenth, thirty second,
sixty-fourth, and triplet.

• 30 page manual describes all.

7 THOUGHT ONLY AN APPLE SOUNDED THAT GOOD'
That's what I was told after I gave a seminar and demonstration of MUSICA 2 and the STEREO
PAK at the Chicago Rainbowfest. I smiled and thanked the young man for the "supposed"
compliment, but upon reflection, I became angered by the apparent belief that the CoCo is

inferior in this regard. Nothing could be further from the truth.

To help fight this false belief, we've decided to lower the price ofMUSICA 2 to help spread the
word.

We will also keep the STEREO PAK price at S39.95 and give you a complete refund if you are
not 100% satisfied with the STEREO PAK.



*«* STEREO PAK™
Plug this gem into your computer, connect to your home
stereo system and sit back and enjoy music realism. The

STEREO PAK is a hardware music synthesizer that plays our

MUSIC LIBRARY and MUSICA 2 music in stereo. Because it

was designed specifically with music reproduction in mind,

the sound is superb. The highs are crisp and clear while the

bass notes will rattle your walls.

The STEREO PAK is all hardware. It is intended as an

enhancement for MUSICA 2 and our MUSIC LIBRARY. Disk

owners may use the STEREO PAK with the R.S. Multi-Pak or

ourY-CABLE (S28.95)

"s^

Stage, Screen, and TV
Music of the 70's

Music of the 60's

Music of the 50's

Old Time Favorites

Classical

Christmas (popular)

Christmas (traditional)

Patriotic

Polka Party

^ MUSIC LIBRARY™ — 3 VOLUMES
You get over 100 four voice songs with a combined
playing time of 3 hours. That's right, 3 hours of music. You MUSIC LIBRARY 100 categories:
won't belive your CoCo could sound so good. To fit over

1 00 songs required both sides of 5 C-20 tapes and the disk

version uses 5 full disks (that's a half box of disks).

A JUKE BOX selection program is included to allow you to

select specific songs or automatically play each. These
songs are ready to go, you don't need MUSICA 2 or a

knowledge of music.

These songs were developed using the best music program
available for the CoCo; MUSICA 2. The tunes may be used

as source files for MUSICA 2 and changed by the user.

When coupled with the STEREO PAK the songs are

reproduced in stereo with unsurpassed realism.

MUSIC LIBRARY 200
Our second volume of 100 tunes, Vh hours of music.

MUSIC LIBRARY 300
Our third volume of 100 tunes, 3 more hours of music.

MUSIC LIBRARY (Each Volume).. (32KTape) ... $34.95
(Specify 1 00, 200, or 300) (32 K Disk) .... $39.95

*** SPEECH SYSTEMS
5i*S DATAPEN

Two programs are provided
free with each DATAPEN.
SKETCH is a superb high reso-

lution color drawing program
allowing precise drawing and
freehand sketching, painting

and much more. SHAPE
CREATE is a high resolution

library shape drawing program.

You can even save your work
to tape or disk for later display

or editing.

The software is shipped on
tape and may easily be moved
to disk. Included is complete
documentation to allow you
to integrate the DATAPEN into

your own BASIC program.

only. . . $29.95

EASY TO
USE!

'"'chest
QUALITY

The DATAPEN is a lightpen,

but unlike other light pens, it is

far more sophisitcated.

• Insensitive toambient light.

• Responds to different colors

• Program accessible LED
lamp readout

• Switch for program control

WE STAND BEHIND
OUR PRODUCTS

Like all our other products, if it

is not the best, we won't sell it.

If you're not 100% satisfied,

merely return the DATAPEN
for a complete refund.

"^

FREE ^
BUNK DISK
OR TAPE

WITH EVERY
ORDER

'

1
.^^..^b.

VtSA' MostotCordj

^^^ ^^^^

Dealer Inquiries

Invited

We accept CASH, CHECK, COD, VISA and MASTER CARD orders.

Shipping and handling US and Canada 53.00

Shipping and handling outside the US and Canada S5.00

COD charge S2.00

llinois residents add 6V«% sales tax

Speech S^udty *em5

38W 255 DEERPATH ROAD
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
(312) 879-6880 (VOICE)

(312) 879-6811 (24 HR. BBS)
CALL ANY DAY. ANYTIME TO ORDER. ALSO ORDER BY MAIL OR BBS.



'TALKING SOFTWARE'
FOR THE VOICE, SUPER VOICE ™, RS SPEECH & SOUND PAK

RADIO SHACK®
SPEECH & SOUND TRANSLATOR

We believe that no COCO speech
synthesizer gives you the power
and flexibility of the SUPER
VOICE. Nevertheless, some have
decided to go with the Radio
Shack SPEECH & SOUND PAK.
For those we've decided to open
our TALKING LIBRARY by offer-

ing the SPEECH & SOUND
TRANSLATOR . Just load this pro-

gram and our entire library is open to you.

But that's not all, this program adds features. You get increas-
ed intelligibility, the power of an exception table to specify
specific pronunciations, $12.81 is spoken in dollars and cents,
1,234,567 is spoken in millions, thousands, and hundreds, and
much more. S24.95

TERMTALK All the features of an intelligent telecom-
munications program plus what appears on the TV is spoken.
• Upload and Download programs • Control Xmit Protocols
• Full or Split Screen • Buffer Editing
• Normal or Reverse Video • It talks
Please specify version (VOICE or RS SPEECH & SOUND PAK)
Tape $39.95 Disk $49.95

TALKING BINGO BINGO was never like this. The VOICE or
SUPER VOICE makes all the calls while you sit back and play.
Comes with 20 playing cards and 200 markers. High Resolu-
tion graphic screen, 3 timing level, ball count and pause con-
tfO'- $24.95

ESTH ER the talking psychoanalyst. An excellent example of

artificial intelligence. She may not solve all your problems, but
her insight will amaze you. Just like the original Eliza. $24.95

SCORE E-Z A yahtzee type game. Up to six can play. $24.95

CULT OF THE CAVE BEAR You're a stranded time
traveler 50,000 years in the past. Can you fix your time
machine while still surviving in this alien environ, and make it

back? $29.95

SHIP HUNT Play Battleship with your CoCo. All status
reports are spoken. Ready battery, aim, fire at will! $24.95

FINAL COUNTDOWN You must stop the mad general
from launching a missile at Moscow and causing WW III. Has
multiple voices for added realism. $24.95

ADVENTURES
STAR TALK You're the Star Fleet Captain. Your
mission. ..destroy the enemies' Dragon Star Ships. All status
reports are spoken! $24.95

ADVENTURE GENERATOR Create talking adventure
games that are 100% Machine Language. Up to 99 rooms, 255
objects, 70 command words and 255 conditional flags.

64K Disk $39.95

EDUCATION
ANIMATED SENTENCES The child builds complete sentences from
a graphic menu using keyboard or joystick. The action is then spoken and
acted out graphically. It's a great way to learn the parts of speech (ie. verb,
subject, noun, etc.) $24.95

PRESCHOOL
TALKING COUNT TO ONE HUNDRED
A program designed to teach the child

counting to 100 by 1, 2, 5, and 10 for-

wards and backwards. $29.95

TALKING ALPHABET A program
designed to help the pre-schooler
master the alphabet. $29.95
TALKING NUMBERS & COLORS A
must program for the very young. High
Resolution graphics to insure atten-
tion and concentration. $29.95
TALKING NUMBER SKILLS The child

becomes familiar with the shape and
meaning of numbers. $29.95
TALKING CLOCK In these days of the
digital clock, children miss an impor-
tant education. This program aids the
student in mastering the traditional

analog clock. High Resolution
graphics. $29.95

All software,

GRADES 2 - 6

TALKING SUBTRACTION A program
specifically designed to help the stu-

dent learn subtraction. $29.95
KING AUTHOR'S TALES A creative
writing tool to allow a child to write
compositions, or short stories. Q & A
option is also included. $29.95

COLOR MATH Addition, Subtraction,

Multiplication, and Division are
mastered. Student may specify dif-

ficulty level. $24.95

SPELL-A-TRON Student builds a dic-

tionary of words to be quizzed on.

Perfect for Spelling B. $24.95

SPELLING TESTER A graphic spelling
game. The student is shown objects to

be spelled. $9.95
POETRY CREATOR The VOICE
speech unit is used to speak poetry
that is created. $9.95

except as noted, shipped on tape but may be

SHORT STORY MAKER A program to

create and speak stories created by
the child. $9.95

FOREIGN LANGUAGE Learn a foreign

language. French dictionary is includ-

ed. $9.95

PRESIDENTS The student is able to
master the Presidents of the US. $9.95

STATES A program designed to aid
the student in learning correct spelling

of the states. $9.95

CAPITALS Learning the State's
Capitals is made more interesting us-

ing speech. $9.95
HANGMAN A word guessing game.
You must guess the word before you
hang. $9.95
MATH DRILL A program to help teach
arithmetic. $9.95

moved to dish.



'SUPER VOICE'

In 1979, VOTRAX brought us the SC-01 chip which made inex-

pensive speech synthesis possible. Speech Systems was pro-

ud to bring the COCO community the first speech synthesizer

using this miracle device.

Now Silicon Systems Inc. brings us the SSI 263 (sometimes
called the SC-02). Once again Speech Systems is happy to be

the first to bring you this breakthrough in speech synthesis.

The SSI 263 Is the most advanced speech chip available. Read
"Build a Third Generation Phonetic Speech Synthesizer" in the

July 84 issue of BYTE magazine for details of this amazing
chip.

YOU DECIDE

SUPER VOICE BRAND X BRAND Y BRAND Z

Synthesizer Device SSI-263 SC-01 SP-256 SC-01

Speaking Speeds 16 1 1 1

Volume Levels 16 1 1 1

Articulation Retes 8 1 1 1

Vocal Trad

Filter Sellings
255 1 1 1

Basic unll

ot Speech

64 phonemes

4 durations each
64 phonemes

64 allophones

5 pause lengths
64 phonemes

4096

Pilch Variations i
|32 absolute levels

|

will) 6 Inllectlon speeds)

4 1 4

SUPER VOICE SONGBOOK VOL.1
SUPER VOICE sings many of your favorite songs. Start your

singing library today! ONLY ...$24.95

COCO'S MOST ADVANCED
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER.

NOIV IT TALKS,
SINGS AND MORE.

only . . . $79.95

The SUPER VOICE gives you COCO's most intelligible speech.

In addition, the free TRANSLATOR text-to-speech program

allows you to easily write your own BASIC programs. Highest

quality speech may be achieved by

specifying inflection, intonation, ar-

ticulation, and filtration. But that's

not all, the SUPER VOICE can actual-

ly sing over a 6 octave range. And
while the SUPER VOICE was intend-

ed for speech synthesis, the fact that

you can specify complex speech
parameters means you can even

create sound effects.

SUPER TALKING HEADS

Two heads are better than one.

When the SUPER VOICE speaks in a
low pitched voice, the man speaks,

when a high pitched voice is used the

woman speaks. $24.95

(see special offer)

Radio Snack' SPEECH & SOUND PAK version $24.95

JJ^ BLANK DISK ^=»^ OR TAPE >
J>. WITH EVERY ?*
^2, ORDER -X*

^^..^k.

VISA' MostefCord]

^^ ^L«^

Dealer Inquiries

Invited

Speech ^udty
yem5

We accept CASH. CHECK, COD. VISA and MASTER CARD orders.

Shipping and handling US and Canada S3.00

Shipping and handling outside the US and Canada $5.00

COD charge S2 00

llinois residents add 6'/.% sales tax

38VV 255 DEERPATH ROAD
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
(312) 879-6880 (VOICE)

(312) 879-6811 (24 HR. BBS)
ALL ANY DAY. ANYTIME TO ORDER. ALSO ORDER BY MAIL OR BBS.^|^

i



# SUPER BACKUP UTILITY*
.WITH SB U FROM COMPUTIZE - YOU'LL NEVER NEED

ANOTHER BACK-UP UTILITY FOR YOUR COCO!"
SUPER BACKUP UTILITY WILL PERFORM ALL

OF THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS:
1

.
TAPE TO TAPE (Regardless ol most protection schemes')

2. TAPE TO DISK (Move Cassette programs to Disk')

3. AUTO RELOCATE (For those Cassette programs that conflict

WITH Disk operating systems)
4. DISK TO TAPE (Place Disk programs onto Cassette)
5. DISK TO DISK (Our powerful Spit-N-lmage Program.

•Regardless ol protection schemes')
• MENU DRIVEN!
• REQUIRES 32K EXTENDED COCO
• REQUIRES 1 OR 2 DRIVES (For Disk Functions)
• ALL MACHINE LANGUAGE!!!

compare with other individual programs i

costing in excess of $100.00 or more!!! i

• V*6nLY~$49.95!***
(supplied on disk)

£ T.T.U.- TRIPLE TRANSFER UTILITY (C)

M/l For Cassette « Oisk Program Transfer

Transfer contents ol disk to tape • Transfer conlent ol tape to disk "Select" or "All" Option -Will

automatically relocate those cassette programs that conflict wilh the disk operating system!
•

Will display machine language program address Copies ASCII. Basic. I Machine I amiage
Programs ' All contained kt 1 menu driven program' •

'

/^^v
REQUIRES 32K CC EXT. warn

Cassette $19.95 Disk $24.95

SPIT-N-IMAGE (C)

M/L Disk Back-Up Utility

RAINROW
Thereisnoneedtosutferthehearttxeakotcrasheddisksanylongei Sprl-N-lmage will create a

minor image ot your valuable disk programs which do not respond to normal back-up functions

Will also initialize and back-up in one pass Data processing experts always insist on haviang a

back-up - rTs good practice - Don't waif

REQUIRES 32K CC AND 1 OR MORE DRIVES

DISKETTE $34.95

MASTER
KEY
© 1984

ONLY

$99.95
Have you ftr

1 o*t > prograa and dion I have a backup' Sooner or later it napptm
to t.tryont. The Beit policy l> to hi.e a backup ol EVEPYTH1NS . Tn u , to... the
.•-.:. t- - aany prograai art copy-protected and .on t backup t.lil,. So Ho« do you
protect your mvtttatnt"

'he nASTER «EI >ai Itvtlopig juit (or tnn problta. Juit at a latter ley unlocli
all doori in a -.....-.-;, tint BASTES KEY mil unlock ALL aroaratt that load into
.our CoCo'i ataory. And it I at eaty at (lipping a (Nit eft! Onct ,ou ha.t control,
.ou can copy your prograat, procttctld or not, to tlpt or dllk. The HASTES <ET
2t (tri:

Coaplett Dltaiitabler
Di tplay/Change ataory in Hti or ASCII
• it. ataory in all Grapnic (lodti

Search (or text or H/L routintl
Copy ataory Iroa ont location to anothti
Kritl attory to tapt or disk

Jt'iatilt printer routint lor All prlnttri Otltatl All auto-ltart prograai
toa-tal aodtl 111! gold contact! (or aort ftoa-Pak dtlign alio. I uft o( dllk lyltta
'tliaolt optration.
Coaprtntntl »t, taty to (olio.

lit "aittr It, ,, mitalltd.
Morkt .ith all vtrnont o( CoCo, I6k«

the ItASTff. IE'< aay bt ultd to convtrt aany prograai (roa tapt to dllk, and yet don
iot -tauirt a baclground in atftably languagt. Uting tht nETHOPS Itction o( the
•anual .ill alio, e.en a novice to copy aany prograai. At you learn .on about
'"""• "nauaot. .a. ' || bt ablt to uaj IB. naSIER »:E< . i„|| caoao, l : t , .. .

•ou can Itavt tnt HASTES >EV pluggtd in all o( tnt tiat. Tut gold contactl .ill
.•P'ovt tnt 1.0 ol your diik drivt, and at tht Hip o( a 1.1 ten , u II navt a
oualit, duailtabltr. Tnt E.aamt/Changt Itaturt .ill alio, tnt trtry ol inort n/L
'Outmti, and tht Scrttn coaaand .ill alio, guicl dtbuggmg o( graphic icrttni.

J'-. Q«> ngNE. BACI SUACtNtFFi II ,ou lind an, progra. that "OSTEF. .'Ev cannot tut
ant.-ol p., n. p|, rtturn lor 1 lull rtlund,

~^

"BARMASTER" |C|

PROFESSIONAL BARTENDERS GUIDE

•Menu Drtven 1 "Over 180 Listings' ' Easy to add your tavontes 1

' Print to 3X5 Index cards for easy reference 1 ' Access drink by name
or liquor content' 'Utilizes computizes "Fast Access Record Retrieval"

(any record in just two reads!)

Requires 32K CC and 1 Drive

Ilk IHl $19.15

64K-IT*
New - From Computize ....

Enables the Full 64K ol RAM in your 64K Cokx Computer Provndes up to an additional 16K ofMM Permits you to change, modify or copy the BASIC. EXTENDED BASIC, ROMPACK, OR
DISK PACK,

REQUIRES HK COCO TAPE $11.99

TAPE-DIR
Tape-Dn is a basic program used lor displaying andlor printing inlormation about cassetle dies

In addition to listing tile name. Tape-Du will list and/or prml the following inlormation

1 Type ol lite • Machine Language Data. Basic

2 Format • Binary or ASCII

3 M/l Start. End and Execute addresses

4 For Basic & Data Files will show number ol bytes used' Useful lor sorting out your tape tiles

by those that will run on your !6K 32K machine"

5 Will bypass tape I/O eriors - no aggravation'

REQUIRES 16K EXTENDED COCO. CASSETTE PLAYER.
(PRINTER OPTIONAL)

CASSETTE $11.99
OS-9****** "CONVERT" ******

New - From Computize . .

.

This high Quality M/L Utility will CONVERT Slandard OS-9 Formatted Files/Disks (5VT) to

Radio Shack OS-9 to run on your COCO Will also convert 40 track to 35 track it you require

Runs under COCO OS-9

REQUIRES 64K COCO AND 2 DRIVES

SUPPLIED ON DISK ONLY $49.95

FASTAPE
The Next Best Thing To A Disk Dnve

From Spectro Systems

Fastape gives you cassette I/O al 3000 baud- Twice Normal Speed II uses the high-speed

(POKE 65495.0) mode and makes it convenient to stay in this mode throughout Features

automatic adiustment of cassette and printer parameters when speed mode is changed Control-

key lunctions for many Basic commands and lor changing speed modes Compatible with all tape

hie types Can be used with Telewriter-64 and many other utilities

"I strongly racommand this line utility" Rainbow, 7/83
"A treat (or thoae without disk ayatama" Hot Coco. 1 0/83

REQUIRES 16KCOCO CASSETTE $21 .95

" 8 ' '
c '' "" W,B ,EY h" """ developed ai an tducational tool and to alio.

l-.e ultr io t, taint and la.t lor archival purpoitl prograai nt/iM hai purchaitd.

'f board o.ntrt auit cut a capacitor - dttaili mciudtd.

SUPPLIED OH ROM PAK MODEL HMK.035

THE PEEPER
A Unique Interrupt-Based Program Tracer

From Spectro Systems

Imaging being able 10 monitor the operalion of a machine- language program While Ills Running
To display any portion of memory in any of Coco's 26 documented display modes, and to move
through memory using the arrow keys To slow the action to a crawl, or treeze it at will Instantly
switch between watching the output ol your program and watching Peeper dynamically display
(on screen or primer) the contents ol the 6809's registers and slack, showing changes as they
are happening In the slowest speed mode. Peeper provides continuous single-stepping, laster

modes give a coarser trace Or. halt the action and single-step by repeatedly pressing the space
bar Peeper supports breakpoints, memory examine/change, and more Think how much easier it

would be lo modify someone else's ML software il you could determine whal routines were being
executed at any given point'

For lun. (and this requires no ML experience), use Peeper with arcade games, watching the fine
details ol !he animation effects in slow motion See how the game looks and plays in other
graphics modes Or watch whal is happening on 'hidden screens" you never see IMakes a
superb demonstration

I

REQUIRES 18KCOCO
ON CASSETTE (COPYABLE TO DISK) $24 95

WITH ASSEMBLER LISTING
*',,ag



High Fidelity

Hardware Hacking

By Ed Ellers

Rainbow Technical Writer

• Is there any way to get parallel data

in and out of a CoCo? I would like to

store data using an eight-track tape

recorder at a higher speed than my single

track serial data recorder. Would I need

more than eight tracks?

Is it possible to change the Baud rate

of data to andfrom the cassette recorder

likeyou can to the printer? I use a Pioneer

reel-to-reel tape deck, which I'm sure can

handle a faster Baud rate.

David DeGomez
Denver. CO

The idea of using an eight-track

recorder to store data has been tried

before, but not in the way you describe.

It sounds like you're talking about

recording eight tracks simultaneously;

that is not what the conventional eight-

track tape decks do, and would require

a special recording head. As for faster

cassette I/O. you might try this if your

computer will accept the speed-up poke:

POKE 65497,0:CSAVE"filename"
:POKE 65496,0

(Ed Ellers. a RAINBOW and PCM sta/f

member, is a self-confessed electronics

lunatic whose other interests include

science fiction.)

This should CSA VE a program at 3000

Baud instead of 1500, though I make no
promises. The reason that I have the two
POKEs in a single command line is that

POKEing 65497 disrupts a number of

normal CoCo functions (including video);

this method does the POKE, saves the

file and then puts the machine back at

normal speed. The same procedure (with

CLOAD in the middle) would be used

to load such a file. You shouldn't need

to move up to a different recorder to do
this.

Frozen Contacts

• / have a General Electric cassette

recorderfor my CoCo, and all ofa sudden
the recorder won't stop when it's done
loading or recording a program. A friend
said that my computer is not turning the

recorder off and it is stuck in the "on

"

position. Is there any way to fix this

without opening up the computer?

D. Milsom
Newark, DE

I don't see how. The problem is

probably in the relay inside the CoCo that

controls the cassette motor; it may have

become spot-welded in the closed position

from excessive current and the resulting

sparks. Early models of the CoCo (C, D
and E boards) had a rather small relay;

newer machines had a better one that

clicks rather loudly. I'd have to say your

recorder probably contributed to the

problem. Radio Shack recorders are

wired so that the remote jack switches

only the motor; most other makes
(including GE, as far as I know) switch

all power within the recorder, which
means that the relay has to carry more
current than Radio Shack allowed for

when they picked that relay for the CoCo.
To make absolutely sure that the CoCo
is at fault before trying a repair, unplug

the remote plug from the recorder and
connect an ohmmeter across the plug

contacts. The remote circuit should read

"open" unless you have the computer in

a cassette I/O function (or you have

selected A UDIO ON).

Moving The Multi-Pak

• I received a Multi-Pak Interface for
my CoCo as a Christmas gift. It seems
to work properly when hooked directly

to the expansion port on my computer.

The problem, however, is that my com-
puter desk is similar to a typing desk and
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there isn t room for both the computer
and the interface.

To solve the problem I constructed an
interface cable about 38 inches long. I
brought all 40 lines and the two grounding
tab lines out ofthe computer to the Multi-

Pak, but it doesn't work. The wiring is

known to be correct, because the cable
works fine for the disk controller and
various cartridges. I tried a shorter (12-

inch) cable with the same results. I then
tried to shield andground the whole cable

with aluminum foil, and this helped, but
the cable still wasn't reliable. Would you
have any knowledge of a solution to this

problem?
John J. Gallagher

Williamson. NY

The Multi-Pak Interface doesn't seem
to be able to work with extender cables,

because of the many signals that go back
and forth between the CoCo and the

Multi-Pak unit. You might try using a
commercially available shielded or twisted-

pair cable (available from industrial
electronics distributors), but I'm hesitant

to tell you to spend the money because
it may well do no good whatsoever.

Printer Echo No Go

• / read with much anticipation the

hardware article dealing with connecting
the 4-pin DIN plugs of the printer and
modem together, so that everything
appearing on the screen would be printed.
I did the whole project, and then discov-
ered that the Radio Shack DM P- 100
printer doesn V have a 300 Baud setting.

Is there any way to change the Baud rate

setting on the DMP- 100 to 300 either by
software or by a hardware project?

Craig Luecke
Brinklow. MD

The DMP-100's two Baud rates are

fixed in the ROM inside the printer, and
changing to 300 would be rather difficult.

You could use one of the several serial-

to-parallel interfaces on the market to

pick up 300 Baud data and feed it into

the DMP-100's parallel port. Note that

this will only work if the system on the
other end is operating at 8 bits with no
parity; if 7 bits with even or odd parity

is used there will most likely be garbage
on the printer, because the characters with
the parity bit added will correspond to
special characters instead of regular
alphanumerics.

32 or 64 — What's The Difference?

• / have a 32K CoCo. I hear so much
about having 64 K, but I wonder what the
difference is between my computer and
the 64K model.

Also, I have a short program that

moves BASIC into RA M. Does that make
my computer 64K?

Michael Rosenberg
Prestonsburg, KY

Ifyour BASIC-in-RAM program works,
then that means the machine in question
is actually 64K. Radio Shack made a large

number of machines between late 1982
and the middle of 1983 that actually had
64K of RAM; they only advertised them
as 32K because none of the software they
sold (until OS-9 became available) could
make use of the all-RAM 64K mode.
Some other machines were sold with 64K
RAM chips installed, but were only wired
for 32K because Tandy saw no need to

provide 64K capability at the time.

Ed Ellers will try to answer any questions
you may have about the CoCo and its appli-

cations. Send your questions to "Earth To
Ed,"THE rainbow , P.O. Box 385, Prospect,
KY 40059.

(Continuedfrom Page 16)

Too long 2.6
Too many 1.8

Too few 7.2
Too generous 10.7

Too critical 0.3
Do our reviewers seem:
Well qualified 37.0
Qualified 60.0
Under qualified 3.0

Do you wait to see a rainbow
review before buying a product?

Always 24.3
Usually 51.8
Sometimes 22.3
Never 1.6

Are you hesitant to buy from a new
advertiser?
Yes 57.4
No 42.7

Are you more inclined to buy after

seeing a product advertised?
Once 12.6
Two or three times 65.0
Six times

1 3.4
More than six times 9.0
Do you like the discount coupon
pages?
Yes 85.7
No 14.3

Do you like our issue themes?
Yes 93.2
No 6.8
Do you use rainbow Check?
Frequently 18.

4

Seldom 35.2
Never 46.4
Would three-column listings of
basic programs (in smaller type) be
useful?
Yes 36.3
No 63.7
Do you get rainbow on tape?
Yes 35.3

No 64.7
Age;
18 or Under 172
'9-25 8.6
26-35 22.3
36-45 29.0
46"65 20.2
Over 65 1.7

Occupation:
Engineer/ Technical 27.6
Professional 19.8
Business person 18.7
Student is.

3

Educator 75
Skilled Trade 5.0
Retired 30
Household Income:

Under $10,000 92
$ 1 0,000-520,000 10 I

$2 1,000-530,000 21 I

$31,000-550,000 38 2
551,000-575,000 152
Over 575,000 " 6 2

We had some other questions dealing strictly with the
show itself and a few questions were so ambiguous that the
response was statistically meaningless. For instance, there
was hardly any numerical spread to the "rate our depart-
ments"and "rate our themes" responses; this is probably due
to the poor wording of the questions, but could possibly be
because the respondents had a wide disparity of opinions,
each with their own favorites. In general, though, the results

suggest that our columns on BASIC, letters to the editor and
technical Q&A columns are most highly rated. RAINBOW
Scoreboard and its accompanying Scoreboard Poinfers

were at the bottom. In regard to themes, apparently the most
popular are graphics, hardware and data communications,
while the lowest ratings went to our holiday (bah, humbug,
yourself), music and Simulations. With more specific ques-
tions, we should be able to learn more when we poll those
who attend the Irvine, Calif., RAINBOWfest. Then, maybe
we'll be ready to poll the entire readership. In the meantime,
a reminder that subscription rates are being slightly increased
and that you can save money by subscribing, or extending
your subscription, before the first of the year.

— Jim Reed
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Introducing Volksmodem
TALI., DATA SWITCH

FULL/

REG. $99
ONLY

$59.95
MODULAR
WALL OUTLET

SPECIFICATIONS
Dan Interlace RS-232C compatible

Outputs MARK (OFFI-4.0V mm Itypicall

SPACE (ONI -H.OV mm (typical]

Inputs MARK (OFF) to -25V
SPACE (ONI *2.5 to +25V

Data Formal Serial, binary, asynchronous

Operate Mode Manual dial, manual answer, auto-
matic answer/originate mode select

Data Rate to 300 bps, full duplex or half

duplex

INTERFACE CABLE
TO YOUR COMPUTER

ISUPI'LIED SEPARATE LYI

Modulation

Includes cable for color computer

Phase coherent, frequency shift-

keyed (FSK)

GET ON LINE FOR $85
AUTOTERM

TURNS YOUR COLOR COMPUTER INTO THE

WORLD'S
SMARTEST TERMINAL!

YOU'LL ALSO USE AUTOTERM FOR SIMPLE
WORD PROCESSING & RECORD KEEPING.

Cassette S39.95 Diskette $49.95

SPECIAL

PACKAGE

PRICE
Volksmodem™.
& AUTOTERM

Total Communications Capability
Send/Receive Text, Graphics, & ML Programs
Scroll, Search, Edit, Load, Save while On Line
Built-in Word Processor
HI-RES Lower Case is Optional & Fast
Screen Widths of 32, 40, 42, 51, & 64
Many Printer Options
Optional Key-Beep & Error Beebop
Automatic Block Graphics
Unbelievable Keystroke Multiplier Abilities

Basic transportation for data. " 50 VALUE

COLOR TERM + PLUS +
»!••" Now even more tPLUS* tenures than before!!! 'Jo.
rj^tl Nrw and lmprtAnd!/ (t)te*An Intelligent Terminal Program For The Color *

Computer or TOP 100.

• Communication. BAUD rale: 110 IB200
• Change printer bAUD rale: 600 BoOO
• Select printer line feed* If needed
• Select Half or Full Duplel
. Selec-l Odd. E.en. ur No Pertly
• Select 7 ur 8 Ua Word!
• Select I or 2 Slop Blu
• Send Conliol Characteri
• Separate Ke/i lur K»-»pe * Delete (ftubout)
• Turn oil ihoae UOLY Lo-er caae letter*

• Word Wrap - eliminate ell iplll -ordi
. Selectable Reverie or Normal Video

SMART TERMINAL PACKAGE
A GREAT
BUY!

THE BEST
YOU CAN BUY

• Conxfe '• Uptood and Do-rOood kVpOll
• Oirt CaiMM/Otili n*oai ond woi^i
• H0.XD.fiCO.oi1200Bcxjd
• K* a "

1
« '-

'.a -• -

• ProwM* Oo'o bMctm Coung (Scmi » i)

C(W^QnoOn*r*icioumg
• PCM Pack c* U»k

• Automate CopJu>« Q| fit*.

• S«ndAj l?;ASCiOioiuci«.ifttyT.K4»^joo<d
• VAjidKVjddEuiunolAi t£*iWt>Ji
• 7oi«G3iaftli£incKjd>noGfophciix«jofi)
• Err>ck«niOoiG$iaoo«S-l(«i< ri^iMan-oY
• VXACcrrcoib*«w/(>o»co-Corr«cionbdy»«
• PWtVfcni - ft ItTrrlll n»i |-r[.mn> o ril.O^

COLORCOM/I $49.95

ORDERING
INFORMATION

ADD J2.00 PERORDER
FOR SHIPPING.
WE ACCEPT VISA. MASTERCARD
CHECKS. MO.
COD. ADD MOO EXTRA.

California Residents, Add 6%

Sales Tax to Orders

VISA'

6201 C Greenback Lane

Sale Price Good liiru 3/31/85

SOFTWARE PLUS
(916) 726-8793 Citrus Heights. CA 95610



RAINBOW
Give us your best: Join the ranks of these courageous CoCoists in showing the Color Computer world your

high score at your favorite micro-diversion. We want to put your best effort on record in the rainbow's
Scoreboard column. All entries must be received by the first of the month to be eligible for the following
month's Scoreboard. They must include your full name, address, game title, company name and, of course,
your high score. Each individual is limited to three score entries per month. Send your entries to Scoreboard,
C/O THE RAINBOW. .. .. _. _

* New Number One

ANDRONE (Radio Shack)
40,030 WMatthew W. Swadling. North

Vancouver, British Columbia
John Marcogliese. Eastchester, NY
Alan Bucior, Victoria.

British Columbia
Bill Sain, Charlotte, NC
Jamie Schultz, Ontario. Canada

AREX /Adventure International!

29.794,900 *Barbara Blumenberg. St Francis. Wl
BAQ-IT-MAN (Aardvark)

418.790 *Cornelius Caesar, Hofheim,
West Germany

Eric Lecrouart. Ottawa. Ontario

Ronald Gates. Grand Rapids, Ml
Daniel Belisle, Montreal. Quebec
Stephane Asselin, Hautenve, Quebec

BASEBALL (Radio Shack)
464-0 +Dave Fisher, St. Downey. CA

Walter Trainlips, Janesville. Wl
Michael Rosenberg. Prestonsburg, KY
Joe Milligan, Julian, PA
Seth Newman. Yardley. PA
Stefan Mecay, Austin. TX
Rusty Johnson. Des Moines. IA

Chris Dunlap. Springfield. MA
Mario Asselin, Hauterive. Quebec

BATS AND BUGS (THE RAINBOW;
24.600 XMichael Rosenberg, Prestonburg, KY

Lezlee Bishop. Salt Lake City, UT
Apollo Latham. Rich Square, NC
Eugene Watanabe. Salt Lake City. UT
Joey Lewis, Cabin Creek, WV

27.805

27.450

18.290

17,170

310,400
109.620
101.400

70.510

460-0

324-0
297-0

296-0
136-0

103-0
100-0

40-0

7.200

3.600

3.350

3,300
BUZZARD BAIT ( Tom Mi*)
6.447.950 *Jon Griffith

5,488,250 Jim Kennett
2.983.350 Blossom Mayor. East Greenwich. NY
2,902,700 Michael Popovich, Nashua, NH
2.087,650 Edmund Greene. Nashua. NH
CANYON CLIMBER f ftadio Shack;
8.990.000 *Glen Giacomelli. Woodbridge, Ontario
2.326.200 Scott Oberholtzer. Lexington. MA
1.603.400 Shen Mansell, Calgary, Alberta

1.571,300 Jeff Weaver, Gordonville. PA
1,426.600 Sean Whitley. Arvada, CO
512,000 Lisa Veaudry, Midland. Ontario

CASHMAN (MichTron)
$25,320 *Chns Dunlap. Springfield, MA
$20,750 Melvin Pettuk, Nampa. Alberta
$19,330 Dan Ralston, Janesville. Wl

CAVERN COPTER (THE RAINBOW;
1213 +Doug Schwartz. Glendale. AZ
968 Michael Mefferd, Wren. OH
790 John Rivers. North Adams. MA
760 David Figel. Sardis. OH
747 Susan Bailmger. Uxbridge. Ontario

CHOPPER STRIKE (MichTron)
162.400 *Andrew Figel. Sardis. OH
130.200 Benny Pischke. Lloydminster.

Saskatchewan
87.600 David Figel. Sardis. OH
83.300 Doug Masten. Macon. OH
72.100 Lisa Siclari, Stalen Island. NY

CLOWNS ft BALLOONS (Radio Shack)
143,300 +Moe Tindell, Sebrlng. FL
116.475 Jeffrey Kochs, Grove City. OH
1 16.470 Colin Kerridge. Ladysmith.

British Columbia
114,140 Cheryl Pratt. Moab. UT
110,475 Andrew Truesdale, Ferguson. MO

COLOR BASEBALL (Tandy Corporation)
61-0 +Paul Brouwers. Ontario. Canada

COLORPEDE (Intracolor)

10.001.051 *Mark Smilh. Santa Ana, CA
5.756.808 Scott Oberholtzer. Lexington. MA
3.355,248 Scott Drake. Pine City. NY
2.614.230 Jerry Petkash. Warren. Ml

3.096.900
3.048.400

2,890.000
1.762.980

35.539
23.000
23.000
22.304

19.427

326.180

190.840
139,010

181,710

107,370
97,390
78.860

53.280

2,547,299 Rich McGervey. Morgantown, WV
CRUISING (Sunshine)

3.936 *Paul Hotz. Herzlia. Israel

DEFENSE (Spectral Associates)

48.350 *Jcff Kennedy. Scottsburg, IN
40.000 James Kennedy, Scottsburg, IN

37,000 Kevin Hawkins. Scottsburg, IN

DEVIL ASSAULT (Tom Mix)
4.569.305 *David Fitzpatrick. Ogallala, NE

Chad Barry. Rochester, NH
Brent Murphy, Mesa, AZ
Rich Van Manen, Grand Rapids. Ml
Michael Rosenberg. Prestonsburg. KY

DOWNLAND (Radio Shack)
38.954 *Mary Ward, Groton, CT

Rusty Johnson, Des Moines. IA

Dan Feinstein, Mobile. AL
Doug Feinstein, Mobile, AL
Don Ward, Groton. CT
Albert Diaz. Canoga Park. CA

DRACONIAN (Tom Mix)

395,400 *Peter Krai. Areata. CA
George Hoffman, Shavertown, PA
Kyle Keller. Overland Park. KS
Paul MacArthur. Gillette, Wl
Bryan Jenner, Calgary, Alberta

DUNKEY MUNKEY (Intellectronics)

2,116,200 *Dan Price. Tacoma, WA
1,936,000 Tim Greenen. Sterling His.. Ml
1.244,400 Jack Baran. Bensalem. PA
1,015,000 Kyle Keller, Overland Park, KS

FIRE COPTER (Adventure International)

112,550 *George Dougherty. Hampton, VA
Chris Hafey, Auburn, CA
Sam Hughes, Collon, CA
Woody Farmer, Acme. Alberta
Kevin Marsh. Bokeelia, FL

FOODWAR (Arcade Animation)
104,075 *Mike Scharf. Fremont. OH
94.905 Stephane Asselin, Hauterive. Quebec

FROGGIE (Spectral Associates)

86.660 *David Garozzo. Morrisville, PA
84,440 Bill Ide. Newark. DE
74.050 Mike Garozzo, Morrisville, PA
73.190 Brendan Smith, Coral Springs, FL

GONE FISHING (THE RAINBOWI
29 *Enc Burk, Willlamsvill. NY

Lisa Ballinger, Uxbridge. Ontario
Kevin Oberberger, Sparks. NV
Brian Austin, New Salisbury, IN
Emily Doubt, Deep River, Ontario

GRABBER (Tom Mix)
147.600 *Bnan Foley, Blackslone, MA

Blossom Mayor, East Greenbush, NY
Michael Corman. Lafayette, IN
Stephane Asselin, Hauterive. Quebec
Ellen Ballinger. Uxbridge, Ontario

HEIST (THE RAINBOWI
2.100 +Sergto Waisser. Mexico Cily. Mexico

Susan Ballinger, Uxbridge. Ontario
Julio Comedo. Scarborough. Ontario
Kirslie Compton. Suffield, CT
Andy Dater, Medtord. OR
David Figel. Sardis. OH
Tim Hoven, Eckville. Alberta
Joel Lombardi, Newark. DE
Jason Morrison
Jeff Roberg, Winfield, KS
Brendan Smith, Coral Springs, FL
Kevin Speight, Bridgewater,

Nova Scoda
Rupert Young. Sheffield. MA

HYPER ZONE (Computorware)
59,830 *Mano Asselin. Hauterive. Quebec

INVASION (Spectral Associates)
88.000 *Kevin Hawkins, Scottsburg. IN
35.420 Jeff Kennedy. Scottsburg. IN

12

12
11

11

129.100
70.600

31.900
27.750

1.500

1.500

1.500
1.500

1.500

1.500

1.500
1.500

1.500

1.500

1.500

1.500

THE JUNGLE (THE RAINBOW)
1,110.729 *Tony Boring, Armagh. PA
644.694 Matt Hazard. Columbia Station. OH
29,735 Craig Boring. New Florence. PA
4,230 Doug Schwartz. Glendale. AZ
3.048 Jon Hobson, Plainfield. Wl

KATERPILLAR ATTACK (Tom Mix)
65,682 *Jason Morrison
38,676 James Lafave, Wllliamstown, MA
31.672 Scott Fairfield, Wllliamstown. MA
18.949 Vadim Gotovsky. Toronto, Ontario

LANCER (Spectral Associates)
74,250 *Matthew Crablree. Pittsburgh. PA

LUNAR—ROVER PATROL (Spectral Associates)
79.950 *Paul Holz. Herzlia, Israel

45,600 Bryan Jenner. Calgary, Alberta
MAZELAND (Chromasette)

5.500 *Todd Knapp. Prairie du Chein. Wl
MICROBES (Radio Shack)

178.550 *Apollo Latham, Rich Square. NC
Theodore Lalham Jr.. Rich Square, NC
Kent Jakway, Garrett. IN
Steven Allen, Sharpsburg. MD
Joey Lewis. Cabin Creek. WV

MOON HOPPER (Computemare)
114,540 *Susan Ballinger. Uxbridge, Ontario

Brian Austin, New Salisbury. IN
Cole McDonald, St. Cloud, MN
Brendan Smith, Coral Springs, FL
Robert Harmon, Virginia Beach, VA

MR. DIG (Computorware)
2.520,650 *Thomas Henry. Boca Ralon, FL

Ann MacKery. Port Hardy,
British Columbia

Jeff Roberg. Winfield, KS
Tim Magnusen, Lafayelte. TN
Ellen Ballinger. Uxbridge, Ontario

MUDPIES (MichTron)
365,900 *Glenn Wasson, Castleton, NY

Bertha Jeffries, San Bernardino, CA
Anthony van Di|k. The Pas, Manitoba
Andrew Chin, Austin. TX
Paul Baker. Pittsburgh. PA
T.J. Buckley, Warrenlon, VA

NINJA WARRIOR (Programmers Guild)
157.400 wSandra Maguire, Port Elgin, Ontario

Douglas Rodger. Harvard. MA
Bud Seibel. Tumbler Ridge,

British Columbia
Martin W. Grimm. Elkview. WV
Christopher Gelowitz. Claresholm,

Alberta
PAC 'EM (THE RAINBOW)

2.372 ^Stephanie Gregory, Coco Solo.
Panama

Lawrence Gore. Glencoe, AL
Dr. James Peterson. Radcliff, KY
Art Hartsough, Ft. Wayne. IN
Kevin R. Hubbard. Huntington, WV

PARACHUTE JUMP (Jarc- Software;
62.650 *Dan Sobczak, Mesa. AZ

PARA-JUMPER (THE RAINBOW)
3.118 *Jon Clevenger. Lima. OH
822 Peter MacLeod, Montague.

Prince Edward Island
783 Ronald Gates. Grand Rapids, Ml

PIPELINE (THE RAINBOW)
478 *Susan Ballinger. Uxbridge. Ontario
302 Lisa Ballinger, Uxbridge, Ontario

POPCORN (Radio Shack;
64,380 *Susan Rushing. Tucson, AZ
57,860 Jeflrey Kochs, Grove City, OH
54.280 Wyatt Godines. Lawrence. Ml
48.930 Paul Baker, Pittsburgh. PA
48.520 Nicole Freedman. Wellesley. MA
39,030 Susan Ballinger, Uxbridge. Onlano
23.540 Ten Block. Sewell. NJ

144.350

98.450
59.960
40.850

78,820

59,970
58.520

53,570

2,371.550

2.301.000
1.976.500

1.881.350

185.200

181.200
173.900

164.000

77.100

151.100
106.300

105.200
102,400

2.301

2.106
2.059
1,999

*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:
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PYRAMID /Radio Shack)
220/113 *John Dupre. Mobile, AL
220/130 Cornelius Caesar. Gundelhardtstr.

West Germany
220/130 George R. Fairfield. Vicloria.

British Columbia
220/133 Robert Dickau. Sacramento. CA
220/136 Andy Nelson. Winona, MN
220/138 Ellen Ballinger, Uxbridge. Ontario

Q-NERD (THE RAINBOW;
6,512,020 *Ray Ravalitera, Bethune, France
326.810 David Cnabot, Granby, Quebec
184.780 Ray Suplee
181.920 Susan Bennington. Pensacola, FL
130.000 Robert Dickau, Sacramento, CA

RAAKA-TU (Radio Shack)
50 *Mike Bubb. Grafton, OH
50 +Chris Cope, Central, SC
50 *Richard Gain, Tyler, TX
50 *John Kidd. Clarksboro. NJ
50 *Barney Laverty. Gauley Bridge, WV
50 +Michael Thomas. Flint. Ml
40 Ellen Ballinger, Uxbridge, Ontario

20 Russ Auld, St Petersburg. FL
RADIO BALL /Radio Sftac*;

1.103.090 *Mike Sengstock. Meriden. CT
REACTOIDS (Radio Shack)
3.781.815 +Rusty Johnson. Des Moines, IA

931,395 Linda Mobbs. Pt. Huron, Ml
702.125 Jeff Loeb. Mobile. AL
203.800 Andrew Lehtola, Mound. MN
68.615 Robbie Anderson. Monrovia, CA

RETURN OF THE JET-I ( ThunderVision)
406.788 *Chris Russo. Miami, FL
395.029 Joseph Russo, Miami. FL
389.453 Gary Bachtel. Huntsville. AL
208.602 Robert Buerkle. Conway, PA
168.000 Todd Kaplan, Lawrenceville, NJ
65.050 Todd Knapp. Prairie du Chein, Wl

ROBOTTACK (Inlracolor)

7,528.100 *Mike Scharl, Fremont, OH
3.242,812 Edwin Prather & Cory Soper,

Oxnard. CA
2.516.050 Horace Hamilton. Calgary, Alberta

2,216.950 Randy Hankins. Tabor. IA

1.922.200 Erik Merz. Noblesville. IN

SCOOPER PACK (Spectral Associates)

5.000.000 *Jeft Kennedy, Scottsburg, IN
2.400.020 Kevin Hawkins. Scottsburg. IN
SEA QUEST 'Mark Oara Products)

100/147 *Harry Price. Tacoma, WA
SHOOTING GALLERY (Radio Shack)

149,940 *Robert Wallace, Waldorf, MD
85,120 Lezlee Bishop, Salt Lake City, UT
80,220 Vernell Peterson. Radcliff. KY
44,870 Mark Nichols, Birsay, Saskatchewan
44,480 R. Duguay. St. Bruno, Quebec

SKIING (Radio Shack)
01.10 *Mike Scharl. Fremont, OH
05.85 John Hokplns. Greenville, SC
12.02 Brian Austin. New Salisbury, IN
1208 Kelly Kerr, Wentzville, MO
12.58 Kevin Hawkins, Scottsburg, IN
13.35 Jeff Kennedy, Scottsburg, IN

SKRAMBLE (Tom M/xJ
61.020 *Paul Hot*. Herzlia. Israel

46,440 Steve Schut|er, Hazel Green. Wl
SLAY THE NEREIS (Radio Sdacx;

344.1 15 *Ed Meyer. Vancouver.
British Columbia

47,442 Joseph DiBattista. Brooklyn, NY
34.089 Craig Alexander. Heflin, AL

SNAKER (THE RAINBOW)
1:26 *Dan Sobczak, Mesa. AZ
1:57 Susan Ballinger. Uxbridge. Ontario
1:59 Baiju Shah. Deep River. Ontario
2:21 Eric Burk, Williamsvill, NY

STARBLAZE (Radio Shack)
11.000 *Steve Schutjer, Hazel Green, Wl
9,950 Albert Diaz, Canoga Park, CA
9.700 Robbie Sablolny, Mt Zion. IL

9.050 Mark Welte. 8axter. TN
6.850 Craig Alexander. Heflin. AL

STELLAR LIFE-LINE (Radio Shack)
100,070 *Alex Gatlin. McKinleyville. CA
33,100 Kenn Booth. Grand Rapids. Ml
29.670 Craig Alexander, Heflin, AL
22.610 David Sullens, Cabool. MO
16.920 Jeff Loeb. Mobile. AL

STORM ARROWS (Spectral Associates)
35,000 *Stephane Asselin, Hauterive. Quebec

TIME BANDIT (MichTron)
413,620 *Doug Seibel, Tumbler Ridge,

British Columbia
Sally Naumann. Hailey. ID
Mark Wooge. Omaha. NE
Chris Oberholtzer, Lexington, MA
Fred Naumann, Hailey. ID

TOUCHSTONE ( Tom Mir)
98,500 +Glenn Wasson. Castleton. NY
88.300 Michael Mellerd, Wren, OH
65,520 Kevin Marsh. Bokeelia, FL

TRAILIN- TAIL (THE RAINBOW)
105.300 *Jerry Dill, Frankfort. Ml

Philip Parent, Smiths Falls, Ontario

Michael Rosenberg. Prestonsburg. KY
Jean-Marc Parent. Smiths Falls,

Ontario

Kenneth Bergenham, Lawton, Ml
TUTS TOMB (Mar* Data)

163,060 *Michael McCafferty. Oceanside. CA
Chris Russo. Miami. FL
Eileen Kaakee, Royal Oak. Ml
Gary Marshall. Layton. UT
Stephana Asselin. Hauterive, Quebec
Chris Dunlap, Springfield, MA

WACKY FOOD (Arcade Animation)
241.200 *Todd Kaplan, Lawrenceville, NJ
227.900 Jon Jenkins. Milner. GA
135,600 Mario Asselin, Hauterive. Quebec
105,100 Stephane Asselin. Hauterive. Quebec

WILDCATTING (Radio Shack)
250.450 *John Kidd, Clarksboro, NJ
33,090 Jack Ballinger. Uxbridge. Ontario

ZAXXON (Datasott)

2.057.BOO +Chris Oberholtzer, Lexington, MA
James Quadrella, Brooklyn. NY
Andy Green, Whitehall. PA
Mike Hughey, King George. VA
Chris Coyle. Selden. NY
Jeff Kennedy. Scottsburg. IN

Kevin Hawkins. Scottsburg. IN

Bryan Jenner. Calgary, Alberta

Mike Sengstock, Meriden, CT

248,530

243.620
225,950
142,200

87,345
76,275
74,395

33.454

158.000
106,460

104,360
60.780

27,320

1.510.000

666.000

401.900
370,400
150,050

135.000
102.000

74,700

Debbie Hartley

In conjunction with the rainbow's Scoreboard, we offer this column of
pointers for our game-playing readers' benefit. If you have some interest-
ing hints and tips, we encourage you to share them by sending them to
the Scoreboard, c/o the rainbow.

PROGRAM EXCHANGE

Scoreboard:

Anybody looking for another insane

CoCo user to trade programs with? I would
appreciate it very much. It would make my
gloomy day!

Todd Knapp
Prairie du Chien, Wl

DRAIN PROBLEMS?

Scoreboard:

This is the best magazine that has ever

been put out on the CoCo. It takes all the

bits of information from a variety of sources

and compiles it into one. Keep up the good
work.

I have several Adventure games and the

one that gives me the most problem is Sands
of Egypt. I would appreciate it greatly if

anyone can help out. I've found the pool,

gotten in it, can't get out, and I know I

have to drain it somehow. I've also found
the big palm tree. Please send the solution

if possible. My address is 51-2 Maine St.,

94535.

Jeff McKay
Travis A. F.B.. CA

THE 220 POINT QUESTION

Scoreboard:

In the game Pyramid, what happens at

220 points? Please write to let me know.
My address is 501 Buckley Highway, 06076.

Chris Caovetle

Union, CT

IN LIMBO
Scoreboard:

Help! I am having trouble with Calixlo

Island. What do you do after you go down
the trap door? I can't get my flashlight on.

Also, in Black Sanctum, I have found the

beach house, but I can't do anything with

it. My son and I will be waiting for your

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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t********************************.****.
replies so we can get going. Write me at

1446 Marline Ave. 92021.

Liz Newman
El Cajon. CA

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE?

Scoreboard:

As it is neither practical nor possible for

your editors to verify the legitimacy of your
readers' score submissions, you cannot be

criticized for publishing them, verbatim, on
the assumption that they are genuine. No
doubt, the possibility of deceit exists in any
honor system.

Most (if not all) arcade-type games allow
for phenomenally high scores. In contrast,

logical (Adventure) games generally do not.

Adventure games usually have a fixed,

maximum number of point-scoring objects,

and require a certain minimum number of

moves to realize a particular score. Moreov-
er, whereas someone who has achieved an
unprecedented high score in a "shoot-em-
up" game probably cannot duplicate that

score on demand (perhaps never again), one
who has reached an optimal solution in a

determinate game should be able to repro-

duce that score consistently. With the

exception of a trivial quasi-random element,

the Adventure game Pyramid is a determi-
nate game — solutions are replicable.

I do not believe that it is possible to score

220 points in Pyramid in less than 130

moves. The proof relies upon details of the

program's (sloppy, but copyrighted) source
code and data, and so will not be given here,

but it is believed to be accurate and
complete.

George R. Fairfield

Victoria, British Columbia

BEST BETS FOR BEDLAM

Scoreboard:

For those of you having trouble with
Bedlam, pay attention! Get the red key in

the Dispensary, but first go to the Main-
tenance room and get the hook. Go back
to the Dispensary and type GET RED KEY
WITH HOOK. If the man with the hypo
gets you just type PLUGH. Go right outside

the shock room and type GET GREEN
KEY WITH HOOK. Now that you have
everything you need, find Napoleon. Go to

every room and type OPEN DOOR. Pretty
soon you will find a secret door. You will

not be able to open it, so ask Napoleon
to open it and you're home free. I forgot
to mention that in order to get Napoleon
to follow you, type ASK NAPOLEON TO
FOLLOW.

In Raaka-Tu, search each room by typing
SEARCH ROOM. You should find a gem
in a crack. That's 10 points right there. Also,
you should never pull the lever, just get it.

In Dungeons of Daggorath, I think I have
the list of rings:

NAME

Vulcan

Lime

INCANT TO

Fire

Ice

John Kidd
Clarksboro, NJ

CHOCK FULL O' HINTS

Scoreboard:
Here are some tips on Black Sanctum,

Calixto Island, Seaquest, and 77m- Crown
of Merro.

To get past the natives on Merro. type

LIGHT MATCH. Then type GIVE
MATCHES. This will get you past them.
To get past the poisoned arrows you must
have the water. (You get this by pushing
the nose on the fountain.) Type DRINK
WATER. Ill give one more hint; you had
better have your hacksaw before going in

any further!

To get the caretaker's tools on Sanctum
just give him the jug of wine.

On Calixto, always gel the boots. To get

the paddles you must have the mice. To get

them you need the trap. Then go to the

pyramid and DROP MICE when you get

to the snake. Always remember to have the

bucket with you when you cross the river!

On Seaquest, to get into the beach house
you must break the window. (The beach
house is behind the falls. Just type GO
FALLS and you will be in the cavern. When
you enter the cavern you will trip over

something. That is the shovel. Type GET
SHOVEL.) To open the clam you must have
the shovel. To get to the clam you must
buy the air tanks with the credit card. Then
type FILL TANKS. Now you can go into

the water.

If anybody has found a way to open the

trapdoor in the beach house or has found
a way to buy the speargun on Seaquest, then
write to me at 390 St. Charles Ave., 32953.

Keith Schuler

Merrill Island, FL

PRESS AHEAD

Scoreboard:

I would like to pass along to the readers

a little hint to use while playing The Frog
from Tom Mix. I found out that on mv
CoCo 2 (64K ECB) the frog would only
go once in any direction. Meaning that in

order to go across the street you had to

first press the up-arrow once, then go left

or right before you could go ahead once
more. I found that by holding down the

space bar you could travel in any direction

more than once. So by doing this, you can

travel across the street or logs more than

once just by pressing the up-arrow. If

anyone knows of a software fix for this I

am sure the readers that have this program
would like it.

John D. Cleveland

Lunenburg, Nova Scotia

Scoreboard:
The game Arex has 32 different levels.

After 32 it starts repeating itself from Level
12. At Level 60 you do not start out with
any stars, but they do come into play. At
Level 256 the game starts over with Level
1 and one star, and then increases the stars

with the point value. The score only goes
to 700,000 and I went through that 42 times.
This game also throws distractions in.

When you get to the higher levels it will

go slow and then all of a sudden it will speed
up again. At times during the game it takes
all your men away and you have to start

over, but by then each square is worth so
much that in a couple of moves you have
one back.

The only help I can give in playing the

game is to play aggressively. Go right after

the stars. When you have 12 at a time you
can usually get about 10 before they get you,
if you go after them.

Barbara Blumenberg
St. Francis, WI

Scoreboard:

Enough is enough! I need help with Sands
°fEgypt. A recent pointer in the Scoreboard
hinted that you need to place the scepter
on the sarcophagus to get into the treasure
room.

I know this is a dumb question, but how
do you place the scepter on the sarcophagus?
I can't even drop the darn thing!!

Send any help to P.O. Box 115, 20862.
Thank you.

Craig Luecke
Brinklow, MD

Scoreboard:
I have solved the following Adventure

games: Dungeons of Daggorath, Pyramid,
Arconiax Assignment, Bedlam. Calixto
Island. Karrak, Crown of Merro, and 77h>

Trip. If you need help with one of these

Adventure games send a SASE and I will

reply.

If anyone has solved Pyramid 80, I need
help.

Chuck Poynter
Hector. A R
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your best buys!

are with ESTERN
IGITAL

DISK DRIVES

DRIVE 40 track single sided
DRIVE 1 40 track single sided
DRIVE and 1 SS/DD $428.

( add S70. tor double tided drives)

MEMORY
04K KIT (8 chips) S45.

PRINTER ADAPTERS
PBH SERIAL TO PARALLEL ADAPTER S50.

KEYBOARDS

HJL Keyboard

Micronix Keyboard

Keytronlc Keyboard

DISKETTES

VERBA TIM box of 10

S69.

$69.

S79.

S20.

.Southwestern Digital _
1-713-480-3296

2515 W. Main #337, Houston, Texas 77098

Ordering Information

All pnees reflect a pre-madedncouni for cash Visa. MasterCard orders are at regular pr« (add 5V
Hail you' payment directlyW us. or call your order <n loflay All non-cetitied tunos are rata 'or pt oper clearance

NEW! HDS FLOPPY DRIVE CONTROLLER
FEATURES:

• GOLD PLATED EDGE CARDS
• DUAL SELECTABLE ROM SOCKETS
• NO POTS TO ADJUST
• COMPATIBLE WITH COCO I S II

• 120 DAY WARRANTY
• DOUBLE AND SINGLE DENSITY
• FULLY SOCKETED BOARD
REDUCE VOUR I'O ERRORS WITH THE NEW HARD DRIVE
SPECIALIST FLOPPY DRIVE CONTROLLER FOR THE COLOR
COMPUTER GOLD EDGE CARD CONNECTORS ANO THE
ABSENCE OF POTENTIOMETERS MAKE THIS THE BEST
80ARD AVAILABLE TO DATE SOLD WITH AND WITHOUT
ROM (Read Only Memory)

COMPLETED & TESTED BOARD WITH ROM $139.00

(INCLUDES CASE, AND DOS INSTRUCTIONS)

COMPLETED i TESTED BOARD WITHOUT ROM $119.00

(INCLUDES CASE)

BARE BOARD WITH INSTRUCTION MANUAL $39.95

(ADD $40 FOR COMPLETE PARTS KIT. ADO $20. FOR ROM)

HARD DRIVE SPECIALIST

Ordering Information

We accept Visa. Mastercard. Wire Transters. and Certified checks tor

quickest snipping Orders received on personal checks are held
Dealer inquiries invited

16206D Hickory Knoll, Houston, Texas 77059

Order Line

1-800-231-6671

Local Sales and Service Line

1-713-480-6000



GREATCOCO PRODUCTS
SUPER
SCREEN
The Color Computer

Supercharger

» A bt
i
52 character by 24 line screen

• PRINT @' is fully implemented on the big screen
• Fasil

» Auf
• The
• ton

combine text with hi-res graphics

-key repeat lor greater keyboard convenience
ON ERROR GOTO' statement is fully implemented
rot codes for additional function

Super Screen comes with complete, well detailed instructions and is available on cassette

or disc. It adjusts automatically to any 16K or greater, Extended or Oisc basic Color

Computer or TDP-100 and uses only 2K or memory in addition to the screen memory
reserved during power up. Guaranteed to be the most frequently used program in your
software library...once you use it. you won't be without ill

Hot CoCo, |an. 'M "5uper Screen represents a quality utility program that fills a definite

need for the serious CoCo user. No other programs on the market so far have offered the

error-trapping utility of Super Screen."

Color Computer Magazine, May '84 "Super Screen is a worthy addition to anyone's
software library. It has become my most used utility and has made programming in BASIC
on the Color Computer a joy..."

Cassette $29.95 Disc $32.95

^ EASY-FILE
Data Management System

Need a good mailing list or customer list program? How about a program to keep
track of your investments, your computer magazines, or record collection? Do you

,
have an inventory of all household items for insurance purposes? EASY-FILE will do
all of these things and many more.

EASY-FILE makes data managing a breeze with single key menu selections,

extensive error handling procedures, a demonstration data file and a detailed, easy

to understand instruction manual.

EASY-FILE is powerful, too. It automatically enhances your monitor screen to a full

upper and lower case, SI character by 24 line display. EASY-FILE allows up to 30 data
fields and provides password file protection, selectable numeric totalling and
complete data searching and editing capabilities. You can quickly enter, locale,

review and modify data records, and even transfer records from one file to another.

Sorting? You bet! EASY-FILE allows you to sort up to 5 levels of data and allows you
to define upper and lower limits as well. You can sort in many different ways and
save the results in individual index files. These index files may be used later to

determine what will appear on your printed reports.

Reports are easily prepared with EASY -FILE because it offers so many automatic
features. There is no need to generate complex report forms. With EASY-FILE you
simply select from a list of options to determine what your report and header will

look like. There are countless variations. EASY-FILE takes care of tabstopsand field

spacing automatically. Prepare horizontal reports (80 or 132 columns), vertical

reports or labels! Save your favorite report formats right in a data file so they may be
used whenever you need them.

The EASY-FILE master disc and instructions are packaged in an attractive 3-ring

binder. Requires 32K and at least one disc drive.

Order yours now! Get organized for only $59.95!

UNIVERSAL VIDEO DRIVER
Carefully engineered to work with ALL Color Computer models, including the new

COCO II

ENABLES YOUR COCO TO OPERATE WITH A
VIDEO MONITOR INSTEAD OF A TELEVISION!

• Works with Monochrome Monitors'

• Works with Color Monitors!

• Audio Connection Included!

• Easy Installation—No Soldering!

• Great Price! ONLY $29.95

ORDER ENTRY SYSTEM
Rainbow, Feb. '84 "If you are looking for a program to keep track of your sales and print

invoices, then this one will take care of those needs quite well. A good program that

would serve the invoicing needs of a small company quite nicely."

The Mark Data Product sales order processing system provides a fast, efficient means to

enter orders, print shipping papers and invoices, prepare sales reports, and monitor

receivables. The system automatically enhances the monitor screen to a 51 character by 24

line display. 32K of memory is required along with an BO-column printer and one or more
disc drives.

The MDP Order Entry System is a family of programs which operate interactively by means
of a "menu" selection scheme. Up to 900 products may be defined and a single disc system
can hold over 600 transactions, When the operator selects a task to be performed, the

computer loads a program designed to handle that task from the system disc. The system
disc contains all of the programs required to create, update and maintain data files and
prepare the necessary paperwork including shipping and invoice forms, daily sales

reports, a monthly (or other period) sales report and a receivables report.

This order entry software equals or exceeds higher priced packages for other computers
and includes a detailed operating manual. ONLY $99.95

SVJPtR
PRO KtvBoM«>

ONLY • Original key layout
• Fast, easy installation—no soldering

Individually boned with full instructions

^/~ A Qr^c • Smooth "Touch Typist" feel—no sagging
^O't^^/J • U.S. made—high quality, quad gold contacts

• Professional, low profile, finished appearance

• Computers produced after appronimalely October 1982 require an
additional keyboard plug adapter. Please add $4.95.

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Rainbow, May '84 "Considering what it can do to organize a small business, it is quite a
value.

"

Hoi CoCo, June '64 "...a serious, professional accounting program and well worth ifs

price. The programs are complete and simple to use."

The Mark Data Products Accounting System is ideal for the small businessman needing a

fast, efficient means to process income and expenses, prepare detailed reports and
maintain most of the information required at tan time. The system is a family of programs
which operate by means of a "menu" selection scheme. When the operator selects a task

to perform, the computer loads a program designed to handle that task from the system

disc. The system disc contains all of the programs required to create, update and maintain

data files and prepare the necessary accounting reports including a transaction journal, a P

& L or income report, an interim or trial balance and a balance sheet.

Up to 255 separate accounts may be defined and a single disc system can hold over 1,400

transactions. This system automatically enhances the monitor screen to a 51 character by
24 line display. 32K of memory is required along with an BO-column printer and one or

more disc drives.

This accounting software equals or exceeds higher priced packages for other computers
and includes a detailed operating manual.

SHIPPING: Ail orders under S100 please add $2 regular. SS air All orders over $100 please add 2% regular. 5% air Cahlornia residents please add 6% sales tax Ordersoutside
me continental U S check with us for shipping amount, please remit U S lunds Softwareauthors—contact us lor exciting program marketing details We accept MasterCard
ana VISA Distributed in Canada by Kelly Software

FREE - Send for our NEW 24 page catalog!

Mark Data Products
24001 ALICIA PKWY., NO. 207 • MISSION VIEJO, CA 92691 • (714) 768-1551



$$ SAVE MONEY ON YOUR $$
CASSETTE & DISC SUPPLIES

CASSETTES

We buy cassettes and discs in laige quantities lot out own use and can pass the savings on
to you.

C-10 Cassettes w/labels 59 ea 10 tot $5.50

Cassette storage box 25 ea 10 lor 2.00

5Vi DISCS

High quality, nationally advertised brand. Guaranteed Performance! We will replace any
disc that fails duting normal use. Discs are single sided, double density, reinforced hub
with Tyvek sleeve. $2 25 each 10 for $19.95

ROMS
Basic 1.2 $39.95

Extended 1.1 w/manual , 69.95

Disc 1 1 39.95

NEED MORE MEMORY?
64K Memory Expansion Kit

AH pans and complete instructions |For E' and F' boards and CoCo II)

$59.95

COCO DISC DRIVES
COMPLETE SYSTEMS INCLUDE:

• Hi-Quality Teac Thin Line Drives

• Attractive. Beige Dual Drive Cabinet/Power Supply

• Fill Panel tor Single Drive Disc Systems

• Radio Shack or | & M Controller

• Cable and Operating Manual
• Full 90 Day Warranty

Single Drive |SSDD) in Dual Cabinet w/Controller 189.95

Additional Drive 12995

Two Drives (SSDD) in Dual Cabinet w/Controller 499 95

Single Drive (DSDD) in Dual Cabinet w/Controller 469 95

Additional Drive 209.95

Two Drives iDSDDl in Dual Cabinet w/Controller 669 95

Dual Cabinet/Power Supply , 79.95

Disc Controller (Radio Shack or | & M) 139.95

Connecting Cable 24.95

Radio Shack DOS ROM 1.1 39 95

It's Fun!

It's Educational! -^
It's a great new way to learn typing skills! Cassette? $24.95 Disc $27.95
The combination of exciting game-play action and colorful, hi-res graphics in Zookey
make it an outstanding typing tutor. Speed and skill levels are fully adjustable to train the
beginner or challenge the most experienced typist.

Stimulating for both youngsters and adults. ..Ideal for classroom or individual instruction.

^SUPERBUG
Mark Data Products SUPER 8UC is a powerful, relocatable machine code monitor
program for your CoCo. If you are a beginner, the program and documentation are an
indispensable training aid, helping you to gain a better understanding of your Color
Computer and machine code programming. If you are an accomplished computerist.

SUPER BUG'S capabilities, versatility and convenience will prove invaluable during
programming and debugging.

SUPER BUG offers so many outstanding features that we are unable to list them all in (his

limited space but here are a few: hex and alpha numeric memory display, modify, search,

and test; full printer support with baud rate and line feed select; up to 220 breakpoints:

mini object code disassembler: 64K mode setup; decimal, hex and asci code conversion
routines and extensive documentation.

Tape $29.95 Disc $32.95

INFORMATIVE BOOKS
"Your Color Computer" by Doug Mosher

Over 300 pages of detailed information. ..an indispensable introduction to your Color
Computer, complete with diagrams, photographs, and a BASIC thesaurus and command
reference section. A CoCo encyclopedia. $16.95

"Programming the 6809" by Rodney Zaks

One of the best machine language texts available—required reference material. This

book explains how to program the 6809 in machine language, covering all aspects

progressively and systematically, $15.95

QUALITY VIDEO MONITORS

SAKATA COLOR SC-100-S299.95

The 5C-100 is a streamlined 13"

composite monitor which produces

sharp, brilliant colors. The cabinet is

made of durable styrene and is available

in an attractive off-white color. Includes

audio with speaker and earphone jack.

We highly recommend this color

monitor because of its excellent

performance and beautiful styling.

TAXAN AMBER SCREEN-S149.95

A 12" amber screen composite monitor
of the highest quality with exceptional

reliability and performance. 18 MHZ
bandwidth. Attractive off-white
cabinet. We use this monitor in our

offices.

VIP SOFTWARE
We carry the most asked for softlaw products for your convenience.

SUPER NEW GAMES! -*

x *

CASSETTE
$24.95

DISC
$27.95

TIME FIGHTER
Pilot your MD-64 fighter through a hazardous time

tunnel. Your mission is to destroy the dreaded
Time Guardian who threatens the natural order of

the universe. In order to reach this menace you
must fight aerial dangers from strange and
different time zones. If you like fast action, this

one's for you! 16K required.

Rainbow, March '84 "One of the best in your
\tbrar\ of computer games. It's a real gem."
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TUrs TOMB
Explore the ancient, mystical tomb of the great

Pharoah. find the magical keys which lead you to
unbelievable treasures as you out-maneuver the
creatures that slither and swarm about you. Super
fast arcade action—this one will knock your socks

off with 16 screens of incredible color and sound.
Fabulous! 32K required.

Hot CoCo, April '84 "Stale of the art CoCo
graphics. A first rate game.

"

Mark Data Products

}

CASSETTE
$24.95

DISC
$27.95
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RAINBOW

Serial to Parallel Interface

SLEEK— I"x2"x4" Optional AC Supply plugs into

side - AC not required with most printers

FAST—300 to 9600 Baud - 30% faster than the stan-

dard 9600 Baud Interface.

STRONG— Built sturdy with jacked cable, strain

reliefs and highest quality components.

• Complete with ALL cables and connectors

• 180 Day Warranty

Slm
-'yyf

GEMINI 10X
COMPLETE SYSTEM

Gemini 10X
PRINT SPEED— 120 cps. Bidirectional Logic

Seeking

PRINT SIZE-10. 12, 17, 5, 6, 8.5 cpi

NUMBER OF COLUMNS-80. 96. 136,

(40, 48. 68 in Double Wide)

CHARACTER MATRIX—9 x 9 Standard,

with True Descenders • 1 8 x 9 Emphasized •

18x18 Double Strike • 6 x 6 Block

Graphics • 60 x 72 Low Resolution. Bit Im-

age Graphics • 120 x 144 Hi Resolution. Bit

Image Graphics • 240 x 144 Ultra Hi Resolu-

tion, Bit Image Graphics

CHARACTER SETS—96 Standard ASCII

Characters • 96 Italics • 64 Special Characters

• 32 Block Graphic Characters • 96
Downloadable Characters • Super and Sub

Script

LINE SPACING—Programmable by n/144"

PAPER HANDLING-Roll Paper • Cut Sheet

• Tractor Fanfold • Copies: 3 Carbonless Sheets

m» — ';

SUPER GEMPRINT
A Full 8x11 Screen Dump Program
• User definable color shading

• Prints all 5 Pmodes

• Machine language position independent code

• Tape transferable to disk

COMPLETE — NOTHING MORE TO BUY — INCLUDES:
• GEMINI 10 X PRINTER '• SUPER GEMPRINT ^ftft
• BLUE STREAK INTERFACE • DELUXE MANUAL ^v^V

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
Serviceable at over 4000

Locations Coast to Coast

QC • sin smmNG
AND INSURANCE

15X SYSTEM 439.95

BLUE STREAK ALONE - 549S
SPECIFY PRINTER

COMPLETE
DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
PACKAGE
VOLKSMODEM™
Connects directly to wall phone jack

• Telephone jack with voice/data switch • 300 Baud (bits per second)

• Originate/answer mode automatically selected • Battery powered.

Low drain for long life (batteries included) • Lifetime warranty

• Includes all cables for COCO

AUTOTERM™ by PXE Computing
"Best of Class" - Randolf Graham Rainbow

Highest Ratings by Hot CoCo
"A Cut Above" - Wayne Day Color Computer

Includes subscription to

THE SOURCE. Limited Time Offer

May Not Be Available.

VOLKSMODEM
with

Cables

+ $2 S&l

VOLKSMODEM
AUTOTERM

(TAPE)

VOLKSMODEM
AUTOTERM

(DISK)

' + $2 S&I

DAYTON ASSOCIATES, INC.
STAR AUTHORIZED DEALER • DUN & BRADSTREET LISTED

7201 CLAIRCREST BLDG. C • DAYTON, OHIO 45424

(513) 236-1454
OHIO RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

C.O.D. ADD $2.00



RAINBOW REVIEWS

The Animator
Turns CoCo Into An Animation Studio/7Y/ad Pictures Corp 204

Calorie Counter — Weight Analyzer
Just What The Doctor Ordered/Draco Software 220

CoCo Checker
Best In Its Class/Specfa/m Projects, Inc 1 94

Color Power II

Run CP/WColor Power Unlimited, Inc 209
Counting Things

Learning to Count/ Thompson House 215
Drive Package

Disk System Offers More Storage/Howard Medical Computers 219
High Resolution Picture Puzzle

Unscramble Those Boxes/DSL Computer Products 196
Jungle Queen

Seeks A Safari Hero/ZOSO Software 226
Key-Wiz

Easy, Fast, Useful Database Manager//nreracf/Ve Micro Systems 218
Key Tronic Keyboard

Among The Best/Specfrum Projects, Inc 227
Lotto

Play The Lottery/flAM Publications 202
Option 1

Is Number One/VGS Software 198
Pak-Panic

The Old Game With A New Twist/Tom Mix Software 216
Play With Language

Is Exhilarating, Entertaining And Educational/ftad/'o Shack 223
RAMDOS

A Good Disk-type Tape Program/Dafaman International 212
Semigraphics Support (SGS)

Combines Text And Graphics/M/cro Computer Systems 228
Space Frame

CoCo Can Engineer/Kage Engineering 208
Speed Racer

Offers Good Challenge For The Racing Enthusiast/M/cft Tron 231
Star Trap

Promotes Cooperation Among Children/f?ad/'o Shack M^.. 214
Super Disk Utility

A Collection Of Useful Tools/Pefrocc/ Freelance Assoc 213
Talking Adventure Starter

A Vocal Experience For Adventurers/Ow/s Nest Software 221
Test Manager

A Useful Addition To Your School/Home Library/80 Custom Software 217
Tic-Tac Math

Improves Arithmetic Skills/W/sh Software 200
Trekboer ^^^

Explore The Universe And Rescue The Earth/Mar/c Dafa Products 230
Where's It

Organize Your Disk Library/Jaro Software 206

>
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HARDWARE
DOUBLE SWITCH - Two LEDs show you which port is being used, 1 or 2. High Quality

ports with a great looking face plate! S29.95

DOUBLE CABLE- Hook a MODEM and a PRINTER up at the some time with this

Y-connector $1 4.95

EXT-CABLE - long printer or MODEM cable (15 feet) $1 4.95

Y-CABLE— You can connect two devices at the same time to your ROM port (80 col-

umn cord and disk Drive) $29.95

DOUBLE DRIVER - Best video driver available for your CoCo. Made by our friends at

Moreton Bay Software. Specify CoCo or CoCo II S24.95

MINI MOUTH - Now get sound from your mute monitor. Plugs right in, nothing to

solder $24.95

COLOR POWER II - This plug in CP/M board will allow you to use thousands of CP/M
programs $329.00

MINI-MODEM - 300 BAUD, Originate/Answer Full Duplex, Direct Connect . $79.95
(Save $10.00 when you buy one of our terminal programs and a modem)

DISKS - DISKS- DISKS - DISKS - DISKS

Sove on blank 5'/4" diskettes. Buy in bulk and save! No sleeves. (10 minimum in

each order) $16.00

DOUBLE CABLE

ULTRA TERM + Plus +

This program is the ultimate in CoCo communicoting!! Ultra Term + is used with a
plug-in 80 column board. Supports either Double 80 Plus, Color Power II or Word
Pak,

Here ore just some of the features Ultra Term + has to offer:

Select:

Holf, Full Duplex or Echo

Odd, Even, Mark, Space or No Parity

7 or 8 Bit Words

1 or 2 Stop Bits

All Cops if needed

Several Printer Formats

Trapping of incoming characters

BAUD Rates:

110-4800 (communicate)

600-9600 (printer)

Screen Format:

80 x 24 upper/ lowercase

Send all 1 28 characters from keyboard

Buffer:

Merge text or programs

49K to 53K memory

Four Buffer Send Modes
Display Bytes Used/Remaining

Editor—Move forward and reverse thru buffer. Insert, type over, delete lines,

characters or words. Block delete.

10 Macro keys

Automatic Capture of incoming files

X on/X off capabilities

Send True Line Break

Transmit/ Receive BASIC Programs, Files or Machine Code. No need to translate

BASIC programs to ASCII Format.

Save/load Macros or Parameters to Disk

Use 1 to 4 Disk Drives (w/SAVE, LOAD, DIR & Granule Display)

Print while receiving information*

Easy to use MENU driven format

Comprehensive users manual

Works on All Radio Shack Color Computers, and All Radio Shack Disk systems.

15-day money back guarantee (less a $10.00 restocking/use charge.)

Only S5.00 each for all future upgrades when you return your warranty card.

PRICE: Ultra Term + $59.95 (Disk)

Y-Cable $29.95
Double 80 Plus $99.95
Complete Package $1 89.95 + S&H

•Requires PC Pak from PBJ, Inc.

DOUBLE 80 PLUS

TRUE 80 COLUMN OUTPUT
BUILT IN SWITCH FOR COCO OR DOUBLE 80 PLUS
ADJUSTABLE VIDEO OUTPUT
GOLD PLATED EDGE CONNECTOR
DRIVERS AVAILABLE FOR BASIC, OS9 and FLEX
DISPLAY ALL ASCII CHARACTERS
ALTERNATE CHARACTER SETS AVAILABLE
METAL CASE (not cheap plastic)

ULTRA TERM + available for Ihis board
BACKED BY A 90 DAY PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY

DOUBLE 80 PLUS (80 column board) $99.95
Y-CABLE 29.95
BASIC DRIVER 12.95

OS9 DRIVER 12.95

FLEX DRIVER (available soon) 12.95

ULTRA TERM+ (disk only) 55.95

^T



Screen Format:

32 x 16, 42, 51, 64 or 85 x 24

BAUD Rates:

Printer—600 to 9600
Communicote— 110 to 19200

Select:

Half or Full Duplex

Odd, Even, or No Parity

7 or 8 Bit words

Mask Lowercase if needed

Word Wrap— no split words

Reverse or Normal Video

Printer— Ignore/Add Line Feeds

Buffer Editor:

Insert, Delete, Type over

Block Delete, Block Insert

Communicate Mode:

Scroll Protect up to 9 lines

Three Buffer Transmit Modes
Send Control Characters

Disk Drives:

Display Directory, Free Space

Buffer:

Scroll Through Received Data

Print a Page or Print All

Works on all Rodio Shack Color Computers,

regardless of ROM type.

Price: S3>;?5"(bisk/Tape)

49.95

COLOR TERM + Plus +

DOUBLE SPOOLER ... No more woiting for your listings. This is THE spooling program!!

32/64K req $21 .95

ROM MOVE... Move your Extended BASIC 1.0 ROM up higher in memory. Get 8K
more for your programs! 64K req SI 2.95

COLOR DISK SAVER . . . Don't let the disk crasher get you! Archive that important

disk to tape. 32/64Kreq SI 2.95

AUTOLOAD II . . . Will send most progams to disk automatically and fix those that

crash your disk SI 2.95

GALACTIC MATH . .
.
Addition and multiplication drill (saucer game) for ages 6 to 1 0.

16K ext $15.95

DOUBLE MAILER ... A powerful, easy to use mailing list program. Print out 1 800
names at once! 1 6K ext $21 .95

COLOR BIORHYTHM ... Chart your future or past on screen or printer. Popular

program for 2 yrs. 16Kext SI 4.95

MODEM CHESS ... You and a friend can play chess over the phone! All moves are

supported! 16Kext $19.95

UHDERGROUHD . .
.
How do you tome the guardian of Hell's gate?? Find the Golden

Apple. 32K (disk) $1 9.95

COLOR KEY COMMAND ... A powerful programmer's aid for a small price. Auto line

number, Macro Keys, Copy Lines, plus more. Add real power to your Computer.

Uses no memory in a 64K machine. 1 6K req $1 9.95

Version 5.0 Now Available
Same Features As
ULTRA TERM +PLUS

DOUBLE DOS II

m
Double DOS II- Now use 35, 40, or 80 track (double or single sided) drives, oil on

one system, oil at the same time. All regular disk commands are supported with

Double DOS II and are totally transparent to your BASIC programs! You con get

up to 158 granules on o disk using an 80 track drive. These are the added

commands:

BAUD 1-6... change the BAUD rate.

TRACK 35, 36,40,80... change number of tracks.

DOUBLE... enable the double sided option.

PDIR . . . print your directory to printer,

DUMP ON/OFF... send programs without a terminal program.

RATE 6,35 . . . change the head stepping rate.

VIDEO ON/ OFF... reverse video without a hardware mod.

SCROLL 1-255... change your screen scrolling speed.

COMMAND... will list all new commands.

DUPE 0,1,2... will allow copy & backup from one side of a drive to another!

DATE . . . you can enter the month, day and year as an extension to your programs

when they are displayed during o DIR command.

We guarantee that this program will work using the above commands, with all types

of 35, 40 or 80 track drives!

PRICE: $29.95 (DISK ONLY) 64K required

0><§>ylbl@ ©^im/^iyj S®ftw@ifi
620 Kings Row • Denton, Texas 76201 • 817-566-2004
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$2.00 shipping and handling on all orders.



RECEIVED & CERTIFIED
The following products recently have been received

by the rainbow, examined by our magazine staff and
approved for the Rainbow Seal of Certification, your
assurance that we have seen the product and have
ascertained that it is what it purposts to be.

This month the Seal of Certification has been
issued to:

PC Index is an organizational tool con-

sisting of a packet of 40 cards printed on
both sides to fit on the protective enve-

lope of your 514" diskettes allowing you
to see at a glance the information a par-

ticular disk contains. ABACUS Com-
puter Services& Education Group, P.O.

Box 23438, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523,

$2.95

Air Traffic Control Simulator, a 32K
simulation designed to provide an order-

ly and safe flow of aircraft from their

origins to their destinations following

an established set of rules and proce-

dures. You, as the controller, are given

this set of rules as well as a choice of

three levels of difficulty to develop

techniques of skill, judgment and exper-

ience equal to performing the assigned

task. Betasoft Systems, P.O. Box 1 174,

Smithtown, NY 1 1787, cassette S34.95,

disk $37.95

The Designer, a 32K ECB Hi-Res pro-

gram targeted for budding young fashion

designers. Possible are the creation, sav-

ing and display of more than 1 ,000 style

combinations in hundreds of color and
fabric options. Cognitive Development
Co., Suite 141 A, 12345 Lake City Way,
NE, Seattle, WA 98125, disk $24.95

Diet-Ade, a 32K program for health-

conscious CoCo owners. A calorie

counter is put at your fingertips, a calo-

rie quoter tells you what to eat to attain

your desired weight and a calorie minder
nudges you to exercise to exceed your

daily caloric limit. Color Connection
Software, 1060 Buddlea Dr., Sandy, UT
84070, cassette or disk $ 19, plus $2 S/ H

MAZERUNNER, a I6K ECB game
requiringajoystick. Asa member of the

Maze Runner Corps, your mission is to

fight off the forces of Ytirrod, the Pre-

tender, from invading the Centrist Con-
federation and overtaking the Grand
Dias from His Wisdom Arad Ennaed.

You must destroy Ytirrod's fortresses

by navigating remote controlled attack

power sleds. Color Connection Soft-

ware, 1060 Buddlea Dr., Sandy, UT
84070, cassette or disk $14.95, plus $2

S/H

Metabot, a 32K invitation to le danse
macabre as you trick the menacing,
mimicking Metabots into waltzing into

fatal fences and lethal acid pots. Color

Connection Software, 1060 Buddlea Dr.,

Sandy, UT 84070, cassette or disk $ 1 8.95,

plus $2 S/H

CDSORT and KEY-EXTR, two 32K
utilities requiringat least onedisk drive.

CDSORTaUows the sorting of records

of up to 256 bytes by more than one key
field. KEY-EXTRA is designed to allow

the extraction of key fields from data-

bases and has the ability to include only

specified keys in the extraction by means
of 10 possible AND comparisons speci-

fied by the user. Computize, Inc., P.O.

Box 207, Langhorne, PA 19047, disk

$34.95

CONVERSIONS, a 16K ECB disk or

cassette utility that makes short work of

converting any unit of measurement to

U.S., Imperial, or Metric. Choices in-

clude lengths, areas, volumes, liquids,

weights and temperatures. Cozy Soft-

ware, 25142-53 Ave., Aldergrove, Brit-

ish Columbia, Canada VOX IA0, cas-

sette $12 U.S., $15 CAN., disk $14 U.S..

$17 CAN., plus $2 S/H

Disk Sort and Order, a 32K or greater

utility requiring at least one disk drive.

Compatible with Disk BASIC or JDOS,
this program will sort directories alpha-

betically removing all "killed" filenames,

change a Disk basic format of 35 tracks

to JDOS' 40 tracks, restructure the

entire diskette so that all granules for

each file are sequenced saving wear and
tear on the mechanical parts of your
drive(s). Derby City Software, 3141

Doreen Way, Louisville, K.Y 40220,

disk $11.95

SIDE WISE, a 32-64K program requir-

ing disk drive that will read any ASCII
text file from disk and print it out side-

ways down the page. Useful for obtain-

ing printouts of spreadsheets that are

too wide for the printer to handle. Fully

menu-driven, SIDE WISE has selec-

tions of printer capabilities for Radio
Shack, Epson, C-Itoh, Okidata and

Gemini printers. Derringer Software,

Inc., P.O. Box 5300, Florence, SC
29502, disk $19.95

Word Processor, a 1 6K ECB utility that

includes ease-of-use commands such as;

'D'— displays whole file (except under-

lines) to screen as it will sent to printer;

'Z'—display of memory left and change

of Baud rate, 'H'— help key displays list

of commands. Drayon Software, P.O.

Box 2516, Renton, WA 98056, cassette

$5

ME-128-64. an upgrade kit to expand
your 64K CoCo to 128K giving it a

second bank which will run the same
programs as the first bank. Complete
instructions included. Dynamic Elec-

tronics, Inc., P.O. Box 896, Hartselle,

AL 35640, $169

Multiprogram Manager, a I6-32K util-

ity which when used with Dynamic's
96KX allows the loading of five pro-

grams at once as a block. Dynamic Elec-

tronics, Inc., P.O. Box 896, Hartselle,

AL 35640, cassette $14.95

Musx, disks one through five, a 32K
monthly disk that plays eight to 10 cur-

rent hits in four simultaneous voices

with related graphics. GRAFX, P.O.
Box 254, West Mifflin, PA 15122-0254,
each disk $13.95 plus $2 S/H

Speed Racer, a 32K racing game requir-

ing a joystick. The object is to pass the

required number of cars for each lap.

This number is indicated by an arrow-
head under the "cars passed" marker.
You must overtake these cars to pro-

gress to the next lap. Complete all five

laps ( 10 miles) and you've won the race.

MichTron, 576 S. Telegraph Rd., Pon-
tiac. MI 48053, disk $34.95 cassette

$34.95

Bakersfield KENO, a 32K ECB game of

chance adapted from the game Lotto.

The player chooses an initial bankroll

and one to 1 5 numbers to wager on. The
payoff on winners increases as more
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numbers are played and hit. It's possible

to win 1,000,000 "dollars" with daring

and prowess. SE1BYTE Software, P.O.

Box 6464, Bakersfield, CA 93386

Chipaway, a 16K ML game requiring

one joystick that pits your skill with a

paddle and ball against a wall of multi-

hued chips. Each color chip gives a dif-

ferent point value when hit. Options

include FLIP, which flips the wall over

thus displaying high point chips; COL-
LAPSE, which causes any chips above

the chip that the ball hits to collapse

down a notch and a game save routine.

Sigma Software, 14024 152nd Avenue,

S.E., Renton, WA 98056-7313. cassette

$5.95

LINER, a 1 6K ECB game that casts you
in the role of small game hunter. Your
quarry: the tiny Eeblewalkers of Oktry
who try and turn your system of loco-

motion against you. Michael Stuller, 2

Audubon Place, Rolla, MO 65401, cas-

sette S7.95 plus $1.50 S/H

SBASIC, a 32-64K pre-compiler that

adds commands and constructs to the

CoCo. Among commands/ constructs

included are: LOOP / UNTIL(),
IF/ THEN/ ELSE/ ENDIF, Continue,

Quit and 64K version allows source and
object code in memory at once (save and
retrieve with one keystroke). Tandar
Software, 12 Araman Drive, Agincourt,

Ontario, Canada MIT 2P6 specify disk

or cassette $19.95 U.S., $24.95 Canada,
$3 S/H U.S., $1 S/H Ontario and
Montreal

MLBASIC, a 64K enhanced BASIC
compiler designed to allow greater

compatibility with existing Interpreter

BASIC programs. A full compiler that

features all of the commands available

with Standard, Extended and Disk

BASIC. MLBASIC offers additional

commands to make it possible to

interface programs with assembly
language and write structured programs.

WASATCHWARE, 7350 Nutree Dr.,

Salt Lake City, UT 84121 cassette

$69.95, disk $69.95, disk $69.95 both

$74.95, $4 S/H

The Seal of Certification program is open to

all manufacturers of products for the TRS-80
Color Computer, the TDP-100, or the Dragon-32,

regardless of whether they advertise in the rainbow.
By awarding a Seal, the magazine certifies the

program does exist, but this does not constitute any
guarantee of satisfaction. As soon as possible, these

hardware or software items will be forwarded to

the rainbows reviewers for evaluation.

— Monica Dorth

Canadians
Can you imagine it?

It's free

Send for vour free copy of our catalog/newsletter.

It will contain articles, rumors and letters of interest to

all Canadians. We stock all of the latest products available for

the color computer, and the best news is that it will usually

cost you less than importing from the United States. Kelly

Software is Canada's largest distributor of CoCo Software.

Dealer inquiries invited.

Kelly Software Distributors Ltd.
P.O. Box 1 1 932
Edmonton, Alberta

T5J-3L1 Telephone (403) 421-8003.

Receive our free

Catalog/Newsletter.

To receive our free catalog/newsletter

please fill in the following information.

Type of Compute/.

D CoCo

CoCo-2

Basic

Extended Basic

Memory 16K

Memory 32K

D
D

D Memory 64K
Memory 128K

O Tape

D Disk

D Modem
D

/ am interested in the following Products and Software

Business Application

Graphics

Games

Music

Utilities

Voice

Home and Family

D Education

n Communication

Adventure

Amdek Drives

Hard Drive

D
D

Name:

D 128K

D Model 1 1 1/1V.

Date:

Address:

City. Province:

Postal Code: Telephone:

Mail the coupon to:

Kelly Software Distributors Ltd.
P.O. Box 11932

Edmonton. Alberta

T5J-3L1

Telephone (403) 421-8003.
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WHATCOULD BE BETTER THAN 128K COCO...
... 128K PROGRAMMING CONTEST

THREE GRAND PRIZES: 1. MULTI PAK INTERFACE
2. TP-10 THERMAL PRINTER 3. MC-10 COMPUTER

RULES:
To enter this contest, your program must run and/or use a minimun ot 96K RAM memory. A patch to an existing popular program, to

allow it to use 1 28K will also be acceptable. All entries must include complete and understandable instructions. Machine Language
programs must include documented source code. Programs using FLEX(tm) or OS-9(tm) must include boot instructions. All qualiting
programs become the property of DSL Computer Products. Inc.

NO LOSERS:
Each qualiting programmer will receive a multifunction watch, as will as a chance for one of our grand prizes. There is a limit to one

watch per programmer.

DEADLINE:
All entries must be received no later than February 28, 1 985. Prizes will be awarded no later than March 30, 1 985.

Vtm/fatgg f u i nr

LOGIC BOARD WITHOUT

64KRAM ONLY $34.95

128K
THE EASY WAY™
SOLDERLESS MOD FOR

ALL 64K COCOS*

ONLY $99.00
INCLUDES ADDITIONAL 64K OF RAM

1 28K is HEBE&NOW tor the Color Computer. After two years

„, !eVea~h and testi„8 , DSL Computer Products .s proud to

announce "128K THE EASY WAY" .

eioht 64K RAM chips from the computer, mstall the e gn o
chipMq ,he |0gic boa ,d .

Fmally

S'sD.E., . Cocoa,|^^gS£BSStW^ TM instructs » instaHation manua, ,s

EWinB^SSSSSRS. available separately for only S2.

DSL COMPUTER PRODUCTS INC.
313-582-8930

P.O. BOX 1176 DEARBORN, MI 48121
Michigan Residents Add 4% Sales Tax to Order. Please include $2.00 for S. & H.

IN CANADA ORDER FROM:
R-R COMPUTER PRODUCTS
PO BOX 354. STATION A
WINDSOR. ONT. N9A 6K7



REVIEWING

SUPER DISK UTILITY

Editor:

In regard to the review of Super Disk
Utility 1 am returning a few facts that I feel

need to be stated or clarified in the review.

It appears that the review is single sided

towards the cataloging function and is not

proportionally written with the functions

supported by Super Disk Utility, and certain

functions were not reviewed on their ability

to do the task advertised or stated in the

manual.

The reviewer states that there is not a

search or find function in the catalog. When
the program was originally written it was the

author's choice not to include this function

since a print function is provided to print the

catalog in a neat, readable format. However,
it should be stated that an updated version is

being created which includes a search func-

tion and the following functions: Delete

information in catalog, Add information to

catalog. The fact that the same catalog can
be sorted and printed in three different ways
was neglected in the review of the catalog

function.

The Diskzap function of the program
does not review its functions; instead it

merely lists them and includes a commen-
tary on the display options (which I feel

could have included a printout of the dis-

played disk sector and a command summary
of the modification mode included on pages

six and seven of the Super Disk Utility man-
ual). An important feature of the Diskzap is

the allocation table check and repair. If a

disk develops a file structure error or an end
of file error this function can be used to fix it

and save some of the files on the disk. An
example of testing this feature would be to

back up a disk and modify track 1 7, sector 2

and change some of the first 68 bytes,

(change a CO-C9 to anything other than

CO-C9). Whether the DIR command in

BASIC will find an error or not, the allocation

table check will. Use this function and follow

instructions on Page 8 of the manual.

It should also be noted that thesectorskip

factor is not a feature of just non-Radio
Shack drives but is, in fact, a software con-
trollable factor.

It should also be clarified that the Diskzap
40 will work on standard Radio Shack disk

drives, but it will not access above 37 tracks,

and modifications to the program are allowed

by the user for this purpose. The save direc-

tory feature is an important one to people

who value their software—explanation: The
Radio Shack DOS system is set up so that

the drive head is on track 17 most of the time
— reading and writing is done here every

time a file is loaded or saved and failures in

the drive can and do occur; therefore 1

created the save directory function to pro-

tect the disk from basic because basic does

not access tracks 36 and 37.

I also feel that the section of the review on
purge files, copy files, date files and direc-

tory sort could have gone more in depth on
these functions. The reviewer neglected to

mention the Super Directory function which

uses the date function to get its dates and
also computes the start, end and executing

address of machine language programs. Each
file is printed to the screen or to the screen

and printer in a neat, easy to read format.

Bryan Woodruff
Petrocci Freelance Associates

Editor:

In response to Mr. Woodruff's comments
on Super Disk Utility, I offer the following

thoughts:

Mr. Woodruff's feelings about the "bal-

ance" of the review may well be just a differ-

ence of opinion between the supplier and
consumer (albeit surrogate). I freely admit
that 1 did not spend much time discussing

some of the "bells and whistles" in the offer-

ing. Some of the items do things that are

already built into the Color Computer while
some others are the same as programs which
have appeared in the rainbow.

1 am pleased to see that Mr. Woodruff is

planning a revision to include a "search"
function. This will add greatly to the utility

value of the program.
Lastly, I agree with Mr. Woodruff that the

"sector skip factor" is controllable on Radio
Shack equipment but I felt that this would
be of more interest to non-Radio Shack
drive users since they might make more use
of the function.

Robert E. Foiles

Lancaster, PA

MORSE CODE
TEACHER AND TUTOR

Editor:

As both a reviewer for THE rainbow
magazine and a CoCo software author. 1

couldn't help but notice Cynwyn's rebuttal

letter (Reviewing Reviews Sept. '84) con-
cerning the review of some ham radio soft-

ware that was reviewed by someone who
doesn't know much about the subject.

I have always been happy with the pro-
grams you send me to review because they
fall into my lines of interest and experience.

it shows great care on your part in most
cases to line up programs with the reviewer.

1 don't like to criticize the work of another
reviewer but in this case I will. At the time
that Cynwyn's Morse Code Teacher and
Tutor was reviewed (June '84, Page 250) I

was in the need for a program just like that.

The review did not give me any of the impor-
tant details needed to make a wise purchase
so 1 didn't order it. Just recently I saw the

program demonstrated and it was quite

good, much better than the review.

For a small company like Cynwyn this

review may have cost them that shot in the
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arm needed to succeed, even if in a small

way, in the CoCo software world.

Here in the Bay Area. CoCo users put a lot

of stock in the rainbow reviews, and that's

one of the reasons I try to do thorough
reviews.

J. Michael Nowicki
San Jose, CA

STYLO III FOR OS-9

Editor:

In reading Dale L. Puckett's review, "Stylo

III For OS-9 - What You See Is What You
Get," Oct. '84. Page 192, 1 was amazed to

read ".
. . it shows them exactly what they

are going to see on the printed page on the

screen while they are typing it. Stylo is the

only word processor that brings this feature

to the Color Computer. Others feature screen

editing, but they do the final text processing
while they print."

This is a gross inaccuracy. Telewriter-64

does just this — better known as dynamic
formatting.

A. David Muir
British Columbia

PICTURE PUZZLE

Editor

There seem to be some misconceptions
concerning the program Picture Puzzle. First

of all, nowhere in the documentation does it

state that the user can create his own pictures

using this program. To create pictures, we
highly recommend a picture-designing pro-
gram such as Graphieom. I believe the

option the reviewer is referring to is the

"Add Opt ion. "This will only allow adding a
binary picture file into the picture directory.

Next, he refers to the poor quality of

speech. We feel it is the finest speech availa-

ble using single bit sound without any hard-
ware. Poor quality could be the result of a
poor speaker system.

We did try to return the reviewer's call on
two occasions. I am sorry, but this matter
did slip our mind. We make a conscientious

effort to return every phone call and provide
assistance when needed.

If you have any further questions, please

do not hesitate to contact us.

Dennis S. Lewandowski
DSL Computer Products

Editor:

1 agree with DSL's remark that their doc-
umentation does not mention how to create

a new puzzle, however, let me explain why I

found fault with this part of the program.
The menu specifies, as choice number one,
"Add New Boards." When this is chosen the

screen shows. "Reading Data From Disk"
and lists the three programs that come with
Picture Puzzle. A question is then asked,

"How many new ones?" You are required to

type a number and the program then asks for
the "filename". Thus, the menu option, plus

these specific questions certainly implies

that a picture can be added to the program
by the user. In addition, the documentation
stated that, in adding a picture, you should

not use the same design in two squares of the

puzzle. The documentation not only does
not state that it is necessary to buy an addi-
tional graphics designing program in order
to add a picture; it does not explain how to
add a picture even if you do have one.

While DSL may feel that the "talking" of

Picture Puzzle is best without using hard-

ware, my opinion is that the result is of low
quality voice reproduction. As 1 said in my
review, it is a good attempt but far from
perfect. Please realize that I feel the program
itself is quite enjoyable and while the talking

does not add to it, it does not detract either.

I am glad DSL tried to return my call. As a

mail order customer who paid for a program
and then made a long distance call to clarify

the documentation. I strongly object to not
getting a reply when I am told I will be

getting one. Perhaps DSL, and other com-
panies, could request a customer's telephone

number and address. If the company were
unsuccessful in returning a telephone call

they could send a form post card stating,

"Sorry! We tried to contact you but could

not. Please either write us with your ques-
tions or call again."

Michael F. Garozzo
Morrisville. PA

Year-End Sale
Basic Technology Offers the Most
Features and Best Quality.

NEW PRICE on Parallel Printer Interface! Direct

connection to your parallel printer. Full handshaking for

Eiaximum data transfer. Centronics compatible
onnector and cable included.

st*mw $64.95
NEW PRICE on Real Time Clock/Calendar! Full feature

clock, calendar with built in rechargeable battery and
charger (requires 12 volts in computer or expansion).

Day. date. 1 2/24 Hour. BCD Binary, automatic leap year

and daylight savings time and more. The best at a new
low price.

s+eiwnr $94.95
NEW PRICE on Versatile Interface Port! Two 8-bit ports

with four control lines — a total of 20 I, O lines for

controlling a robot, reading instruments, controls of

all kinds.

seott $59.95
The Companion — A five slot multipack with position

indicator lights and ON OFF lamp, cold start reset, slots

software or pushbutton selectable, built-in 5 volt supply
and gold connectors.

*«KW)t> $179.95

/^ PARALLEL PORTS REAL TIME CLOCKS EXPANSION

kQCJC DeP,Q P-O.Box 511 Ortonville, Ml 48462

TECHNOLOGY (313) 627-6146

The BT- 1 000 Expansion Interface Unit is a five slot

expansion for dedicated systems. Plug in a disk drive and
I, peripherals. Built-in +, - 12 volt and 5 volt supplies.

Gold connectors, lighted ON, OFF switch, sockets for8K— $199.95
$224.95With KK installed RAM S»75^0

A machine language driver for Color Basic is included
with each peripheral (except BT-I030), OSS) drivers with

source and installation instructions are available at

SI 5.00 each for parallel and serial ports and clocks.

BEORDER NOWH
Add S5 shipping and handling. COD charge S2 Michigan residents add
I"., sales |ax
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The HJL-57 Keyboard

Now available for all models,

including CoCo 2.

Compare it with the rest.
Then, buy the best.
If you've been thinking about
spending good money on a new
keyboard for your Color Computer,
why not get a good keyboard for

your money?

Designed from scratch, the
HJL-57 Professional Keyboard
is built to unlock ALL the
potential performance of your
Color Computer. Now, you can
do real word processing and sail

through lengthy listings.. .with

maximum speed; minimum errors.

At $79.95, the HJL-57 is reason-
ably priced, but you can find
other CoCo keyboards for a few
dollars less. So, before you buy,
we suggest that you compare.

Compare Design.

The ergonomically-superior
HJL-57 has sculptured, low
profile keycaps; and the three-
color layout is identical to
the original CoCo keyboard.

Compare Construction.

The HJL-57 has a rigidized

aluminum baseplate for solid,

no-flex mounting. Switch contacts
are rated for 100 million cycles
minimum, and covered by a spill-

proof membrane.

Compare Performance.

Offering more than full-travel,

bounce-proof keyswitches, the
HJL-57 has RFI/EMI shielding that
eliminates irritating noise on
displays; and four user-definable
function keys (one latchable),

specially-positioned to avoid
inadvertent actuation.

Free Function Key Program
Your HJL-57 kit includes usage
instructions and decimal codes
produced by the function keys,
plus a free sample program
that defines the function
keys as follows: F1 = Screen
dump to printer. F2 = Repeat
key (latching). F3 = Lower case
upper case flip (if you have
lower case capability). F4 =
Control key; subtracts 64 from
the ASCII value of any key
pressed. Runs on disc or tape;

extended or standard Basic.

Compare Installation.

Carefully engineered for easy
installation, the HJL-57 requires

no soldering, drilling or gluing.

Simply plug It in and drop it

right on the original CoCo
mounting posts. Kit includes a

Ordering Information: Specify model (Original, F-verslon. or CoCo 2). Payment by C.O.D.. check.
MasterCard or Visa . Credit card customers include complete card number and expiration date. Add
$2.00 for shipping ($3.50 for Canada). New York state residents add 7% sales tax.

Dealer Inquiries Invited,

new bezel for a totally finished

conversion.

Compare Warranties.

The HJL-57 is built so well, It

carries a full, one-year warranty.
And, it is sold with an exclusive

15-day money-back guarantee.

Compare Value.

You know that a bargain is a
bargain only so long as it lasts.

If you shop carefully, we think

you will agree.. .The HJL-57 is

the last keyboard your CoCo will

ever need. And that's real value.

Order Today.

Only $79.95, the HJL-57 is

available for immediate shipment
for either the original Color
Computer (sold prior to October,
1982) or the F-verslon and TDP-100
(introduced in October, 1982),

and the new 64K CoCo. flow also
available for CoCo 2.

Call Toll Free
1-800-828-6968

In New York 1 -800-462-4891

.

|ra |H (a
R O D U C T

Div. of Touchstone Technology Inc.

955 Buffalo Road • P.O. Box 24954
Rochester, New York 14624

Telephone: (716)235-8358



Software Review* 717Z\

CoCo Checker
Best In Its Class

I first got involved with computers through my interest in

electronics, and 1 got started in that by fixingTV sets. One of

the beginners' books 1 read pointed out that the TV set

would almost tell you what the problem was, if only you
knew how to interpret the picture you saw. Computers are

like that in some respects; as an example, ifyou find that you
aren't getting any signal on your cassettes when you save a

program, you can figure that the single-bit sound circuitry

isn't putting out as it should be. A computer, being the

versatile device that it is, can even help track down its own
troubles, assuming enough of the machine is still working.

Radio Shack has been selling its Diagnostics cartridge

ever since the CoCo came out in 1980 (it's still available by
special order), but it has some limitations and tests only the

computer itself. Spectrum Projects' CoCo Checker not only

gives the CoCo a workout, but exercises the disk controller,

disk drives, printer and Multi-Pak Interface, if you have

them.

CoCo Checker comes on either cassette or diskette; I

tested the disk version. Considering the nature of the pro-

gram, a ROM pack might be more likely to be usable in

some cases, but would be more expensive (and would make
it harder to test the disk system). Bob Rosen at Spectrum
suggested that if you have a disk system, you could copy the

program from disk to cassette when you get it, so you aren't

Your 64k CoCo has up to 88k of memory
You have 64k of RAM and 24k of ROM

Use all of this from BASIC with
this machine language program

PHANTO

MEMORY
TRILLIUM* SYSTEMS

With this you can:-
- Use 32k more data storage
- Chain from program to program
- Use 16 bit Integers
- Dynamically redimension arrays.

Also included, using the PHANTOM, are

PUTIL - A disk utility program

P-INVENT - A RAM based inventory
program using 64k of RAM.

Tape or Disk TRILLIUM SYSTEMS
versions 67 King St. East

U.S.$29-95ea
P&H inc

OSHAWA. ONTARIO
CANADA 1.1 H IB4

dependent on loading it by one means alone later on.

As one might expect, CoCo Checker has test routines for

the cassette port, joystick ports, keyboard, serial I/O port,

RAM, ROMs, sound circuitry and video generator; all of

these are quite complete. The only RS-232 testing is part of

the printer test, so you need a printer to check your
machine's serial I/O circuits. (Radio Shack's cartridge uses

a specially wired shorting plug, which they don't supply, to

feed the CoCo's data output back into the two input lines.)

This test also gives a more complete test of the printer

than the "self-test" mode it probably has, since it checks the

entire signal path. The ROM checksum test is set up for all

the ROMs Radio Shack has released so far. The keyboard
test even checks the function keys found on the HJL, Key
Tronic and Macrotron keyboards. There is even a test for

timing accuracy, comparing the horizontal and vertical

blanking interrupts to the master clock.

The unique features of CoCo Checker are the disk con-
troller, disk drive and Multi-Pak tests. The controller test

runs the controller IC through various steps and checks the

interrupt line. The drive test checks drive speed and then

writes a test pattern to the diskette in the designated drive

and checks for errors. (This of course means a bad disk can
cause a good drive to appear bad.) The Multi-Pak Interface

test routine gives the unit's PAL (programmable array logic)

chip a workout and also checks the select switch circuit.

If you do any repair work on CoCos at all, this program is

an absolute must. Even an ordinary user can benefit from
CoCo Checker, as it tells you whether or not the system is

working properly and even what to tell the repair technician

when it isn't. Now if only there was a video cassette that

could do this sort of thing on TV sets!

(Spectrum Projects, Inc., Box 21272, Woodhaven, NY
11421, or Box 9866, San Jose, CA 95157-0866, $19.95 plus

$3 S/H)

— Ray Edwards

Submitting Material

To The Rainbow
Contributions to THE rainbow are welcome from every-

one. We like to run a variety of programs which will be
useful/helpful/fun for other CoCo owners.
Program submissions must be on tape or disk and it

is best to make several saves, at least one of them in ASCII
format. We're sorry, but we do not have time to key in

programs. AH programs should be supported by some
editorial commentary, explaining how the program works.
WeYe much more interested in how your submission works
and runs than how you developed it. Programs should

be learning experiences.

We do pay for submissions, based on a number of criteria.

Those wishing remuneration should so state when making
submissions.

For the benefit of those who wish more detailed infor-

mation on making submissions, please send a SASE to:

Submissions Editor, THE RAINBOW, P.O. Box 385,

Prospect, KY 40059. We will send you some more
comprehensive guidelines.

Please do not submit programs or articles currently

submitted to another publication.
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PRICKLY-PEAR SOFTWARE
QUALITY PROGRAMS FOR YOUR COCO & TDP-100
PROGRAMS RfQUIRE 16K EXTENDED BASIC FOR TAPE, AND 32K DISK UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

TO PRESERVE QUANDIC —
It has been a long time since we were really

excited about an adventure game. Adventure
In Wonderland was and is the best text ad-
venture ever written for the Color Computer. We
said so, and reviewers agreed!

We are now proud to offer TO PRESERVE
QUANDIC. We believe that this is the best
GRAPHICS adventure ever written for the
Color Computer.

TO PRESERVE QUANDIC is simply in a class
by itself. Although it works just fine on a one
drive system, the game COMPLETELY FILLS
two disks. Over 300K of programming. It is four
times as big as any adventure you have seen
on the Color Computer.

Quite simply, TO PRESERVE QUANDIC sets
a new standard for adventure games on the
Color Computer.

The screen layout is unique. There is a window
at the bottom for text messages, your inventory
is displayed at all times, there is a running real

time clock on the screen, and there is a picture
of your current location so detailed that there
are pictures on the wall, and even flowers on a
table. The whole game is done in full color
highest-resolution graphics. There are no bet-
ter graphics available, period.

The game itself is a work of art in every way.
The puzzles are fun and challenging, you can
use complete sentences, abbreviations, short
phrases, and there are several milestones on
the way to success. Of course you can save the
game in progress.

TO PRESERVE QUANDIC, you must find and
return the missing piece of the time machine,
and the clock is running ... If you think you are
ready for the best graphics adventure ever
written for the Color Computer, don't miss TO
PRESERVE QUANDIC. Packaged on two disks
in a quality vinyl library case. Requires32K and
1 disk drive. If you don't have a disk drive, it will

be worth buying one just for this game. $39.95

SUPER ASTROLOGY -
This program calculates natal horoscopes to
an accuracy of 1 minute of arc. It calculates all

planet positions, moon, nodes, midheaven, as-
cendent, house cusps in five different house
systems, all aspects, and even harmonics. It

does tropical or sideral charts using the geo-
centric or heliocentric coordinate system. The
five house systems available are Regiomon-
tanus, Equal, Koch, Campanus, and Placidus.
The orb for aspects can be specified within the
range of 1 to 9 degrees, and even the minor
aspects are computed. Output can be to the
screen or printer. The program does hours of

calculations in minutes, is in use by many
professional astrologers, and all you have to
know to use it is the date, time, and place of

birth. Sure, there are other Astrology pro-
grams, but why settle for second best? Tape -

$24.95; Disk $29.95

LIZPAC -
If you have a need to do statistical anaylsis, this

is the program you have been waiting for. The
only statistics package that comes close needs
$3000 worth of computer to run, costs $1 995
for the software, and LIZPAC is better! LIZPAC
is 850K of programming, filling 7 disks (with an
eighth disk containing sample data files and
graphs), and comes with a manual that is

nearly 200 8 1
/2 by 1 1 long in a quality binder. It

will do anything you need to do in statistics,

including graphic displays. In its manual, the
list of features and included procedures is five

pages long. Please call or write for specific
information. The package is friendly to use, and
no specialized computer knowledge is needed.
32K disk. $195.00

1-800-223-5369 EXTENSION 256
Send for our free Catalog of 50 Great Programs for your CoCo

POLICY ON PROTECTION
We believe our customers are honest — all ot our
software can be backed up using standard backup
procedures

Dealer and author inquiries are always welcome
Canadian dealers should contact Kelly Software
Distributors. Ltd.. P.O. Box 11932. Edmonton. Al-

berta T5J-3L 1 (403) 42 1 -8003

Your Personal check is welcome - no delay. Include
$1 .50 shipping lor each program ordered. (Shipping free
on $50.00 or larger orders). AZ residents add 7% sales
tax. Orders shipped within two days.

Stocked by Quality Dealers, or

Send Order To PRICKLY-PEAR SOFTWARE
2640 N. Conestoga Ave.

Tucson, Arizona 85749
(602) 749-2864
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Unscramble Those Boxes

With High Resolution

Picture Puzzle

Remember those little puzzles with eight sliding numbers
and one blank? They were numbered one to eight and after

you messed up the order you had to slide each number
around until you could get it numerically correct. The 3x3
box was not too difficult to solve. So how would you like 48

boxes to unscramble, not only with numbers but with two
different types of pictures?

Picture Puzzle is perfect for those of you who like to

unscramble puzzles without having the extreme of a Rubik's

Cube. In addition, the disk version "talks." I feel that the

"talking" is similar to listening to a person using a poor
quality loud speaker system. It is a good attempt at produc-
ing software speech but is far from perfect.

The puzzles are very well done. In addition to the numeri-
cal puzzle (one to 48), there are two picture puzzles. These
are the "hat shape" (this design is featured in DSL's adver-

tisement), and an optical illusion design triangle. After the

disk version says, "CAN YOU SOLVE PORK KA'S (author)

PUZZLE? PLEASE CHOOSE ONE OF THE BOARDS
FROM MENU," the menu appears and you can choose
which puzzle to unscramble. The program shows you the

completed form of the puzzle and then clears the screen and

PARENTS!
GET A KID

HOOKED
ON COMPUTERS

Send for our unique LOGO STARTER program. Use it with

^U
.

r

1? S?™Compu,er and Color L0G0 ,rom Rad '° Shack
(oat. No. 26-2722).
Teachers agree: LOGO is the best way to introduce children

to computers. Now, with LOGO STARTER you won't have to

--. -_£2?k or instruction manual. Just load the LOGOSTARTER tape.
Your child will draw exciting designs right from the start. Youwon t waste your time on a lot of tedious typing. And your child

will be on the way to computer literacy. $1 e\ *»|-

SPEED READING
Busy executives! Students! Increase
your reading speed dramatically.
Best available speed reading program

for the CoCo. Reading material appears
on the TV screen at the speed you select, training you to read
faster. You can even change the speed while reading.
Complete with 6 different text selections. Plus a drill to

improve visual span and perception. $1 -, qj-

WILD PARTY
A naughty, sexy computer game for 2 to 6 couples. RAINBOW:
"Would definitely liven up most parties.'' (Oct. 83) $07 AC
Write us: we'll send you a copy of the review. fc # . if

D

All program* on cassette tape for 16K Color Computer. Exl'd
BASIC not required. Prices Include postage (PA resld. add 6%)
Send check to Dept. R, P.O. Box 210, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

bS.b software <p^

mixes up the puzzle by scrambling the 48 squares. You then

have five minutes to unscramble the puzzle by moving the

squares. Each square is moved into the one blank space by

using the four arrow keys. By manipulating the blank space

you can reassemble the puzzle. The author realized that it

would be necessary to view the completed puzzle from time

to time, so there is a help key, 'H\ that pauses the timer and

allows you to see the completed puzzle. When you are out of

time, the disk turns on and announces, "TOO BAD,
YOU'VE RUN OUT OF TIME. JUST A MOMENT. LET
ME SEE IF YOUR SCORE IS IN THE TOP TEN." If your

score is a high score the program will ask your name and

save your score on the disk. You can continue with another

puzzle or repeat what you have just done. If you solve the

puzzle the statement, "CONGRATULATIONS! YOU
HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETEDTHIS ROUND,"
appears and the computer then allows you to play again. But

each time you solve the puzzle the computer scrambles the

puzzle more than it did previously. This is truly a never-

ending game.

There is a bonus section on the disk that states that you
can create your own puzzle pictures. The instructions say

not to have two areas of the puzzle exactly the same or the

puzzle will look solved but may have the two blocks

swapped. This will cause the computer to lock up.

This is the section l had problems with. The directions are

limited and do not explain how to make up or design a

puzzle for the program. On the menu selection of "add new
boards," the only thing that happens is that the program
writes a new title to the disk. This new title will appear on the

menu but there is no way to develop a new design. In order

to solve this problem I telephoned DSL Computer Pro-

ducts. Their office was closed on the day l called (Monday)
but a tape recording said that if I left a message they would

get back to me. I explained the problem and left my phone

number. They did not return the call. I do not appreciate

getting a tape recording telling me an office is closed and 1

despise being told to leave a message if no return call is

planned. I should mention that I waited eight days for a

response. Many computer users rely upon mail order com-
panies and those companies should be able to work with and
help purchasers of their programs.

Should you purchase High Resolution Picture Puzzle!

Well, do not buy it for the "talking." and do not buy it for

designing your own puzzles, but buy it because the author,

Joe Porkka, has done an excellent job of giving you new
puzzles to solve and hours of fun.

(DSL Computer Products Inc., P.O. Box 1176, Dearborn,
MI 48121, 32K Ext. BASIC, tape S9.95, disk S12.95)

— Michael F. Garozzo
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For ail your COCO Software

write or call:

The USER- FRIENDLY Company

mSm\ DATAFACT SOFTWARE LTD.

PO Box 5356 Stn. B Victoria. B.C. V8R 6S4
Order Line (604) 595-2312
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COMPANY COMMANDER

CINC PAC — Battle ot Midway 32K
Ark Royal's masterpiece game of naval strategy ot perhaps the most im-
portant battle in the history of the United States Navy. Hi Res graphics,
75% machine language allows player to control as many as 41 separate
units on the screen at one time. Command Task Forces 16 & 17 as they
play cat and mouse with the Japanese fleet. Maneuver the Hornet,
Yorktown and Enterprise into the best position. Set courses and launch
search and attack aircraft then hope for the best. Find the enemy fleet,

then pick the targets: Akagi, Soryu, Kaga, Yamato and others in this
historically accurate game. Relive history, Admiral, and it won't be any
easier this time around. Anchors Aweigh.

Game save. Requires disk version to operate on disk. Cassette $27.95.

COMPANY COMMANDER 32K
Game module 1 — House to House. Ark Royal's squad level WWII
infantry combat game.
They said it couldn't be done — a SQUAD LEVEL wargame on a com-
puter — but we've done it. The Line of Sight problem is licked — and the
machine language routines really speed things up.
Game Module #1 comes with House to House map and 10+ scenerios
involving infantry combat in Aachen, Caen, Arnheim, Stalingrad and
other famous WWII city battlegrounds. Combat units include rifle

squads, mortar teams, machine gun crews, engineers, and more
(depending on the scenerio chosen), leaders, vehicles and other
weaponry of WWII. Unique design allows incorporation of future
expansion modules.

Choose campaign play and put yourself on the battlefield, Corporal
Smith or Jones; collect points toward promotion. Order up smoke from
the mortar squad, HE for those dug in units. Take the objective and you
might make Major someday. Just don't step on a land mine.

Comes with House to House game map, more than 10 scenerios, on 2 cassettes, or all on 1 disk.. .$29.95. (Disk included.)

OTHER ARK ROYAL GAMES...
Some at reduced prices!

Waterloo 32K
(Mar '84)- $22.95

Guadalcanal 32K $24.95

Battle For Tunis $24.95

Legatus
(Disk only) $29.95

Kamikaze 32K
(Apr '83)- $19.95

Kamikaze 16K $14.95

Denotes Rainbow eview
month

BATTLE OF THE BULGE 32K
Ark Royal's 1 or 2 player game by the author of Battle For Tunis, Bulge recreates
operation Wacht Am Rhein, Hitler's last desperate gamble of WWII. In none of our
games is the fog of war so apparent than in BULGE. You know the Germans have
attacked in the Ardennes, but little else. What is their strength? Their objective?
Who do you send to repair the huge gap in the American lines? What bridges do
you blow? Can you protect the fuel depots? Where are all those Tigers coming
from? When will the weather clear?

Historically accurate, and a real challenge whether it be against the computer or
a friend. (Just don't humiliate him too badly.) A game you've been waiting for.

Cassette $25.95.

Across the Rubicon 32K
(Feb '84)' $24.95

Across the Rubicon 16K
(Dec '82)

-
$14.95

Mission: Empire 32K
(Oct '82)" $22.95

Mission: Empire 16K' $17.95

Galactic Taipan 32K
(May '84)' $17.95

Starblazer 32K
(Apr '84)' $17.95

Bomber Command 16K
(Jan '84)- $22.95

ARK ROYAL GAMES
P.O. Box 14806

Jacksonville, FL 32238

904-786-8603

Prices on all games include shipping. Florida Residents add 5% lax. All games
available on disk, add $3 00 All programs shipped within 24 hours regardless ol check
or money order. We pay shipping lo U.S. and Canada. Others add 10%. Dealer in-

quiries invited. COD's accepted. All Programs require Color ComPuterTM (Tandy
Corp) or TDP System 100 ComPuterTM <RCA).
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Option 1
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Is Number One
Are you tired of digging through that old small appliance

box trying to find a canceled check, only to find it in the very

bottom? Or devoting an entire wall of filing cabinets just to

store all those checks? Ifyou are like me, you always seem to

lose the checks that you might need later. Maybe you have
one of those little critters that eat some of your canceled
checks ( I can never figure out how these little critters seem to

know which one to eat).

We finally have a Cash Disbursement Program that will

stack up against the big boys called Option 1 by YGS
Software.

After loading Option I you are greeted with the maple
leaf from our beautiful sister country, Canada, then you
are prompted to enter your own unique password (if the
wrong password is entered you will be presented with an
illegal usage message and forced to shut down all equipment
in order to regain control of your system).

Next will be the main menu consisting of:

1) Issue Checks

2) Record deposits

3) Transfer tape file to disk

4) Sort/ View by payee or account number
5) View records by check

6) Obtain balance excl. pay

7) Change records

*** NEW •**

F ormaker 2.0
the fastest, most complete

office package yet!
Totally Menu Driven

Customize with company information & printer
Complete "on screen" instructions

FORMS STORES FIGURES
letter complete forms quantity

invoice item list list

quote subquotes net

purchase order letters discount

mail order footnotes subtotals

confirm order customer info tax

receipt freight, etc.

SEPARATE CONFIGURE
PROGRAM
for company info

printer options

quote & inv. #
w/auto sequencing

auto date

Challenger Software
3703 1 31 st Ave N
Clearwater, FL 33520
or Call (813) 577-3998

PRINTS
form feed

letterhead

envelope

multiple copy

emphasized

* 4o 32Kdisc
VISA.MC

send for more information

and catalog ofother
fine software

198

After your selection has been made, each routine will be
loaded into the system individually. When issuing checks or

recording deposits a check will appear on the screen and
prompt the user to input all of the correct data. The printed

checks feature detailed stub printing, account number, ref-

erence number, dollar amount, check number, discounts,

payee, address, city, state, ZIP code and memo.
Option I is designed to print on formatted checks availa-

ble through New England Business Systems, however ifyou
have your own pre-printed checks you may have to alter the

printer driver to accommodate your own needs. Whichever
the case. Option 1 prints crisp, clean checks at the touch of a

button.

The program checks every keystroke making sure the

correct data is keyed in the proper place, resulting in the

process being somewhat slow, but on the other hand it could

be a timesaver by keeping the user from keying in an entire

check all over again. After practice the process could

become considerably faster.

Option 1 is machine language and consists of a printer

driver for the Epson MX-80 printer or compatible. If you do
not have a compatible printer you can write your own
printer routine, or you can send your printer's manual to

YGS and they will write a routine for your printer at an
hourly rate. Also if you ever want your password changed

you can send the original program to YGS and they will

change your password for 15 percent of the current retail

price of the entire package.

The disk can be backed up but is not executable; first you
must back up the disk with normal backup procedures and
place your new copy someplace out of the way. If your
original disk ever becomes inoperable you can copy the

backup back onto the original disk (if the original disk is

damaged the backup procedure will not work).

A few suggestions that I feel should be in business soft-

ware are:

Two disks should be included in the entire package, elimi-

nating down time as a result of sending the original disk in

for a password change.

Option 1 is written for a one-drive system. An option
should be included using a two-drive system, eliminating the

need to switch between the main disk and a data disk. (There

is a lot of disk switching involved.)

If the user forgets to take out the main disk and place the

data disk in the drive and tries to save any data onto the disk

without removing any write protect device, the system will

crash, resulting in a loss of data that was just input from the

keyboard. The system must be reset and reloaded in order to

regain control. There needs to be an error trapping routine

in this section to eliminate the would-be loss of what could

be valuable information.

Upon receiving my copy of Option 1, 1 was blessed with a

bad disk copy. After fighting with the disk trying to get it to

load, I made a phone call to YGS Software. Assuring me
that they knew what the problem was and it had been
corrected, they sent me a new copy promptly. My experience
with YGS was both courteous and a pleasure as they

handled my problem tactfully and swiftly. So throw away
that old small appliance box and devote all that wasted wall

space to your CoCo and, above all, run that little critter that

eats all those important checks out of business ... I did.

(YGS Software, P.O. Box 208, Brechin, Ontario, Canada
LOK 1B0, $56 U.S., $69.95 Canada)

— Bob Brown
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807 Minutemen Causeway (D-2), Cocoa Beach, Florida 32931

(305) 783-1083 For information or technical support, please
call between 5:30 and 8:30 P.M. Eastern time.
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GET ORGANIZED IN 1985
DAT&O-BASE CALENDAR puts YOU
in charge ol your schedule!

Graphically displays any monthly

calendar between 1 700 and 2099.
You put in up to twelve28 character

memos per day...calendar shows
where the memos are.-call up ot

day shows details.

Use for appointments or a log of past activity.

Search capability allows you to list or print all memos between
two specified dates or only ones meeting key-word criteria.

Date computation shows elapsed time between two dates in

days, weeks, months and years.

Requires 32K in BASIC
TAPE DATE-O-BASE CALENDAR - $1 6.05 (max. 400 memos/
tape file)

DISK DATE-O-BASE CALENDAR- $19.95 (over 4000 memos/
disk...max. 300 memos/month)

**********
DISK DOUBLE ENTRY

II you have spent hours trying to balance your Debits and Credits,

DISK DOUBLE ENTRY is tor you!

Designed for small business, club and personal use.

Enter transactions in a journal type format. Program will maintain

current account balances, produce Trial Balance, Income, and
Balance Sheet reports and complete Account Ledgers.

Will handle up to 300 accounts including report headings and
totals.

Up to 1 400 average transactions on a diskette.

Summary reports and four levels of subtotals available.

Requires 32 K and an understanding of standard double entry

accounting concepts.

$44.95 in BASIC with Machine Language subroutines.

**********
STATEMENT WRITER

For use with (and requires) Disk Double Entry

Produces statements suitable for billing from your Receivables
accounts.

Provides mailing labels to use with yourstatements and account

summaries.

Designed and documented to allow you to change formats to

accommodate your own special needs.

$34.95

**********
That's INTEREST ing

Let your computer do some REAL computation!

Helps you solve problems dealing with time, money, and
INTEREST!
AMORTIZATION TABLES any way YOU want them...even lets

you change any terms mid-schedule!

Calculates Present Value, Future Value, Capital Recovery for

any combination of payments you specify.

Rate of Return computation predicts how hard your money will

be working for you!

Computes Bond yields...current and to redemption.

All answers available on screen or printer.

$29.95 in BASIC

l^S ^^^\

For VISA and Master Card orders:

Include type, account number, expiration

date, signature and phone number.

Sorry! No COD's.

GRAPHIC SCREEN PRINT PROGRAM
Works in all PMODES and lets you shilt screen image anywhere on
the printed page.

Relocatable code lets you use all of your 16K or 32K machine.
Available in Color Basic 1.0 and 1.1/1.2. Use EXEC 41 175 to

see which you have and SPECIFY WITH ORDER.
SPECIFY PRINTER TYPE..in Machine Language

$7.95 - TRS-80C
LP-VII/VIII & DMP 100/200/400/420

$9.95 - Epson GRAFTRAX*. NECe PC 8023 A-C, IDS 440/445,
Paper Tiger* 460/560, Micro Prism 480, Prisme 80/132 (with dot
plotting), TRS-80 C DMP-1 20, DMP-1 10, TDP-1,PROWRITERc Cen-
tronics 739, Microline' 82A/83A (with Okigraph1)/84/92/93, Star
Micronics, Inc. GEMINI 10/10x/15 and Gorilla Banana
(Trademarks of Tandy Corp., Epson America, Inc., C-ltoh, NEC
America, Okidata Corp., Integral Data Systems, Inc.)

**********
ALPHA-DRAW

Works great with GRAPHIC SCREEN PRINT PROGRAM!
Subroutine designed to let you add any keyboard character to

your graphic displays.

You define X and Y coordinates and a string variable of one or

more characters...ALPHA-DRAW does the rest!

BONUS - includes instructions for a true line-numbered merge
of tape files.

$8.95 in BASIC

**********

m
43

+69
102

1+4+6=11

HELP YOUR
CHILDREN
HELP
THEMSELVES

MATH TUTOR
5 Programs in 1...ranges from simple addition through long

division with 4 levels of difficulty.

Requires regrouping to be shown...provides for trial quotients in

long division.

Shows how to correct errors...step by step approach stresses

accuracy.

$13.95 in BASIC

**********
SPELLING TEACHER

Teaches students their own word lists...tape or disk files hold up
to 200 words each.

Suitable for any level from kindergarten to college.

Misspelled words are retaught to reinforce correct spelling.

Words presented in 4 lively formats - study, scrambled word
game, trial test, final test.

$12.95 in BASIC

ALL PROGRAMS require Extended Color Basic

and are delivered on cassette. All, except Tape
Date-O-Base Calendar, are DISK System
compatible.

U.S. and CANADA add $1.00 per order for

shipping. Overseas $2.50 per order. All prices

in U.S. dollars. Florida residents add 5% sales

tax. Return within two weeks if not completely

satisfied.

RAINBOW
CCMTOTCATION

ALL LISTED
PROGRAMS
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Tic-TacMath
Improves Arithmetic Skills

Tic-Tac Math is a tic-tac-toe game in Hi-Rcs graphics

combined with exercises in solving math problems (addi-

tion, subtraction, or multiplication, no division) at a level of

difficulty chosen by the student at the start of each game.
Tic-Tac Math is easy to CLOAD and RUN. All other

instructions and an explanation of the game can be dis-

played while using the program. After the title page you are

offered a choice of three types of problems: addition, sub-

traction and multiplication. You must then select the level of

difficulty (easy, medium or hard). The level of difficulty in

Tic-Tac Math is not increasingly more difficult problems
such as two- or three-digit numbers, but rather a decreasing

amount of time available to answer the problems! Easy gives

you three seconds. Medium — two seconds. Hard — one
second. All of these times can be changed by passing

through the instruction screen, which comes up next after

selection of difficulty. If you choose not to see the instruc-

tion screen you go directly to the gameboard screen, and the

timer remains at one, two or three seconds.

The instruction screen gives you brief instructions, an
explanation of the game and the opportunity to either

increase or decrease the response time allowed for each

problem. The documentation (one typewritten sheet) gives a

conflicting explanation of this response, but the program's

GRAFPLOT
TURNS THIS INTO THI1

% 1982
£ Months Since CoCo'

With GRAFPLOT you can be a graphic artist 1 Get your paint across
by turning dull rows and columns of numbers into dazzling high
resolution graphs. You'll never need to use graph paper, rulers
or messy ink again. Improve your image and impress your boss 1

* IMO H I »K ! NONEY—BftCK GUARANTEE !

* F"REE R/S SCREENPRINT PROGRAM '

FULLY AUTOMATIC OF>ERAT I OM
"A great package gets even better ... totally impressed ...
equally useful in the home and office ... meticulous, hand-
holding documentation very easy to use" RAINBOW, 6/84 E. 7/83

gh quality product slick presentations" Hot CoCo, 8/84

f?

Universal Screenprlnt Loidtr for non-Radio Shack printer*.
Full ASCII upper and lower case in 4 on-screen labels.
Automatical lv scales and labels axes with "neat" tic marks.
Full (unction data editing: add. change, delete and sort.
Graphs and data output to screen, printer, tape or disk.
Calculates user-defined functions, moving averages (binomial

smoothing), cumulative totals and integrals (areas).
Saves completed graphs for instant reloading.
Works with all CoCo models - requires Extended BASIC.
Disk Only: display or print directory, kill or rename files.

16K TAPE - S33.00, 32K TAPE - S40.00, 32K DISK - S4S.00 (US)

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR SRAFPLQT OR ORDER DIRECT FROM.

MANXES RESEARCH SERVICES, 839 STANFORD AVE, OAKLAND, CA 94608

YOUR PERSONAL CHECK IS WELCOME I

•3.00 SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS.
SHIPMENT WITHIN 48 HOURS'

CA. RESIDENTS ADD BALE8 TAK.

screen was correct: Pressing the 'IT speeds up the response

time (gives you less time to answer) and pressing 'D' slows

down the time (gives you more time). For each time the 'IT

or 'D' is pushed, the time is decreased or increased by a

factor of 1.5, e.g., the Easy level originally gives you three

seconds. Pushing 'D' once gives you 3 x 1 .5 or 4.5 seconds.

Pushing 'D' again will result in 4.5 x 1.5 or 6.75 seconds.

Pushing ENTER on the instruction screen sends you to the

gameboard screen.

The gameboard is drawn and divided into numbered
squares (one through nine). You are prompted to choose a

number and are in full control of which squares are to be

played. You do not have to play a square just to block the

computer. Immediately after choosing a number, a problem
appears on the screen to the right of the gameboard and the

timer begins. If the problem is answered correctly and within

the time limit, the student wins the square with an 'X'. Each
correctly answered problem gets one of three responses

placed on the screen: "CORRECT," "GREAT," or "TER-
RIFIC." If the time runs out or the answer is incorrect, then

the computer wins the square with an 'O' and "INCOR-
RECT" appears on the screen.

If neither you nor the computer wins the game by the time

all the squares are played, the board is rebuilt and play

begins again using the options selected for the previous

game. If you are successful and complete a tic-tac-toe, you
are rewarded with ascending notes and "YOU WON" is

placed on the screen below the board. If you lose, "COM-
PUTER WON" appears and descending notes are heard.

You then go back to the selection of the type of problem and
start the cycle over again. If you do not pass through the

instruction screen, the timer is set according to the difficulty

selection and docs not keep the setting of the previous game.
This bothered my kids somewhat at first.

A couple of things bothered me about Tic-Tac Math.
First and foremost is the level of difficulty. The differences

between difficulty levels using a time factor are somewhat
insignificant as the student can pick the Hard level and
transform it into a Super Easy level through the instruction

screen, as my son, age seven, usually did. The unmodified
Hard level is very discouraging even foran adult math major
with touch typing. Mentally one knows the answer the

instant the problem is placed on the screen. However, find-

ing and pressing the right keys in less than one second is very

difficult.

I much prefer the option of working with more difficult

numbers. This was also expressed by my oldest daughter
(age 10). The actual range of numbers used are one-digit

numbers from two to nine. There are no ones or zeros. The
student is given no second chance at a wrong answer and
more importantly, 1 feel, there is no correct answer shown if

your answer is wrong.

Nevertheless, my son still enjoys and talks about Tic-Tac

Math even after several days of playing. Tic-Tac Math can
provide the slow learner in math with ample time to solve

problems and be rewarded with the accomplishment of get-

ting tic-tac-toe. And it can provide competitive excitement
to those early grade school students who are more masterful

of mathematics. If your children are in the early develop-
ment stage of math, Tic-Tac Math can provide a good
foundation for basic math while they enjoy playing a game
of tic-tac-toe.

(Wish Software, P.O. Box 7366, Johnston, RI 02911, I6K
ECB, tape $24.95)

— Kenneth D. Peters
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Play The Lottery

With Lotto

With taxpayers across the country jerking their collective

knee at the mere mention of raising taxes, some of our state

governments have initiated lotteries that give everyone an
equal chance at becoming a millionaire and at the same time

lotteries bring in some much needed revenue to the state

coffers.

Like most other gamblers, lottery players have their own
techniques of selecting the winning numbers to write on
their ticket. Some use special dart boards, patent numbers
on manhole covers or intricate formulas like multiplying

their birth date by their social security number and then
dividing that figure by the total albatross population of

Tasmania. It's no wonder that in this high-tech world some-
one would write a program to handle the number selection

process for you.

This program, called Lotto, requires I6K cassette and is

written in BASIC. All you do to get started is to CLOAD
Lotto and RUN. The instructions scroll across the screen at

a very slow rate and it takes about two minutes for them to

complete. No hard copy documentation is included, or for

that matter, is needed.

Lotto is written using the state lottery rules as found in

Maryland, but instructions are given for making the simple

changes to match the rules in any state lottery. Unfortu-
nately the line numbers referenced for change are not accu-
rate or complete and some knowledge of basic by the user

will be required to spot the error and make the right changes.

A spelling error was noticed on one of the screen prompts
but that can be easily fixed as well.

What does this program do? It picks out 40 or more
different random numbers and displays them on the screen

for you. Il uses Basic's RUN command to get the numbers
but as many of you know, there is a bug in the RUN
command that can be somewhat cured by including a pro-

gram line that includes the statement X-RND(-TIMER).
This fix is not included in the program so the random
numbers generated are not quite as random as they could be.

During the number selection process the text screen is

flashing a different color for each number generated and
then all 40 numbers are displayed in no particular format or
grouping.

Even if there were no bugs or errors in the program, the

low purchase price does not justify plunking down any
amount ol cash for such a simple program that even a novice
programmer could hack out in about five minutes.

(RAM Publications, 1088 Poplar Tree Drive, Annapolis,

MD 21401, tape S5.95)

— J. Michael Nowicki

P.O. Box 3448. Durham. N.C. 27702»(919)286-3445
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MOVING UP

The Color Computer is good-but-

when you need more power:

*MADE BY MITSUBISHI

*99% IBM COMPATIBLE

* 128K RAM MEMORY

* 2 DOUBLE SIDED DISK DRIVES

* 80 x 24 DISPLAY MONITOR

$1695

PRINTERS

C-ltoh 8510AP Prowriter— $ 319.

120 c. p. s.

C-ltoh 8510BPI Prowriter- $ 389.

IBM compatible

C-ltoh 8510SP Prowriter— $ 429.

new! ! 180 c.p.s.

C-ltoh 8510SCP Prowriter- $ 499.

new! ! 7 colors

Gemini 10X $ 249.

120 c.p.s.

Gemini 15X $ 399.

120 c.p.s.

plus shipping

DISK DRIVES

& ACCESORIES
O.

TEAC FD54A- $99.
single sided, 40 track

TEAC FD55A $ 129.

single sided, 40 track

TEAC FD55B-- $ 155.

double sided, 40 track

TEAC FD55F $ 169.

double sided, 80 track

J&M Disk Controller- $ 125.

( J DOS or RSDOS )

Dual Drive Case & Ps.- $ 59.

Dual Drive Cable $ 23.

PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE

POWER SUPPLY
no' ntedtd with
Gemini ond C-i lo*1

prin< tri

WORKS WITH AIL STANDARD
PARALLE L PRI NTERS

SWITCH SELECTABLE
BAUD RATES FRO"
300 TC 9600

COMPUTER
CONNECTOR

SUILT-1N MODEM
CONNECTOR
lome pinout oi

Colo' Computer
t.'ial I/O pot)

PRINTER CONNECTOR
highn' qualify
With m.lol lK.ll

ond gold conroc'l

MODEL 1

$ 59.95
with modem connector

& switch

without power $ 54.95

MODEL 2

$ 49.95
without modem connector

& switch

without power $ 44.95
ADD 3.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING

•; CHRISTMAS •;m special m
COMPLETE DRIVE SYSTEM

TEAC FD54A DISK DRIVE

J&M DISK CONTROLLER
(J DOS or RSDOS )

DUAL DRIVE CASE &
POWER SUPPLY

DUAL DRIVE CABLE

COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL

$275.
plus shipping

DRIVE
DISK SYSTEMS

O.

J&M DISK CONTROLLER
(J DOS or RSDOS )

DUAL DRIVE CASE & POWER
SUPPLY, CABLE, & MANUAL

PLUS YOUR CHOICE OF ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING DRIVES.

TEAC FD55A-

TEAC FD55B-

$ 305.

$330.

TEAC FD55F $ 345.

plus shipping

_r

TRI-TECH ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 8100 ROCHESTER, MICH. 48308 (313) 254-4242
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The A nimator Turns CoCo
Into An Animation Studio

A lot of attention has been focused lately on computer-
generated animation used in popular movies like Star Wars,

commercials and even demonstration films like Panasonic-

Plane (where the company's 3-D TV system is shown off

by a paper airplane flying around a house). Next to this

sort of thing (which even local TV stations are using for

news and weather coverage these days), what you typically

see on your home computer looks rather tame. Triad

Pictures' The Animator can give you a taste of computer-
generated animation on the CoCo, and teaches you about
the way studios like Warner and Disney do animated
cartoons.

The program's sections are arranged (and named) like

the departments of a film studio. The "background studio"

is where you draw the backgrounds for the scenes. The
"eel animation studio" lets you draw the various objects

(as if on the cellophane sheets used for film animation),

and the "camera department" combines backgrounds and
eels to create the finished picture. The "sound effects studio"
lets you add sound to the picture, and the "screening room"
is where you watch the finished presentation. Finally, the

"lab" makes copies of the film or of the background and
eels.

The background section is more or less a normal Hi-
Res screen drawing program, working only in PMODE
3. You can move and draw in all directions using the arrow
keys, change colors and paint enclosed areas. The pel

animation section is similar, only here you are drawing
as many as 32 small objects (or variations on an object)

instead of a whole scene. The eel printer function lets you
"take a picture" of a particular eel and "print" it in one
or more eel locations, so you can repeat all but a small
part of an object.

In the camera department you combine the background
and the objects on the eels to form frames. In each frame
you can place one or more of the eels over the background
in desired positions (or have a frame with no objects), then
shoot a frame and go on to the next. When you have
shot all the frames in your sequence, you cut the end of
the film and return to the main menu. There is also what
the author calls a "rotoscope;" it's similar in function to

the 8mm home movie editors that used to be common
(or more like a good industrial video recorder), in that

it lets you look at the film step-by-step or at normal speed
in either direction. You can even put the "film" back in

the "camera" at any desired frame (sounds more and more
like video, doesn't it?) to shoot over from a desired point.

You can shoot up to 625 frames.

The sound effects section has 12 commonly used sounds
in its library. To use a sound effect you simply use the
"rotoscope" viewer to locate the point at which you want
it to come up, then select the desired effect and press T
for insert. Finally, the screening room "projects" the entire

FACTORY CLOSE OUT!

. .$99.00

TANDY SYSTEM 100
PERSONAL COMPUTER
(By The Makers Of Radio Shack '" Computers)

16K EXTENDED COLOR BASIC
W/DUST COVER

Factory Fresh with full factory warranty
Limited supply — first come — first served

Send Check, money order or — use your MasterCard, Visa or American Express
SHIPPED TO YOU ANYWHERE IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.A. AT NO CHARGE.

RADIO SHACK is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP.

ABACUS Wfpffmra

«@1§
Wholesale distributors of tandy'" computer systems

CDfTFUTER
DISTRIBUTORS

16012 South Cottage Grove Ave., South Holland, IL 60473
Division of Union Electronics, Inc.

312-339-2777
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cartoon with sound — and does it over and over without

stopping until you press 'D' to go back to the main menu.

The lab saves or loads a background, a set of eels, both

ofthem or an entire presentation (consisting of background,

eels and instruction codes to re-create the finished product).

All the basic functions are explained in the first half

of the manual; the second half is a 16-page animation

textbook written by the program's author, Dwayne
Osterbauer. In it he talks about advanced animation

techniques in great detail; he speaks mostly in "film" terms

(1 get the feeling that he's either a very avid cartoon buff

or has been/ is in the business himself), but fully explains

how they fit on the CoCo using his program. Several

demonstrations are provided that go with the book.

The one thing that, more than anything else, causes the

obvious difference between The Animator and real

animation is not the relatively low resolution (it doesn't

seem so bad), but the low frame rate, roughly seven or

eight frames per second. Motion seems much jerkier than

even the low-budget Hanna-Barbera cartoons, which were

shot at only 12 frames per second. The frame rate is

understandable, given the juggling act involved in moving

eels (the program has to redraw the eels over the

background for each frame and add sound, all in real

time).

The Animator's graphics can, of course, be recorded in

one of several ways. If you have a video recorder, just

feed the CoCo's RF output into the VCR's VHF antenna

input, set the recorder tuner to the right channel and away
you go. Unfortunately, it's very difficult to stop the tape

at exactly the right point for the end of a scene and restart

for the beginning of the next scene (if that's your intention)

on home-type recorders. You could also use an "XL type"

Super 8 camera on a tripod to shoot from the TV set

(older movie cameras don't work well in this application);

editing is more precise here, and if the camera has a single-

frame option you can place one frame of animation on
each frame of film, bringing the frame rate up to 18.

The Animator certainly is a one-of-a-kind package; I've

never seen something like this on any other home computer.

This seems like a very good buy for the CoCo.

(Triad Pictures

cassette $35)

Corp., Box 1299, Sequim, WA 98382

— Ed Ellers

One- Liner Contest Winner . . .

For those of you who like nice, neat printouts of disk

directories, this will do the job nicely. Simply put your

printer online, insert the desired disk in drive 0, ENTER its

name and the program does the rest.

Dave Helfrich

_.. ,. .. New Port Richer. FL
The listing:

10 PRINT#-2: INPUT "DISK NAME";X*:
PRINT#-2, X*:PRINT#-2,

"

" :P0KE1 11, 254: DIR: PRINT
#-2:PRINT#-2, "FREE SPACE"FREE (0)

"GRANULES " : PR I NT#-2 : PR INT#-2 , "

—

"
: BOTO10

(For this winning one-liner contest entry, the author has been sent copies of both The

Rainbow Book Of Adventure and its companion Rainbow Adventure Tape.)

PAYROLL

RB1284a

Telephone 312/944-2444
Computer Bulletin Board

312/278-9513
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Organize Your Disk Library

With Where's-It

By A. Buddy Hogan

Have you ever asked yourself, "Now where is that pro-
gram that lets me copy files from one disk to another with-
out doing all that typing?" Or some similar question that has
to do with a lapse of memory concerning the location of a
program on a disk? Everyone who has a disk collection of
more than a few disks will ask such a question sooner or
later. Where's-h is a utility that allows you to answer such
questions. It is a straightforward program that does what it

is advertised to do.

Where's-Ii is simply a disk index database management
utility program. It allows you to create a database consisting
of the directories of as many of your disks as you desire
(however, no more than 972 program names can be used to
build each index). You are then able to manipulate the data
to suit your needs. Where's-U is supplied on disk and is

compatible with the 32K Extended basic Color Computer
and requires at least one disk drive. The main program is

written in BASIC while the sort routine is provided as a
separate machine language program on the disk.

Upon running Where's-h, you are presented with a well
designed menu screen that displays the nine options availa-

Talk is Cheap!
your color computer can talk for only

speak UP!™ is a machine language,
voice synthesizer program for the
TRS-80 Color Computer* it Is 100%

software—nothing else to buy. Best of
all, you can make BASIC programs talk!

•16K, 32K, 64K all on one cassette
•Text-to-speech makes It easy to use
•SPEAK UP! will say anything
•Reviewed in April '83 issue of Rainbow
•Reviewed In Oct. '83 Color Computer
•COD, VISA, mc, checks—no delay

ORDER NOW 800-334-0854 «T 890

/^\

P.O. Box 3318
Chapel Hill, NC 27515

tm by Tandv Corp.
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ble to you. I'm going to list these options as they would be
used rather than in the order presented in the menu (soft-
ware developers would do well to present menus in this

manner so that they are more useful):

1) ADD NEW DISK — This is the option that allows you
to input the directories from your disks. The procedure is

very simple. You are asked for a disk identifier (not more
than five characters long) and then are directed to place the
disk in the proper drive (the documentation tells you how to
modify the program for two-drive operation). The directory
is then read in very fast and you are asked for another disk
identifier so that you can quickly add as many disk directo-
ries as you desire. 1 used 13 full disks containing 340 pro-
grams to test Where's-h and was able to build the database
in less than seven minutes. The program actually stores the
program name, the extension and the disk identifier for each
program on the disk being added to your index.

2) SORT — allows you to sort the contents of your
database in alphabetical order without regard to upper- or
lowercase. The sort is fast since it is done in machine lan-
guage. My 340 program index took less than a minute. An
audible tone lets you know when the sort is complete. A nice
feature would be the option to also sort by disk identifier.

This way you would be able to see at a glance all of the files

on a particular disk. You would obviously have to be able to
store the identifier sort as a separate file.

3) LIST INDEX — prints the index file to the screen 10
programs at a time. ENTER advances the screen display to
the next ten programs. An up-arrow returns you to the
menu.

4) PRINT INDEX — prints your index file on an 80-
column printer in three columns with a maximum of 162
program names on each page (54 in each of the three
columns). This is where the 972 record limit comes from (six
pages of 162 each). The printout is clearly the most impres-
sive feature of this program. The print routine was written
for an Epson FX-80 and provides a title for each page of the
printout that displays DISK DIRECTORY INDEX at the
top in expanded print. The next line, still in expanded print,

is FILENAME: XXXXXXXX - PAGE X where the X's are
substituted with the proper filename and page number. The
printout continues with three columns, each headed with
FILENAME EXT DISK. These headings are in the normal
Epson print font and are underlined. The print routine then
prints out the filename, extension and disk identifier for
each program that is contained in your index. After 60 lines,

it skips to the top of the next page, places the printout title

lines and column headers at the top and continues the
printout.

5) SEARCH — lets you find either a program by name or
a particular disk by the identifier that you have assigned to
it.

6) DELETE/ UPDATE DISK - you may delete the
directory of a disk from your index or add the directory of a
disk that you have updated since it was first entered into
your index by selecting either DELETE or UPDATE. You
are then prompted for the disk identifier of the proper disk.

7) SAVE FILE — your index file is saved to disk with this
option. Ifyou started the current session by loading an index
or have saved the current index once before during the
current session, you may save the index by simply ENTERing
up-arrow after selecting this option from the menu.

8) LOAD FI LE — is used to load a previously saved index
from disk.
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9) MAKE NEW FILE — erases any data in memory and

allows you to start building a new index. Since this is a

destructive feature, the program prompts you to be sure that

you want to use this option.

At the bottom of the menu display is the filename of the

index that was loaded, the number of programs contained in

the index and the number of programs that can be added to

it.

The program prompts you for input by flashing the cursor

at the proper location. Input is taken immediately without

the need to hit ENTER except for a filename or identifier.

Error handling is excellent. If you have a problem while

using the program, just ENTER BREAK and then GOTO 100

to get back to the main menu. You are not allowed to select

options that require an index to be in memory if you don't

have one there and you are not allowed to SORT or

SEARCH if you only have one record in memory.
The documentation consists of five 8 Vi x 1

1 -inch sheets of

yellow paper printed in the normal fashion and folded in the

middle. The documentation is adequate but could be

improved. It leaves one wonderingjust how you are to begin

to use the program. Ifyou follow the sequence of the options

as presented, you begin with MAKE NEW FILE (which

talks about erasing the contents of memory — before you
have entered anything into memory) then go to LOA D (you

have nothing to load yet) and SA K£(save what?) before you
get to ADD NEW DISK (which is where you begin).

The most glaring omission from the documentation is in

the part that describes the PRINTINDEX option. You are

told that the print routine was written for an Epson FX-80

and you are told that you might need to change some of the

print variables (these are identified along with the line

number where they need to be changed). However, when
you get to the section on the Baud rate, you are informed

that the Baud rate for the FX-80 is 9600 and that, "You may
have to delete this line or replace it with some other value."

End of instructions. It would not have been that difficult for

the distributor to have informed purchasers of the program

of the values needed to be used in Line 801 for the various

Baud rates that different printers require. My Epson MX-80
worked just fine after Line 801 wasdeleted. Running it with

Line 801 produced garbage on the printer since the Baud

rate was much faster than my MX-80's 600 rate. Perhaps this

observation comes under the heading of nitpicking since the

owners of printers that run at other than the standard CoCo
600 should already be aware of the value that they need to

poke into memory location 150 to produce the required

Baud rate.

Where's-Il is a worthwhile program that performs as

advertised and would be a welcome addition to the collec-

tion of CoCo disk users who have accumulated enough

programs on disk that they have to ask themselves that

troubling question from time to time, "Where's it?"

(Jarb Software, 1636 D Ave., Suite C, National City, CA
92050,519.95)

!!! FREE !!!
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CoCo Can Engineer

With Space Frame

Because I used overlays years ago to "shoehorn" a major
rotary-winged aeroelastic analysis into an early mainframe,
I know 16K is big enough for serious work! Because I have
edited reports for publication, 1 know a word processor is

not a glorified electric typewriter. A spreadsheet is as far

ahead of a hand calculator as the calculator is ahead of a
slide rule.

But when the disparaging question is posed, "Can you
really do anything professional on that little machine?"
a negative answer can result from a limitation in the
software market. I do not expect to find a supersonic wind
tunnel calibration program in this magazine, and if I want
another aeroelastic program (Color Computer compatible),

I had better write it myself. In short, professional,

specialized software is in short supply and the Color
Computer user should be glad of any high quality additions
to this market.

That is why Kage Engineering's release of a finite element
structural analysis program is good news. Structural analy-
sis means "Is a structure strong enough?" Can your roof
withstand a snow load, or is the TV antenna mast adequate?

NEED AN INEXPENSIVE
SERIAL-PARALLEL

INTERFACE?
SP-2 INTERFACE for EPSON PRINTERS: f^

300-19.200 BAUD rates
"-'-""

Fits inside printer — No AC Plugs

Optional external switch
(
s5°° extra) frees

parallel port for use with other computers
*49' 5

(plus *2°° shipping)

SP-3 INTERFACE for MOST OTHER PRINTERS:
300-19,200 BAUD rates

External to printer — No AC Plugs

Built in modem/printer switch—no need for
Y-cables or plugging/unplugging cables
$645

(plus s2°° shipping)

Both also available for RS-232. Apple IIC and Macintosh computers
Co Co Serial Cables 15 ft.—HO.

Co Co/RS-232 Cables 15 ft.—*20. Other cables on request.

CP.O. Box 492
Piscataway, NJ 08854

f4 (201)752-0144

R ENGINEERING

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED!

Finite element means to do the analysis by visualizing

("modeling") the structure as if it were composed of a large
number of little springs, usually metallic. The method is

in common use in the aerospace industry, and was used
on NASA's space shuttle.

Of course, when simplified to a home computer, a number
of subtleties are sacrificed. Space Frame does not include
buckling or torsion effects, works entirely below the plastic
deformation range, and defaults to steel unless told other-
wise. (That would be minor for most users, but for us
aluminum addicts it means overridinga default on each and
every element input.)

As far as I know, this program has no competition, so it is

Space Frame or hand drudgery for many engineers in pri-
vate practice.

Kage Engineering claims it will run even on 16K. My
CoCo is a 64K machine. I have used it not only for the test

cases supplied, but even to analyze a fairly complex sphere I

designed. The program can use the high speed poke, but I

have only tried that on one simple model — it worked fine.

Without the high speed poke, a 24-element, 16-node model
took about 13 minutes to run. I would consider that time
quite acceptable.

The program does retain three dimensions, which means
it can do real world problems as well as teach engineering.
The documentation is relatively complete, and the two
examples will refresh the memories of engineers who are
rusty on this discipline. I encountered two problems in using
the program. On my most complex model, the node defor-
mation table which printed out at the end was not consistent
with the element deflections printed just above. That may
indicate a bug, or may be a problem in my model of the
structure, it is hard to tell.

My other problem was on I/O. Space Frame provides the
capability of saving one's input to cassette at two distinct
points in the analysis. The first worked as advertised; I never
was able to recover data saved at the second point. 1 do not
consider that problem serious because most users could
discipline themselves to use the first option. Conversion to
disk appears simple — I know how to, but not having disk I

did not bother. The progam drove a Radio Shack DM P-200
properly with no problems.

Space Frame is supplied with a utility to enable 64K users
to get 8K extra by disabling Extended BASIC. The utility
worked properly, and would seem a good idea for most users
because it is very difficult to tell in advance how much
storage a complex model will require. For most users, the
program will be adequate, but I would not suggest trying to
model the Eiffel Tower on a CoCo!
So long as I have access to more elegant and larger ver-

sions free through my employer, I would personally have
little incentive to buy this program. (1 am licensed for private
consulting practice, but am not doing any.) However, were I

doing consulting - or even teaching at the university level— I know of no other program available in this field and I

found Space Frame did its job properly with no major
criticisms. I look forward eagerly to more specialized engi-
neering software from a firm that clearly put together a good
product.

(Kage Engineering, P.O. Box 3010, I.akewood, CA 90711,
cassette $50)

— H. Larry Elman
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Run CP/M
With Color Power II

By Peter A. Stark

Originally written in 1 973 for the 8080, CP/ M is undoubt-

edly the grand-daddy of microcomputer operating systems.

There isn't a 6809 version of CP/ M, but it is still possible to

run it on the Color Computer with the addition of the Color

Power II module which, through a combination of hard-

ware and software, puts a Z-80 microprocessor on the Color

Computer bus.

CP/M has one feature which distinguishes it from the

others — its tremendous popularity. This popularity has led

to the availability of thousands of programs. While some of

these may not run on the Color Power II, there is still a huge

base of available CP/M programs, both large and small.

The Hardware
Color Power II (111 refer to it as CPU from now on) is a

metal box, about the size of Radio Shack's computer

cassette recorder, which plugs into the expansion port on the

right side of a 64K Color Computer. The disk controller, in

turn, plugs into the right side of CPU.
CPU itself contains more than two dozen integrated cir-

cuits. To avoid loading down the CoCo power supply, CPU
has its own supply in the form of an external power trans-

former that plugs into a wall outlet and connects to a jack on

the back of the CPU.
Inside CPIIis a Z-80 CPU, a 6845 video controller, 2K of

video RAM memory, an EPROM character generator, and

an assortment of unmarked TTL ICs. The entire assembly is

very professionally constructed, with gold-plated connec-

tors and a solid support for the entire assembly.

Since the CPU provides a display of 24 lines by 80 charac-

ters wide, in both upper- and lowercase, a good video moni-

tor is needed. CPU does not provide an RF output like the

CoCo's; a composite video output jack must be connected to

the video input of the monitor.

The CP/M Disk Operating System

CPU comes with a copy of CP/ M version 2.2. The CPU
disk is supplied in a dual format — track one and part of

track 17 are in Radio Shack format, while the rest of the disk

has CP/M files. To start CP/M, you must type LOADM
"CP2 "and then EXEC. This loads a boot program, switches

to 64K mode, and then loads and starts CP/M itself.

Once CP/ M is started, operation will be very familiar to

anyone who has used another DOS on the CoCo. CP/M has

a number of built-in functions such as D1R (to display a disk

directory), ERA (to erase a file), REN (rename a file), TYPE
(display the contents of an ASCII file), SAVE (to save

memory contents to the disk), or USER (which allows a sort

of segmented directory structure). These can be run by just

typing their names followed by any arguments that they

need.

Typing any other command causes CP/ M to look on the

disk fora command file by the same name. If found, that file

is executed. CPU comes with the following CP/M com-
mand files on the disk:

PIP is a 'Peripheral Interchange Program.' It is used

primarily for copying one or more files from one disk

to another, although it can also transfer files or data to

and from disks, keyboard, display or printer. PIP
cannot be used to copy files on a single drive.

STAT can be used to display the status ot disks or

files. For example, since DIR does not tell the size of a

file or how much space remains on a disk, STAT can

be used to provide this information.

SUBMIT and XSUB allow you to set up often-used

combinations of commands as disk files and then call

them with a single line command.
ED is the standard CP/M text editor. It is a line

editor rather than a screen editor; this means that you

do not see an entire screen full of text at one time, but

only see the line you are currently typing on or perhaps

the few lines directly above it, and you cannot use the

cursor keys to move back and forth through your text.

ASM is the standard CP/M 8080 assembler. It uses

8080 mnemonics rather than those of the Z-80 which is

used in the CPU.
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LOAD is used along with ASM to convert the out-
put of the assembler into a form which can be loaded
and executed.

DU M P is a program for printing out the contents of

a disk file in hexadecimal. The assembly language code
for this file is also supplied, both for experimenting
with the assembler, and also to show how user pro-
grams may be written to access CP/M.
DDT is the 'Dynamic Debugging Tool,' a debug-

ging monitor program. It allows you to list or modify
memory and start or trace programs.

CPU Implementation of CP/M
The CPU implementation ofCP/M consists of two parts

— the adaptation of CP/ M itself and a collection of com-
mand programs for use with it. (This review describes ver-
sion 1.5 of CPUs CP/M software.)

Adapting CP/M to a new computer involves writing
some code known as BIOS — the Basic Input Output Sys-
tem — which is the link between CP/ M and the hardware of
the computer. In CPU this code links the core of CP/M to

the CoCo keyboard, display, printer port and disk interface.

CP//lets the keyboard generate the full 96-character print-

able ASCII character set, plus control codes such as
Control-C (used to restart CP/M) and ESC (used in many
commercial programs). Many of these can be generated by
single key closures, while some codes require that you press
two keys at the same time.

As mentioned earlier, C/V/includes a high resolution 24 x
80 display interface. Since this display is handled by hard-

ware rather than software, it can provide excellent display
quality if used with a good monitor. The video interface
program which drives that hardware ha:s been programmed
to emulate the popular LSI ADM-3a terminal, so that pro-
grams written for the ADM-3a will drive the CPU screen in

the same way. This is especially important for those pro-
grams which move the cursor around the screen. The only
disadvantage in this case is that video display is much slower
than we are accustomed to with regular CoCo BASIC.
CPU uses the standard CoCo printer port in the back of

the computer. It allows operation at rates from 300 to 4800
Baud, with either seven or eight bits per character, and with
either one or two stop bits. It also allows selection of
whether line feeds will be fed through or not. and how the
printer handshaking will be done. This covers a wide variety
of printer configurations, both Radio Shack's and others'.

The disk interface portion of the BIOS is quite interesting
in itself. According to the folks at Color Power Unlimited,
they found that the Z-80, even running at 4 MHz, was not
fast enough to handle the disk interface at double-density
speeds, so they decided to let the 6809 in the CoCo handle
that part of the job. The result, they say, is a complex blend
ofZ-80 and 6809 programming and hardware for which they
have applied for a patent.

CPU uses the same basic disk format as CoCo disks — 35
tracks of eighteen 256-byte sectors each. This is quite differ-
ent from CP/ M's 128-byte sector, and so they pack two of
CP/ M "s sectors into one CoCo sector. The result is a total of
I46K of storage on one disk. (It is possible to use up to 40
tracks, but 80-track or double-sided operation is not possi-
ble.) A by-product of this disk format is that CoCo Disk

Parents! I/I/ant to stimulate your child's learning?

K i: S EARLY U-AKMXG SI-RIKS^
ABCS In Color

Speed your ( liil.l". learning of the
Alphabet!

CoCo 16K ECB Tape $19.95 Disk $25.95

Mr. Rear Count
A counting program that will tantalize
the youngest member of your family!

C0C0I6K Tape $15.95 Disk $19.95

Alpha Memory
Your child can master the lower and
upper case letters of the alphabet while
having fun!

C0C0I6K Tape $1(195 Disk $20.95

Mr. Bear Math
Add & subtract with Mr. Bear. Your
child will gain Mr. Bear's wink of praise

& approval!

C0C0I6K Tape $15.95 Disk $19.95

Basic Math
Learn to add & subtract through
counting!

CoCo 16K ECB Tape $12.95 Disk $16.95

Mix 6- Match
A brilliantly colored constantly moving
computer version of concentration!
C0C0I6K Tape $12.95 Disk $16.95

Mr, Bear Flash Card
After your child has mastered Mr. Bear
Math, continue his/her learning,
experience with Mr. Bear's
multiplication & division flash card.
C0C0I6K Tape $15.95 Disk $19.95

Mr. Piggy
Program will aid your child in learning
the value of monev!
CoCo32K ECB Tape $19.95 Disk $24.95

See b Spell

Let your computer aid your child in

learning to spell!

CoCo 16K ECB Tape $14.95 Disk $18.95

Teaching Clock
Learn to tell time with the aid of a special

teaching clock!

CoCo 16K ECB Tape$16.95 Disk $19.95

^llave Been Child Parent. 6 Eriiu^
«>v

Send for

FREE Catalog

JCE EDUCATION DIVISION
P.O. BOX 2477
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20879

(301 ) 963-3848
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BASIC'S regular BACKUP can be used to copy CPU disks,

and DSKINI is used to format them.

In the area of disk-resident commands (CP/ M calls them

transient commands). CPU comes with four of its own
command programs:

RESET quits CP/M and returns to Radio Shack

Disk BASIC.

SYSGEN is used to generate a CP/M system disk

for the CPU system. SYSGEN cannot, however,

initialize a fresh disk, rather, it only modifies a stand-

ard CoCo disk for use with CP/M. Hence, to set up a

new disk you must return to Disk BASIC (with

RESET), use DSKINI to initialize the disk, and then

return to CP/ M and use SYSGEN to prepare it for use

with CP/M.
CONFIG is used to change some of the CP/M

parameters to fit the individual hardware used with the

CoCo. It determines printer port parameters such as

Baud rate (300 to 4800 Baud), number of data bits and

stop bits, type of handshaking, and whether line feed

characters are allowed or kept from the printer. CON-
FIG is also used for redirecting output from the printer

to the screen or vice versa, and for setting disk drive

parameters such as number of tracks (35, 36 or 40) and

drive step rate (six through 80 milliseconds). Although

CONFIG allows use of up to 40 tracks on a disk, the

need to use BASIC'S AS/i/A'/command to format disks

usually means that only 35 tracks can be used.

CONVERT is the largest and most ambitious CPU
command. It permits CPU to read 18 other popular

CP/ M disk formats, including those written on Access,

Cromemco, DEC, Eagle, Holmes, Kaypro 2, LNW,
I.obo, Morrow, NEC, Osborne, TRS-80 Models III

and 4, Xerox, and Zenith computers. Not all formats

can be read since CPU cannot read single-density

disks, 8-inch disks, hard-sector disks (such as North

Star CP/ M disks) or Apple II CP/ M disks; neverthe-

less, the CONVERT program does allow access to a

large variety of software from other machines. Note,

however, that this is strictly a one-way street — CON-
VERT does not allow you to write disks which other

machines can read. In addition, CONVERT does not

let you read or write your regular CoCo Disk BASIC

disks so there is no way to transfer data files, text files

or BASIC programs to or from regular Disk BASIC.

For the user who wants some of the almost classic CP/M
programs. Color Power sells copies of WordStar, SpellSiar,

Starlndex and MailMerge. Even when included with the

CPU adapter, the total price is often less than the price of the

individual programs on the open market. Due to a lack of

documentation, 1 was not able to test these, but they do all

seem to work. Also available is a communications program

called UllraTerm+.

Documentation
CPUcomes with a 29-page manual which covers the basic

aspects of the CPU system and how to use it. This is a far cry

from the two thick manuals which came with my copy of

CP/M-68K (which runs on a 68000). The CPU manual
leaves a lot of unanswered questions, and does not cover

some programs (such as the ED editor, ASM assembler, or

DDT debugger), at all. It suggests that the user purchase one

of the many CP/M manuals, and gives a suggested bibli-

ography.

User Comments
On the whole, the Color Power II system is a very solid

piece of professional equipment. Aside from the lack of

adequate documentation (which should probably improve
with time), there is little one can seriously fault it with. Most
problems noted were small ones, typically the kind that

show up in any new product.

For example, CPU allows a fairly good implementation

of WordStar and SpellStar. But a small problem occasion-

ally causes this combination to scroll an extra line, so that

when SpellStar comes back to rewrite the screen it writes

one line lower than it should, thereby causing some confu-

sion. Also noted was the fact that the BREAK key, which

usually can break any program, does not work within

WordStar.

The lack of a BASIC interpreter is also a small problem,

especially since CP/M cannot read or write CoCo disks.

(Since every other DOS for the CoCo has such file convert

utilities, I am sure it's only a matter of time until they are

available for CPU CP/ M as well.) As a test of the CON-
VERT program, I gotapublicdomainCP, M disk prepared

for the Kaypro 2 computer. Though I was able to convert

and read all of it, it was a challenge to figure out a way of

using the basic programs on it. (I eventually transferred

them to another computer via the serial printer port.)

(Color Power Unlimited, Inc., P.O. Box 606, New Provi-

dence, NJ 07974, $329. With WordStar and MailMerge,
$498; SpellStar and Starlndex $79; UltraTerm+, $55.)

rn^CREDIBLEM
I

Turn your CoCo into

j a powerful processor

with CCSM*
a the most productive operating system
3 and programming language available for

I any micro -- regardless of price!!

I • Write professional software

I • Virtual Memory, a la Mainframe

I
• Your programs can be as large

as your disk

* CCSM - Comp Consultants Standard Mumps

Call or Write:

I
16260 Midway Road • Dallas. Texas 75234 • (214) 733-4100A
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RAMDOS Is A Good
Disk-Type Tape Program

RAMDOS is a tape-based utility program designed to

use part of available memory as a storage area to stack

several programs while the rest of memory is active. The
machine language routine allows for the user to depart-
mentalize the memory by use of a CLEA R statement and
an OFFSET to protect a portion of RAM. The program
provides for a disk-type operating system to facilitate the

movement of programs from or to storage or active RAM.
The intent is to be as close to using this storage RAM
as a virtual disk. The method used by the program author
is that the user moves into the program routine by entering
an EXEC and then selecting the appropriate command
for execution and then leaving the routine to return to

the active RAM area again.

The disk-like operating system of the program includes

commands to save a program from active RAM to storage
RAM; list all the program in storage; rename a program;
kill a program; clear all programs from storage; a 'help'

menu which list the commands; a 'Q' command which
returns the user to BASIC; and a 'restore' command which
transports a program from storage to active RAM. All

of these commands acted on the programs without trouble

/Icwio, Computing
49 Brookland Ave., Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G 2H6

FAMILY GAMES
The popular STOCKBROKER and CRIBBAGE 32K

$14.95 each.

ADVENTURE GAMES: Sea Quest and Shenanigans from
MARK DATA only $24.95(C); $27.95(D) each

From BRANTEX. PIRATE TREASURE 16K $13.95

SCAVENGER HUNT 16K $18.95

EDUCATIONAL GAMES
COLORMIND, CONCEN - improve your memory and logical
thinking - 16K $10.95 each

• • •

Also from BRANTEX
EDU-COMBO (Math Derby. Peek 'N

1

Spell Metric Converter)
16K only $29.95

BUSINESS: HOUSEHOLD EXPENSE MANAGER 16K$19 95

LOAN ANALYSIS 16K $20.95
• • •

NEW from MARK DATA
The amazing TIME FIGHTER 16K $24.95(C)

32K $27.95(D)

Also the ever popular GLAXXONS 16K $24.95(C)
32K $27.95(D)

• • •

UTILITIES: ROMDISK: Run your rom pack games from a disk!

64K $15.95

MR. COPY - make up to 99 copies of one program at once!
16K $15.95

and faster than the blinking of the cursor!

The number of BASIC programs that might be stored

depends on the length of the individual programs (and

the amount of space reserved for storage). In a typical

configuration of several short programs, each may be

loaded sequentially in the storage RAM. The user then

has the option of calling up any of the stored programs
to the active RAM. In the transfer from storage to active

RAM, the active RAM is wiped clean, thus this system
was never intended to pass data between programs, or act

as command stream system, or provide for linking or

chaining of programs.

As noted earlier, the system works best with a group
of short BASIC programs. Machine language programs may
be used in this system, but such machine language programs
must be assigned specific locations through the use of
"offsets" at loading time so as not to overwrite the host
program. The routine has trouble handling very long BASIC
programs because of the memory limitations imposed by
dividing the RAM into an active and storage segment. The
division of RAM space is accomplished by use of CLEAR
statement and loading RAMDOS with an OFFSET. The
selection of a coupled set of CLEA R and OFFSET state-

ments which provides for allocation of the RAM is the

problem. If the user selects a combination that allocates

most of RAM to storage, then the user might encounter
the OM Error when trying to CLOAD a long program.
Likewise, allocating too little RAM to storage will result

in an OM Error if this large program does not have enough
room to be stored.

The program, once loaded, functions smoothly and is

fast. The selection of the proper sequence for loading with
CLEA R and OFFSETs is the hardest part of the whole
operation. The manual offers an example in which the user

is instructed to CLOADM RAMDOS with an OFFSET
then enter CLEAR. 200 with a number one less than the
OFFSET. With that example the user is left to his own
experimentation. One other instruction is offered in which
the manual indicates that if the user has Extended BASIC,
then a PCLEA R 1 is necessary before loading the program.
(Interestingly, one of the long programs used for the test

required a PCLEA R 4 and after following the manual's
suggestions, the program when returned to active RAM
would not work.)

The manual's major shortfall is not being more informa-
tive on the loading patterns to be tried for different needs
or RAM size. The manual's title page notes the program
will run on 16, 32 or 64K computers. While true, it should
be noted that it is compatible with only the lower 32K
of the 64K equipped computers. The manual suggests that

some bank switching programs might work with RAMDOS
if the jump table is maintained. No test of a bank-switching
routine was attempted.

RAMDOS might be of interest to non-disk users who
might want to use part of the RAM as a "virtual disk"
storage area. Within the limitation of the size of the

individual programs and designated RAM, the program
might fill the need of a disk-like addition.

(Dataman International, 420 Ferguson Ave. North, Hamil-
ton, Ontario, Canada I.8L 4Y9; cassette $25.95 U.S., plus 3
percent S/H, S2.50 minimum)

— Robert Foiles
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Super Disk Utility —
A Collection Of Useful Tools

"Where is the beef.dat?" If you had used the Catalog

option of Super Disk Utility, all that would be necessary

would be to look down the printed list to learn where the

"beef.dat" program was located.

Cataloging all of the files on all your disk is one of the nine

operations grouped on the Super Disk Utility program sold

by Petrocci Freelance Associates on an unprotected disk.

The other operations supported are Diskzap; Date Disk

Files; Purge Files; Copy by Files; Directory Sort; Super
Directory; Diskzap 40; and Track Formatter.

The program author has arranged access to seven options

through a main menu system. When a selection is entered it

is loaded from the disk and automatically runs. The options

have submenus to offer further functions. The other two
programs on thedisk (Track Formatterand Diskzap 40) arc

machine language programs that are loaded independently

as needed.

From the main menu the user can select the drive number
(0 to 3) for default drive. This option is very useful for the

two drive user since it allows the program to move through

the options without several disk swaps. The single drive user

is given prompts as to when to switch disks (system disk or

data disk) and switching disks is necessary each time a major

option is selected.

Operating the Catalog option is simple for either single

drive or two drives. The program prompts the user to enter a

name for the disk which will have its directory read into

memory. The disk is read and the next name is entered for

the next disk. etc. When the user has run out of disks to read

(or reaches the program's limit of 800 files) the hard part of

the job is done. The sorting of all the disk directories into

order by either "file name." "disk name" or by "extensions"

is fast. The sorted file is automatically saved (with the pro-

gram assigning the extension for each of the three types of

sorts). For this review a total of 30 disks were read into the

catalog. These disks produced 330 files which were sorted in

less than one second. The sort routine is so fast that I had to

run the test twice to be sure the sort actually took place. The
only way to use the results of all this fast action is to have the

listing of the sorted files printed out. Again, the selection of

either "file name." "disk name." or "extension" is necessary

for the printout of the records by that option. Once a catalog

has been constructed, the program allows for modification

by either deleting files or adding to the "inventory."

Diskzap. the other"major" program in the package has its

own submenu. The options provide for "allocation table

check," "verify disk sectors." "display file sectors," "display

disk sectors.""move"or "copy disk sectors, ""covert granule
#" into track and sector or "zero disk sectors." During any of

the display options, the program provides for modification

of any location shown on screen by moving the cursor to the

spot and typing over the desired notation. Once changes are

made to suit the user, hitting FNTER will save that change to

the disk. This section of the program works well and a

change can be entered faster than some other "zap" pro-

grams.

The Track Formatter program is able to reformat any
selected tracks (up to 40 tracks) on a disk with problems or it

can format an entire disk. By using this program a not yet

formatted disk can be given the same status as a disk given

the DSKINI pass; but the program then will go back and
verify all the tracks; and in a fraction of the time required to

use the DSKINI function alone. Another feature of this

program that may be of more interest to users of non-Radio
Shack drives is that the "Sector Skip Factor" is controllable.

Diskzap 40. according to the program author, allows

accesses to 40 tracks for those users not using Radio Shack
equipment. This program was not tested since the system
used for this review was standard Radio Shack equipment
(which only has 37 tracks). The program also allows for a

shifting of a copy of a disk's directory to track 37 as a "cash

protection" option. Naturally, the directory restoration

option is also included.

The 13-page manual covers the programs and indicates

those areas where problems might occur. It is clear and easy

to follow. Page 14, however, is printed in such a small print

that it is almost unreadable; but it appears that page is the

"End User Agreement."

The Super Disk Utility is a collection of some interesting

and useful tools and some functions that may not be of

interest to some users. The ability to purge files, copy or date

a disk file, as well as the Directory Sort option which will

read the directory, sort in alphabetical order or group by
extensions and rewrite to disk, all from within the program,

are there if you want them.

However, the Catalog option has a fast sort function; but

there is no search or find function included. Thus, the speed

of the sorting is outweighed by forcing the user to go to the

slowest operation of the system — the printer— to make use

of the information. There are other Catalog programs on the

market which include a search function and sell for a frac-

tion of the cost of this program.

This set of disk programs may appeal to some users as it is

offered.

(Petrocci Freelance Associates, 651 N. Houghton Road,
Tucson, AZ 85748, disk $29.95)

— Robert Foiles

One-Liner Contest Winner . . .

Guaranteed to drive you up the wall after a minute or so,

this program draws a circle that gets larger and smaller over

and over!

Michael Rosenberg
Prestonburg, KY

The listing:

PCLEAR8:FORX*iTO8:PMODE0,X:PCL
S: CIRCLE < 128, 96) , X*10: NEXT: FORX-
1T0999999: F0RY=1T08: SOUNDY*20, 1

:

PMODE0, Y: SCREEN1 , 1 : NEXTY: F0RY-8T
OlSTEP-1 : SOUNDY«20, 1 : PMODE0, Y: SC
REENl,l:NEXTY,X

i

!

hi this winning one-liner contest entry, the author has been sent copies of both The

Rainhow Book OfAtheniure and its companion Rainbow Adventure Tape.)
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Star Trap Game Promotes

Cooperation Among Children

Star Trap is a new and different game for one or two
players aged seven or older. It is produced for Radio Shack
by the Children's Computer Workshop — an activity of the

Children's Television Workshop (the producers of Sesame
Street, the Electric Company, and 3-2-1-Contact). Supplied

on cassette, this game requires Extended BASIC, and
joysticks.

Before describing the game, I'd like to tell you how it

differs from most games. First, this game teaches coopera-
tion, rather than competition, when played by two children.

The two players work together to accomplish the game's
objective — to trap the computer-controlled star.

A second difference is the cassette format. Side one con-
tains the "standard" game, ready to be loaded and played.
Side two contains a modified version which allows the play-

ers) to "customize" the game via an easy-to-understand
menu. Selections include the game (maze) size, background
color, player and star speeds, active gates (explained below),
and several miscellaneous options: the number of X's (used
to trap the star), whether blockers are desired, the number of
players, and the presence or absence of the maze walls.

The object of the game is to trap a single star — to block
its movement either with X's (placed at the player's position

DATA' PHILE
207 Melrose Dr ive

North Syracuse, W« Yorl 13212
<31S) «5U-3MB

THE EXCLUSIVE COLOR COMPUTER STORE
Proudly Presents

PAUSE CONTROL

This development addv> new demen'sions to your
Color Computer. The control allows you to stop the
CPU dead in it's tracts. All operations ar9
continued from their stopping point when released.
All computer operations are supported texcept
cassette) including Disl in/out.

Now when the phone rings, you can put your game
or other program operations on "hold" until you
return to their.- picking up where you left off. It
can also be used for security, preventing
unauthorized use of your computer; as well as many
other uses.

The kit includes a fully assembled PAUSE
CONTROL with complete documentation for
installation isolderless connections). Kit
installation takes about 15 minutes and anyone can
do it. The case must be opened for installation
and it worths with all versions of the color
computer.

The kit is fully tested and has been submited
to RAINBOW for certification.

•19.95 Checl Money order

THE DATA' PHILE deals e-:clusivly in the Color
Computer. We serve the entire New York State area.
Out can meet your needs wherever you live. We sell
the following tine products!

FRANK HOGG FLEX
COMPUTERUARE
VIP SOFTLAW
PRICKLV PEAR
MARK DATA
TOM M I X
FUTUREHOUSE
TELEWRITER o4
DISKS

J*M CONTROLLERS
OK I DATA PRINTERS
TEAC & SHUGART DRIVES
COLOR & MONO MONITORS
CUSTOM PROGRAMMING
BASIC CLASSES
ASSEMBLY CLASSES
MAGAZINES
DISK CLEANERS

Our objectives are service.
Personal attention. Our success
customer satisfaction. Me are
development of new products for
computer. Pricelist included

honesty and
depends on
in constant
the color

i
i »

when the joystick button is pressed) or by cornering it

against a wall or between two players. The score depends on
the time required to trap the star and the number of X's used
— the shorter the time and the fewer the X's used, the higher
the score. There are six gates which affect the players and
star differently when passed through:

1

)

The X gate replenishes a player's limited supply of X's.

2) The speed gate increases the speed of the object passing

through it — whether a player or the star.

3) The slow gate decreases the speed of the object passing
through it.

4) The jump gate causes the object entering it to exit at a

different location.

5) The invisible gate renders the star invisible for a short

time after it passes through.

6) The magic gate allows the star to pass through walls for

a short time.

When playing the customized version (on side two of the

cassette), each of the gates can be included or excluded via

the menu.

To further complicate play, blockers appear periodically

at random locations for a brief period to block both star and
player movement. (These blockers also can be included/ex-
cluded via the menu when playing the customized version.)

A detailed instruction book includes step-by-step proce-

dures to assemble the necessary hardware, to load the pro-

gram from cassette, and to play the game (using either the

standard or customized versions). Possible difficulties and
typical solutions are included throughout the book. All
game symbols are explained and player strategies are out-
lined. The final pages suggest several related games that

don't require a computer.

As you have probably inferred, I'm impressed with Star

Trap — its unusual format, its cooperative nature, and its

complete instructions. It encourages children to modify the
game, possibly piquing an early interest in programming.
Radio Shack has a winner in this game.

(Radio Shack stores nationwide, on cassette for $19.95)

— Jerry Oefelein

One- Liner Contest Winner . . .

This is a very "graphic" demonstration of how things
drawn in one PMODE look when switched to another.

Bill Valentine

Fort Worth, TX
The listing:

PMODE RND<5)-1,1.SCREEN1,1:X=R
ND ( 128) : Y=RND <8) : HW=RND < 185) /99:
CIRCLE (126,96) , X, Y, HW: PAINT (128,
9&),Y,Y:G0T0

( For ihis winning one-liner conlcsl cniry. the author has been sem copies of boih The
Rainbtm B<i<ik Of Atlvenmre and its companion Rainbow Adventure Tape.)
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Learning To Count

With Counting Things

Two programs helping children learn to count and recog-

nize numerals are presented on the tape, Counting Things.

Instructions and guidelines for the parent or teacher are
included as a separate, introductory program, which advises

the adult to explain the programs first, demonstrate their

operation, and pose questions which can be answered by
using the programs.

The first program. Counting Things, asks how far the

child wishes to count and then goes to a Hi-Res screen

showing three vertical lines labeled 100, lOand 1 and, in the

lower half, zero is spelled out and a is shown on the screen.

Under this, the computer asks, "What is the next number?"
When the numeral one is pressed, the bottom portion of the

screen shows the number one and spells out one, and, in the

upper portion a plus appears and one small horizontal line is

drawn on the vertical line in the units column. The program
continues in this manner, adding lines to the units place,

until the number 10 is reached, when a small line is placed in

the tens column and the lines removed from the units

column. This visualization of the number line, the place

holding property of zero, and demonstration of how the

number system works in moving from the units to tens to

hundreds places is valuable, particularly if an adult has

posed one of the suggested questions so that the child's

attention is drawn to this feature of the program.

The second program is similar, although this time the

child first enters how many numbers he knows and the

computer then places numbers of pluses on the screen and
draws corresponding numbers of small lines on the vertical

lines, requiring the child to enter the numeral which the

pluses represent. Both programs respond only to the correct

number.

Thompson House wisely points out that these programs
are not intended for repeated use to gain mastery, but rather

to reinforce learning at various stages. At first the child

learns to press the next number in the sequence, and
becomes familiar with the written word for each number,
then he counts objects and gains an understanding of the

number line and perhaps some better understanding of the

base 10 number system.

(Thompson House, P.O. Box 58, Kamloops, British Col-
umbia V2C 5K3, 16K FXB tape $14.95)

— Carol Kueppers

Setting The Standards

Graphics and sound ejects like never before on trie CoCo An ex-

citing original arcade action game Control your hero through a

nwe ol moving conveyor oelts Outsmart Dad guys and save P
Doll Over t.000 frames of increasing difficulty

100% ML. original title screen music. I or 2 players, colorful Hi

Res graphics, exciting sound effects |oystick or keyboard input,

pause feature. 8 digit scores and high score name entry For 32K
CoCo and TDP-100

Cassette-34.95 Disk-34.95

r$4 J*rj crjG
A 11 i

/ «S* 1 _.^ 1 la
cMy
jiJ»G*
Strap yourself into the ultra responsive Formula I car and rev the

throttle to fire 500 screaming horses to lite Your heart pounds in

anticipation ol Ihe race The green tlag drops and you are slammed
(jack into your seat as the field thunders off in a deafening roar.

An exciting racing game in colorful Hi Res graphics with realistic

sound effects Joystick or keyboard input Joystick input is com-

patible with all joysticks Many different tracks fo choose from For

32K CoCo and T DP- 100

Cassette 34.95 Disk-34.95

colorp€.D€ fl> RQBOTTflCK
ints iruly outstanding engineer designed. 100% ML game with

multi-colored Hi Res characters and fast action will challenge the

most avid arcade buff 1 or 2 players with joysticks or keyboard

C0L0RPEDE slithers through the toad stools Demonstration mode
with top 5 scores Pause tealure. For 16K CoCo and TDP-100

Casssette-29.95 Oisk-34.95

forefront of the pack . RAINBOW. Dec 82

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

You are fhe super human who must light of! the attacking robots

and save (he remaining humans from destruction You have super

human powers, can shoot m any direction and move anywhere on
lie screen to accomplish your vital mission

Engineer designed. I or 2 players and top 5 scores displayed

Pause feature For 16K CoCo and TOP- 100 with joysticks

Cassette-24.95 Disk-27.95

wa\\ku°i-miisi;BJbH
©mu

U1.1
I

I

I I
aui i>* i

j 1 i

Another exciting original arcade action game. Help Willy slock the

warehouse while keeping up with incoming orders Wafch out tor

the antagonists who intend to make your day long

Excellent graphics and sound effects 100% ML 1 or 2 players,

demonstration mode, selectable difficulty, joystick or keyboard in-

put, pause feature and high score list with name entry For 32K
CoCo and TDP-100.

Cassette-34.95 Disk-34.95

AT YOUR DEALERS NOW.
From IMTRAC0L0R; VISA. MASTERCARD. Money Order Please

allow 2 weeks 'or checks Add 1.50 for shipping. 3 00 outside

US 4% tax in Ml.

lUfet* «HI
IPO Bo» 1035 East Lansing Ml 48823(517| 351-8537 I

QUALITY PROGRAMS SOLICITED
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AFTER
CHRISTMAS SALES

SALE PRICES GOOD UNTIL JANUARY 26

HARDWARE
LEGEND PRINTER 800 279
LEGAND PRINTER tOOO 369
LEGEND PRINTER I 200 399
BOTEK PARALLEL INTERFACE - SAVE 1 5 OO IF ORDERED
WITH ABOVE PRINTERS .. . 69

GORILLA GREEN MONOCHROME MONITOR 94
QORM LA AMBEK MONOCHROME MONITOR 101
VtOt OPLUS 22
VH 'I O PI US IIM .... 24
HIL 5/ PROFESSIONAL 79
l/.M DISK CONTROLLER 139
64K UPGRADE KIT 45
SPECTRUM LIGHT PEN 17
PHELAN SWITCH BOX 39
IFOR CONNECTING PRINTER AND MODEM

A I THE SAME TIME/DATA TRANSFER LIGHT)
I'HIIAN lOFTEXT CORD FOR PRINTER-
MALE TO MALE 15
I I M.M.I TO MALE IS

PHELAN (OFT COCO JOYSTICK CABLE IS
PEEKS AND POKES CAT FOR COCO IS
VIDEO CLEAR IS
SHllGARl DUAI OISK DRIVES 350
WITH J6>M CONTROLLER 450

SHUGART SING! £ DISK DRIVES 240
WIIHJ6.M CONTROLLER 325

VIDEO IIC 3S

Software Reviewm

SOFTWARE
CHOPPER STRIKE (MICHTRON* 25 OO CC/D)
CANDYCO (INTfiACOLOR) 30-50(00.)
WILLYS WAREHOUSE (INTRACOLOR) 30 SO (C/D)
GAI *<>ON (SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES) 21.50 (O/25.A0 CD)
JIMS MAIL CSU&AR) 1 7 95 (O
TIMS (SUGAR) 20 95(C)
QUEST 32K (AARDVARK) 2150(0/26.30(0)
NINJA WARRIOR (PROGRAMMER'S GUILD) 25 50 CO
(GET SNOWPLOW FREE)

tut in IAN (NORTH GLENN) 19.95 (C)
MOON SHUTTLE (OA JA SOFT) 29 95 (C/D)
POOYAN (DATASOFT) 25 95 (C/D)
FROGGIE (SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES) 21 50 (C3/25 50 (D)
GRAPHICOM 26.95 (D)
GRAPHICOM PICTURE DISK I V I7 25ea (D)
ELITE CALC 51.95(C/D)
fllTt.fllE 69 00 (D)
NEWWORLDSOF FLIGHT (TOM MIX) 27 95 (C)/30 95 (D)
WAREHOUSE MUTANTS (TOM MIX) 21.95(0/24.95 (D)
SALVAGE (PROPER PROGRAMS) 9.95
i OCt> C ALIGRAPHER (SUGAR}

. . 20 95 (0/2S.95 (D)
TUTS TOMB (MARK DATA) 21.95 CO/25.95 (D)
T ME NORTH CAROLINA CARTOGRAPHER 2A 95 (D) 32K EXT
ANY MARK DATA GRAPHIC ADVENTURE 21.95 CO/25.95 (D)
MAJOR 1STAR(COMPUTERWARE) 19.95 CO /22.95 CO)
STAR TRADER (COMPUTERWARE) 19.95 CO/22.95 CO)
SAM St EUTH (COMPUTERWARE) 1 9.95 CO /22-95 CO)
MIDDLE KINGDOM (COMPUTERWARE) 19 95 CO /22.95 CD)
TELEWRITER 64 (COGNITEC) 45 95 CC/54.95 CO)
MR DIG (COMPUTERWARE) 2320 CO/25.50 CO)
JUNIORS REVENGE (COMPUTERWARE) 23.50 CO /25 50 CD)
PENGON (SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES) 19 95 (C)'23 50 CD)
VIP DISK ZAP (SOFTLAW) 42.50(D)
> ASHMAN (MICHTRON) .... 22.50 CO/24 95 CD)
1IML BANDIT (MICHTRON) 22.50(0/24.95(0)
DEMON SEED (MICHTRON) 22.50 CO/24.95 (D)
OUTHOUSF (MICHTRON) 22.50 CO/24.95 CD)
COLOR FURY ( MICHTRON) 22.50 CO/24.95 CD)
RAINBOW SCREEN MACHINE ( RAINBOW) 25.45 (0/28.00 CD)
SUPER SCREEN MACHINE (RAINBOW) 38.20 CO/40 40 CD)
64K O/SK UTILITY (SPECTRUM PROJECTS) 18.95 CD1
HOMEBA5E (WORKBASE DATA SVSTEMS) 49.95 CD?
WORKBASE I (WORKBASE DATA SYSTEMS) 6195(D)
WORKBASE II (WORKBASE DATA SYSTEM5) . . 75.00 CD)
DEJAVU (BEAR GRIP SOFTWARE) 13.95 CO/1595 CD)
YATCHTSFF (BF.AR GRIP SOFTWARE) 16.95 CO/f 7.95 CD)
MATHS TREK 15 95 COMACROASSEMBLERS! XREF (COMPUTERWAREJ 31.00(D)
COLORBOWL FOOTBALL (COMPUTERWARE)

. 1995 CO /23.95 CD)
ICt HOCKEY (COMPUTERWARE) 19.95 CO /23.95 CD)
GRANPRIVONTRACOLOR) 27.95CC/D)
ROBOJTACK CINTRACOLOR) 19.95 CO /22.95 CD)
BJORK BLOCKS (MORETON BAY) ... 29 95 (C/D)

AND MORE!'
>( Ni. t (JR OUR FREE CHRISTMAS SALES SHEET SALES /NAI.L CATAGORIES
ARCADE. ADUL T. BUSINESS APPLICATION UTILITY, FLEX. OS-9. ADVENTURE.
DATABASE. LANGUAGES. SPREADSHEETS. EDUCATION. HARDWARE. BIBLE
STUDV. INVESTMENT. SCIENCE /ENGINEERING. HAM RADIO. MUSIC. WORD
PROCESSING HOME. COMMUNICATION. AND BOOKS

WE ARE ACTIVELY LOOKING FOR GOOD PROGRAMS TO DISTRIBUTE.
WRITE FOR AUTHORSHIP/DISTRIBUTORSHIP PACKAGE.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG (INCLUDE $2.00 FOR
SHIPPING AND HANDLING) PLEASE SPECIFY COMPUTER.

• MONTHLY SALES SHEET • ACCEPTANCE OF CHECKS WITH NO DELAY
• RALEIGH, NC STORE LOCATION COMPLETE WITH LIBRARY

AND COMPUTER DISPLAYS.

MAIL ORDERS: *2 00 1ST CLASS / $2 OO - UPS GROUND ' S4.O0AIR
$2 00 COD /NC SALES TAX4i%

MC 6« VISA WELCOMES

SOFTMART
5024E Departure Drive - Raleigh. NC 27604

ORDER ONLY
T-800- 334-0854. EXT. 679

INFORMATION
(919)376-6124

Pak-Panic — The Old Game
With A New Twist

With centipedes, monsters, invisible mazes and ghosts

that can go through walls, Pak-Panic from Tom Mix
Software is unique compared to all of the competition.

Pak-Panic is a 32K 100 percent machine language, arcade-

style game that uses the left joystick and firebutton.

The scenario is as follows: You are Pakman. Your job

is to go around the screen eating dots, power pills, and

bonus prizes while avoiding monsters.

A power pill is one of the larger dots on the screen.

Seven are on levels one through four. Six are on levels

five through nine. When a power pill is eaten, Pakman
has the power to eat all of the monsters he pleases.

Whenever Pakman eats a monster, his ghost appears at

the top of the screen. When seven ghosts have appeared

at the top of the screen one of two things will happen.

Either one of the ghosts will come out and float around

the screen (even through the walls) hunting for Pakman,
or the seven ghosts will link together to form a centipede

that will do the same thing. Even with power pills, Pakman
cannot overpower ghosts or centipedes.

Bonus prizes appear in the middle of the screen about

twice a board. When bonus prizes are eaten they are stored

in a box below the screen. When 14 prizes have been eaten

you get a bonus of 14,000 points. This can only happen
twice.

Four more tricks the programmer threw in to make the

program better are invisible mazes every four rounds, the

ability to store power pills, a selection of difficulty at the

beginning of the game, and a high scores board.

You can store power pills by eating a pill while a previous

pill is in effect. Stored power pills can be used by pushing

your button while no power pill is in effect. A maximum
of six power pills can be stored at any time.

I liked Pak-Panic and I think many other people will

like it.

(Tom Mix Software, 4285 Bradford NE, Grand Rapids,
MI 49506, tape $24.95, disk $27.95)

— Pat Downard

FREELANCERS
software & ne»s writers columnists

TOP RATES TOR YOl R WORK

Send for jour WRITER'S package

•No SASE please

" Writings
Box 1340- Kort OuAppelle. Sask. CANADA SOG1S0
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Test Manager — A Useful

Addition To Your
School/Home Library

Test Manager is a program that allows you to create

files of multiple-choice questions, then select specific

questions to be printed on a test. An answer key is also

printed with each test you prepare. Test Manager requires

a 32K disk system with a printer. The program will work
with one-disk drive with a minimum of fuss, but a two-
disk system will make life easier if your files contain more
than 75 questions. Question files can contain a maximum
of 150 questions.

This program works exactly as described in the

documentation. The documentation consists of six pages

of information, clearly worded and neatly printed. The
program worked without flaws for two weeks of rather

intensive use. I made up a variety of tests, using all the

options on the menu. One of the especially nice features

of a program of this type is that it allows the teacher to

create one set of questions (say 75) and then create five

or six different versions of the test, each with its own key.

This, of course, cuts way down on the chances for cheating,

as well as allowing for individual differences in students

or classes.

You begin by setting up your file of questions. Each
question can be up to 245 characters long (I found this

to be more than adequate.) A bracket is used on-screen

to mark the end of the space allowed for a question, a

very handy feature. If you do exceed the limit, the program
tells you so, erases your question, and invites you to try

again. Previously entered questions are not lost. After each

question is entered, you enter the answers, correct answer
first (the answers will be presented in true random order

when each test is printed).

You can create true-false tests by just entering two
answers and entering a blank for answers three and four.

Answers can be up to 180 characters long. This allows

for complete thoughts to be used rather than just one-

or two-word answers. You may go back and add, delete

or change questions later if you wish. The only restriction

to this is that you cannot delete a question from a file

containing more than 75 questions unless you are using

a two-disk system. Both single and two-disk systems will

hold a maximum of 150 questions in a file. You may also

merge two different files together to make a new file.

Next, you select the questions you wish to use on a test.

These can be from more than one file. The process of

selection creates a new file of your selected questions, so

you need to be careful not to try putting this new file

on a nearly full disk — another place where two-disk

systems make life easier! You then print out the test. You
are asked for a name for the test, the form code (so you
can match the correct key to the test), and the name of

the file that will be used in printing. The program will

also print a space for the student's name and class. You
have the option of printing the questions in the order you
selected them, or having the computer print them in random

order. The answers are always printed in random order,

even though you entered the correct answer first. The page
break will always be between questions.

The printed copy of the test is neatly arranged, ready
for photocopying. Or, since nearly all printers using

friction-feed can print directly on a ditto master if the ribbon
is removed before printing begins, you will have a letter-

perfect test and no purple ink on your fingers! (See Valerie

Rhead's article on Page 140 of the September issue of THE
RAINBOW for a full discussion of this.) You have the option
of single sheet printing (useful with the dittos) or continuous
printing.

The only fault 1 found with Test Manager is that it isn't

very economical with paper. Even with one line questions

and one word answers, the most questions you can get

on the first page is seven (eight on subsequent pages.) For
long tests, you will have a number of pages to ditto or

photocopy. If your printer supports a condensed-print

mode, this may help. You could also ditto pages back to

back, and some photocopy machines have this feature as

well.

Overall, Test Manager is a well-developed program that

does just what it claims to do. It would be a useful addition

to your personal or school's software library.

(80 Custom Software, 5720 Brooke Lane, Sylvania, OH
34560, disk $29.95)

— Mark Williams

THE SPANISH ARMADA
In the summer of 1588 King Philip ot Spain's

"Enterprize of England" sailed up the English

Channel while Europe watched in apprehensive

silence. The SPANISH ARMADA recreates the

problems faced by the English Commanders as

they struggled to defeat the Armada. Only this

time it's up to you! Using weapons of the day,

can you defeat the Armada? Cope with fickle

winds? A relentless current? Difficulty of supply?

It won't be easy, but it's fun to try.

The game requires at least a 32K computer

and is compatible with either cassette or disc

systems. Both versions are shipped on tape.

THE SPANISH ARMADA S24.95

Send check or money order to Picosoft Games,
P.O. Box 35, Eighty Four, PA 15330; (412) 267-
3721. Games are shipped postage paid. PA resi-

dents add 6% Tax. No delays for personal checks.
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Key-Wiz — Easy, Fast,

Useful Database Manager
Key-Wiz for OS-9 is a simple, useful utility, especially

for those who don't have the money for a S200 database

software package. This program "is a multikey search

utility designed to quickly search a file of index cards and

find all entries which match a profile of keywords" and

"logical operators such as AND, OR. and NOT to provide

a very selective search criteria." This simply means it will

find "entries" in a simple text file by searching for "phrases"

or words you specify. An entry is nothing more than one

to 60 lines of text 80 characters or less. Each entry is

separated by a blank line and nothing more, so any 0S-

9 utility that can create such a file, such as a word processor,

can create your database.

Supplied with Key-Wiz is a sample database containing

two lines per entry. The first line contains a book title

and author, the second line contains a publisher's name.

When invoked, Key-Wiz will present you with a menu of

options. You can specify input and output files when you
execute Key-Wiz or you can select the T and 'O' menu
options to specify those files after executing Key- Wiz. These

WANTED!
Young men and women seeking adven-
ture, excitement and thrill-a-minute ac-
tion. No experience necessary—just you
and your Color Computer. See below:

FOR THE 32K THRILLSEEKER
TITLE DISK CASS.

NEW! MR. DIG $27.95 $25.95
NEW! CANDY CO. 29.95 29.95
NEW! WILLIE'S WAREHOUSE 29.95 29.95

NEW! ICE HOCKEY 21.95

ZAXXON 29.95

PROTECTOR II 29.95

DESERT PATROL 21.95

ICEMASTER 21.95

FOODWAR 22.95

WACKY FOOD 19.95

CASHMAN 24.95

CHOPPER STRIKE 24.95

TIME BANDIT 24.95

LOTS OF PLAY FOR 16K
MOONSHUTTLE $26.95
FROG TREK 16.95 14.95

3-D TIC-TAC-TOE 18.95 16.95

Interested applicants send check or m/o to:

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS, INC.
4040 N. NASHVILLE
CHICAGO, IL 60634

Credit card orders call: 800-621-0105

(In Illinois call: 312-545-9286)

NO SHIPPING CHARGES!!!

assignments can be changed at any time while in the utility.

Your output file is, by default, your screen and can be

changed to a disk file, or perhaps to your printer. You
can also select options to limit the search to any number
of lines. For example, if you know the word(s) you are

searching for are contained only in the first four lines,

and each entry is 15 lines, you can tell Key-Wiz to search

only the first four lines of each entry, thereby speeding
up the search considerably. And Key-Wiz is quite fast,

considering the work it must do. You can also limit the

number of lines output for each match, thereby formatting

your output to show only the data you wish to see. You
may also tell Key-Wiz to display the output continuously

or to pause after each entry displayed, waiting for you
to press the ENTER key for the next entry. Key-Wiz also

comes with Sort- Wiz, a quick sort utility designed to sort

the entries on any line you choose. This is desirable for

sorted output, and the standard OS-9 sort utility, if used,

would sort the blank lines to the beginning of the file.

This would destroy the entry markers in your file (the blank
lines), hence Sort- Wiz.

I found one annoyance and one bug in this otherwise

excellent utility. The annoyance is that there is a useless

"Help" option, which does nothing more than redisplay

the menu. Simply pressing ENTER does that already. It

may make the program too large, but it would have been
nice to have a brief "help" for each menu choice. The bug
I found occurs like this: I've opened my input file and
entered my search criteria. Entries which match are being

displayed just fine. After seeing about 10 entries, 1 don't

wish to see the remaining possible hundreds of matches.

How do I stop the search? If 1 use BREAK, I interrupt

the program completely and am dropped back to 0S-9.

My CHD and CHX directories revert to bootup default!

If I use CLEAR BREAK, the display continues, and when
done, I see the menu constantly being redisplayed and it

doesn't stop! The only thing I can do here is press BREAK
and completely terminate the program! There is definitely

a bug. There is an 'E'xit command in the menu which
works perfectly, and even closes the files, but that is for

"normal" completion.

Overall, for the price it is an excellent little database
utility, again, for those who do not need or cannot afford

the more expensive, though more powerful, database
management software.

(Interactive Micro Systems, P.O. Box 21007, Columbus,
OH 43221, disk $24.95)

— William Van Nest

FLORIDA
SEARCH NO LONGER!

The Software Connection of

Fort Lauderdale Is your one stop source
for your Color Computer Software.

Peripherals. Books, Magazines & Repairs

THE SOFTWARE
CONNECTOR, WC.

4301 N. State Rd. 7

Lauderdale Lakes. FL 33319
(305) 484-7547
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Howard Medical Disk System

Offers More Storage

Many CoCo users are no doubt aware that several of

the more popular personal computers (such as the IBM
PC and PCjr, and Radio Shack's Model 1000, 1200 HD
and 2000) use double-sided disk drives to cram twice as

much data on each diskette by using the "other" side of

the disk. All diskettes that 1 know of have a magnetic
coating on both sides (unlike recording tape, which is almost

always single-sided), but so-called "single-sided" disks are

only guaranteed to work on one side. In practice, single-

sided blank diskettes generally work fine with double-sided
drives. Howard Medical's Drive Package lets you get

up to 360K on a single diskette on the CoCo, and is also

able to handle standard CoCo disks.

The Drive Package consists of a DD-2 double-sided
disk drive (with case and power supply) and aJ&M Systems
disk controller. A special cable is also included. The disk

drive is a TEAC half-height unit, the same one used in

the Sanyo MBC-550-2/ 555-2. Its case is sturdy, though
plain, and the power supply is well able to drive it.

The JDOS operating system supplied with the controller

is the key to using double-sided drives on the system. It

is capable of using either 35 or 40 tracks and either one
or both sides. The J&M controller is also configured for

double-sided drives. All you have to do is format your
disks on both sides in the J&M format, like this:

DSKINI 0,2.40

Disks formatted in this way will have 360K of space
available. JDOS automatically adjusts for the format of
whatever disk you use, including standard Radio Shack
disks.

One problem with using JDOS is that a few programs
(such as Telewriier-64) are very dependent on Radio Shack
Disk BASIC features and won't run with the entirely different

JDOS ROM. If you have a Radio Shack disk controller,

you can use it with the new drive with no problem (but
only on Radio Shack-format disks). If you have 64K,
another way would be to use the SYS SAVE and SYSTEM
programs in Part 1 of"Cooking With CoCo" (August 1984,

Page 18) to save Radio Shack Disk BASIC on a special

disk and use it in place of JDOS if needed.

If you think that 360K per disk will help you use the
CoCo more effectively, the Drive Package is a good buy.

(Howard Medical Computers, Box 2, Chicago, II. 60690,
$395 plus $7 S/H)

— Ray Edwards
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Calorie Counter —
WeightA nalyzer

Is Just What
The Doctor Ordered

Draco Software's Calorie Counter — Weight Analyzer

program is just what the doctor ordered. This tape-based

program offers a well-rounded choice of over 400 food

items to use in daily menu planning, with guidelines given

on how best to plan your diet program.

A seven-page guide and instruction booklet outlines the

basics to allow the user to lay out a regular, well-balanced

diet for children, teens, adult males, adult females and

lactating females. All that is missing is a guide for pregnant
females, and perhaps it is intended that, in such cases,

direct medical supervision of diet is called for.

Once the program is CLOADed, RUNning should get

you going. (I have an older CoCo with the PCLEAR
problem, and so had to type RUN twice.) A brief quiz

allows the computer to determine your correct weight, and
displays it on the screen. You should make note of this,

as you will need it later when compiling your daily food

selection. Something that might be done in a future edition

of the program is to check if a machine is 64K and if

so, POKE the maintenance calorie level into high RAM.
Then when the next section is loaded, it could check and

PEEK the information into the program, to be displayed

for reference. A minor point is that age is not considered

in determining the calorie level needed to maintain body
weight. While the difference may not be great, a 20-year-

old of a given size and weight will burn more calories than

an equivalent 50-year-old.

A very few items needed further clarification of serving

size (chef salad, raw carrot) but in almost all other cases

the serving is given in standard cup or ounce increments.

The ability to store a daily menu on tape for future

use allows the user to build a "file" of menus which, with

a little planning, would allow a dieter to plan a varied

meal plan and cut down on those moments of indecision

which might otherwise lead to the kind of snacking that

can lay the rest of a day's good intentions to waste.

A nice option, should you succumb to temptation, or

if you have a food not on the listing provided by Calorie

Counter, is one which allows you to enter an extra calorie

amount. This allows you to account for (my favorite) ice

tea with extra sugar, or other personal foibles.

A printer option gives the user a hard copy to keep

by your refrigerator or to take to the store. This can help

reduce nibbling, as well as cut down on impulse buying.

Both fun and (sometimes) depressing to use, Draco's

Calorie Counter should prove a good buy for any dieter.

(Draco Software, 22 Cassell Street, Portland, ME
04102, $29.95)

— Nevin J. Templin
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TalkingAdventure Starter

— A Vocal Experience

For Adventurers

By Kenneth D. Peters

Welcome to Adventuring with voice responses! Talking
Adventure Starter Package by Owls Nest Software consists

of two Adventures, M YHOUSEand PIRA TES, and a two-
page documentation designed to help teach Adventuring
to the beginning Adventurer while providing the unique
experience of vocal responses throughout the Adventures.
As an added attraction, these Adventures are relatively

simple, nonviolent, and fun; suitable for very young
children of reading age.

Owls Nest has two versions of the Adventure Starter

Package. The standard version was reviewed in the
February ^4 rainbow and has only a text response. The
Talking Adventure Starter is meant to be used with
Colorware's Real Talker voice pak, introducing you to

Adventures with the added realism of voice responses.

The reviewer of the standard Adventure Starter
mentioned having to remove the disk controller and enter
PCLEAR 0. If that was a problem then, apparently both
conditions have been improved. I found both Adventures
in the talking starter package loaded with a simple
CLOADM operating under Disk BASIC. The actual
Adventures are written in BASIC, but use CLOADM to

load and auto execute and also to provide an initial screen

to read while the Adventure loads.

I was disappointed by the lack of an introductory voice
when the Adventures first begin. In M YHOUSE, you are
given an Adventure welcome (in text form), with the object

of the Adventure being to find the hidden golden coin
and return to the front porch. (First you must find a way
to enter the house.) I anxiously waited for a voice to come
forth and welcome me while I was trying to decide what
to do. None came. "Where's the voice? I thought this was
a talking Adventure." My initial disappointment passed
as I progressed through the Adventure. With increasing

interest and enthusiasm I discovered that the voice pak
was used primarily for responses to the Adventurer's
commands: East, West, North, South, Help, Get Paper,
etc. Actually, my kids and 1 found that the voice talked
to us quite often as we explored the house using one- or
two-word commands, such as "Open Door" and "Read
Paper". Moving through the house by entering compass
directions (N,S,E,W) and Up and Down sometimes
provoked a vocal response. Sometimes the Adventure voice
provided us with a humorous response to our commands
and movements. Sometimes it gave us some useful clues.

Overall, use of the voice pak gave us a remarkable
experience not to be soon forgotten.

One thing about the Adventure that bothered me was
the slow character print on the text screen. MYHOUSE
has a poke in it that reduces the character printing rate

across the screen. I found it annoying to have to wait so
long to see what the response and changes were on the
updated screen. However, I am not a beginner in

Adventures and after thinking about it, I realized that
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feature could be a big plus in helping draw the attention

of beginners to screen updates and the fact that changes

may have taken place as a result of something they just

did, but may not be obvious unless they actively look and

review their surroundings. In PIRA TES, the poke has been

modified so the screen is updated much faster. (Being

written in BASIC, both Adventures can be altered to delete

the poke if desired.)

Lack of a vocal welcome and the slow screen update

are minor. 1 think the Talking Adventure Starter Package

does a super job of developing an interest in Adventure

game playing and in providing the beginning Adventurer

with many detailed hints, clues, and ideas about playing

Adventure games. I watched my two older children, ages

seven and 10, play MYHOUSE with the same engrossing

and endless enthusiasm as they play the arcade quality

games on the CoCo.
In addition to the excellent documentation containing

all the helpful hints and ideas, both Adventures use the

HELP command. HELP is used extensively in the first

Adventure, MYHOUSE. Typing HELP invokes a vocal

response ranging from giving you moral support to

suggesting new ideas to try or things to look for, to telling

you simply that nothing will help you here. MYHOUSE
is relatively simple, meaning there are few rooms,
movements, and obstacles to overcome and contains no

death traps. Additionally, MY HOUSE is similar to your

house and mine — a setting we all have some familiarity

with. In the eyes of a child or beginning Adventurer no
Adventure may seem simple at first. I found MYHOUSE
quite enjoyable and it introduces the basics of Adventuring
very nicely.
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PIRATES is also relatively simple, when compared to

other complex Adventures that take days and weeks to

complete. There are relatively few moves (rooms /scenes)
in PIRA TES and they are easily mapped out. But
PIRATES is much more involved and complex than

MYHOUSE, and contains several death traps. Your goal

in PIRA TES is to recover the pirate's treasure. PIRA TES
introduces a greater depth and exposure to the subtle ideas,

increased number and variety of verbs, the importance of

doing the right thing at the right time, and the persistence

needed at times to obtain a desired result and finish an

Adventure.

Both Adventures have a game save feature. I used the

option in both Adventures to make sure it worked; however,
some Adventurers may find they do not need it. I finished

MYHOUSE Adventure within an hour. My children both

finished it within a half-dozen sittings (one-half hour to

one hour per sitting). PIRA TES took considerably longer

but is possible to complete in one evening unless you really

get stuck.

I thoroughly enjoyed both Adventures. I keep reading

or hearing about many people who get discouraged and
frustrated by Adventures and give up or lose interest. I

believe both programs and the accompanying documentation
provide enough help and foster sufficient interest to ward
off such feelings. At the very least. Talking Adventure
Starter would probably give the unsure beginning
Adventure player a truer feeling for what Adventuring is

about and an opportunity to enjoy and learn more about
Adventuring.

If you've been contemplating Adventures or if you've
tried Adventures and have become frustrated with them,

I would recommend giving Talking Adventure Starter a

chance. I also would highly recommend the Adventure
Starter as an ideal nonviolent Adventure for young
children, age six and up (reading age). The children love

it and you might even consider a joint parent-child

partnership in solving the Adventures. Even if you are

beyond the beginner's level, I think you'll find these two
Adventures enjoyable. Both are possible to finish in an

evening and both will give you a unique vocal experience.

By the way, if you don't have Colorware's Real Talker,

the standard text Adventure Starter is also available.

(Owls Nest Software, P.O. Box 579, Ooltewah, TN 37363,

$17.95 tape)
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Play With Language
Is Exhilarating, Entertaining

And Educational
By Michael F. Garozzo

It is hard to believe how far computers have developed
in the world of education. After all, it's not that long ago
I attended school. Actually, of course, education is an
ongoing experience, and we all are continually learning

how much we do not know. But I certainly do not remember
school being as much fun without computer programs like

CCW's Play With Language.

Children's Computer Workshop, in case you do not

know, is part of Children's Television Workshop, the group
who produced Sesame Street and developed Sesame Place,

the educational amusement park in Pennsylvania. As a

matter of fact, the computer programs that CTW developed
were originated at Sesame Place. Living about 10 minutes
from Sesame Place, I can verify the statement in the

introduction of the booklet that says, "Fifty-seven computer
games are available . . .," my children and I have played
most of them.

I think the three programs included in Play With
Language, developed from the low-resolution, fairly simple
games at the Park, are amazing. The 35 people listed under
the titles of CCW's print development team and software
development team deserve the credit for a job well done
and I feel that it was honorable of CCW to list their names.

Play With Language is designed for elementary school
use. This is not to say a family would not profit from
the learning experiences; however, the format of the

instruction booklet is definitely classroom oriented. The
information begins by telling you that the program includes

three language-arts learning modules. Each learning
module contains the diskette, 10 reproducible worksheets,
five activity cards, one gameboard and one poster
describing how to play the activity. An extensive teaching
guide states ".

. . and ancillary materials to provide for
individualization of instruction, child/computer/teacher
interaction and an educational philosophy which encourages
active participation in reading and writing." And this was
in the first paragraph. Does this scare you? Would Cookie
Monster refuse a chocolate chip cookie? The general
information section begins with the word "Relax." The
booklet is designed for the beginning computer user as

well as the more experienced. The instructions are precise

(and so easy to follow that Oscar the Grouch could not
get mad). And in case you just unpacked your Color
Computer for the first time, "Setting Up Your System"
describes everything you need to know right down to which
wire to plug into what connection.

The three, separate programs with the Play With
Language series are: Picture Place!, Roll-A- Word, and my.
personal favorite, Bagasaurus. According to the instruction

booklet all programs have the same affective and cognitive

goals.

The affective goals are:

A) Students talk and exchange ideas with their peers

and teacher as they interact with the computer.

B) Students are involved in self-directed learning as

they explore environments and think about information

in new and different ways.

C) Students have fun and enjoy their experiences with
the computer, as they play the activity.

The cognitive goals are:

A) Students practice sight words and beginning
vocabulary as they exchange words and their picture

referents.

B) Students practice making words in rhyme patterns
and complete sentences in clever ways.

C) Students practice several reading comprehension
skills and create stories.

In addition, each program has an individualizing menu
for the teacher called "Learning Manager"; a "Teaching
Extensions" section in the booklet for additional classroom
activities; a stand-alone "Gameboard" to use in the
classroom with a group; and a "Dictionary" that ists all

words in the program.

Picture Place! has 193 word-pictures and six background
scenes. Each time the game is played, "... the computer
randomly selects 24 words from a pool of 40 words
associated with the chosen background scene." The student
picks a word from a list of four words shown, hits the
ENTER key, and using the joystick, moves the word-picture
onto the scene. When the student feels that the proper
location has been reached, the ENTER key is hit again and
the word-picture is placed upon that spot. The bottom
of the screen has a list of four words, the word "more"
and the word "end." The joystick glides a rectangle across
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the screen for placement of the words on the scene or

encircles individual words on the list to be chosen. When
you encircle "more" you get the next list of words, if you
encircle "end" you stop the program. It should be noted

that the description I am giving you does not give justice

to the excellent high-resolution stage scenes or to the superb

machine language music used in the program. Picture Place!

is designed so the teacher can develop special skills with

short vowels, long vowels, blends, the silent 'e' rule and
syllables. As with all the programs, the teachers can create

their own lessons by choosing certain picture-words and
saving them to a disk. Of course, the teacher can save

each student's creation on a separate disk. As before, the

instruction booklet is very precise in explaining each and
every step. The "Teaching Extensions" section includes 10

activities that correlate with the program. In addition, there

are five activity cards for the students. Each activity card
is a 5" x 7" hard, glossy card that is designed to withstand

classroom use. The "Gameboard" is a Monopoly-style
game that is printed on glossy paper. It would probably

be worthwhile to glue it down to a piece of cardboard

for permanent use. Complete instructions are included in

the booklet. The 10 reproducible handouts include a

cartoon (for coloring), questions and an activity.

Roll-A- Word is a fascinating way to have students match
beginning and ending sounds. The more complex version

has the students using blends. A sentence is shown with

blank spaces. By using the right and left arrows, pictures

are moved across the top of the screen. When the student

reaches a picture that matches the sentence, he uses the

up and down arrows to roll the letters in the rectangle.

m
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Upon matching the letters to the proper picture the student

hits the ENTER key. If correct, the picture either rides, flies

or floats to the correct position on the sentence. If incorrect,

he has to continue. It is as much fun rolling the letters

and pictures as it is getting the right answer. As before,

the program has a learning manager so the teacher can
create other versions of the program. Student sentences

can be saved to disk if desired.

There are also 10 "Teaching Extensions," five activity

cards, and a gameboard. The Roll-A-Word dictionary is

divided into word groups such as: "UG"; "bug, jug, rug,

mug, plug".

I have never met such a lovable creature as Bagasaurus
(or my subtile, "Heigh-Ho Din-O-saur"). In case you have
never heard of a Bagasaurus, a short story describes that

100,000,000 years ago, when the ice age came, all the
dinosaurs died off, except that one dinosaur egg (put in

a blue paper bag by its parents) was saved! I am not one
who ruins the great story by giving away the ending so

you will just have to read the rest yourself. I will tell you
that Bagasaurus travels around the world (in fantastic high
resolution pictures) from Easter Island to Egypt and along

the way he has to bag (as in Bagasaurus) words and images
by correctly answering questions. The student uses the

joystick to move and the ENTER key to collect the words.

If incorrect, the Bagasaurus stomps his (I use the word
"his" carefully as it may be "her" and I do not want a
dinosaur to get mad at me) feet and shakes its head no.
If correct he/she nods yes and takes the word or image.
Sound effects are great! Each footstep, closer or further

away, can be distinguished. Each nod, positive or negative,

is different. Each screen provided a little different type

of sound. "Heigh-Ho Din-O-saur!" There are 13 different

scenes, 100 questions, 70 images, and 300 words. After

correctly choosing a word or image to a question
(Bagasaurus does not move on until you answer correctly)

all chosen words are fitted into one of 50 different stories

or poems. Throughout the story are underlined words and
by hitting the ENTER key the student changes the story

word with the word they chose with Bagasaurus.
Vocabulary skills are developed with synonyms, antonyms,
and multiple word meanings. Reading comprehension skills

include classification, following directions and sequencing.

Of course, there are 10 "Teaching Extensions," five activity

cards, a "Bagasaurus Gameboard" and a dictionary. High-
resolution graphics abound.

Something I did not mention about all these games; they
are all non-resident. The disk must be connected all the

time and the effect is excellent. All high-resolution pictures

flow from one into the other. The music blends with the

scene. Everything works perfectly.

With all I have written I bet you're wondering if I tried

it out on some children. Of course, I let my children work
with it. And yes, I sat back and observed their motivation
and educational achievement and yes, it does what it says!

My children, Jennifer, David and Michael loved it! They
cooperated together in developing the programs, they
learned the blends in Roll-A- Word, they made stories with
Picture Place!, and they had Bagasaurus travel around the

world to collect words and most important of all . . . they

let me play with them.

(Radio Shack Stores nationwide, Cat. No. 26-2538, $99)
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THE COLORSOFT™ BUSINESS SYSTEM
INTEGRATED BUSINESS SOFTWARE DESIGNED FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER
WRITTEN FOR USE BY THE NON-ACCOUNTING ORIENTED BUSINESSMAN
CONCISE USERS MANUAL WITH SAMPLE TRANSACTIONS TUTORIAL

PROFESSIONALLY WRITTEN AND FULLY TESTED
HIGHLY USER FRIENDLY AND MENU DRIVEN

AFTER THE SALE SUPPORT

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING (Version 2.0) This saies-based
accounting package is designed for the non-accounting oriented businessman. It also contains the flexibility for
the accounting oriented user to set up a double entry journal with an almost unlimited chart of accounts. This
package includes Sales Entry, transaction driven Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable, Journal Entry,
Payroll Disbursement, and Record Maintenance programs. Screen and hardcopy system outputs include
Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Customer and Vendor Status Reports, Accounts Receivable and Payable
Aging Reports, Check Register, Sales Reports, Account Status Lists, and a Journal Posting List. The number of
accounts is limited only by the number of disk drives $89.95

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (Version 2.0) This package is designed to meet
the requirements of most small business users. The system includes detailed audit trails and history reports for

each customer, prepares invoices and monthly statements, mailing labels, aging lists, and an alphabetized
customer listing. The user can define net terms for commercial accounts or finance charges for revolving
accounts. This package functions as a standalone A/R system or integrates with the Small Business Accounting
package to build a complete accounting/receivables system $59.95

rSK Y HULL (Version 2.0) This integratable package is designed for maintaining personnel and
payroll data for up to 200 hourly and salaried employees with 8 deductions each. This system calculates payroll
and tax amounts, prints checks and maintains year-to-date totals. These amounts can be automatically trans-
ferred to the SBA package for financial reporting. It computes each pay period's totals for straight time, overtime,
and bonus pay and determines taxes to be withheld. Additional outputs include mailing list, listing of employees,
year-to-date federal and/or state tax listing, and a listing of current misc. deductions. This system is suited for use
in all states except Oklahoma and Delaware $69.95

All programs require a minimum of 32K and 1 disk drive but will take advantage of 64K and
multiple drives. Each package features a hi-res 51 x 24 black on green screen. 1 6K versions
available without hi-res screen. Specify 16K or 32K versions when ordering. Future inte-

grated packages will include: Inventory Control, Sales Analysis, Accounts Payable.

INCLUDE $5.00 Shipping/Handling Per Order Write for Free Catalog

TELEPHONE ORDERS
(214) 454-3674

COD/VISA/MASTERCARD

BRANTEX, INC.
COLOR SOFTWARE SERVICES DIV.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE GROUP
P.O. BOX 1708

GREENVILLE, TEXAS 75401

ATTENTION DEALERS: WE OFFER THE BEST DEALER PLANS AVAILABLE
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Jungle Queen

Seeks A Safari Hero

If real men don't eat quiche, it's just as unfortunate that

real cannibals do eat people, and right now a group of

them is adding a few vegetables, some garlic, and a little

Accent to a stewpot of water rapidly heating up over a

well-stoked fire. In the pot of water is our Jungle Queen,
and if she is not rescued soon she will become a tasty

dinner for the hungry cannibals.

But wait! In the distance a hunter on safari hears the

Queen's cries for help. The area of jungle he is in is nearly

impassable, so he leaps for a vine and swings from tree

to tree, Tarzan-style. Suddenly the trees end and our hero

encounters an alligator-infested river. He must swim across

the river, avoiding and killing the alligators as he swims.

He must also avoid large clusters of bubbles which can
entrap him and limit his maneuverability, making him more
susceptible to the hungry 'gators.

Once across the river, our hero is getting very close to

the cannibal village. Some of the cannibals have discovered

his presence and are rolling rocks and boulders at him
as he attempts to climb the hill where they are cooking
the Queen. After ducking and jumping the rolling and
bouncing rocks, our intrepid rescuer arrives at the scene

of the cookout where, in two mighty leaps, he jumps over

the heads of the cannibal cooks and rescues his beloved

Queen (clap and cheer loudly!).

Jungle Queen, by Dave Shipka of ZOSO Software, is

a good rendering of the arcade game Jungle Hunt. It has

four screens; the swinging vines, the river crossing, the

rolling stones and boulders, and the rescue of the Queen
in the cannibals' cook pot. In higher levels, the swinging

vines have monkeys on them trying to knock the hero off

the vines. While the graphics do not set a new standard

for excellence as did games like Zax.xon and Pyramid
Adventure, they are good. My staff of assistant reviewers

(three teen-aged sons and their friends) rated this as a good
game and fun to play.

When I first received this game for review, 1 found that

the tape did not stop running when the game was loaded.

I also found an oversight in the documentation — it did

not specify how to move the man through the screens,

whether to use the joystick or the keyboard. I wrote to

Dave Shipka about the problems, and in a few days a

new tape and revised documentation arrived in the mail

with both problems corrected. It looks like the buyer can
expect good, prompt support in case of any problem.

The program is extremely long it requires full 32K,
so if you have a disk drive, by all means order the disk

version.

(ZOSO Software, 6606 Skywae Drive, Columbus, OH
43229, tape $26.95, disk $29.95 plus $2 S/H)

— James G. Kriz

DYNAGRAPH
Copyright 1964 by Derringer Software. Inc.

A utility program for ownwrs of DYNACALC®

DYNAGRAPH will transier graphic files from DYNACALC to

standard graphic files for further enhancing and labeling by
graphic editing programs such as MASTER DESIGN.

DYNACALC stores its graphic displays in a way that is not ac-

cessable by the standard LOADM command. DYNAGRAPH will

convert these to files that can be LOADMed by most any graphics
editing program such as MASTER DESIGN. DYNAGRAPH will

also convert a standard hires display into the format that is need-
ed by DYNACALC. DYNAGRAPH can reduce a graph vertically

and horizontally so that multiple displays can be combined into

one.

DYNAGRAPH $19.95
MASTER DESIGN $29.95

DYNAGRAPH + MASTER DESIGN $44.95

DYNACALC $99.95 (DYNAGRAPH INCLUDED!!
ALL 3 Programs $119.95

Include 3.00 for UPS Shipping - 5.00 U.S. Mail - 9.00 Air Mail

Send orders to: Derringer Software. Inc.. P. O. Box 5300
Florence. S.C. 29502-2300

Visa/Master Card: (803) 665-5676 10:00 am to 5:00 pm EDT

DYNACALC is a registered trademark of

Computer Systems Center
MASTER DESIGN (C) 1984 by Derringer Software, Inc.

Turn Of The Screw Correction

In Tony DiStefano's column in the December 1984 rainbow,
the last sentence on Page 28 is incorrect. It should read: "Next,
take a little piece of wire and jumper Pin 20 to pins 2, 5, 6, 9,

12, 15, 16, and 19 — one at a time." Our thanks to Rodney Masten,
of Macon. Mo., for catching this.

Additionally, the basic listing Tony mentions as an example
program was inadvertently left out. The following routine will run
four lights in a chase sequence. Use the up and down arrows to

increase and decrease the speed of the chase:

160 POKE&HFF40, 1 : GOSUB 250:POKE&
HFF40 , 2 : GOSUB 250 : POKE&HFF40,4:8
OSUB 250:POKE&HFF40,8:GOSUB 250:
GOTO 160
250 A«-INKEY*:IF PEEK <34 1 > =247 T
HEN X=X+1ELSEIF PEEK <342 ) -247 TH
EN X=ABS<X-1>
280 FOR 1=0 TO X : NEXT I: RETURN

The line below will turn four lights on and off randomly. Change
(16) to (255) for an eight-light system.

380 POKE*HFF40,RND<16> : SOUND R
ND<100)+100,RND<5> : GOTO 380
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Key Tronic Keyboard
Among The Best

Even though Radio Shack has introduced a "real"

keyboard on the CoCos made over the past few months,

there still seems to be quite a bit of action on the replacement

keyboard front. For one thing, there are still hundreds

of thousands of older models in use, and they won't go

away very quickly.

. Key Tronic's KB-500 is a fairly recent entry into the

field. It has some good features, but also some drawbacks
compared with some other keyboards. Like most of the

other replacement keyboards, this one is made by one of

the major keyswitch manufacturers; Key Tronic makes
keyboards for many of the IBM-compatible computers and
a number of other systems as well, and they are probably

best known for the replacement keyboards they sell for

the IBM PC and PCjr systems.

The Key Tronic keyboard installs easily; it's not as easy

to do as the Macrotron or Radio Shack units, since you
have to cut off the center post, but like them (and unlike

the HJL-57 and Mark Data Super Pro) it drops right onto

the existing mounting posts just like the old keyboard did.

The KB-500 comes with the "F board adapter" to plug

into newer CoCos' keyboard sockets, and it works on all

models including the CoCo 2. The instructions are

reasonably clear and should cause no problem.

The KB-500 is quite similar to many of the "IBM clone"

keyboards in that its keys are the same size and shape

as the PC's keys and feel much the same, but without the

characteristic "Selectric click" of the IBM PC keyboard.

The layout is identical to that of the normal CoCo keyboard
except that one function key has been added, in contrast

to the four you get on an HJL or Macrotron unit. This

key acts as PF1 if you are using software designed for

either of those keyboards.

One interesting aspect of the Key Tronic keyboard's
design is that it seems to be geared toward the person

who mostly uses programs in BASIC. The specialized shifted-

key functions (caps lock, pause, delete line and brackets)

are now marked on the keys themselves. (Radio Shack
has been using SHIFT-O as the caps lock key on the Model
I and III as well as the CoCo for the past five years, but

none of the machines has the key marked to indicate it.)

Also, the BREAK and CLEAR keys — the two that will wipe
out the program line you were typing — have heavier

springs under them to keep them from being pressed

accidentally. While this is great for BASIC, application

programs will often use those keys for special purposes
(Telewriter uses BREAK to delete characters and CLEAR
for special editing functions), so you may have minor
problems. It might be a good idea if Key Tronic would
put two extra normal springs in the package so those who
want to can restore either or both of those keys to normal
and even protect other keys, if desired.

The only actual minus points I found (aside from the

dull color scheme of gray alphanumeric keys and dark gray
control keys) were the way the keytops stuck up from the

surface, leaving a gap ofabout /it-inch, and that Key Tronic
copied the rather silly IBM practice of putting a small key-

top in a large space with a "skirt" covering up the gaps (on
the KB-500 the ENTER key is the only one so treated). I'd just

as soon have a key that takes up the full space.

The Key Tronic KB-500 is a decent replacement for the

CoCo's original keyboard, even if you have the new Radio
Shack keyboard in your machine already. As I've said

before, since the computer keyboard is such a personal
thing, you might want to look at as many of the various
replacements as you can before making your choice.

(Spectrum Projects Inc., Box 21272, Woodhaven, NY
11421, or Box 9866, San Jose, CA 95157-0866, $89.95 plus

S3 S/H)

— Ed Ellers

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

M5ys
Geography- U.S.A.

For the 32K Color Computer

Look at the features:
* Speech output'
* High Resolution Graphics with 12 colors
* Print out any maps with your dot matrix

printer.

* Comprehensive quiz sections reinlorce
map skills

* Scorekeeping ot correct and incorrect
responses.

NOTE- Dealers: Demo disk available -
send request on company letterhead.

'Radio Shack" Speech-Sound Pak
Catalog #26-3144 required lor speech.

* Radio Shack is a registered trademark ol Tandy Corp.

* Big 5 Disk Package with Documentation
* Comprehensive software support

(registered owners)
* Fully field tested in public school.
* ONLY $44.95 plus $3.00 shipping and

handling.

Indiana Sollwara Group Inc.

PO. Box 627

Columbus. IN 47202-0627

IBI2I 372 4042

i : visa a mic

Card *

City. Stale. Zip

Exp date „

Signature

,
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Semigraphics Support
Combines Text And Graphics

By T. Gray

One drawback to the Color Computer is the difficulty of
combining text and graphics. One way around this difficulty
is Semigraphics Support (SGS) by Micro Computer Sys-
tems. This machine language programming utility meshes
with Extended Color basic to provide medium-resolution
graphics in nine colors plus black.

The result? You have 17 new commands and four new
functions. You have easy access to single-bit and six-bit
sound generation. You can use five new, full-color graphics
modes, with Extended BASIC commands to draw circles,
squares, and lines, fill them in, move them around, create
animation, and label graphics with text.

There are a lot of good things on this disk (or tape). There
are demonstration programs for 16K and 32K. These are
interesting enough that I watched them through a couple of
times before I even tackled the main program. The demos
give you a good idea of what the program can do.
The "new"semigraphics modes are already in your CoCo,

and are discussed in Section IV of Getting Started With
Color BASIC. They provide resolutions from 32 x 16(SG4
or alphanumeric internal, which CoCo normally uses to put

letters onscreen) to 64 x 1 92 ( SG24). I n order to access these
modes, it is usually necessary to do a lot of PEEKing and
POKEing around. Fortunately for me, SGS does not
require an understanding of the hardware and its quirks.
The graphics commands are sensible, easy to remember,

and similar in syntax to those of Extended BASIC. All are
distinguished by a preceding 'S.' For example, SPIXL(x,y,c)
sets a pixel located at (x,y) to color (c). The function A =
SPlXT(x.y) is a pixel test; it returns the value (zero to eight)
of the color of pixel (x,y). So much of this is familiar
that—after you have spent a few hours puzzling it out— it is

easy to use. There is SCI RCL for circles and ellipses. There
is SL1N for lines and boxes (solid, dotted, and dashed) and
for solid boxes. There is SFILL to paint, and SHIFT for
easy simple animation. You can SKOPY one graphics page
to another, or SMOVE graphics around the page.
The sound routines are just as handy. STONEA(f.e) gives

you control over the single-bit sound routine. You can set
the frequency delay (0 and the envelope delay (e). STONEB
(f,e,v) gets you into the six-bit sound, where you can control
the volume (v) as well. These two tones aren't as easy as
PLAY but are fun to play with.

In fact, the author of the documentation seems deter-
mined to force you to play around in order to learn how to
use the system. I'm not saying that the documentation is

inadequate. The manual was nicely done and spiral bound.
(It did what spiral bindings always do: it uncurled and
dumped pages all over the floor. If looseleaf binders are too
expensive to include in the package, just punch holes in the
pages and I'll buy my own binder, thank you.)

No, the information is there, but the entire manual
seems a bit backward. The full description of how to load

Picture of Tina Turner - Taken from MTV
VIDX- VIDEO DIGITIZER

Vidx connects between the video source and the RS-232 port ofhe color computer. No need for Y-cables or Multipacks! When
VIDX is connected to your computer, you can digitize any source ofvideo such as off air TV, video tape recorder, or live TV camera
simply by issuing the proper command from the keyboard The
software used with VIDX is supplied on a non-protected RS format
disk. The software has the following functions-

SINGLE OR MULTIPLE EXPOSURE
ABORT or RESUME SCAN
FRAME PICTURE
LOGICAL 'AND' SCREEN 2 & 1

READ/WRITE GRAPHICOM DISK
READ/WRITE RS-DOS DISK
READ/WRITE TO CASSETTE

VIDX-1-S99.95DIGITIZER & SOFTWARE
VIDX-2-$124.95 DIGITIZER & SOFTWARE

with two port RS-232 switcher, allows You to switch between VIDX
and two other devices such as printer & modem.

PLUS S3.00 POSTAGE
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SHRINXbyJohn Yurek

Allows you to shrink or enlarge
your graphics pictures

• 1 to 4 drives

• Enlarge or Shrink(quad frame)

• Variable Shrink(1 -100%)
• Get or transfer to GC disk
• Read/Write Binary Pix file

• Directory of any drive
• User friendly menu

Regular $29.95

Special $24.95
plus $2.00 postage

SAVE MORE!!!

GRAPHICOM $24.95

&SHRINX $24.95

SAVE $$ only $39.95
plus S2.00 postage

MUSX
The new sound in music for your
COCO...
MUSX Disks 1,2,3,4, 5,6

Each $13.95
2 for $25.00
3 for $30.00 plus $2.00
4 for $35.00 postage
5 for $40.00
6 for $45.00

GRAFX
MONTHLY GRAPHICS DISK

Look no further for the finest
monthly graphics disk for the
COCO. Insert GRAFX into your
drive and view fine works of art
with MUSX. Each month you
receive a mixture of humorous,
seasonal and technical designs...
One year subscription...$99.95

Three month Trial only.. .$30.00
(We'll credit your $30.00

to a full year's subscription)
Sample Disk $13.95

HAM SOFTWARE by John Yurek
used worldwide by Hams

CW - Turns your COCO into a CW
keyboard and receive term-
inal. COCO version has a
real time printer.

$44.95(tape) plus S2 postage

RV - Turns your COCO into a 5
level (Baudot Code) Tele-
type machine.
$49.95(tape) plus $2 postage

To Place Your Order Send
Check or Money Order To:

GRAFX
P.O. Box 254

West Mifflin, Pa. 15122
Voice (412)466-6974 (6-9 PM)

24 Hour BBS-COCONET
(412)744-2335

300- 1200 Baud Modem Online

FREE DIGITIZED PICTURES!
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(he thing into various CoCos is found at the back. At the
front is an incomprehensible command summary. As I

worked through the commands, I kept running into other
commands and terms that had not been previously covered.

This made the concepts a little hard to pick up. By the time I

had worked through the manual, the command summary
wasn't quite so incomprehensible, but it shouldn't be one of

the first things a user trips over. It was this aspect of the
manual that made the program a bit hard to get involved
with.

A nice feature of the manual is that there are dozens of
sample programs showing you how to use the various com-
mands and features of the program. Even those impressive

demonstration programs are listed! Not only do these help

you learn the system, they are a treasure trove of informa-
tion that is missing from the main sections of the text. You
pass over these sample programs at your peril.

For example, you can save your semigraphics pages to

cassette or disk as ML programs. This is an important
feature of the system thai really should be given a main
section in the manual. Instead, it sneaks into a sample
program somewhere toward the back few pages.

One of the main selling features of the system is the ability

to easily combine text with colorful medium-resolution gra-

phics. It delivers, too, in three styles of text (orange, green,
and inverse, the same as ECB). The graphics mode for which
this is available is of about the same quality as set/ reset

graphics, but is far easier to use. This important feature is

not even mentioned in the manual. It is hidden in one of the
sample programs, waiting for you to discover it. The actual

method of locating letters on the screen, while not difficult,

is far from clear in the sample program.
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EXCITING! AMAZINGI HUMOROUS!

Meet "Professor AL"
(Copyright .1984 )

Friend, Confidant,
Advisor, Playmatell

Two years in the making. Now available for
the first timel I Both BIG 4. LITTLE "Kids"
love "Professor AL." YOU will, too 11! II II

•Exciting, unique, unpredictable
"Simulates human thinking through

combined logic & data.
"The "Prof" can teach you, AND you can

teach him! (Even change his person-
ality if you want tol

)

"He has good solid morals &. can handle
insults.

"Program easy enough for a child;
sophisticated enough for adults!

I

(Must be run on at least a 32K TR5-80 Color
Computer with Disk Drive)

ORDER TODAY!

$30.00

Disk &. Explanation Literature

+ $3.00 shpg.& hdlg.

(Texas residents add 5Vt% Tax)

SANCHER ENTERPRIZE

3720 Brookside Dr.

P.O. Box 260213

Corpus Christi, TX 78426

It will take you a bit of experimenting to sort everything
out. This is all well and good, ifyou have the time. I'm sure it

wasn't the author's intention to play guessing games with the
user, but that's the way it comes out.

In addition to the major omissions of saving graphics and
combining text with graphics, there were some minor miss-
ing pieces. I'd have appreciated having a few tables that

weren't in the text:

1) summary of the commands and their syntax (the com-
mands are summarized, but the syntax is buried in indi-

vidual sections of text);

2) table of the maximum x and y values in each mode;
3) color code would be handy (it's the same as Color BASIC
— l=green, 2=yellow, etc. but I haven't memorized
them);

4) since some commands are not available in some modes, a
chart of this would be useful.

So there it is, a semigraphics support system that extends
your Extended BASIC. Should you buy it? Well, it is easy to

use once you get the hang of it. It does increase your capabil-
ities when programming in BASIC. If you incorporate it into

a program for sale, there is no license fee. It works with 16K,
32K, cassette, and disk. It comes with a pile of sample
programs to help you get to know it better. It encourages, or
insists on, exploration and experimentation.

(Micro Computer Systems, 1404 Sunset Drive, Friends-
wood, TX 77546, 16-32K ECB, cassette $29.95, disk $34.95)

* * [CCN] * * * *

Now is your opportunity to join a

nationwide 24 hr. BBS. Designed espe-

cially for the CoCo. CCN provides you
with more service than most BBS Sys-

tems. You will be able to send and receive

mail, get technical information, download
free software, read announcements, give

usyourcomments, list your own software

and hardware for sale, buy from our

business advertisers and much more.

CCN is not like some systems that charge

you by the hour. We have a small annual

fee. You'll be able to use the system as

long and as often as you like. We hope
that you will. To become a CCN member
send $25.00 to:

Color Computer Network
P.O. Box 573

Franklin, KY 42134
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Explore The Universe

And Rescue The Earth

In Trekboer
There's a deadly virus threatening the future of

humankind in Trekboer — a new graphics Adventure by

Mark Data Products — and your mission is to search the

universe for a cure.

You are aboard the spaceship Trekboer as the Adventure

begins, with a variety of buttons to push, doors to open,

rooms to search, objects to collect, a tracking screen to

watch and a robot that you will need to help you.

As in other Mark Data graphics Adventures, such as

Calixio Island, Sea Search and Shenanigans, the visual

effects in Trekboer are top-notch and of such quality that

you will find yourself (again) in front of the computer during

the early morning hours.

You have four planets to explore in your journey, each

with its own unique environment and the inherent dangers

you've come to expect from Adventure games. Be
forewarned that you should be braced for some shocking

discoveries because the virus has been claiming many lives.

You will need to watch your diet, too, until you discover

how the disease is being transmitted. You will probably

get thirsty along the way, but it's a good idea to have

any liquids tested before indulging yourself.

If you find yourself in danger of being wiped out, or

if it's just time to call it an evening, a SAVE feature allows

you to retain the game at any point for later resumption.

THE SOFTWARE HOUSE
<fcS&' m

DATA GRADE TAPE
(with labels)

C-10S6.95/Doz 25/S13.95

C-20 S8.50/DOZ 25/S15.95

C-30 S9.95/DOZ 25/S17.95

"SPESHUL"
(1 5 Tapes, Hard Boxes, Labels

and Storage Box)

C-10S12.95 C-20S13.95

C-30S14.95

Hard Boxes 25/S4 50 100/S15.00

Cass labels S2.75/ 100 S20.00/1000

SENTINEL BRAND
100% Certified Disks
SS/DD Box ol 10 $18.95

DS/DD Box of 10 S26.95

SS/96TPI Box of 10 $28.95

DS/96TPI Box of 10 $37.95

Bulk Disks with Sleeves

SS/DD 10/515.95 50/$75.00

DS/DD 10/S22.95 50/$1 10.00

GENERIC DISKS
SS/DD 10/S 14.00 50/S65.00

Tyvek Sleeves 1 5/$2 00 1 00/$ 1 0.00

MEDIA MATE DISK BANK • Holds 50 Disks - SI 4.95

Disk Library Case (holds 10 disks) $2.00 ea. 10/S18.00

BIB DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANER S8.95

RIBBONS: epson mx/fx/rx 7o/bo $7.50 ea 6/539.95

GEMINI 10, 10X 2/S5.50 Doz./$2995

OKIDATA 80. 82, 92, 93 2/S5.50 DOZ/S29 95

0KIDATA84, 94 $600 ea. 6/S30.00

HIGH SPEED DATA DUPLICATION
Speech. Monaural Programs. Call or Write for Quote.

ALL ITEMS 100% GUARANTEED!
Add S2.50 for s/h in Mich add 4% sales tax.

Make check or money order payable to:

"DALLAS COX"
9020 Hemingway, Redford, Ml 48239

(313) 937-3442
Clubs & Dealers - call for quantity prices.
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There's also a HELP feature, which I found to be of

questionable value because it usually repeats advice given

earlier. Directional commands are simplified by allowing

you to enter the first letter of the direction in which you
want to proceed.

Mark Data has graciously provided maps and telecom-

munications aids, but first you will have to find them and,

secondly, figure how they can best serve you. There is,

of course, some guesswork involved, a lot of false starts,

and logical steps that must be taken before you can utilize

them.

You must be diligent in your search because there's no
turning back to the home base unless you're willing to

sacrifice your pride and /or the game. After all, the entire

universe is counting upon you!

One of my first reactions was to the name of the

Adventure game. Why in the world would the United States

want to name a spaceship Trekboer? After thinking about
it for a while, it occurs to one that the name could be

a clue to the solution of the Adventure. Even then, you've

got a way to go before reaching a satisfactory conclusion.

Like most Mark Data products I have experienced,

Trekboer demonstrates the full potential of the Color
Computer. The game is challenging, the options are many,
the plot is sophisticated, the graphics exceptional, and the

appeal is universal. If you're into Adventures, especially

of the graphics variety, Trekboer is for you.

(Mark Data Products, 24001 Alicia Parkway, No. 207,

Mission Viejo, CA 92691, tape $24.95, disk $27.95.)

— Charles Springer

UPGRADE NOW!
Unleash the power of your Color Computer!

Sale Packages for every need

#1 DISK DRIVE SYSTEM-J&M Controller,
SALE

JDOS. Vt Ht. 40-track TEAC Drive, cable
and manual (2nd Drive add $159) $379

#2 FULL FEATURE PRINTER-Panasonic
Model 1091. Near Letter Quality,

Dot Matrix Graphics, with Metric Parallel

Interface (PBH Interface add S20) $389

#3 COMMUNICATIONS PACK-Volksmodem
from Anchor, 300 baud, direct connect,
cable and Colorcom-E terminal
program (ROM or Disk) $115

#4 MONITOR & DRIVER-New Taxan
Hi-resolution Monitor, Green 12" display
with Video Plus driver (easy to install)

(Swivel base for monitor add S22) $159

PLUS: Full Travel Keyboards from $64.95
64K Expansion Kits (Prime IC's) $64.95
Basic 1.2 or Disk 1.1 ROM's, each $39.95

SOFTWARE, BOOKS-We carry over 200 titles from
many fine companies. Give us a try!

CT POLYGON COMPUTERS
k^-d 1316 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 206

Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213)483-8388

Ca. Res. 6V»% lax Shipping: 52 Software
Visit our Retail Store Charges: $5 Hardware
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Software Review, r/^

Speed Racer
Offers Good Challenge

For The Racing Enthusiast

Just when you thought the Color Computer had reached

its full graphics' potential, along comes a program like

MichTron's Speed Racer that makes you wonder just how
much more we can extract from this incredible machine.

As you climb into the driver's seat, you are greeted by

an opening screen that includes a CoCo and monitor (with

motion picture-type credits) on a red and black checkerboard

field. You know then and there you are in for something

special.

You have a choice of four racecourses, ranging from
the predictable rectangular shape to an S-shaped track,

and others with a never-ending variety of hairpin turns

and tempting straightaways.

You're off with a wave of a checkered flag! Just push
your gearshift (right joystick) forward and you're rapidly

pushing 200 miles per hour in the age-old quest for glory.

Your speed is indicated in a nicely composed speedometer

at the lower left of the screen. The object of Speed Racer
is to pass the required number of cars for each lap, which
is indicated by an arrow under a 'Cars Passed' marker
at the lower right. You must reach this goal to progress

to the next lap. Otherwise, the game is over. Complete
all five laps (10 miles) and you win the race.

The real hazards of racing, of course, are the other cars

in the race. You must manage to pass them without colliding

or losing control, or you will be the latest fatality. Collisions

are dramatically represented on the screen by a cloud of

smoke and flying tires.

The competition is represented in true arcade fashion

that rivals one of those packaged in a sit-down booth at

the local video gathering place. It is the game that many

One- Liner Contest Winner . . .

This one-liner is best described as "Old Glory the easy

way." It's a surprisingly good (for one line) reproduction of

the Stars and Stripes.

Ronald W. Wilson

Franklin, OH
The listing:

1 pmode 1 : pcls : screen 1,0: draw " bm0
,0r255d99l255u99br50d50l50bu40br
50r205d 10l205d 1 0r205d 10l205d 1 0r2
55d 10l255d 1 0r255d 1 0l255d 1 0r255 "

:

f0rx=7t042step1 1 : f0ry=9t044step1
2:circle<x,Y),4,4:nexty:nextx:pa
int ( 3 , 5 > , 3 , 4 : fora=9to89step20 : pa
int<52,a),4,4:nexta:g0t01

(For this winning one-liner contest cnlry. the author has been senl copies of bolh Tlie

Rainbow Book Of Adventure and its companion Rainbow Adventure Tape.)

CoCo lovers have envied for many months, secretly hoping
that it would become available to us.

The action in Speed Racer is not quite as furious as

the one in the arcade — you won't be running through
any billboads, for example — but the level of challenge
would rate an eight on a scale of one to 10. There are

road signs, however, which warn you of impending curves

ahead. If you hug the curve for too long, you'll probably
blow a tire. That's the cue for the pit crew to show its

speed in replacing them, an interesting spectacle.

There are separate high-score capabilities for each track

for up to 10 games. The track is selected by moving the

joystick from left to right.

The scenery in Speed Racer is as distracting as it is

beautiful, ranging from big city skylines and mountain
ranges to ocean scenes, complete with sailboats. One of

my favorites is the one that includes a giant suspension

bridge. Some people I know play the game as much for

the scenery as for the thrills of racing.

The graphics in this game are as good as I've seen on
any computer, without question. Let's hope this is one of

many more to come from MichTron. This effort is

indicative, I hope, of an even stronger emphasis on quality

in what could be a whole new era of arcade games for

the Color Computer.

(MichTron, 576 S. Telegraph Road, Pontiac, MI. 48053,

cassette $34.95, disk $34.95)

— Charles Springer

THE SOFT SHOP
' 'For all your personal computer needs

'

'

64K Ram Chip Set $
HJL-57 Keyboard Kit

Prowriter Printer (8510A)w/lnterface 419.95

-- ARCADE ACTION --

55.95

75.95

TAPE
King Tut (Tom Mix) (16K) 25.95

The King (Tom Mix) (32K) 23.95

Pooyan (Dalasott) (32K) 26.95

CU-BER (Tom Mix) (32K) 25.95

Draconian (32K) 25.95

The Touchstone (32K) 25.95
Crash (32K) 23.95

•• BUY 2 GET 1 AT 1/2 PRICE ••

•• For the Serious User ••

TAPE

DISK

28.95

29.95

28.95

28.95

28.95

26.96

DISK

89.95

65.95

45.95

65.95

Basic09 (Requires OS-9) (64K)

VIP Writer w/Speller (Softlaw) (32K)

VIP Terminal (Softlaw) (16K)

VIP CALC (Softlaw) (32K)

** - Tape Version Included

Call or write tor a catalog

Call our BBS on-line from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. EDT!

Phone (803) 288-0613

Terms: Money Orders and Personal Checks welcome (Please allow an
additional 3 weeks for personal checks.) S.C. Residents add 5%
sales tax. (All Funds U.S. DOLLARS Please.)

Shipping: $3.00 for Software, 3% for Hardware.

C.O.D.: Please add $3.00 (No COO's outside the continental US and
Canada!)

Blue Label: Add $4.00
Handling: Handling Charges will be added to orders outside the continen-

tal U.S. (Minimum $5.00)

VISA and MASTERCARD ACCEPTED.

THE SOFT SHOP
P.O. Box 878 Mauldin, S.C. 29662

10 a.m. (803)297-1067 8 p.m.
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CORRECTIONS
"The ABC Game" (September 1984, Page 157): James

F. Taylor advises us that this program will not run as

is in 16K. He suggests deleting the following remark lines:

1-10, 145-185, 275-305, 41 1-415, 461-464, 481-483, 561-565,

591-596, 681-685, 841-845, 91 1-915, 1001-1009

OLORS

"The Trip" (August 1984, Page 90): Jacques Bourgeois
tells us that a reader questioned his use of a minus sign

in place of an equal sign in the statement IF RND (2)-

I THEN ... in Line 222. He assures us that this unusual
syntax does work properly in this instance.

"Pretty As A Picture" (May 1984, Page 137): Tom
Szlucha states that there are a number of problems with

the program, and sends along a corrected listing of the

first 47 lines of the program. Here it is:

CLEAR 500:AR-0:GOTO220:'DUMPFI
X 9/18/84
10 AR-1:CX=0:PI=INT<PX/S+.5):FOR
x=0 T0255 steppx:p=s*-x:f=0:b=0:
FORY» 19 1 TO0STEP-

1

20 IFPPOINT<X,Y)=CL THEN 40 ELSE
80

30 GOTO 80
40 IF F>0 THEN 60
50 IF B>0 THEN GOSUB 160
60 F=F+S:GOTO 100
70 IF B> THEN 90
80 IF F>0 THEN GOSUB 170
90 B=B+S
100 NEXT Y
110 IF B>0 THEN GOSUB 160
120 IF F> THEN GOSUB 170
130 PRINT#-2, "M"BD","P
140 NEXTX
150 GOTO 180
1 60 PR I NT#-2 ,

" R » +STR* < B )
+

"
, " +STR

*<CX):B=0: RETURN
170 PR I NT#-2 ,

"
J "+STR* < F ) + "

, "+STR
*<CX) :F=0: RETURN
180 CLS: INPUT "ANOTHER COLOR Y/N"
; R* : I F R«= "

Y
" THEN AR= 1 : GOTO290

190 PRINT#-2, "M0,-100":PRINT#-2,
"A"
200 POKE 150,87:POKE65494,0
210 CLS:PRINT"FINISHED":END
220 CLS:PRINT"CGP-115 SCREEN DUM
P": PRINT: INPUT"DRAW TEST PATTERN
Y/N";R*

230 IF R*="Y" THEN GOSUB 470
240 PS=PEEK(8<HB6)
250 PMODE PS
260 CLS: INPUT "PLOTTING SCALE IX
OR 2X";S:IF S<1 OR S>2 THEN 260
270 S=INT(S>
280 IF PS=3 THEN PX=2 ELSE PX=1
290 CLS
300 IF PS=3 THEN PR INT "PMODE 3 C

0=BLACK
1=GREEN
2=YELL0W
3=BLUE
4=RED

5=BUFF
6=CYAN
7=MAGENTA
B=ORANGE"

310 IF PS=4 THEN PR INT "PMODE 4 C
OLORS 0=BLACK

5=BUFF 1=GREEN"
320 PR I NT: PR I NT"BE SURE YOU INPU
T COLOR WHICH IS COMPATIBLE WITH
SCREEN MODE""

330 PRINT: INPUT "COLOR TO SENSE"?
CL:IF CL<0 OR CL>8 THEN 330
340 CLS:PRINT"0=BLACK
1=BLUE 2=GREEN
3=RED"
350 PRINT: INPUT"DRAW WITH WHICH
COLOR PEN";CP:IF CP<0 OR CP>3 TH
EN 350
360 IF AR=1 THEN PRINT#-2, "H" : GO
TO430
370 BD=<480-192*S) /2:CX=0
380 POKE 65495,1
390 POKE 150, 180
400 PRINT#-2,CHR*(18)
410 PR I NT#-2 ,

"M0 , -300*S

"

420 PRINT#-2, "I"
430 PRINT#-2, "C"CP
440 PRINT#-2, "M"BD", "STR*(CX)
450 SCREEN 1,0: PMODE PS,

1

460 GOTO 10
This should be typed in after deleting everything before

Line 470.

"Cooking With CoCo" (November 1984, Page 146):

Colin Stearman passes along a note from a reader who
says that Radio Shack's disk versions of EDTASM, Scripsii

and Speclaculalor (all of which use the Color TRSDOS
operating system) use bytes 1 7 and 1 8 of the directory entry,

which conflicts with the file creation date area used by
his program. Dates are not put into the file when these

programs create files and they should pose no real problem.
Colin also cautions that files created by these programs
should not be redated with the BASIC program on Page
148. This problem may also occur with future Radio Shack
programs that use Color TRSDOS (which is supplied on
each program disk in each package).

"Adding Auto Answer To Modem I" (November 1984,
Page 19): Tony Sharp advises us that there may be a
problem with installing his modification in the newer
Modem IB, due to some changes in the circuit board. One
difference that has been noted is that the voltage regulator
is now called VR1 instead of Ul.

232

"CC-TaIk"(November 1984, Page 50): There was an error
in production that misplaced part of two lines. Here they are
in the correct form:

140 CLS : PR INTTAB < 8 )
"BUFFER CONTE

NTS" : PRINTTAB (6) "spaceMORE/enter
EXIT":PRINT
170 BB=TB:BE=&H7CFF' buffer star
t and end addresses ^
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BITS AND BYTES OF BASIC
16K

OAINBQW I

j- ••d

Finalizing

The Rainbow
Checkbook

By Richard White
Rainbow Contributing Editor

This is the "Beginners Issue" where
we welcome all of you thdt have

recently become proud owners of

a CoCo and have joined the rainbow
family of readers. We will mark the

occasion with a bit of a celebration, for

Rainbow Checkbook, Version 1.0 is

complete, and the listing follows this

column.

Over the past few months, I have been
writing about the program as it deve-

loped. Both program logic and syntax

have been discussed in their natural

setting, a working program. One
consequence has been the need to revise

the code previously discussed and
explain the reasons for the changes.

Changes come about for two reasons.

First, for a better idea. As the pro-

grammer works with a program, in-

adequacies become evident and revisions

to fix these are installed. Second are

the pure bugs.

Even with extensive testing, obscure

bugs continue to be found in most
programs. That's why I say Version 1.0

(Richard White has a long background
with microcomputers and specializes in

BASIC programming. With Don Doll-

berg, he is the author of the TIMS data

base management program.)

is the first to be published and not the

first one written. It is reasonably clean

and should do most of the job that needs

to be done. It is hardly a final version

if such a version exists. Since a program
continues to evolve with time, it should

be organized to facilitate change. To
me, that means defining specific pro-

gram functions and assigning blocks of

line numbers to these functions. I made
a table of these functions at the start

and have stayed with it throughout.

"Version 1.0 .. . is hardly a

final version . . . Since apro-

gram continues to evolve

with time, it should be organ-

ized tofacilitate change."

LINES FUNCTION
1-9 Most Frequently used

subroutines

10-99 Other subroutines

100-199 Enter items

200-299 Edit records and update

balances

400-499 Strip cleared items to make
updated current file

600-699 Print report

900-999 Tape and disk I/O
2000-2099 Initialization

2100-2199 Make new file

10000 Save program routine

10100 PCLEAR I routine

Version 1.0 contains all the functions

shown in the table in the line number
blocks shown. Note that the most
frequently used lines go to the beginning

of the program and the least used lines

to the end. Each time there is a GOSUB
or GOTO, BASIC starts at the beginning

of the program to search for the

required line. It makes no sense for it

to have to continually search over lines

that are used only once during the

normal operation of the program. So,

all initialization goes to the end rather

than the beginning of the program
where you will see it many times. On
the other hand, frequently called

subroutines should be at the beginning

where BASIC can quickly find them.

And, the smaller the line number, the

fewer bytes it takes to store the

subroutine call. In any case, I like small

line numbers. They are easier to

remember. I also see no need to keep

increments of 10 between line numbers
as you can see from the listing.

Another word of advice to the

beginner. If you organize your program
from the beginning, you will not need

to renumber it. RENUM will destroy

all the structure you carefully developed
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COMPUTER
MATH

THE MONET SERIES
IT STEVE ILTR

DOOMS I SEASE IIKECI $!««
Player buyi (imilier rtenn using dailin

and anus to practice using money correctfj.

cCOCO'i MENU UK ECI ttUS
Leim lo buy ind idd up jrour pui

chases (torn i rIP icil fisMood

restaurant mtnu.

BOHET-MK 321 ECI f22.16
A combined and menu driven version

ol the ibove programs. Include! pliy

mone». Reviewed Rainbow 7/83

EQUATIONS TUTORS 19.95 EA.

by Ed Guy 32K EB.

Elemenlarymtermeaiate algebra

Step Dy step tutorials SPECIFY

Linear or Quadratic

GRAPH-IT $14.95 16K EB
Graph aigeoraic. equations on a hi-

res screen Lmea'. Quadratic, etc

By 0. Steele

MATH INVADERS by Divtd Stee*

16KEB. $17.95

A multi-level Space invaders'

type game to reinforce the 4 basic

math operations (addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and divi-

sion) Problems become more dif-

ficult as you progress. Hi-res.

graphics, joystick required.

32KEB. Disk $20 95

SCIENCE
SCIENCE GAME S29 35

by J. Keeling 32KEB. Disk Only

Over 600 questions in 9

categories Makes learning

science tacts tun Game format,

1 or 2 players, teams Grade 8 ana

up

T*ftn
BETOND WORDS 32K ECBS1S.SG Each

These Language Arts programs cover

common misspellings, and synonyms/

antonyms on each level. Additionally,

level 1 test! contractions and ibbremi

lions. Level 2 tests homonyms, and level

3 tests analogies. Each program has 3

parts and contains over 400 questions

and uses over BOO words. All tests are

grade appropriate. User modrfiable

(directions included). Printer option.

Level 1 Grades 3 5

level 2 Grides 6 8

level 3 Grides 9 12

DISK VERSION Eich $23 95

TNE MATH TUTOR SERIES HKEai.

These tutorials take the child through

each step of the eiample. All piograms

include HELP tables, cursor and

graphic aids. All alio* user to create

the eiample, or let the computer

choose. Multilevel. Great teaching pro-

grams. By Ed Guy.

LONG DIVISION TUTOR $14.95

MULTIPLICATION TUTOR $14.95

FACTORS TUTOR SUM
FRACTIONS TUTOR (Addition) $19.95

FRACTIONS TUTOR (Subtraction) $19.95

FRACTIONS TUTOR (Multiplicjtion|$19.95

Any 2 FRACTIONS programs $29.95

TRIGONOMETRY TUTOR 32K

By Ed Guy $24.95

A step by step tutorial for learning

to compute the sides and angles of

right triangles All examples have

graphic representation.

GRAPH TUTOR 32X ECI $11.16
Line, bar, pie and pictographs are

demonstrated. Learn to read and use

these graphs. Test mode. Hi-res

graphics throughout By Chn; Phillips.

CROCODILE MATH 16K Est.

By Ad Provost $17.95

An animated math game using hi-

res graphics. A fish containing a

problem moves toward a crocodile

containing a possible answer. If

the answer is true, open the

crocodile's mouth with the joystick

to eat the fish If false, keep his

mouth closed Addition, subtrac-

tion, and multiplication examples

on 3 levels. 3 speeds Tape only

Language

ISLAND
Preschool

PRESCHOOL SERIES $11.95 EA.

Pre 1-2 programs for number

recognition and counting

Pre 2-2 programs tor simple ad

dition. number game
Pre 3 • Alphabet recognition

All 16K EB. By J. Kolar

FIRST GAMES
32KEB. tap* $24.95 disk $27 95

First Games contains 6 menu-

driven programs to delight and

teach your early learners (ages

3-6) These games enrich the lear-

ning of colors, numbers, lower-

case letters, shapes, memory,

visual discrimination and coun-

ting

ARROW GAMES by Panny Bryan

32KEB.tiptS21.95 disk $24.95

Six menu driven games for young

children (ages 3-6) to teach direc-

tions. All games Involve using the

arrow keys. Games include

LADYBUG, BUTTERFLY, ARROW
MATCH, KALEIDOSCOPE, RAB-

BIT* and DOODLE. Colorful

by Panny Bryan
r,phlCS '

Social Studies

STATES & CAPITALS $19.95

Multiple choice quiz on a hires

screen 32K E.B.

EXPLORERS* SETTLERS S19.95

Hi-res screen. Multiple choice

quiz on explorers and settlers of

the new world.

Arts

KNOW YOUR STATES $19 95 32K

Shows each state to identify on hi-

res screen. Help command and
scoring By J. Kteling

T>.E NISTORT GAME 32K ECI $14,96

"Jeopardy" type game by lames

Keeling. 5 categories and 5 questions

in each category. One or two player

game checks your knowledge of

American History. Different questions

each round. Hi-res graphics.

FAMOUS AMERICAN WOMEN
S19.95

32K A who-am-l game of over 50 multi-

ple choice questions on a hir-res

screen. 32KE.B.

IALL PROGRAMS IN 16 K EXTENDED EXCEPT WHERE NOTED)

CONTEXT CLUES - by Steve Blyn Multiple choice reading

programs Specify gride 4.5,6 or 7. eich S 1 7.95

VOCABULARY BUILDERS • 32K Great tot tail prepares
200 questions, multiple choice, modifuble, printer option.

I (grades 3 5), II |6 Ji or III (9 12) each $19.95

READING AIDS 4 PAK - Child creates own reading material. SI9.95

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FRENCH OR SPANISH BASEBALL - By S. Blyn each $1 1.95

Vocabulary practice. 200 words. Modifuble. Specily linguige.

Akw In 32K (500 words) $19.95

HEBREW BULLETIN BOARO-by I Kolar utility to print words. $15.95

HEBREW ALPHABET- leim the letters of this alphabet. jn.95

2

KING AUTHOR'S TALES $29.95

Student may create and save

original stories on files. Ques-

tion/Answer, title page picture

features, too. Rewirte. review, and

printer features. Includes selec-

tion ol stories and pictures.

32K EB Disk or 16K EB Tape



Educational Software
TEACHER/STUDENT AIDS

THE QUIZ MAKER by Oivid Stanley

32KEB. tipt $24.95 disk $27.95

A program thai enables a teacher

to create tests or a student to

study for tests in any subject area

Your questions and answers may
be saved tor future use Short

answer, true-false, fill-in and

other quiz formats are supported

Printer option for hard copy lest

generation Program randomizes

questions, keeps Irack of score

and provides a variety of testing

lormats.

ARITHMETIC TUTOR DIAGOSTIC

FRACTIONS TUTOR DIAGNOSTIC
32KDISK $49.95 uch

More of the MATH TUTOR SERIES.

A diagnostic feature permits

teachers to keep records of

students' progress on the disk us-

ing a password. Printer option

generates hard copy of progress

reports. ARITHMETIC TUTOR
covers multiplication, division,

factoring, and order of operations.

FRACTIONS TUTOR covers addi-

tion subtraction, multiplication,

and division of fractions. Easy to

operate. Disk only. By Ed Guy

C0L0RGR1DE 12KECI $21.16
A frttt lid to ttachtn. Record* in»
cilculitei frid«t for up to C clro«! of

up to 40 ttudfnb uch. lh« number

or letter (nrJet, namtd or ngrmncil
period! ind fim a »ti|tittd mrift.
Eisj fo int. Full directions. DISK
ONli. Bf Oieid len D el.

COMPUTER LITERACY

by Steve Blyn

32KE.B. $19.95

A computer literacy quiz ex-

clusively for the Color Computer

Tests and scores from over 60
questions on a HI-RES upper and

lower case screen Reviews com-
puter literacy and beginning pro-

gramming knowledge. Ages 10

and up.

/^
RAINBOW

CERTIFICATION
SEAL

Dealers inquiries invited.

GAMES 4 ACTIVITIES

TREASURE HUNT by Art Provoil

16K E.B. Tape Only $19.95

Find you way to the treasure

through a maze filled with objects

to collect, warriors. Iheives. secret

passages, dark caves, hidden

clues Its all there lor you to en|oy

Includes graphic lllustation.

animation, various levels ol play

lor ages 6-12. Joystick required

I LOVE MY COCO

TEE SHIRT

S6 95 each + S1 .00 S/H per shirt

Available in Adult Sizes

S, M, L. XL, and Youth L (14-16)

White with Red Trim

and Blue Logo

TREAT YOURSELF OR A FRIEND

TO A GREAT GIFT.

CALL US FOR DETAILS

ON SCHOOL/CLUB ORDERS.

VERBAL MATH PROBLEMS

PIZZA GAME 32KEB. $19.95

Learn to locate coordinates on a

grid. HI-RES text and graphics.

AREA & PERIMETER

32KEB. $19.95

Triangles, rectangles, and circles

are covered in this HI-RES text and

graphics program

SALES & BARGAINS
32KEB. $19.95

Learn to find the discounted price.

Hi-RES text and beautiful

graphics.

The Factory: w suwurst

Strategies in Problem Solving

Grades 4-adult Winner 1983 Learning

Software Award* Recommended In

Classroom Computer Learning,

Courseware Report Card and Electronic

Learning Unique three-level program

challenges students to create geometric

"products" on a simulated machine

assembly line which the student designs.

Diskette lor 32K TRS-80 Color

Computer with Extended Color BASIC

$39 95

The Pond: ™o* su«*st

Strategies In Problem Solving

Grades 2-adult. Winner 1983 Learning

Software Award. Recommended In

Classroom Computer Learlng. A small

green frog, lost in a pond of lily pads,

helps students recognize and articulate

patterns, generalize from raw data and

think logically. Oiskelte

for 32K TRS-80 Color Computer with Ex-

tended Color BASIC $39 95

MR.C0C0HEAD16KE.B. $16.95

Create oyer 10,000 funny faces.

Facial features controlled through

keyboard Surprise command
Ages 4 and up.

tISHT PEN 16K E.B. $19 95

enjoy this interesting piece of

hardware Control screen acton

witn '.he iiohtpen. Include!) b ff'O

grans.

DISTANCE PROBLEMS $1995

Moving graphics and texi com-

bines on a hires screen. Rate x

Time = Distance in all its forms.

32K E.B.

All payment in U.S. funds

(718)948-2748
Dept. R 227 Hampton Green, Staten Island, N.Y. 10312

Send for catalog with complete descriptions.

Please add $1 .00 per order tor postage. N.Y. residents, please add proper tax. FREE set of BINARY DICE, including full directions with orders of 2 or more ittm»

Authors: We are seeking quality children's software for leisure or learning. Write for details. Top Royalties.

TRS-80 Color Computer. TDpSystem 100.



and make trouble-shooting much more
difficult. There is a place for RENUM
— it is useful to make a user version

of a program, numbered at increments

of one. This both shortens the program
and speeds it a tad. But, keep your
structured source version for editing

and upgrading. Renumbering the listing

to increments of one saves 84 bytes in

spite of the fact that I had already
reduced memory usage by putting the

subroutines at the beginning.

A good program today should be as

self-documenting as possible. Still,

some words of wisdom are generally
needed to get the user off on the right

foot. Perhaps the best place to start is

to explain why the program was written

in the first place. You see, there was
this pile of bank statements on my desk
— about six months' worth. Reconciling

the checkbook to the bank statements
is a pain and the program I wrote way
back when did not do that. 1 looked
at the old program, but it was written
before I discovered structuring a BASIC
program. Starting from scratch looked
easier. The real celebration came
yesterday when I worked down through
the (now nine months') pile, finding less

than $ 100 worth of mistakes. It's a relief

to know that there will be no OM (out
of money) messages from the bank.
The easiest way for you to get up

and running with Rainbow Checkbook
istobuyaJan. 1985 rainbow ontape.
As published, the program runs in a
16K tape-based Extended basic ma-
chine. Those with disk drives should
have 32/64K machines or be willing to

cut some of the code out. For example,
you might make two versions, one
without the printer block starting at 600
and one without the editor and New-
month routines starting at 200 and 400.
This way you can enter and edit data
with one version, save the file, and load
the other version to print the file.

If you have been typing the program
in with me over the last few months,
check your code against the listing.

There have been a number of changes,
both added features and debugs.
When you load and run the program,

you are shown the first menu that offers

lOAD FILE or nEW FILE options.

Choose new file by keying 'N\ You are
now prompted for account information
including name, bank, account number
and date. You are then asked for your
last bank statement balance. This is

what the bank thinks your balance is

and not what is shown in your check-
book. Since there are always some

outstanding items in your checkbook
that the bank does not know about, the

bank's balance must be different from
anyshown in your checkbook. Nowyou
enter all the outstanding items in your
checkbook. Your options are shown in

the lines at the bottom of the entry

screen. You can scroll back and forth

through your file using the up and down
arrows ancj edit entries. However, you
cannot add items or make changes from
the review mode.

"A correction entry allows
you to adjust your balance

without changing the calcu-

lated bank balance. It's a

way to fudge your balance
to match what the bank says

you have."

When all items are entered, exit by
keying 'S' to get to I/O routines. Here
you can save to tape, disk or printer.

If you do print your file, you will be

returned to the normal input screen

where you can key 'S' again to save your
file to tape or disk. I use the name
CURRENT and let basic append the

default disk extension DAT. The next
time you enter the program choose 'L'

to load your file.

The input screen is nearly the same
as New-file except a CLEA R function

has been added. When you get a bank
statement, first make sure that all items

in your checkbook are in your current

file. Next, go through your checkbook,
check off all items that have cleared the

bank and correct any entry errors. Now,
load your current file and step back
through it using the up-arrow key.

Compare each entry in the file with that

in your checkbook. If an item has been
cleared, key *C* and the calculated bank
balance will be adjusted, then the status

letter will change from 'O' to 'C\ If you
clear an item by mistake, key 'C again
to toggle back to 'O' status. If you find

mistakes in the file, key 'E' to get to

edit mode to make the correction.

Warning! Never edit a cleared item.

The program does not adjust the bank
balance for changes made in the edit

mode. If you need to edit a cleared item,

first toggle it back to 'O', edit it and
then toggle the status back to 'C from
input.

In edit mode you can change the

check number, key 'N' then the new
number, change an entry to adjustment
or deposit, key 'A' or 'D', or change
an adjustment to a correction. For a

correction key *C. Correction does not

show on the command line since it was
a very late (read yesterday) addition.

A correction entry allows you to adjust

your balance without changing the

calculated bank balance. It's a way to

fudge your balance to match what the

bank says you have. Note that you
cannot enter a correction directly from
the input mode. Rather, enter an
adjustment and edit the entry to the

correction type.

When you enter a check, enter it as

a positive number and the program
automatically deducts the amount from
your checkbook balance. A deposit is

automatically added to the balance. An
adjustment may be either positive or

negative. An interest credit should be
entered as a positive number since it

increases your balance. Service charges
should be entered as negative numbers.

In input mode, you can duplicate the

previous entry, like the date, simply by
hitting ENTER for that field. The same
happens in edit, so you only key in

entries for fields you need to change.
When you leave edit, you are returned

to input, but at the end of the file.

Already I see a number of changes for

Version 2.0.

When you have corrected your file

and cleared all items that have cleared

the bank for the month, your bank
balance from the program should
match that shown on the statement.

When it doesn't (to err is human, it's

not the computer's fault), look for
errors both in your current file in the
program and for errors in your check-
book. A printout is very handy here.

Key 'S' to get to the Save Menu, then
'P' for the Printer. Change the Baud
rate, if necessary, by hitting ENTER and
then keying in the rate you want. Next,
use the down-arrow to move the cursor
next to PRINT and press ENTER. The
program will print the account infor-

mation, allow you to update the date
if necessary and then list the current

file. When all is right, print a copy of
the current file to store with the checks
and bank statement for the month.

Finally, you will want to use the New-
month routine to strip all cleared items
out of the current file to a tape or disk
archive file. This routine saves a file of
cleared items that you might title

JAN85 or JAN85/CLR for disk. It also
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Introducing The "Super Smart"

DATA PACK II

TERMINAL COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
Also Supports The PBJ 80 Column "Word Pak", Deluxe RS-232 Pak, g&MWtaiL

Parallel Printer Card and PBJ 2SP Pak

"FEATURES"

TAPE
s34.95

i Disptav On I hi-No Losi Information When Usino, Hi-Kmoluiic;
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Full Text BiiHtrlnq
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The Wait is Finally Over"

ANNOUNCING
The CBASIC COMPILER

Now anyone can create fast efficient Machine Language Programs
without the Drudgery of using an Assembler.

CBASIC is a fast Machine Language integer Basic Compiler that can convert Color Basic programs into fast machine language programs. CBASIC features over

100 Basic Commands and functions that fully support Disk. Tape. Screen and Printer I/O. Hi& Low Resolution Graphics. Sound. Play and String Operations just like

Color Basic. CBASIC also includes a powerful full featured Basic program Editor using a 5 1 .64 or 85 by 24 line display. The Hi-Resolution display can be automati-

cally included in your compiled program for enhanced display capability and allow mixed text and graphic displays.

Program Control FOR/NEXT/STEP. GOTO/GOSUB. IF/THEN/
ELSE. RETURN. STOP. RETT ON n GOTO/GOSUB.
ON ERROR. ON RESET. ON IRQ/FIRQ/NMI. ON
OVR/NOVR. EXEC. LET

Directives: ORG, REM OR '. END. DIM. END. BASE, RAM. ON/
OFF. RAM64 K. HIRES. GENERATE. DPSET. STACK

Graphics Commands:

Sound Commands:

String Functions:

CIRCLE, COLOR. CLS. DRAW. GET. LINE. PAINT.
PCLS, PCOPY, PMODE. PRESET. PSET. PUT.
RESET. SCREEN, SET. POINT. PPOINT

Numeric Functions:

I/O Commands:

PLAY. SOUND
CHRS. LEFTS. MIDS. RIGHTS. LEN. 1NSTR. LSET.

RSET. TRMS. STRS. STRINGS. INKEYS. MKNS

ABS. POS. TIMER. RND. ASC. TAB. CAL JOYSTK.
PEEK. POKE. L0C. LOF. EOF, FREE, CVN. ERR.
VARPTR, SWAP

OPEN. CLOSE. INPUT. LINEINPUT. PRINT WRITE.
PRINT 6. GET. PUT. KILL CHAINM. FIELD. DATA.
READ RESTORE

Editor Commands: LINE EDIT. AUTO EDIT. COPY. MOVE. RENUM-
BER. AUTO LINE'. PRINTER. LIST. DELETE.
SEARCH. REPLACE. BAUD RATE. PRINTER.
CBASIC. TAPPEND, SKIP. SIZE, LOAD, SAVE.
APPEND, KILL DIR. and much, much more.

REQUIRES 32K and Disk 64K recommended

Introductory Price $119.00
Regularly $149.00

tumult
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saves the full current file with the

extension BAK if you are on disk. If

you loaded the file from tape. New-
month saves to tape. The same applies

with disk. Finally, New-month strips all

cleared items from your current file and
returns you to input. At this point you

should save this new current file.

Newcomers to rainbow should
know that this month's "Bits and Bytes

of BASIC" is different from normal in

that 1 did not discuss any BASIC code.

Next month we will resume our line by
line discussion of the program. 1 will

take up the printer code first and show
some do's and don'ts in making basic
print a formatted, multi-page report. In

the meantime, do some testing of
Rainbow Checkbook. Suggestions for

improvements to go into Version 2.0

may be sent to me care ofTHE RAINBOW.

^f15 92 600 65
32 131 640 100
68 134 950... 2
200 180 2110 79
232 "1 END 46
410 208

The listing:

6OTO10100
1 PRINTCHR*(191);:I*=INKEY*:IFI*
=""THENFORX=0TO5:NEXT:PRINTCHR*(
8 ) ; : GOTO 1 ELSEPR I NTCHR* < 8 ) ; : RETUR
N
2 F=INSTR (Fl, A* (V) ,"*"): RETURN

FREE
10 DISKETTES

OR
20 C-20 CASSETTES

A subscription to the 'Coco-Cassette' gets you a tape
or disk full of 10 quality programs delivered to you by
first class mail every month. The documentation included
will help you run great utilities like Word Processor,' and
Budget Analyzer,' or enjoy great games like 'Frogjump'
and Caterpillar Cave - FOR AS LITTLE AS 46 CENTS
EACH!

* Limited offer • Subscribe for a year on cassette
and receive 20 Free C-20 cassettes or subscribe for a
year on disk and receive 10 Free 5'/4 single sided
double density diskettes!

Now available on disk!

i—PRICES
TAPE DISK

1YR(12ISSUES) 5500 70°°

6MO(6ISSUES) 3Q00 40™

Single Copies 6™ 8°°

* 1 6K extended required
M*n Res add 4%

* Someprogramsrequ,re32K. and ordisk °^S!St V°!°
subsc"D"on

* Over 3000 satisfied customers
"^VM * S"19 'e ISSUeS

* Back issues available trom July 82 PERSONAL CHECKSWELCOME 1

(over 280 programs to choose Irom!)

* Also available tor Commodore 64.

CS

T & D Subscription Software

^j\ P.p. BOX 256-C
HOLLAND, Ml 49423
(616) 396-7577

PRINT: PR I NT "current date: " ; DA

238

4

5 LINEINPUTI*: IFI*<>" "THENDA*=I*
: returnelsereturn
10 LC*=cc*:LD*=CD*:la=CA:lb=CB:L
S*=CS*:LN*=CN*
11 PRINT@96,USINGS4*;LC*; : PRINT"

"LD*: PRINTS108, USINGSS*; LA: PRI
NT@ 1 1 9 , US I NGSS* ; LB ; : PR I NTSTR ING*
(63, 32) ; : PRINT6128, USINGSN*; LS*;
:PRINTLN*:RETURN
12 Fl=l : V=CR-1 : G0SUB2: LC*=MID* (A
* ( V) , Fl , F-Fl ) : F1=F+1 : G0SUB2: LD*=
MID*(A*(V),F1,F-F1):LS*=MID*(A*(
V),F+1, 1) :LN*=MID*(A*(V> ,F+3,LEN
<A*(V> )-F+3> :LA=A(V,0) :LB=A(V, 1)
: RETURN
14 cc*=lc*:cd*=ld*:ca=la:cb=lb:C
s*=ls*:cn*=ln*: iff1=2thenreturn
15 print@ps,usings4*;cc*;:print"

"CD* : PR I NTQPS+ 1 2 , US INGSS* ; CA :

P

RINT@PS+23, USINGSS*; CB;:PRINTSTR
ING* (63, 32) ; : PRINT@PS+32, USINGSN
* ; cs* ;

:

pr i ntcn* : return
16 Fl=l:V=CR:G0SUB2:CC*=MID*(A*<
V) , Fl , F-F 1 ) : F1=F+1 : G0SUB2: CD*=MI
D* < A* ( V) , Fl , F-Fl ) : CS*=MID* (A* (V)
, F+l , 1 > : CN*=MID* < A* <V) ,F+3, LEN (

A

*(V) )-F+3) :CA=A(V,0) :CB=A<V, 1) :R
ETURN
17 IFCR>lTHENCR=CR-l:G0SUB14:G0S
UB 1 2 : GOSUB 1 1 : RETURNELSERETURN
18 IFCR<LR-1THENCR=CR+1:GOSUB10:
GOSUB 1 6 : GOSUB 1 5 : RETURNELSEGOSUB

1

0:PRINT@224, STRING* (75, 32) :FG=0:
IFCR<LR THENCR=CR+ 1 : RETURNELSERE
TURN
22 I F I *=CHR* (13) THENCC=CC+ 1 : CC*=
STR*(CC): CC*=RI6HT*(CC*,LEN(C
C*)-1):PRINT@224,USINGS4*;CC*:RE
TURN
24 IFVI>0THENPRINTUSING"#"; VI; :L
INEINPUTI*:CC*=STR* (VI ) +1*: CC*=R
IGHT* (CC*, LEN <CC*) -1 ) : CC=VAL (CC*
) : RETURN
26 CC*= " DEP " : PR I NTQ224 , CC* ; : RETU
RN
28
RN
29 CC*= "CORR " : PR I NT@224 , CC* ; : RET
URN

CC*= " ADJ " : PR INTS224 , CC* ; : RETU
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30 PRINTS229, "" ; : LINEINPUTI*: IFI
*<>""THENCD*=I*
31 PRINT@229,USING"*/. -/.";CD*

32 PRINTQ236, "";: IFFGOITHENLINE
INPUTI*: I=VAL(I«): IFIO0THENCA=I
ELSEELSECA=0
34 PRINT@236,USINGSS*;CA;:RETURN
36 IFVAL<CC*)=0THENCB=CB+CA ELSE
CB=CB-CA
37 PR INTS247 , US INGSS* ; CB ; : PR I NTU
SINGSN*;CS*; :LINEINPUTI*: IFI*<>"
"THENCN*=I*ELSECN*=" "

38 A* ( CR ) =CC*+ "
* "+CD*+ "

* " +LEFT*

(

CS*, l>+"*"+CN*:A<CR,0>=CA: A<CR,

1

)=CB: RETURN -

40 CR=CR+l:LR=CR:GOSUB10:PRINT@2
24 , STR ING* (95,32): FG=0 : RETURN
50 PRINT@8,RC*,"ITEM DATE A

MOUNT BALANCE " : RETURN
52 PRINT@352,"LAST BANK BALANCE
" ; : PR INTUS INGSS* ; BB: RETURN
54 PRINT@384,"<ENTER> =NEXT CHEC
K #","1ST DIGIT STARTS NEW # SER
I ES": RETURN
56 PR I NT@448, "dEPOSIT aDJUSTMENT
vOID CLEARED eDIT sAVE 10AD nEW
MONTH "CHR* < 94 ) "

'
S
" ; : RETURN

58 PRINT@448, "dEPOSIT aDJUSTMENT
vOID", "eDIT SAVE "CHR* (94) '"S"; :

RETURN
60 G0SUB22 : GOSUB30 : G0SUB36 : GOSUB
40: RETURN
62 G0SUB26 : GOSUB30 : G0SUB36 : GOSUB
40: RETURN
64 60SUB28 : GOSUB30 : G0SUB36 : GOSUB
40: RETURN
66 I*=CHR*<13) :G0SUB22:FG=l:G0SU
B30: G0SUB36: FG=0: GOSUB40: RETURN

68 PRINTH320, "REVIEW ENTRIES
" ; : P0=335 : FG= 1 : GOSUB 1 7 : RETU

RN
100 CLS:PS=224:GOSUB50:GOSUB52:G

0SUB54 : G0SUB56 : PR INT@ 1 28 , STR ING*
< 192, 32) : CR=LR: GOSUB 12: GOSUB1 1 :

F

1=2: G0SUB14: F1=0: CC=VAL <CC*>
110 PRINT@320,"ENTER OUTSTANDING
ITEMS ";:P0=224

120 PRINTSPO, "";:GOSUBl:VI=VAL(I
* > : IFFG=0AND (V I >0OR I *=CHR* < 1 3 )

)

GOSUB60 : GOTO 1 20
1 30 J= INSTR ( 1 , " DAVCESLN " +CHR* (94
) +CHR* ( 10) , I*) : IFFG=0THENONJ GOS
UB62, 64, 66, 160, 200, 900, 950, 400,

6

8 , 1 8ELSE0NJ G0SUB2 160 , 2 160 , 2 160

,

160,200,900,950,400, 17, 18
140 IFJ>4 ANDJ<9THEN100
150 IFCR=LR THEN110ELSE120
1 60 IFCS*= "

O
"THENCS*= "

C
" : GOSUB 1

5

: G0SUB38 : IFLEFT* <CC* , 4 ) <> "CORR "

T

HEN I FVAL ( CC* ) =0THENBB=BB+CA ELSE
BB=BB-CA ELSEELSE170
1 65 PR INTS37 1

, "
" ; : PR INTUS INGSS*

;

BB; : PRINTS343, "
" 5 : RETURN

1 70 CS*= "
O

" : GOSUB 15 : G0SUB38 : IFLE
FT* < CC* , 4 ) <> "CORR "THEN I FVAL <CC*

)

=0THENBB=BB-CA ELSEBB=BB+CA
175 PR INT@37 1

, "
" ; : PR INTUS I NGSS*

;

BB ; : PR INTS343 , "
" ; : RETURN

200 CLS : GOSUB50 : PR INT872 ,
"UNED I

T

ED ENTRY ": PR INTS201, "EDITED ENTR
Y":PRINT@321,"TYPE FIELD ENTRY C
ORRECTION"," <enter> FOR NEXT FI
ELD " : IFFG= 1THENTF= 1 : FG=0
210 I*=INKEY*:PS=96: GOSUB 16: GOSU
B15: PRINTS224, STRING* (95, 32) ; : PR
INT@416,"nEW #, dEP, aDJ , -=DELE
TE, +=ADDUP/DOWN ARROWS, rETURN

" ; : PS=224: CT*=CC*: TA=CA
215 G0SUBl:IFI*=CHR*<13)THENPRIN
TS224 , CC* ; : GOTO240ELSEJ= INSTR ( 1

,

"NDA-+R"+CHR* <94) +CHR* ( 10) , I*) :

NJ GOSUB220,26,28,225,230,217,23
5,237
216 IFFG= 1THENFG=0 : G0T02 1 0ELSE I

F

I*< >"R"THEN: GOTO240ELSEFG=TF

WE'RE HERE
TO HELP YOU! GRAPHISET 16

FONTS, 3 PALETTES
FOR GRAPH I COM $20.00
PICTURE DISKS
QUALITY SELECTIONS..,
FOR GRAPHICOM $20.00
GRAPHICOM ^^
FOR GRAPHIC PRODUC-
TION. OUTSTANDING
APR.' 84 RAINBOW $27.95

rVALLEY
MICRO
SYSTEMS

shipping/ handling $3.00.
u.low 14 days for pers. chks.

'same day shipping for cashiers
check or money order. calif.

"^ ' ' '

residents incl. 8*/. sales tax. write or call for free catalog • oealer inquiries invited

801 W. ROSEBURG AVE. - SUITE 200, MODESTO, CA 95350
BBS 8 ELECTRONIC SHOPPING (209) 526-2030 - VOICE

GRAPHICOM JOYSTICK
QUALITY MOVEMENT,
2 -SWITCHES $25.00

VMS-BBSg£3
FEATURE-FILLED,
HARDWARE OPTIONAL
64 Kcocoi/n S 150.00

C0L0R-80 bbs^
LATEST EDITION, COCO I

NEW LOW PRICE $12500

RTD REMOTE
TERMINAL DRIVER-
MACH. LANG. $30.00

NEWBASIC 0$
ADDS NEW POWER *
VERSATILITY TO DISK
BASIC, "outstanding'

1

OCT. *84 RAINBOW $34.9 5

CUSTOM DOS
SUPER powerful
64K DISK $45.00

SERIAL TO PARALLEL
CONVERTER- QUALITY
CRYSTAL SWITCH

$59.95

PHONE-- (209) 529-4343
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217 RETURN
220 PR I NTQ224 , "

" J : GOSUB 1 : V I =VAL <

I*) : IFI*«"A"THENG0SUB28ELSEIFI*«
"
C
"THENG0SUB29ELSEG0SUB22

221 RETURN
223 FORX-CR TOLR-2: A* (X)=A* (X+l

)

: A ( X , 0> -A ( X+l , 0) : IFVAL (CC*) >0THE
NA(X,1)=»A(X+1,1)+CA:CB=CB+CA ELS
EA ( X , 1 ) =A ( X+l , 1 ) -CA: CB=CB-CA
227 NEXT: PRINT996, STRING* (95, 32)
; : CC*= " " : CD*= •"•

: : CA=0 : cs*= " : cn*
- " ITEM DELETED " : CR-CR- 1 : LR-LR- 1

:

FO-i: RETURN
230 cc»=" ":cd*=" ":cs*=" " :ca=0
:ta=0:cn*="make new entry":fq=1:
FORX-LR T0CR+1STEP-1:A*(X)-A*(X-
i>:A(X,0)-a<x-i,0):a<x,d-a<x-i,
1 > : NEXT: CB=A ( X-l , 1 ) : LR=LR+1 : GOSU
B38
232 PS=96 : GOSUB 16 : GOSUB 15 : PR INT@
416,"nEW #, dEP, aDJ, --DELETE":
PRINTSTRING* (28, 32) ; : PS=224: GOSU
Bl : FG-0: J-INSTR ( 1

, "NDA-" , I*> : ONJ
GOSUB220 , 26 , 28 , 225

234 I FJ >0THEN240ELSE232
235 FG= 1 : IFCR > 1THENCR=CR- 1 : GOSUB
16 : PS=96 : GOSUB 1 5 : PS=224 : RETURNEL
SERETURN
237 FG= 1 : I FCR< LR- 1 THENCR=CR+ 1 : GO
SUB 16 : PS=96 : GOSUB 15 : PS=224 : RETUR
NELSERETURN
240 PRINTS416, STRING* (45, 32) :GOS
UB30: I FVAL ( CT* ) -0THEN IFVAL <CC* ) =
0THENTA=CA-TA : G0T0242ELSETA=-TA-
CA:G0T0242
241 IFVAL(CC*>=0THENTA=TA+CA ELS
ETA-TA-CA
242 PRINT"TA"TA, "CA"CA; : FORX=lTO
2000:NEXT: FORX-CR TOLR-l:A(X,l)
-A(x,i)+ta:next:cb-a<cr,d:print
@247,usingss*;cbj :lineinputi»: if
i*<>""thencs*=i*
244 pr intq256 , us ingsn* ; cs* 5 : l ine
inputi*: ifi*<>""thencn*=i*
246 pr intq259 , cn* : g0sub38 : g0t02

1

400 CLS:PRINT@8,RC*," STRIP &
SAVE CLEARED ITEMS", , , , , TAB (8) "t
APE", , , ,TAB<8) "dISK", , : GOSUB 1: IF
I*= "

D
" THEND= 1 ELSE I F I *= "

T
" THEND=-

1ELSE400
410 PRINT: PRINT: IFD=-1THENPRINT"
TAPE FILE"ELSEPRINT" DISK FIL

E"
415 PRINT:PRINT"FILENAME"; : IFD=1
THENPRINT" AND EXTENSION"
420 LINEINPUTCF*:GOSUB4:CT=0:FOR
CR= 1TOLR- 1 : GOSUB16:1FCS*= "

C
"THEN

CT=CT+1 : NEXTELSENEXT

240

425 OPEN"0" , D, CF*: PRINT#D, CT+1 : P
RINT#D, BB: PRINT#D, cb: PRINT#D, AN*
: PR INT#D , BA* : PR INT#D , AC* : PR INT#D
, DA* : FORCR= 1 TOLR-

1

430 GOSUB 16 : IFCS*» "
C

" THENPR INT#D
, A* <CR) : PRINT#D, A (CR, 0) : PRINT#D,
A <CR, 1 ) : NEXTELSENEXT
435 CLOSE : CT=0 : OPEN " " , D , NM*+ " /B
AK" : PRINT#D, LR: PRINT#D, BB: PRINT#
D, CB: PRINT#D, AN*: PRINT#D, BA*: PRI
NT#D , AC* : PR INT#D , DA* : FORX= 1 TOLR-
1 : PRINT#D, A* ( X > : PRINT#D, A ( X , 0) :

P

rint#d, a ( x , 1 ) : next: close
440 close :ct=0:forcr=1tolr- l: 80s
ub 16 : ifcs*= " "thenct=ct+ 1 : a* <ct

)

=a*(cr):A(ct,0>=a<cr,0):a<ct,i>=
a <cr, 1 ) : nextelsenext
445 FORX=CT+lTOLR-l : A* ( X > -» " : NEX
T : LR=CT+ 1 : CR=CT : RETURN
600 'TARGET LINE
605 BP=PEEK < 150 ) : BU= I NSTR ( 1

,
" 1 6*

18*»4 1 ******87****»****»#**# 1Q0»
, RIGHT* (STR* (BP) , LEN <STR* <BP) ) -1
) ) : BU=9600/BU
605 P0KE65494 , : BP=PEEK < 1 50 ) : BU=
INSTR ( 1

,
" 16*1 8**4 1***#*#87*****#

***»*»**1Q0"
f RIGHT* <STR* <BP> , LEN

(STR* (BP) ) -1 ) ) : BU=9600/BU
610 CLS:PRINTei37, "PRINT ROUTINE
S",,," CURRENT BAUD RATE ="BU
, TAB (6) "RESET BAUD RATE",,,"
PRINT",,,," RETURN":CT=1
615 CT*=RIGHT*(STR*(CT),1):LP=IN
STR(1," 1 2 3",CT*):LP=LP*3
2+2 : PR INT@LP,">";: GOSUB 1 : PR INTOL
P ,

" " ; : I F I *=CHR* (10) ANDCT<3THENC
T=CTT+ 1 : G0T06 15ELSE I F I*=CHR* ( 94

)

ANDCT > 1 THENCT=CT- 1 : G0T06 1 5ELSE I

F

I *< >CHR* (13) THEN6 15ELSE0NCT GOTO
620,630,100
620 PRINT" ";:INPUT"ENTER NEW BA
UD RATE " ; BU* : BU*=LEFT* (BU* , 1 > : BL
= I NSTR ( 1

,
"36 1 249 " , BU* ) : IFBL=0THE

NPRINT"baud rate error": SOUND100
,50:GOTO605
625 BU(1)=180:BU(2)=87:BU(3)=41:
BU(4)=18:BU(5)=6:BU(6)=l:BU=BU(B
L) : POKE 150, BU: GOTO605
630 CLS:PRINT@96,"SET PRINTER AN
D PAPER AND PRESS any key.": GOSU
Bl:F0RX=lT03:PRINT#-2," ":NEXT:P
R INT#-2 , TAB ( 8 )

"ACCOUNT NAME

:

AN* : PR INT#-2 , TAB ( 8 )
"BANK NAME

:

"BA*: PRINT#-2, TAB (8) "ACCOUNT
NUMBER: "AC*

640 G0SUB4:PRINT#-2,TAB(8) "DATE
PRINTED: "DA*:PRINT#-2," ":P

R INT#-2 , TAB ( 8 )
"CALCULATED BALANC

E AT BANK ="BB: PRINT#-2, " ":PRIN
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T#-2,TAB(8)"CHECK# DATE AMOU
NT BALANCE STATUS NOTE": PR I NT
#-2," ":PG=13
650 F0RCR=1T0LR-1:G0SUB16: PRINT*
-2,TAB<9)"";:PRINT#-2,USINQ"7. '/.

";cc*; :print#-2,using" •/. y.";c

D*j : PRINT#-2, TAB (22) "" ; : PRINT#-2
, usingss*;ca; :print#-2,tab(32> ""

; :print#-2,usingss*;cb;:print#-2
, " "CS$" "CN*
655 PG=PG+1 : IFPG>61THENF0RX=1T07
:PRINT#-2, " ":NEXT:PRINT#-2,TAB<
8>"CHECK# DATE AMOUNT BALANCE

STATUS NOTE": PRINT*-2," ":PG=5
660 NEXT:FORX=PG T067: PRINT#-2,

"

": NEXT: RETURN
900 CLS:PRINT@8,RC*," SAVE
OR PRINT DATA", , , , ,TAB<8) "tAPE",

, , ,TAB(8) "dISK", , , ,TAB(8) "pRINTE
R":GOSUBl: IFI*="D"THEND=1ELSEIFI
*= "

T " THEND=- 1 ELSE I F I*= "
P
"THEN600

ELSE900
V05 GOSUB4
9 1 G0SUB985 : OPEN "

O
" , D , NM* : PR INT

#D,LR:PRINT#D,BB:PRINT#D,CB:PRIN
T#D, AN*: PRINTED, BA*:PRINT#D, AC*:
PRINT#D, DA*: FORX=lTOLR-l: PRINTED
, A*(X> :PRINT#D,A(X,0) :PRINT#D,A<
X , 1 > : NEXT : CLOSE : RETURN
950 CLS: PRINTS8, RC*, TAB (11) "LOAD
DATA", , , , , TAB (8) "tAPE",,,, TAB (8

) "dISK":GOSUBl: IFI*="D"THEND=1EL
SE I F I *= "

T
" THEND=- 1ELSE950

960 G0SUB985 : OPEN "
I
" , D , NM* : I NPUT

#D, LR, BB, CB: LINEINPUT#D, AN*: LINE
I NPUT#D , BA* : L INE I NPUT#D , AC* : L INE
I NPUT#D , DA* : GOSUB970 : FORX = 1 TOLR-
l: INPUT#D, A*(X) : INPUT#D,A(X,0) :

I

NPUT#D , A ( X , 1 ) : NEXT : CLOSE
962 CR= 1 : GOSUB 16:1 FVAL (CC* > =0THE
NA(0, 1)=A(1, 1)-A(1,0)ELSEA(0, 1) =

A ( 1 , 1 ) +A < 1 , >

965 print: pr i nt "press any key to
continue ": gosub l: return

970 cls:print@98, "filename= "nm*
: pr i nt: pr int" account informati
on": print: print "name: "an*: pr i nt
"bank: "ba*:print"acct #: "ac*:p
rint"file updated: "da*: return
985 print: ifd=-1thenprint"tape f

ile"elseprint"disk file"
990 print:print"FILENAME"; : ifd=i
thenprint" and extension: " , nm*e
lseprint": "nm*
995 line i nput i*: ifi*<>" "thennm*=
i*:re1urnelsereturn
2000 clear3500 : d i ma* ( 1 00 ) , a ( 1 00

,

1)

2050 RC*=" RAINBOW CHECKBOOK" : SS*

= "##,###.##": SN*= " */. •/. " : CR= l : LR= l

:S4*="V. 7.":cs*="O":a*(0)=" * *
*FIRST ENTRY BELOW"
2100 CLS: PRINT@2, "rainbow checkb
ook version 1 . 0":PRINT@47, "BY" :P
R I NTS73 ,

" R ICHARD WH I TE " : PR I NTTAB
(7) "COPYRIGHT (C) 1984" : PRINT: PR
INT:PRINTTAB(8) "10AD FILE":PRINT
:PRINTTAB(8) "nEW FILE"
2110 GOSUB 1 : I F I *= "

L
"GOSUB950 : GOT

O100ELSEIFI*< >"N"THEN21 10
2115 CLS:PRINT@96, " enter accoun
t name" :LINEINPUTAN«: PRINT: PRINT
" enter bank name": LINEINPUTBA*:
PRINT: PRINT" enter account #":LI
NE I NPUTAC*
2120 CLS:GOSUB50:PRINT:PRINT:PRI
NT "ENTER LAST BANK STATEMENT

BALANCE ";:LINEINPUTI*:BB=VA
L(I*) :PRINT@128,STRING*(64,32) :P
RINT@128, "note: REPORTED CHECKB
OOK BALANCE WILL NOT MATCH
YOUR BALANCE UNTIL OUTSTAND
1NG"
2125 PR INT "CHECKS, CHARGES, DEPO
SITS AND CREDITS AT STATEMENT
T I ME ARE ENTERED ."; : GOSUB 1 : CB

=BB : G0SUB52 : G0SUB54 : G0SUB56 : PR I

N

T@l 28, STRING* ( 192, 32)
2130 PRINT@320, "ENTER OUTSTANDIN
G ITEMS ";: P0=224:PS=P0
2140 PRINT6P0, ""; :GOSUBl:VI=VAL(
I * ) : I FFG=0AND ( V I >0OR I *=CHR* (13)
) GOSUB60 : G0T02 1 40
2150 J=INSTR(1, " DAVES"+CHR* (94)+
CHR* ( 1 ) , I * ) : I FFG=0THENONJ GOSUB
62,64,66,200,900,68, 18ELSE0NJ GO
SUB2160, 2160, 2160, 200, 900, 17, 18
2155 IFJ=5 THENGOTO100
2157 IFCR=LR THEN2130ELSE2140
2160 RETURN
10000 save"rnbwckbk
1 1 00 pclear 1 : goto2000
20000 forx=0to64:print@x,chr*(32
+x) :print@x+96, chr* (peek ( 1024+x)
);:next ^

OS-9 USERS
ELIMINATE DISK HANDLING

Patch for OS-9 single disk operation for

CoCo's with ROM 1.0

Easy, Quick Patch

Send $9.95 to:

IVIiilli

'enture

Multi-Venture

P.O. Box 6157
Alderwood Manor, Wa.

98036

Postage & Handling included. No Refunds
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BYTE MASTE

The 6809 Instruction Set
— Zeroing In On
'The Real Thing'

By R. Bartly Betts

Rainbow Contributing Editor

With Programs By Chris Bone

I
am sure you are finger-weary if you
typed in all of last month's listing

by hand. You deserve a treat and
I hope we will have one for you this

month.

1 think we are almost through the

painful part and about ready to have
fun. There is still a lot of work to be
done, but the work is a lot sweeter when
something worthwhile is being accomp-
lished. With the information you now
have learned about registers, we can
begin on the real thing, the 6809
instruction set.

You have already been using several

of the instructions recognized by your
assembler. This month you will begin

taking a closer look at these instructions,

what they do and how to use them.
A great start toward understanding

your assembler's instructions is knowing
how to interpret the instruction set

reference in your assembler manual and
the references in other 6809 assembly
language programming books. The

(Bartly Bells is aformer reporter, mag-
azine editor and store owner now resid-

ing in Fort Worth, Texas. Hehasownea
and operated a Color Computer for
over three years and is presently taking
an electronics and computer course by
correspondence. Chris Bone is a college
computer science major and has been
programmingfor more than three years.
He averages between six and nine hours
a day on the Co Co.)

EDTASM+ manual seems like a good
place to hegin. I have the one that came
with my cartridge pack, Radio Shack
Cat. No. 26-3250. The instruction set

references start on Page 39. Page 37
has a section on definition of terms and
Page 38 explains the abbreviations used
in the set. It will be helpful to refer to

these pages when you run up against

definition problems. You are probably
most familiar with the LD (load)
instruction (pages 44 and 45 in my
manual). Regardless of what assembler
you use, the reference should look
something like the following:

LD
Load Register from Memory
(8-Bit)

Source Forms: LDA P; LDB P
Operation: R'<—

M

Condition Codes:

H -Not affected

N -Set if the loaded data is

negative; cleared otherwise

Z -Set if the loaded data is zero;

cleared otherwise

V -Always cleared

C -Not affected

Description: Loads the contents of
memory location M into the designated
register.

Addressing Modes: Immediate; Ex-
tended; Direct; Indexed.

If you take a close look at this

instruction, it will provide a basis from
which to understand the rest of the
instruction set.

First, notice that the reference I typed
in is one of two for the LD instruction.

This one is labeled as "8-BIT." This
instruction is only 8-bit because it only
uses registers A and B, both 8-bit

registers. You will recall from your
study of binary numbers that the

maximum value an 8-bit number can
contain is 255. If you want to handle
numbers larger than 255, you will have
to use the 16-bit form of the LD
instruction. Actually, the only differ-

ence between the two forms of the load
instruction is that the 8-bit instruction

uses registers A and B while the 16-

bit form uses registers X, Y, S and U.
The information about what registers

are used in what way is found in the
line "Source Forms." The italic 'P' in

the line represents a memory location,

such as:

LDA 32

where A is the register to be loaded and
'P' is memory location 32.

The line beginning with "Operation:"
tells you that a register after the LD
operation (R^, has been loaded with
a value from memory (M). The arrow
in the line indicates the direction of the
data flow.

The lines following "Condition
Codes:" indicate the effect that the

operation has on the five condition code
flags. At this point you need not worry
about them, their function will become
clear in later columns.
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The "Description:" line restates the

function of the operation. In this case

it tells you that a register (either A or

B) is loaded with the contents of a
memory location (indicated by P).

The last line, "Addressing Modes:"
deserves a large portion of this month's
column. Keeping the addressing modes
straight is not difficult once you have

had a chance to investigate how they

work, so let's investigate the possible

modes.

Immediate Addressing

In immediate addressing, the data for

an instruction is the actual value of the

instruction's operand. An example is:

LDA #32

The # symbol tells the assembler that

the value of 32 decimal is to be loaded

into register A. A hexadecimal value

could be indicated by:

LDA #$20

The $ symbol tells the assembler that

the value to be loaded is hexadecimal.

As before, the # symbol causes a load

of the actual value of Hex 20 or decimal
32.

Extended Addressing

It is just as easy to load the contents

of a memory location into a register

as it is to load an established value.

Extended addressing can be used to

cause the value of a memory location

to be transferred to a register. This is

done by leaving off the # symbol from
the instruction, such as:

LDB 32

In this case, register B is loaded with

the value that is contained in memory
location 32. Again, you can follow the

same procedure for Hex:

LDB $20

If you glance through some of the other

instructions in your assembler manual
you will see that a great many instruc-

tions can operate in both the immediate

and extended addressing modes.

Indexed Addressing

Registers X and Y are known as index

registers, as noted last month. Although
they are not used exclusively for

indexed addressing, it is their main
function. As 16-bit registers, they can
manipulate values up to $FFFF or

65536, which includes all of your
computer's memory. In indexed ad-

dressing, you load registers X or Y with

values that serve as pointers to a

memory location. For example:

00100 START LDX #$500 'Load X with a

memory value

001 10 LDA #$20 'Load Hex 20

into A
00120 STA ,X 'Store the value

of A into the

memory loca-

tion pointed to

by register X

In this example, register X is used

as a pointer to memory location $500.

You use a comma before the X to show
that it is being used as an index to point

to a location in memory. The power
of indexed addressing lies in the ease

with which the "pointer" in the X and
Y registers can be adjusted, for example:

00120 LDB #$21

00130 STA .X+

00100 START LDX #$500 •Load X with A
memory value

00140 STB ,X

•Load B with

Hex 21

•Store A in me-

mory location

$500

•Store B in me-

mory location

$501

001 10 LDA #$20 •Load A
Hex 20

with

A plus symbol after the register X
indicates that it is to be incremented

after A is loaded into the memory
address to which it is pointing. Thus
the STB (store B) command stores the

contents of register B into the next

memory location, 500+1. An operation

such as this could be put into a loop

and any number of values could be
loaded into sequential memory
locations.

If you have not yet done so, it might
be better to look at the ST instruction

in your assembler manual. You will

notice that its purpose is to transfer the

value in a register to a memory location,

as we have indicated above. The ST
instruction can be either an 8- or 16-

bit operation and it can operate in

extended, direct or indexed addressing.

Inherent Addressing

With this addressing mode we will

take a break from mental activity. It

is the easiest of all addressing modes
to understand because it does not

require anything more than knowing
what the instructions are and when to

use it. Inherent addressing is exactly

what its name implies, it provides all

of its own information, nothing more
needs to be added. For example:

RTS

is an instruction that causes program
control to be returned to the parent

routine from a subroutine. No address

or values are needed nor. indeed, can

QUESTION :

'.Vhy buy a video game from a
dinky little ad like this?

ANSWER: JUNGLE QUEEN has all k high-
res screens (+ 4th screen intermis-
sion),& super sound.This 32k 100% ML
game is just like the arcade!

TAPE- 26.95 DISK-29-95/add 2$post&hand
Z0S0 SOFTWARE-6606 Skywae Dr.,
Columbus, OH 43229 *P3:0ur 1st cust-
omers now will get big brakes later!

SWITCHABLE DOS IS HERE

!

No Traces To Cul — No Soldering
Uses J&M OR RS Disk Controller,

[DOS AND RS DOS at your fingertips.

*DOS's not included.
DOS Switches $39.95 plus $2.50 S II

|WA Res, Add 7.8% sides l;ix)

Multi-Venture
P.O. Box 6157
Alderwood Manor, Wa.

98036
enture
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CoCo's Best & Fastest Spreadsheet System

ACCLAIMED BY THE EXPERTS
"DYNACALC is my choice for a CoCo spreadsheet."

Dan Downard, RAINBOW, September, 1984.

"Eat your heart out, Lotus 1-2-3!"

Scott Norman, HOT CoCo, October, 1984.

Built-in
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CERTIFICATION

SEAL

Features:

• 51 x 24 Display with Lower Case
• Super-fast Smart Screen Refresh

• Auto-Repeat Keyboard Driver

• Keysaver (TM) repeats last command x times

• Disk Operating System (works just like ROM DOS)
• Easy communication with BASIC/DOS programs
• Fast 16-Digit Arithmetic with Scientific Functions

• Summation, Mean, and Standard Deviation Functions

• Logical Functions with String & Numeric Comparison
• String locate command to navigate large worksheets

• Sort full or partial worksheet by columns or rows

• Line, Bar, Hi/Lo/Close, Circle Graphs
• Full Graphics captioning and overlay facility

• Graphics Drivers for all popular Printers

• Joystick/Mouse Driver for Cursor Movement
• Works with any ROM versions, even JDOS
• 33k Available Worksheet Space
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• Can use VisiCalc worksheets & training materials

• On-screen Help Messages
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS CENTER
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Outside North America add $10 postage

DYNACALC Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.
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be included. The return address for the

instruction is automatically pulled from
the S or hardware stack. There are a

number of instructions that use inherent

addressing. You might wish to glance

through the instruction references and

pick out some of the others, like CLR
and SWI.

Direct Page Addressing

Direct page or direct addressing
involves using the contents of the direct

page register as the most significant byte

of an address. In effect, your assembler

does this anyway, but, on start up, the

direct page register contains and thus

has no effect on other addresses. Once
you put a value into the DP register,

however, it is used as an offset for all

8-bit addressing.

In order to load the DP register, you
must use the TFR (transfer) instruction,

it cannot be loaded directly. For
example:

LDB #$44 *Load the B register with
the value of $44

TFR B,DP*Transfer the contents of
B (44) to DP

will load a value of 44 into the direct

page register. Now, if you issue an
instruction:

LDB $20

the assembler will use the value of $44

as the most significant byte of the

address whose contents were loaded

into B. The effective address will be

$4420. As already mentioned, 8-bits can
only hold a maximum value of 255.

Thus a direct page address can be any
of 256 bytes (0 through 255), beginning

at the direct page register address.

Now, after saying all that, I will tell

you that we probably won't be doing

anything with direct page addressing in

the near future, so if it seems confusing,

don't worry. You could live quite a

happy life without ever using this type

of addressing.

Now For The Good Stuff

That's all there is to the various types

of addressing. With that under your belt

it is time to quit the chatter for this

column and get on with the real thing.

Listing 1 at the end of the column was
written by Chris to make use of some
of the information we have passed on
this month. Try and figure out what
it does before reading the comments.
If you can guess what is going on, you
have been making great progress. Even
if you only recognize some of what the

program is for, you should be pleased

with yourself. Take the time to study

the program thoroughly, it isn't too

long, but it contains several good
routines that will be.

If all is not clear after studying the

program, perhaps the followng will

help: the crux of the program is that

a green snake is created on a black

screen with a green border. You can
control the snake with a joystick

plugged into the right joystick port. If

the snake hits the screen border it is

stopped and must change directions to

continue. Chris has put lots ofcomments
into the program to help you follow

it through. Again, look it over carefully.

Try and pick out routines you can load

and assemble and try out on your own
to see how they work and to see if you
can change them to do something a little

TCE News Release
MONDAY OCTOBER 1. 1984 GAITHERSBURG. MARYLAND

In 1985 TCE Will Introduce

CHILD'S PLAY
Mouse Technological Software For The Color Computer!

Ted Malaska, President

& Co-founder of TCE
Programs Inc., announced
today a new division for

the development of busi-

ness software.

The new division will

distribute a series of

machine language business

programs, under the name
Child's Play beginning in

the first half of 1985. The
Child's Play series will use

mouse technology and
what Mr. Malaska termed
"F I oat i /ig Overlays", to

control the operations
within the program.

When asked why the

name Child's Play was
selected for a business

scries, Mr. Malaska re-

sponded: "Floating Over-

lays will make the program

operation seem like Child's

Play , compared to other

business software of today."

Send for

FREE Catalog

TCE BUSINESS DIVISION
P.O. BOX 2477
GAITHERSBURG. MD 20879

1(301) 963-3848
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different; it is the way you will learn

the quickest.

The Test

Now for the hard part. To see if you

are really getting the hang of assembly

language code, see if you can create a

second snake to slither around with the

first one, controlled with the left

joystick. Use Chris' code to guide you
in your efforts. Chris and I would be

pleased to see the result of your efforts.

The Second Installment

If that isn't enough to keep you
occupied during the next month, here

is the second part of the 5 1 -column text

generator. This month we are including

the portion of the code that will

translate keystrokes into machine
language generated characters. You will

be able to use the new text screen after

typing and and assembling the following

source code. Before typing in this

month's code, however, you will need

to load last month's listing and renumber

it according to Chris' instructions given

with the listing. You will also need to

type in and RUN the accompanying
BASIC driver. The steps you should

follow are:

1) Type in this month's source code.

2) When finished, append last month's

source code to the new code.

3) Delete the ORG line from the

beginning of last month's code.

4) Renumber the combined codes.

Check your assembler manual for

how to do this.

5) Save the combined source codes.

6) Assemble the combined codes.

7) If there are any mistakes, correct

them and assemble the code again.

8) Save the resulting machine language

code.

9) Type in and save the BASIC listing

(Listing 3).

10) When you are sure there are no
mistakes in either the machine
language code or the basic listing,

load the machine language listing

into memory. Then load the BASIC

listing into memory.

11) Run the BASIC listing. You should

be presented with a new, 5 1 -column

screen and the prompt, "Type what

you want:"

12) Begin typing, as fast as you like.

13) Enjoy the new screen. It will soon

be yours to use any time you like.

It will also soon have several other

programming features.

You may find it useful to compare
this month's source code with last

month's basic listing. As the two serve

the same purpose, comparing them will

help you understand what the source

code listing is accomplishing and how
it does the job.

The characters you see on your screen

are now the text to be used in the

finished program and will be 5 1 columns

across the screen. Still to be installed

are the hooks to disable the usual text

mode and put you entirely into the new
mode. As well, some of the other

programming features that will accom-
pany the new screen mode are not yet

included.

Listing 2 is the source code for the

new portion of the 51 -column screen

program. Listing 3 is the BASIC driver

you will need to use the new 51-

character screen. Next month we will

do away with all BASIC help and you
will be in full 51 columns.

PRINTER CABLES AND
INTERFACES AVAILABLE
Call lor current pricing

• 100-120-160 CPS " Super Script Subscript

• Bidirectional Logic Seeking ' Underlining

• Friction and Tractor ' Backspacing Doublestrike

• 9X9 Dot Matrix " 5 6 8 12 10. 12 and 17 Pitch

• True Decenders " Programmable Line Spacing

• High Res-Bit image Block Graphics '
SIX |6) MONTH WARRANTY

GEMINI 10X (9 Inch Carriage. 120cps) Friction and Tractor

GEMINI 15 (15 Inch Carriage. 100cps| Friction and Tractor

GEMINI 15X (15 Inch Carriage. 120cps| Fnclion and Tractor

DELTA 10 (10 Inch Carriage. 160cpsl Friction and Tractor

sp-3 interface for Color Computer
300- 1 9.200 BAUD rates

External to printer — No AC Plugs

Built in modem /printer switch—no need for

Y-cables or plugging/unplugging cables

SCALL
.SCALL
SCALL
SCALL

Only:

$59.95

COMPLETE SYSTEM

ONLY
^

P
s269 Gemini 10X

TRUE DATA PRODUCTS
195 Llnwood Street. P.O. Box 546

Linwood. Massachusetts 01525

Nothing more to buy!

Dealer inquiries invited

CALL US TODAY!! (617)234-7047
ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-635-0300
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Listing 1:

HI! ct

IM2 BD

in: if

III: v
HIT 17

III- .:

in: BD

m: <:

•mf ei

Mil :.

HI 3 IF

mm at

Hit 86

1118 81!

Mil M
IIIB 20

Hit 8E

m:< ne:

H2< CC

H2' ED

M29
'

II.: 26

M2D FC

ir.i 90

••32 BE

MS EC

itr ED

•139 34

llli :

HID 3!

M3F 31

HI I 9C

H<> 2e

II'- EC

H4| ED

HO 31

MIC AD

MSI EC

M52 35

MM Bl

M5e 22

HIS I'

MM 2s

H5C 6C

MSE :>

Mel at

lit: ts

Mel 81

Hit 2!

II:- :-

HeA CI

H6C 22

H6E 6A

M7| 26

M7i eC

H'l 21

•176 6C

M'6 E6

H7A CI

II:.

If

7E

II

F3

74

3F

'2

F6

•Ml

III-

2111

81

3F

FA

•HI

•E

•IBS

61

IE

II

IF

II

12

•ICt

EF

IC

IE

II

II A||A

?•

II

21

IB

IE

IE

IE

II

IE

IE

;e

a
ii

21

IB

IF

IE

IF

It

IF

IF

IE

•HI!

IH2I

MI3I
Mill

HIM
Hit!

MI7I

HIS!
•••91

HIM
Mill

till*

HI 31

Hill

HIM
Hit!

•1171

11161

II. -I

M2M
H2II

•1221

H23I

H24I

M2M
111:1

H27I

11261

•I.I

HJH
If I

M32I

MJM
(<•

it::t

M3t(
<("

ir.n
'!'•

HIH
HH«
M42I

HIM
•III!

HIM
••let

•••71

ii'-.i

••»»

1(3(1

•1311

••'.:(

M5JI

HM»
••:;•

Wtl
imi
MJM
H59I

Htll

116 It

He2l

MM
M6U
M6H
•»56l

MS'I

MaM
llt'l

M7M
M'll

•••;•

M7M
M'H
M7M
H76(

M77I
•1761

ll'9(

M8H
H6II

HB2I

Mill

•10 0»S LIRE IS 6IVEK •

•ASSENBlE THIS PR06RAN •

•INTO NENORr NHEREvER •

•EDTASN- PUIS II ADD RUN'

•II FRON EDTASN- KITH •

•6START IS I-BU6 •

•DELETE RENARKS 10 SAVE •

•RMI OR 161 SrSTENS. IFl

•TOU ARE USING THE D1S>: •

•EDTASN- THEM USE IHE •

•NENORT EFFICIENT DAI «S»

•OUILIRED IN IHE NANUAL •

•THESE GUIDELINES APPLY •

•FOR ALL PR06RAR5 IN IHE>

•BITENASTER BOTH PAST •

AND FUTURE AND 1 AN •

•SORRI FDR ANI PROBLEM •

• THAT HAVE OCCURED. •

• CHRIS •

START LDB 1181 •CHRHI2BH6LtCr BLOC
JSR IA92A »CAll BASIC'S CIS ROUTINE

mmHitmtmiHHiH
•DRAI BORDER •

CLRA

CLRB

LBSR

LSI

BSR

I«A

CNPA

BNE

ClRA

BSR

LDA

BSR

DECB

BPl

LDI

LD»

LDD

STD

LEA I

BNE

LDD

ISA

LDI

LDD

5TD

PMS
BSR

PUIS

LEAI

CNPl

SHE

LDD

STD

PS«S

JSP

LCD

PULS

C«PA

BH|

DEC

ShS

INC

BR6

INC

LDA

CNPt

BLS

DEC

CNFB

B»I

DEC

INE

INC

WW INC

LDB

CNP8

NOLEF

SET

IIIF

SET

•III

LOOP

SET

II3F

SET

LOOP I

ISNArE

III

linn

-I.'

SCLR

SNtrE

RESET

ISNtrE

.1

-2.1

i

SET

l

2,1

ISNA^E

•LP

-I.'

-2.1

l

[Itllt

./

I

• 32

NOLEF

-2.'

UPON

-2,'

UPON

-2.1

-2,1

•I3E

UPON

-2.1

132

NOUP

•l.i

PAUSE

lil

PAUSE

lil

-lil

HIE

•SRART I COORD I I

•SET » COORD I I

•SET iA.6>

•SET COORD I 31

•SET (A.Bl

•I COORD ' l COORD • I

•ALL THE Ml 10 THE RI6HT"

•IF NOT SET THE NEIT PAIR OF POINTS

•SET I COORD I I

•SET lA.BI

•SET I COORD t 63

•SET lA.BI

•i COORD • T COORD - I

•IF y COORD I THEN SET NORE POINTS

•POINT TO 8ESINNIN6 OF TABLE OF VALUES

• II POINTS IN THE SNA>E

•A>32 B>I6 ICENTER OF SCREEN'

•SAVE INTO TABLE

•l.l-l

• IE IE HAVEN'T INITIALLED THE NHOCE TABLE LOOP

•6ET FIRST POINT IS SHAKE IBACK ENDi

•SET II TO BLACl

2 '6ET 5TARI OF POINT LIST TO SET

•6£T FIRST POINT

SAVE IT AS NEIT TO LAST ELENENT

•SAVE CURRENT POSITION IN SNA<(

•SET THE POINT

•GET BACr CURRENT SNAKE POS

•POINT TO NEIT ElENENT

'21 'ALL DONE'1

• IF NOT LOOP

•6ET LAST ELENENT SET

•SAVE AS NEN LAST ELENENT

•SAVE PLACE IN TABLE

•CALL RON JOTSTICr ROUTINE

•5E' JOT3TKII INTO Ft. JDTSTP: '
I
' In'O B

•RETREIVE TABLE POINIEP

•STICr LEFT OR RI6HP

• IF R1SHT THEN GOTO NOLEF

•I COORD I COORD - I

•IF IT ISN'T ZERO THEN HE ABE STILL ON SCREEN

IOIHEW1SE nove IT BACr

•60 CHEW UP'DONN

• I COORD* r COORD • 1

•GET i COORD

•ALL THE NAi PI6HP

IF NOT GO CHECK UP'DONN

•OTHERNISE NOVE IT BACr

•suet up c* Domr

•B>32 NEANS BONN

>» COORD-T COORD -
I

•IF STILL ON SCREEN THEN 60 PAUSE

•NOVE BACr ON SCREEN

•GO PAUSE

•Y COORD- T COORD • I

•6ET > COORD

•STILL ON SCREEN1

•I7C 23 •2 MM BLS PAUSE • IF SO 80 PAUSE

H7E 6A IF 1(851 DEC III •OTHERNISE NOVE IT BACr

mi be •Ml HBK PAUSE LDI HMH •SET DELAY LEN il-SHORT FFFFilONGi

•MS BD A7D3 •1871 JSR IA7D3 •CALL RON BELAY ROUTINE

•186 BD AICI MM JSR •AICI •CHECK KEYBOARD

M69 27 A2 MM BED NAIT •IF NO RET KEEP 60IN6

H88 19 urn RTS •BACK TO 8ASIC

•Ml (SET POINT • - B •

Mill 'USE RON ROUTINE TO •

ll-'l 'CALCULATE HOST OF THE l

11951 'STUFF •

II'-:* •••••••••••»»* ""Mtt"
•ISC 31 It M97I SET PSHS A,B •SAVE A, 8 FOR RETURN TO CALLER

HBE 8E <!-- Mm LDI ISETRET •GET READ* TO TRIO RON

H'l 31 II •1991 PSHS I •SAVE SETREI AS RETURN ADDRESS

Mil 31 •2 • 1HI PSHS A •STACr I COORD

IMS 7E A8D7 Mil JNP •A8D7 •GTO RON ROUTINE

•III A6 SI •!•:• SETRET LDA ,1 •NE ARE BACK"" I-SCREEN LOC 10 N

M9A 9A 86 MM out 186 •SET BIT INDICATED BT RON ROUTINE

H9C A7 Bl nut STA ,1 SAVE BACK ON SCREEN

M9E 33 B6 • 1131 PULS A, 8, PC •6ET 1 AND I COORDS BACr AND 0U1T

l.t'l 'RESET ROUTINE ORES i

l:t-.l lALNOSl THE SANE A5 SET •

III9I •••••• ••••••••'•"ttttt

Htl 31 •6 •III! RESET PSHS A.B •SAVE A AND B

HA2 8E ••AC • llll LDI IRSRET •RETURN ADDRESS

HA5 31 II • 1121 PSHS 1 •SAVE RETURN ADDRESS

MA7 31 •2 •llll PSHS A •SAVE I COORD

MAY 7E A8D7 Mil JNP IA8D7 •CALL RON ROUTINE

MAC BE A8B! HIM RSRET JSR IA885 •CALL SECOND RON ROUTINE TO RESET

MAF 3! 86 MM PULS A.B.PC •HASN'T THAT EAST 1

MBI HI'I SNAr.E RUB 21

llll • 1181 END

Listing 2:

!••!• i iiiiiim,

nr.l >51 Br 21 COLUNN DRIVER •

IH3« »T0 BE CALLED RON BASIC'

lll'l <•- A USR FUNCTION *

7MI MM ORG |7|»l

IMI ID tin START TSIA •HUH6ER OR STRING IN USR 1

7111 27 13 MM BED OUIT •IF NUNBER OUIT

7H3 Ee 81 •••91 LDB ,1 •B-LEN6TH OF PASSED STRIN6

it: IIAE (2 HIH LD> ?.I •Y-SIART ADDRESS OF PASSED STRING

7MB 5C Mill INCB •LEN-LENil ICUE OUIT ON NO LEN6THI

7M9 5A •1121 OlP DECB •IEN"LEN-I

7MA 27 •a •1131 BEO OUIT • IF DONE OUIT

'•(
.

A6 M Hill LDA ,n •6ET FIRST CHR INTO Air POINTS TO NEIT CHS

IHE 31 21 11151 PSHS 1,1 •SAVE LENGTH AND LOC

7111 8D •5 11161 BSR SO •60 PRINT CHRIIAI

7112 35 21 11)71 PUIS B.t •EET BACK LENGTH AND LOC

7111 21 F3 iiiei BRA OlP •OUTPUT NEIT CHR

7116 39

•E

MI'I OUIT RTS •RETURN TO BASIC

H2II 'PRIN' CHRHAI •

7117 81 M23I 60 CNPA •8 •BACK SPACE 1

7(19 26 IB MM BNE NOTBS •IF NOT BRANCH

7118 17 MEI H23( LBSR BACK •NOVE CURSOR BACI 1

7I1E 86 a ••261 LDA 132 •6ET ASC FOR SPACE (BLANK OUTl

7|2» 8D i« H27I BSR LETTER •PRINT SPACE

7122 17 •109 M2M LBSR BACK •BACK IT IIP AGAIN

7123 39 M2M RTS •ALL BONE BACKSPACE

7126 81 •c HIH NOTBS CNPA 112 •CLEAR SCREEN
1

7128 26 12 Hill BNE NOTCL •BRANCH IF NOT

7I2A 9E M ••321 LDI IBA •START OF CURRENT HIRES PA6E

7I2C BE 7I2A HJM STI POS •SAVE AS CURRENT CURSOR LOCATION

7I2F 7F 7128 MJM CLR BIT 'CLEAR BIT WITHIN BITE FLA6

7*32 CC FFFF MJM CLS LDD HFFFF •B-SOLIB NHITE

7135 ED 81 •1161 CLLOO STD .1" •SAVE TO SCREEN

7137 9C B7 MJ7I CBPI IB7 •AT ENB OF CURRENT HIRES SCREEN 1

7139 26 FA HJM SNE CLLOO •IF NOT 60 AGAIN

7I3B 19 MJH IIS •ALL DONE CLEAR SCREEN

7I3C 80 IE HIM NOTCL BSR LETTER •SEND CHRHAi TO SCREEN

7I1E BE 7I2A Mill LBI POS •6EI CURRENT CURSOR POS

7141 »C II HI2I CP1PI 117 •AT END OF HIRES SCREEN

7143 25 16 MM BLO RET •NO SCROLL NEEBEB THEN

7115 11 89 FFM !•!!• LEAI -256.1 •BACr UP POINTER ONE LIKE

7»l» BF 7I2A HIM STl POS SAVE AS NEN CURSOR LOC

7IIC 9E BA HI6I ID) IBA •GE' start of current hires screen
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NEW

DISK
DRIVES

STARTING AT

$129J • i

40T«5 6Ms

/Double Sided

Double Densily

40 or 80 Tracks

1/2 Hght.Teac/Panosonic

TANDON MPI TEAC

WITH CASE &

POWER SUPPLY

$169.95

Speed 6 ms tk to tk and up

Capacity 250k unformatted

Tracks 40

Warranty now 1 YEAR

We carry only the finest quality disk drives -no seconds • no surplus

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!! all drives fully tested&warranteed

Complete Disk Drive with Power Supply&Case tf?? $169.95

Two Drives in Dual Case & Power Supply t<??? $279.95

1/2 ht double sided double density Disk Drives (Panasonic/Teac) $159.00

J/2ht double sided double density Disk Drive withps&case $199.95

tow to use your new drive system on audio cassette

Single ps&case $44.95 Dual 1/2htps&case $54.95 Dualps&case. Call

Color Computer Controller fj&M]

DRIVE FOR RADIO SHACK COLOR COMPUTER
$129.95

TANDON. MPI OR TEAC DRIVE (SINGLE SIDED 40 TRACKS SPEED 5 MS TRK TO TRK & UP)

POWER SUPPLY and CASE,TWO DRIVE CABLE WITH ALL GOLD CONNECTORS

t<£
J&M CONTROLLER, MANUAL and DOCUMENTATION $£2&gS $ SALE!

<^» -DRIVE 6 FOR RADIO SHACK COLOR COMPUTER
»v

Qo.
vV\ PANASONIC 1/2 HEIGHT DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY DRIVE 500K unformatted

v

*
&»N>

POWER SUPPLYand CASE, 2 DRIVE CABLE WITH ALL GOLD CONNECTORS _..rOVr-uwcrc ourrLiana t,»3t, i umvt i-able yvi i m all UOLU UONNtCIUKS /p-
J&M CONTROLLER. MANUAL and DOCUMENTATION $39&§5". Yf .

. SALE!
TAKE ADDED SAVINGS ON TWO DRIVE SYSTEMS JB^M

••••-

DISKETTES with free library case M I. .f$:;:;::r:. $1795
Unadvertised Specials jr^fli $Call

Drives cleaned,aligned& tested f W $29.95

TECHNICAL STAFF ON DUTY, PLEASE CALL FOR ASSISTANCE.

CALL US TODAY!!

I ORDER TOLL FREE

(617^234-7047 .dealer inquiries invited.

1-800-635-0300 (617)234-7047

TRUE DATA PRODUCTS
195 Linwood Street, P.O. Box 546

Linwood, Massachusetts 01525

(617) 234-7047

We welcome

' Visa/Master Charge SSI E*

HOURS MON SAT 9 -6 (EST)

• Checks (allow 2 weeks for clearing)

• COD. Add $2.00



7I4E EC

7(52 ED

7154 BC

7157 26

7(5? 21

7058 J?

785C 81

7I5E 26

7161
'"-'

7163 7C

7*66 7F

7169 39

7«6A C6

7I6C F7

7(6F 81

7171 3D

7172 C3

7175 IF

7(77 BE

7I7A A6

7I7C 3*

7I7E 8A

'181 8D

7»82 33

7«4 48

7885 48

7M6 48

7H7 48

7M8 BA

7I8A 8D

7MC 7A

7I8F 26

7891 31

7195 BD

7H7 39

7198 F6

7MB 5C

7I9C F7

89 >:H

81

712A

F5

D7

ID

M
712B

7I2A

7I2B

14

712C

21

712D

12

7I2A

Al

12

IF

16

12

IF

IC

712C

E9

89 FFII

41

7128

7129

•1471 SCLOOP

11481

11491

II5II

115 II

11521 RET

11331 LETTER

11541

11551

11561

11371

•1581

11391 LETT2

II6II

116 II

11621

11631

11641

11631

11661 LOOP

11671

11681

11691

II7II

117 1

1

11721

11731

11741

11751

11761

11771

II 781

11791

IIBII

11811

11821 SLICE

IIB3I

IIB4I

LDD

STD

cup i

m
BRA

RTS

CNPA

BNE

CIR

INC

CLR

RTS

LDB

STB

SU8A

HUl

ADDD

TFR

LDI

LDA

PSH5

ORA

BSR

PULS

ASLA

ASLA

ASLA

ASIA

ORA

BSR

DEC

BNE

LEAI

BSR

RTS

LDB

INCB

STB

256,1

.<
POS

SCLOOP

CLS

MID

LETT2

POSH

POS

BIT

44

BYTE

1121

ITABLE

D,T

POS

,Y*

A

IMF

SLICE

A

IMF

SLICE

BYTE

LOOP

-236,1

FORK

BIT

BIT+1

•6ET BYTE FRON LINE BELON NHEREVER NE ARE

•SAVE IN NEN LINE

•HOVED ALL LINES'

• IF NOT 80 A6AIN

•CLEAR LAST LINE OF SCREEN (PARTIAL CLS)

•RETURN TO BASIC

•IS THE CHR A CARRIA6E RETURN

• IF IT ISN'T JUST OUTPUT IT

•SET BITE WITHIN LINE TO ZERO(LHS)

•POINT CURSOR TO NEXT LINE

•SET BIT NITHIN BYTE TO LHS

•RETURN

•4 BYTES / LETTER IN TABLE

•SAVE THE NUNBER 4 (NUMBER OF BYTES LEFT I

•A.A-32 (ANY CONTROL CODES HAVE BEEN DONEI

•FIND ENTRY ON TABLE

•ADD TABLE OFFSET

•PUT PUT TABLE POINTER INTO Y

•6ET CURRENT CURSOR LOC

•6ET BYTE FRON TABLE

•SAVE THE BYTE

•HAKE LSN ALL ONES

•PRINT THIS SLICE TO SCREEN

•6ET BYTE BACK

•HOVE

• LSN

• INTO

• NSN

•NAr.E LSN ALL ONES

•PRINT THIS SLICE

•NEXT BYTE TO BE DONE

• IF MORE BYTES THEN LOOP

•POINT BACK TO TOP OF LETTER

•NOVE CURSOR FORNARD ONE POSITION

•RETURN

•8ET CURRENT BIT NITHIN BYTE

•ADD ONE TO IT

•SAVE AS TEMPORARY BIT COUNTER

7»9F 34 12 II8SI PSHS A •SAVE SLICE

7IA1 CC F6II 11868 LDD itFeii •READY TO BUILD 5 BIT NASK

7IA4 FD 7126 1187! STD MASK •SAVE AS CURRENT NASK

7*A7 35 12 IIB8I PULS A •8ET BACK SLICE

78A9 C6 FF 11891 LDB IIFF •SOLID NHITE

7IAB 7A 7129 II9II BITTST DEC bum •BIT COUNT BIT COUNT -
1

78AE 27 IE mil BED SAVE •IF ALL DONE THEN THE NASK IS READY

7181 1A 11 11921 ORCC • 1 •SET CARRY FLA6

7IB2 46 11931 RORA •HOVE SLICE

7IB3 36 11941 RORB • INTO 2 BYTES

78B4 IC Ft •1931 ANDCC MFE •CLEAR CARRY FLA6

7IB6 76 7126 11961 ROR NASK •HOVE NASK TO NATCH

7IB9 76 7127 11971 ROR HASKM • IT IS 2 BYTES L0N6

7IBC 21 ED 11981 BRA BITTST •80 SEE IF NORE HOVEHENT IS NEEDED

7IBE 34 16 11991 SAVE PSHS D •SAVE SLICEINON USES TNO BYTES1

7ICI FC 7126 inn LDD NASK •SET N0RKIN6 NASK

7K3 AA 84 mil ORA .1 •NHITE OUT SCREEN SECTION

7IC5 EA II 11121 ORB I.I • (IT CAN SPAN TNO BYTES)

7K7 A7 64 11 131 ST A |X •SAVE NASK BACK TO SCREEN

7IC9 E7 11 III4I STB 1,1 • (ONCE AEA1N IT IS TNO BYTES)

7KB 35 16 11 151 PULS D •6ET BACK N0RKIN8 NASK

7ICD A4 84 • 1161 ANDA ,x •SET REOUIRED BITS

7ICF E4 II II 171 ANDB I.I •IN BOTH BYTES

7ID1 ED B4 III8I STD ,1 •SAVE TO SCREEN

7ID3 31 BS 21 0109* LEAI 32,1 •HOVE TO NEIT LINE

7ID6 39 inn RTS •ALL DONE THIS SLICE

inn ••••••••••••••••••••••n»

11121 <HOVE CURSOR FORNARD 5 •

0113* 'BITS ONE CHARACTER) •

IU4I •••••••••••••••••••••••••

7007 F6 7128 11151 FORM LDB BIT •6ET CURRENT BIT NITHIN BYTE

7IDA CB 13 11 161 ADDB 15 •PLUS 5 BITS

70DC CI 17 11171 C11PB 17 •IF NORE THAN SEVEN THEN CHANGE BYTE

7IDE 23 14 11181 BLS BITSV •ELSE NE ARE DONE

7MI 31 II 11191 LEAI 1,1 •ADD ONE TO SCREEN LOC

7IE2 CI IB 11211 SUBB M •RESET 8IT COUNT

7IE4 CI 17 11211 8ITSV CHPB 17 •VERY RI6HT ED6E"
1

7IE6 26 IF 11221 BNE BIT0N1 •IF NOT THEN NO NEN LINE

For the color computer and TDP100
Model 101 Interface $54.95

Serial to Parallel Interlace

Works with any Centronics Compatible

Printer including Radio Shack, TOP,
Gemini, Epson, Gorillia and
many others

Six switch selectable baud rates (300

to 9600)

90 day warranty

Power Supply included

Model 102 RS-232-C Switcher
• Switches all three data lines $35 ®^
• Indicator lights let you know computer

is on

• 3 position switch has silver plated

contacts lor high reliability /».
• Color coded lights indicate switch BSB

position

• Color coded labels for your printer,

modem etc., supplied

Cassette Label Program $6.95

^

Prints five lines of information on pin-

feed cassette labels

Menu driven — easy to use
^ •-•

• Uses special features of your printer for

standard, expanded and condensed
characters

• 24 free labels included with program

• Auto centering features for each line of

text

• 16K ECB required

General Items
• Gemini 10X Printer $319.00

• Special Save — Printer & Interface

$360.00

• C-10 Cassettes $7.50/dozen

• Hard plastic boxes $2.50/dozen

• Pin-feed Cassette labels $3.00 per 100

• Free shipping on all orders over $50.00

• Add $3.00 for shipping on orders under

$50.00

• Ohio residents add 5.5% sales tax

• Phone order line for VISA and
MASTERCARD, orders accepted 24
hrs. a day, call 513-677-0796

or send check or money order to:

Metric Industries

Department R
P.O. Box 42396
Cincinnati, OH 45242

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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7K8 IE 11 11231 EX6 1,0 •PUT I KHERE HE CAN «.-• ON IT

7IEA CI IF 11241 C»PB IIIF •VERY RI6HT OF SCREEN
7MC 26 (7 11251 8NE BITDN • IF NOT THEN SAVE CURRENT POS
7IEE 4C II 261 INCA •ELSE NEIT LINE
7JEF 5F 11271 CLRB •AND RESET BYTE KITHIN LINE
7(f( IE II 11261 EI6 0,1 •SNAP D AND I BACK

?(F2 5F I12M CUB •BIT KITHIN BYTE=I
7(F3 2( 12 • 1311 BRA BITDN1 •GO SAVE NEK POS
7»F5 IE (1 inn biton E<6 0,1 •SNAP D AND I BACK
7IF7 F7 7128 11321 BITON! STB BIT •SAVE BIT NITHIN BYTE
7(FA BF

7CFD 39

7I2A 11331 STI PCS •SAVE CURRENT CURSOR LOC

11341 RTS •ALL DONE N0VIN6 FORWARD

11331 iniiiiiifiiiiimmi ••

11361 MOVE CURSOR BACK 5 BITS*

11371 fttitiiMniiitiitmiin
7IFE 34 14 II 381 BACK PSHS B •SAVE B FOR CALLER
7111 F4 7128 II 311 LDB BIT •6ET CURRENT BIT NITHIN BYTE
7113 BE 7I2A 11 411 LDI POS •BET CURRENT CURSOR POS
71(6 CI 13 11411 SUBB 13 BIT-BIT - 5

7118 20 14 11421 BPL BACKSP •IF STILL OK THEN SAVE IT

7KA CB 18 11431 ADDB 16 •ELSE FII BIT COUNT
71#C 31 If 11441 LEAI -1,1 •AND BACK UP CURSOR POS
71IE IE II 11431 E1G M •SNAP 'EN AGAIN
7111 CI FF 11461 can (IFF •NEED TO HOVE TO NEK LINE'
7112 26 18 11471 BNE BACKS1 •IF NOT SAVE KEN POS
7114 C6 IF 11481 LDB M1F •END OF LINE

7116 IE II 11491 E18 t.D •SNAP 'EH BACK

7118 C6 12 11 311 LDB 12 •BIT NITHIN BYTE=2
711(1 21 12 11311 BRA BACKSP •SAVE

71IC IE 11 11321 8ACKS1 CIS 1,0 •SNAP 'EH YET A6AIN
711E BF 7I2A 11531 BAC*5P STI POS •SAVE CURRENT POSITION
7121 F7 7128 II 341 STB BIT •SAVE BIT NITHIN BYTE
7124 33 84 11331 PULS B,PC •RETURN

7126 11361 NASK m 2 •BASK FOR STORING TO SCREEN
7128 11371 BIT m 2 •BIT NITHIN BYTE

712A IEII 11381 COS FDB IEII •START OF SCREEN 116111 FOR NON-DISK

712C 11391 BYTE RUB 1 •SLICES LEFT

712D FFFF II6II TABLE FDB IFFFF .DATA TABLE FRO" LAST MONTH

11611 ••••••••••••••••••••••«#

11621 »DELETE THE ORG LINE •

II63I •FRON LAST NONTH'S PART •

II64I .OF THIS PR06RAH AND RE-«

11631 iNUnBER IT TO START AT •

11661 •::((. THEN TYPE IN THE •

11671 «LINES LISTED HERE UP TO*

11681 'LINE 1391 t

11691 (ASSENBLE TO PR06RAN TO •

11711 «DISK OR TAPE •

II7II >USE I7IH IN LINE 61 •

11721 'FOR 32K MACHINES OR •

11731 M38II FOR I6K NACHINES •

11741 «USE THE NUMBER FRON •

11731 HIKE 61 IN LINE 21 OF •

11761 »THE BASIC PROGRAH AND •

11771 (THE NUHBER-1 IN LINE ll>

1 1 781 »0F THE BASIC PROGRAH »

11791 HiHiiHHwiimmmi

Listing 3:

1 CLEAR 1 , &H6FFF : CLEAR300
20 DEFUSR0=&H7000
30 PM0DE4, l: SCREEN 1,1
40 A*=CHR*<12)+"Type what you wa
nt !"+CHR*<13)
50 GOSUB 90
60 A*=INKEY*:IF A*=""THEN60
70 GOSUB90:GOTO60
80 eOTO80
90 A*=USR0<A*): RETURN *

712 Chicago St.

Green Bay, Wl 54301
(414) 432-4635

STOCK ITEMS SHIPPED SAME DAY!

THE COSMOS
CONNECTION IS

A COMPLETE SERIAL
TO PARALLEL INTERFACE
FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER TO
THE GEMINI -10X and 15X
PRINTERS.

THE COMPLETE TRS-80® LINE

- ELITE CALC $54.95

- ELITE WORD $54.95
- ELITE FILE $67.00
- TOM MIX

SOFTWARE

• NO AC REQUIRED
• SWITCHABLE
BAUD RATE
AT: 600

1200

2400

• HIGH QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION

• COMPACT
• 90 DAY
WARRANTY

CALL
FOR
PRICE

•Plut - U.S. ORDERS Add $10.00 Shipping a Handling (II ordering printer only)
•Plui - CANADIAN ORDERS Add $25.00 lor Shipping « H.ndllng (II ordering prlnler only)

GEMINI-1
PACKAGE
READY TO PLUG IN
TO YOUR COLOR COMPUTER
ONLY 04l/^4ity^-

^ $299.00 %_
GEMINI - 10X i? |L

10X- $269.00
Delta 10 -$484.00
Delta 15 -$597.00

J
"FREE - Shipping & Handling In U.S. with Package Order %

PACKAGE

Plua - CANADIAN ORDERS Add $15.00 lor Shipping S Handling wllh Package Order

TRS-BO IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

^P>##'
ii c r en i c s

THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD.
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CoCo "Comrnunifu

We have compiled a list of

Color Computer Clubs be-

cause of the many requests

we have received. CoCo Clubs may
wish to exchange newsletters, share

ideas for topics of discussion at

monthly meetings, etc.

Please let us know if we have omit-

ted any clubs and send us complete

up-to-date addresses. Only those

clubs which have signed our'agree-

ment form" will appear in this listing

of CoCo Clubs. Also, please notify

us if you wish to add or delete any
names on this list. Send your infor-

mation to:

CoCo Clubs
THE RAINBOW

9529 U.S. Highway 42

P.O. Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059

ALABAMA
Birmingham Alabama Color Computer Club.

Robert Matthews, 1725 14th Ave. S ,
Birmingham,

35205, (205) 933-0887

Huntsville Color-80 Users Group. Randy Niemann,
1011 Versailles Dr., S.E.. Huntsville. 35803. (205)

882-2485

ALASKA
Alaska Color Computer Users' Group, Rick
McDannel, 430C Beluga Ave., Ft. Richardson.

99505, (907) 428-0392

ARIZONA
Huachuca Hot Pokers. James Standley, 235-A
Jeffords Street (NBU-96H), Ft Huachuca, 85613,

(602) 458-8338

Tucson Color Computer Club. William H. Nunn,
6857 A Lighting Circle #22. Tucson, 85708

ARKANSAS
Central Arkansas CoCo Club, Melinda Braslovsky,

1203 Erving Rdg., LP Cabot, 72023, (501) 982-

8854

CALIFORNIA
Color America Users Group, Mark Randall, 2227
Canyon Rd.. Arcadia, 91006, (213) 355-6111

The Davis CoCoNuts. Adam Sherman, 1818 Hauss-
ler Dr., Davis, 95616, (916) 758-3195

Sacramento Color Computer Club, Wayne Chris-

ope. P.O. Box 9, Elverta, 95626

Joe Bennett, 1169 Florida Street, Imperial Beach,
92023, (474-6213)

Los Angeles-Wilshire Color Computer Users'

Group,c/o Norm Wolfe, 269 S. Lafayette Park PI.,

Los Angeles. 90057

Ventura County Color Computer Club (VC4), c/o
Pete Lydall, Oxnard Public Library, 214 "C"
Street, Oxnard, 93030, (805) 984-1842 or DATA
(805) 984-1842

South Bay Color Computer Club. Robert L Cake-
bread, P.O. Box 3540, Redondo Beach, 90277,

(213)376-1169

Sacramento CoCo Club, Charles Doughty, Box
6051 1 , Sacramento, 95860

Salinas Color Computer Club, Larry Livingston,

501 Monterey Highway, Salinas, 93908, (408)
484-9697

Citrus Color Computer Club. Joseph Kohn, P.O.

Box 6991, San Bernadino, 92412, (714) 792-8721

Local Color—A CoCo Club of San Francisco,
Andrew G. Kieval, P.O. Box 421242, San Fran-

cisco, 94142

San Joaquin CoCo Club, Steven Paul Moreno, P.O.

Box 99024, Stockton. 95209. (209) 951-3938

Silicon Valley Color Computer Club. Shawn Jipp.

P.O Box 61593, Sunnyvale, 94088, (408) 749-1947

CoCo Nutz Computer Club, Walter V. Seay, 68-461
Highway 86, Thermal, 92274, (619) 397-4252

COLORADO
Lowry Microcomputer Club/CoCo Users' Group,
Jerry D. Surritte, 2249 Moline St.. Aurora. 80010.

(303) 343-3273

Colorado Color Computer Club, Joe Applegate,
P.O. Box 33492, Northglenn, 80233, (303)
650-9768

FLORIDA
Northwest Florida CoCo Nuts, William N. Lamb,
P.O. Box 1032, Fort Walton Beach, 32549, (904)
244-5281

Jacksonville Color Computer Club, William H.

Brown III, 241 1 Hirsch Ave., Jacksonville, 32216,

(904) 721-0282

CoCo Chips Color Computer Club, 6 Belle Mead
Circle, Largo, 33540, (813) 581-7779

Broward County Color Computer Club, Timothy D.

Neary, 510 S.W. 64th Ave., Margate, 33068, (305)

972-4074

C.C. Club of Sarasota, Ernie Bonfrager, 4047 Bee
Ridge Rd., Sarasota, 33582. (813)921-7510

Broward CoCo Club, Sue Spahn, 11950 N.W. 29th
Manor, Sunrise, 33582, (305) 741-4737

ILLINOIS
Glenside Color Computer Club, Chuck Roberg,
521 Canyon, Carol Stream, 60188, (312) 690-9374

Town & Country CoCo. 5461 S. Kenwood. Chicago.
(312) 493-3748

Cook County Color Computer Club, Tim Powers,
1633 Fifth Ave.. Chicago Heights, 60411, (312)
747-7062

Illinois Color Computer Club of Elgin, Steven
Stroud, 1098 Florimond Dr., Elgin, 60120. (312)
695-3186

Northern Illinois Color Computer Club. 580 Milton

Lane, Hoffman Estates. 60194. (312) 885-2573

Motorola Microcomputer Club, Steve Adler,
1301 Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg, 60196, (312)
576-3044

INDIANA
Three Rivers Users Group, Michael Milligan, 4923
Blum Drive. Fort Wayne, 46815, (219) 485-0278

Indy Color Computer Club, Mike Davis, P.O. Box
68702, Indianapolis. 46268, (317) 257-3300

Southern Indiana Computer Club. Route 1. Box
459. Mitchell, 47446

CoCo Program. Erik Merz, 310 Appletree Dr.,

Noblesville, 46060, (317) 842-1340

IOWA
Metro Area Color Computer Club, K.L. Knudtzon,
3324 11th Ave., Council Bluffs, 51501

Iowa City TRS-80 Users Group, Susan Chapler,

R.R. 6, The Woods. Iowa City. 52240, (319)

351-5959

KANSAS
Kansas City CoCo Club, Mike Allinder. P.O. Box

11192, Kansas City, 66111, (913)287-1904

Topeka Color Computer Club. Kevin Cronister.

2224 Hope, Topeka. 66614, (913) 272-1353

Color Computer Club of Wichita, Rex Rivers, 1205
N. Mosley, Wichita, 67214, (316) 264-9193

Walnut Valley C.C. Users Club. David Anderson,
1212 E. 4th St., Winfield. 67156. (316) 221-0040

KENTUCKY
LOCO-COCO, Mike Standefer, 3141 Doreen Way,

Louisville, 40220, (502) 458-6690

LOUISIANA
Red Slick Color Computer Club, Gary Cash, 8929
Metairie Drive, Baton Rouge, 70810, (504)
293-7799

Cajun CoCo Club, Bob Hoevel. 104 Karen St., New
Iberia, 70560. (318) 365-7706

MASSACHUSETTS
Greater Boston Super Color Users Group, Robert
Biamonte, 6 Boulder Drive, Burlington, 01803

New England C.C. Users Group. Christopher E.

Sweet. RD. 2. Box 261 . Harvard, 01451 , (617) 456-

8291

Massachusetts CoCo Club. Jason Rahaim, Spring

St.. Lunenberg, 01462. (617) 582-6514

6809'ers, Paris Nepus, 93 Grochmal Ave., #90,

Springfield, 01151, (413) 732-6633

MICHIGAN
Petoskey Area CoCo Club (PAC3

), Dennis Hoshield,

670 Liegl Drive. Alanson, 49706, (616) 347-0607

Greg Miller, P.O. Box 365. Haslett

Midland C.C. Club, Neil Drake, 709 Coolidge, Mid-
land, 48640, (517) 631-2939

Michiana CoCo Club, Clay Howe, 310 S. Jefferson

St., Sturgis, 49091, (616) 651-4248

MISSISSIPPI
Singing River C.C. Club, Henry Nielsen, 9001 Gray

Ave., Ocean Spring, 39564

MISSOURI
North County 80 Group, Tom Vogel, 12 Ville Donna
Ct„ Hazelwood. 63042. (314) 739-4078

Mid-America Color Computer User's Group, Jerry

Morgon. 807 Ponca Drive, Independence, 64056,

(816) 796-5813

Coconuts, 1610 N. Marian, Springfield. 65803

MONTANA
Billings C.C. Club. Jayne Kenyon, 4306 Phillip, Bil-

lings. 59101

NEW JERSEY
Intrasoft, RaviSakana, 139 Candace Lane, Chatham
Twp.. 07928, (201 ) 635-8025
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Bug 80 Users' Group, George R. Miller. Jr.. Box 62.
Glen Gardner. 08826

Loco CoCo Club, Bud Lavin, 73B Wavercresl Ave.,
Winlield Park, 07036

NEW MEXICO
Chaves County Color Computer Club. Lee Mitchell.
1102 Melrose Drive, Roswell, 88201, (505)
623-0789

NEW YORK
Queensboro Color Computer Club. Bob Rosen,

Springfield Blvd. & 56th Ave.. Bayside, 11364,
(212) 631-6233

Local CoCo, Charles Martin, P.O. Box 901, Bell-
more. 11710

Broome CoCo Club, Bucky Helmer, 57 Front St.,
Binghampton, 13905

Adirondack CoCo Club (Home Olfice), Bill Ed-
wards, Box 365, Bolton Landinq, 12814, (518)
644-9927

Adirondack CoCo Club (Albany Chapter), Ron Fish.
Box 4214, Albany, 12204

Adirondack CoCo Club (Glens Falls Chapter), Dave
and Richard Mitchell, 39 Center Street, Fort
Edwards, 12828

Kings Byte CoCo Club. Morty Libowitz, 1063 East
84th St.. Brooklyn. 11236, (212) 763-4233

C.C. Club ot Central NY., Joseph Short, 248 S.
Fourth Ave., Ilion, 11357. (315) 895-7730

NORTH CAROLINA
TRS-80 Users' Group of Charlotte. Jason Foodman.
240 Medearis Dr., Charlotte. 2821

1

Raleigh Color Computer Club, David Roper, P.O
Box 681, Garner. 27529

OHIO
CoCo Club of Youngstown, Timothy McFadden,

P.O. Box 478. Canfield, 44406, (216) 788-4218

Columbus & Central Ohio Color Computer Club.
D.E. Sparrow, 19 E.N. Broadway, Columbus, 43214.
(614) 268-5366

Dayton CoCo Users' Group, Joseph P.Evans. 609
Applehill Dr.W. Carrollton, 45449

Cincinnati TRS-80 Users Group, R.A White, 44 Dow
Court, Fairfield, 45014

The Cleveland CoConuts, Paul Selig, 20734, Stan-
ford Ave.. Fairview Park, 44126, 333-2920

Dayton Are Color Computer Users Group, David R.
Barr, 2278 Yorkshire PI., Kettering, 45419, (513)
293-2228

MUG. of CoCo—Middletown Users Group, James
Carr, Middletown, 45042, (513) 424-6905

Northeastern Ohio (N.E.O.) CoCo Club. Tony
Rugue, 527 Malvern Drive., Painsville, 44077
(216) 354-2736

Miami Valley CoCo Club. R. Douglas Wales. 2065
LeFeure Rd.. Troy. 45373

OREGON
Willamette Valley CoCo Users. Brian James. P.O.
Box 11468. Eugene. 97440. (503) 687-9286

PENNSYLVANIA
HUG-A-CoCo, George Lurie, 2012 Mill Plain Court,

Harrisburg, 17110, (717) 657-2789

Penn-Jersey Color Computer Club, P.O. Box 2742,
Lehigh Valley, 18001

Capital Area TRS-80 Users Group, David Morrow,
340 Lewisberry Rd., New Cumberland, 17070,
BBS (717) 774-6543

Pittsburgh Color Group, William Tucker, P.O. Box
351, West Mifflin, 15122, (412) 466-3078

RHODE ISLAND
New England CoCo Nuts, P.O. Box 6604, Provi-
dence, 02940

SOUTH CAROLINA
Invitation Software Group, Tom Reed, 3562 Lin-
brook Dr., Columbia, 29204, (803) 786-0541

Midlands 80 Computer Club. Tommy Sanders, P.O.
Box 7594. Columbia, 29202, BBS (803) 755-3414

Metropolitan Greenville CoCo Club, Ed Lowe, P.O.
Box 6, Gray Court, 29645. (803) 876-3928

Hilton Head Island CoCo Club. Kevin Clark. P.O.
Box 6187. Hilton Head Island. 29928, (803)
785-9630

Spartanburg County CoCo Club, Dennis Shattuck,
473 Royal Oak Drive, Spartanburg, 29302, (803)
583-3017

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga CoCo Club, Jim Perkins/Jim Cox,

P.O. Box 9825, Chattanooga, 37412, (615) 870-
2439

Memphis Color Computer Users Group, Billy Sea-
ton, P.O. Box 1 1 736, Memphis, 381 1

1

TEXAS
CoCo User Group, David Karam. 1809 Dexter,

Austin. 78704. (512) 442-6317

B/CS Color Computer Users Group, Dale Cuth-
bertson, 1812 Michael Lane. Bryan, 77801. (409)
822-0731

Deer Park Color Computer Club. Donald Burr, 4314
W. Grant, Deer Park, 77536, (713) 479-5313

International Color Computer Club. Inc., Robert L.
Garrett, 2101 East Main Street, Henderson. 75652.
(214)657-7834

UTAH
Ogden CoCo, Kathy Rush, 4535 S. 2600 W. Roy,
Ogden, 84067

VIRGINIA
O.C./N. VA. C.C. Club. Jack Darling. 43 Donovan

Dr., Alexandria, 22306, (703) 780-6159

Northern Virginia C.C. Club. Logan McMinn. 6048
Belleview Dr., Apt. 1. Falls Church, 22041

Central Virginia Color Computer Club, Lane Lester,
413 Woodland Circle, Lynchburg, 24502. (804)
237-4188

WASHINGTON
Northwest Computer Club. Judy Gehman. E. 14012
Cataldo. Spokane. 99216, (509) 928-2169

WEST VIRGINIA
Kanawha Valley Personal Computer Club, P.O. Box
5354. Charleston, 25311. BBS (304) 925-3338 or
345-6502

Mtn. State CoCo Users Group. Donald G Barber,
Jr., P.O Box 1084, Morgantown. 26507, (304)
599-4493

Mil-O-Bar C. C. Club, Jim Lemaster, Ona, 25545,
(304) 743-4752

Blennerhassett CoCo Club, David Greathouse, Rt.
9, Box 119, Parkersburg, 26101

West Virginia Color Computer Club. William
Mucklow, 949 Baier Street, St. Albans, 25177.
(304) 727-6764

WISCONSIN
CoCo-MUG. Tom Fandre, P.O. Box 10152, Mil-
waukee, 53210, (414) 542-0600

Southern Wisconsin CoCo Club, David C. Buehn,
P.O. Box 41 1 .

Twin Lakes, 53181
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary Color Computer Club, David Logan, 151
Whitelock Place N.E., Calgary, T1Y 4S7

Medley Computer and Electronics Club, P.O. Box
1267. Medley. T4A2M0

NEW BRUNSWICK
Moncton Colour Computer Users Group. Richard

Bissett, 43 Pine Glen Rd., Riverview, E1B 1V3

BRITISH COLUMBIA
North Island CoCo Club, Brian Marshall, P.O. Box

1740, Port Hardy, B.C., VON 2P0
NEWFOUNDLAND
Avalon CoCo Club, A.R. Thompson. 10 Foran St..

St. John's, A1E4G1
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax Dartmouth CoCo Users Group, P.O. Box

572, Dartmough, B2Y 3Y9, (902) 469-3656

ONTARIO
International Adventurer's Club, Maurice Dow, 84
Camberley Cres., Brampton. L6V 3L4

K-W C.C. Club. Peter Karwowski, 23 Hudson Cres-
cent. Kitchener, N2B 2V7

London CoCo Nuts Computer Club, Harry K. Boyce,
180 Concord Road, London. N6G 3H8. (519)
472-7706

Meadowvale Color Computer Club, Howard Porter,
P.O. Box 186. Streetsville, Mississauga, L5M 2B8

Niagara Regional CoCo Club. Harry VanDyke. 7707
Jubilee Drive, Niagra Falls, L2G 7J3

QUEBEC
Montreal TRS-80 Users Group, Jacobs P.C. Bag-
chus, 1176 Phillips Place, Suite 201, Montreal,
H3B3C8, (514)861-3488

South Shore CoCo Club, Jacques Bedard, 33
Lisilre, St-Constant. P.O., J0L 1X0

SASKATCHEWAN
Regina Color Computer Club,. Georges Glass, 26
Tweedsmuir Bay, Regina. S4X 2B1, (306)
949-3942

Saskatoon Color Computer Club. Guy Tomashew-
ski. 415-423 Pendygrasse Rd., Saskatoon,
S7M 4Z2

AUSTRALIA
Blacktown City Colour Computer Users Group,
Keith Gallagher. 27 Alford St., Blacktown. New
South Wales. 2148

CoCo Colyteens of Colyton. Dwayne Manson, P.O.
Box 506. St. Marys, New South Wales. 2760

MEXICO
Mexico City Color Computer Club. Marcelo Luft,
Laja »232. 01900 Mexico D.F., Mexico City,
5-68-78-75

WEST GERMANY
First CoCo Club Hamburg, Theis Klauberg, 2000
Hamburg 62. Bultenmoor 43

newclub*
Editor:

I am extremely pleased to announce the

promotion of a new CoCo club. We are a
non-profit organization with more features
than I think you will find in any other CoCo
club. Our club library can boast the owner-
ship of over 300 CoCo programs and we are
growing daily due to new member submis-
sions as well as our weekly BBS hunt for new
downloadable programs.
Anyone wishing to find out what owning a

CoCo is all about can send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Scarborough CoCo
Club, 936 S. Wallace, 7 1 822

Ashdown, AR

Editor:

It is with great plesure that I announce the
birth of southeastern Arizona's TRS-80
Color Computer Users Group. At present,
we claim 12 members. All members have
upgraded memory to 64K and our systems
range from cassette based to disk drive, and
include both the original Color Computer
and the newer CoCo II. We boast several

talented programmers from our ranks and
have plans to submit their work lo future
issues of THE RAINBOW.
We welcome correspondence from other

already existing CoCo groups as well as
interested inquiries from local CoCo owners.
Write to: Huachuca Hot Pokers, 228B Jef-
fords St., 85613. Call (602) 458-0292 or
458-8338.

Tim Tulp
Ft. Huachuca, AZ

Editor:

We are organizing a TRS-80 Users Group
(including CoCos) in San Luis Obispo. We
will meet the third Tuesday of each month in

the Radio Shack Store at 209 Madonna
Road. Call Wes Porter at (805) 48 1-2387, or
write to: 2840 Halcyon Road, 93420 for

further details.

Edward Bitter

Arroyo Grande, CA
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Editor:

Is there any interest in forming a Bakers-

field area CoCo Users Group? Meet others

with common interests and exchange ideas

on software, debugging, machine language,

assembly language, hardware mods, pro-

gramming, hints, group purchasing, ama-

teur radio, problem solving, etc.

For information, call or write: 2521

Bishop. Apt. A, 93306, (805) 872-8618.

Larry Sheridan

Bakersfield. CA

Editor:

I would like to start a local Los Angeles

Color Computer Club lor us local central

Los Angeles Color Computer buffs. All the

present clubs are not in the city of Los
Angeles. Call (213) 464-6809.

Fran: Grey
Hollywood, CA

Editor:

There is a users group in the New Haven
area that has started up recently. Anyone
interested in coming to the meeting, please

call or write to: 544 Orange Center Road.
06477.(203)799-2631.

Patrick Palmer
Orange, CT

Editor:

The CoCo Chips has been in existence for

over a year. Wc have a large club library and
meet once a month. The meetings are held at

the Montessori School in Beleair on the first

Friday of each month at 8 p.m. For further

information, please contact Linda Signorat

(813) 581-7779 or write to The CoCo Chips
Color Computer Club, 6 Belle Meade Circle.

Largo, FL 33540.

Robert Fallona

Pinellas Park. Fl

Editor:

We would like to inform you that there is a

CoCo Users Group in Elgin.

We of the Illinois Color Computer Club
have enjoyed your magazine articles and
programs enormously. A number of us

attended the RAINBOWfest and thought it

was even better than the first.

At the present time wc have about 22

members and meet the third Wednesday of

the month at Aunt Mary's Restaurant just

north of the 1-90 expressway on Route 25 at

7:30 p.m.

We hope to grow in the knowledge and
enjoyment of being a CoCo user as you have
grown bigger and better youself. Keep up the

fantastic work. Writeto: 1 1 17 Hunter Drive.

60120.

Ray Krack
Elgin, IL

Editor:

Evansville area CoCo and MC-10 users

are invited to help form the Evansville CoCo
Users Group. If you arc interested, call me at

424-0099. or Brad Callahan at 476-9453.

Brad has a BBS on this number on weekends
and you can leave us a message there.

Dave Jenkins

Evansville. IN

Editor:

The Toccoa Micro-computer Society is

meeting on a new schedule. The meetings are

every second Tuesday evening ol each month
at 7 p.m. at the Toccoa-Stephens County
Public Library.

Thank you for this service. I realize that it

costs IHK rainbow a considerable amount
to publish a Clubs section. It is very nice of

you to do this for your readers. I guess that is

just one of the many reasons that THE rain-

bow is miles ahead of the other CoCo
magazines.

Sieve Shields

Easionollee. GA
Editor:

The Oahu Color Computer Club meets at

the Liliha Public Library in Honolulu the

third Thursday of every month. All inter-

ested persons arc invited to call or write:

47-164 C. Hui Akepa Place. 96744. or (808)

239-6534.

Steve Galeski

Kaneohe. HI

Editor:

I would like to inform your readers of the

formation of the Lexington Color Compu-
ter Users Group. We meet the second Mon-
day of each month. Anyone wishing more
information should contact me at 224 Fair-

dale Drive. 40505 or call (606) 255-6007 after

6 p.m.

EdJelf
Lexington. KY

Editor:

I would like to know if anyone in the

Ferriday-Jonesville area would be interested

in starting a Color Computer Club. If so,

please write me at Frogmore Pltn.. 71335.

George Tanner
Frogmore, LA

Editor:

I'd like to announce the founding of the

Framingham Color Computer Club. We
meet at Nat Walsh Music Studio on the

second and fourth Thursdays of every

month. There is also a BBS run on a CoCo
by the club that may be reached at (617)

872-5170.

Mitch Cohen
Framingham, MA

Editor:

1 would like to inform your readers that

the New England Color Computer Users

Group has a new address. Our new address

is: N.E.C.C.U.G., R.D. 2, Box 261, 01451.

We hold meetings about once every three to

four weeks and we have a newsletter that

comes out every month. If you would like

information on the group, please contact us.

Chris Sweet
Harvard, MA

Editor:

I would like to form a Color Computer
Club in my area. I own a CoCo and I think it

would be great to start a club. If you are

interested, please contact me at 6321 Bosker
Lane, 48444.

John Sormly
Imlay City, Ml

Editor:

We are currently forming a users group in

the Jefferson City area and our numbers
have risen to 12 interested individuals. For
more information, write to: 900 Rock Hill

Road. 65101.

Wayne Johnson
Jefferson City, MO

Editor:

I have had my CoCo lor about three years
and I am trying to start a CoCo club in the

St. Louis area.

Anyone interested call or write (3 14) 327-

6402. 856 Hancock Road, 63385.

Any age welcome!

Kel Kerr
Wentzville, MO

Editor:

The CoCo Users Group - Monmonth;
Ocean County, meets on the second Friday

of every month. 7:30 p.m. at 1401 Highway
71, 07719. For more information call (201)
280-2727 or 774-7426.

John Stewart

Belmar, NY
Editor:

We are proud to announce the birth of

Intrasoft, an organization for Color Com-
puterists. Members receive: a monthly news-

letter, access to the Intrasoft library (soft-

ware rentals through the mail), a list of

members in their area, and vast amounts of

information relating to the Color Computer.
For more information, call (20

1
) 635-8025

after 3:30 p.m. on weekdays and ask for an
Intrasoft representative. The first publica-

tion of our newsletter in Dec. I, 1984.

Library opens Dec. I, 1984.

Ravi Sakaria

Chatham, NJ
Editor:

I live in Buffalo and am finding it quite
difficult to find a Color Computer Club or a
modem-equipped computer buddy nearby
without paying a fortune in bills.

Does anyone in the Buffalo area know of

any formed users group by mail or modem?
There must be someone! I'd appreciate

someone calling me at (716) 822-0175. or

write to 33 Fields Ave., 14210.

Dan D'Alessandro

Buffalo. NY
Editor:

A few friends and I have been considering
forming a Color Computer Club in More-
head City which would serve all of eastern

North Carolina. The cost would be about $4
a year and would cover such expenses as

newsletters, a software library containing
programs written by our members and pos-

sibly a bulletin board system containing
such software. If there is anyone who might
be interested in such a club, please write to

me at P.O. Box 943. 28532 or call me at (9 1 9)
247-3037.

Mike Fahy
Havelock, NC

Editor:

As owners of Radio Shack's TRS-80 Color
Computers, we are interested in contacting
other Color Computer owners. We are lo-
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cated in the Ashcboro-Ramseur area. Con-
tact either John Lutsic. Rt. 9. Box 312,
27203. phone 625-5477 anytime; or phone
me at 824-2612 alter 3 p.m.

Helen Reynolds

Ramseur, NC
Editor:

I'd like to start a CoCo users group in the
Grove City-Columbus area. Anyone inter-

ested can call me at (614) 875-9786 or write
me at 2480 Northbranch Road. 43123.

Mike Gould, Jr.

Grove City. OH
Editor:

We are happy to announce the existence
of the CoCo Nuts Computer Club of Port-
land. We invite anyone in the Portland met-
ropolitan area to attend our meetings. We
meet the first Saturday of every month at the

Far West Federal Building at 45th and
Woodstock. We have a very large program
library on both tape and disk available to all

members. We would like to exchange news-
letters with any interested CoCo Clubs as we
are very proud of our newsletter and very
interested in finding out what other clubs are
doing. Please address all inquiries and news-
letters to P.O. Box 6507. 97228. Phone (503)
252-5681.

Rick Roth
Portland, OR

Editor:

We are pleased to announce the formation
of the Salt City CoCo Club of Utah in Salt
Lake City for users of the Color Computer.
Our group is promoting interest in the

Color Computer in the Salt Lake area. Some
of the areas of interest in our club are hard-
ware experimenting, machine language pro-
gramming, educating others and showing
off our Color Computers to the community.
We currently publish a monthly newslet-

ter. Articles and programs from members
are included in each issue.

We meet on the even Thursdays of each
month at 7 p.m. at Utah Transit Authority,
3600 S. 700 W. Anyone interested can call

me at (801) 487-6032 or write to 720 E.

Browning Avenue, 84105.

Dennis Molt
Salt Lake City, UT

Editor:

The Color Computer: Montgomery
County Users Group (CoCo: MUG) has been
formed and meets monthly at the Christi-

ansburg Library. Our members represent a
wide range ofCoCo users, from educational
to business applications. One member even
ran a BBS, (which we are trying to convince
him to restart).

Any interested parties may contact me at

P.O. Box 774, 24073.

Ron Rogers
Christianshurg, VA

Editor:

Please let it be known to your readers that

I am trying to start a computer club for

TRS-80s. Anyone interested can contact me
by writing RT. 2, Box 76-C, 25801.

Greg Reed
Becklev, WV

Editor:

I would like to announce the forming of a

TRS-80 club in the New London-Horton-
ville area. This is a group especially for those
interested in getting games and other things
children would like. We will not discuss
word processing and business uses, but will

see how many have printers and decide to

discuss that or not. We would like children
from the ages 11-14, but please call for

exceptions. For information write RR 4,

Box 156, 54961 or call (414) 982-2565.

I would also like to have contact from
other CoCo Clubs around the country, or
just CoCo fans not in a club.

Paul Steinberg

New London, H'l

Editor:

Over the past two years a club in Milwau-
kee, called CoCo-MUG, has been in full

swing. For information write: CoCo-MUG.
P.O. Box 10152. 53210; or call Dan at (414)
258-9448 or Tom Fandre (414) 542-0600.

Dan Neuman
Wauwatosa, Wl

Editor:

A new users group is being formed, the
ESSA Color Computer Club in Simcoe
County, Ontario. I urge all owners or poten-
tial owners of the CoCo in the Barrie,
Angus-Borden and surrounding area to
come out to the club meetings.

Activities include instruction in basic and
Assembler programming, preparing of a
newsletter, general and specific discussions
and any other related activities. For further
information call me at (705) 424-1354 or
write to P.O. Box 1001. L0M I B0.

Eldon Doucet
Angus, Ontario

Editor:

There are a lot of Canadians up here with
CoCos, and we all think that your magazine
is the best!

We'd like to hear from anyone in the
Bruce County area who would like to form a

CoCo club or just like to share information
about our favorite computer. Anyone inter-

ested can write to P.O. Box 341, NOG 2V0.
John and Mimi Wong

Walkerlon, Ontario

Editor:

I am interested in joining or forming a
Color Computer Club in Puerto Rico. If you
have information about a club or would like

to form one, please contact me at Paradis
B-24, Caguas, P.R. 00625 or call (809)
743-2684.

Radames Aguayo
Caguas, P.R.

Editor:

We are proud to announce the existence
of the Dutch Color Computer Club. We
have given it the name COCONUT. There

are almost 200 members, some of them hav-
ing a Dragon computer, which we also fully

support. Our library now contains approx-
imately 2.000 programs, most of them com-
ing from the USA.
Send correspondence to: COCON UT, c/ o

Peter Senff, Watcrrad 104. I6I3CR Groote-
broek. The Netherlands.

Peter Senff
The Netherlands

Editor:

I would like to announce that I am activat-

ing a Philatelic Users Group for stamp col-

lectors. 1 have worked it out so that the

membership will more than pay for itself

over the course of the year. For those that

are interested, write to 2 1 53 1 Meyers Road,
95320.

John Root
Escalon, CA

Editor:

1 would like to inform the readers about
the South Bay Color Computer Club. We
meet the third Friday of every month at
Mercury Savings in Torrance. For more
information, call (213) 376-9755 or 538-
8394.

Robert Cakebread
Redondo Beach. CA

Editor:

Please inform your readers of the Dade
Color Users Group of Miami. We are the

largest and oldest Color Computer group in

Dade County. Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m.
on the third Tuesday of each month at the

Miami Shores Community Center, 96th
Street and Northeast 7th Avenue.

Further information may be obtained by
leaving EMail on CompuServe to PPN #
70365. 463 or by calling the club BBS, 24
hours a day. (305)751-6809.

Yearly dues are $12/ individual, and
$18/ family.

John Lovell

Miami, EL

Editor:

The Atlanta Area Color Users Group has
been in existence for three years and we now
meet 10 months a year at Nash Middle
School in Smyrna. Meetings begin at 7 p.m.
and there are no dues at present. For more
information, call Gary at 949-0369, Lee at

373-3216, or CBBS 378-4410.

Gary McConville
Douglasville, GA

Editor:

Our computer club name is Le Club d'Or-
dinateur Couleur de Quebec, Inc. (CO.
C.Q.).

The meetings will be every Wednesday at

7 p.m. at C.O.C.Q., Inc.. Loisirs St-Mathieu,
7110. 8e Avenue. H2A 3C4.

Jean- Marie Beaujean
Montreal, Quebec
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RT last all the disk utilities you haue been looking for haue
been collected into one easy to use, menu driuen package.

If you need to create auto start programs, back up your
directories, uerify disk sectors, recouer lost files, uietu and
modify disk contents or many other tasks, you will find our

new DISKMHSTER indespensible. The entensiue instructions

include a tutorial on disk structure. Includes 3 ring b inder.

$33.95 US

$39.95 Cdn + S2.50S/H

COMING SOON - Our screen print program will

work with any printer. All standard graphic

and text screens are supported with a wide

assortment of scaling factors, density options

VISA

+ S2.50S/H

and special effects. Available Jan 1 st . 1 985
$33.95 US Hj $37.95 US
$39.95 Cdn Ml $43.95 Cdn

Have you been trying to learn assembly language? Has ED rASM got you

confused? Are you familiar vith the 6809 instruction set, but you're

still not able to put it all together into a coherent working program.

If you answered YES then you need iff ASSEMfft r LAMSUAGE. From
simple routines to read the keyboard, generate random numbers etc.

all the vag to multitasking and threaded code are covered. All source

code for the examples is included on tape or disk.

$25.95 US W| $29.95 US

$29.95 Cdn WM $33.95 Cdn + S2.50S/H

onTiiimvi]®»fc:
125 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
LEWISTON, N.Y. 14092

420 FERGUSON AVE. N.

HAMILTON,ONT.,L8L 4Y9



Announcing

.

.

.

The Rainbow Bookshelf
From Falsoft, Inc., a new compilation of books,
media and learning aids for the world's most
popular computers.

The Rainbow Book of Simulations The Rainbow Book of Adventures

SIMULATIONS

Now. .20 super Simulations from
the rainbow's first simulation
contest! Be an air traffic con-
troller. . worry about flood con-
trol ... be the presidential can-
didate . . . and a whole lot more!

Book $9.95
Tape $9.95

All 13 winners from the rain-
bows fabulous 1st Adventure
contest! Fight in the depths of the
earth . . . work your way through
a lighthouse.

. explore a haunt-
ed mansion . . . and many more!

Book $7.95
Tape $7.95

And coming for Christmas . .

.

The Complete Rainbow Guide To OS-9!
By Dale Puckett and Peter Dibble

ONLY $19.95

Falsoft, Inc.

9529 U.S. Highway 42
The Falsoft Bldg.

P.O. Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059

Please send me:

/ want to start my own
Rainbow Bookshelf!

The Rainbow Book of Simulations $ 9.95
Rainbow Simulations Tape $9.95

The Rainbow Book of Adventures $ 7.95
D Rainbow Adventure Tape $ 7.95

The Complete Rainbow Guide to OS-9 $19.95

Add $1 per book Shipping and Handling in U.S.

Canada and Mexico Add $2.00
All Other Foreign Add $4.00

Total

Name
Address
City State ZIP

Payment Enclosed
Account Number
Signature

Charge: VISA MasterCard
Interbank # (MC Only)

American Express

Card Expiration Date
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DOWNLOADS

Why Not Try
a 128K Upgrade
Kit or VDOS?

By Dan Downard
Rainbow Technical Editor

• Is it possible, and ifso. how big a project
would it be to buildaplug-compatible RAM
disk for the Color Computer, i.e., a RAM
disk that would plug into the second
connector of the standard two drive cable

(for all ofus whojust have one drive)? Could
the standard Radio Shack controller handle
a RAM disk of256K or even 512K?

I have several software packages that will

allow me to 'invert' the foreground/
background on the amber monitor that I

use with my Color Computer. The screen

looks good with the black background and
bright amber characters, but would look

even better if the border was also black.

Is there a way to make the entire screen

(border and inner square) black and the

characters amber? I have been told that since

the software in question uses the Hi- Res
screen (SI by 24) I'm stuck with things the

way they are.

Dean C. Aukes
Carrollton, TX

Dean, have you noticed the 128K upgrade
kits recently advertised in the THE rainbow?
One of these will solve your problem without

resorting to an actual RAM disk. Some
software authors are approaching these

upgrade kits as quasi-RAM disks. Another
solution is to buy VDOS by Dr. Preble's

Programs. This program performs exactly

(Dan Downard is an electrical engi-

neer and has been involved in elec-

tronics for 24 years through ham
radio

[ K4KWT\ His interest in com-
puters begun aboutJive years ago and
he has built several 68XX systems.)

the function you are looking for.

As far as answering your question, we
know of no practical way to use the disk

controller for a RAM disk. The cable and
connector are designed for a serial stream
of data from a floppy disk. The data from
a floppy is frequency modulated and it

would seem far-out to try to emulate this

signal. The several RAM disk packages for

other computers we have seen replace the

controller as well as the drive.

Now, for your problem with the back-

ground color of your display. It is possible

to have a black screen with amber characters.

The software you havejust doesn't offer that

option. One quick solution is to purchase

the Word-Pak accessory from PBJ. Not
only will you get a black screen with amber
characters, but 80 columns to boot.

• / have noticed that there are several

expansion devices (such as voice synthesizers

and Radio Shack 's X-pad) that either cost

extra or are not available for the CoCo 2.

Is this because the CoCo 2 does not supply

12 volts to the expansion port? If this is

so. why not just connect a 12-volt power
supply, such as Radio Shack 0273-1652 to

the correct pins on the connector inside the

CoCo? I am not sure of which pins to

connect this to, or even if this would work
at all. There are probably many CoCo 2
owners that do not like spending the extra

$20 for a CoCo 2 compatible voice synthe-

sizer or the $180for a Multi-Pak interface.

With the 12 volts, one could just get a Y-

cable to connect two items to the expansion

port instead of laying down big bucks for

the Multi-Pak.

Also, could two or more Y-cables be used
to gel several items connected to the CoCo,
such as a disk drive, the X-pad and a voice

synthesizer, to be used all at the same time?

Mitch Cohen
Framingham, MA

It is very easy, and practical, to attach

a 12-volt power supply to your CoCo 2,

Mitch. An article on how to do this appeared
in Tony DiStefano's column in the April,

1984 rainbow. If you already have a 12-

volt power supply, connect the +12 lead to

Pin 2 of the expansion connector. The
ground connection should be made to Pin

33 or Pin 34.

If a regulated supply is not necessary for

the device you have in mind, 12 volts is

available on the positive side of C3, CR3
and CR4 in the CoCo 2. Some people have
been known to run their older disk con-

trollers requiring 1 2 volts by connecting this

line to Pin 2 of the expansion connector.

I cannot directly answer the second part

of your letter dealing with multi Y-cables

without knowing what the specific devices

and loading characteristics you are contem-
plating. Keep in mind that the expansion

bus on the CoCo has unbuffered lines, e.g.,

direct lines to the microprocessor. Putting

too much load on these lines could damage
the 6809E. That's why we have the Multi-

Pak interface.

• / have just discovered your very inter-

esting magazine in my country, and am
happy to read it every month.
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/ HOW a ))K Extended Color basic
computer. Could you tell me how random
numbers can be generated in machine
language? Is there a subroutine in ROM that
can be called?

J. Kostense
Rotterdam, Netherlands

Nice hearing from the Netherlands, Mr.
Kostense. There is a random number
generating routine in the BASIC ROM. It

is located at address SBF1F. Floating point
math is used and we hope to have a complete
explanation of how the CoCo uses this

system in an upcoming issue. The expla-
nation is too involved for this column.

• Ihave two questions involving graphics.
Thefirst is about sprite graphics. Your reply

to Theodore Arrington's letter implied that

to have sprite graphics you need special

hardware. I have used sprites on myfriend's

Commodore 64 and,from what I have seen,

it seems like you could do the same thing
with a software feature built into basic.
How does a sprite video display generator
chip work and how do you access it?

My second question concerns graphics
Adventures. I understand how you would
make one with a disk system. You would
design your screens and save them as binary
files. On a cassette system the screens would
have to be resident in memory. You would
need 6Kfor graphics memory, which leaves

you almost enough memoryfor nine rooms;
that leaves no roomfor the actual Adventure.
You could use basic statements to draw
the screens as you go along, but not only
would this slow down the program, it would
use up just as much memory if the screens
were detailed. How can cassette-based
graphics Adventuresstore so much data into
so little memory?

The Snyders

Mansfield, CT

Sprite graphics are indeed hardware
generated and not possible with the 6847
VDG inside our CoCos. You are correct
in assuming that sprites can be simulated
with software. In fact, this is what the

Extended basic commands GET and PUT
try to accomplish.

The advantage of having hardware sprites

is that less programming is required to move
objects around the screen. Since the
software overhead is minimal, quicker
response is possible. You have to weigh this

fact with the relative speed of the micro-
processor though, and with our 6809E we've
managed to ignore sprites so far and still

have some outstanding games.
As far as saving graphics screens for

games on tape, I would recommend a copy
of Bjork Blocks distributed by Moreton Bay
Software. As this program will more than
adequately demonstrate, the data on
graphics screens is usually highly repetitive,

and can be condensed into smaller blocks.

• In reference to the November issue of
your column, a letter from John Ruzicka
of Florham Park, N.J., indicated he was
experiencing many crashes, I/O Errors and
directory crashes.

The problems he was experiencing were
probably related to the "Tandy Gold" used
on his edge connectors on the disk controller.

The tin I lead contacts oxidize, causing
intermittent contact problems. The alternate

directory and backups are attacking the
symptom, not the problem. Our Gold Plug
80, which has been on the marketfor several
years solving the problem on the Model I

computer, and for about a year and a half
on the CoCo market, will eliminate the
crashes and 1/O Errors. The cost is minimal,
and installation is fairly simple compared
to trying to reconstruct one crashed
directory. The Gold Plug 80 will solve the
problem, not cure the symptom.

Ed Pruitt

Keller, TX

Thanks for the information, Ed. I agree
with your evaluation and would recommend
gold controller connectors. At the same
time, it is only fair to mention that these
plugs require soldering to your disk con-
troller edge connector.

• lam interested in how the CoCo works. I

like disassembling ROMs and using some
techniques in my own assembly language
programs. I am a beginner at assembly
language, although I'm learningfast.

Because basic has to be "translated" into

machine code, is there a way to intercept

the machine code produced, and use it as
an assembly languageprogram? Ifso, would
this method speed up the program?

Tim Richter

Ulster Park, NY

Tim, I believe you may be confused by
the difference between a compiler and an
interpreter.

The CoCo ROMs contain an interpreter.

Each line of basic is analyzed as it is

encountered, and the commands are exe-
cuted by calling the proper machine
language subroutine in ROM. The only
reason you can't read your program in

memory exactly as you typed it is due to
the memory (and time) conserving method
of "tokenizing" each line. "Tokenizing"
refers to the substitution of all commands
with a single byte (sometimes two)
equivalent.

Another method of generating basic
programs is by using a compiler. A compiler
actually translates the BASIC lines into
machine language before the program is

executed. This results in considerably faster

execution, but normally requires more
memory. There are several BASIC compilers
on the market for the CoCo for you to
experiment with, Tim.

• I am writing with two questions and a
lip for those who wish to take advantage
of it. The tip involves some cutting and
soldering so some people will not want to
make the modification. Those who do will

also need to modify their joysticks or
construct new ones.

It seems that when Radio Shack designed
the Color Computer they decided to use a
six-pin socket for the joystick ports, while
the joysticks themselves use only a five-pin
plug. This seems rather useless on first

consideration; however, for those who have
such programs as Graphicom that use the
right joystick andfire button, and the left

fire button, an idea springs to mind.

If you look at the way the sockets are
mounted on the board, you can see that
the centerpin socket is connected to ground.
This center mounting pin on each socket
can be cut, which will allow thefire button
on each port to be cross-wired to the
opposite socket. Once this has been accom-
plished, six-pin plugs, six-conductor wire,

and a soft-touch momentary switch can be
picked up at other than Radio Shack (except
for the switch) electronic stores, and the

joysticks rewired with both fire buttons on
each joystick.

Now for the questions. I have noticed
several programs lately that allow for the
adjustment of the step speed of disk drives.

I would like to know how this is done and
if it can be accomplished through BASIC
commands. Possibly the Poke? Also, how
is the SAM chip programmed to flip
between one 32K memory bank and the

other? I can flip to the all RAM mode, but
am not sure about exchanging upper and
lower 32K banks withoutphysically changing
thejumper inside the machine.

Thank you kindly for paying attention,

andfor being part ofafine publication.

Bob Goudie
Kent, WA

Thanks for the hint. Bob. Where there's

a will, there's a way.
To check the speed of your disk drives

without buying OS-9, look in your August
1984 rainbow for an excellent program
called Disk Drive Speed Check, by Roger
Schrag. This program times the cycle
produced by the index hole in the disk and
converts the period encountered to RPM.
Your disk drives should run at 300 RPM.
The SAM chip is programmed to page

between two 32K banks of RAM by the
use of the MA7 address line going to the

RAM chips along with the chip select

circuitry. This memory management function
is all but invisible to us, as all we have to
do is program the proper register to page
the memory.

Your technical questions are welcomed.
Please address them to: Downloads, the
rainbow, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY
40059. We reserve the right to publish only
questions of general interest and to edit for

space and clarity.
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Get
the
most
out
of
BASICS

Officja!BASJC®i

_ Tour Guide
"D9?mm«9 Language

The OFFICIAL BASIC09 TOUR
GUIDE is skillfully written in a friend-

ly and easy-to-read style. Just

perfect for those new to computers

and to BASIC09. It's also a valuable

reference book for programmers,
engineers, students and hobbyists,

providing an in-depth look at

BASIC09 plus an overview of the

OS-9 operating system. Compre-
hensive reference sections on
BASIC09 and OS-9 commands are

also included.

The book "maps" out your route

through the Mercedes of Basics . .

.

BASIC09 and puts you in the driv-

er's seat in no time. Fasten your

seatbelt, sit back and enjoy the ride

to perfecting your programming
skills.

MICROWARE . . .

The OFFICIAL BASIC09 TOUR
GUIDE comes from the people who
wrote BASIC09. As the leader in

6809 system software, we at

MICROWARE care about our users

and want to help you get the most
from our products.

It's Easy to Order.

Phone orders are accepted from

MasterCard or VISA cardholders or

for COD shipment. You can also

order by mail using the coupon
below. Quantity discounts are

available to educational organiza-

tions and dealers. For further infor-

mation contact Microware.

Specialists in system software for 68-family microprocessors since 1977.

OS-9 and BASIC09 are trademarks of Microware and Motorola.

Microware Systems Corporation

1866 NW. M4th Street

Des Moines, Iowa 50322

Telephone 515/224-1929

Telex 910-520-2535

Please send

.

. copies ot the

Basic09 Tour Guide book at $18.95

each. Add $2.00 for UPS shipping in

the U.S. or $5.00 for overseas air mail

per book. Iowa residents add 4%
sales tax.

Name

Address

City

State _ -Zip-

LJ I have enclosed a check

D Charge to my bank card:

MasterCard VISA
Card Number
Expiration



16K

PERSONABLE PASCAL

Block Structure
And Recursion

For the last couple of months we
have been writing programs that

contain procedures and functions.

Using procedures and functions allows

us to break up the overall program into

smaller pieces and concentrate on
solving a piece of the problem at a time.

However, when we use procedures and
functions there is much more than this

simple dividing process that is going on.

Block Structure

The body of a program, procedure
or function, is referred to as a block.

This includes both the declaration and
the execution statements. While in the

past we have only shown procedures

and functions contained within a

program, these procedures and functions

can themselves have internal procedures

and functions. For example:

(Daniel Eastham holds a B.S. in com-
puter science and has 13 years experi-

ence in systems and communications
programming including work on the
original Telenet packet switching net-

work. He is the author of the DEFT
Pascal Workbench and is currently presi-

dent of Deft Systems. Inc.)

PROGRAM Main;

PROCEDURE First;

FUNCTION LocalRoutine : Real;

BEGIN
END;

BEGIN (* PROCEDURE First *)

END;

PROCEDURE Second;

PROCEDURE LocalRoutine;

BEGIN
END;

FUNCTION SecondFunc : Real;

BEGIN
END;

BEGIN (* PROCEDURE Second *)

END;

BEGIN (* PROGRAM Main *)

END.

This program contains two proce-

dures: FitSt and Second. The procedure

First contains a single function Local
Routine. The procedure Second con-
tains a procedure also named Local

By Daniel Adams Eastham
Rainbow Contributing Editor

Routine as well as a function named
SecondFunc. You can see where the

corresponding BEGINs are for each
function by the indentation level and
comments beside the BEGINs.

Scoping
In this example, only the procedures

First and Second are known within the

main program. All procedures and
functions contained within these two
procedures are local to those individual

procedures and are hidden from the

main program.

This means that the function Local
Routine in the procedure First is known
only within the procedure First. The
procedure LocalRoutine and the func-

tion SecondFunc in the procedure
Second are both known only within the
procedure Second.

The area (block) within which a

particular symbol (label, constant, type,

variable, procedure or function) is

known is called its scope. There are

basically three scoping rules that
determine exactly where a symbol is

known:

1) A symbol is known starting at the

point at which it is declared.

2) It is known only in the block within
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which it is declared.

3) It is known within nested blocks as

long as there are no symbols

declared within those nested

blocks which have the same name.

Using the first rule we can see that

the procedure First is known to the

procedure Second. However, the proce-

dure Second is not known to the

procedure First, This is due to the fact

that First is declared before Second.

The second rule is what allows us to

use the symbol LocalRoutine twice:

once in First and once in Second. The
LocalRoutine in First becomes un-

known once the end of the First

procedure is reached. It is this second

rule that we have been using all along

to define local variables.

We will have to use a new example

to explain the third rule:

PROGRAM Test;

VAR I, J : Integer;

PROCEDURE DoSomething;

VAR I : Real;

FUNCTION Compute(J : Real) : Real;

BEGIN

END;

BEGIN (* DoSomething *)

I:=J;

END;

BEGIN (* Test *)

I:=J;
END.

In this example, the symbols T and

'J' are each declared more than once

in the program. In the main program
Test, T and 'J' are each integers

declared in the main program. In the

procedure DoSomething. 'J' is still the

same integer declared in the main
program, but T is now a local real

number variable. In the function

Compute, T is still the real number
variable delared in DoSomething, but

'J' is now the real parameter to the

function.

You can see from this that each of

the / := J assignment statements does

something different. In the first one

(Compute), the local real parameter is

assigned to the real variable declared

in the enclosing procedure. In the

second one (DoSomething). an integer

declared within the program is converted

to real and assigned to the local real

variable. In the last one (Test), one

integer is assigned to another integer.

These scoping rules are generally the

same ones used in all block structured

languages. Once you have learned them
for pascal, you will also know them
for PL/1. ALGOL. ADA and C.

Variable Allocation

In addition to only being known
within the block in which it is declared,

variables only exist when the block

within which they are declared is active.

Anytime a procedure or function is

invoked that has some local variables

or value parameters declared, memory
is allocated for them at that time.When
the procedure or function returns to the

caller, the memory for the local variables

is released. This form of memory
allocation is known as automatic
allocation since the memory for the

variables is automatically allocated and
released.

Automatic allocation results in two
interesting properties of variables.

First, the value that a variable has when
its block is activated will not necessarily

be the same value it had when that block

was last activated. In fact, standard

PASCAL requires that each variable be

marked as undefined on entry to a

block. This means that you cannot leave

a value stored in a variable before

exiting from a procedure and expect to

use it the next time the procedure is

entered.

Recursion

The second property results from the

ability of a procedure or function to

invoke itself. A procedure or function

can do this by either invoking itself

directly, or indirectly by invoking a

second procedure, which eventually

causes the first one to be invoked again.

A procedure or function which does this

is said to be recursive.

When a procedure or function is

recursively activated, each activation of

that procedure or function has its own
set of local variables and value parame-

ters. For example:

FUNCTION Factorial (Number :

Integer) : Integer;

BEGIN
IFNumber<OTHEN Factorial :=0

ELSE IF Number=0 THEN Factorial

ELSE Factorial := Number *

Factorial (Number - I);

END;
Factorial is an integer function which

returns the factorial of its parameter.

In this case. Number is a value parameter

which is allocated each time the function

is activated.

For example, if the initial call is with

the number 5, Number will be allocated

and the value 5 will be stored in it. As
you can see from the IF statement, this

will cause Factorial to invoke itself with

the value of 5-1 or 4. This causes

Number to be allocated again with the

value 4 being stored into it.

This process continues until there are

six separate memory locations allocated

for Number with the values 5, 4, 3, 2,

I and 0. At this point the function does

not invoke itself again, but rather

returns the value 1. This, in turn, causes

the multiplication of each of the other

activations to complete until the final

value (I* 1*2*3*4*5= 120) is computed.
Note that reference parameters do

not get allocated when a procedure or

function is invoked. This is because they

refer directly to a variable named by
the caller. Only value parameters and
local variables are automatically

allocated.

Example Program

Although the above example demon-
strates how recursion works, a recursive

technique is not the best method for

computing factorials. Instead, an

iterative technique (using a FOR loop)

would normally be used. However,
when dealing with computer languages

or artificial intelligence, recursive

techniques can be very helpful.

This month we have a direct entry

calculator program. This program lets

the user directly enter a general arith-

metic expression which is then evaluated

using precedence rules (multiplication

and division before addition and
subtraction), and the use of parentheses.

For example, it can correctly handle the

following expressions:

5 + 3*4
(5 + 3) * 4

(5 + 3)/ (4-1)

(=17)

(=32)

(= 2.6666. . .)

It is also able to determine if an

erroneous expression was entered, and

indicate exactly where in the expression

the Srror occurred. The technique used

in the program is called recursive

descent. To use this technique we first

develop a grammar for the expressions
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OS-9 SOFTWARE
WITH X-TRA POWER

XTERM
XTERM is a full featured OS-9 communica-

tions program that takes full advantage of the
power of OS-9. It works with the normal text

screen, XSCREEN, or the Wordpak 80 column
board.

XTERM is menu oriented for ease of use,
it is simple to use even for the novice OS-9 user.

And yet, XTERM is powerful enough for the expert
OS-9 user.

Some of the features of XTERM include: full

upload and download support with remote buffer

operation; supports XON/XOFF protocol;

110/300/600/1200 baud, 5/6/7/8 bits, even/odd/no
parity, full or half duplex; able to execute an OS-9
shell command from within XTERM.

XTERM works with a Color Computer using
the standard serial interface, but also will work with

a hardware serial port. Also, if you are using a hard-
ware parallel printer port, you can print data to the
printer as it is received.

XTERM $59.95

XSCREEN creates a high resolution screen
for the Color Computer using OS-9. This high
resolution screen gives you 24 lines of text

with 51
, 64, or 85 characters per line. Characters

can be either white on a black background or
vice versa.

XSCREEN is very easy to use because it is

menu operated. No codes to memorize or manuals
to consult when you want to change character size,

just go to the menu.

XSCREEN $19.95

XWORD
XWORD is a powerful word processing system

for the Color Computer using OS-9. XWORD is

feature packed with only a few features mentioned
here.

Some of the editing features of XWORD
include: true character oriented full screen editor;

works with the normal text screen, XSCREEN,
O-PAK, or WORDPAK 80 column card; full block
commands with blocks displayed in inverse
characters (except with normal text screen) for easy
block manipulation; file size not limited to a buffer

size; full find and replace commands with wildcard
character; able to execute an OS-9 shell command
in the middle of editing. Many, many more features,

too many to mention here.

Some of the formatting features of XWORD
include: proportional spacing supported; perfectly
aligned hanging indents and columns, even when
using proportional characters; full printer control
with control of character size, emphasized, italics,

overstrike, underlining (with or without spaces),
super and sub-scripts; up to 10 header/footers;

page numbering in decimal or Roman numerals;
margins and headers can be set differently for even
and odd pages; automatically reads printer in-

itialization file to define XWORD for your printer

(many included, and easy to write or modify your
own). Many more features.

XWORD $79.95

XED is the editor portion of XWORD. XED
includes all of the editing features listed under
XWORD above. XED is for people who need a full

featured screen editor but do not need all of the
formatting power of a word processor.

XED $49.95

MICROTECH
CONSULTANTS
IMA 1906 Jerrokj Avenue
PI%#»St. Paul, MN 55112

! Dealer Inquiries Invited

Ordering Information

Add $2.50 shipping & handling. MN residents add 6%
sales tax. Visa, Mastercard, COD (add $2.50). personal
checks: all shipped from stock within 24 hours.

(612) 633-6161



that we are going to parse:

<expression> ::= <term>
[ <addop> <term> ]

<term>::=<factor>

[ <mulop> <factor> ]

<factor>::= <number>
|

( <expression>

)

<addop>::= + |
-

<mulop>::=*| /

<number>::= legal PASCAL
real number

In this case an expression is one or

more terms separated with addition

operators (either + or -). A term is one
or more factors separated with multi-

plying operators (either* or/). A factor

iseithera real number oranexpression

enclosed in parentheses. This last

definition makes the grammar recursive.

That is, the grammar is defined in terms

of itself.

The program is written with a

function for each level of expression.

An Expression function adds and
subtracts terms, a Term function

multiplies and divides factors, and a

Factor function evaluates real numbers
and handles expressions within

parentheses.

The name recursive descent comes
from the fact that we descend down the

grammar until we reach a place that

references one of the higher elements

in the grammar. At this point we
recursively invoke the higher level

routine that handles this element. In this

case, it is the Factor function that

invokes the Expression function, causing

Expression to be recursively activated.

In addition to using recursion, this

program also takes advantage of

PASCAL'S block structure by placing the

Factor function inside the Term func-

tion, which itself is in the Expression

function. This means that only Expres-

sion is known in the main program. This

prevents a programmer from acciden-

tally invoking the Term or Factor

functions.

If you have any questions about

block structure or recursion in PASCAL,

you may call (301) 253-1300 during

normal business hours for help. Next
month we will go into detail about

pointers and the heap in PASCAL.

If you have a disk system, these

commands are needed prior to loading

the program:

PCLEAR 1

FILES 0,0

CLEAR 16,4999

The listing:
11 HI3 HMHMIIHHIHmHKIHHI|tt*IHIHt4HHtl*IHIHIHtMl

M tm
It tilt

HunnHHHintiniiimtnniinmmnnnmnmmmt ii hi:

10 1113

»

' Local Routine within Expression to Parse a Tere

n tm
h tm

• Thi s pronrai uses a recursive descent technique to

e evaluate arlthtetic ejpressions. After executing the

11 HI3

11 Hi-

i

HHimiMHimteetemiintamintiimnniniiiiiiiiinil

H IHI

H IHI

i proqrai, just enter an aritheetlc expression and ENTER.

• It Dili display the ansaer or the Hard ERROR and indicate

ll 1113

If 1113 FUNCTION Ten IVAR Result : Real) : Boolean;

H till

II IHI

• iihere the error is. to eiit, just hit ENTER at the proipt.
21 1116

20 Hit VAR FactorAiount : Real!

H IHI

II IHI

iHiiimmimiimiuiiiHiHHHiHtmiiHHHUniniiHl 21 Hit

20 Hit

Operator : (OpNultiply, OpDi vide)

1

H IHI

H IHI

H IHI

h mi
it mi

PROGRAM Calculator (Input, Output);

VAR CharCount : Inteqer;

Value : Real)

ThuChar : Chart

20 Hit

21 Hit

20 HH
21 Hit

20 Hit

i

• Local Routine nithin Ten to Parse a Factor

t

IHttWHMtKtHHtlllllllltlHIIfllllttlllllHHIIIIIIIHIIIl

H Hit

H IHI

II IHI

H IHI

ii tm

lltlttXHIIIIIIIMtlltlltlllltlllimttlllltltMllfdltttHIM

1

• Routine to Parse an Eipression

1

21 HI6
20 Hit

3i mi
30 1109

30 0109

FUNCTION Factor IVAR Result i Real) : Boolean!

VAR HinusFlag : Boolean:

Nutber ; String!

It IHI ffttfftttmHHttMetHmiffMHtttmttmMitftmtetfftitH) 30 IH9 8ES1N

h tm 31 0011 Factor :• False;

H IHI FUNCTION Expression (VAR Result : Real ) : Boolean! 31 1114 NinusFlag := False!

ii in: 31 1118

\t mi VAR TeriAiount i Rtall 31 1118 REPEAT

11 HI! Operator : (OpAdd, OpSubtract); 31 0118 READ (ThisChar)l

ii nt: 31 1032 CharCount !« CharCount • II

* SOFTWARE •

Green Mountain Micro!!

Computerware (All)

Custom Software (No Disc.)

Frank Hogg Labs (OS-9 & Flex)

Key Color Software (Key 21, Ik,

Tom Mix (All)

Moreton Bay (More)

Prickly Pear (Colorkit!)

Platinum Software (!)

Sofllaw (VIP & Colorquesl)

Speech Systems (All)

Sugar Software & (Super)

CoCoPro (V2)

Computer Systems Center
Valley Micro Systems (BBS)

[XlS|p[g)y

* E.D.C. INDUSTRIES *

Software • Hardware • Support

Educational • Small Business • Games
VOICE (213) 254-6809 10 A.M.-10 P.M.

BBS (213) 258-0640 24 HRS.

300 and 1200 Baud

Extended Hours+Call before coming.

6130 YORK BOULEVARD
(Near North Figueroa St.)

POST OFFICE BOX 42718

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90050

• JANUARY SPECIALS •
VIP Writer or Calc $39.95

Master Directory $25.00

Platinum Worksaver $35.00

Hayes 300 Smart $210.00

Gorilla Green $90.00

Gorilla Amber $95.00

See us for:

PBH HJL Elephant
Hayes Teac Gemini
Interfaces Controllers
Speech Music

ALWAYS MORE AND BETTER
CALL US LAST!

LOCAL * IN * LOS * ANGELES * LOCAL * IN * LOS 'ANGELES * LOCAL * IN * LOS * ANGELES * •
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HARDWARE & PROGRAMS
MONITORS

BMC MEDIUM-RES COLOR
13" BMC w/ sound $303.95
14" USI w/ sound .124.95

12" Taxon Composite* RGB. . ..'.15.95

COMREX HI-RES
MONOCHROME

12" Amber or Green 140.95
9" Amber or Green 125.95

Sorry, no C.O.D. ,„, ,„„„„„,,.

COMPOSITE MONITOR
INTERFACES

Double Driver 24.95

Video Plus 24.95

Both work great with color

or monochrome on CoCo I.

Coco Double Driver 28.95

Video Plus II M 26.95

Video Plus II C .19.95

For CoCo II OnK

JARB DISK DOUBLER
Why spend iwice as much as you need ui

for double sided diskcues? VKith our

doublcr, you can make your own and pay
for ii wiih the firsi box you double. A
musi for disk drive users.

5 'V size only 12.95

BASF DATA CASSETTES
Cos C-10

1-10 .60 ea. .65 ea.

11-20 .55 ea. .60 ea.

Sofi Poly Cases La. S.20

Hard Shelled Cases ha. S.22

Cassette Labels (12) Sh. S..16

Cassette Labels Tractor (1000) $21 .95

MEMORY UPGRADE
KITS

16K RAM CHIPS
SV,CoCoI116K

...I.JOca..

.•••1.93 ea.

*64K RAM CHIPS
Eighi 200 NS Factory Prime 64K RAM
Chips. Allows you to upgrade all' board

easily. No.soldering needed $52.50

'I6K/32K
Eighc 200 NS Factory Prime Chips with

Piggy Backed Sockets, Sam Socket, Bus

Wire. Comprehensive Instructions.

Recommended for "D" or earlier, but may
be used on "E". Only 9 simple solder con-

nections to kit. None to computer. S25.95
NOT FOR C'oCo 2

THE GUNFIGHTER
HY Terry A. Stem

An excellent hires, arcade quality game
program for two players. Joysticks and
.12K are required in this all machine
language program.

Cassette .519.95 Disk/Amdisk $24.95

JUNGLE TREK
Lost in a jungle with wild animals lurking;

your only survival is to find a safe com-
pound before you arc lunch for lions;

high resolution; multi-color.

I6KLXT $14.95

BIORHYTHM/PSYCHIC APT.
1) Prints hiorhylhm charts of nearly

unlimited length; attractively formatted

for use on most printers. I6K

2) Your psychic ability is determined

through questions evaluating your psychic-

experiences

I6K Ext Both for Jl 5.95

PROGRAMS FOR THE
SPECTRUM PROJECTS

VOICE-PAK
OR

SPEECH SYSTEMS VOICE
TALKING

FINAL COUNTDOWN
(by Bill Cook)

For32KEXT $19.95

Standard cassette

FINAL COUNTDOWN $14.95

TALKING
SPELL A TRON

The program allows the user to build a

dictionary ol words. During testing, the

words are spoken. If an incorrect

response is given, the word is spoken
again and spelled. Tape (32K EXT) $22.95

TALKING
SCORE E-Z

A yaht/ec type program. Up to six players

can compete. All scoring and record keep-

ing is done by the computer. Tape (32K
EXT) $19.95

Standard SCORE E-Z $15.95

TALKING
COLOR MATH

The perfect educational game to aid the

student in learning addition, subtraction,

multiplication and division. Allows one to

specify difficulty level.

Tapc(32KEXT) $22.95

TALKING
SHIP HUNT
by Cobra Software

Play Battleship against your computer.

32K wv joystick needed. Graphics and

sound. Can be played without voice.

Cassette $10.95

SCHEMATIC DRAFTING PROCESSOR
(disk) can draw large scale schematics in

hires (has six overlapping screens) and

then print them out to any of several

popular printers, fast!! A must for serious

hardware compulerist.

Now only $49.95

CoCo Chip*

Sam. Pia, CPU, Ext, Basic

We carry products

from many manufacturers.

If you don't see it, ask.

JARB
1636 D Avenue, Suite C
National City, CA 92050

SOFfWARE
HARDWARE

Order Line
COD orders accepted, no charge cards please. (619) 474-8982

Shipping and handling $3.00
After ^^^
(619) 474-8981

California residents please add 6°/o sales tax



THE TOP 4 COCO GAMES...
aoosoa

CUBIX
By Spectral Associates. Very
much like the arcade smash!

lump little Cubix around the 3D
maze trying to change the color

of all the squares. With Death

Globes. Discs, Snakes, etc. 32K
Tape: $24.95

ZAKSUND
From Elite Software comes this

fantastic arcade style space

action game with 3 different

stages of moving 3-D graphics.

You've never seen anything like

this on your CoCo! Great sound

too! 32K Tape: $24.95

m
«5

THE KING
Previously called Donkey King',

you simply cannot buy a more
impressive game for your CoCo.
With 4 different screens and
loads of tun! From Tom Mix Soft-

ware. 32K Tape: $25.95

GHOST GOBBLER
From Spectral Assoc. This

"PAC" theme game has been
improved several times. It is

definitely the best of its type. Bril-

liant color, action and sound,

just like an arcade. 16K Tape:

COLORCADE
SUPERIOYSTICK MODULE
^WITH
3 RAPID
% FIRE: ^

Y $19.95
IOYSTICK INTERFACE/RAPID FIRE/6 FT. EXTENDER AU IS ONE! The
Colorcade allows connection oi any Atari type joystick to your CoCo
(including the Wico Red Ball). These switch type slicks are extremely

rugged and have a faster and more positive res|X)n»e. They will improve the

play of almost any action game.

An adjustable s|>eed rapid lire circuit is buill in. Press your lire button and
get a great burst oi lire instead of just a single shot! You get a real advantage
in shooting games thai do not have repeat fire.

ATARI JOYSTICK

THE BEST YOU
CAN BUY

WICO $15-9730

$29.95

WICO FAMOUS
''RED BALL"

ROM/ PROJECT/
PRODUCT CASE

C/Ve a profession*! look to your project

or product! High quality 3 piece injection

molded plastic with spring loaded door.

Designed especially ior the CoCo ROM
slot.

2- 4 pes $5.50 Ea.

5-9pcs $3.50 Ea.

10 -99 pes $2.75 Ea.

100 & UP Call Us

P.C. board lor 27XX EPROMS.
. . $4.00 Ea.

COLORWARE
LIGHT PEN

ONLY $24.95

WITH SIX FREE
PROGRAMS ON
CASSETTE!

The Colorware Light Pen plugs directly into your joystick port and
comes with six fun & useful programs on cassette. Easy instruc-

tions show how to use it with Basic and it's compatible with light

pen software such as Computer Island's "Fun Pack." Order yours

today. Only $19.95 complete.

TELEWRITER-64
^^^ 1ElCltI1Ct-44 ^
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DISK $59.95
Q*SS£7T£...$49.95

Colorware researched the word
processors available lor Ihe Color

Computer. This is the best. Tele-

wnter-64 is a truly sophisticated sys-

tem that is marvelously easy to use.

It works with any 16K. 32K or 64K
system and any CoCo compatible
printer.

TOP-RATED COCO
WORD PROCESSOR

[COLORWARE
TOLL FREE ORDERING

800-221-0916
OKDtRS ONIY. N.Y. S. INFO CAU (2121 647-2864



Why do more CoCo owners

choose 'REAL TALKER'?
Sure it's priced right, but there's more...

Thousands of 'Real Talker' owners know 'Real Talker' beats ALL
other Coco voice synthesizers in ease of use and flexibility. And,
NO other Coco talker has a clearer, more intelligible voice.

That's quite a lot of advantage when you consider Real Talker's

unbeatable price. Yet, Real Talker has some important features

that you simply will not find in other Coco talkers:

'SAY' command - You'll have your
computer talking brilliantly in just

minutes thanks to this powerful
new command. Type SAY
"ANYTHING YOU WANT" and
your words are instantly spoken.
It's that simple. Think how easy
this makes creating speaking Basic

programs. Adding speech to your
existing programs is a snap too.

'CONVERT'- This is a truly power-
ful command for the basic pro-

gramed CONVERT automatically
transforms a machine language
dependent speaking program into

a stand-alone Basic program. In

other words, you can effortlessly

write speaking Basic programs that

do not require a machine language
translator in memory. This is a uni-
que feature of Real Talker'. No
other voice synthesizer gives you
anything even remotely ap-
proaching this type of capability -

even synthesizers costing con-
siderably more.

'Real Talker' is compatible with any 16K, 32K, 64K Extended or

non-extended Color Computer, It works with any cassette or

disk system and comes complete and ready to talk through your

T.V. or monitor speaker. Price includes the 'Real Talker' elec-

tronic voice synthesizer in a ROM pack, software on cassette

(mav be transferred to disk), and user manual.

NOW INCLUDED WITH
'REAL TALKER'.

/. 'DR. TALK-lbis interactive "Eliza"

type psychoanalyst program will

discuss your innermost problems
at length.

2. TALKING BATTLESHIP'-h's you
vs. the computer in this speaking
version of the classic game.

3. TALKING BLACK/ACK'- Play for

big stakes against a rather talkative

casino dealer.

ONLY
'Real Talker' is a full-featured electronic voice syn-

thesizer unit built into a compact cartridge case. You
simply plug it into the side of your computer.

$5995
Other features include software controlled pitch, unlimited
vocabulary text-to-speech, and even a program that will recite

any ASCII file (such as from Telewriter-64 & other word pro-
cessors). You also get Colorware's unique full-screen phoneme
editor program that let's you experiment with and modify speech
at it's most fundimental level.

'REAL TALKER-V{ior the original Color Computer) $59.95

REAL TALKER-2' (for the Color Computer-2) $64.95

'Y BRANCHING CABLE' For disk systems. If you have a disk
system but do not have a Radio Shack Multi-Slot unit, this

economical cable will allow to connect and use your
Real Talker and Disk system together 27.95

TALKyEAO
If you have a 'Real Talker', do not deprive yourself
of this absolutely incredible machine-language
Talking Head simulation program. While other
talking head simulations use a minimal cartoon-
like face, TALKHEAD uses high resolution, full-

screen, digitized images of an actual person's face

to create a life-like animated effect.

SOFTWARE FOR THE 'REAL TALKER'

TALKHEAD can be easily commanded in Basic to

appear on screen and say anything you want.
Available on cassette or disk for only $19.95,

TALKHEAD requires 64K and a Colorware 'Real

Talker'.

only*79.95
ACTUM UNRETOUCHED PHOTO

COLORWARE INC.
Tf*f\i OCUMDP 78-03F Jamaica Ave.

Woodhaven, NY 11421
(718) 647-2864

VISA

C5>

* * • ORDERING INFORMATION • • *
ADD St.OOPER ORDER (OR SHIPPING & HANDLING.
C.O.D.'S: ADD il.00 EXTRA.
SHIPPING & HANDLING FOR CANADA IS S4.00
WE ACCEPT VISA. MAS7£* CARD. M.O.'S, CHICKS.
N.V. RESIDENTS MUST ADD SALES MX.



31 1143 UNTIL ThisChar (> ' •;

31 0030

3! 1131 IF (ThisChar '-'1 OB ITUttktr '••) THEN BEGIN

32 M7E HinusFlag :« ThisChar '-*(

32 1191 REPEAT

32 Wl READ (ThiiQiir)l

32 HUB CharCount !« CharCount » II

32 IIBC UNTIL ThisChar <> ' ';

32 MC9 EKDl

31 00C?

31 00C? CASE ThisChar OF

31 MDI 'I', '!', '2', '3', '4', -5', •*•, '7', '8', ?',

31 1122 '.'
: BEGIN

32 I12A Nueher :« "i

32 »137 REPEAT

32 1137 Nueher ! Nueber » ThisChar;

32 1154 READ (ThisCharl;

32 016E CharCount := CharCount » 1;

32 »I7F UNTIL NOT (ThisChar IN Vt'..'V, V, 'E"))|

32 01 B2 Result := ENCODEREAL (Nutber);

32 II Df END!

31 1103 '1'
I BEGIN

32 11 Dl IF NOT Eiprimon (Result) THEN EXIT;

32 1212 IF ThisChar () •)' THEN EXIT;

32 1218 REAO (ThisChar);

32 1235 CharCount ;= CharCount • li

32 0246 END

31 (2'i ELSE EXIT

31 *24D END;

31 <24D

31 I24D IF HmuiFlaq THEN Result : -Result!

31 1247

3! 1267 NHILE ThisChar • ' ' DO BE6IN

32 I27C READ (ThisChar*;

32 f29f CharCount := CharCount • I;

32 I2A1 END!

31 02A3

31 (2A3 Factor : True;

31 02A8 END;

BASIC COMPILER
NLBASIC t.O - BASIC COMPILER

' 1ATCW" i-i la i |t>a*ed to introduce what we feel l thr ton
cotmprahynsjivg BASIC Coapller available for the Color Co«puter.
Thin BASIC GOSplUr, called HLBASIC. la for prnpraa-pr- «ho want
to create Machine la ne.ua ae fro* BASIC proaraaa. written InChina languaac, NLBASIC —ill prove to be the Boat powerful
utility on your ah*>ir.

COMMAHDS SUPPORTED

1. I/O -Comands
CLOSE CLOADM CSAVEM
DSKOS FIELD FILES
LSET OPEN PRIKT

DIB DRIVE DSKIS
GET INPUT KILL
PUT RSET

2. Program Control Cotaaanda
CALL EHD EIEC FOR STEP NEXT
GOSUB GOTO IF THEN ELSE ERROR
ON. .GO RETURN STOP SUBROUTINE

3. Math Functions
ABS ASC ATK COS CNV EOF
EXP rn 1NSTR IHT LEN LOG
LOC LOT PEEK POINT PPOINT RND
SGH SIH SQR TAN TIHER VAL

4. String Functions
CHRS INKEVS LEFTS MIDS
STRS STRINGS

5. Graphic/Sound Coanaanda
COLOR CLS CIRCLE DRA-
PCLEAR PCLS PLAT MODE
RESET SCREEN SET SOUND

6. Other/Spaclal Conands
DATA DIN LLIST MOTOR
REN RESTORE RUN TAB
DST IBSHFT LREG PCOPY
REAL SREG S»P VECTD

LINE PAINT
PRESET PSET

POKE
VERIFT
PNODD
VECTI

READ
OLD
PTV

ASXTCHVARI balltvai thai the 6809 baaad nlereroaputer la
poaarful enough to •arrant auch a coapller. MLBASIC la a UASIC
coapller Ihjil alio** atructureu proaraaa (uilni SUBR"lTI"Fe>,
full Moallna point arllhaetlc and other feature* not available
Ith Interpreter Baalc proaraaa.

Tape- S69.95
Disk- S69.95
Both- S74.95

64K Required WasatchWare

Add $4.00 Postage and Handling

Send check or Money order.
No C.O.D. . Utah res. add 5% tax.

7350 Nutree Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah

84121
Call (801) 943-6263

28 02AC

20 02AC

2« 02AC

28 B2AC

20 I2AC

28 «2AC

28 I2AC

21 02B2

21 02B6

21 82D7

21 I2D7

22 82EB

22 82ED

22 82FD

22 8385

23 838D

23 8312

23 8316

22 8314

22 8316

22 0316

22 8336

22 8336

22 8338

22 035E

22 0373

22 0380

21 0383

21 0383

21 0388

18 038C

18 838C

10 038C

10 038C

10 03BC

18 038C

10 838C

11 0392

11 0396

11 0397

12 03C9

12 03CB

12 03DB

12 03E3

13 03EB

13 03F0

13 03F4

12 03F4

12 03F4

12 03F4

12 0414

12 0416

12 043C

12 0451

12 045E

11 0461

II 0461

11 0466

00 046A

00 046A

00 046A

00 046A

00 I46A

00 046A

00 046A

01 0470

81 047C

01 0484

81 84A8

01 04A6

01 04A8

01 0488

01 048F

81 84Ef

01 0512

02 0546

02 056C

02 0584

01 0584

01 0582

••••••••tlltl'rrlltlillltltttifMMttMllMltlllllM.l.li.MM

t

• Main Entry (or Ten Routine

HrHHIHHIIlmillHIIIIIIMHIIIII IIIIHHIIIIIHIIII IIIIII

BEGIN

Ten :• False;

IF NOT Factor (Result) THEN EXIT:

NHILE ThisChar () CHR (13) DO BEGIN

CASE ThisChar OF

'*'
: Operator ;= Opnultiply;

'/'
: Operator : OpDivide

ELSE 8E6IN

Ten : True;

EXIT;

END

END;

IF NOT Factor (Factor Aaount) THEN EXITl

CASE Operator OF

Opnultiply : Result : Result • FactorAuuntl

OpDivide
; Result ;• Result / FactorAiount

END;

END;

Ten : True!

END!

imnnififuttntiiiiHnmttitniiiitmttiimiiinHlfH

• Main Entry for Expression Routine

...I

BEGIN

Expression ;= False:

IF NOT Ten (Result) THEN EXIT;

NHILE ThisChar () CHR (13) DO BEGIN

CASE ThisChar OF

ELSE

END!

IF NOT Ten (TenAaount) THEN EXITS

CASE Operator OF

OpAdd ; Result :• Result • TereAiount;

OpSuotract ; Result ;= Result - TereAiount

END;

END;

Operator ; OpAdd;

Operator := OpSubtract

BEGIN

Expression , True;

EXIT;

END

Expression

END:

True;

'ttlllltltl>tllttt.tlltllttl>.t,l.<ttt.i.t!..tt|,,i.|.tllMi,tt

I

• Main Entry lor Calculator Proo/ae

iiiiiiitiittixttiiit, tttttttittm.ii.Mil, ittii,Him,tun)

BEGIN

Page;

NRITELN;

NRITELN ('CALCULATOR PROGRAHM;

REPEAT

•RITE C) •);

CharCount := 0;

IF Expression (Value) AND (ThisChar CHR 1131) THEN

NPITELN !*•', Value:14:4l

ELSE IF (CharCount > II OR (ThisChar (> CHR (131) THEN BEGIN

NRITELN (' ':CharCount. ' " ERROR' )

:

IF ThisChar () CHR (13) THEN READLNi

END;

UNTIL (CharCount = I) AND (ThisChar = CHR UJIIi

END. ^
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M 128K

hogg_wash

More 128K

By Frank Hogg
Rainbow Contributing Editor

Last month, I promised I would
have a program to use the 128K
with FLEX. I am happy to report

I have done just that. There is always

a chance something will interfere with

my plans, and 1 am glad it didn't, so

on to the program.

When I first thought of doing this,

I planned to use a command that

worked like so: BAN K alone would give

you the current bank we are in. BANK
1 would switch to bank 1, BANK 1,

100 would switch to bank 1 and jump
to address Hex 100. This turned out

to be clumsy. First off, you never know
what bank you are in unless you type

BANK, and this is a pain. Second, the

length of the command line is too long

for heavy use. Here's an alternative.

There are three commands, 'a', 'b' and
'c\ all in the one program below. All

ofthem do the same thing — they switch

to either bank 0, I or 2. 1 used letters

instead of numbers because they look

better as the first character of the

prompt. When you switch to bank 'b',

for instance, the first letter of the '+++'

prompt becomes a 'b', like so: 'b++\ This

way, you always know what bank you

(Frank Hogg is the president of Frank
Hogg Laboratory; one of the world's

largest suppliers of software for 6809
based computers. He and his wife,

Linda, live in Syracuse. New York.)

are currently in. If you put a Hex
number after the command, you will

jump to that address. This works just

like the FLEX JUMP command.
The entire program fits inside an area

of memory that is empty in CC FLEX
5.0:4. The area at SFE00 to SFEFF is

not used and is therefore usable for this

purpose.

When first issued, BANK adds itself

to FLEX's user command table and a

small program initializes everything.

You will see the prompt change from
'+++' to *a++' to show that we are in

bank 'a'. Try typing 'b' or 'c'. Instantly

the prompt changes and so does the

bank.

1 am presuming you have an installed

and tested 128K board in your system.

This program does not check for that;

it just assumes it and will look the same
on a system with only 64K. Let's try

it out.

a++B
b++GET0.ED.CMD
b++C
C++GET 0.ASM.CMD
c++A
a++

We now have ED in bank 'b' ( 1
) and

ASM in bank 'c' (2). This allows us to

edit a program using bank *b\ assemble

it using bank 'c', and then test it using

bank 'a'! All without accessing the disk.

except to read the file we are working

with. Here's how it looks in practice.

a++B0 test

b++C 3 test

c++A
a++test

'B0 test' switched to bank *b\ jumped
to Hex where the cold start address

of ED is and edited the file test. 'C 3

test'switched to bank 'c\ jumped to Hex
3 where the cold start address of ASM
is and assembled the program test. Then
we switched to bank 'a' and ran the

program to try it out. This speeds up
program development like you wouldn't

believe!

The pitfalls: It is important to have

a program in memory before jumping
to it. I speak from experience. The
results can be amusing if you try it

without a program in memory. One
time I did this; the printer started to

issue formfeeds one after another while

the screen went bananas. The lesson is

to make sure to have a program in the

bank before you jump into it. In other

words, don't jump off the cliff without

someone to catch you.

Advanced Uses

How would you like to have several

programs running in separate banks

and switching from one to the other?

Well, I took the challenge by trying to
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have two XBAS1C programs that called READY I AM BACK IN BANK C
each other. I had to add some things 10 PRINT "I AM IN BANK B I AM BACK IN BANK B
to the program to save the current stack. 20 EXEC, "CXBASIC I AM BACK IN BANK C
I think you could expand on what I 30 PRINT "I AM BACK IN BANK I AM BACK IN BANK B
have done, but this does woi k. B" I AM BACK IN BANK C

First, the probl ems; FLEX has 48K RUN I AM BACK IN BANK B
of user memory and these banks are I AM IN BANK B I AM BACK IN BANK C
only 32K. That means the jpper I6K READY I AM BACK IN BANK B
of the user memory cannot be switched, 10 PRINT "I AM IN BANK C I AM BACK IN BANK C
only the lower 32K. Many programs 20 EXEC, "B" I AM BACK IN BANK B
use whatever user memory is available. 30 PRINT "I AM BACK IN BANK I AM BACK IN BANK C
so this could be a problem. The answer C" I AM BACK IN BANK B
is that these same programs use FLEX's 40 GOTO 20
memory enc pointer (MEMEND) to RUN
restrict themselves to the area available.

All we have to do is set MEMEND to

S7FFF, which indicates to these pro-

I AM BACK IN BANK B
READY
20 EXEC, "C"

Stop the thing by holding down the

break key and hitting enter. You
could probably think of something
more useful than this, but you get the

idea. It would be possible to use all three

banks this way, and you could even
switch MEMEND up and down in one

grams that only the lower 32K is

available to them. Use the MEMEND
command to set MEMEND to S7FFF,

40 GOTO 20

LIST
10 PRINT "I AM IN BANK B'

»

and we are all set. 20 EXEC, "C"

a++MEM
7FFF
a++B
b++XBAS

END7FFF
30 PRINT "I AM BACK IN BANK
B"
40 GOTO 20
T\ ¥ TXt

of the banks. The possibilities are

interesting. At worst, you have several

new ways to crash your system and, at

IC
RUN
I AM IN BANK B

best, you can make a powerful computer
even more useful than before.

32 FE17 FE6 fdb c

33 FE19 51 fee 'P- Existing P eoiland

34 FEIA M fcb I

35 FEIB E3B fdb Ii3b8

36

37

38

39

FE1D M feb i Ends table

• Bank 1 la coeiand)

41 FE1E 34 11 a pshs i duny

Listing 1:
41

42

FE2i 34

FE22 8D

7F

73 FE9<

pshs u,y,x,dp

bsr abc

b,a,cc save it all

43 FE24 MAE 84 Idy 1,1 get bank I's return address

44 FE27 MBF CC16 sty ESCSE6 restore it

» nil BANK. CRD 45 FE2B 8E FEB7 Idl Iststab point to stack table

i i Bjnk HitC and juip conand for DSL 128K on CoCo 46 FE2E MEE 84 Ids l,< reset stack pointer

2 47 FE31 7F FEM elr bank set bank to a

3 CD42 8EIHEI equ Icd42 48 • BDitCll to 1

4 CDI3 VARUS equ Icdl3 49 FE34 7F FFAE clr latche

5 CCI2 U1A6LE equ Iccl2 51 FE37 86 61 Ida I'a set proipt

6 CC16 ESCRE8 equ kd6 51 FE39 B7 CC4E sta plus

7 CC4E

FEH
plus equ

open equ

»cc4e First

IfeM

'' in '•»' 52

53

FE3C 21 48 FE8I bra juip go

9 FFAC latche equ tide 34 • Bank l lb coiiand)

11 FFflD latchd equ tffad 55

11 FFAE Ijtche equ •ffae 36 FE3E 34 l« b pshs i dully
12 FFAF latch' equ IffIf 57 FE4I 34 7F psns u,y,»,dp b,a,cc
13 58 FE42 8D 55 FE91 bsr abc

14 FE8I org IfeM 59 FE44 I8AE «2 Idy 2,i

15 FEil a bank fcb 1 Current bank ne are in bl FE47 IMF CCI6 sty escrr

16 FEII MM esctab fdb t Bank > ESC return address 61 FE4B BE FE»7 ld> Iststab point to stack table

17 FEt3 MM fdb t Bank etc 62 FE4E IKE 82 Ids 2,x reset stack pointer
18 FEI5 MM fdb t Bank \ etc 63 FE51 86 81 Ida 11

19 • Stack pom er holding area 64 FE53 B7 FEM sta bank set to bank b

21 FEI7 MM ststab fdb t i 65 • snitch to I

21 FE«9 MM fdb i I 66 FE54 7F FFAC clr latche

22 FEIB MM fdb I 2 67 FE59 7F FFAF clr latchf

23 * User coeiand table extension 68 FE5C 86 62 Ida I'b

24 FE»D 41 table (cc 'A' I 69 FE5E B7 CC4E sta plus
25 FE»E It fcb 1 71 FE6I 21 23 FE8« bra juip

24 FEIF FE1E fdb i 71

27 FEII 42 fee 'V 1 72 • bank 2 Ic conandl
28 FEI2 M fcb 1 73

2? FE13 FE3E fdb b 74 FE63 34 10 c pshs i duny
3» FE15 43 fee •V 2 75 FE65 34 7F pshs u,y,«,dp,b,a,ce
31 FE16 M fcb i 76 FE67 8D 31 FE99 bsr abc
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77 FE69 1IAE 14 Idy *,' 121 CUE UEF 12 iti 2.x

7B FE6C 1IBF CCU ity eicrr 122 CHI UEF 14 It! 4,x

7? FE7I 8E FE»7 ldx lititab point to itack table 123 C114 7E CDI3 theEnd it HARKS

81 FE73 1IEE 14 Ids 4,x reiet itack pointer 124

ei FE74 96 12 ldi •2 123 em) init

82 FE7B 17 FEM lU bank let to bank c

83 • Mitch 1

84 FE78 7F FFAD elr IttcM Name MEN .; i

83 FE7E 7F FFAF elf litchf Syntax MEMEND (addr) where (addr) is a value
B6

87

18

FE81 86

FE83 87

63

CC4E

ldi

itt

to add

I't

plui

en on coi

from to BFFF and l- optional. n both cases the

• Juap •and line if there current value of MEMEND is reported.

8? FE86 BD CD42 juap JK 6ETHEI Bet addrm if there

91 FE89 23 17 FE92 bio Kit no addren

91 FE8B 3D titb

n FE8C 27 14 FE92 btq cut
93 FEBE AF 6A !li •A,i there duiay nai put Listing 2:

94 FE9I 33 FF pull cc,a,b,d ,x,y,u,pc pull and goto addren

93 FE92 8E CDI3 Hit ldi 4»cdl3

94 FE93 AF 6A itx M,i Alio Nhere duaiy Mil put i nai MEMEND.CMD

97

98

FE97 33 FF pull cc,a,b,dp,i,y,u,pc (jap HARMS) l

2

3

) Heior y end report and Mt

99 CC2I hepiehd egu ICC2B FLEI aeeory end pointer

1M FE99 8E FEI7 abc ldx lititab Point to table 4 CDI3 HARMS •qu •CDI3 FLEI return address

111 FE9C B6 FEII Ida bank get old bank 5 CD24 PCRLF equ ICD24 cr and If

112 FE9F 48 ail a tul > 2 6 CD42 6ETHEI •qu •CD42 FLEI get h»x nuaber routine

113 FEM KEF 86 iti 1,1 itort itack pointer for thu bank 7 CD45 OUTADR •qu •CD45 output 2 hex nuabtrs
!«< FEA3 BE FEII ldi tesctab Point to ESC table 8

113 FEA6 1IBE CC16 Id, ESCRE6 get return addren 9 cm org IcUl
116 FEAA IIAF B6 ity •»l save it for return to this bank 11 CUI BD CD42 itart }*' 6ETHE1 get nuaber to let ataind to

117 FEAD 39 rti 11 C1I3 23 IB Clll bio report no change

188 12 CU3 3D titb

11? MAE size •qu i-«f(ll ShoM lize of lain prograi 13 C1I6 27 18 CHI beg nport
HI • Overlay uitr coaaand able in FLEX 14 C1I8 8C BFFF capx •IBFFF Check for high boundi
HI CCI2 or q UTABLE 13 CUB 22 13 Clll bhi r»port

112 CC12 FEID fdb table 16 CUD 8F CC2I iti MEMEND lit ma ataind

113 17

114 i Init lilill routine (called only once) 18 CI 11 BE CC2B report ldx IrtEHEND

IIS CM org IcUl 19 CI 13 ID CD24 J«r PCRLF

116 Cllf 7F FFAE lmt dr litem set to bank a 21 CI 16 BD CD45 )V OUTADR

117 C1I3 86 61 Ida I'a 21 CI J 9 BD CD24 i« PCRLF

118 C1I3 87 CC4E ita piIII 22 CI1C 7E CM3
i*f> •ARMS

119 Cl»8 8E FE»7 ldi lititab lnit itack table 23

121 CUB UEF 84 iti l,i 24 •nd itart

Notes

The BANK program breaks some
rules and does some things in a crude

way. I will use the excuse that I wanted
to keep it simple for the magazine's

sake, and yours, in typing it in. The
truth of the matter is that when the

program started working, I stopped.

The user command table in FLEX can
only be extended once. It already has

the 'P' command added to it. That is

why I included the 'P' command in the

table in this program.

The correct way would have been for

the program to do this rather than the

brute force method I used. If you run

programs that add to the UCT, then

you should run them after you run this

program. Programs that add to the

UCT are MCOMM AND, AUTOTASK
and JCP, among others. I run the

BANK command from the STARTUP
file so this is never a problem. When
you switch to a bank, the stack pointer

is saved and the environment is pushed

on the stack. Then the stack pointer

for the bank we are going to use is

restored, and the environment is pulled

from that stack.

If the stack for both banks is the

same, then the environment will be

corrupted. This may be a problem with

some programs. The proper way would

be to save the environment in some
protected area of memory. There is

enough room here to do that, I just

didn't get to it.

The location SFEOO contains the

number of the bank we are in, either

0, I or 2. This can be tested from your

program. It would be possible to switch

banks by poking the appropriate
locations in memory. If you do this,

you should set SFEOO to indicate what
you did for other programs to use.

You should also consider what the

escape return register and the stack

pointer will hold. It might be wise to

use the locations in this program for

that. The other use for the extra 64K,
as a RAM disk may be ready by the

time you read this. Contact DSL for

information on that.

As a RAM disk, you could get 256
sectors of programs and data in very

fast access. This is another use for the

extra memory that is different than

what I've done here — RGS update.

The system I did this on is an older

one, and the 128K upgrade is no
problem. The newer CoCo 2 has some
space problems, and the I28K board

from RGS that I got was an early one

and had some minor bugs. I have sent

it back to them, so I haven't had a

chance to get this program to work with

it.

I don't see any problem, though. Just

change the code that switches banks to

the RGS board, and it should work.

I will give you an update, probably next

month, about this. ^
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OS-9 UTILITY

OS-9

Random Numbers
For The OS-9
C Compiler

By Lew Middaugh

For want of something or the

other, an empire was lost. But

without a random number gen-

erator, I could not build a fantasy

empire to conquer. So 1 wrote a random
number generator.

1 wrote an assembly language ran-

dom number generator for the Color
Computer OS-9 C Compiler. It is writ-

ten to allow its addition to a user C
library. This article presents this ran-

dom number generator and an example
of its use in a game program. Along the

way I'll briefly describe what a c com-
piler is, and how you go about prepar-

ing an executable program with the C
compiler.

How A C Compiler Works,
The Background
A C compiler is nothing more than a

program that translates a c language

program into a 6809 assembly language

program. How is thee Compiler used to

prepare a C program? Figure I presents

an overview of the steps in the process of

generating an executable C program.

The first step in preparing a c pro-

(Lewis Middaugh, a systems engineer at

GTE, likes computers and FRPgames.

He is working on a fantasy game and
finding this a never-ending quest.)

gram is to enter a C program using an

editor. Unlike CoCo BASIC where you
can just type in your program, a text

editor is required to input your C pro-

gram for the c compiler. The editor that

is provided in the OS-9 operating sys-

tem package can be used to input a c

program. After your C program has

been entered, it is then saved as an
ASCII text file on the disk.

Once your program is safely stored

on the disk, the C compiler is loaded and
executed. The C compiler performs the

remaining two steps in creating an
executable c program.

First, the c compiler reads your pro-

gram from the disk. Each line of the C
program is compiled (translated) into a

series of assembly language instructions.

These resulting assembly language in-

structions are stored on the disk during

compilation. Example 1 is an annotated

listing of how two lines of a C program

would be translated into assembly
language.

The OS-9 c Compiler performs this

translation process from C language to

assembly language in four phases: macro
pre-processing, compiler pass 1, com-
piler pass 2, and assembly language

code optimization.

Next the OS-9 c Compiler starts the

assembler program. An assembler trans-

lates the assembly language program
into machine language. The assembler

is loaded and executed and reads the

assembly language program from the

disk. During assembly the resulting

executable machine code is stored on
the disk.

The OS-9 C Compiler performs this

process from assembly language to ma-
chine code in two phases — assembly

and linking. It is the linking process that

examines the C program for references

to the user and system c library func-

tions. If a reference is found, that library

function is linked or added into the

machine code version of the c program.

It is not necessary to completely under-

stand assembly language programming
in order to program in the c language.

The programming is done in C; assem-
bling the output of the C compiler is just

a step in the translation process. How-
ever, to be effective in programming in

C, it helps to understand assembly
language.

Finally the C language program, now
in machine code, can be loaded and exe-

cuted. This whole process generates

fairly fast executing machine code, in

the ballpark of 10 to 100 times faster

than CoCo BASIC. This is fast, but

assembly language programming is still

a little faster.
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In summary, there are three steps in

generating an executable C program.
The first step is to enter the C program
using a text editor. The second step is to

use the C compiler to translate the lines

of C program into a series of assembly
language instructions. And the last step

is to assemble these assembly language
instructions into the binary machine
code that the CoCo understands. This

binary machine code is the executable

version of the c program that can be

loaded and executed.

Yes, it is longer and more involved

than typing in a basic program. But the

results are sometimes well worth the

effort.

What Is A Library File?

In order to perform certain functions,

the C compiler references a collection of

commonly used position independent
subroutines. These subroutines are called

library routines and are contained in a

library file. Routines from this file are

added to your program during the assem-

bly process.

This library file contains the math-
ematical and logical functions needed to

execute your program. These routines

include addition, division, logical A ND,
arithmetic shift, and others. It also con-
tains the keyboard, display, and disk

I/O routines, character compare rou-

tines, and initialization and exit rou-

tines. Thus, these assembly language
routines provide most of the common
functions needed when executing a pro-

gram. It is around these functions that

the compiler builds your programs.

Table 1 provides a partial listing of the

library routines contained in the OS-9 C
library.

If a function is needed that is not in

the library, the programmer has at least

three options. One way is to write a

subroutine in C that performs this func-

tion in terms of the available functions.

Another way is to simply do without.

Or, the programmer could write a new
library function. This last approach is

how I chose to create a random number
generator function.

The Random Number Library Routine
There were two things on my mind

when I started. How does one generate a
random number? And how does a C
program call a machine language func-

tion? With a little research and the
inspection of the assembly output of the

C compiler, these questions were ade-
quately answered.

From the research I found a method
of generating random numbers that is

Keyboard Input

TEXT EDITOR

C Program

C COMPILER

• macro pre-processor

• compiler pass 1

• compiler pass 2
• optimizer

Assembly Language Program

Library Routines

6809 ASSEMBLER
• assembler

• linker

Executable Machine Code

Figure 1

Generating a C Program, an Overview

A
Example 1

Sample of the C Compiler Output (annotated)

* * printff

leax _6,pcr

pshs x

lbsr printf

leas 2,s

'nPLAY AGAIN? (Y,N) n");

get the memory address of the print string

save it on the system stack as required by printff)

go print the string using the library function printf()

adjust the system stack pointer to remove the string

address

* * again

lbsr inkey

stb 0,s

= inkey ();

go get the next character from the keyboarc

user library function inkey ()

store the new value of 'again'

using the
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simple and easy. In the TTL Cookbook
by Don Lancaster, there is a section on
pseudo-random sequencers. These are

based on shift registers that provide a

pseudo-random sequence of ones and
zeros. It is pseudo-random in that a 31

bit sequence of ones and zeros repeats

itself every two billion bits or so. By
grouping these ones and zeros into

groups of eight, a number between zero

and 255 is generated that is sufficiently

random for most game uses.

The second question was answered by

examining the assembly language out-

put of the C compiler. C programs pass

arguments (variables) to a function on

the system stack. The system stack is

also used to hold return addresses for

subroutine and interrupt calls.

If a value is returned by the function,

it is placed in the 1 6-bit D register by the

function and retrieved by the calling

program after the function is finished.

These cryptic remarks will be best

cleared up by looking at Listing 1. This

contains the rnd() routine that generates

a random number. It returns an integer

value between zero and 255. It is a soft-

ware implementation of a hardware
pseudo-random sequence generator.

However, this routine is not as nice as

CoCo's RND function in BASIC. Listing

2 is a routine called die(). It returns a

number between one and a specified

number, up to a maximum of 255. This

is similar to the CoCo BASIC RND func-

tion as it is commonly used. The follow-

ing paragraphs provide explanation of

these two routines.

The rnd( ) Routine

Line 20 is the label for the random
number routine. Its value is the starting

address of the rnd() routine. The value

of this label is assigned when the library

routines are linked to your c program
during the translation process to create

a machine executable program.
The first thing that needs to be done is

initialization. Line 21 causes register X
to point to the seed that is used to gener-

ate the next random number. This is

done using the indexed addressing mode.
As register Y points to the beginning of

the data area and the offset will be set

during the translation process to the

location of the seed in the data area, this

allows this instruction to be position

independent. Thus, the rnd() function

can be relocated to a different address

and still perform properly without re-

assembly.

In Line 22, register B is loaded with 8.

Register B is used as a counter. When it

reaches zero we will have a new 8-bit

Table 1

Some C Library Routines

printf (format,varlist) — output varia-

bles as specified by the format to the

text screen.

fileptr=fopen( filename,action) — open
the specified file for a specified action,

e.g., reading or writing.

fclose(fileptr) — close the specified file.

char=getc(fileptr) — get a character

from the specified file..

putc(char.fileptr)— write a character to

the specified file.

isalpha(char) — tests if the character is

alphabetic.

char=toupper(char) — converts a char-

acter to uppercase.

strcmp(stringl,string2) — checks if

string 1 is identical to string2.

random number. (Remember, it takes

eight ones and zeros to express any
number between zero and 255 in binary

notation.)

As every call to this function causes

the seed to change, every call will return

a different number. Also note that every

time the program is loaded into memory
the same sequence of random numbers
will be generated. Thus, this random
number generator suffers a same draw-

back that the BASIC RND function

suffers. And, likewise, some of the tech-

niques used to randomize the basic
RND function could be used to ran-

domize the c random number gen-
erator.

Starting at the label on Line 23
through Line 30, the task is to set the

carry flag based on the EXCLUSIVE-
OR of bit 28 and bit 31 of the previously

mentioned seed. (We are referring to the

seed as if it was a big four-byte 32-bit

register where bit I is the leftmost bit.)

This is the heart of the random number
generator.

Lines 3 1 through 34 rotate the bits of

the seed to the right. This causes the

contents of the carry flag to be placed

into the leftmost bit of the seed as the

new most significant bit.

By doing this eight times, as provided

by Lines 35 and 36, the eight most signif-

icant bits of a new seed have been
generated.

These bits are returned as the new
random number in register D. Line 37
sets register D for return by loading D
with a preset zero and the most signifi-

cant byte of the random number seed.

Line 38 then returns control to the call-

ing routine.

The dic() Routine

The die() routine, shown in Listing 2,

scales the result of the rnd() routine to

the desired range. In this, it works the

same way the CoCo basic RND func-

tion works. For example, in CoCo
BASIC, RND(8) returns a random num-
ber between one and eight. For the C
language program, die(8) would also

return a random number between one
and eight.

How is this done? Line 24 defines the

starting location of this routine. Line 25

gets a random number into the lower
half of register D. (The D register is the

A and B registers referenced as one reg-

ister.) Line 26 loads register A with the

number of sides on the die from the

system stack. This number was saved on
the user stack by the calling routine. The
random number and the number of

sides on the die are multiplied in Line

27.

To complete the scaling of the num-
ber, we need to divide the result by one
more than the maximum value of the

random number. This number is 256,
which is also conveniently the same
thing as dividing the result by two, eight

times. Or by simply using the highest

byte of the multiplication result in regis-

ter A and ignoring the lowest byte in

register B, we have effectively divided

by 256. This is done in Lines 28 and 29.

The number in register B ranges from
zero to one less than the number of sides

of the die. Line 30 corrects this by
adding one to this number in register B.

Now the die roll is in register D, where
the c program expects to find it on
return. Then in Line 31, with its work
done, the die() function returns control

to the c program.

Example C Program
Three-Roll is a dice game that uses

the die() routine. See Listing 3. This
game is fairly simple at first glance. It is

you vs. the house, which is your CoCo.
And it's a tough game, with the proba-
bility entirely in favor of the house.

You get to roll a die four times adding
the rolls to form a total. The house is

also rolling a die, forming the house
total. After each roll, you may raise

your bet, which is matched by the

house. After the fourth roll, if your total
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is higher than the house, you win the

game and the pot.

However, there is one little complica-

tion. If you get six or more ahead of the

house after any roll, you lose the game
(and the pot!).

One small detail includes the follow-

ing. In order to play, you must ante up a

small amount in order to play each

game of Three-Roll.

Three-Roll

Like pascal, c is also a structured

programming language. In this it lends

itself easily to a modular approach of

program design. Structure charts can be

used to help document this modularity

and the interrelationships between the

modules. Figure 2 presents a structure

chart for the Three-Roll program.

As you can see, the Three-Roll pro-

gram is broken up into five modules.

The die() function used by the module
roll is not shown. This function is a

library function. The library functions

used by Three-Roll are not shown.
The main module oversees the entire

series of Three-Roll games that the user

wishes to play. It initializes the number
of tokens the player has to bet and
determines if the the player wishes to

play again. Also, if the player is low on
tokens, the house (CoCo) is happy to

extend credit!

The randomize module asks for an
input from the keyboard. Using this

input, this module calls the rnd() library

function the specified number of times

in order to randomize the sequence of

die rolls. This is not necessarily the best

technique to randomize the rnd() func-

tion, but it is usable.

The playgame module plays a single

game of Three-Roll. It causes the new
die totals to be rolled, gets the player's

bets, and determines if the player (you)

either won or lost. It then returns to the

number of tokens the player now has to

the main module.

The roll module rolls the die for the

house and the player. It sums up the new
totals and informs the player of the rolls

and the new totals. When this is done, it

returns to the playgame module with

the new house and player totals.

The getbet module asks the player for

his bet. If the bet is not valid, for exam-
ple, if the bet is for more tokens than the

player has, the player is told the number
of tokens left and is asked again for a

bet. After a valid bet has been entered,

the module returns to playgame with

the bet.

The program, Three- Roll, is shown in

Listing 3. Using the module descrip-

tions, most of the program lines can be
followed. For further details on the C
language, refer to one of the two C pro-

gram language texts listed in the ref-

erences.

A Loose End, The Inkey() Function
In the program listing of Three-Roll a

function called inkey(), is used. This

function is not a C function, but a

library function that is included in my
user library along with the die() and
rnd() functions. It is not shown in the

structure chart of Figure 2 as it is a

library function. This function is shown
in Listing 4.

Normally the c library function, getc(),

or its derivative, getchar(), is used to get

character input from the keyboard. This

function is a line buffered read from the

keyboard that returns a single character.

Thus, on the first call to getchar(), a

line is read in from the keyboard. This

line consists of all the characters that

you typed in before pressing the ENTER
key. The getchar() returns only the first

character entered.

main

game
overseer

token^v tokens

randomize playgame

randomize

the rnd()

function

plays a

single game

pt.ht /

/ PI ht
token-^^

roll getbet

rolls the

house's and

player's die

get the

player's bet

Str ucture

Figure 2

Chart of Three-Rol
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On the next call to getchar(), the
second character that you entered is

returned. This continues until all the

characters you entered (including the

ENTER key) have been returned. On the

next call, another line is read in from the

keyboard and the first character of the

line is returned. And now the process
continues as before.

What I wanted was an unbuffered,

single-character read from the keyboard.

In short, 1 wanted an INKEYS function

somewhat like CoCo BASIC has. The
inkey() function returns the character
value of the next key pressed on the

keyboard.

What have we accomplished? We
now have a random number generator
for the OS-9 C Compiler; fantasy mon-
sters beware! You have also read an
introduction on how to use a C compiler
and to the concept of a library function.

(In many ways, these library functions
are similar to Basic's built-in func-
tions.) As an example of the use of this

random number generator, a dice game
was presented. (A perfect pastime for
fantasy Adventurers relaxing in the
tavern.)

References

The following references were used in

understanding the C language and the
application presented in this article.

Hancock, Les, The C Primer, (A Byte
Book), McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1982. This book is intended for pro-

grammers who know nothing about
the c language. This is not a complete
description of the c language, but

"Like PASCAL, C is

also a structured pro-

gramming language. In

this it lends itself easily

to a modular approach

ofprogram design. Struc-

ture charts can be used
to help document this

modularity and the in-

terrelationships between

the modules.

"

provides the "stripped-to-essentials

outline of c a beginner needs."

Kernighan, Brian W., and Ritchie,

Dennis M., The C Programming

Language, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978.
The standard reference on the c pro-
gramming language.

Lancaster, Don, TTL Cookbook, How-
ard W. Sams and Co., Inc., 1974,
pages 277-281. This book describes
the hardware pseudo-random se-

quencer on which the random
number generator routine is based.

Leventhal, Lance A., 6809 Assembly
Language Programming, Osborne/
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1981. One of the

earliest reference books on 6809
assembly language programming.
And still one of the best.

Ley, B. James, Computer Aided Analy-
sis and Design for Electrical Engi-

neers, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,

Inc., 1970. Chapter 10 on random
number generators contains a discus-

sion of random number generators

and tests that can be used to verify

that a random number generator is

such. Using these tests, I satisfied

myself that this random number gen-
erator was adequate for game use.

Further testing would be required if

it is to be used for any serious applica-

tion.
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Listing 1:

11112

10113

tut*

hhs

It • rnd, a - randoi nuiber generator Ver 1.1

• Copyright (c) 1984 by l.A.Hiddaugh

• aritten to be included in a user library

» tor RS/Nicroaare's CoCo 0S-? C Coipiler, Ver 11.1

• Revised version of RND, 11-82 LAN

• written for Duggar's Stall C Coipiler, Ver 1.1

11117 #

11119

11111

11111

11112

11113

11114

11115

11116

11117

till

11119

11121

11121

11122

11123

11124

11125

00026

11127

11128

11129

11131

1113!

11132

11133

11134

11135

• Purpose: rnd.c generates a randoi nuiber betaeen 1 and 255.

• Call Sequence: rn • rnd I!

• rn « value returned by radii function

• Initial conditions: initial seed at label 'seed'

t Registers affected: A,B,«

• Results: value returned in register D.

11137

10138

11139

11141

11141

8 till

1111

1111 31a91111

1114 C618

1116

1116 1614

1118 46

1119 46

Ilia 46

111b a814

Hid 4t

Hie 46

Hit 6611

1111 6612

1113 6613

1115 6614

1117 5i

1118 26ec

Ilia ec84

fflc 3?

rnd:

loop

psect rnd_a,l,l,l,l,l

nai rnd_a

ttl rnd'

lea* seed,y point to seed

ldb 18 8 bits per randoi nuiber

Ida 4,. exclusive or

rora bit 28 aith bit 31

rora

rora

eora 4,"

rora place result

rora in carry flag

ror l,x rotate carry into bit 1

ror 2,x as rotating entire

ror 3,x seed right

ror 4,«

decb do this

bne loop eight tines for nea nuiber

ldd *.' get nea randoi nuiber

rtl and return

i set up a static variable fo' the seed

vsect

11142 1111 11 seed fco •! zero for top half qf D reg.

11143 1111 52414*44 fee "RAND" the seed

10144 1115 endsect

11145

46 lllil endsect

Listing 2:

die. a - die throaer Ver 1.1

Copyright Ic) 1984 by L.A.Hiddaugh

arittin to be included in a user library

for RS/Nicroaare's CoCo OS-9 C Coipiler,

Revised version of DIE, 11-92 LAN

aritten for Duggar's Stall C Coipiler,

Hill •

11112 l

11113 i

11114 I

Hit; >

11116 •

11117 i

11118 i Purpose: die. a generates a randoi nuiber betaeen

11119 < ! and the nuiber of sides on the die.

Hill i The laxiiui nuiber of sides is 255.

Hill i Call sequence: rn • dietsides)

11112 • rn value of dice roll returned

1H13 i sides • nuiber of sides on die

11114 i Initial condition: second double-byte on systei

00015 ' stack contains the nuiber of sides on the die.

11116 ' Registers affected: A,B,I

HI17 » Results: value returned in register D

11118 <

1111

9

1H2I

11121 1111

IH22 1111

•1123

11124 1111

•H25 HH'l7fffd

11126 1113 a663

Ver 11.11.11

Ver 1.1

die:

psect die a 1,1 ,1.1,1

nai die a

ttl die

lbsr rnd pet rando

Ida 3,1 get 1 of

i nuiber into register D

sides into accuiulator A

1H27 1115 3d

10129 1116 If 89

11029 1118 4f

11131 1119 5c

10031 Ilia 3?

11132

11133 111b

11134

Listing 3:

i,l

Ml
tfr

clra

incb

rts

endsect

noa lultiply thei

get result divided by 256

set 1 as loaest nuiber

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

IB

19

20

/-

THREE-ROLL, the dice gate

Copyright (c) 19S3 by L.A.Hiddaugh

Version 2.1, last revised S Nay 1983

revised for 09-9, 30 May 1984

-
*/

iindude <stdio.h>

•define INITIAL_PURSE 100

define ANTE 1

idefine OR !!

define AND U

int ht.pti /* house total, player total «7

ain()

(

int tokens! /* nuiber of tokens player has */

char again; / play again flag */

randoaizeO

;

FLY
THE COCO-150

$49.35

WHEEL RND THROTTLE FUNCTION LIKE A
'REAL' AIRPLANE - ADD REALISH TO
YOUR FLIGHT SIMULATOR PROGRAMS 2 55

special coreo offer
ion niX 'UORLDS OF FLIGHT'(UOF) t COCO-158

»7J.95CT)'«75.95COJ

OR

ASI-IFR FLIGHT SlnULHIDR - THE HOST UALID HOME COnPUIER INSTRUnENT
FLIGHT SIMULATOR PR08RAI1 UE KNOU OF FOR PRACTICING IFR NAUIGATION
UNO APPROACHES USING CURRENT ACTUAL FBA tlAPS ANO APPROACH PLKTES.
"RCGRAM ALLOUS QUICK AND EAST CUSTOnUINO TO TOUR LOCAL AREA ANO
UPDATES AS TOUR LOCAL FAA CHARTS CHANGE. PRICE INCLUDES COPIES OF
OFFICIAL FKA FLORIDA SECTIONAL AND 3 ILS APPROACH PLATES. COCO-ISB
OR JOTSTICKS REBUIREO t IfiK OR 32/6W CSPECIFT) EXTENDED BASIC ONLT

ASI-IFR 113.95 CTAPE ONLTJ

ASI-IFR t COCO-150 «59.95

EUERTTHING PACKAGE - COCO-13B t UOF t ASI-IFR 182.95
ADD 13.58 POSTAGE AND HANDLING - FLA. RESIDENTS ADD 5» SALES TAX
SEND CHECK OR nONET ORDER TO'

ALBAN SCIENTIFIC, INC.
°.0. BOX 15226
OATTONA BEACH, FLORIDA 02BM

CALL 384-252-33B2
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21 again = 'V;

22 tokens • INITIAL. PURSEl

23 printfCXnVOU START KITH U TOKENS. \n",INITIAL_PURSEM

24 while ( again«'Y' AND tokens>0 )

25 (

26 tokens - playgaie(tokens);

27 printf CNnVOU NOW HAVE U TOKENS. \n", tokens);

28 printf("\rtPLAY AGAIN? (Y,N) \n')i

29 again = inkeyO;

30 if ( again « 'y'
) again « 'Y'!

31 if ( tokens<=l AND again«'Y' )

32 (

33 printf('\n\nYOU CREDIT HAS BEEN EXTENDED. \n\n*);

34 tokens 50;

35 >

36 }

37 printf

(

B
\nTKANKS FOR PLAY!N6'\n");

38 !

3?

40 /• - -

41 Play a gate routine, 4 or less die rolls

42 - - — #/

43 playgaee(tokens)

44 int tokens;

45 (

46 int pot, I* total nutber of tokens in pot */

47 diff, /* difference in totals */

48 bet, I* the player's bet 1/

OS-9 SOFTWARE
FOR COCO

SDISK—Standard disk driver module allows the use
of 35, 40, or 80 track single and double sided drives

with CoCo OS-9 plus you gain the ability to

read/write/format the standard OS-9 single and
double density disk formats used on other OS-9
systems. $29.95

BOOTFIX—To make bootable double-sided disks

$9.95

SDISK + BOOTFIX—when ordered together $35.95

FILTER KIT #1— Eleven utilities used as filters (with

pipes) to give you "wild card" directory lists, copies,

deletes, moves, lists, pagination, etc. $29.95

FILTER KIT #2—Command Macro Generator to build

new commands by combining old ones,and 9 other
utilities. $29.95

HACKER'S KIT #1— Disassembler and memory
dump/fill utilities allow you to disassemble OS-9
assembly code from disk or memory. $24.95

Send SASE for current catalog.

Terms: Prepaid check, MO, Visa, Mastercard or COD.
Add $1 S&H, (COD $3 extra).

D.P. Johnson, 7655 S.W. Cedarcrest St.

Portland, OR 97223 (503) 244-8152

(We appreciate your calling between 9-11 AM Pacific Time.)

OS-9 Is a trademark of Microware and Motorola Inc.

49 nrolli /* nueber of rolls this round */

50

51 printf ("\nTHE ANTE IS U. THANK YOU' \n ", ANTE

U

52 nroll=pot * 1;

53 tokens = tokens - ANTE;

54 ht=pt=diff = 0;

55 roll Ml

56 while ( nroll(4 AND diff<6 I

57 {

58 bet » getbet (tokens);

59 pot pot bet * bet;

60 tokens = tokens - bet;

61 printf ("THE CURRENT POT IS Id. \n", pot)

I

62 roll
;

63 nrollt+|

64 diff - pt - htj

65 }

66 if ( ptXit AND diff<6 )

67 (

68 tokens tokens pot;

69 printf ("\nY0UR TOTAL IS 6REATER\n THAN THE HOUSE."]

70 printf('\nYOU WIN !\n*M

71 }

72 else

73 {

74 if ( diff>«6 )

75 printf ("\nY0UR TOTAL IS 6 OR HORE 6REATER")!

76 else printf ("\nY0UR TOTAL IS NOT NEATER*) I

77 printfC\n THAN THE HOUSE. ')(

78 printf ("\nYQU L0SE...\n')|

79 }

80 return (tokens)

I

81 }

82

83 /
84 6et a valid bet froe the player

85 */

86 getbet (tokens)

87 int tokens;

88 (

89 int bet; H the player's bet t/

90

91 bet * -li

92 while ( bet < )

93 (

94 printf ("VnVflU HAVE Xd TOKENS. \n
,

,tokens)(

95 printf CNHAT IS YOUR BET? (0-9) \n">;

96 bet inkeyl) - 48|

97 printf('\n')5

98 if ( bet>9 OR bet<0 )

99 (

100 printf!" THAT BET IS NOT PERMITTED. \n")i

101 bet - -15

102 }

103 if ( bet > tokens )

104 (

105 printf I" BUT YOU ONLY HAVE Xd TOKENS. \n", tokens)

106 bet -1
i
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117 >

lie >

119 return (bet);

110 >

HI
112 /*

113 Randotize the rnd() function.

114
- */

115 randotizeO

114 (

117 int count, /* Nueber of tiies to call rnd() */

118 dui»Yi /* A place to duip rnd() reiult */

119

121 printf ("\nHIT ANY KEY TO START. \n»M

121 count * inkeyOi

122 while ( count- > 8 ) duiiy * rnd()}

123 return?

124 }

125

126 /*

127 Roll the dice and total results function

128 */

129 roll!)

130 (

131 int hr,pr; /* house's roll, player's roll */

132

133 hr * die!6)i. pr die(6l!

134 ht * ht hr| pt * pt pr;

135 printf ("HOUSE ROLLS A M\n',hrM

136 printf CYOU ROLL A Xd\n",pr)(

137 printf('\n HOUSE TOTAL IS NOH Xd\n",ht){

138 printf I YOUR TOTAL IS HON M\n\pt){

139 return!

140 }

141

Listing 4:

.es 69

.55 71

.nf

.br

Unbuffered single character input

(see Kernighan l Ritchie, page 161)

works auch the saae as CoCo BASIC INKEY*

except it naits for next key pressed.

1 /*

2

3

4

5 */

6 linclude <stdio.h>

7 Idefine MASK 0377 ft for aakinq char's >0 •/

8

9 inkeyl)

10 (

11 char ci

12 return! lread(0,*c,l> > •) ? e fc CMASK ! EOF )|

13 > «,

WOW!
How do you get a
full 80 column
Word Processor
on the CoCo?

Oh, I just use
Stylograph and
the PBJ WordPak
80 Column Board

ferj:

.***"

The STYLOGRAPH III WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
is packed with many features! . . .

* Stylo comes with a 51 x 24 Hi-res screen driver called GO-51. which is

compact and efficient (doesn't waste memory space).

* Totally compatible with the PBJ 80 column board called WORDPAK.
* Immediate screen updating shows the text just as it will be printed.

* Screen shows all page separations, headers and footers, justification of

text and uses reverse video for character modifications

* Stylo can be configured to your printer. Proportional Spacing is sup-
ported to give you the professional quality look.

* Stylo is available for the OS/9 and Flex operating systems.

* Additional programs like Mail Merge and Spelling Checker are also
available to give you a complete word processing package.

Stylograph Is now available at your local Radio Shack Dealer.

Prices have been lowered making Stylograph and
WordPak the best buy in town

Stylograph III $99.95 WordPak $119.95
Spelling Checker 69.95 WordPak II 149.95
Mail Merge 59.95

All three programs $199.95 Send for our complete catalog

Great Plains Computer Company
.

" ' ' • P.O. Box 916 -

- :
' ' Idaho Falls. Idaho 83403 . . .

(208)529-3210
OS9 is a trademark of Microware Flex is a trademark of TSC Inc !2V*£"l,
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RANDOM BASICS

Design And Development
Of Application Software
- Part V

By Paul Searby
Rainbow Contributing Editor

This month's article is the last in

the series on design and devel-

opment of application software.

There could be more, but 1 feel that 1

have accomplished my goal of describ-

ing and defining a method that will

assist someone involved in developing a

large application system. One of the

main points I hope has come across is

that organization of your thoughts is

critical to the success of your project.

Flowchart (outline) your system before
thinking about the programming. De-
fine your file layouts and report descrip-

tions before you start the programming.
As you go through these steps, you will

think of items that should be considered

and included before they become pro-

(Paul Searby has been involved with

computers and data processing since

1969, working primarily on larger IBM
systems until 1975 when he bought,

built and programmed the first "per-

sonal computer "ever made— an A hair

H800, which came in kitform with I Kof
memory. In 1977 he left a position as

project managerfor a large corporation

to devote hisfull efforts lo his company,
Computerware.)

gramming changes. Within these arti-

cles. Random basic was the language
selected lor the programming, but with

many other high level languages now
available for the CoCo. another lan-

guage may be more suited to your par-

ticular application.

It is best to complete the design, set it

dow n for a day or two, then come back
to it and make the decisions as to lan-

guage and the order in which the pro-

grams should be developed. We have
talked about using "Top Down" meth-
ods in our development, including the

programming phase. With the same
qualification I gave to doing structured

programming in HASK", we will borrow
from the Top Down programming phi-

losophy, but not strictly adhere to it.

This means that we will program some
of the higher levels first, but when we get

to a point that we can't continue writing

code that can be tested, we will succumb
to the lower levels and write the code
required to keep progressing at the

higher levels.

Did anyone guess what the scope of

our Accounts Payable System really

was? Since this is the last of the articles,

1 will give you my best estimate of the

answer. At a minimum, it is nine pro-

grams, with an estimated total size of

75K to90K worth of code. My estimate

is based on hav ing seven different com-
pleted application systems to compare.
We could write one that takes less space

or possibly one or two less programs,
but our original charter included both

user friendliness and maintainability.

To keep those and our other given

guidelines, the above estimate is proba-
bly, at best, conservative. Follow ing is a

breakdown on the nine proposed pro-
grams:

1) APSIOO.BAS- Master File Pro-

cessing (Chart 2)

2) A PS 1 20. BAS — Keyfile Genera-
tion Reorganization

3) APS200.BAS - Invoice File Pro-

cessing (Chart 3)

4) APS400.BAS — New Period Pro-

cessing (Chart 4)

5) APS500.BAS - Report Requests

(Chart 5)

6) APS520.BAS Report Printing

(Chart 5)

7) APS900.BAS - Utility Process-

ing and Master Menu (Chart 6)

8) SYSI00.BAS (ieneralized Sort

(Chart 5)
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9) SYSI20.BAS
(Chart 5)

Generalized Merge

Several of the programs have not

been mentioned much because they are

what 1 term "system programs." They

are typically included in every system,

and thus do not have to be written each

time. In Accounts Payable, we will have

a need for the generalized sort and

merge programs. These utilities are used

for sorting and merging extracted files

for either report or keyfile generation

purposes. They can be used in any

application because the calling program
tells them where to return control after

they are finished. Another remaining

program borders on being a general

purpose utility: the Keyfile Generation
and Reorganization program. The abil-

ity to generate and reorganize the Mas-
ter's Keyfile is required in any system
that uses Keyfile access. Thus if we

knew for sure that we were going to

write additional applications using key-

lilcs, we might want to take the extra

time to code A PS 120. BAS a little more
general and place it in our library of

SYSxxx programs.

The remaining six programs pretty

much follow our flowchart. As to where
to start, my choice would be parts of

A PS900.BAS(sce examples), which has

our top level Master Menu and many of

the utilities required to get our system

off the ground. Initially, 1 would only

code the Master Menu, the System
Control File creation and maintenance.

the date routine and the Master. In-

voice, Activity and Keyfile creation rou-

tines. The other features of A PS900 can
be added at a later date. After getting

this working, we can now branch out

into the other programs. Next would be

Master File Processing, since all other

tiles are dependent on the Master File.

Since access to the Master is via the

Keyfile. we pretty much need to develop

our Master and Keyfile logic together.

This is where it gets nice to already have
a Keyfile Generation and Reorganiza-

tion utility. Assuming this is the first

time, we will need to develop this logic

as we work on the Master and Keyfile

sections.

With a system that will end up being

75K to 9()K in size, it is not easy to

choose which examples of the coding
should be included. I have chosen the

"front end," being the Master Menu
portion of the utility program and most
of the file 1/ O logic of the Vendor File

Maintenance Program. Also included is

a generalized error routine that is ap-

pended to the end of each program.
When you study these examples, please

remember that they are only excerpts

from programs, and as such have loose

ends.

> Master Menu Example <

. sp2
0100 : APS900.BAS - A/P Master

0500 PRINT TAB<8);" 3
d Processing"

New Perio

Menu and Utilites 0520 PRINT TAB (8);" 4 Reserved"
0120 : <C) 1984 Computerware - V 0540 PRINT TAB (8);" 5 Report Re
ersion 1.0 09/25/84
0140 :

0160 LINE= : STRING=24 : DIBIT

quest Processing"
0560 PRINT TAB(8);" 6
0580 PRINT TAB<8);" 7

Reserved"
Reserved"

S=0 : RJUST=0
0180 ON ERROR G.9999
0200 LET Z*="APSSYS.DTA" : OPEN\
#19, Z*
0220 READ \#19,PTR, CRT, DATE, DRV

1

, DRV2 , DRV3 , X X , OPT 1 , OPT2 , CNAME*
0240 CLOSE \#19

0600 PRINT TAB<8)j" 8 Change th
e System Date"
0620 PRINT TAB<8>5" 9 Utility P
rocessing" : P.
0640 PRINT : P. TAB (9);
0660 INPUT "Please make a select
ion ",A : P.

0240 :

0280 LET A*=STR*<DATE> : IF DATE
0680
0700

IF A=0 C. "SYS000.
IF A=l C. "APS100.

BAS"
BAS"

< 750000 W*=" " : G.340
0300 LET W*=MID*(A*,3,2)+"/"+MID
$(A*,5,2)+"/"+MID*(A*, 1,2)

0720
0740
0760

IF A=2 C. "APS200.
IF A=3 C. "APS400.
IF A*5 C. "APS500.

BAS"
BAS"
BAS"

0320 :

0340 HOME
0360 LET T0=24-LEN(CNAME«) /2 : P

0780
0800
0820

IF A=8 G.860
IF A=9 G. 1160
GOTO 640

-TAB<T0);CNAME*
0380 PRINT TAB < 12) ; "Accounts Pay
able System" : P.

0830
0840
0850

: Date Input Rout ine

0400 PRINT TAB (12); "System Date 0860 PRINT : INPUT"Ent er Month (

is : ";W* : P. 1 -
1L2)",MTH

0420 PRINT TAB(05);"A11 Transact 0880 IF MTH < 1 G.860
ions Entered will use this Date" 0900 IF MTH > 12 G.860

: P.
0440 PRINT TAB (8);" Return to
the System Menu" : P.

0920
DAY
0940

INPUT "Enter Day

IF DAY < 1 G.920

(1 - 3D",

0460 PRINT TAB<8>;" 1 Vendor Ma 0960 IF DAY > 31 G.920
ster Processing" 0980 INPUT "Enter Year (19x>:> ",Y
0480 PRINT TAB(8);" 2 Receive / R
Pay Invoices" 1000 IF YR < 78 G.980
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1020 IF YR > 99 G.9B0
1040 LET DATE=YR»10000+MTH*100+D
AY
1060 :

1080 LET Z* = "APSSYS.DTA" : OPE
N\#19, Z*
1100 PUT \#19,PTR, CRT, DATE, DRV1,
DRV2 , DRV3 , X X , OPT 1 , 0PT2 , CNAME*
1120 CLOSE \#19 : B.300
1140 :

1160 : System Utilites Start her

1180 :

.PG

.sp
• ce

> Vendor File Maintenance Rou
tines <

. sp2
1000 : The fol owing are routines
out of the Vendor File Maint.
1020 : Program. They include th
e Master File Read and Write,
1040 : along with all the Keyfil
e Search routines. Also include
d
1060 : are the Key-file Extract f

or a new Keyfile and the Error
1080 : routine that is common to
each program in the System.
1100 :

1120 : As an example, to get a V
endor via the ISAM Binary Search
•
•

1140 :

1160 INPUT "Please enter the des
ired Vendor Name",TARG*
1180 LET LT - LEN(TARG*> : G0S.2
260 : IF HIT <> G.1260
1200 PRINT : INPUT "Do you want
to try again <Y/N)",ANS» :P.
1220 IF ANS* = "Y" G. 1160 : ELSE
exit to Menu
1240 :

1260 RECNO\#10 * KLOC : GOS. 1440
: : You now have Master

!

1280 :

1300 : The Vendor Master output
(write) routine can handle both
1320 : Adds and Changes. For an
Add, MODESW = 1 - -for a Change,
1340 : MODESW = 2. MODESW i s ac
tually the selection option -from
1360 : the Vendor File Maintenan
ce Menu, serving dual purposes.
1380 :

1400 : Read Master
1420 :

1440 GET \#10,VIDX,VNUM,STINV,LS

T INV , SPARE , BEGBAL , CUR IN , CURPD , YT
DPD :

1460 : LSTDT,NAME*,TITL*,ADDR*,C
TST*, PHAC, PHNUM, TERMS
1480 LET NAMSV* - NAME* : RET.
: : Save Vendor Name (KEY)
1500 :

1520 : Vendor Master Output Rout
ine
1540 : Find space for Master add
in Keyfile
1560 : (VSTRT initially = start
of the Keyfile)
1580 : (Deleted Master entries h
ave their pointer negated)
1600 :

1620 IF MODESW <> 1 G. 1900
1640 RECNO \#13 = VSTRT
1660 IF RECN0\#13 >= RSIZE\#13 G
.2040
1680 IF RECN0\#13 >= RNEXT\#13 R
ECNO\#10 = RNEXT\#10 : G. 1780
1700 GET \# 13, TEST : IF TEST >=
VSTRT - VSTRT+1 : G. 1640

1720 : Found a spot (TEST was ne
gati ve)
1740 LET LOC = ABS(TEST) : RECNO
\#10 « LOC : TEST -
1760 PUT \#13,TEST : VSTRT - VST
RT+1
1780 LET LOC « RECNO \#10
1800 RECNO \#13 - RNEXT \#13
1820 PUT \#13, LOC, NAME* : LIDX =
LOC
1840 :

1860 : Write out Vendor Master
1880 :

1900 PUT \#10,VIDX,VNUM,STINV,LS
T INV , SPARE , BEGBAL , CUR IN , CURPD , YT
DPD :

1920 : LSTDT,NAME*,TITL*,ADDR*,C
TST * , PHAC , PHNUM , TERMS
1940 :

1 960 I F MODESW <> 2 RET . : : 2 -
change (was Key chgd?)
1980 IF NAME* = NAMSV* RET.
2000 PUT \#13,0 : CURPOS = RECNO
\#13 : RECNO\*13 = RNEXT\#13
2020 PUT \#13, KLOC, NAME* : RECNO
\#13 = CURPOS : RET.
2040 :

2040 HOME : P. "KEYFILE FULL - yo
u MUST reorganize the Keyfile be
fore"
2080 PRINT "you can continue usi
ng the Accounts Payable System..
H

2100 : C here would be a GOTO to
the Vendor Maintenance Menu 3
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.PG

.SP2
2120 :

2140 : Binary Search Routine
2160 :

2180 : Entry Variables Arm TAR8*
and LT ( = LEN of TARB*)

2200 : OVFL - Start of Overflow
Area <in 1st Vendor Record)
2220 : Output is KLOC (Record \#
of Master) and HIT (0 no)

2240 :

2260 LET HIT * : FIRST - 6 : L
AST m OVFL-1 : OVFLG *
2280 LET MID = INT ( (FIRST+LAST)
/ 2)
2300 RECNO \#13 = MID
2320 GOSUB 3240
2340 IF TARG* = KEY* G.2420
2360 IF TARG* > KEY* IF MID < LA
ST THEN FIRST = MID+1 : G.2280
2380 IF TARG* < KEY* IF MID > FI
RST THEN LAST = MID-1 : G.2280
2400 GOTO 2860
2420 LET CURPOS - RECNO \#13 : I

F CURPOS - FIRST G.2520
2440 RECNO \#13 - CURPOS-

1

2460 GOSUB 3240

2480 IF TARG* - KEY* G.2420
2500 RECNO \#13 - CURPOS : 80S.

3

240
2520 IF KLOC <- GOS.3200 : 8.2
520
2540 IF TARG* - KEY* G.2620 : EL
SE G.2860
2560 :

2580 : Sot a Hit - Exit
2600 :

2620 LET HIT - 1 : RET.
2640 :

2660 : Re-entry to look for more
with same Key

2680 :

2700 IF OVFLG > G.2900
2720 GOSUB 3200
2740 IF TARG* <> KEY* G.2860
2760 IF LEN<VENKEY*> < 2 GOS.320

: ELSE G.2620
2780 GOTO 2740
2800 :

2820 : Sequential Search thru ov
erf low Area
2840 :

2860 IF OVFL >= RNEXT \#13 G.304

2880 RECNO \#13 - OVFL-1 : OVFLG

\

To make thefmost of your new Dragon microcomputer from Dragon-Tano, you need Dragon User
— the international, independent magazine for Dragon owners.

Each issue of Dragon User contains:

• reviews of the latest software

• programming advice for beginners
• hardware projects

The Dragon microcomputer was launched in the UK
last year Since then we have developed a knowledge
and mastery of the machine's abilities. You can
benefit from our experience by subscribing to

Dragon User, which is expanding its coverage to include
all US developments.

To make sure that you receive a copy of Dragon User
regularly, subscribe direct to us. This costs only $29.95
for 12 issues airspeeded to you - or take advantage of
our special offer to long-term subscribers. Individual
copies of the magazine can be obtained from your
Dragon dealer.

• program listings covering games and utilities

• reviews of Dragon peripherals and add-ons
• technical advisory service

• programming articles for users

rSubscription order form. Receive a Iree book and save money by taking out
lorg-ierm subscription - a two-year subscription saves 10%. a three-year
SubSCriOtlOn saves 20% In fldrliTmn Innn-fmm ci ihcf-tlhofc miIU rruv.«i t linn

I

I

I

Subscription order form. Receive a tree book and save money by taking out a
long-term subscription - a two-year subscription saves 10%. a three-year
subscription saves 20% In addition, long-term subscribers will receive a tree
copy of either The Working Dragon or Dragon Games Master Please send
a check, made payable to Dragon User, with this form
S tart my subscription from the following issue

Name.

Address

Signed

Subscription rates US and Canada airspeeded C US$29.95 for 12 issues/1 year
USS53 90 for 24 issues D US571 90 for 36 issues Send

'

Dragon Usei % Business Press International, 205 E 42nd St.,

Date

I

I

I
r iui m. ojuw/ i ycd> ^^m
this form to

New York. NY 10017. I
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- 1

2900 BOSLJB 3200
2920 IF KLOC <- G.3020
2940 IF TARS* <> KEY* 6.3020
2960 IF LEN<VENKEY*> < 2 60S. 320

: ELSE G.2620
2980 GOTO 2940
3000 :

3020 IF RECNO \#13 < RNEXT \#13-
1 G.2900
3040 IF HIT > G.3080
3060 PRINT : P.TARB*;" was not f
ound " : G.3100
3080 PRINT : P. "That's all I hav
•!

!

M
: P.

3100 INPUT "Press RETURN to cont
inue",A
3120 LET HIT = : RET.
3140 :

3160 : Read a Record from the Ke
y file
3180 :

3200 IF RECN0\#13 >- RNEXT\#13-1
KEY* - ,,H

: RET.
3220 RECNO \#13 - RECNO \#13+1
3240 GET \#13,KL0C,VENKEY*
3260 LET KEY* - LEFT* (VENKEY* , LT
)

FLY at
MACH 2!
F-16 Instrument Flight Simulator

Don't chug around at 90 knots with other simulators. F-16 flys

MACH 2.6, IS FULLY AEROBATIC, VERY REALISTIC $21.95

DESCENDERS
100% ml for Radio Shack® LPVII, DMP100, TDP-1, and Gorilla

Banana® $17.95

TSPOOL
100% ml software spooler for Telewriter-64® only. Includes

Descenders $24.95

TELEWRITER-64
The BEST CoCo word processor avajlable today!

Tape $49.94 Disk $59.95

ELITE* CALC
The BEST CoCo Spreadsheet $59.95

ELITE*FILE
The BEST CoCo Database Manager $74.50

Call (813) 321-2840 9-5 pm EST for ordering or information

KRT Software Inc.

P. O. Box 41395
St. Petersburg, Florida 33743

3280 RETURN
.PG
.SP2
3300 :

3320 : Keyfile Extract for New K
ey Generation
3340 :

3360 LET Z* - "SYSWKS.UKY" : OPE
N\#1,Z* : SCRATCH\#1
3380 RECNO \#10 = 1

3400 RECNO \*10 = RECNO\ttl0 + 1

3420 IF RECNO\#10 >- RNEXT\#10 G
.3560
3440 IF RECNO\*10 - RSIZEXW10 G.
3560
3460 GOSUB 1440 : : Read Master F
ile
3480 LET ZLOC - RECNO\#10
3500 IF LIDX - THEN ZLOC - -ZL
oc : : show as empty
3520 WRITE \#1, ZLOC, NAME*
3540 80T0 3400
3560 CLOSE \#10,\#1
3580 LET Z* - "SYSWKS.CTL" : OPE
N\#1,Z* : SCRATCH\#1
3600 WRITE \#1,"APS120.BAS",1,0,
0,0 : CLOSE \#1
3620 CHAIN "SYS100.BAS"
3640 :

3660 : Generalized Error Routine
3680 :

3700 IF ERCODE <> 33 8.3740
3720 PRINT "File / Program "»Z*J
" was NOT found !

!

"

3740 LIST \#PTR, 100-140 : P.\#PT
R
3760 PRINT \#PTR, "An unrecoverab
le ERROR has been detected."
3780 PRINT \#PTR, "Please save th
e following information : " : P.
\#PTR
3800 PRINT \#PTR,"The ERROR code
was : "; ERCODE

3820 PRINT \#PTR,"The Line Numbe
r was ";ERLINE : P. \#PTR
3840 IF ERCODE = 33 G.3880
3860 IF ERCODE > 60 G.3680 : ELS
E P.\#PTR,CHR*<12> : P.CHR*<7> :

STOP
3880 PRINT \#PTR,"The error rela
tes to disk data file operation.

3900 PRINT \#PTR,"You may be abl
e to solve the problem with one
of the"
3920 PRINT \#PTR, "System Utiliti
es - going to Utility Processing

3940 CHAIN "APS900.BAS"
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After we have a functioning Master
and Key/He, we can progress to the cod-
ing of receiving or paying invoices (In-

voice File Processing). This is where a
lot of our common routines come into

use. We will need to develop the Invoice
File linkage to the Vendor Master, but
will be able to reuse the ISAM Keyfile

lookup for the Master File that was
developed in A PS100. BAS. Again, I would
concentrate initially on just getting the

system capable of reading and writing

invoice records, leaving check writers

and other frills to another time. This
program also needs the capability of
writing out activity records. This code
should be done as you are doing the

adjustment and payment portions.

To really be able to check the integ-

rity of the Accounts Payable System, we
need "eyes" or reports. Thus, the next

programs to tackle should be the report

extract and a crude version of the report
printing. Initially, these can be used to

insure that the Master. Invoice and
Activity files are getting updated prop-
erly. When I say a crude version, I mean
that we are trying to implement the
reports as designed, but aren't too con-
cerned about tab settings, etc. At this

point we primarily want to sec the data.

and can make it look prettier once we're

convinced that all our update logic is

working correctly. Lastly, New Period
Processing can be coded, allowing us to

reset the system and again recheck our
inputs.

"It is best to complete the

design, set it down for a
day or two, then come
back to it and make the

decisions as to language
and the order in which
the programs should be
developed.

"

Once we have the BASIC system oper-

ational, we can then go back and com-
plete the remaining functions. Possibly

by this time, either we have seen a need
for some changes, or have shown the

system to a potential customerand they

have asked for some changes. If we get

to this step before the complete system

is programmed, the odds are that less

code will have to be changed than if we
wait until we are through. An item that

is required, but has not been mentioned
to date, is a manual. When is the best

time to write the manual? Ideally, it

should have been written before we
started and used as a guideline while

programming. In practice, it typically is

written after the system is completed. A
good compromise, and one that has

some benefits, is to develop it while the

programming is taking place. If possi-

ble, have someone else do the manual. I

say this because first, programmers don't

generally write good manuals (and they

usually hate doing it), and secondly, if

someone else is trying to explain the

system, they will spot oversights that the

programmer may miss. This may not be

a program error as such, but more likely

a clearer way to present the information.

I am looking for suggestions for sub-

ject matter to cover in future articles.

The topics should be somewhat general

in nature, leaving the specifics, on OS-9
as an example, to those who have
columns on those subjects. Ifyou have a

suggestion, please send it to me care of

Computcrware, Box 668. Encinitas, CA
92024. ^

TITAN SOFTWARE
THEPOWFHFVLI

Highly Sophisticated "IDEAL H O S I

"
C omplex & "T H.ERtMOTE Executive" (Terminal) PGM.

INCLUDES: STAR Kl I "S "REMOTERM" & "COI.ORTERM".
LICENSED TQ TITAN SOFTWARE (TM).

(36 GRANULES OF SHEER GOLD)
Rl MOM COMROI^COMMUNICATION PCiM.

Attribute "MAIN ERAMI ." C apabililHa lo an) 12K Ext. Bas. & Two bisk Drives.

Recycle Automatically alter "SIGNOF'F".
.'^.C'AM.kY.KM^m^sa^ (unrestricted "REMO IE CONTROL") RunningOwn. or HOS Is
H)ViKr

J\,
e.r«HS- Comrrtunicaio (1 wo Way) leasing or Retrieving Kile* (I ppet '& Lower Cist) as

V

i 'eV'e-'r'i' MC)1 V
'

'

even ir'aVcfing "exex i'l'lVE*.'
Secretary, or Sales Representative,

"
I EI.E I ERM" Communicates with other HOST & BBS Systems too.

Host System Intercepts UNAU I HOR1ZED INTRt DERS by: I Do. PASSWORD & "I'RIVA II " Message Codes. (Up to halt "$" each). Automatic loading to the
C omputer"s Memory-Range & Semi Automatic Setting ol Communication-Protocols and Printer-Parameters. AUTO-Sclecl MENU driven PCiM.

Till: HANDLER": Prepare. Convert. Load. Save & I ransmit ALL I YPES ol FILES.
"MINI EDITOR": Word Processor: load. Edit & Save "File Handler's" & most Word-Processor Files.

Library Quality Gold Embossed Binder EDITION 32K. Ext. Bas. Dsk. $85 First Class S4H 54 50

COMPOUND the AWESOME POWER ol I WO MAIN ERAME Capabilities, by I WO
Mutually REVERSIBLE HOST -T ERMINAI. SOFTWARE.

A Set ol Ivvo Hosl-lerminal Complex PGM., in one "GOLD EMBOSSED BINDER" S 148 Eirsi Class S&H: On Us!!

HANDLER COMPLEX (18 Granules ol Sheer Gold)
I DISK HANDLER - East. Reliable. Garbage Eree. Discretional!) "VER I II IFP". AUTO-Sclcclivc MENU driven PGM. Loading

a. Error Free Disk Backup. d. "DISK ERASER " Easter than DSKINI. WIPES Disks CLEAN
b Selective PCiM . (C)opj or (Slkip. e "DIRECTORY" PRIM : on Screen & Printer.

c. Solo-Pgm-Copy Irom DISKS. I. "DIR I RACK 17 1' PRIM shows -LEFTOVER" Dir. & PCiM. Garbages.

"Disk Handler" Pgm makes Garbage Eree' Copies. Irom "Garbage Fill I
" Floppies.

II FILE HANDIER - is the same pgm.. as in the "HOST COMPLEX '.

III. MINI-EDITOR -is the same as in the -HOSI COMPI EX"
Library Quality Gold Embossed Binder E DM ION 12K. Ext. Bas. Dsk. S4X Eirst Class S&H $4.00

C O N V E R I C Q M P I E X ( 1 1 Granules ol Sheer Gold)
I Highly Reliable & East Programmer's Helper At lO-Selective Ml Nl driven Program Loading.
II Highly Sophisticated and Very East COMPUTER MEMORY X-RAY I RAM & ROM) With Ol Without Program Loaded. With Programs I oaded Acts as a"COMPUIER LANGUAGE ANALYZER" Columnar I 1ST ING ol Numerical Systems on Screen or Primer.

Library Quality Gold Embossed Binder I DM ION I6K. Ext. Bas. Dsk $38 Eirst Class S&H $4.00

For more EXPLICIT 9 Page Brochure ol all T 1 1 AN SOE I WARE PROGRAMS
Send SI.00 and a Sell-Addressed 40c Stamped Envelope to:

508 West Avenue. Nonhvalc. New Jersey 07647 (201) 768-7479 ft P.M. -
1 P.M. EST.

M one) Orders. Checks. Master Charge. Visa Accepted
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The retail stores 1
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ar basis and may have

other products of interest to Color Computer users. We suggest you patronize those

n your area.

ALABAMA Computer Systems Group Gotrett Finn News Agency. Inc

Birmingham Jefferson News Co. Pensocola Anderson News Co Greenwood The Computer Experience

Florence Anderson News Co. Sarasota Family Computers Indianapolis Bookland, Inc.

Hunlsvilie Endrcott Software South Indldna News
Madison Madison Books Pasadena Poling Place Jasper Computer Store

Montgomery Trade N' Books Stuart Caribbean Engineering Corp. Elex Man-

ALASKA
Tallahassee Anderson News Co. Lawrenceburg Bauer Electronics

Tampa Fine Print Bookstore Madison Arco Office Supplies
Fairbonks Electronic World Software City Morion Computer Corner

ARIZONA Sound Trader & Computet Center Martinsville Radio Shock

Phoenix the Computer Shop GEORGIA New Haven Advanced Color Software

Home Brew Computers Atlanta Chips. Inc Scottsburg Radio Shock of Scottsburg

Trl-Teck Computers Guild News Agency Walbosh Mitting's Electronics

Scotadale Data Concepts Augusta Software City IOWA
Tempe All Systems Go Columbus Muscogee News Co. Bettendort Cosmos Computers

Books Etc Cummings Kent Radio Shack Davenport Interstate Book Store

Computer Library Jesup Kannon Music Software City

Tucson Anderson News Co. Radio Shack KANSAS
Mlnz Electronics Marietta Act One Video Junction City III H's Stereo

ARKANSAS St. Simons Topeka Palmer News. Inc.

Little Rock Anderson News Co. island Rodio Shock Town Crier of Topeka. Inc

CALIFORNIA Toccoa Martin Music Rodio Shock Wichita Amateur Radio Eauipment Co.

Cirrus Heights Software Plus IDAHO Lloyd's Rddio

Downey The Floppi Disk Blacktoot F/M Systems Electronics KENTUCKY
EiCojon Radio Shock Moscow Johnson News Agency Greenville Williams &Wells. Inc.

Exton Software City ILLINOIS Hopklnsville Hobby Shop
Folsom Computers. Etc. Aurora Kroch's & Brentano's Louisville The Computer Store

Fortuna R81V Sound Champaign Book Market Maysville Radio Shack
Gretna The Computer Supply Store Chicago B. Dalton Booksellers Poducoh Radio Shack
Half Moon Bay Strawflower Electronics N. Walbosh St. Paintsville Gus-Stan Enterprises

Hespetla Dessert Sound. Inc. West Jackson St. Pikeville Gus-Stan Enterprises

Hollywood Levity Distributors Bob's in Newtown LOUISIANA
Livermore Software Galeria Bob's News Emporium Baton Rouge Acme Book Co.
Lompoc L4H Electronics Emporium Bob's Rogers Park Software Solutions

Los Angeles Polygon Co. Book Market Crowley Acadlona Newsstand
Miipitas AVS Computer Systems East Cedar Shreveport Computer SOS
Modesto Software Mart North Cicero Slidell Radio Shack 7181
National City JARB Software WestDiversey MAINE

Willy's Electronics E.B. Garcia & Associates Brockton Voyager Bookstore
PoclflcBeoch Pro Am Electronics Guild Books & Periodicals South Portidnd Portland News Co.
Palo Alto Printers. Inc. Kroch's & Brentano's Waterboro Radio Shack
Sacramento Tower Magazine South Walbosh MARYLAND
San Diego Computer Dimension West Jockson Lexington Park Books. Etc

The Computer Store 516 N Michigan MASSACHUSETTS
Dimensional Software 835 N. Michigan Brockton Vogager Bookstore

Nlnis Comer. IncDisney's Electronics Porkway Drugs Cambridge
Rodio Shack Parkwest Books Out Of Town News

Son Ffoncisco News On 24 Sandmeyer's Bookstore The Program Store
Santa Rosa Sawyer's News. Inc. Univ. of Chicago Bookstore Danvers Microcon Computer S Software Store
Southgate Color Computing Univ. of Illinois Bookstore Fitchburg Corners Book Shop
Stockton Holdings Way News Videomat. Inc. Ipswich Ipswich News

' Sunnyvale Computer Literacy Chilllcothe Book Emporium Littleton Computer Plus
COLORADO Danville Book Market Lynn North Shore News Co
Aurora Aurora Newsland Decatur Book Emporium Woburn Microcon Softwarecenters
Colorado K-Mart Plaza MICHIGAN

Springs Hathaway's Magazines Northgate Mall Allen Park Book Nook. Inc.
' Westminster

CONNECTICUT
Software City DeKalb Appletree Computers Ann Arbor Community News Center

East Moline Book Emporium BrocWyn Weatherwax Radio Shack
Danboiy Computer Serv. of Danbury Evanston Chicogo-Maln News Charlotte Computer Options
.Monroe Mockey's Geneseo B & J Supply Dearborn DSL Computer Products
fcxange Software City Kewanee Book Emporium Durand Robbins Electronics
Delaware Lisle Book Nook Fenton Trl-County Electronics Radio Shack
Wilmington Normor, Inc.—The Smoke Shop Newton Bill's TV Rodio Shock Hint "I O"
FLORIDA Oak Brook Kroch's & Brentano's Kalamazoo John Rollins

Boca Raton Software. Software. Inc. Oak Park B.I.E.S. Systems Software City
Cleorwater The Avid Reoder Kroch's & Brentano's Lapeer Computer Comer

Soenen & Wilmoth Books Paris Book Emporium User Friendly

Software City Peoria Book Emporium Lowell CurTs Sound & Home A/code Center
Cocoa Village Book Shop Sheridan Village Mt. Clemens Key Book Shop
Davie Software Plus More Westlake Shopping Center Michigan Radio
Ft. Lauderdale Mike's Electronics Distributor Book Market Mt. Morris Shop And Save

Software Connection Illinois News Service Muskegon The Eight Bit Comer
Jacksonville The Book Nook Schoumberg Kroch's & Brentano's Novi Ml Software Dist.. Inc

Book Town Skokle Kroch's & Brentano's Okemos Software City
Kissimmee Rodto Shack & Elec Hut Springfield Book Emporium Owosso C/C Computer Systems
Melbourne City Newsstand Sangamon Center North Hi-Fi Audio Co.

The Little Store Town & Country Shopping Ctr. Perry Perry Computers
Miami The News Rock Sunnyland Book Emporium Perry Oil & Gos
Orange Park Software City West Frankfort Paper Place Pontlac Computer Shack
Orlando The Alamo Wheeling North Shore Distributors Roseville New Horizons

Software Unlimited INDIANA Royal Oak Software City
Panama City Boyd-Ebert Corp Berne White Cottage Electronics St. Johns Clinton Electronics
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Southlield

Sterling Heights

Wyoming
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis

MISSISSIPPI

Grenada
Gulfport

MISSOURI
Kansas City

St. Louis

University City

NEBRASKA
Lincoln

Omaha
NEVADA
LasVegas

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Peterborough
Portsmouth
West Lebanon
NEW JERSEY
Bergenfield

Cedar Knolls

Cherry Hill

Clinton
Flemlngfon
Lawrenceville
Linwood
Marmora
Montvale
Morristown

Pennsville

River Edge
Rockoway
Summit
Teaneck
Wayne
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque

Los Alamos
NEW YORK
Brockport
East Syracuse
Elmira Heights

Falrport

Hudson Falls

Johnson City

Mt. Klsco

New York

Software City

Sterling Book Center
Gerry's Book Co.

Reod-More News

Stereo Store ol Grenoda, Inc

Computertand

Midwest CoCo Systems
Book Emporium
Computer Xchange
Software Centre
Final Edition

Hobby Town
Computers & Components

Hurley Electronics

Software City

Radio Shack
Portsmouth Computers
Verham News Corp.

Software City

Village Computer & Software
Software City

Micro World II

Software City
Micro Con Software Center
Software City

Outpost Radio Shack
Software City

Software City

Dave's Elect Radio Shack
Software City

Software Station

Software City

Software City

Wayne Software

East West Enterprises

Poge One Newsstand
Salt of the Earth

Sound Center - Radio Shack

Lift Bridge Book Shop. Inc
The DataPhile Co
Southern Tier News Co.. Inc.

Software City

GA West & Co.
Unicorn Electronics

Software City

Barnes & Noble -Sales Annex
Coliseum Books
Eastern Newsstand
Grand Central Station. Track 37
200 Park Ave, (Pan Am #1

)

55Water Street

World Trade Center #2
First Stop News
idle Hours Bookstore
International Smoke Shop
Jonil Smoke

,

PennBook
State News
Usercom Systems. Inc.

Walden Books
World Wide Media Services

N White Plains Software City
Plaftsburg Adirondack Computer Suppll
Rochester Village Green

World Wide News
Woodhoven Spectrum Protects
NORTH CAROLINA
Aberdeen King Electronics

Radio Shack
Charlotte Newsstand Int'l

Papers* Paperback
Havtock Computer Concerns
Hickory C! Books 8c Comics
Laurlnburg Radio Shock
Marion Boomers Rhythm Center
Newiand Alpine Electronic Systems
Raleigh DJ.'s Book and News

Sofrmart
Winston-Salem K & S News Stand
NORTH DAKOTA
Forgo
OHIO

Computer Associates

Canton Little Professor Book Center
Cincinnati Clnsoft
Coshocton Utopia Software
Dayton Wilke News
Fairbom News-Reoders
Kent The News Shop
Kenton T.W Hogan a Associates
Lakewood Lakewood International News

Limo Brunner News Agency
Edu-Caterers

Mayfield
Heights Programs Unlimited

Software City
Miomisburg Wilke News
Mount Orab Mount Orab Radio Shock
Rocky River Programs Unlimited
Toledo Leo's Book & Wine Shop

Reitz Electronics
Westervilie Home Computer Store

OKLAHOMA
Hobart Shortgrass Electronics

Oklahoma City Merit Micro Software
OREGON
Aloho B. Color Computer and Software
Hermiston Lees TV & Radio Clinic

Portland 80-Plus
PENNSYLVANIA
Allison Park Software City

Altoona Newborn Enterprises

Brookville Larry's Stereo Shop
Coudersport Weiss Computers
Greensburg The Program Store

Huntingdon
Valley Software City

Malvern Personal Software
Philadelphia City Software Center

Newsy
Phoenlxville Stevens Radio Shock
Pittsburgh All-Pro Souveniers
Pleasont Hills Pitt Computer 8 Software
Pottstown Video Programming, Inc.

Tunkhannock The Donna Comm. Co.
Williamsport Shade Tree

York The Computer Center of York
RHODE ISLAND
Newport Kelly's Variety

Warwick Software Connection
SOUTH CAROLINA
Beaufort Data Byte Computer Center
Charleston Hts. Software Haus, inc.

Greenville Palmetto News Co.
Hilton Head Megatron Corporation
Spartanburg Software City
Union Fleming's Electronics

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga Anderson News Co.
Dickson Highland Electronics
Knoxviile Anderson News Co.

First Byte Computer Co.
Memphis Compute! Center

Software, Inc.

Stewart Software
Nashville Campus Computer Corp

Mosko's Book Store

Smyrna Delker Electronics

TEXAS
Austin Capitol Microcomputers
Conroe Crouchel Electronics
Elgin The Homing Pigeon
Ft Worth RR Electronics

Softwore Terminal
Houston MicroSolutions
Irving Software Access
Orange Northway Books 8v News
Paris Software Solutions

UTAH
Murray DeserefBook
Ogden Computer City

VIRGINIA
Gattoh Electronics Marketing
Norfolk l-O Computers
Richmond Software City

WASHINGTON
Beiievue Software City

Marysville More Than Games
Mount Lake

Terrace Emerald Computer Services
Renton Data Borne
Seattle Adams News Co.. Inc
Tocoma Nybbles 'N Bytes

WEST VIRGINIA
Lesage Pioneer Technology
Logan Stan's Electronics 8c Rodlo Shock
Parkersburg Valley News Service

WISCONSIN
Applefon Badger Periodicals

Cudahy Cudohy News 8c Hobby
Janesville Book World
Lodysmrfh Electronics. Etc
Milwaukee Abocus Micro

Book Tree

Booked Solid

Booked Solid II

Harvey Schwartz Bookshop
Univ. of Wisconsin Bookshop

WYOMING
Casper The Computer Store

AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY
Kingsford Paris Radio Electronics

CANADA
ALBERTA
Athabasca McLeans Ltd.

Bonff Banff Radio Shack
Barrhead Borrheod Sound 1982 Ltd.

Blairmore L 8c K Sports 8i Music
Brooks Double "D" AS C. Radio Shack
Calgary Billys News

Imperial Computer Ltd
Camrose Rodk) Shock Associated Stores
Cloresholm Radio Shack Associated Stores
Coaldale Coaldole Sight 8; Sound
Drayton Valley Langard Electronics
Edmonton CMD Micro

Kelly Software Distributors

Edson Radio Shock
Falrvtew D.N.R Furniture 8c TV
Fox Creek Fox City Color 8c Sound
Ft. Macleod Fort Pharmacy

Rodio Shack
Grande Cache The Stereo Hut
Grande Centre The Book Nook
Grande Prairie Northern Computer Service
Hanna Technics TV Ltd
Innisfoit L 8c S Stereo
Lacombe Tall Pine TV
Leduc Radio Shock Associated Stores
Lloydminster Lloyd Radio Shack
Peace River H & S Music Centre

Radio Shack Associated Stores
Pincher Creek Thornton 8c Son's
Redcliff Gale Distributing

Red Deer Computer World
Rimbey Roy's TV
St. Paul Tele-Logic

Sundre Sundre Sound
Taber Pynewood Sight 8c Sound
Valieyview Dons Rodio Shop
Vermilion Photocraft Vermilion Ltd.

Wetaskiwtn Radio Shock
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Bumaby Compulit
Campbell

River TRS Electronics
Chllllwack Charles Parker
Courtenoy Bell Rodio 8c TV

Valley Computers
Ft. St. John Ken Dawson
Merrit Merrit Radio Shock
N. Vancouver Microwest Distributors

Sicomous Shuswap Electronics
Sidney Sidney Electronics

Victoria Datafact
International Software
Techworid

Williams Lake Norcom Softwore
MANITOBA
ThePos Jodi's Sight 8c Sound
Winnipeg J & J Electronics Ltd.

NEW BRUNSWICK
Moncton Conadian Colour Connection
NEWFOUNDLAND
Labrador City Sound 8c Vision
NOVA SCOTIA
Dartmouth Sector Software
Halifax Atlantic News
ONTARIO
Angus Micro Computer Service
Atikokam Gill's Furniture

Bowmanville Bowmanville Audio vision LTD
Cochrane Frederickhouse Sound
Etobicoke NEPCOM
Hamilton Galls Book World
Hanover CMUG
Kingston T.M Computers
Ottawa National News Co.. Ltd.

South River Max TV
Strathroy Downtown Sound
QUEBEC
LoSalle Messogeries de Presse Beniamln Enr.

Sherbrooke Sec DeLoc
SASKATCHEWAN
Assiniboia Telstar News
Niprwan Cornerstone Sound
Regina George Glass

Regina CoCo Club
Softwre Supermarket

Saskatoon Computertime
Tisdaie Paul's Service
YUKON
Whitehorse Big Byte Computer Services

H & O Holdings
PUERTO RICO
San Juan Softwore City

Also available at all Waldenbooks, Coles and selected B. Dalton Bookseller stores in the United States and Canada.
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AD VERTISER 'S INDEX

We encourage you to patronize our advertisers — all of whom support the TRS-80
Color and TDP System-100 computers. We will appreciate your mentioning THE
RAINBOW when you contact these firms.

Abacus 204
Alban Scientific 277
Ankia Research 16
Ark Royal Games 197
Aurora Software 212
B & B Software 196
B5 Software 105
Basic Technology 192
Betasoft Systems 8
Big 3, The 21
Bluegrass Software 168. 229
Botek Instruments 95
Butterfly Software 166
Calc-Soft 110
Cer-Comp , . 237
Challenger Software 198
Cinsoft 117
Classical Computing 206
CNR Engineering 208
CoCo Warehouse 119
Cognitec 13
Color Connection Software 84
Color Micro Journal 207
Color Power Unlimited. Inc 9
Color Software Services 225
Colorware 266, 267
Compugenesis 209
Compugram 222
Computer Associates 223
Computer Island 234, 235
Computer Mom, The 149
Computer Plus 3

Computer Systems Center 245
Computerware 46, 47
Computize, Inc 174, 289
Cosmos Computer Services Inc.

251
Custom Computer Products 160
Custom Software Engineering

199
Oata'Phile, The 214
Data-Comp 158
Datafact Software LTD 196
Dataman International

113, 121,201, 256
Dayton Associates of W. R.

Hall, inc 184
Deft Systems 17
Delker Electronics 87
Derringer Software

81, 114, 115,226
Derby City Software 224
Dorset! 52
Double Density Software 186, 187
Dragon User 283
Dragonfly Writing 216
DSL Computer Products 190
E.D.C. Industries 264
EAP Co 222
Eclectic Systems Corporation

.... , 211
Elite Software 73, 74, 75
Endicott Software 109
Federal Hili Software 57
Four Star Software 130
GIMIX 290
Grafx 228
Grantham Software Division

154, 155
Great Plains Computer Co.,

Inc 279

Green Mountain Micro 135
Hard Drive Specialists 181

Hawkes Research Services 200
HJL div, of Touchstone

Technology, Inc 193
Frank Hogg Laboratory IBC
Howard Medical 34, 205
Incentive Software 219
Intracolor 215
Indiana Software Group, Inc 227
J & M Systems BC
JARB Software 131. 265
JBM Group Inc., the 118
DP. Johnson 278
Joysticks/plus 70
Kelly Software Distributors 189
Key Color Software 276
KRT Software 284
Mark Data Products 37. 182, 183
Metric Industries 96, 250
MichTron 35
Micro Works, The 22
Microcom Software 31
Microtech Consultants Inc 263
Microware Systems Corporation 260

Tom Mix Software IFC. 11, 65,66,67
Moreton Bay 123, 125
Multi Venture 241, 244
NOVASOFT 29
Oelrich Publications 218
Other Guys Software, The 88
Owls Nest Software 14
Owl-Ware 243
Ozone Engineering 100
Parsons Software 78
PBJ, Inc 53
PD Software 12?
Perry Computers 101
Picosoft Games 217
Polygon Co 230
Dr. Preble's Programs 132
Prickly-Pear Software 195
PXE Computing 15

R.G.S Micro Inc 69, 71

Radio Shack 82, 83

Rainbow Bookshelf 257
Rainbow Gift Certificate 161

Rainbow On Tape 220
RAINBOWfest 50, 51

REM Industries 102
Robotic Microsystems 167

Sadare Software 99
Saguaro Software 106. 107

Sancher EnterpHze 229
Selected Software 39
Soft Shdp, The 231

Softlaw Corp 25, 26, 27
Softmart 216
Software Connection 218
Software House, The 230
Software Plus 177
Software Support, Inc 162, 163

Solid Software 111

Southwestern Digital 181

Spectral Associates 77
Spectrum Projects Inc.

..137, 138. 139, 141, 142. 143, 145

Speech Systems 169, 170, 171, 172, 173
Sugar Software 62, 63, 1 57

T & D Software 238
Tandar Software 134
TCE Programs. Inc 72, 126, 210, 246
Titan Software 285
TMP Software 10
Tri-Tech Electronics 203
Triad Pictures 221

Trillium 194
True Data Products 247, 249
Valley Micro 239
Vidtron 41

Wasatchware 268
Woodstown Electronics 44
Workbase Data Systems 202
YGS 70
York 10 81

Zoso Software 244

Call:

Jack Garland
Garland Associates, Inc.

10 Industrial Park Drive
Hingham, MA 02043
(617) 749-5828

Call:

Cindy Shackleford

Director, West Coast Office

12110 Meridian South — Suite 8

P.O. Box 73-578

Puyallup, WA 98373-0578

(206) 848-7766

Call:

Kate Tucci
Advertising Representative
9529 U.S. Highway 42
P.O. Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059
(502) 228-4492
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Simply stated • The finest graphics program written for the Color Computer!

i USER FRIENDLY !

• 4 Display modes (Including Hi Res red'blue
artifact)

1 Animate mode
i Color Palette with over t5 color patterns for
use with Hi Res artifact

i Send/Receive pictures over standard modem
at 300. 600. or 1200 baud

| Supplied utility allows capturing Hi Res
screens from most COCO arcade games
(even protected ones)

1 Multiple Hi-Res character lonts (user re
definable)

* EASY TO LEARN GRAPHIC MENU *
REQUIRES 64K COCO. 1 DRIVE SYSTEM. AND 2 ANALOG JOYSTICKS

$?4 95
",

Supplied utility for transferring Graphicom
screens to Baste or other Mil programs
Supplied utilily for loading screens from
Basic or other sources
Built m Hi Res SCREEN PRINT (compatible
with EPSON. C-ITOH. GEMINI 10. OKI. plus
Radio Shack's LP VII. LP-VIII. OMP-tOO
DMP200. and GCP US printers) from 110 (o

9600 baud
Slow-scan television SEND'RECEIVE options
Many additional features, operating hints,

hardware mods and suggestions, etc

,
ti.C.U.

^l.w l.ieiraJAl f aal at ! I b a4V
111

MULTI DRIVE - Copy pictures from one dish to another
KILL • Blank out individual pictures on a pix disk
TRANSFER - Copy pictures between Graphicom and binary formats
DISPLAY • View individual pictures. •

$19.95

introductory price

524.95
Graphicom Pari II is a video processing package that provides many functions that are missing in
Graphicom. Here are just a few of the features provided by Graphicom Part II.

ENLARGE/REDUCE/ROTATE
Enlarge or reduce any portion ol a screen by any amount, just like a photographic enlarged In-
dependent of the enlargement or reduction, rotate by any degree or traction o' a degree about any
point on the screen
PAINT (REPLACING SPECIAL EFFECT FUNCTIONS)
No mo«e clumsy "stamping ' to gel your colors' Paint or fill' any irregular area on the screen'
More than 50 different colored patterns available Unlike Extended Basic s PAINT command, pain
ting will stop at any boundry. Undo or Oops' function allows experimenting, and prevents time
consuming mistakes Additional paint patterns may be user delmed
PAN ft ZOOM
Zoom In" *2. »4. or x8 on any portion of the screen lo do line pixel work Allows editing ol
Graphicom character sets with ease!
TYPESETTER ft FONT EDITOR
Add text m 16 different sizes with several display modes to chose from including COLORED
FOREGROUND & BACKGROUND text 1 Edil 8«8 characters tot use m me typesetter Over 30
character sels supplied on disk 'GRAB' 'unction allows transfer ol some Graphicom cnaracte*
sets to Graphicom Part II lormat
PIXEL BLASTER
Allows the user to easily subshlule or remove colors Widen lines, swap BLUE ft RED without e"ec
tmg BLACK ft WHITE, etc
GRAPHICOM PART II DOES NOT REQUIRE GRAPHICOM TO RUN!
Graphicom Pan II requires a 64K extended disk basic system, it will load and save Doth standard
BIN hies and Graphicom screens, and supports 1 to 4 disk drives with keyboard or joystick (analog
or switch type) Ail functions support color or Hi-Res operation, as wen as <J screen display modes
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Input directly Into Graphicom for easy enhancements, manipulation, stamping, and storage
Catalog all your favorite ' video photos of your friends, lamily. movie ft TV characters on
diskette
Accepts composite video signal in (1 0v p-p) Irom video camera. VCR. video disc player, another
computer, or other compatible video sources.
View "off air'' or "VCR"' digitized video at close to realtime Snapshot video irames to the
digitizer's internal memory No slow, blurry" serial manipulation just hit your joystick s lire

button 1
It's that simple

Use with your multi-pak or a "Y" cable ("Y" cable available at $19.95)
Video is input via a "BNC" connector. External controls for HORIZONTAL POSITION. VER-
TICAL POSITION, HORIZONTAL WIDTH. BRIGHTNESS, and CONTRAST (FUZZ) settings
Don't be fooled by imitations this is the GRAPHICOM J*DIQ OiCHiZEH the only digitizer that
"DIRECTLY" inputs into Graphicom (The original design by Cheshire Cat. (he tolks that brought
Oraphicom to the COCO world)
requires 64k coco. 1 0isk drive. and 2 analog joysticks. free graphicom pro
gram, picture disk. and graphicom utility supplied with purchase of jlotq
digitizer <a $50 value)
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Anil. bio from COMPUTIZE
4C ArliFacI color palette

Large character sets drawn with master design
(from Derringer Software)
Same as SC but set up as stamp set
Miscellaneous Art Set »1

• Miscellaneous Art Set »2
Miscellaneous Ads and Examples
Miscellaneous Fonts

11C • Artilact color palette type lonts
12C An demo Irom WHITESMITH
I3C GRAPHICOM PART II lunction demo
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CHRISTMAS LIST
F=Flex 0=0S-9 R=Radlo Shack

NEW NOMAD The Personal Robot for

CoCo complete with software. 250.00

WORD PROCESSING
DynaStar OR DynaForm 49.95 FO
DynaStar AND DynaForm 99.90 FO
DynaSpell. the best spelling checker 5995 FO
DynaSpell w.'Lookup for RS OS-9 94.90 O

NEW Dyna-Pak (DS/DF and Word-Pak) 199.95 FO
Stylograph 99.95 FO
Stylo-Pak (Stylo and Word-Pak) 199.95 FO
TSC Text Processor for Flex 75.00 F

LANGUAGES
TSC X-BASIC for Flex 100.00 F
TSC Pascal for Flex 200.00 F
Basic09 for RS OS-9 99 95 O
C-Compiler for RS OS-9 99.95 O
Crunch Cobol for Flex 10000 F

Windrush PL/9 19800 F
A/BASIC compiler 75.00 FO
Dyna-C compiler 59 95 FO
eFORTH (The best FORTH) 79.95 FR
DynaSoft Pascal (P code compiler) 59.95 FO
Introl C full compiler 425.00 F

SPREADSHEET and DATABASE
Dynacalc for CC Flex 200.00 F

NEW Dynacalc for RS Dos 99 95 R
RMS Database for CC Flex 200 00 F

RMS for Radio Shack OS-9 250 00 O
infoMag Database 99 95 F

SYSTEM SOFTWARE
SPEC Color Computer Flex 49.95 F
SPEC ED/ASM for Flex 49 95 F
SPEC Flex with ED/ASM 69 95 F

DBASIC with CC Flex 30 00 F
Radio Shack OS-9 69 95 O
O-Pak Hi-Res and copy for RS OS-9 34 95 O
SDisk for RS OS-9 29 95 O
SDisk w/BootFix for RS OS-9 35 95 O

UTILITIES and PROGRAMMING TOOLS
NEW CModem terminal program 50.00 FO
NEW Color Connection II 49.95 FO
NEW Color Connection II for RS DOS 39.95 R

Color Utilities for CC Flex 50.00 F
Disk Utility Program 50.00' F
Super Sleuth disassembler 50 00 FO
Super Sleuth for RS DOS 49.00 R
Dynamite + for Flex 100 00 F
Dynamite + for RS OS-9
Toolkit #1 (for XBasic) «a.33 t

TS Edit for Flex (same as' RS OS9) 34.95 F
Utilix for RS OS-9 49.95 6

NEW UmCharger for RS OS-9 150.00 O
NEW Textools for RS OS-9 29 95 O

File Handler's Toolbox RS OS-9 85 00 O
Filter Kit #1 for RS OS-9 29.95 O

NEW Filter Kit #2 for RS OS-9 29.95 O
Hacker's Kit #1 for RS OS-9 24.95 O

UTILITIES and PROGRAMMING TOOLS
cont.

TSC Debug for Flex

TSC Diagnostics for Flex

TSC Extended Precompiler for Flex

TSC Flex Utilities for Flex
TSC Sod Merge for Flex

TSC 68000 Cross Assembler Flex

Windrush MACE editor assembler
Esther (Al for Flex)

6502 Translator for Flex

6502 Translator for RS OS-9*
MACROS for Flex

MACROS for RS OS-9
MACROS / ALL for Flex

MACROS / ALL for RS OS-9
PICPID for Flex

PIC.PID for RS OS-9
6805 Debugging Simulator / Flex

6805 Debugging Simulator/RS OS-9
6502 Debugging Simulator / Flex

6502 Debugging Simulator RS OS-9

HARDWARE
Video - for CoCo
Video - II M for CoCo
Video - II C for CoCo
PBJ Word-Pak (NEW low price)

NEW PBJ Word-Pak II (80X24 and smooth)
P-C Pak w Printer Port & Clock
Y-Cable for WordPac

NEW OS-9 Driver for Word-PaK
Flex Driver for Word-PaK
OS-9 Driver for PC Pac
8-64K Dynamic RAM Chips
Drive '.-. Height SSDD 40T
Drive 0. / Height DSDD 40T
Drive 0. v Height DSDD 80T.
Drive 1. SSDD 40T . Hgt. Drive
Drive 1. DSDD 40T Ji Hgt. Drive
Drive 1 DSDD 80T :. Hgt. Drive . '

Bare SSDD 40T '/> Height Drive '

Bare DSDD 40T % Height Drive-

Bare DSDD 80T vs Height Drive
* V. Height Dual Si*" CASE W/PS

J & M Disk Controller

NEW DSS Disk Controller JDos or RS DOS'
HJL Keyboard for CoCo

case holds TWO 7; height drives

Books and other stuff

Starter Kit 'for CompuServe
Basic09 Tour Guide Book

NEW Relocating Macro Assembler Manual
Starting Forth

VISA, M/C, AMEX, Diner* accepted
Call for Christmas delivery

75.00 F
75.00 F

50.00 F
75.00 F

75.00 F

250.00 F

98.00 F
39.95 F

75.00 F

85.00 O
50.00 F

55.00 O
100.00 F

110.00 O
50.00 F

7500 O
75.00 F

100 00 O
75.00 F
100.00 o

2495
26 95

39 95
119 95
14995
13270
29.95

1995 O
19.95 F

24.95 O
45 00
353(00

37400
391.00

223.00
244 00
261.00

160.00

195 00
250.00

7995
139 95

39.95

18.95 O
25.00 O
18.95
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Heat Up Your COCO
With J&M'S Hot Disk Controller

DRIVE SYSTEM $289
Upgrade your COCO by adding J&M's famous disk

controller, our advanced JDOS operating system, and

a top quality drive all for only $289.

Drive System with one single side drive .... $289

Drive 0, 1 System with two single side drives . . . $429

Drive 0, 1 System with two double side drives . .
.
$499

JED-COCO DISKCONTROLLER $139
The J&M Systems' JFD-COCO Disk Controller has

set new standards in performance and quality. Gold

contacts assure reliability, built-in digital phase lock

loop data separator means NO adjustments, and the

JFD-COCO is plug compatible with both the original

COCO and the new COCO-2.

JDOS
JDOS implements all RS DOS basic commands,

plus many more, including auto line numbering,

up and down arrow keys for scrolling, DOS to boot

OS/9', FLEX', and error trapping. JDOS supports

RS compatible disk formats, plus handles 40 track

single side and double side drives.

DISK DRIVES
A drive is just a drive without a case. We manufacture

out own high quality cases and TransPower power

supplies. Gold contacts are brought out at the back

for easy connection.

MEMORYMINDER'
Memory Minder is a disk drive test program that makes

the following major checks of your drives without

disassembly or special test equipment: head alignment,

disk speed, index hole timing, azimuth, hysteresis,

read sensitivity, and clamping. Memory Minder can

be used to actually align the drives while viewing the

graphics on the screen. This program is a must for

anyone who values the data that is saved on diskettes.

MM-COCO-1 Memory Minder for single side

drives $79

MM-COCO-2 Memory Minder for double side

drives $99

1 FLEX is a registered trademark of Technical Systems Consultants. Inc.

'OS/9 is a regisrcrcd trademark of Microware, Inc.

" Memory' Minder is a registered trademark ofJ&M Systems. Inc.

To order, call (505) 292-4182, or send payment

with order to:

«//A
J & M SYSTEMS, LTD.

15100 CENTRAL SE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87 1 23

505/292-4182

we accept MasterCard and Visa


